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Preface 

The idea for this book emerged from conversations between the editors, in particular 
during visits by JDA to South Africa to work with BS on plantation pests and the 
ecology of invasive forest insects. In the process of these discussions, we realized 
that the field of forest entomology and pathology had changed dramatically in recent 
years. This was primarily due to altered distributions and patterns of interactions 
among insects, fungal pathogens, and trees, the emergence of new technologies and 
increased emphasis on multidisciplinary solutions to problems. In light of these 
changes, we felt it was time for an update. 

The scope of this book is intentionally broad, introducing the audience to the 
diversity of insects and the roles that they play in forest ecosystems. Although much 
of the impetus to study insects in forest ecosystems comes from the premise that 
an understanding of their ecology would facilitate management of pest species, this 
volume covers the beneficial and negative impacts insects have on forest health. 
There are several excellent books and reviews that provide more in-depth treatment 
of many of the topics covered in this book. This book is intended, however, to be a 
comprehensive introduction to the discipline of forest entomology. 

Recognition of the value of forest and woodland ecosystem services continues to 
increase. For example, it has been estimated that globally ca. 1 in 6 people rely 
on forests for food and many more rely on non-food forest ecosystem services 
(e.g. carbon storage, wood, and wood products resources). The significance of 
forest and woodland ecosystem services is expected to increase as human popu-
lation levels increase globally. Coincident with the increase in demand for forest 
ecosystem services has been an increase in the frequency and severity of distur-
bances experienced by forest ecosystems. Altered distributions and patterns of inter-
actions among forest insects, fungal pathogens, and trees, as a consequence of these 
disturbances, have contributed to these dramatic increases. Considerable research 
has been conducted to understand the drivers of these disturbances, their impacts, 
and how to prevent them and mitigate their impact. There are numerous new and 
emerging technologies that have increased our understanding of the importance and 
impacts of insects in forest ecosystems, the factors that influence their distribution
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vi Preface

and abundance and how to mitigate the impacts of pest species. This book provides 
an introduction to this literature. 

This book is organized into four sections with different learning objectives. 

– The first section is a series of eight chapters designed to introduce the reader to the 
discipline of forest entomology. First, the reader is introduced to insects and their 
importance (Chapter 1), followed by a general discussion of direct relationship 
between insect morphology and how they function (Chapter 2) and the diversity 
of arthropods (with an emphasis on insects) in forest ecosystems (Chapter 3). The 
reader is then introduced to the topics of insect ecology (Chapter 4), population 
dynamics (Chapter 5), insect–natural enemy interactions (Chapter 6), and insect– 
plant interactions (Chapter 7), all with an emphasis on forest insects. Section one 
ends with a comprehensive treatment of insect and forest succession (Chapter 8). 

– The next section introduces the reader to the principal insect feeding groups: 
foliage feeders (Chapter 9), bark beetles (Chapter 10), ambrosia beetles 
(Chapter 11), woodborers (Chapter 12), sapsuckers (Chapter 13), gall formers 
(Chapter 14), tip, shoot, root, and regeneration pests (Chapter 15), and insects 
of reproductive structures (Chapter 16). This goal of this section is to provide a 
general introduction to the primary insect species that impact forest ecosystems. 

– The third section consists of four chapters that introduce the reader to the manage-
ment of forest insects. Topics covered include the application of Integrated Pest 
Management (IPM) to forest ecosystems (Chapter 17), the spatial dynamics 
of forest insects (Chapter 18), monitoring and surveillance of forest insects 
(Chapter 19), and the growth and management of trees, silviculture (Chapter 20). 
The goal of this section is to introduce the reader to the spatial dynamics of forest 
insects and its impact on approaches to insect monitoring in the context of IPM 
and silviculture. 

– The last section focuses on significant issues and concepts likely to increase 
in importance. Specific topics covered in this section include forest health 
(Chapter 21), impact of climate change on forest insects and their impacts 
(Chapter 22), and forest biosecurity (Chapter 23). 

All of the editors of this book have taught aspects of forest health and discussions 
with graduate and undergraduate students have contributed to our understanding of 
the topics covered. The content has also been shaped by feedback from a number 
of colleagues including Juan Corley, Brett Hurley, Maartje Klapwijk, Brian Strom, 
James Meeker, Kevin Dodds, Ring Cardé, Jolanda Roux as well as discussions with 
many members of IUFRO Division 7 (Tree Health) over long periods of time. 

Sault Ste. Marie, Canada 
Riverside, USA 
Hatfield, South Africa 
Hatfield, South Africa 
December 2022 

Jeremy D. Allison 
Timothy D. Paine 
Bernard Slippers 

Michael J. Wingfield
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to and Importance 
of Insects 

Richard Redak 

1.1 Introduction 

Insects and closely related arthropods are the dominant and most diverse forms of 
terrestrial and aquatic (non-marine) animal life on the planet. Other than marine 
systems, insects occupy every conceivable environment and habitat on the Earth. 
Crustaceans and Annelids (worms) are the dominant and most diverse groups of 
animals in marine systems. The dominance of insects is true in terms of diversity 
(number of species), numbers of individuals, and total biomass within a given area. As 
of this writing, there are approximately one million known species of insects (species 
that have been scientifically described—they have been provided a scientific name 
and their evolutionary relationship to other species is relatively well established). 
The known number of insect species is only a fraction of the estimated total number 
of species. The total number of insect species has been estimated to be between five 
and ten million species; most of which have yet to be discovered and scientifically 
described. 

When all of the described species on the planet are considered, the number of 
insect species accounts for more than 50% of the total (Fig. 1.1; Purvis and Hector 
2000; Stork  2018). As more species are discovered, the proportion of insects is likely 
to increase as our knowledge of the biodiversity of other plant and animal species 
is much more complete. One caveat to the claim of “dominance” is that there are 
other very poorly described groups with a large number of undescribed species: the 
prokaryotes (Bacteria and Archaea), many groups of protozoa, as well as the fungi 
and nematodes. Perhaps, with a better understanding of life’s overall diversity, other 
groups will rival the apparent dominance on Earth by the insects.

R. Redak (B) 
University of California-Riverside, Riverside, CA, USA 
e-mail: richard.redak@ucr.edu 

© The Author(s) 2023 
J. D. Allison et al. (eds.), Forest Entomology and Pathology, 
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2 R. Redak

Fig. 1.1 The relative proportions of described species on the planet. © Matt Leatherman 

The overwhelming majority of insect species are not harmful to human health, 
commerce, or agriculture, and in some form or fashion are actually beneficial. World-
wide, less than 1% of all known insect species are pests either destroying/damaging 
food and fiber resources, stored products, structures, or transmitting diseases. Within 
forest ecosystems, several insect species are serious pests that threaten our use of 
these natural resources and the ecosystem services they provide. In short, insects are 
our greatest competitors for the resources required to sustain our lives. Those few 
species that are pests result in tremendous efforts to manage their populations and 
limit the damage they cause. As the impacts of forest pests (especially undergoing 
outbreak infestations as shown in Fig. 1.8) are exceptionally visible, the value and 
benefit of most insect species is largely unknown to the general public. 

1.2 What Is an Insect? 

To fully understand the importance of insects to Earth’s ecosystems, one must first 
understand where insects are placed in the phylogenetic tree of life. All species are 
placed within one of three large domains: Eukarya, Archaea, and Bacteria. Archaea
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and Bacteria are referred to as prokaryotic species. They are small (0.5–5 µm) 
unicellular organisms that lack true nuclei and other membrane covered organelles. 
Prokaryotic cells typically possess cell walls comprised of predominantly peptido-
glycan (Bacteria) or a mix of other polysaccharides and proteins (Archaea). Prokary-
otic DNA is not found within a membrane-bound nucleus. The diversity of prokary-
otic species is exceedingly large and likely, when fully understood, much greater than 
any other life form on the planet, including insects. The domain Eukarya contains all 
other species on the planet and is characterized by possessing numerous membrane-
bound organelles including a nucleus containing the cell’s DNA. Eukaryotic cells are 
large (10–100 µm) compared to prokaryotic species and may lack cell walls. If cell 
walls are present, they are typically made up of primarily of cellulose (e.g. plants) or 
chitin (e.g. fungi) often mixed with other polysaccharides and glycoproteins. Each 
Domain is divided into smaller and smaller evolutionarily related groups (=clades) 
of related species. Each group is defined by shared traits (e.g. All insects possess a 
head, thorax, abdomen, three pair of legs and usually a pair of wings. All Coleoptera 
[beetles] possess these same traits and are typically convex in shape with the first set 
of wings being shell-like and protective; the second set of wings are membranous 
and held folded under the first set, Fig. 1.2). 

This categorization of species is somewhat analogous to a set of Russian nesting 
dolls; below the level of Domain, in increasing specificity are the categories of 
Kingdom, Phyla, Class, Order, Family, Genus, and Species. Each Domain encom-
passes several Kingdoms, each Kingdom encompasses several Phyla, and so forth 
down to the level of a single species. As species are discovered, they are placed 
within this classification framework known as the Linnaean system of classification, 
named for Carolus Linnaeus who first proposed the system in the eighteenth century. 
Individual species are provided a two-word descriptor: the genus and the specific 
epithet, both of which are italicized when written (e.g. Choristoneura fumiferana 
(Tortricidae) for the eastern spruce budworm, Fig. 1.3).

Within this classification system, Insects (Class Insecta) are found within the 
Animal Kingdom and within that, the Phylum Arthropoda. Arthropoda includes not 
only insects, but also other Classes including Arachnida (spiders, scorpions, ticks,

Fig. 1.2 A beetle known as 
a firefly,  Photinus pyralis 
(Coleoptera: Lampyridae) 
showing the two sets of 
wings. The forewings known 
as elytra are tough and 
protective, while the 
hindwings are membranous. 
© Alex Wild, used by 
permission 
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Fig. 1.3 The moth, Choristoneura fumiferana (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae). a Larval stage. © Neil 
Thompson, University of Maine at Fort Kent. Bugwood.org; b Adults © K. B. Jamieson, Canadian 
Forest Service, Bugwood.org

mites, and others), Crustacea (crabs, lobsters, shrimp, isopods, copepods, and others), 
Diplopoda (millipedes), Chilopoda (centipedes), and several other groups. Within the 
Arthropoda, insects are found in the Subphylum Hexapoda and the Class Insecta. 
Table 1.1 provides a general classification system for the Arthropoda. It is important 
to note that any classification system is subject to continual modification as new 
species are described and a better understanding of evolutionary relationships within 
and between groups is acquired.

Arthropods are generally described as bilaterally symmetrical and segmented 
creatures possessing an exoskeleton. The exoskeleton lines the entirety of the outside 
of the body and almost all of the internal portions of the digestive, excretory, respi-
ratory and reproductive systems. The exoskeleton provides structural support for the 
animal as well as providing internal and external protection against predators, para-
sites, physical shock, and desiccation. The segments of the body may have undergone 
tagmosis (fusion) to form distinct body sections or tagma (e.g. a head). Internally, the 
circulatory system of arthropods is an open system lacking true veins and arteries— 
the blood is simply pumped around inside the body cavity by a structure called 
the dorsal vessel. There is no spinal cord; however, there is a ventral nerve cord 
comprised of a pair of ganglia located approximately in each body segment. Ganglia 
are connected in a chain-like manner by nerves. The foremost ganglion is multi-
lobed and is referred to as the brain. The appendages of arthropods are referred to 
as jointed; “Arthropod” literally means “jointed foot” in Greek. The various classes 
of animals found within the Arthropoda are variations of the above characteristics. 
Within the Class Insecta, there are 29 orders of insects (Table 1.2), most of which 
can be found within forest ecosystems.

Insects are characterized by possessing three body tagmata (head, thorax, and 
abdomen, each of which is the result of tagmosis of multiple segments), three pair 
of legs, two pair of wings as adults, and one pair of antennae (Fig. 1.4). Within the 
class Insecta, there is a tremendous variety in appendages (e.g. antennae, legs and

http://www.Bugwood.org
http://www.Bugwood.org
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Table 1.1 General 
classification system for the 
extant major groups within 
the Phylum Arthropoda. The 
listing below does not include 
extinct groups 

Phylum Arthropoda 

Subphylum Chilicerata 

Class Arachnida: Spiders, Scorpions, Wind Scorpions, Sun 
spiders Ticks, Mites 

Class Xiphosura: Horseshoe crabs 

Class Pycnogonida: Sea Spiders 

Subphylum Diplopoda: Millipedes 

Subphylum Chilopoda: Centipedes 

Subphylum Pauropoda: Pauropods 

Subphylum Symphyla: Symphylans 

Subphylum Crustacea*: Lobster, Crab, Shrimp, Copepods, 
Brachiopods, Barnacles, Sea lice 

Subphylum Hexapod* 

Class Collembola: Springtails 

Class Protura: Proturans or Coneheads 

Class Diplura: Diplurans 

Class Insecta: The Insects 

* Currently, many systematists group the Crustaceans and 
Hexapods into a single group known as the Pancrustacea. The 
combination of molecular and morphological evidence for doing so 
is strong. The resulting classification of the these subphyla (Oakley 
et al. 2013; Rota-Stabelli et al. 2013), as well as the Diplopoda 
and the Chilopoda is complicated and beyond the scope of this 
chapter. At this level the reader is urged to simply understand the 
characteristics that define the class Insecta

wings). These have been modified through evolutionary time for specific functions 
(Fig. 1.5).

Natatorial legs are oar-like in shape and used for swimming (e.g. water boatmen). 
Raptorial legs are used for grasping prey (e.g. mantids). Saltatorial legs have evolved 
for jumping (e.g. grasshoppers). Cursorial legs are used for running (e.g. carpenter 
ants), and fossorial legs are specialized for digging/burrowing in the soil (e.g. mole 
crickets). Not all insects may have wings. Juvenile insects lack wings. Almost all 
adult insect possess wings; however, some species, through the process of evolution, 
have entirely lost the need for and the ability to develop wings (e.g. fleas, adult 
worker ants). Insect mouthparts (Fig. 1.6) also show great variation. Mouthparts 
may be modified for chewing (e.g. beetles among many), sucking plant fluids (e.g. 
aphids, whiteflies, leafhoppers), sucking blood (mosquitoes), lapping up liquids (e.g. 
carrion flies), and combinations of the aforementioned (bees).

The possession of an exoskeleton presents several challenges. The exoskeleton 
cannot grow in the traditional sense; it does not and cannot stretch. During growth 
in the immature phases, the insect must shed its old exoskeleton and produce a new 
larger one. This process is called molting or ecdysis (see Chapter 2). After the old
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Table 1.2 List of extant 
orders of the Class Insecta 

Classs Insecta 

Order Archaeognatha: Jumping Bristletails 

Order Zygentoma: Silverfish and Firebrats 

Order Ephemeroptera: Mayflies 

Order Odonata: Dragonflies and Damselflies 

Order Orthoptera: Grasshoppers, Crickets, Katydids 

Order Phasmatodea: Walkingsticks and Leaf insects 

Order Embioptera: Webspinners 

Order Notoptera: Ice Crawlers, Gladiators 

Order Dermaptera: Earwigs 

Order Plecoptera: Stoneflies 

Order Zoraptera: Angel Insects 

Order Mantodea: Mantids 

Order Blattodea: Roaches and Termites 

Order Psocoptera: Booklice 

Order Phthiraptera: Lice 

Order Thysanoptera: Thrips 

Order Hemiptera: True bugs, Leafhoppers, Aphids, Whiteflies, 
Psyllids, Scales 

Order Coleoptera: Beetles 

Order Raphidioptera: Snakeflies 

Order Neuroptera: Lacewings and Antlions 

Order Megaloptera: Alderflies and Dobsonflies 

Order Strepsiptera: Twisted-wing Parasites 

Order Trichoptera: Caddisflies 

Order Lepidoptera: Butterflies and Moths 

Order Siphonaptera: Fleas 

Order Mecoptera: Scorpionflies 

Order Diptera: Flies 

Order Hymenoptera: Bees, Wasps, Ants, and Sawflies

exoskeleton is shed and prior to the hardening of the new exoskeleton, the animal 
will expand the volume of its body, thus providing new internal space for growth. 
Ultimately, the new exoskeleton will harden and external growth will cease until 
the next molt. During this process, with the expansion of the exoskeleton, space 
is also made available for internal growth of organs. Before the exoskeleton has 
hardened into a protective shell, the insect is at its most vulnerable to predation, 
parasistism, disease, and physical shock. The molting process is under tight control 
by the endocrine system of the insect and only occurs within the juvenile stages of 
the animal (Fig. 1.7).
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Fig. 1.4 Basic insect body plan. ©MattLeatherman

Once the adult stage is reached, molting and growth cease. Each juvenile stage in 
the life cycle of an insect is referred to as an instar. The time it takes to develop from 
one instar to the next is known as a stadium. The number of instars and the length of 
stadia vary tremendously among the insects. For example, depending on the species, 
insects may have one, two, or many generations per year (univoltine, bivoltine, and 
multivoltine, respectively). Conversely, many species will require many years to 
develop (e.g. several groups of aquatic insects and some wood boring beetles). 

As insects are ectotherms (“cold-blooded”) the process of growth is also depen-
dent on environmental temperature. Typically, within limits, the warmer the envi-
ronment is above a species-specific developmental threshold temperature, up to a 
maximum optimal temperature, the faster growth will occur. Below or above this 
optimum, growth will be slower. Below the threshold temperature, growth will cease. 
Temperatures more than a few degrees above the optimum are often fatal. For many 
species, this relationship between development time and temperature has been accu-
rately quantified. With this information, one can predict the emergence of insect 
populations—a very useful tool in managing pestiferous species. 

1.3 The Importance of Insects 

Given the diversity and abundance of insects (and their near relatives), it is not 
surprising that they play essential and critical roles in the functioning of terrestrial and 
freshwater ecosystems and provide what are known as ecosystem services (Noriega 
et al. 2018).
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Fig. 1.5 Insect legs. a A water boatman showing natatorial legs for swimming. © Kansas Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Bugwood.org. b A mantidfly showing raptorial front legs for grasping prey. © 
Jon Yuschock, Bugwood.org. c Saltatorial rear legs for jumping in a grasshopper. © Whitney Cran-
shaw, Colorado State Univerisity, Bugwood.org. d a tiger beetle showing cursorial legs for running. 
© Susan Ellis, Bugwood.org. e Fossorial legs for digging in a mole cricket. ©Fir0002/Fflagstaffotos 
under GFDL
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Fig. 1.6 Most common insect mouthparts. a Chewing (grasshopper. ©Alex Wild, used by permis-
sion), b Piercing-Sucking (periodical cicada, ©Alex Wild, used by permission), c Sponging-lapping 
(fly, Ropalomeridae: Diptera. ©Alex Wild, used by permission)

Fig. 1.7 A periodical 
cicada, Magicicada 
(Hemiptera: Cicadidae) 
undergoing a molt. © Alex 
Wild, used by permission
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1.3.1 Decomposition, Nutrient Recycling, and Soil Formation 

As organisms release waste products or die, they ultimately leave behind an abun-
dance of organic material that can be used by other organisms as both energy and 
nutrient resources. Species that specialize on feeding on dead organisms and waste 
products are known as decomposers and/or detritivores (detritus is simply dead 
organic material). Detritivores are critical in physically and chemically breaking 
down and recycling organic material such that it can be, in turn, used by other organ-
isms or returned to the abiotic environment. Indeed, much of the inorganic nutrients 
required by plants are derived by the decomposition of dead organisms. Similarly, all 
species occupying trophic levels which are dependent on plants for energy, nutrients 
and habitats, are indirectly supported by the recycling activities of detritivores. The 
processes of decomposition are complex. In short, it is a step-wise series of processes, 
by which dead organic material (a dead animal body or a fallen tree) is sequentially 
broken down into smaller and simpler particles, which are utilized by a succession 
of species, each specializing on a particular particle size with a particular nutrient 
value for that species. 

In forest ecosystems, decomposition is critical in breaking down and recycling the 
complex macromolecules (cellulose, lignins, hemicellulose, etc.) found in plant cell 
walls. This is especially critical for the woody portions of the plant. As this material is 
broken down, it forms smaller and smaller particles of organic matter which are then 
utilized as sources of nutrition by additional species of decomposers. With respect 
to the role of insects, the process of plant decomposition starts with herbivorous 
insects feeding on the live structures of plants. During the process of ingestion and 
digestion, the plant material is physically and chemically broken down. The herbivore 
will absorb necessary nutrients from this material, metabolize organic compounds 
as sources of energy, and then will expel as waste undigestible/unused material. This 
expelled material (referred to as frass) is often still rich in organic and inorganic 
nutrients which, in turn, are utilized by additional organisms (including, ultimately, 
plants). CO2 generated through metabolism is released during respiration into the 
atmosphere. As a result of the damage inflicted by herbivores, the plant is subject to 
additional attack by other organisms including herbivores that may accelerate both 
plant death and decomposition (other insects, fungi, prokaryotes). Often attack by 
one species leads to subsequent attack by others. 

Decomposition need not start with a live plant and the breakdown of woody 
material often begins with plant death. Here, the material is initially attacked by a 
variety of species (e.g. termites, beetles) that have evolved symbiotic associations 
with microorganisms which allow them to digest cellulose. While feeding these 
wood-feeding (xylophagous) species tunnel into their food resource, opening it up 
for further feeding and decomposition by additional species. 

Insects also play a role in the decomposition of animals. Once dead, vertebrate 
animals are subject to being fed upon by both other vertebrates (carrion feeders) as 
well as insects. Like plants, decomposition in animals follows a series of overlapping 
stages. Typically, the first insects that infest an animal corpse are evolutionarily
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specialized fly species (Order Diptera). Adult female flies responding to volatile 
cues will lay eggs on an animal corpse. The eggs hatch, and the developing larvae 
burrow into and feed on the dead animal tissues. This feeding opens the corpse up 
to inoculation and subsequent decomposition by a variety of microorganisms and 
prokaryotes. Subsequent to the initial feeding by flies, the physical and chemical 
properties of the carrion render it susceptible to colonization by a variety of beetle 
species (Coleoptera). As with plant decomposition, although the stages of animal 
decomposition are not distinct, each species of insect has its preferred type and 
quality of tissue on which to feed and develop. 

The decomposition of both plants and animals attracts suites of predatory and 
parasitic insects and other arthropods that specialize on the insects engaged in decom-
position. In both cases, there is a unique environment supporting insects that feed 
upon dead tissues while being fed upon by insect predators and parasites. Ultimately, 
with the decomposition of both plants and animals, microorganisms and prokary-
otes break the remaining biological material down to simple organic and inorganic 
chemical constituents. 

Linked to the process of decomposition is that of soil formation. Soil structure, 
texture, nutrient content, and water holding capacity are all emergent properties of 
a variety of factors including climate, parent material of the underlying bedrock, 
topography, the organisms associated with the soil, and time. Decomposition, and 
the roles that insects play in that ecological process, are responsible for much of 
the organic matter found in soil. The importance of fine-grained organic matter as a 
component of soil is critical to all of the aforementioned properties of soil that are 
necessary for supporting the diversity of terrestrial life on the planet (Jackson et al. 
2017; Lehmann and Kleber 2015; Obalum et al. 2017). 

1.3.2 Ecological Roles and Interactions 

Like the diversity of the Class Insecta, the ecological roles that insects play in the 
Earth’s ecosystems and interactions that insects are involved in are similarly diverse. 
Insects occupy virtually every ecological role in the planet’s terrestrial ecosystems 
with the exception of being photosynthetic producers. As life on the planet relies on 
energy provided by the sun, from an ecological perspective, photosynthetic producers 
form the critical link between this ultimate source of energy and the rest of the 
organisms on the planet via a complex network of food webs (Schlesinger and Bern-
hardt 2020), exceptions being unique isolated systems that are reliant on deep ocean 
thermal vents for energy. Photosynthesis captures the energy from the Sun using 
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and water to form a variety of energy rich 
compounds [e.g. carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins (using nitrogen sources extracted 
from the soil)] that form the fundamental building block for plants and are stored 
within plant cells. Thus, producers form the base of any food web. Above the level of 
producers are the herbivores—animals that feed on plants. Herbivores, consequently, 
are the first step in redistributing “captured energy” and nutrients to the rest of the
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living portions of any ecosystem. As a variety of animals consume herbivores and 
are in turn consumed themselves, captured solar energy and plant-derived resources 
are ultimately distributed through an ecosystem via complex food webs. Insects are 
the dominant set of herbivores (~25% of insect species are herbivores) and thus form 
the critical energy and nutrient linkages between plants and the rest of animal life. 

As a group, insect herbivores feed on all parts and structures of plants (roots, stems, 
reproductive structures, etc.). Indeed, all parts of every terrestrial and freshwater 
aquatic plant are likely to be fed upon by at least one insect herbivore. There are a 
wide variety of types of insect herbivores and most can be categorized by the plant 
tissues on which they feed. Folivores are adapted to feed on the leafy components of 
the plant. Frugivores specialize upon fruit, while granivores feed upon seeds. Plant 
fluid-feeding insects specialize on extracting the fluid components of either or both 
xylem and phloem; the fluid conducting vessels of the plant. This latter category of 
insects is also important as they may transmit many pathogenic microorganisms that 
cause viral, fungal, and bacterial diseases reducing plant health and, in some cases, 
causing plant mortality. 

Within each of these categories of insect herbivory there is a tremendous level 
of variation in the degree of host plant specialization. Many insect herbivores may 
feed on a specific tissue associated with only a few species of plants. Others may 
feed on many species of plants. Through herbivory, insects are important in the 
overall regulation of plant communities by thinning overly dense plant populations 
and removing stressed and diseased individuals. Under poor forest management, 
where plant densities are allowed to become extreme, or when extensive drought 
conditions persist for years reducing plant defensive capabilities, populations of 
insect herbivores can rapidly increase in density leading to massive forest die offs 
(Fig. 1.8).

The importance of insects in food webs goes much further than just herbivory. 
Insects, not just herbivores, are a vital source of food (energy and nutrients) to a 
tremendous variety of vertebrates including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and 
mammals (Capinera 2011). 

In addition to partially regulating plant communities through herbivory, insects 
also provide a variety of beneficial services. One of the more important of these 
services is biological control. When presented with optimum growing conditions 
coupled with limited or absent predation and parasitism, herbivorous insect popula-
tions can explode in density and geographical expanse while significantly reducing 
the capacity of forest ecosystems to provide services and/or triggering large-scale 
ecosystem changes. This is especially the case with successful insect invasions in 
which existing natural predators and parasites are absent (Brockerhoff and Liebhold 
2017). Importation and release of specifically adapted insect predators and parasites 
from the areas of origin of the invasive species may restore the ecological balance 
such that the densities of the invasive species are held below damaging levels. In 
normal functioning forests without invasive species, insect predators and parasites 
play key roles in naturally managing herbivorous insects below damaging densities 
(Kidd and Jervis 1997, but see Rosenheim 1998) (Fig. 1.9).
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Fig. 1.8 Mountain pine beetle infestation. © Dezene Huber, University of Northern British 
Columbia, used by permission

Granivorous insects, through the process of harvesting seed on which to feed, 
often inadvertently disperse viable, undamaged seed. Although some seed will be 
consumed, some will be dispersed to new unoccupied habitats; thus providing a 
benefit to the plant. 

Although wind-pollination is critical for coniferous forests and grasslands, non-
grass flowering Angiosperms rely on mutualistic pollination by animals, the majority 
of which are insects. Indeed, the success of flowering plants is partially the result 
of tens of millions of years of coevolution between insects and plants. Most polli-
nating insects can be found within the Orders Hymenoptera (ants, bees, stinging 
wasps), Diptera (flies), Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies), and Coleoptera (beetles) 
(Fig. 1.10); although, any insect feeding on flowers, pollen, or nectar, has the potential 
to provide pollination services.

Many insect-plant pollination associations are mutualistic in nature by which 
plants require and benefit from insect-transfer of pollen, and insects receive flower 
nectar and/or pollen as a food resource. Additionally, insect predators that forage 
on insect pollinators while pollinating may inadvertently assist in the movement of 
pollen between flowers or individual plants. 

In addition to affecting plants by their feeding activities, insects (largely herbi-
vores) also play an extremely important role as vectors of a wide variety of plant 
diseases caused by viruses, bacteria, fungi, and nematodes. Such diseases may be
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Fig. 1.9 a Mantid (a predatory insect with raptorial front legs) capturing and feeding on a cricket. 
© Ian Wright, used by permission. b Aphidius ervi (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) (a parasitic wasp) 
attacking an aphid. The wasp deposits and egg into the body of the aphid, and the developing wasp 
larvae feeds upon and ultimately kills the aphid. ©Alex Wild, used by permission. c Harvester ant 
collecting seed. © Alex Wild, used by permission

fatal and wide-spread resulting in complete loss of tree species (e.g. the Dutch Elm 
disease fungi transmitted by bark beetles). Others may only result in poor tree growth 
and branch die back (e.g. Xylella bacterial diseases in many species of Eastern North 
American hardwood forests). Many plant viruses that affect trees and understory 
plant species are transmitted by a host of aphids. Several species of bark beetles not 
only directly damage their hosts through feeding, but rely on mutualistic associa-
tions with fungal species to overcome host tree defenses. Cerambycid beetles are 
the primary insect vector of pine wood nematode which causes pine wilt disease. It 
should also not be overlooked that a number of insect species (e.g. mosquitoes and 
other biting flies) found in forests may transmit diseases that affect humans, domestic 
livestock, and wildlife (various species of Plasmodium [(i.e. malaria], West Nile and 
other arboviruses, plague). 

1.3.3 Insect Decline 

There has been growing concern and evidence for global declines in insect biodiver-
sity (Wagner 2020). Loss of insect biodiversity has been detected on every continent
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Fig. 1.10 Representative pollinators. a A native leafcutter bee (Hymenoptera). © Alex Wild, used 
by permission. b A syrphid fly (Diptera). © Ansel Oommen, Bugwood.org. c A skipper butterfly 
(Lepidoptera). © Ansel Oommen, Bugwood.org. d A flower-feeding blister beetle (Coleoptera). © 
Alex Wild, used by permission

where it has been examined. These losses have been documented for multiple types 
of terrestrial and aquatic insect communities. Potential causes of these declines are 
many and it is likely that no one factor is responsible for declines everywhere. The 
causes are not unique to the loss of insect species and are generally attributable to 
human activities: habitat loss and fragmentation due to agriculture, urbanization, 
recreation, pollution; climate change; and increase in transport and establishment of 
invasive species. The implications of these findings are serious as the degradation 
or loss of many of the ecosystem services that insects provide, including linking 
the earth’s food webs (which include humans), would be catastrophic. Hopefully, 
with additional research and monitoring, both global and local factors responsible 
for these declines can be clearly identified and mitigated.
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1.4 Summary 

Insects are found in almost all ecological niches within the forests of the world and 
forest animal life, similar to other terrestrial ecosystems, is dominated by insects. 
Collectively, insects perform critical ecosystem services that maintain the health 
of the planet. The overwhelming majority of forest insect species are beneficial 
or are neutral in their impact on humans. Indeed without insects, most terrestrial 
ecosystems would likely collapse. Nonetheless, there are a relative very few, but 
very important, forest insect pests that either directly damage trees and understory 
plants or transmit damaging plant pathogens via their feeding behaviors (e.g. spruce 
budworms, various defoliators and sucking insects, several species of bark beetles 
and other wood boring insects, and newly arrived invasive species). It is not unusual 
to see outbreak populations of these pest species in overgrown, unnaturally dense, 
poorly managed forests and/or in forests subjected to long periods of drought. Often, 
these few pestiferous species must be managed in order to protect natural resources, 
and the management often involves the application of insecticides which have their 
own set of broad spectrum deleterious impacts. Failure to successfully manage pest 
species often leads to additional forest decline and further threatens overall species 
diversity ecosystem health. In 1987, the famed biologist E. O. Wilson published 
a paper entitled “The Little things that run the world” in which he emphasized the 
global importance of insects to the health of the planet (Wilson 1987). That statement 
is even more true today than it was 35 years ago. 
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Chapter 2 
Form and Function 

Daniel Doucet and Timothy D. Paine 

Insect form and function is a vast field of knowledge that covers the relationship 
between the structure and physiology of insects and how they interact with their 
biotic and abiotic environment to survive and reproduce. Foundational textbooks 
in this area have been written by Snodgrass (1935) and Wigglesworth (1950) and 
comprehensive updates have been written by Klowden (2013) or incorporated within 
contemporary general entomology textbooks, such as by Gillott (2005). In the last 
thirty years, insect physiology has increasingly been studied through the lens of 
molecular biology, genetics and genomics (Hoy 2018). It is obviously too large a 
body of knowledge to address in depth in a single chapter concerning (or in a book 
on) forest entomology and the reader is invited to consult these works for a deeper 
understanding of the topic. 

Advances in insect physiology have been dependant on the study of a few “model” 
insect species that provide plenty of biological material at a reasonable cost, usually 
reared under controlled laboratory settings. As very few insects relevant to forestry 
fit these requirements, the physiology of insects is largely known from agriculturally-
and medically-important species. Nevertheless, the major organs and mechanisms 
by which specific insect physiological systems operate are conserved across species, 
such that generalizations can be made.
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2.1 Insect Development 

Developmental trajectories in insects and related hexapod taxa can be classified along 
three main types, depending on the degree of morphological difference between 
immature and adult stages, and the presence or absence of metamorphosis. In 
ametabolous hexapods, larvae reach the adult stage through a series of molts without 
exhibiting significant morphological changes, except for the presence of genitalia in 
adults. Metamorphosis is absent in these insects and molting can continue to occur in 
adults. This type of developmental program is restricted to the basal hexapod orders 
Protura, Diplura and Collembola, all soil-dwelling organisms. 

Hemimetabolous insects also grow through a series of molts in which the nymphs 
(immatures) are morphologically similar to the adults. However, adults gain their 
wings and genitalia after a single molt. Hemimetabolous insects are represented 
by eleven recognized orders (Song et al. 2016), including some of the largest 
such as Hemiptera (true bugs, scale insects, aphids) and Orthoptera (crickets and 
grasshoppers). 

Holometabolous insects display radically different morphologies between imma-
tures and adults. The transformation between immature and adult takes place in what 
is called the pupal stage, a generally inactive stage where extensive organ and tissue 
remodeling occurs. Complete metamorphosis has been deemed an “evolutionary 
innovation” among insects that enabled the occupation of different ecological niches 
by adult and immature forms, and explains some of the evolutionary success of the 
major modern insect orders i.e. Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Hymenoptra and Diptera 
(Ureña et al. 2016). 

2.1.1 Eggs 

In most insects, progeny are deposited in the environment in the form of eggs, a 
reproductive pattern known as oviparity. Insect eggs consist of a developing embryo 
accompanied by yolk, a maternally-secreted substance rich in proteins that fuels 
growth until hatching. The embryo and the yolk are enclosed in protective layers 
originating from two sources: a maternally-derived eggshell synthesized before fertil-
isation and two epithelia, the amnion and the serosa, produced by the embryo. The 
eggshell is comprised of an innermost vitelline membrane on top of which sits the 
chorion, a multilayered, proteinaceous cover. In some species a wax layer is present 
between the vitelline membrane and the chorion to prevent desiccation (Klowden 
2013). Egg chorions vary in the number of layers and internal architecture between 
species, but the presence of meshwork of airspaces between the inner and outer chori-
onic layers is common. These pockets of air facilitate gas exchange for the developing 
embryo and are connected to the outside world via openings called aeropyles. The 
eggshell also presents a micropyle, an opening that enables access of the sperm to the 
egg (Zeh et al. 1989). The embryo-derived amnion envelops the ventral side of the
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embryo, while the serosa surrounds both the yolk and the embryo, just underneath 
the vitelline envelope (Panfilio 2008). The amnion and the serosa provide addi-
tional protection against desiccation, act as a barrier against microbial pathogens 
and in many insects one or both layers can synthesize a chitinous cuticle to enhance 
mechanical rigidity (Jacobs et al. 2013; Rezende et al. 2008.). 

Eggs often require further maternally-derived products to ensure their survival. 
Glue-like secretions from the ovipositor can be added by the female to attach the egg 
to a substrate, such as the abaxial surface of leaves. Some Lepidoptera also cover their 
eggs with hairs or scales to deter potential predators (Floater 1998). The forest tent 
caterpillar (Malacososma disstria) attaches eggs in masses around branches of host 
trees, using a foamy substance called spumaline that also protects the eggs against 
parasitism (Williams and Langor 2011). 

2.1.2 Viviparity 

In some insects, embryonic development proceeds inside the female and free-living 
nymphs or larvae are laid instead of eggs. This reproductive pattern is known as 
viviparity and is classified in four types depending on the amount of yolk, the body 
cavity where the embryo is incubated, and the manner in which supplementary nutri-
ents are acquired if yolk is absent or reduced. Ovoviviparity and pseudoplacental 
viviparity are by far the most common types in insects of relevance to forestry. 
Ovoviviparous insects produce embryos covered with a thin and elastic eggshell that 
also encloses yolk. Eggs hatch in the uterus after a period of incubation. Species from 
various lineages employ this reproductive pattern, including thrips (Thysanoptera), 
Lepidoptera, Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, Homoptera and several families of Diptera 
such as parasitic tachinid flies (Hagan 1948). In pseudoplacental viviparity embryos 
also develop in the reproductive tract but a significant amount of nutrients is acquired 
through placenta-like structures of maternal or embryonic origin, in the latter from 
the amnion or serosa. All aphids (Aphididae) and some other Hemiptera repro-
duce in this fashion, along with a few species of barklice (Psocoptera). The other 
two types of viviparity are hemoceolic and adenotrophic viviparity. In hemocelic 
viviparity, embryos develop in the mother’s hemocoel and absorb nutrients from the 
hemolymph. This viviparity type is found among the parasitic Strepsiptera and in 
some gall midges (Cecidomyiidae). In adenotrophic viviparity, hatched larvae feed 
on nutritive secretions produced by maternal glands, and this form of viviparity is 
found only in some families of dipteran parasites of mammals (e.g. Tsetse flies, 
Hagan 1948).
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2.1.3 Post-embryonic Development and Larval Morphology 

Insect post-embryonic growth proceeds in discrete steps marked by the shedding 
of the exoskeleton, an event known as molting. The form assumed by immatures 
between two molts is called a larval or nymphal instar (or simply instar) preceded 
by a number identifying its order of appearance after egg hatching (e.g. 1st larval 
instar or 1st instar) (Chapman and Chapman 1998). The term “stage” generally refers 
to the major ontogenetic divisions of the life cycle (larval, pupal and adult stages), 
but here again the numbering system can be applied for nymphs and larvae (e.g. 1st 
larval stage). The term “stadium” is applied strictly in reference to the duration of 
an instar (Carlson 1983). 

As mentioned previously, hemimetabolous nymphs molt progressively into adults, 
however in some taxa there are deviations from this basic growth pattern. In the 
Plecoptera, Odonata and Ephemeroptera, the aquatic nymphs (also called naiads) 
have gills that are lost at metamorphosis. In the thrips (Thysanoptera), whiteflies 
(Alyrodidae) and male scale insects (Coccoidea), the transition from nymph to 
adults is interrupted by immobile non-feeding stages which functionally resemble 
holometabolous pupae. There can be up to three such stages in thrips of the suborder 
Tubulifera, named propupa and pupa I and pupa II (Moritz 1997). 

The larvae of holometabolous insects display a variety of morphologies but 
convergence of form is observed for many distinct taxa that feed on the same food 
type. In general, cryptic feeders such as leaf miners, skeletonizers, wood borers, 
gall-forming insects and endoparasitoids show the simplest overall shape, are most 
often apodous with greatly reduced sensory appendages and cephalic structures. 
Extreme minimalism is observed in Dipteran larvae, such as the Agromyzidae (leaf 
miners) and Tachinidae (endoparasitoids) where the only distinguishing feature of 
the maggots is the sclerotized cephalopharyngeal skeleton (mouth hooks) (Feener 
and Brown 1997; Teskey  1981). In parasitic Hymenoptera (e.g. Ichneumonidae), 
young instars are also apodous but the terminal segment can extend as a tail in 
which case larvae are called “caudate” or in addition show developed mouthparts, 
in which case they are termed “caudate-mandibulate”. The first instar of some 
species, particularly in the Cynipidae and Figitidae are termed “eucoiliform” for 
the long flexible processes that they present on their ventral side, whose function is 
unknown. Eventually these hymenopteran larvae transition to featureless, grub-like 
“hymenopteriform” shapes in later instars (Gordh et al. 1999). 

The immatures of woodboring insect taxa are also generally larviform, but harbor 
more robust cephalic structures to consume hard woody substrates. In the Ceramby-
cidae, larvae are cylindrical and slightly dorsoventrally compressed with a sclero-
tized head capsule retracted within the prothorax, with mouthparts oriented forward 
(prognathous, e.g. Eutrypanus dorsalis, Casari and Teixeira 2014). Buprestid imma-
tures are typically elongate and the dorsoventral flattening is more pronounced (e.g. 
emerald ash borer Agrilus planipennis, Chamorro et al. 2012) while Curculionids are 
compressed along the antero-posterior axis (Chamorro 2019). The thoracic legs of 
woodborer larvae are usually small or absent, but in the latter case locomotion can
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be aided by protuberances present on the abdomen or the thorax, called ambulatory 
ampullae. 

Soil dwelling insects that feed on roots or rotten wood adopt two distinctive 
larval shapes, the scarabeiform or elateriform-type. Scarabeiform larvae are comma-
shaped, with highly sclerotized head capsules and developed thoracic legs, taking 
its name from immatures of the scarab beetle family. Elateriform larvae are slender, 
heavily sclerotized with powerful legs and mouthparts, adaptations which allow them 
to move rapidly in the soil and cope with abrasion stress. 

Larvae from holometabolous insects feeding on aerial plant parts have the familiar 
“caterpillar” shape, also known as eruciform (latin eruca-: caterpillar). Lepidoptera, 
Trichoptera, some species of the basal Hymneopteran suborder Symphyta (sawflies), 
and Chrysomelidae adopt this form. Eruciform larvae are characterized by elongate 
and cylindrical bodies, three pairs of segmented thoracic legs and a variable number 
(2–5) of pairs of unsegmented abdominal prolegs, adaptations that allow them to 
move rapidly between patches of food (Kou and Hua 2016). They also have a head 
capsule and highly sclerotized mandibles to crush foliage or other plant structures 
(e.g. seeds, buds, cones). The mouthparts can be prognathous (oriented forward) or 
hypognathous (oriented ventrally). 

The larvae of highly mobile insects often display a form called campodeiform, 
characterized by an overall flattened shape and well-developed legs and antennae 
(Krafka 1923). This shape is more often associated with the obligate or facultative 
predatory lifestyle of certain families in diverse orders (e.g. Carabidae and Staphylin-
idae in the Coleoptera, Chrysopidae in the Neuroptera, Winterton et al. 2018), but is 
also encountered among filter-feeding insects, such as in the Trichoptera. 

2.1.4 Molting and Metamorphosis 

Insects benefit from the presence of a chitinous exoskeleton, which acts primarily as 
a barrier against external biotic and abiotic insults. However, this barrier is incom-
patible with continuous growth. Insects, as well as all the arthropods, have solved the 
growth-protection conundrum by introducing molting as an elaborate mechanism to 
ensure that the exoskeleton is replaced rapidly. The cellular and molecular aspects of 
molting have been studied in representative species of several insect orders, partic-
ularly the Diptera, Coleoptera and Lepidoptera and the topic has been extensively 
reviewed elsewhere (Truman and Riddiford 2002; Belles 2011). Molting is a chain of 
events that culminates in the synthesis and tanning of a new cuticle. Two hormones 
orchestrate this process: the steroid 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E) and the sesquiter-
penoid juvenile hormone (JH). 20E is normally present at low levels throughout the 
immature stages, but its titers increase and decrease rapidly as a “pulse” before each 
molt. Therefore, 20E determines the timing of the molt. JH for its part is present 
at high levels throughout the larval stages, but disappears as the larva reaches the 
species-specific critical weight necessary for metamorphosis (Nijhout and Callier 
2015). Under high JH, a pulse of 20E directs the larva to molt into another larva, but
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in the absence of JH, a pulse of 20E will direct the larva to molt into a pupa and a 
pupa to molt into an adult. 

The increase in 20E titers originates from the activation of neurosecretory cells 
in the brain that release the prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH). PTTH activates 
the production of the 20E precursor ecdysone in the prothoracic glands and, upon 
reaching peripheral tissues (e.g. the epidermis), ecdysone is converted into 20E, the 
active version of the hormone. The physiological conditions that trigger the molting 
cascade vary between insects and can involve multiple stimuli announcing the need 
to “change suit”. Some hemipterans use the stretching of the abdomen that occurs 
after feeding as a cue to molt. In the hornworm Manduca sexta, the sensing of oxygen 
limitation to growing tissues is also a trigger, since the chitin-lined tracheal system 
becomes unable to adequately facilitate gas exchange as the larva grows in volume 
(Callier and Nijhout 2013). 

Metamorphosis involves a much more extensive remodeling of the body plan 
unfolding over two consecutive molts (larval-pupal and pupal-adult). In Manduca, 
two pulses of 20E occur in the last larval instar. The first one, called the “commitment 
peak”, is a brief low amplitude elevation of 20E titers that irreversibly changes the 
gene expression program of epidermal cells from larval to pupal. The second peak, 
much larger, directs epidermal cells to synthesize pupal cuticle (Riddiford 1976). 
The morphogenesis of the adult appendages and internal organs during pupation 
varies substantially between endopterygote insects. In the Diptera, Hymenoptera 
and Lepidoptera, most larval tissues are completely dissolved (histolysed) while 
adult appendages such as the wings, legs, antennae and eyes, arise from the rapid 
growth and differentiation from clusters of cells of embryonic origin called imaginal 
discs. Likewise, many of the adult’s internal organs in these orders are formed from 
undifferentiated cells, the histoblasts. In the beetles (Coleoptera), metamorphosis is 
more progressive and is reminiscent of the changes observed in exopterygotes, with 
the most notable change being in the development of the adult flight mechanism 
(Gillott 2005). 

2.2 Sensory Perception 

Sensory perception involves the detection of electromagnetic radiation (vision), 
diverse chemicals (olfaction, gustation), temperature (thermoreception) and changes 
in mechanical pressure on or distortion of (touch, proprioception and hearing) the 
cuticle. Some insects, particularly eusocial species, can also use the earth’s magnetic 
field as a sensory input during foraging (Wajnberg et al. 2010; Fleischmann et al. 
2018). Signals are detected by specialized sensory neurons that convert the stim-
ulus into an electrical response (signal transduction) carried from the peripheral to 
the central nervous system (CNS) (Torre et al. 1995). The CNS integrates all these 
diverse sensory modalities to drive physiological and or behavioral responses. 

The physiological and molecular features of sensory perception in forest insects 
have received a great deal of attention, particularly olfaction and vision in moths
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and beetles. In many insects, mating partners must be located over long distances 
(relative to insect body size) and, in herbivores, acceptable host plants must be 
found among a diversity of non-host species. Much of the impetus for the study 
of insect sensory physiology emerges from practical considerations. Senses that can 
detect stimuli over long distances, such as vision and olfaction, can be exploited for 
the survey of insect spatial and temporal abundance via visually attractive and/or 
semiochemical-baited traps (Grant 1991; Brockerhoff et al. 2006; Cavaletto et al. 
2020; Thistle and Strom 2006). Additionally, pest management tactics that directly 
suppress insect populations based on these stimuli also exist (e.g. pheromone-based 
mating disruption). 

In adult insects, olfaction is mediated primarily by antennae. Antennae are 
composed of three sections: a basal segment, the scape, anchoring the rest of the 
antenna to the cranium. The next is the pedicel, which acts as like a hinge joint 
between the scape and the last section, the flagellum. The flagellum is constituted of 
units called antennomeres (Minelli 2017). Beyond this basic segmental arrangement, 
antennal morphology is extremely varied among taxa, the result of natural and sexual 
selection (Elgar et al. 2018). 

Insect antennae are populated by microscopic protruding structures, called 
sensillae, which serve to detect odor. A typical olfactory sensilla consists of a fine 
and porous hair-like extension (seta) rising from the antennal cuticle. The pores serve 
to let volatile odors in, where they will be dissolved in an aqueous fluid (the sensillar 
lymph) before reaching the plasma membrane of sensory receptor neurons located 
inside. As many volatiles are hydrophobic, their transport within the sensillar lymph 
is mediated by specialized odor-binding proteins (odorant-binding proteins, OBPs 
and chemosensory proteins, CSPs, Pelosi et al. 2018). Sensillae have been classified 
depending on their external appearance and internal morphology, such as the number 
of pores and seta shape. Sensilla type, location on antennae and differential abun-
dance between the sexes are important pieces of information in order to understand 
the chemical ecology of a given insect species. 

The ultrastructure of the antennae has been characterized using electron 
microscopy techniques in numerous forest pest insects of economic importance. 
Examples include the Dendroctonus bark beetle species complex [D. valens (Chen 
et al. 2010), D. frontalis (Dickens and Payne 1978) and D. ponderosae (Whitehead 
1981)], the emerald ash borer Agrilus planipennis (Crook et al. 2008), the euca-
lyptus borer Phoracantha semipunctata (Lopes et al. 2002) and the brown spruce 
longhorned beetle, Tetropium fuscum (Mackay et al. 2014). Likewise, similar atten-
tion has been given to antennal sensillar structures in lepidopteran forest pest species. 
They include the teak skeletonizer Eutectona machaeralis (Lan et al. 2020), the 
spruce budworm Choristoneura fumiferana (Albert and Seabrook 1973) and the 
Chinese pine caterpillar Dendrolimus tabulaeformis (Zhang et al. 2013). A compar-
ative analysis of the antennae of Trichoptera, and basal and derived Lepidoptera 
species, revealed that a relationship exists between the proportions of certain sensilla 
types, and the type of sex pheromone used (Yuvaraj et al. 2018).
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Gustation is used to perceive surface chemicals that can mediate acceptance or 
rejection of food sources. In herbivore species, many types of sugars act as phagos-
timulants while plant secondary metabolites can act as deterrents. Gustation is medi-
ated by structures analogous to the olfactory system, i.e. via sensilla housing gusta-
tory receptor neurons. Most gustatory sensillae are located on dedicated sensory 
appendages around the mouth (labial and maxillary palps) and inside the mouth 
itself, but can be found in other locations including the tarsi and ovipositor (Seada 
et al. 2018). Gustatory sensillae have been studied in larvae of the spruce budworm, 
Choristoneura fumiferana. The L1 sensilla and the lateral styloconic sensilla (LST) 
located respectively at the tips of the maxillary palp and on the galea, enable the 
detection of sugars. While the L1 sensillum detects furanose sugars, LST detects 
pyranose-type sugars (Hock et al. 2007). Interestingly furanoses, either as monosac-
charides (fructose) or as subunits of disaccharides (e.g. sucrose) are indicators of 
plant stress. Thus L1 sensilla may assist in the identification of vulnerable host trees 
(Albert 2003). 

Insect vision is accomplished by two types of ocular structures: simple eyes and 
compound eyes. Two types of simple eyes are further recognized: the ocelli and 
the stemmata. Ocelli are located dorsally on the head and are present in many insect 
orders in both adults and larvae, although they are absent from holometabolous larvae 
(Stehr 2009). In Drosophila, ocelli are composed of a corneal lens located above a 
thin layer of corneagenous cells (which secretes the lens), itself located above a group 
of 80 photoreceptor cells (Sabat et al. 2016). In general, ocelli cannot form images 
at high resolution and serve mostly to perceive rapid and slow (e.g. day/night cycles) 
changes in light intensity. 

Stemmata are simple eyes located on the lateral sides of the head of 
holometabolous insect larvae. Like ocelli, they are composed of a corneal lens and 
a layer of photoreceptor cells, but also present a transparent crystalline cone as an 
intermediate layer. The structural organization of stemmata is reminiscent of the 
ommatidia of compound eyes, and indeed good molecular evidence suggests that 
stemmata are derived from a compound eye ancestor existing before the split of the 
holometabola and hemimetabola lineages (Buschbeck 2014). In insects with rudi-
mentary stemmata, these simple eyes fulfill a light intensity detection function similar 
to the ocelli, but on the horizontal plane rather than above the head. However, in some 
predatory insects such as tiger beetle larvae, stemmata are sophisticated enough that 
they can be used to locate and capture prey (Buschbeck 2014). 

Compound eyes are present in adult insect species and in immature 
hemimetabolous species. They occupy the lateral portion of the head, and in some 
good fliers (e.g. Tabanid flies, species in the order Odonata) they can extend to meet 
on the dorsal section of the head. The basic functional unit of compound eyes is the 
ommatidium and its architecture is well conserved among insects (Friedrich et al. 
2006). The external facet of the ommatidium, also called the corneal lens, is made 
of transparent cuticle. Situated directly underneath is another transparent structure 
called the crystalline lens, flanked by four secretory cells, the Semper’s cells. Both 
lenses form the dioptric apparatus that refracts incident light toward a layer of eight 
photoreceptor cells occupying the basal section of the ommatidium. The dioptric
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apparatus is sheathed by primary pigment cells, and secondary and tertiary pigment 
cells can occur in some species to surround the photoreceptors. Light sensation is 
concentrated in an area around the central axis of the ommatidium where the cell 
membrane of each photoreceptor come in close proximity, called the rhabdom, each 
cell contributing a “rhabdomere”. Rhabdomeres display dense microvilli and are 
enriched in opsins, the visual pigments responsible for the conversion of light into 
an electric signal. Insects active during the day and the night show important struc-
tural differences in their compound eyes. Daytime active insects have apposition 
compound eyes, where photoreceptors only receive light penetrating through the 
lens directly above them. In these insects the ommatidial pigment cells are optically 
opaque to light coming from neighboring ommatidia. In contrast, nighttime active 
insects have superposition compound eyes, where the walls of each ommatidium 
are made of transparent pigment cells. Superposition eyes enable the collection of a 
much larger number of photons by the photoreceptor cells (Warrant 2017). 

Insects show enormous species-to-species differences in their ability to perceive 
the various properties of light, such as light intensity, spectral composition and 
polarization. Herbivorous insects present a variety of adaptations of their visual 
system, ranging from eye structure, compound eye facet arrangement and opsin 
gene content that match the requirements to select acceptable hosts. For instance, 
scolytine beetles display reduced numbers of compound eye facets, indicative of a 
secondary dependence on visual cues compared to olfactory ones (Chapman 1972). 
In contrast, buprestid beetles show extremely good visual abilities, mediated in part 
by opsin gene sequence diversity and expression patterns in photoreceptors (Lord 
et al. 2016). Several reviews on the anatomical and molecular adaptations of insect 
visual systems have been published elsewhere (Briscoe and Chittka 2001; Egel-
haaf and Kern 2002; Warrant and Dacke 2011; Cheng and Frye 2019) and provide 
comprehensive treatments of this most complex sensory organ. 

2.3 Food Acquisition, Consumption and Utilization 

Food intake, processing and utilization take place along the subdivisions of the insect 
alimentary canal. Physical breakdown of the food into smaller particles is helped by 
the crushing action of the mandibles in leaf- and wood-feeding species, while obvi-
ously little such modification is necessary in sap-feeders. The extraction of nutri-
ments then proceeds along the three main regions of the gut: the foregut, midgut 
and hindgut. An example of these broad alimentary canal divisions in the larva of 
a xylophagous insect, the Brown Spruce longhorned beetle (Tetropium fuscum), is 
provided in Fig. 2.1. Organic polymers such as proteins and cellulose are broken 
down into their respective amino acids and sugar units through the action of diges-
tive enzymes. In some xylophagous insect species, cellulose degradation requires a 
supply of enzymes secreted by microbial symbionts, harbored in specific regions of 
the gut (Martin 1991).
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Fig. 2.1 Morphology of the alimentary canal of the brown spruce longhorn beetle (T. fuscum) larva.  
Two major divisions of the midgut, proximal and distal, form the majority of the digestive system 
in this species. The Malpighian tubule openings define the boundary between the midgut and the 
hindgut. Photo credit: Susan Bowman, Natural Resources Canada 

In insects, five mouthpart regions are involved in food manipulation: (1) the 
labrum, (2) the hypopharynx, (3) the mandibles, (4) the maxillae, and (5) the labium. 
Borrowing from vertebrate anatomy, the labrum and labium can be thought as anal-
ogous to the upper and lower lips respectively, while the hypopharynx would be 
closest to the tongue. The pair of mandibles and maxillae are positioned caudal to 
the labrum and their task is food crushing (primarily the mandibles) and manipula-
tion. The morphology of insect mouthparts, which is classically illustrated by using 
chewing insects as examples (e.g. orthopterans, Coleoptera) is actually remarkably 
varied (Labandeira 1997). Insects that feed on a strict diet of liquids show a range 
of mouthpart shapes adapted to facilitate liquid uptake. Nectar-feeding hymenoptera 
such as orchid bees have “lapping” mouthparts that have evolved by greatly extending 
the palps of the labium and the lobes (galea) of the maxillary palps. Joined together, 
they form the proboscis, which encloses a similarly extended lobe of the labium 
called the glossa (Düster et al. 2018). Adult cytclorraphan Diptera have a highly 
specialized “sponging” structure (the labellum) formed by the fusion of labial palps. 
In adult Lepidoptera, the coiled maxillary galea are joined in a proboscis. 

The foregut and the hindgut of immature insects originate from the embryonic 
ectoderm and for this reason are able to secrete a cuticle, just like the epidermis 
(Reuter 1994). The midgut for its part develops from the endoderm (Stainier 2002). 
The foregut is subdivided into four anatomical regions: the pharynx, the oesophagus,
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the crop and the proventriculus. Collectively these regions serve to further breakdown 
food particles and regulate the flow of food before its entry in the midgut. The pharynx 
is populated with sensory neurons and assists in the decision of rejecting or accepting 
food, while the oesophagus is primarily involved in pushing food down the alimentary 
canal. The foregut crop is generally present as an enlargement where food is stored 
and can be further processed before entering the midgut. The proventriculus acts 
like a valve to regulate food entry into the midgut. Cuticular hair-like projections 
present on the crop side of the proventriculus help separate food based on particle 
size (Serrão 2005). In some species of ants, the proventriculus is also instrumental 
in preventing bacteria from entering the midgut (Lanan et al. 2016). 

The midgut is in most insects the primary site for enzymatic breakdown of ingested 
food and the absorption of nutriments. The midgut epithelium is constituted of two 
types of differentiated cells, the columnar cells and endocrine cells, whose renewal is 
ensured by undifferentiated stem cells (Caccia et al. 2019). The side of the columnar 
cells facing the lumen of the gut (called the apical side) is extensively folded into 
microvilli to increase the effective surface of secretion and absorption functions. As 
their name implies, endocrine cells assist to regulate gut function via the secretion of 
peptide hormones. These hormones can affect nearby cells (paracrine signalling) or 
other organs in the insect. An important structure present in the midgut, but absent 
from both the foregut and the hindgut is the peritrophic matrix. The peritrophic matrix 
is composed of a thin layer of proteins attached to chitin fibers (Tellam 1996). The 
structure of the peritrophic matrix is highly variable among insects, and in some 
groups such as many sap sucking insects, it is totally absent. The peritrophic matrix 
has several protective functions on the midgut epithelium, mainly from physical 
damage by food particles, but also from digestive enzymes and it also prevents the 
entry of pathogenic microbes such as viruses (Hegedus et al. 2009). 

The insect hindgut is generally divided in three sections called the pylorus, ileum 
and rectum. The pylorus typically regulates the flow of contents exiting the midgut 
by way of a muscular pyloric sphincter (Dallai 1976). It is also the section where in 
most insects the proximal ends of the Malpighian tubules connect with the digestive 
system. In several insect species the ileum section of the foregut is involved in ion 
and water transport. In termites, the entire hindgut, including the ileum, has been 
extensively modified to handle the digestion of cellulose. Five distinct proctodeal 
segments are present (P1 to P5), with the ileum being the first one (Rocha and 
Constantini 2015). The third proctodeal segment (P3) harbors most of the microbial 
symbionts responsible for the enzymatic breakdown of cellulose and the hydrolysis 
of xylan (e.g. Nasutitermes, Warnecke et al. 2007). 

2.4 Nervous System 

The nervous system and the endocrine system function as coordination centers of 
the insect. The insect sensory system receives stimuli from both the internal and 
external environments, integrates this information within the central nervous system,
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and processes the information to make the appropriate responses to the stimuli. The 
insect nervous system is comprised of nerve cells or neurons that are very similar in 
structure and physiology to vertebrate neurons. They are elongate cells that propagate 
a nerve impulse (a wave of electrical depolarization of the cell membrane) from one 
end of the elongate cell (the dendrite end) to the other end (the axon end). Information 
is coded in the frequency and temporal pattern of nerve impulses and by which neuron 
the nerve impulses originate (e.g. the same pattern of nerve impulses coming from 
the optic nerve are interpreted by the brain differently than the same pattern of 
nerve impulses coming from the auditory nerve). Neurons are arranged sequentially 
(end to end) so that nerve impulses can be transmitted from one neuron to the next. 
When the nerve impulse reaches the axon end of the neuron, it stops; however, it 
causes the release of a chemical neurotransmitter from the cell membrane which then 
diffuses across the very tiny gap called a synapse between the two neurons. When 
the neurotransmitter reaches the dendrites on the other neuron across the synapse, it 
stimulates an electrical nerve impulse to travel down the length of the next neuron. 

There are several different types of neurons. Sensory neurons are afferent neurons 
that conduct nerve impulses initiated at sensory organs towards the central nervous 
system (CNS). Motor neurons are efferent neurons that carry nerve impulses from 
the CNS and transmit them to the effector organs (e.g. muscles or glands) to stimulate 
the effector organs to respond (e.g. muscles contract or glands secrete). Internuncial 
neurons are located entirely within the CNS and interconnect neurons with each 
other. 

The insect nervous system is generally organized as a connected series of ganglia, 
a nerve cord, and peripheral nerves. Ganglia are groups of neuron cell bodies. The 
segmental ganglia (“segmental brains”) are the functional units of the central nervous 
system and individual segments often have their own ganglion. This reflects the 
ancestral trait organization inherited from the proto-annelid ancestors of arthropods. 
However, there is fusion of adjacent segmental ganglia into larger compound ganglia 
in many advanced insect taxa illustrating a higher degree of centralization (Niven 
et al. 2008). Synapses, the connections between neurons, occur only in ganglia; conse-
quently, all communication between neurons takes place in the ganglia. The ganglia 
are where sensory information is received and processed and where the appropriate 
motor responses are initiated and coordinated. Segmental ganglia function much like 
“segmental brains”. The ventral nerve cord is a paired structure that connects ganglia 
with one another and allows ganglia to communicate and coordinate with each other. 
Peripheral nerves enter and leave the ganglia. These neurons innervate the various 
parts of the body (sensory organs, muscles, glands, etc.). They bring sensory infor-
mation from the body into ganglia and transmit motor signals from ganglia out to 
parts of the body. 

The insect central nervous system has a number of specialized ganglia. The brain 
is a fusion of ganglia of the anterior-most segments of the body. The brain controls 
movement of the antennae and labrum, receives some of the most important sensory 
information from the eyes, ocelli, antennae, and labrum, and is the most important 
ganglion for processing that sensory information and initiating the appropriate behav-
ioral or physiological responses. The brain has considerable influence over other
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ganglia and plays a major role in coordinating the ganglia so that the insect functions 
as a unit rather that a collection of individual segments. The sub-esophageal ganglion 
is a fusion of mandibular, maxillary and labial segmental ganglia. It receives sensory 
information from these mouthparts and coordinates and initiates their movement. 
Thoracic ganglia receive sensory information from legs, wings, and other structures 
on the thorax, and coordinate and initiate their movement. The ancestral condition 
for the thoracic ganglia is one per segment but they are sometimes fused together as 
a compound thoracic ganglion in more advanced groups. Abdominal ganglia receive 
sensory information from abdominal structures, and coordinate and initiate their 
operation. 

2.5 Epidermis and Cuticle 

The integument is the outer body covering of arthropods and functions as an 
exoskeleton. It is one of the major reasons why arthropods are the most diverse and 
successful Phylum. The exoskeleton gives arthropods an enormous advantage over 
other invertebrates due to the efficient locomotion that a skeleton can provide. The 
lever-like mechanics of the exoskeleton allows a small muscle contraction to cause a 
large movement of an appendage. The arthropod integument serves as rigid skeleton, 
provides tough protective covering (armor), gives protection against water loss (an 
absolutely critical necessity for terrestrial organisms), and facilitates perception of 
the environment through sensilla embedded in the cuticle. 

The insect integument has a characteristic layered microstructure. There are two 
major divisions: (1) the interior epidermis, the living, cellular part, and (2) the exterior 
cuticle, the non-living part secreted by the epidermis. The epidermis is a single layer 
of cells beneath the cuticle comprised of several cell types. The epidermal cells secrete 
the non-living cuticle and the dermal glands secrete defensive fluids, pheromones, 
etc. to the exterior surface of the body. There are also specialized epidermal cells that 
form at least part of many sensory organs located on the integument. The cuticle is 
non-living and comprises the bulk of the integument (Moussian 2010). The cuticle is 
initially secreted as procuticle that differentiates into the endocuticle and exocuticle 
layers. Endocuticle is located immediately above the epidermis and is tough and 
flexible. The major chemical constituent is chitin, a complex carbohydrate similar 
to cellulose that forms fibrils. The chitin fibrils of the procuticle are laid down in 
distinct layers with the fibrils within each layer oriented in the same direction, but 
the orientation of each layer is at a slightly different direction. This provides a lot 
of structural strength and is similar in principle to why plywood is so strong: the 
grain of each layer in plywood is oriented in a different direction. The exocuticle 
layer is above the endocuticle and is tough and rigid. In addition to flexible chitin, 
the other major chemical component is sclerotin (a protein that binds with the chitin 
fibers). The sclerotin bound to the chitin fibrils becomes cross-linked to each other by 
quinones; this prevents the chitin fibrils from moving relative to each other and thus 
the cuticle is no longer flexible, it becomes hard and rigid. The cross-linking process
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is referred to as hardening or as sclerotization. The third layer, the epicuticle, is the 
exterior covering of the cuticle. In insects, this layer is very thin, but very complex. 
It is composed of four separate layers including a waterproofing wax layer (a critical 
adaptation to terrestrial life) and a cuticulin layer that provides a critical protective 
barrier during molting. 

The macrostructure of the integument is organized into sclerites and membranes, 
which join adjacent sclerites and enable the articulated movement of a rigid 
exoskeleton. Sclerites are hardened plates comprised of heavily sclerotized exocu-
ticle. Membranes are flexible areas composed mostly of flexible endocuticle. The 
sclerites provide protection while the membranes provide flexibility of joints. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, there are a number of advantages and disad-
vantages of having an exoskeleton relative to an internal skeleton. An exoskeleton 
is lightweight and strong; the tubular structure provides maximal strength with 
minimal skeletal material. The exoskeleton also provides a protective armor covering. 
However, the exoskeleton must be periodically shed (molted) in order to permit 
growth; even unsclerotized cuticle is relatively “unstretchable”. The necessity to 
molt, limits the maximum size that can be attained. Immediately after a molt, the 
integument is not yet hardened (because it must expand to stretch bigger than the 
previous integument); consequently, if the arthropod is too big and heavy, the integu-
ment will not be able to support the body weight right after a molt. It will bend, buckle 
and distort, and then eventually harden in a malformed shape. This limitation is more 
restrictive for terrestrial arthropods than for aquatic or marine arthropods. 

The process of molting is critical in the life history of insects. At the start of 
molting, the epidermis separates from the endocuticle, a process referred to as apol-
ysis, and epidermal cells divide to increase their number in order to accommodate 
the upcoming larger body size. The epidermal cells expand in size so that the new 
epidermis is now larger than it was before. However, in order to fit within the confines 
of the old cuticle, the newly expanded epidermis is folded and pleated beneath the 
old cuticle. Next, the epidermis secretes the cuticulin layer of the new epicuticle. 
The epidermal cells then secrete molting fluid that passes through pores in the cuti-
culin into the gap between the epidermis and the old cuticle; molting fluid contains 
enzymes that digest the old endocuticle. As the old endocuticle is being digested 
by molting fluid, the new procuticle is synthesized and laid down by the epidermal 
cells. Much of the breakdown products from enzymatic digestion of the old cuticle 
are absorbed by the epidermal cells and recycled for the synthesis of the new cuticle; 
this conserves a lot of the building blocks from the old cuticle, but it is not enough to 
complete the new cuticle, so additional building blocks are also synthesized by the 
epidermis. 

The cuticulin layer plays a critical role as a barrier between the molting fluid and 
the newly forming cuticle; without the cuticulin layer, the new cuticle would also 
be digested by the molting fluid. Only the endocuticle of the old cuticle is digested 
by the molting fluid. The exocuticle resists digestion (probably due to the sclerotin) 
and remains as a thin shell enclosing the insect, which must be shed. Following the 
deposition of the new procuticle, the insect then expands its body, mostly by muscle
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contraction. This expansion causes the old exocuticle to split open, allowing the 
insect to escape the confines of its old cuticle. 

The process of shedding the old cuticle is called ecdysis, and old cuticle which is 
shed is called an exuvium. The old cuticle splits along pre-formed lines of weakness, 
called ecdysial sutures, generally occurring longitudinally along the dorsal midline. 
Ecdysial sutures are simply a line along the cuticle where there is a sharp break in 
the exocuticle and the endocuticle fills this break; as long as the endocuticle is intact, 
this is not a weak spot, but when the endocuticle is digested during molting, this 
becomes a line of weakness that splits apart when the insect begins to expand its 
body. The insect then continues to expand its body by muscle contraction, pumping 
blood into its extremities (i.e. legs, wings, antennae) and swallowing air (or water 
for aquatic insects) until the folds and pleats in the new cuticle are all stretched out 
and the insect has reached its new, larger size. The procuticle is still completely 
flexible and non-rigid, so it cannot function as an exoskeleton; consequently, the 
insect is very vulnerable at this point. Shortly after the insect expands its new cuticle, 
quinones are secreted by the epidermis which crosslink the sclerotin-chitin complex 
in the exocuticle, making the exocuticle hard and rigid with all the functions of an 
exoskeleton and the insect can efficiently move around. 

2.6 Neuroendocrine System 

Insects have a complex endocrine system that regulates physiology and behavior. 
Hormones are chemical messengers secreted into the insect body (Gilbert 2011). 
They are released by cells in endocrine glands and cause a physiological response in 
target tissues. Many, but not all, of the endocrine glands are associated with neurose-
cretory tissues. They travel from endocrine glands to the target tissues by circulating 
in the blood within the body cavity. Hormones regulate many physiological and 
behavioral functions in insects. In addition to metamorphosis and molting described 
previously, other functions under hormonal control include heart rate, pigmenta-
tion, blood sugar level, egg development, water excretion, cuticle sclerotization, and 
diapause (insect version of hibernation). 

2.7 Circulation and Immunity 

The insect circulatory system almost never is involved in transport of respiratory 
gasses (O2, CO2) and there is nothing equivalent to our red blood cells in insects. 
The insect circulatory system is an open system. The body is a contiguous open 
cavity, called a hemocoel (“blood cavity”), from head to abdomen (Hillyer 2015). 
Blood is pumped from the posterior to anterior end of the body in the dorsal vessel. 
In the return trip (anterior to posterior), blood is not confined to vessels; it percolates 
through the hemocoel, bathing all the tissues and organs in blood. The dorsal vessel
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forms a long, narrow tube located along dorsal midline. The heart is the posterior 
part and is contractile, providing the pumping force to propel the blood forward. 
The aorta is the anterior part, and serves as an artery for blood to travel from the 
heart to the anterior end of the insect. When the heart fills with blood during the 
diastole phase of a heartbeat, alary muscles attaching the heart to the lateral body 
walls contract causing the heart to dilate. Blood flows from the hemocoel into the 
heart through a series of openings, called ostia, located on each side of the heart in 
the abdominal region. Ostia are one-way valves; they allow blood to enter the heart 
from hemocoel, but do not permit blood flow in the opposite direction from the heart 
out to the hemocoel. During the systole phase of a heartbeat, the muscles that form 
the wall of the heart contract, forcing blood out of the heart. Blood cannot be forced 
out of the ostia (one-way valves), so it must be forced out through one of the two ends 
of the heart (almost always the anterior end). Blood is pumped from the posterior 
to the anterior end of the heart by peristaltic waves of systole followed by diastole 
traveling the length of the heart from posterior to anterior end. This creates an area of 
high pressure in the head and an area of low pressure in the abdomen. After leaving 
the aorta at the anterior end of the body, blood simply flows through the hemocoel 
down a pressure gradient from head to abdomen, bathing the organs and tissues in a 
current of blood. 

The appendages (legs, antennae, wings, etc.) are not in the main current of blood 
through the hemocoel so an additional mechanism is needed to circulate blood 
through the appendages. In the wings, blood circulates through some of the wing 
veins. Septa divide most other appendages longitudinally into two channels but these 
two channels connect at the apex of the appendage. When muscles in the appendage 
contract, they put more pressure on one side of the septum than on the other side, 
depending which side of the septum the contracting muscle is located. This creates a 
pressure gradient between the channels on either side of the septum, and blood will 
flow from the channel under high pressure to the apex of the appendage and into the 
channel on the other side of the septum. Some appendages have accessory pulsatile 
organs at their base to assist circulation (Pass 2000). The accessory pulsatile organs 
are contractile organs that pump blood into one of the channels along the septum 
causing a circulation of blood down one channel and back out the other; this makes 
circulation through the appendage very efficient. 

Insect blood (hemolymph) consists of plasma and blood cells (Mullins 1985). 
Plasma functions to transport nutrients, hormones, and waste throughout the body. 
The blood cells (hemocytes) function in clotting (wound healing), phagocytosis of 
histolysing tissue (clean up broken-down tissues), immunity to microorganisms (fight 
infections), and encapsulation of parasitoid eggs (a very important defense mech-
anism against parasitoids) (Hillyer 2016). In encapsulation, blood cells aggregate 
around the parasitoid egg, cutting it off from nutrients in the blood and from access 
to oxygen. The phagocytosis function is especially active during molting and meta-
morphosis when some tissues and organs from the previous developmental stage that 
do not occur in the next developmental stage are being broken down.
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2.8 Respiration and Gas Exchange 

Insects breathe using a tracheal system comprised of a branching network of cuticle-
lined tubes, called trachea, that reach every cell in the body (Locke 1957). Spiracles 
are the openings of the tracheal system to the atmosphere. The maximum number is 
10 pair; each pair is laterally positioned (left and right) on the meso- and metathorax 
and on abdominal segments 1–8. The openings have valves that can be closed to 
reduce respiratory water loss. The valves are also used in controlling ventilation or 
the movement of air through the body. Trachea are the main air tubes extending 
from the spiracles to all parts of the body. These tubes branch extensively and as 
they branch, their diameter generally gets smaller and smaller. Trachea are rein-
forced with taenidia, which are thickened cuticular rings in the tracheal walls that 
strengthen the trachea and prevent their collapse. However, trachea do not function 
in gas exchange with respiring tissues. Gas exchange with respiring cells occurs via 
the tracheoles, which are very narrow diameter tubular terminal ends of the tracheal 
system. Tracheoles are not lined with cuticle and are anatomically, functionally, and 
physiologically different from trachea. 

Ventilation of the insect body occurs through the longitudinal tracheal trunks. 
These are wide diameter trachea that run longitudinally along the body, connecting 
the trachea that originate at the spiracles in each spiracle-bearing segment, and also 
extend into the head where there are no spiracles. Generally, there are three pair 
of longitudinal tracheal trunks: lateral, dorsal, and ventral. The tracheal trunks are 
interconnected with each other via additional trachea. Tracheal air sacs are parts 
of tracheal trunks that are very wide diameter, enclosing a relatively large volume 
of air. These play an important role in ventilation of the tracheal system. When 
muscles in surrounding parts of the body contract, the air sacs get compressed, 
forcing air out of the sacks; when these muscles relax, the air sacs return to their 
normal, wide-diameter shape, drawing air into the sacs. The abdomen can compress 
and decompress by contraction and relaxation of dorsal–ventral muscles and dorsal 
longitudinal muscles; thus compressing and decompressing the tracheal air sacs in 
the abdomen. Thoracic tracheal air sacs are often in close contact with flight muscles 
and compress and decompress as the adjacent flight muscles contract and relax. 

Movement of respiratory gasses (O2, CO2) through the tracheal system is a combi-
nation of diffusion and active ventilation (Buck 1962). Transport of O2 and CO2 

between spiracles and tracheoles is very dependent on diffusion. However, diffusion 
is a relatively slow process and is efficient only over short distances. Active venti-
lation (mechanical air movement) of the tracheal system can reduce the reliance on 
diffusion to move O2 and CO2 between spiracles and tracheoles. Compression and 
decompression of air sacs can move air at least the distance from the spiracles to the 
air sacs. The rest of the route for gas movement (air sacs to tracheoles) still relies on 
diffusion. If air sacs move air in and out of the same spiracles, there is not a 100% air 
exchange due to the residual volume of air in the sacs and trachea (i.e. the sacs and 
trachea cannot compress down to zero volume). However, timing the opening and 
closing of spiracular valves to coordinate with the compression and decompression
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of air sacs can result in nearly 100% air exchange throughout the tracheal trunks. The 
trachea from all spiracles are interconnected via tracheal trunks. During a ventilation 
cycle, the anterior spiracular valves close and posterior valves open, and abdominal 
muscles relax causing the abdominal air sacs to decompress (expand) causing air to 
be drawn into the tracheal system through the posterior spiracles. When abdominal 
muscles contract causing the abdominal air sacs to compress, the anterior spiracular 
valves open and posterior valves close forcing air out of the tracheal system through 
the anterior spiracles. By this rhythmic coordination of muscle contractions with the 
opening and closing of the spiracles, a steady stream of fresh air flows through the 
tracheal trunks without leaving any residual volume of “old air”. The rest of the route 
for O2 and CO2 (tracheal trunks to tracheoles) still relies on diffusion. 

2.9 Locomotion 

The structures associated with insect locomotion are located on the thorax. In the 
adult insect, there are three pairs of legs, one pair associated with each body segment. 
The legs have five components; each element is unsegmented except the most distal. 
Beginning at the body, they are the coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia, and tarsus. The 
tarsus can be made up of 3–5 segments called tarsomeres. While insect legs have the 
same structural organization, the legs have been modified in form through natural 
selection to adapt to a wide range of life history strategies. For example, long and 
slender cursorial legs are adapted for running, natatorial legs with expanded and 
flattened oar-like femur or tibia are adapted for swimming, raptorial legs are adapted 
for grasping prey, saltatorial legs have enlarged femur with powerful muscles for 
jumping, and fossorial have shovel-like shapes for digging. 

Insects are the only group of invertebrate animals that have evolved the capability 
of powered flight. The evolution of wings gives insects a significant advantage in 
exploiting their environment. Wings, when present on the adult insect, are found 
on the meso- and meta-thoracic segments, but never on the prothoracic segment. 
They are composed of two layers of integument (exoskeleton) with heavier veins 
in the wings providing stability and rigidity (Wootton 1992). Veins contain nerves, 
trachaea and haemolymph. Some orders of wingless insects, the Apterygota, evolved 
before the advent of wings, and within the winged orders, the Pterygota, some orders 
have lost their wings through natural selection (i.e. Siphonaptera). Like the legs, 
the wings have been subject to intense natural selection for adaptation to specific 
life histories. Consequently, there have been significant modifications. The winged 
Diptera have a pair of mesothoracic wings, but the metathoracic wings have been 
modified into club-like halteres that have numerous sensillae that respond to body 
position in flight. The mesothoracic wings (the elytra) of many species of Coleoptera 
are hard and rigid, protecting the underlying metathoracic wings and abdomen from 
physical damage and enabling the insects to use a wide range of habitats or niches. 
The leathery mesothoracic wings (the tegmina) of many species of Orthoptera and 
related groups have a similar function. The wings of the Lepidoptera are covered
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with scales that are often colored and can provide crypsis or advertise their presence, 
while the wings of the Thysanoptera are narrow and covered with long hairs that 
provide surface area for lift. The tiny parasitic Hymenoptera have greatly reduced 
wing venation. 

2.10 Excretion and Osmoregulation Systems 

In most insects, the excretory and osmoregulation systems involve Malpighian 
tubules working in concert with the hindgut. However, other organs such as sali-
vary glands play a role in excretion and/or osmoregulation in some insects. The 
Malpighian tubules are hollow, blind ended tubes extending from the digestive system 
near the midgut/hindgut junction. The walls are 1 cell thick the number of tubules 
can vary from 0 to 250. Malpighian tubules generally float freely in hemolymph 
where they filter out wastes from the blood (analogous to vertebrate kidneys). They 
remove nitrogenous waste (usually uric acid), salts, and water from the hemolymph 
and transport them (the primary filtrate) into the hollow lumen of the tubule (Beyen-
bach et al. 2010). The contents of the tubule lumen flow to the base of the Malpighian 
tubule and empty into the gut near the hindgut/midgut junction. The Maligian tubules 
also function in reabsorption of vital salts; in order to maintain proper osmolarity of 
the blood, water and salts are selectively resorbed from the primary filtrate. Reab-
sorption takes place in the hindgut, and in some insects, it also takes place in all or 
part of the Malpighian tubules. As water is resorbed, uric acid precipitates out as a 
solid because it is not very water soluble; the precipitated uric acid mixes with the 
contents of the hindgut and is passed out the anus with the feces. 

The insect fat body can also be important for excretion and osmoregulation. It is 
a very diffuse, amorphous organ located throughout the hemocoel, primarily in the 
abdomen. It generally appears as a mass of whitish or yellowish globules that float in 
the hemocoel and is continuously bathed in hemolymph. The fat body serves many 
different physiological functions including storage of fat, glycogen, and protein. In 
some insects, specialized fat body cells store nitrogenous waste such as uric acid. It 
also serves as a metabolic center controlling intermediate metabolism (e.g. amino 
acid conversions, glycogen synthesis and breakdown, fat metabolism, etc.). The fat 
body can also provide functions analogous to the vertebrate liver by detoxifying 
poisons and metabolizing hormones (Li et al. 2019). 

2.11 Reproduction 

The female reproductive system is located in the abdomen. It includes a pair of 
ovaries each made up of one, a few, or many ovarioles. The ovarioles are elongate 
tubes that are the functional unit of the ovaries and produce the eggs (Hodin 2009). 
As eggs develop, they travel down the length of the ovariole from the distal end (the
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germarium) where meiosis and egg cell formation occurs to the proximal end (the 
vitillarium) where eggs grow, accumulate yolk, and mature before they leave the 
ovariole and enter the lateral oviduct. A specialized storage organ, the spermatheca 
also opens into the oviduct (Pascini and Martins 2017). The spermatheca stores sperm 
for days to years depending on the species of insect; fertilization does not necessarily 
occur shortly after copulation. It has a valve to let sperm in during copulation and to 
regulate the release of sperm when eggs are ready to be fertilized. This is a critical 
fitness advantage for haplo-diploid insects (see below) like some social and parasitic 
Hymenoptera that can control the sex of their offspring. Fertilization is regulated 
by females that can withhold or release sperm when an egg is present. In addition 
to the spermatheca, accessory glands also release a variety of secretions associated 
with oviposition into the oviduct. Secretions from the accessory gland can produce 
egg cases which enclose and protect a clutch of eggs produced by some insects from 
desiccation, predators, and disease. The accessory gland can produce adhesive for 
eggs to glue the eggs to a substrate and produce venom for bee and wasp sting. In 
these cases, the sting is a modified ovipositor. 

The male reproductive system is composed of a pair of testes that produce sperm, 
the vas deferens, which are tubes to transport sperm from testes to the ejaculatory 
duct, seminal vesicles that store mature sperm, an ejaculatory duct through which 
sperm leave the body, and accessory glands. The accessory glands in the male repro-
ductive system produce a variety of secretions associated with copulation including 
seminal fluid, which is a liquid medium for sperm motility, but may also provide 
nourishment for sperm. Accessory glands also produce spermatophores which are 
enclosed packets of sperm and are thought to be an early adaptation for fertilization 
by terrestrial arthropods. Spermatophores do not occur in all insects. In many early 
terrestrial arthropods and insects, males deposit a spermatophore on the substrate and 
then the female picks it up off the substrate with her genitals. In these species there 
is no copulation associated with sperm transfer. In more advanced groups, fertiliza-
tion became more efficient by the male directly placing the spermatophore into the 
female’s genitals. More derived insects have lost the spermatophore altogether, and 
the male has a penis to deposit the sperm in a non-encapsulated form directly into 
the female’s genital opening. In a few insect groups, accessory glands can produce 
“mating plugs”. These are gel plugs that seal the female’s genital opening after copu-
lation to prevent other males from copulating with her, thus providing a mechanism 
for ensuring paternity. 

There are many examples of insect groups that reproduce through sexual reproduc-
tion or through parthenogenesis (reproduction without fertilization). Sexual repro-
duction is the ancestral means of reproduction and it is still the most common strategy. 
Nonetheless, parthenogenesis has evolved independently in many different groups 
of insects, in some cases multiple times within groups. Hymenoptera (bees, wasps, 
ants), whiteflies, scale insects, thrips, and a few others have a rather unusual repro-
duction process; female offspring are produced by sexual reproduction and male 
offspring are primarily produced parthenogenically. In these groups, females develop 
from fertilized eggs (fertilized by standard sexual reproduction) and are diploid (2n 
chromosomes) while unfertilized eggs develop into males which are haploid (1n
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chromosomes), known as haplo-diploid sex determination. As a consequence, in 
many species with haplo-diploid sex determination, the mother can choose the sex 
of her offspring according to current needs. For example, female insects generally 
are bigger and require more food to reach maturity than male insects; consequently, 
many Hymenoptera parasitoids deposit male eggs (unfertilized) in small hosts and 
female eggs (fertilized) in large hosts. In many social Hymenoptera, workers are all 
female. The queen produces male eggs only right before the mating season. The rest 
of the year, she produces only female eggs. 

2.12 Conclusions 

Insects have successfully adapted to virtually every environment on the planet. Their 
basic body plan and physiology has been modified through evolutionary selection 
to allow them to exploit a wide variety of habitats and the ecological niches within 
those habitats. Many of the insect groups have highly specialized feeding ecologies, 
while many others are extreme generalists in their requirements. Most importantly, 
they have demonstrated exceptional capacity to adapt to environmental change. This 
has served the insects, as a taxonomic group, very well in evolutionary history and 
suggests that they have the capacity to adapt to the current pattern of global change. 
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Chapter 3 
Forest Arthropod Diversity 

Christian Hébert 

3.1 Introduction 

Insects are the most diverse group of organisms on Earth with 952,794 described 
species (Roskov et al. 2021). They account for 85% of arthropod species, 67% of 
animal species and 47% of all species currently known on the planet (Roskov et al. 
2021) (Fig. 3.1). However, this is an underestimate as the number of species of 
insects and other arthropods living on Earth is still unknown. More than 30 years 
ago, Robert May published a paper entitled “How many species are there on Earth” 
and concluded that the number of species living on Earth was not even known within 
an order of magnitude (May 1988). The most recent estimates of richness suggest that 
there are approximately 5.5 and 7 million species of terrestrial insects and arthropods, 
respectively (Stork 2018). This suggests that over 80% of species remain to be found 
and described. Although knowledge of the diversity of species present is fundamental 
information for managing natural ecosystems, determining the number of insect or 
arthropod species existing on Earth, in a biome or in any forest habitat is a great 
challenge for scientists. It is concerning to realize that forest ecosystems are managed 
without accurate knowledge of the diversity involved in the ecological processes 
critical to healthy forest ecosystems.

3.1.1 Plant–Insect Coevolution as a Driver for Diversification 

Arthropods have existed on Earth for at least 400 million years and they are among 
the earliest animals known to have colonised terrestrial habitats, where they have co-
evolved with plants (Grimaldi and Engel 2005). Insects arose before the Devonian,
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Fig. 3.1 Relative 
importance of major groups 
of organisms, based on a 
total of 2,026,387 described 
species, as of 10 June 2021. 
Data from the Catalog of 
Life website

from a Silurian aquatic arthropod (Gaunt and Miles 2002), after the first fossils of 
terrestrial plants were found from the Ordovician (Knoll and Nowak 2017) (Fig. 3.2). 
Fossil records showed that the first trees were recorded in the late Devonian and 
they diversified during the Carboniferous, which was followed by diversification of 
insects in the Late Carboniferous (Retallack 1997). Signs of attack by phytophagous 
arthropods have been recorded on fossil roots, leaves, wood and seeds, and the first 
wood boring Coleoptera were reported from the early Permian (Labandeira 2006). 
All phytophagous groups were present by the mid-Triassic; at this time, the dominant 
taxon was Coleoptera (Labandeira 2006). The type of leaf feeding revealed by fossils 
showed increasing complexity of interactions between arthropods and plants. For 
instance, the earliest leaves showed only marginal feeding while non-marginal leaf 
feeding, which requires specialized mouthparts, came later in the mid-Cretaceous 
after the arrival of angiosperms (Scott et al. 1992). Leaf-mining and gall production 
also coincided with plant diversification during the Cretaceous and Tertiary.

Today, plants (18.5%) and phytophagous insects (21.4%) represent about 40% 
of known terrestrial species. Also, it is estimated that at least one predacious or 
saprophagous insect species exists for every phytophagous insect species (Strong 
et al. 1984). Thus, globally, nearly 2 terrestrial species out of 3 depend on plants. This 
supports Ehrlich and Raven (1964) conclusion that “the plant–herbivore interface 
may be the major zone of interaction responsible for generating terrestrial organic 
diversity”. They suggested that the evolution of plant chemical defense in response 
to insect phytophagy resulted in a co-evolutionary arms race that generated high 
biodiversity in these two groups of organisms. However, it has been suggested that 
this coevolutionary arms race has been overemphasized and that deterrent effects 
of plant secondary chemicals for some phytophagous insects may have arisen from 
the need to avoid plants on which they were easily found by predators (Bernays and 
Graham 1988). In fact, coevolution is extremely difficult to demonstrate as it involves 
reciprocal adaptive changes in interacting species and this change must result from 
selection exerted by the other species (Thompson 1994). Nevertheless, the concept 
of coevolution between plants and phytophagous insects has been generally accepted 
as the basis of arthropod diversity (Janz 2011). Plant diversity was also shown to be 
a powerful predictor of the richness of other arthropod guilds (Basset et al. 2012).
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Fig. 3.2 Insect diversity, expressed as the number of insect families along Geological Time. Four 
major extinction events and the onsets of major groups of plants are highlighted. The geologic time 
events are from Figure 1 in Condamine et al. (2016) (reprinted with permission from Springer). 
The curve comes from Labandeira and Sepkoski (1993) (reprinted with permission from AAAS). 
Plant drawings were done by Jean-Michel Béland from the Canadian Forest Service (reprinted with 
permission from Jean-Michel Béland)

3.1.2 Wood as a Distinctive Forest Attribute and a Powerful 
Driver for Diversification 

The most distinctive feature of trees comes from their vertical structure, which result 
from woody tissues that provide the mechanical support to permit their vertical 
growth. This allows trees to outcompete herbaceous plants and shrubs for light and 
produce the greatest amount of biomass among vascular plants. The resource abun-
dance hypothesis suggests that plants offering greater amounts of resources should 
support more species and higher abundance of arthropod herbivores (De Alckmin 
Marques et al. 2000). The great aboveground biomass produced in forests may thus 
explain why these biotopes support so many species. Trees also tend to house more 
pest species than shrubs, which in turn have more than herbs (Strong and Levin 
1979). Morphologically complex hosts provide diverse ecological niches and larger 
hosts are easier to find by arthropods. The greater size and morphological complexity 
of trees compared with shrubs and herbs likely explains the higher number of pest 
species on trees. 

The structural heterogeneity of forests is both vertical, and horizontal, particularly 
in primary forests where closed areas alternate with clearings, which occur when 
trees die (Kuuluvainen 1994). Although forest ecosystems are often perceived as 
homogeneous at large scales, at smaller scales, forests show important horizontal
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heterogeneity. Closed-canopy areas alternate with forest gaps resulting from tree 
death. In forest gaps, local abiotic conditions differ from those in closed canopy areas 
(Ritter et al. 2005). These gaps influence forest dynamics and provide a succession 
of microhabitats that promote biodiversity. Abiotic variables interact with biotic 
variables such as tree species, tree size and bark thickness to provide ecological niches 
to arthropods. For instance, vertical segregation of bark beetles has been reported in 
Pinus taeda (Paine et al. 1981) and Pinus strobus (Price 1984). The largest species 
(genus Dendroctonus) are found at the tree base while the smallest ones (genus Ips) 
are found higher on the bole and even in the canopy where species such as Pityogenes 
hopkinsi feed on small branches (Price 1984). Beetles compete for limited resources 
(phloem) and their interactions result in partitioning resources within trees (Paine 
et al. 1981). This might be driven by bark thickness, as this attribute is important for 
explaining community composition of early-arriving beetles in recently dead Scots 
pine (Foit 2010). 

3.1.3 Latitudinal Gradient of Arthropod Diversity 

There is no complete inventory of arthropods in any biome or in any type of forest 
ecosystem. However, the latitudinal gradient theory predicts decreasing species rich-
ness with increasing latitude (Pianka 1966; Hillebrand 2004). Latitude is a surrogate 
for environmental gradients (e.g. temperature, insolation and precipitation) (Willig 
et al. 2003), which also vary with elevation. Tropical regions receive more solar 
energy and precipitation, so they should be more productive than temperate regions 
(Pianka 1966; Willig et al. 2003). Habitats showing greater plant species richness 
usually exhibit greater arthropod richness (Speight et al. 2008). In addition, glacia-
tion events have had negative impacts on biodiversity in temperate regions, but they 
have not had similar effects in tropical regions (Willig et al. 2003). Also, the warmer 
climate and higher moisture levels in tropical regions are not only more favorable 
for the growth and survival of most plant species, but also for groups such as fungi 
on which arthropods feed. Similarly, the importance of temperature for biodiversity 
diversification has been highlighted along a 3.7 km elevation gradient at Mt. Kiliman-
jaro, Tanzania (Peters et al. 2016). Species richness of single taxa vary in complex 
distribution patterns along elevation, according to their tolerance limits to environ-
mental gradients (Peters et al. 2016). Similarly, the Ichneumonidae (Hymenoptera), a 
family of parasitoid wasps, do not follow the usual latitudinal gradient of biodiversity, 
their diversity peaking at mid-latitudes (Janzen 1981; Skillen et al. 2000).
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3.2 Feeding Guilds of Arthropods Living in Forests 

Traditionally, arthropods are described taxonomically but they can also be described 
on the basis of their diet and functional role. Those that feed on living plants are gener-
ally called phytophagous (Bernays 2009), while those that feed on living animals 
are called zoophagous. The term saprophagous is used for organisms that feed on 
decaying plants or animals, but can also include feeding on fungi since they are 
often interlinked with decaying organic matter (Natural Resources Canada 2015). 
Combining functional roles and niches allows grouping arthropods among guilds, 
which are groups of species that exploit the same type of resources in a similar way 
(Root 1967). Guilds help to structure ecological communities (Simberloff and Dayan 
1991) and will be used to describe arthropods living in forests. 

3.2.1 Phytophagous Arthropods 

Phytophagous arthropods can be grouped into guilds according to their feeding mode, 
the plant part they exploit and whether they feed internally or externally on the plant 
(Novotny et al. 2010). To illustrate the concept and give an overview of the taxonomic 
composition of various guilds, the 116 most damaging phytophagous arthropods 
attacking trees in Quebec, Canada, were classified according to their feeding behavior 
on different parts of trees (Hébert et al. 2017) (Table 3.1). Arthropods that feed 
on tree foliage are called phyllophagous and they mainly belong to a few higher 
orders of insects, which have been able to overcome the defenses of higher plants 
(Strong et al. 1984). This is one of the largest group of arthropods found on trees 
and the largest single group damaging trees (Ciesla 2011). Overall, 65% of the most 
important arthropods attacking trees in Quebec are foliage feeders and 70% of them 
are larvae from the orders Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera (mainly sawflies). Among 
Lepidoptera, the Tortricidae and Geometridae are the most important phyllophagous 
families, with 13 and 7 species out of 40 pest species of trees in Quebec, while 
among the Hymenoptera, the Diprionidae and Tenthredinidade account for 8 and 
7 species. Other phyllophagous taxa belong to several families of Lepidoptera as 
well as to several families of Coleoptera and Hemiptera, which include leaf-miners, 
leaf-suckers and gall-makers. Hemiptera often feed on tree sap by inserting their 
piercing-sucking mouthparts into most tree tissues. They are most often hidden (Table 
3.1) under scales or galls caused by a mechanical disruption of vascular tissues or 
a physiological reaction from the tree to insect saliva (Barbosa and Wagner 1989). 
Phyllophagous arthropods will be discussed in detail in Chapter 9 and other groups 
briefly presented here are treated in Chapters 13–16.

Phytophagous arthropods also include those that feed on woody tissues, which 
are dominated by Coleoptera (Table 3.1). Those feeding on nutrient-rich subcor-
tical tissues (phloem and cambium) are called phloeophagous and most belong to 
Curculionidae/Scolytinae (see Chapter 10), which are highly host-specific, at least
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Table 3.1 Number of phytophagous arthropod taxa of various orders and feeding exposed or hidden 
on different parts of trees in Quebec, Canada 

Leaves or needles Shoots or twigs Woody tissues Total 

Order Exposed feeder 
Hidden 
feeder Exposed feeder 

Hidden 
feeder Exposed feeder 

Hidden 
feeder 

Coleoptera 5a 2a 3g 2g 16b, c, d 28 
Diptera 3f 3 
Hemiptera 1e 5e, f 2e 5e, f 6e, f 19 
Hymenoptera 13a 3a 1d 17 
Lepidoptera 17a 23a 4g, h 1d 45 
Prostigmata 1e 2f 3 
Thysanoptera 1a 1 
Total 38 38 2 12 2 21 116 

a–hSee Chapters 9–16 
Source of data: Hébert et al. (2017)

at the family level (Novotny et al. 2010). Buprestidae and Cerambycidae also bore 
galleries under bark or at the wood surface. Some Scolytinae and Platypodinae, 
another subfamily of Curculionidae, belong to a group called ambrosia beetles, 
which bore into the sapwood and feed on introduced symbiotic fungi (see Chapter 11). 
Insects that bore into the sapwood and even into the xylem are called xylophagous (see 
Chapter 12). They have strong mandibles and the most distinctive species belong to 
Cerambycidae and Siricidae (Hymenoptera), which are much larger than Scolytinae. 
Among wood boring insects, carpenterworms (Lepidoptera: Cossidae) are exceptions 
as they belong to an order of predominately phyllophagous insects. 

3.2.2 Zoophagous Arthropods 

Three types of zoophagous arthropods exist: 

1. Predators, adults or larvae (but not necessarily both stages for a species) hunt, 
attack, kill and feed directly on prey. Predators are generally not host specific 
and they are larger than their prey or attack them in large numbers (e.g. ants). 

2. Parasites, feed on a host without killing it. Parasites are generally smaller than 
their host and they can live at the expense of both, invertebrates or vertebrates. 
They can feed externally (often occasionally, such as mosquitoes) or internally 
on the host. Many parasites have claws or hooks to grasp their host, and often 
have piercing-sucking mouthparts. 

3. Parasitoids, free-living adults locate a host, deposit their eggs on or in it, and larvae 
feed on and kill the host at the end of their development. Generally, parasitoids 
are smaller than their host and are selective, attacking specific life stages of one 
or closely related species. 

Zoophagous arthropods from several orders and families feed on phytophagous 
and saprophagous arthropods that live in different microhabitats (e.g. canopy, trunks, 
litter, etc.). For instance, ladybird beetles, syrphid flies and lacewings prey on aphids
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and other insects in tree canopies while many carabid beetles and spiders are vora-
cious predators of invertebrates on the forest floor. Ants can prey on various arthro-
pods in the tree canopy or at the ground level. Most predators use an active hunting 
strategy but web-spinning spiders use a sit and wait hunting strategy in various vegeta-
tion strata (Michalko et al. 2019). In dead and dying trees, predators of phloeophagous 
and xylophagous insects belong to several beetle families, Cleridae and Monotomidae 
being the most well-known. 

Parasitoids are a diverse group of insects with most species belonging to the 
Diptera and Hymenoptera. The Hymenoptera have received more attention than 
the Diptera and they exhibit sophisticated host selection behaviors which involve 
olfactory responses by adult parasitoids to specific semiochemicals emitted by hosts 
or by damaged plants (Godfray 1994; Stireman 2002). Host selection is less-well 
known in Diptera, but some search visually, responding to host movement, while 
their response to plant odors is generally weak (Stireman 2002). Most families of 
Hymenoptera use a parasitic mode of life and parasitic Hymenoptera could represent 
up to 20% of all insect species (Gaston 1991). However, at least 75% of the para-
sitic Hymenoptera had not yet been described in the early 1990’s (Lasalle 1993). 
Recent estimates suggest that Hymenoptera may have 2.5–3.2 times more species 
than Coleoptera, and thus, could be the most speciose animal order (Forbes et al. 
2018). The Ichneumonidae and Braconidae are probably the most diversified fami-
lies of parasitoids but many poorly known families of micro-Hymenoptera are also 
important in regulating arthropod populations. The full spectrum of host specificity 
can be found in the Ichneumonidae, with species that attack a single host known 
for species of Megarhyssa (Pook et al. 2016) to the highly polyphagous Itoplectis 
conquisitor, which attacks hundreds of Lepidoptera species (Townes and Townes 
1960). Natural enemies will be further discussed in Chapter 6. 

3.2.3 Saprophagous Arthropods 

Saprophagous arthropods which feed on rapidly decaying vegetation such as dead 
leaves are called detritivorous while those feeding on slowly decaying vegetation 
such as woody debris are called saproxylophagous. With the notable exception of 
the ambrosia beetles, arthropods that feed on fungi are traditionally included in the 
saprophagous group as they often feed on a mixture of mycelium and dead leaves or 
wood. More technically, species feeding on the aerial and visible parts of fungi are 
called fungivorous while those which feed on non-visible parts of fungi are either 
mycetophagous if they feed on fungal mycelium in the soil/litter or mycophagous if 
they feed on molds (Natural Resources Canada 2015). Arthropods feeding on dead 
animals are called necrophagous with those feeding more specifically on feces being 
called coprophagous or scatophagous.
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3.2.3.1 Soil and Litter Feeders 

The soil fauna is usually split among three groups according to their size: microfauna, 
which include invertebrates of less than 0.2 mm (mainly nematodes) that live in the 
water present between soil particles, mesofauna (0.2–2 mm) to which belong Enchy-
traeidae (not arthropods), Collembola and Acari (both arthropods), and macrofauna 
(>2 mm diameter), which include large oligochaetes (earthworms), most insects and 
large arthropods such as Diplopoda and Chilopoda (Brussaard et al. 1997; Lavelle 
1997). A well-illustrated synthesis on soil organisms and associated food webs is 
provided by Zanella et al. (2018). 

Generally, mesofauna dominates northern coniferous forests while macrofauna 
dominates temperate deciduous and tropical forests (Shaw et al. 1991; Lal  1988). 
Densities of 1 million arthropods/m2 have been reported in black spruce forest soils 
(Behan et al. 1978), with 200,000 arthropods/m2 being common in Canadian soils 
(Marshall et al. 1982). Most Acari living in the soil belong to the suborder Cryp-
tostigmata (formerly called oribatid mites), and can account for up to 90% of esti-
mated biomass in coniferous soils (Shaw et al. 1991). Collembola living in humus 
are called endogenous while those living in the litter are called epigeous. Endoge-
nous species measure less than 1 mm, have an elongate form, very small appendices 
and non-pigmented eyes while epigeous species are larger, often of globular form 
and have well-developed appendices and eyes (Dajoz 1998). Collembola and Acari 
are wingless but mobility is not a major issue for species feeding on predictable and 
abundant resources. Dipterous larvae are also abundant and diverse in forest soils, the 
most prevalent families being Sciaridae, Cecidomyidae, Phoridae and Mycetophil-
idae (Hibbert 2010). Earthworms (Oligochaetes) account for the highest biomass 
among groups forming the macrofauna and are dominant in Mull humus of temperate 
deciduous forests with 5,300 mg/m2, their biomass falling to 200 mg/m2 in Mor 
humus (Shaw et al. 1991). In the latter forests, Diplopoda and Chilopoda are preva-
lent (Shaw et al. 1991), while in tropical forests, termites and ants play important 
roles, where they are dominant in arid and semi-arid regions while earthworms are 
mainly important in humid and subhumid regions (Lal 1988). 

3.2.3.2 Dead Wood Feeders 

Dead wood is the habitat of numerous saproxylic species, which are defined as 
“species that are dependent, during some part of their life cycle, upon the dead or 
dying wood of moribund or dead trees (standing or fallen), wood-inhabiting fungi, or 
the presence of other saproxylic organisms” (Speight 1989). There is overlap between 
arthropods feeding on woody tissues (Sect. 3.2.1) and dead wood, particularly among 
phloeophagous species (Stokland 2012). Most bark beetles (Scolytinae) and many 
longhorn beetles (Cerambycidae) feed on phloem of moribund trees, which are tech-
nically still alive. These beetles are early colonizers of dead wood and the resource 
remains suitable for them until the phloem dries up and the bark gradually comes 
off the wood. Xylophagous species include insects of several orders: Coleoptera
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(mainly Cerambycidae), Hymenoptera (Siricidae), Lepidoptera (Cossidae, Hepial-
idae, Sesiidae) and Diptera (Tipulidae and Chironomidae). Many of these species 
mainly feed on fungal mycelium involved in wood decay. Species of several families 
of Coleoptera (e.g. Ciidae, Anobiidae, Tenebrionidae, Tetratomidae) also feed and 
reproduce in bracket fungi, which develop on dead trees, and usually with much 
higher levels of host specificity than those feeding on mushrooms (Jonsell and Nord-
lander 2004). Numerous species of various orders also live in tree hollows (Ferro 
2018), which highlights the diversity of microhabitats associated with dead wood. 

3.2.3.3 Dung and Carrion Feeders 

Animals return organic matter to the ecosystem throughout their lives by the dung 
or feces they produce and also when they die through their carcasses. Small detritiv-
orous arthropods (e.g. collembola and acari) feed on dead organic matter, which is 
often mixed with soil, fungi and bacteria, particularly in advanced stages of decom-
position. Woodlice (Crustacea: Isopods), feed preferentially on feces produced by 
Operophthera fagata caterpillars, a Geometrid that feeds on beech (Fagus sylvatica), 
rather than on the beech litter itself (Zimmer and Topp 2002). 

A specialised fauna composed of larger arthropods develop in vertebrate dung and 
carrion, with Scarabaeinae, a subfamily of Scarabaeidae, being the most prevalent 
group of coprophagous beetles. They are commonly called dung beetles and are 
widely distributed, although they are most diverse in tropical forests where their 
burying behavior has been widely studied (Braack 1987). Dung beetle larvae feed 
on the microorganism-rich liquid component of dung, mainly of mammals but also 
from other vertebrates or from rotting fruits, fungus and carrion (Nichols et al. 2008). 

Another type of organic matter provided by vertebrate animals is carrion. 
Blowflies (Diptera: Calliphoridae) are usually the first to colonize new carcasses 
(Paula et al. 2016) but over 20 families of flies feed in vertebrate carcasses (Payne 
1965). Flies have good flight ability, and have developed efficient host selection 
behavior primarily based on olfactory and visual stimuli associated with carcasses. 
Conversely, ants and beetles are typically generalists that exploit carrion opportunis-
tically, have a more limited dispersal capacity and often use habitat features for 
orientation (Barton and Evans 2017). 

The most common beetles feeding on carrion belong to the family Silphidae. In 
addition to feeding on carrion they also prey on other species exploiting carrion. 
There are two subfamilies of Silphidae with different biologies. More is known 
about the Nicrophorinae, or burying beetles, than about the Silphinae because of 
their unusual behavior. One of the most striking behaviors of burying beetles is their 
reproductive cooperation and the extended adult biparental care of their progeny 
(Scott 1998), which is not observed in Silphinae. Nicrophorinae breed and feed in 
small carcasses such as mice and birds (<300 g), while Silphinae breed and feed 
in large carcasses where they compete with blow flies (Dekeirsschieter et al. 2011). 
Adult Nicrophorinae use olfactory stimuli to locate carrion (Scott 1998). Vertebrate 
carcasses are rare and unpredictable spatially and temporally. Progeny care in burying
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beetles may be an adaptation to maximize fitness in these habitats (Scott and Gladstein 
1993). When a carcass is located, males and females work together to move it to a 
suitable environment and dig beneath it to bury the carcass and prepare it as food 
for their progeny (Scott 1998). Because of the low number of available carcasses, 
several adult pairs may converge on fresh carcasses. If a carcass is large enough 
to support reproduction by several adult pairs, burying beetles work cooperatively 
to bury the carcass. If the carcass is too small, intraspecific fights occur and only 
the winners will reproduce. The burial chamber varies from a simple depression 
under leaf litter up to 60 cm underground (Scott 1998). Burying the carcass protects 
it from fly colonisation (Suzuki 2000) and reduces detection by other competitors 
(Shubeck 1985; Trumbo  1994). Beetles remove feathers or hair, shape the carcass 
as a ball and take care of it through regular cleaning and depositing anal and oral 
anti-microbial secretions, which suppress fungal and bacterial growth (Suzuki 2001) 
and reduce rates of decomposition (Hoback et al. 2004). Eggs are laid nearby and the 
newly hatched larvae require parental care for feeding (Scott 1998). About 75 species 
belong to the genus Nicrophorus, which is only present in the northern hemisphere 
(Scott 1998). 

3.3 Functional Roles and Ecosystem Services 

Arthropods are involved in nearly all ecological processes that drive ecosystem func-
tioning (Jones et al. 1994). However, they represent less than 0.2% of the total biomass 
on the planet, dwarfed by plants, microbes and fungi (Bar-On et al. 2018). Uncer-
tainty exists whether they are important drivers of ecological processes or whether 
they play only minor roles (Schmitz et al. 2014; Yang and Gratton 2014). The func-
tional importance of arthropods in ecological processes has primarily been assumed 
and not based on experimental work quantifying the value of these functions. The 
few studies that do exist have primarily been conducted in agroecosystems (Noriega 
et al. 2018). 

Arthropods are primary (herbivores) and secondary (carnivores) consumers in the 
food chain and thus, they depend on the production of primary producers, mainly 
trees in forest ecosystems. Thus, biomass transformation of living and dead plants 
and animals appears to be the most important functional role of arthropods in forest 
ecosystems (Yang and Gratton 2014) and as a result, they are involved in nutrient 
cycling and energy fluxes. These important ecosystem services are critical to ensure 
forest productivity but they are often overlooked. Apart from this central role in 
ecosystem functioning, arthropods are also involved in promoting plant reproduction 
through pollination and seed dispersal. Combined with insects that kill trees over 
wide areas, which strongly modify environmental conditions, these phytophagous 
insects influence forest succession. Secondary consumers (predators and parasitoids) 
account for a large part of forest arthropod diversity (Strong et al. 1984) and they are 
instrumental in regulating food webs.
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Noriega et al. (2018) defined ecosystem services as “the beneficial functions 
and goods that humans obtain from ecosystems, that support directly or indirectly 
their quality of life”. Arthropods provide ecosystem services in all categories recog-
nized by the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES), 
i.e. regulation and maintenance (pollination, biological control, recycling organic 
matter), provisioning and cultural services (Ameixa et al. 2018). Pollination, biolog-
ical control, recycling organic matter, and food provisioning have been the most 
studied ecosystem services but arthropods also provide cultural services, whether 
they be religious, artistic or recreational (Noriega et al. 2018). The latter includes 
hunting, fishing and wildlife observation, activities in which insects, as food sources, 
are estimated to account annually for $2.7 billion in USA alone (Losey and Vaughan 
2006). Insects are also used in arts and crafts, as cultural icons or religious symbols, 
and are often associated with tourist destinations (e.g. the Monarch Butterfly Reserves 
in Mexico) (Schowalter et al. 2018). 

Although arthropods play key roles in the regulation and maintenance of several 
ecosystem services, these roles are usually assumed and their value has rarely been 
quantified experimentally (Noriega et al. 2018). Losey and Vaughan (2006) were the 
first to estimate the economic value of ecosystem services provided by insects to 
be at least $57 billion annually in the United States and this only considers four 
ecosystem services provided by “wild” and native insects, for which data were 
available: pollination, pest control, wildlife nutrition and dung burial. 

3.3.1 Regulating Primary Production 

Phyllophagous arthropods feed on highly nutritious tissues, which are the basis of 
tree photosynthesis, namely leaves (Vergutz et al. 2012) and needles (Moreau et al. 
2003). A low rate of herbivory stimulates primary production in natural forests 
while a high rate suppresses it (Mattson and Addy 1975). Defoliation of mature 
trees increases sunlight penetration to understory trees and saplings, which typically 
increase their growth as competition for light from overstory trees decreases (Mattson 
and Addy 1975). Moderate defoliation (≤50%) from Orgyia pseudotsugata stim-
ulates Douglas-fir growth (Alfaro and Shepherd 1991), compensating for losses of 
severely defoliated trees. Herbivory appears to reduce variation in primary production 
and helps maintain it at intermediate levels (Schowalter 2012). Indeed, phytophagous 
insects have been presented as “regulators” of forest primary production (Mattson 
and Addy 1975; Belovsky and Slade 2000; Schowalter 2012), but this should be 
considered over long time intervals (see Sect. 3.4.2).
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3.3.2 Decomposition and Nutrient Cycling 

3.3.2.1 Insect Feces and Cadavers 

Phyllophagous insects contribute to the cycling of rich organic matter produced by 
trees. Their feces provide high quality but ephemeral nitrogen pulses to soils, which 
are rapidly recycled by soil biota and assimilated into the foliage, often within the 
same season (Belovsky and Slade 2000; Frost and Hunter 2007). Zimmer and Topp 
(2002) recognized a “fast nutrient cycle” for feces of phytophagous animals (sensu 
McNaughton et al. (1988) who studied vertebrate herbivory in African grasslands) 
and a “slow cycle” for leaf litter and wood decomposition (plant material). Indeed, 
microbial degradation of Operophthera fagata feces took approximately half the 
time of beech leaf litter in microcosms (Zimmer and Topp 2002). Moreover, the 
addition of woodlice (isopods) tripled the rate of mass loss for both feces and litter. 
In fact, meso and macrofauna often reingest their faecal pellets a few days after 
deposition (Hassall and Rushton 1982). They then absorb organic compounds that 
have been released by microbial activity (Lavelle 1997). This is considered as a type 
of mutualism and referred to as external rumen digestion (Swift et al. 1979). Internal 
rumen digestion also exists in earthworms, termites and, to a lesser extent ants, as 
they interact internally with micro-organisms to produce various organo-mineral 
structures (Lavelle 1997). 

Phyllophagous insects also return nutrients to the detritus pool when they die 
(Gessner et al. 2010). For instance, during outbreaks, insect cadavers are a major 
pulse of resources for detritivorous communities. However, models of ecological 
processes rarely consider this resource. Indeed, many predators are in fact omnivores 
and predation rates are often inflated in food-web research while scavenging is largely 
underestimated (Wilson and Wolkovitch 2011). For instance, ants are active scav-
engers of entomopathogenic nematode-killed insects (Baur et al. 1998) and it has been 
estimated that they account for 52% bait removal in tropical rain forests (Griffiths 
et al. 2018). This is particularly important as no other scavenger group compensated 
when ants were excluded, indicating a low functional redundancy of this important 
ecological role. Ants are estimated to make up 25% of animal biomass in tropical 
forests (Hölldobler and Wilson 1990) and are recognised as ecosystem engineers 
(Folgarait 1998). In North American temperate forests, the 17-year periodical emer-
gence of cicadas (Magicicada spp.) provides a massive addition of insect cadavers 
and this increases bacterial and fungal abundance by 12 and 28% respectively (Yang 
2004). The herbaceous plant Campanulastrum americanum then produce 9% larger 
seeds, highlighting the reciprocal links between above and belowground compo-
nents of the ecosystem. Cicadas have patchy distributions and these resource pulses 
generate spatial and temporal heterogeneity in ecosystems (Yang 2004).
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3.3.2.2 Leaf Litter 

Less than 10% of the foliage produced by trees is consumed by phytophagous arthro-
pods, over 90% entering the detritus pool as leaf litter (Gessner et al. 2010). Stan-
dardized litter types used in 336 sites across 9 biomes, showed that litter quality 
explained 65% of the variability in the early stages of decomposition, climate only 
having a significant effect when data were aggregated at the biome scale (Djukic 
et al. 2018). A meta-analysis also carried out at the biome scale showed that abiotic 
conditions controlled decomposition in cold and dry (harsh conditions) biomes while 
soil fauna had an important role in warm and wet (mild conditions) biomes (García 
Palacios et al. 2013). In tropical ecosystems, climate is likely less important than soil 
macrofauna (González and Seastedt 2001). 

Soils are usually classified according to their physical and chemical properties, but 
they are regulated by complex interactions among the soil biota (Brussaard et al. 1997; 
Barrios 2007; Schmitz et al. 2014). Decomposition of dead organic matter involves 
the physical fragmentation of dead organic matter through feeding by arthropods and 
other invertebrates. This increases the surface/volume ratio of dead organic matter, 
which enhances fungal and microbial activity, releasing nutrients and making them 
readily available to plants (Barrios 2007). The decomposition of dead organic matter 
by living organisms and the progressive incorporation of released nutrients into the 
pool available in soils is at the basis of forest primary production and thus central to 
forest ecosystem functioning (Swift et al. 1979). Nevertheless, dead organic matter 
is rarely considered in ecological models and when included, it is usually treated as a 
single resource (detritus) that does not vary. However, nitrogen content varies widely 
among different types of dead organic matter (Fig. 3.3) and decay rates increase with 
nitrogen content. For instance, dead wood takes decades to decompose (Harmon 
et al. 1986) compared to months or years for leaf litter and days or weeks for animal 
dung and carrion (Wilson and Wolkovitch 2011).

3.3.2.3 Dead Wood 

Severe and repeated defoliation by phyllophagous insects often results in tree death 
over wide areas. Before dying, trees progressively weaken and become vulnerable to 
wood feeding insects called secondary insects as they usually colonize trees physio-
logically stressed by another agent. This has been observed during and after spruce 
budworm (Belyea 1952a, b; Régnier 2020) and hemlock looper outbreaks (Béland 
et al. 2019). Stressed trees may emit volatiles that are attractive to secondary insects 
(Faiola and Taipale 2020) and thus, the functional role of secondary insects in 
forest ecosystems is to accelerate death of weakened trees and initiate the process 
of wood decomposition. Secondary insects generate openings in forest stands and 
thus increase ecosystem heterogeneity and promote plant succession. As herba-
ceous plants, shrubs and tree seedlings compete for light and nutrients, it results 
in complex successional dynamics that characterize different forest types. In natural
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Fig. 3.3 Nitrogen content (% of dry weight) of various types of dead organic matter, both from 
animal and plant origin. Data from Parmenter and MacMahon (2009)—vertebrate carrion; Rafes 
(1971)—insect cadavers and insect feces; Holter and Scholtz (2007)—vertebrate dung; Taylor et al. 
(1989)—litter, deciduous and conifers; Piaszczyk et al. (2020)—deadwood

forest ecosystems, such dynamics also ensure continuity in dead wood stocks, which 
is important for maintaining diversity of saproxylic arthropods (Grove 2002). 

The greatest amount of forest biomass is stored in woody tissues (Dajoz 1998) and 
thus wood decomposition after tree death is an important ecological process in forests 
(Harmon et al. 1986). Bark is a major physical barrier to the establishment of fungi, 
among which basidiomycetes are instrumental for decomposing the various structural 
components of wood (Strid et al. 2014). The first insects to colonize dying or recently 
dead trees are phloem feeders (Ulyshen 2016), and they bore holes through the bark 
to breed and feed on the nutritious phloem beneath the bark. Many woodboring 
insects transport fungi beneath the bark and their boring also provides access for 
fungi. Obligate insect-fungus mutualism increases the probability that fungi reach 
a suitable substrate (Birkemoe et al. 2018). Insects that have developed obligate-
mutualisms with fungi, such as ambrosia beetles, are known to farm fungi within 
their galleries. These fungi possess wood-degrading enzymes which make essential 
nutrients from the wood available for insects. Similarly, the symbiotic fungi of wood 
wasps (Siricidae) serve as an “external rumen” for insects (Birkemoe et al. 2018). 
They produce enzymes that digest lignocellulosic compounds in the wood, which are 
then ingested by growing larvae (Thompson et al. 2014; Kukor and Martin 1983). 
According to Filipiak and Weiner (2014), wood-feeding insects are in fact fungivo-
rous species or at least xylomycetophagous as their wood diet is supplemented with
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fungi found in decaying wood. Without the essential nutritional elements provided 
by fungi, they estimated that the cerambycid Stictoleptura rubra would need between 
40 (males) to 85 (females) years to develop into an adult. 

Bark beetles also defecate under the bark, thus providing rich organic matter 
which contributes to fungal and microbial growth (Birkemoe et al. 2018). By feeding 
on the protein-rich subcortical tissues at the phloem/cambium interface and inocu-
lating fungi, early colonizing bark beetles accelerate bark loss of dead trees (Ulyshen 
2016), which is a type of insect-mediated ecosystem engineering (Birkemoe et al. 
2018). Tunneling by wood-boring insects provides access into the xylem for fungi 
and improves aeration, which increases rates of decomposition (Dighton 2003). In 
temperate deciduous forests, bacterial and fungal densities increase with decay stages 
and reach their maximum during the “invertebrate channelization” stage. This stage 
occurs when logs are colonized by termites, carpenter ants and Passalid beetles which, 
as a community, can regulate the process of wood decomposition (Ausmus 1977). 

A recent experimental study on the contribution of insects to forest deadwood 
decomposition, carried out in 55 sites on six continents, estimated that insects account 
for 29% of the carbon flux from deadwood, highlighting their functional importance 
in the process of wood decomposition (Seibold et al. 2021). Direct and indirect 
effects of insects accelerate decomposition in tropical forests but have weak positive 
or negative effects in temperate and boreal forests (Seibold et al. 2021). Termites and 
fungi are the most important determinant of wood decay in tropical regions while in 
temperate and boreal forests it appears to be moisture (González et al. 2008). 

3.3.2.4 Vertebrate Dung and Carrion 

By dispersing and incorporating vertebrate dung into the soil, dung beetles are 
involved in nutrient cycling, soil aeration, seed burial and parasite suppression. 
Several experimental studies have linked dung beetle effects on soil structure and 
nutrient content to increases in plant height and above-ground biomass (Nichols et al. 
2008). Their activity increases soil porosity and soil water retention, which allevi-
ates water stress on plants, even during a severe drought (Johnson et al. 2016). The 
effects of dung beetles on nutrient availability and ultimately plant growth may rival 
chemical fertilizers in agriculture. Further research is thus needed, particularly in 
tropical forests, where dung beetles can transfer mammal feces into the soil within 
a few hours (Slade et al. 2007). 

Vertebrate carcasses do not provide major pulses but a rather low and steady 
supply of resources as it represents less than 1% of the overall nutrient budget of 
ecosystems (Hoback et al. 2020). However, locally, they significantly improve soil 
conditions. Carrion has a higher nutritional value than dung as the latter is composed 
of metabolic waste products and undigested remains of the original food (Frank 
et al. 2017). Vertebrate carrion decomposes faster than plant material as carrion N 
content (6–12%) is much higher than for plant litter (typically 1–2%) (Parmenter and 
MacMahon 2009). In tropical regions, blow flies can eat all soft-tissues of a carcass 
within four days during warm weather (Braack 1987). The decomposition of a carcass
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produces an island of soil fertility, which increases stand heterogeneity. Soil nitrogen 
increases significantly under carcasses and large ones modify soil temperature, mois-
ture and physical structure. Roots of neighboring plants that reach the modified soil 
area are influenced by these new micro-environmental conditions, which produce 
a “halo” effect (Parmenter and MacMahon 2009). Nutrients can be dispersed by 
insects, mainly ants and burying beetles, while bacteria and fungi may only increase 
nutrients in the soil under the carcass (Barton et al. 2013). 

3.3.3 Seed Dispersal 

Myrmecochory, or ant-mediated seed dispersal, is a widespread mutualistic inter-
action between ants and plants (Wenny 2001; Ness and Bressmer 2005). Seeds of 
myrmecochorous plants have lipid-rich appendages called elaiosomes, which are 
highly nutritious and attractive to ants (Ness and Bressmer 2005). Ant workers harvest 
seeds of these plants and bring them back to their nests. Unlike vertebrate frugivores 
which eat fruit pulp before dispersing seeds randomly, often far from the parent 
tree, ants typically disperse seeds over shorter distances but in more predictable and 
rich habitats, i.e. their nests (Wilson and Traverset 2000). The rich elaiosomes are 
then provided to the developing progeny and seeds are simply abandoned in the 
nest or discarded in middens outside the nest (Wenny 2001). This produces rich 
micro-environments where nutrient concentration is higher than in the surrounding 
soil, often resulting in higher rates of seed germination and seedling growth (Wenny 
2001). It has also been suggested that ants could be responsible for seed arrival in 
rich and humid substrates favorable to seed germination and seedling growth, such as 
pits and rotting logs (Wenny 2001). By harvesting seeds, ants make them unavailable 
to vertebrates, lower the density of seeds beneath trees and, ultimately, increase seed 
germination rates and reduce competition among seedlings. Seed dispersal by ants 
is an important mechanism for increasing tree reproduction, particularly in tropical 
and temperate forests (Wilson and Traverset 2000). 

3.3.4 Pollination 

It has been estimated that 87.5% of angiosperms are pollinated by animals, ranging 
from 78% in temperate-zone communities to 94% in tropical ones (Ollerton et al. 
2011). Most plants in tropical forests are pollinated by insects, with bees being the 
most important group of pollinators (Bawa 1990). Medium to large-sized bees are 
important in the forest canopy while small bees are prevalent in the subcanopy and 
understory (Bawa et al. 1985; Bawa  1990). Moths are the second most important 
pollinators in tropical forests, with sphinx moths being particularly active in the 
subcanopy (Bawa et al. 1985). Surprisingly, little is known about fly pollination in 
tropical forests (Bawa 1990). Bees dominate in tropical forests but flies outnumber
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bees in both diversity and abundance as pollinators in cold regions (IPBES 2016). 
Although Diptera are known as the second most important order of insect pollinators, 
their role in pollination has been unappreciated (Larson et al. 2001; Orford et al. 
2015). In recent years, concern has been expressed about the conservation of wild 
pollinators in North American forests and literature reviews have revealed significant 
knowledge gaps on forest pollinators (Hanula et al. 2016; Rivers et al.  2018). 

3.3.5 Top-Down Regulation of Phytophagous Arthropods 

Phytophagous arthropods experience strong selective pressures from the trees on 
which they feed (bottom-up pressure) and from organisms that feed on them (top-
down pressure), including numerous invertebrate predators and insect parasitoids. A 
meta-analysis of the population ecology of phytophagous arthropods suggests that 
top-down forces have stronger effects than bottom-up forces, for chewing, sucking or 
gall-making arthropods (Vidal and Murphy 2018). Natural enemy communities can 
be complex and often overlap among arthropods. For example, the spruce budworm, 
Choristoneura fumiferana (Clemens) (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae) is an important pest 
of conifers in North America and part of a complex food web in which most para-
sitoids have at least two generations per year and need alternate hosts to complete 
their life cycle (Eveleigh et al. 2007). Requiring an alternate host limits the regulating 
potential of a parasitoid (Maltais et al. 1989), but parasitism by M. trachynotus was 
reported to increase up to 50% near the end of most outbreaks (McGugan and Blais 
1959; Blais 1960). This may result from a slower development of the spruce budworm 
near the end of outbreak (Wilson 1973), which widens the window of availability of 
budworm larvae to parasitoids (Hébert 1989). Budworm larvae develop slower when 
they are affected by sublethal doses of a microsporidian (Bauer and Nordin 1989) or  
when they feed on needles with higher fiber content (Bauce and Hardy 1988), both 
of which become more common as outbreaks progress. 

Egg parasitoids can be efficient natural enemies of phyllophagous insects but 
their importance for regulating pests has been overlooked in the past because of 
our poor knowledge of their biology and systematics (Anderson 1976). Some of the 
most efficient egg parasitoids of forest defoliating Lepidoptera belong to the genus 
Telenomus (Hymenoptera: Platygastridae) (Anderson 1976; Bin and Johnson 1982; 
Hirose 1986;Orr  1988), which have contributed to the collapse of outbreaks of several 
lepidopteran pests (Hébert et al. 2001). These ecosystem services were overlooked 
for decades for the hemlock looper, Lambdina fiscellaria (Guenée) (Lepidoptera: 
Geometridae). A systematic study showed that previous identifications (T. dalmani) 
were incorrect and that three species were attacking the looper, one of these being 
new to science (Pelletier and Piché 2003). Moreover, most attacks were recorded in 
spring (50–100% parasitism), rather than fall (≤3%) (Hébert et al. 2001). However, 
egg parasitism was estimated from fall eggs, when overwintering hemlock looper 
populations were sampled as part of control programs (Otvos and Bryant 1972; Otvos
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1973; Hartling et al. 1991). Fall estimates only provided a partial estimate of egg 
parasitism. 

Arthropod predators are also involved in the natural regulation of phytophagous 
arthropods, but they have been much less studied than parasitoids. However, Holling 
(1961) provided an excellent conceptual framework for the response of predators to 
prey species. The type II functional response, in which predators respond strongly 
to increasing prey density to a saturation level, is most common in predatory insects 
and parasitoids. The regulatory potential of predators then depends on the searching 
capacity and the attack rate but also involves handling and ingestion times. The 
behavior of a predator is thus important when evaluating its potential as a natural 
control agent. For instance, the carabid Calosoma frigidum Kirby kills more larvae 
of the spongy moth, Lymantria dispar L. (Lepidoptera: Erebidae) that it eats (Hébert 
1983). Similarly, in Europe, an adult Calosoma sycophanta can annually kill up to 
280 pine processionary moth larvae (Kanat and Mol 2008) or 336 larvae or pupae 
of the spongy moth (Dajoz 1998). This killing/feeding behavior is often observed 
in carabids when prey populations are abundant, and with their mobility, this make 
them efficient predators of pest insects (Allen 1973). 

Ants are omnivores but in some instances they were shown to be important primary 
predators of insect pests. They contributed up to 80% predation of prepupae of 
the spruce budmoth, Zeiraphera canadensis Mutuura and Freeman (Lepidoptera: 
Tortricidae), in young white spruce plantations in Quebec (Pilon 1965; Hébert 1990). 
They were opportunists as prepupae fall to the ground during about one hour each 
day in late afternoon for about one week. Once on the ground, prepupae rapidly 
wander through the litter to find a hidden location for pupation, 50% being no longer 
visible after 90s (Hébert 1990). Ants are social insects that use pheromone trails to 
rapidly locate food sources. This behavior explains their success in taking advantage 
of suddenly available resources. 

Spiders are probably the most abundant and diverse group of generalist predators 
in terrestrial ecosystems and there is growing evidence that their communities play 
key roles in limiting arthropod populations (Riechert and Lockley 1984; Michalko 
et al. 2019). They consume up to 800 million metric tons of prey annually and they are 
also prey for other animals, attesting to their important functional role in food webs 
and ecological processes (Oxbrough and Ziesche 2013; Nyffeler and Birkhofer 2017). 
Spiders limit population growth of soil invertebrates and stabilize their populations 
(Clarke and Grant 1968) and through complex interactions with microarthropods, 
litter and fungi, they can slow down or speed up litter decomposition by preventing 
overgrazing of fungal populations (Lawrence and Wise 2004). 

3.3.6 Food Provisioning and Medicines 

Over 50% of bird food requirements are fulfilled by insects (Ollerton et al. 2011), 
but food provisioning to humans is another ecosystem service provided by forest 
insects for which interest is rapidly increasing. Historically, most insects consumed
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by humans were harvested from trees or wood (Schabel 2010), attesting for the 
importance of forest conservation. Insects are 5 times more efficient than beef cattle 
at converting vegetation into tissues that can be consumed by others and as result, they 
could help reduce the human environmental footprint (Durst and Shono 2010). In 
addition to the nutritional value of insects, entomophagy could secure food supply for 
rural populations, reduce poverty and generate income (Schabel 2010). Entomophagy 
may need reduced pesticide use, reduced logging and thus favor biodiversity conser-
vation of natural forests (DeFoliart 2005). For example, in the 1980’s, the Native 
Paiute community succeeded in stopping US governmental agencies from spraying 
insecticides against Pandora moth caterpillars (Coloradia pandora), a Saturniid defo-
liator of pines, which is also a traditional food for this community (DeFoliart 1991). 
Edible Saturniid caterpillars are also of great value to indigenous cultures in Zambian 
forests, where the activity of harvesting caterpillars is ritually regulated (Mbata et al. 
2002), attesting for the importance of this provisioning ecosystem service. In Thai-
land, forest insects are a preferred food source of local people, not just a cheap, 
nutritious and environmentally-responsible food source (Durst and Shono 2010). 

Arthropods also have medicinal properties (Meyer-Rochow 2017). Recently, some 
novel antimicrobial anionic cecropins were found in the spruce budworm and could 
provide templates for the development of new anticancer drugs (Maaroufi et al. 2021). 
It has been suggested that systematic screening of forest insects would undoubt-
edly yield more species for entomophagy and medicine similar to bioprospecting in 
fungi and plants which has resulted in the identification of numerous new medicinal 
compounds. 

3.4 Effects of Natural Disturbances on Forest Arthropods 

Natural forests are dynamic ecosystems that always change as a result of tree growth 
and death and arthropods respond rapidly to these changes. Tree death is probably the 
most important mechanism for maintaining biodiversity in old forests as it produces 
gaps which increase light penetration to the forest floor and initiates succession 
(Watkins et al. 2017). Gap dynamics have been documented for both tropical and 
boreal forests and in both cases over 65% of the gaps were smaller than 100 m2 

(Brokaw 1982; Pham et al. 2004). Vegetation gradually recovers in these gaps and 
because gaps of varying sizes are added each year, they generate high levels of 
heterogeneity, especially in old-growth stands in which dead tree recruitment is 
continuous. In old-growth boreal forest, the richness of ground-dwelling beetles 
is best predicted by the composition component (i.e. number of tree species) of 
heterogeneity at the stand scale while richness of flying beetles is rather linked 
to the combined influence of structural (i.e. number of tree diameter classes) and 
compositional heterogeneity at both the stand and landscape scales (Janssen et al. 
2009). 

Forest ecosystems are also driven by stand-replacing natural disturbances which 
kill trees over large areas. They are caused by abiotic or biotic factors, which alter
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Table 3.2 Comparison of conditions generated by abiotic and biotic disturbances for arthropods 

Abiotic disturbances Biotic disturbances 

Spatial and temporal 
predictability 

• Can be forecasted few hours or 
days before the event 

• Can be forecasted several weeks 
or months before with efficient 
monitoring 

Time duration • Last few hours or days; kill 
most trees in a short period of 
time 

• Last months or years; kill trees 
progressively over a long period 
of time 

Selectivity • Affect all tree species to varying 
degrees 

• Affect only host tree species 

• Kill all types of trees, including 
healthy ones 

• Kill weak trees first, healthy 
ones dying only later 

Soil disturbance • Physically disturb soils • Do not physically disturb soils 

environmental conditions and forest attributes in specific ways (Table 3.2) to which 
arthropod communities respond differently. 

3.4.1 Abiotic Disturbances 

Forest fires are probably the stand-replacing natural disturbance that has been most 
studied by forest ecologists and entomologists and contrary to popular belief, burned 
forests are not biodiversity deserts. For instance, the number of beetle species caught 
in recently burned boreal forests is more than twice that in unburned forests (Saint-
Germain et al. 2004; Johansson et al. 2011). Certain insects have developed the ability 
to exploit recently burned trees, a resource that becomes available in large amounts 
after wildfire. Insects may be attracted to burned trees using cues coming from them 
(e.g. smoke). For example, the buprestid Melanophila acuminata uses paired pit 
sensory organs located on its mesothorax to detect infrared radiation (Evans 1964). 
This beetle may use these organs to locate burns from as far away as 5 km (Evans 
1966). Moreover, this buprestid has antennal receptors that respond to methoxylated 
phenols released during the incomplete combustion of lignin (Schütz et al. 1999). 
Pyrophilic habits have been reported in several other insect orders: Hemiptera with 
Aradus (Aradidae) flat bugs (Wikars 1997a), Diptera with Microsania (Platypezida) 
smoke flies (Komarek 1969) and Lepidoptera with the Black Army Cutworm,Actebia 
fennica (Noctuidae) (Everaerts et al. 2000). Thus, several insects can take advan-
tage of recently burned forests, making them unique habitats for specialised insect 
communities. 

Not all beetles found in recently burned forest are “burned forest specialists” 
(Muona and Rutanen 1994) or “pyrophilic” species (Wikars 1997a, 2002; Saint-
Germain et al. 2004). Some species found in recent burns are simply opportunists 
that take advantage of an abundant resource. For example, Monochamus scutellatus, 
which is abundant in burned trees, is also commonly found in trees stressed by insect
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outbreaks (Régnier 2020), windthrows (Murillas Gómez 2013) and after logging 
(Bloin 2021). However, other species are closely associated with burned forests and 
are rarely found elsewhere. For instance, the small predator Sphaeriestes virescens 
LeConte (Coleoptera: Salpingidae) peaks one year postfire and then declines in abun-
dance as time elapses (Jeffrey 2013). The Cerambycidae Gnathacmaeops pratensis 
(Laicharting), which is red-listed in Europe (as Acmaeops pratensis; Moretti et al. 
2010) and rarely found in unburned boreal forests of eastern Canada, is also closely 
associated with wildfire. Unlike S. virescens, the strength of the relationship between 
G. pratensis and burned forests increases as time elapses (Boucher et al. 2012). Such 
species might become an interesting indicator of sustainable management in burned 
boreal forests (Boucher et al. 2016). The current hypothesis used to explain these 
pulses in insect populations is that forest fires generate optimal conditions for species 
associated with burns, and that these population increases could be important to main-
tain low insect populations in unburned forests until the next fire event. This suggests 
that species associated with burned forests have strong dispersal capacity as wildfires 
are stochastic unpredictable events (Wikars 1997b). 

The bark provides efficient insulation against heat and phloem tissue often remains 
nutritious for many insects, particularly for trees with thick bark, or when burn 
severity is low to moderate (Cadorette-Breton et al. 2016). Indeed, burn severity is 
a determinant variable for predicting successful beetle colonization (Azeria et al. 
2012; Boucher et al. 2012, 2016, 2020; Boulanger et al. 2010, 2013). Colonization 
by large numbers of phloeophagous and xylophagous insects is the first step in 
insect succession after a wildfire and it promotes secondary succession and wood 
decomposition (Boulanger et al. 2011). In the boreal forest, post-fire ant colonization 
of burned woody debris is positively related with woodborer boring activity and it 
influences decomposition as indicated by lower C:N ratios compared to uncolonized 
woody debris (Boucher et al. 2015). 

Windthrow, another important abiotic disturbance, is less prevalent than fire in 
boreal forests but it is the most important driver of European temperate forest 
dynamics (Wermelinger et al. 2017). Climate change will likely favour more frequent 
and severe windstorms and as a result, windthrows will increase the amount of dead 
wood in forest landscapes. In addition to making dead wood available for arthropods, 
windthrows generate gaps which stimulate vegetation growth and promote the growth 
of flowering herbaceous plants that many saproxylic arthropods feed on to mature 
their eggs. Species assemblages differ between gaps and non-gap areas (Bouget and 
Duelli 2004), and twice as many species were found in windthrows than in undis-
turbed forests (Wermelinger et al. 2017). In Switzerland, during the first 10 years 
after a windthrow event, longhorn and buprestid beetles were 30–500 times more 
abundant and species richness was 2–4 times higher than in non-affected portions of 
the forest (Wermelinger et al. 2002). Overall arthropod richness increased by 17% 
and original species composition did not show any sign of recovery 10 years after 
the storm event (Duelli et al. 2002), indicating that windthrows initiate new succes-
sions that may have long lasting effects on biodiversity. Sun-exposed snags and large 
woody debris observed in windthrow gaps are rarely found in managed stands. In 
Sweden, where forests are managed intensively and dead wood has rarefied, 59%
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of the 542 red-listed saproxylic invertebrates prefer sun-exposed sites (Jonsell et al. 
1998). Windthrows also provide important habitat for wildlife including nesting 
sites for Megachiliid bees (Warren and Key 1991) and shelter for many overwin-
tering invertebrates (Alexander 1995). As windthrow provides abundant resources 
to saproxylics, it facilitates population growth and rare species can become more 
apparent (Wermelinger et al. 2002). Extensive windthrows have positive effects on 
the abundance of 20% of Swedish red-listed beetles and negative effects on only 4% 
(Berg et al. 1994). 

Trees may be weakened by several agents among which drought is one of the 
most widely known. In many parts of the world, drought has become more frequent 
in recent decades, as a consequence of ongoing climate change (Moore and Allard 
2011). By reducing root water uptake, drought induces stress for trees, mainly those 
which have shallow rooting systems. As a result, tree seedlings and saplings are much 
more vulnerable to drought than mature trees which have deeper rooting systems. 
Forest stands growing on shallow soils are also more susceptible to water deficits 
(Moore and Allard 2011). However, these general patterns may vary according to tree 
species. For example, after an extreme 4-yr drought in California, native bark beetles 
were instrumental in killing trees but important differences were noticed between tree 
species. Bark beetles killed mature pines regardless of their level of decline while the 
most affected firs were killed regardless of their age (Stephenson et al. 2018). Other 
extreme weather events linked with climate change will likely stress and weaken trees, 
making them more susceptible to secondary insects, including flooding and excessive 
rainfall that saturates poorly drained soils, leading roots to suffocate. Physical damage 
to roots or disturbances that interfere with water and nutrient uptake may result in 
tree dieback, thus increasing susceptibility and vulnerability to secondary insects. 

3.4.2 Biotic Disturbances 

Insect outbreaks are the most common biotic disturbance but their ecological impacts 
have received much less attention than their control. Like other types of disturbances, 
by killing trees, insect outbreaks influence forest structure and composition. Their 
impacts vary according to their severity, which in turn vary with forest composition 
(De Grandpré et al. 2018). These reciprocal interactions between forests and insect 
pests result, at the landscape scale, in forest mosaics with variable levels of hetero-
geneity. This is true in the boreal forest with the spruce budworm and the Mountain 
Pine Beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosa Hopkins (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) but also 
in temperate and Mediterranean forests where outbreaks from other species also 
occur but over smaller areas because of greater fragmentation of forest matrices. 
Tropical forests, previously thought to be free of outbreaks (Elton 1958), are also 
affected by insect outbreaks, but they are likely less frequent and extensive, as high 
tree diversity reduces risk (Dyer et al. 2012). 

Few studies have documented the effects of biotic disturbances on insect commu-
nities. Those who did used flight interception traps 3 to 15 years after the outbreak.
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Only weak responses have been reported from saproxylic beetles (Barnouin 2005; 
Vindstad et al. 2014). The impact of the two most damaging insect defoliators in 
Canada, the spruce budworm and the hemlock looper, differ. Both insects affect 
balsam fir but they produce different temporal patterns of tree mortality (Fig. 3.4). 
The spruce budworm feeds mainly on current-year foliage and tree mortality begins 
only after 4–5 years of heavy defoliation, following a progressive weakening of trees 
(MacLean 1980). Once tree mortality begins in a stand, it continues for up to a decade 
and even more (Taylor and MacLean 2009). On the other hand, hemlock looper 
larvae feed on needles of all age classes without eating them completely (Hébert and 
Jobin 2001; Iqbal and MacLean 2010). Affected needles then dry and fall in late 
summer-early fall. If trees are heavily defoliated, they may even die after a single 
year of defoliation (Fig. 3.5). As tree mortality is spread over a longer period during 
spruce budworm outbreak, the window of availability of suitable trees for secondary 
insects is much longer than during hemlock looper outbreaks. Greater diversity in 
arthropod communities is expected from disturbances that generate greater hetero-
geneity. For instance, the striped ambrosia beetle, Trypodendron lineatum (Olivier), 
was the only species to respond to balsam fir affected by the hemlock looper (Béland 
et al. 2019) while it was secondary to a melandryid, a sirex and another bark beetle 
in firs affected by the spruce budworm (Belyea 1952a, b; Régnier 2020). 

The Cerambycid Monochamus scutellatus is also found in trees killed by the 
spruce budworm and the hemlock looper, but in much lower abundance than in trees 
killed by fire. The dominance of Cerambycidae, including M. scutellatus, in burned

Fig. 3.4 Temporal patterns of tree mortality for three different natural disturbances in eastern 
Canada. Photos of insect outbreaks from C. Hébert and of wildfire from S. Bélanger (reprinted with 
permission of C. Hébert and S. Bélanger)
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Fig. 3.5 Young stand of white spruce regenerating 20 years after a severe outbreak of the hemlock 
looper in an old-growth balsam fir stand on Anticosti Island. Photo from C. Hébert (reprinted with 
permission of Le Naturaliste Canadien and C Hébert)

trees, may be explained by the Jarman-Bell principle, a concept in herbivore nutri-
tional ecology which states that the body size of herbivores is negatively correlated 
with diet quality (Steuer et al. 2014). After severe wildfire in boreal forests, large 
Cerambycidae dominate the habitat and small bark beetles are much less abundant. 
After insect outbreaks the reverse is true, suggesting that subcortical food quality 
might be poor after fire. Wood water content is a useful proxy for assessing food 
quality of subcortical tissues and it decreases with increasing fire severity (Cadorette-
Breton et al. 2016). In trees recently killed by fire, water content is always below 
30% (Jeffrey 2013; Cadorette-Breton et al. 2016) while it remains well-above 50% 
in trees defoliated by the spruce budworm (unpublished data). Even trees affected 
by non-lethal fires show phloem/cambium necrosis and misshapen xylem vessels, 
which lead to hydrolic dysfunction (Bar et al. 2019). On the other hand, defolia-
tion induces a 20% reduction in the diameter of phloem channels, likely impacting 
sap transportation capability of trees and increasing the risk of vascular dysfunc-
tion (Hillabrand et al. 2019). Although defoliation reduces subcortical tissue quality, 
fire reduces it more extensively and more rapidly. Obviously, this influences the 
successional dynamics of saproxylic insect communities. 

Bark beetles are also important pests of coniferous forests in many regions of the 
world (Morris et al. 2017). In western North America, the Mountain Pine Beetle 
has affected >27 M ha of mature forest stands and has had major impacts on 
forest ecosystem dynamics, biodiversity (Bunnell et al. 2011; Saab et al. 2014)
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and ecosystem services (Dhar et al. 2016; Audley et al. 2020). The outbreak has 
increased diversity of understory plants and this certainly has affected arthropod 
communities, but this has not been documented. However, higher diversity of alpine 
bees was linked with the increased availability of floral resources in post-outbreak 
stands affected by the spruce beetle, Dendroctonus rufipennis Kirby (Davis et al. 
2020), a similar species. 

3.5 Effects of Forest Logging on Arthropods 

Remote-sensing assessments showed that only 22% of the world’s forest landscape 
was classified as intact in 2000 and had decreased to 20.4% between 2000 and 2013 
(Potapov et al. 2017). Expansion of agriculture and pasture in tropical regions were 
responsible for 60% of this reduction. Old-growth forests have virtually disappeared 
from Europe (Wirth et al. 2009) and they have become rare in many parts of North 
America, mainly due to timber harvesting (Potapov et al. 2017; Schowalter 2017). 
Where they still exist, old-growth forests are often limited to small remnant areas 
which might not be representative of the original forest matrix. 

3.5.1 Clear-Cuts 

The first reported impacts of logging on biodiversity were associated with the 
widespread use of clearcutting which resulted in the loss and fragmentation of old-
growth forests. From the perspective of biodiversity conservation, clear-cuts are 
inappropriate for maintaining some forest species (Spence 2001), particularly those 
which are closely associated with old-growth forests (Spence et al. 1996; Niemelä 
1997; Siitonen and Saaristo 2000; Buddle et al. 2006; Pohl et al. 2007). Clear-cuts 
initiate forest succession and homogenize stand structure and composition for several 
decades, often over large areas, and thus rarify old-growth forest attributes, which are 
important drivers of arthropod diversity (Janssen et al. 2009). Moreover, intensive 
forestry has used short rotations in order to optimize wood production and avoid 
reaching the senescent forest stage in which a certain amount of trees die, i.e. when 
forests recover certain attributes characterizing old-growth forests. 

In Scandinavia, where boreal forests have been managed intensively, the amount 
of dead wood has decreased to extremely low levels, severely impacting numerous 
saproxylic species (Kaila et al. 1997; Grove 2002; Stenbacka et al. 2010). In the 
late 1990s, nearly 70% of red-listed forest invertebrates were saproxylics (Jonsell 
et al. 1998). In Canada, mature balsam fir stands are usually harvested at 50 years 
of age as they are then highly vulnerable to the spruce budworm and also because 
they are considered to have reached their silvicultural maturity. Dead trees are rare 
in 50 year old balsam fir stands and short rotations could thus lead to a rarefaction 
of dead wood (Norvez et al. 2013). This is a first step towards breakage of forest
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continuity, a concept which refers to the continuous availability of a certain amount of 
micro-habitats (e.g. dead wood) or appropriate conditions (e.g. close-canopy cover) 
to ensure survival of living organisms (Jonsell and Nordlander 2002). Populations 
of several saproxylic beetles are still less abundant in 50-yrs post-harvest balsam fir 
stands than in older stands regulated by spruce budworm outbreaks (Bouchard 2000), 
suggesting that forest continuity in dead wood may be broken by short rotations. This 
may result in a subtle erosion of saproxylic insect diversity characterizing naturally 
disturbed forests (Norvez et al. 2013). 

Arthropods with poor dispersal ability are particularly vulnerable to the loss 
of old-growth forests, to habitat fragmentation and to a breakage in forest conti-
nuity (Koivula 2002). Several carabid beetles, common in old-growth forests, persist 
temporarily in recent clear-cuts but they were scarce or had disappeared from stands 
by 27 years post-harvest in Alberta, Canada (Spence et al. 1996). In addition to dras-
tically modified environmental conditions, old-growth specialists face competition 
from open-habitat species that heavily colonize clear-cut patches. The surrounding 
landscape is important as the impact of clear-cuts is lower in a matrix of old-
growth boreal forest stands, highlighting the importance of source habitats for recolo-
nizing harvested stands (Le Borgne et al. 2018). In heterogeneous landscapes, beetle 
community assembly is mainly driven by interspecific interactions rather than by 
habitat attributes (Le Borgne et al. 2018). 

3.5.2 Salvage Logging 

For economic and phytosanitary reasons, salvage logging after natural disturbances 
has become increasingly prevalent all over the world (Lindenmayer et al. 2008). A 
meta-analysis revealed that salvage logging significantly decreases species richness 
of saproxylic beetles, which is not surprising as habitat is removed (Thorn et al. 
2018). It has been estimated that to maintain 90% of saproxylic beetle richness, 85% 
of these disturbed forests would need to be retained (Thorn et al. 2018). Richness of 
springtails also decreases after salvage logging, these micro-arthropods being very 
sensitive to the drying out of the soil following canopy and tree removal. However, 
richness of ground-dwelling spiders and carabids increase, many species of these 
groups being typically associated with open habitats (Thorn et al. 2018). Indeed 
carabid recovery is typically rapid with the retention of almost any disturbed patches 
in postfire forests (Koivula and Spence 2006). 

As in clear-cutting, the impact of salvage logging lasts decades. For instance, 
habitat attributes still differ between unsalvaged and salvaged balsam fir stands, 
20 years after the end of a spruce budworm outbreak (Norvez et al. 2013). As in most 
natural disturbances, insect outbreaks rarely kill all trees, survivors being important 
legacies in forest dynamics as they contribute to the maintenance of ecological conti-
nuity in dead wood recruitment. This legacy is illustrated through the larger amount 
and greater diversity of coarse woody debris in unsalvaged stands compared with 
salvaged ones (Norvez et al. 2013) (Fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.6 Distribution of downed dead wood volumes according to Hunter’s decay classes in four 
types of stands, 20 years after the end of a spruce budworm outbreak in balsam fir forest. T0: 
unsalvaged stands, T1: salvage logging only, T2: salvage logging followed by a pre-commercial 
thinning, T3: salvage logging followed by scarification and black spruce plantation and mechanical 
release. From Norvez et al. (2013) (reprinted with permission of Elsevier) 

3.5.3 Partial Cuts 

In recent years, partial cutting has been used as a more socially and environmentally 
acceptable silvicultural treatment than clear-cuts (Franklin et al. 1997; Harvey et al. 
2002). Partial cutting removes only a portion of the trees (usually up to 45%) and 
thus, it maintains a forest cover useful for biodiversity. It also ensures a continuous 
recruitment of dead trees necessary to maintain unique elements of forest biodiver-
sity, namely saproxylic organisms that only live in this habitat. These dead trees 
are also important components for generating heterogeneity in forest ecosystems 
and providing habitats for non-saproxylic organisms. By maintaining structural and 
compositional attributes of mature forests (Harvey et al. 2002), partial cuts limit land-
scape fragmentation (Warkentin and Bradshaw 2012) and maintain ecological func-
tions of forest ecosystems. Partial cuts generate new niches that are absent in closed 
canopy forests, maintain similar amounts of snags and coarse woody debris as in 
closed canopy forests and as a result, beetle communities in partial cuts remain similar 
to those found in old-growth boreal forest (Légaré et al. 2011). Similarly, in Finland, 
the carabid assemblages of thinned (10–30% tree removal) and mature stands were 
similar (Koivula 2002). Partial cuts help to reduce the impact of logging on forest
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ecosystems and have become a useful tool for implementing ecosystem-based forest 
management (see Sect. 3.6.2). 

3.6 Conservation and Management 

The concept of sustainable development defined by Brundtland (1987) has led to 
changes in forest management. Henceforth, development must meet the needs of 
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs. Applying this concept requires a better balance between economic, 
environmental and social issues. The importance of biodiversity conservation to 
achieve the environmental goal of sustainable development was recognized with the 
agreement of the Convention on Biodiversity signed after the Earth Summit in 1992 
(United Nations 1992). The implementation of sustainable forest management then 
required different approaches to integrate the objective of maintaining biodiversity 
while continuing logging (Thorpe and Thomas 2007). Although in some rare cases 
single species are protected by regulations, conservation of arthropod diversity is 
usually approached globally. Protecting single species through regulation forbids 
their capture and trade, and sometimes protects their habitat. This approach has 
rarely been successful (Samways 2018). Conservation strategies now look at larger 
spatial scales. Developing resilient forest landscapes is an emerging field of interest 
in conservation biology, but preserving forest arthropods remains a challenge for 
scientists and policy-makers. 

3.6.1 Protected Areas 

The establishment of protected areas is the first measure proposed by conservation 
biologists to protect biodiversity as it maintains habitats (Jenkins and Joppa 2009; 
Samways 2007). It requires protecting large areas of primary forests, which are 
rapidly declining in tropical areas, and which are already small or strongly modified 
in most north-temperate areas (Samways et al. 2020). Also, as biodiversity is never 
fully inventoried, delimiting protected areas is usually based on surrogates (plant 
endemism, vegetation classification), which assume that this approach is efficient 
for protecting non-sampled and poorly known biodiversity, which include arthro-
pods (Rodrigues and Brooks 2007). The use of vascular plant endemism to delineate 
hotspots of biodiversity is controversial (Marchese 2015),  but it was  shown to be effi-
cient in protecting bush crickets (Orthoptera: Tettigoniidea) in South Africa (Bazelet 
et al. 2016). Also, an analysis of the efficacy of protected areas in Italy showed that 
91% of the 150 red-listed saproxylic beetles were present (D’Amen et al. 2013). 
Foresters could consider it as a success while it could be viewed as a failure for 
conservationists as 9% of red-listed species are still absent. However, as the full 
extent of a species geographic range was captured for only 7% of these red-listed
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species, the reserve network was considered inadequate to protect Italian saproxylic 
insect diversity (D’Amen et al. 2013). It is possible that protected areas designed to be 
representative of large-scale vegetation regions are less effective than a small-scale 
inventory of endemic plants. In addition, protected areas are often established on 
the basis of aesthetic criteria (e.g. spectacular landscapes), or for political reasons, 
which rarely meet biodiversity conservation objectives. Protected areas may also 
complicate political decisions related with land use planning, particularly when, 
without appropriate pest management, insect outbreaks may kill trees. Decisions 
regarding whether and how to manage protected areas to preserve biodiversity and 
sustain ecosystem services, usually involve public debate. In Germany, numerous 
trees died during a large-scale outbreak of Ips typographus but red-listed species 
populations increased as well as the overall biodiversity, providing support for the 
policy of allowing the natural course of natural disturbances in protected areas and 
promoting recovery processes that characterize post-natural disturbance successional 
stages (Beudert et al. 2015). 

The ability of current networks of protected areas to protect biodiversity and 
ecological processes will undoubtedly be affected by changing climate. These areas 
are spatially fixed and may not host the same species in the future as climate change 
will cause range shifts or reductions for many species (Hannah et al. 2007). The 
functional connectivity between protected areas should be improved to enable species 
range expansion in response to climate change (Samways et al. 2020). 

3.6.2 Ecosystem-Based Forest Management 

The concept of ecosystem-based forest management aims to maintain forest ecosys-
tems within their natural range of variability, using natural disturbance regimes 
as references, with the underlying idea that species should not experience condi-
tions they never faced before (Hunter 1990). Natural processes that regulate forest 
ecosystem dynamics should be preserved, thus ensuring progress toward sustainable 
forest management (Attiwill 1994; Angelstam 1998; Bergeron et al. 1999; Gauthier 
et al. 2008). 

Unlike natural disturbances, forest logging typically (in particular clear-cuts) 
reduces heterogeneity and the amount of dead wood for decades. Thus, adapting silvi-
cultural practices so that managed forests more closely replicate natural forests has 
been, and continues to be, a major challenge for forest managers. Ecosystem-based 
forest management is primarily implemented by mimicking the spatial arrangement 
produced by natural disturbances in terms of size and distribution of logging patches. 
At the stand level, it attempts to maintain key structural elements produced by natural 
disturbances such as snags and coarse woody debris (Niemelä 1997; Harvey et al. 
2002; Bauhus et al. 2009). It is difficult to mimic the conditions generated by natural 
disturbances with logging as tree harvesting reduces the future amount of dead wood 
in the forest while natural disturbances do the opposite. Dead wood still present after 
logging is almost entirely under the form of woody debris on the ground, where
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it decays rapidly (Grove 2002). Thus, saproxylic organisms using snags lose their 
habitat and those that use dead wood on the ground will lose it soon after logging 
as decomposition progresses. It is possible to increase dead wood stocks by girdling 
trees (Dufour-Pelletier et al. 2020) or by leaving a certain amount of high stumps 
when stands are harvested (Jonsell et al. 2004). Supplementing them with logs of 
various tree species on the ground is recommended (Andersson et al. 2015). However, 
in western North America and in other dry regions of the world where wildfire is 
already a major issue, and likely to worsen with climate change, this approach should 
not be used as it would increase fuel loading. In these regions, silvicultural practices 
aimed to reduce fire risk by managing fuel loads is a critical forest management 
objective. 

In areas where dead wood has rarefied, short-term measures aimed to increase 
the amount of dead wood must be accompanied by medium and long-term measures 
to avoid critical gaps in the continuity of deadwood (Grove 2002). Therefore, it 
is crucial to determine the minimum amount of dead wood, under various forms, 
necessary to maintain biodiversity along all post-harvest successional stages. This 
requires leaving enough live trees to ensure continuous recruitment of dead wood 
to avoid breakage of forest continuity. The retention of patches of varying sizes is 
now used in the context of ecosystem-based boreal forest management. In the short-
term, 2.5 ha patches are efficient to maintain beetle communities in boreal forest but 
negative effects could increase with time (Bouchard and Hébert 2016), highlighting 
the importance of long-term studies. 

3.6.3 Restoration 

Adapting forestry practices to maintain biodiversity associated with old-growth 
forests or at least with natural mature forests is a major challenge of contempo-
rary forestry (Niemelä 1997). In regions where old-growth forests no longer exist, 
the challenge is two-fold: first, it is recommended to lengthen rotations to reach 
the senescent stage in which certain old-growth forest attributes are recovered and 
second implementation of restoration programs. 

Tree planting after clear-cutting or salvage logging is the most widely used restora-
tion method. It is usually applied when natural regeneration will result in seedling 
density too low to maintain stand productivity. Although tree planting provides 
habitat to maintain certain forest arthropods, planted forests have been reported 
to have lower abundance and species richness of beetles, compared to old-growth 
forests, and up to a 40% difference in species composition (Albert et al. 2021). Tree 
planting appears particularly unsuited to tropical forests where it does not reproduce 
the complex and diverse microhabitats and biotic interactions of old-growth tropical 
forests (Gibson et al. 2011). Monospecific plantations of exotic trees have strong 
negative effects on beetle communities and they should be restricted to areas where 
old-growth forests are scarce and highly fragmented, and where planting native trees 
is not an option (Albert et al. 2021). Negative effects of forest plantations are less
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significant in other biomes, particularly when native tree species are planted (Albert 
et al. 2021). Thus, when used in combination with ecosystem-based forest manage-
ment and protected areas, native tree plantations could be helpful to help restoring 
a portion of arthropod diversity in temperate and boreal forests. However, stand 
conversion toward another native tree species can also have detrimental effects. 
For example, converting mature balsam fir stands severely affected by the spruce 
budworm to black spruce plantations after salvage logging moves beetle commu-
nities farther away from the original stands than salvage logging alone or salvage 
logging followed by pre-commercial thinning (Norvez et al. 2013). 

Another approach that can be used in forest restoration and which is consistent 
with ecosystem-based forest management is the reintroduction of natural processes 
through direct intervention. For example, prescribed burning is used to manage forest 
fuel and reduce fire risks (Fernandes and Botelho 2003), but it is also used to regen-
erate certain pine species, such as the eastern white pine,Pinus strobus L. in Canadian 
National Parks (Hébert et al. 2019). Eastern white pine was much more prevalent in 
pre-settlement forests of eastern North America than it is today (Doyon and Bouffard 
2009). It is well adapted to low-severity surface fires as it has thick bark that efficiently 
insulates subcortical tissues (Hengst and Dawson 1994), but also because this tall 
tree has deep roots and a branch-free lower trunk (Farrar 1995). By reducing compe-
tition from saplings of other shade-tolerant tree species, and increasing light pene-
tration, prescribed burning improves seedbed quality and helps white pine seedlings 
to sprout and grow (Hébert et al. 2019). Prescribed burning was shown to be efficient 
to increase the richness of both saproxylic and non-saproxylic beetles, suggesting 
that burning treatments do not only increase the amount of dead wood but also 
favour other attributes found in post-fire environments (Domaine 2009). Moreover, 
prescribed burning significantly increased the number of rare beetles, attesting for 
the usefulness of this restoration practice for biodiversity conservation. 

3.7 New Challenges 

The efficacy of management and conservation measures presented in the previous 
sections are challenged by arthropod declines highlighted in recent reports (Hallmann 
et al. 2017; Kunin 2019; Seibold et al. 2019; Wagner 2020). In 2017, the publication 
of a paper reporting a 76% drop in insect biomass in protected areas of Germany 
(Hallmann et al. 2017), received attention in the media and raised awareness of the 
general population. Reports of insect decline have existed for decades, perhaps best 
documented with light traps within the Rothamsted Insect Survey network which 
has sampled moths in Great Britain since 1968 (Conrad et al. 2006). The magnitude 
and geographic extent of arthropod decline remains largely unknown and vigorously 
debated (Wagner 2020). 

Most data showing arthropod decline mainly come from open habitats, but 
arthropod decline has been also reported in forest habitats, although the effects 
do not appear as strong (Kunin 2019; Seibold et al. 2019). Drivers of arthropod
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decline in forests is unclear but in grasslands, it is associated with the importance 
of agriculture in the landscape (Seibold et al. 2019). Apart from agricultural intensi-
fication (including pesticide use), factors suggested as possible causes of arthropod 
decline include habitat destruction (including deforestation), climate change, inva-
sive species, atmospheric nitrification from burning fossil fuels and drought (Wagner 
2020). Arthropod decline raises important ecological and economic issues as it will 
generate unpredictable cascading effects on ecosystems linked with the expected 
losses of ecological services provided by arthropods (Hallmann et al. 2017). Moni-
toring biodiversity and climate appear more important than ever as the impacts of 
these ecological crises intensify (O’Connor et al. 2020). This highlights the impor-
tance of long-term data using standardized methods and appropriate tools to manage 
and analyse these data, and ensure their long-term storage (Kunin 2019). 

Climate change and biodiversity issues are closely linked and both the Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy 
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) have called for urgent 
action to reduce the human ecological footprint (IPBES 2019; IPCC  2018). Without 
a doubt, the crises of climate change and biodiversity will be at the heart of the 
ecological agenda for the next decade. 
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Chapter 4 
Insect Ecology 

Laurel J. Haavik and Fred M. Stephen 

4.1 Introduction 

Insect ecology is the study of how insects interact with the environment. The environ-
ment consists of both physical characteristics (abiotic) and other organisms (biotic). 
Insects are natural components of forests and perform a variety of essential functions 
that help maintain forests as ecosystems. As consumers of forest products, people 
sometimes compete with insects for forest resources. Most research and manage-
ment efforts in forest entomology have focused on insects that damage or kill large 
numbers of ecologically or economically important trees. In this chapter, we consider 
the various environmental challenges that confront forest insects, and the adaptations 
they have evolved to be successful in forest ecosystems. 

4.2 Insects Assume Many Roles in Forests 

Insects are ubiquitous in forests because of many remarkable adaptations that allow 
them to survive and reproduce. They perform a wide variety of functions that influ-
ence and maintain ecosystem services. These functional roles fit into a hierarchy 
of trophic levels, characterized by who eats who (Price et al. 2011; Speight et al. 
2008). Plants are primary producers because they convert electromagnetic energy 
(light) into chemical energy through photosynthesis. Herbivorous insects (and other 
animals) that eat seeds, flowers, leaves, stems, roots, or other plant parts are primary 
consumers. Insects (and other animals) that are predators and parasitoids that prey
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on herbivores are secondary consumers. A hyperparasitoid, a parasitoid that attacks 
another parasitoid, is an example of a tertiary consumer (Hajek 2004). Insects serve 
as prey for many other tertiary and quaternary consumers (mammals, reptiles, and 
birds). Some insects are detritivores (also called saprophages or decomposers) that 
consume and break apart organic matter (dead plants, animals, and fungi). The 
organic matter is subsequently recycled into its nutrient components by microbes 
(bacteria and fungi) and primary producers ultimately use the nutrient components. 
Feeding guilds are composed of consumers at the same trophic level, which in the 
case of forest insects, may be even further specialized. For example, seed and cone 
insects feed on reproductive tissue of trees, woodborers feed in woody tissue of trees, 
and sap feeders extract liquid from inside leaves or bark. Producers and consumers 
in a forest community form complex networks, or webs, rather than a simple food 
chain, because consumers often feed on more than one species of prey (and trophic 
level). Fundamentally, this web explains nutrient and energy flow, and cycles within 
forest ecosystems. 

Forest insects can affect the balance in nutrient and energy flow from primary 
producers through all levels of consumers to decomposers. A natural component of 
forest ecosystems, insect populations (a group of individuals of the same species 
that inhabit an area) that increase to outbreak levels and cause landscape-scale tree 
mortality are agents of disturbance that can selectively kill certain tree species. Insect 
outbreaks can alter the structure, age class diversity, and composition of forest patches 
on the landscape, and in extreme cases this may re-set forest succession to an earlier 
stage (Coulson and Stephen 2006). Succession is the natural and predictable process 
of change in the forest community over time, from the earliest colonizers (e.g. fast-
growing trees and other plants that are poor competitors and thrive in sunny condi-
tions), to the latest (climax) colonizers (e.g. slow-growing trees and other plants that 
are good competitors and tolerant of shade). 

The balance in nutrient and energy flow may be altered if a non-native species 
is introduced to a forest (Gandhi and Herms 2010), or if a native species expands 
its range into a forest it has not previously occupied. Some non-native species are 
more disruptive to nutrient and energy flow than others. For instance, the hemlock 
woolly adelgid, Adelges tsugae (Annand), threatens to kill nearly all eastern hemlock 
in North America (Ellison et al. 2005). In hemlock forests, wildlife and ecosystem 
processes (nutrient cycling, hydrology) depend heavily on eastern hemlock as a 
foundation species. Hemlock mediates soil moisture levels, stabilizes stream flow, 
and decreases daily variation in stream temperatures, which results in a community 
of freshwater invertebrates and other animals that cannot survive in a forest without 
hemlock (Ellison et al. 2005). In contrast, some invasive species seem to pose little 
threat to critical ecosystem functions and behave much like naturalized residents. For 
instance, the European woodwasp, Sirex noctilio F., mainly kills non-competitive and 
otherwise stressed pines in northeastern North America, and seems to coexist with 
a suite of other subcortical pine insects, essentially functioning as a forest thinning 
agent (Dodds et al. 2010; Foelker 2016; Haavik et al. 2018). When considering an 
insect a forest pest, it is important to keep in mind its natural functional role in the 
food web. If its presence or activity has altered the function/s of other members of
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the web, such as with hemlock woolly adelgid, then the ecological balance of the 
system will be disrupted. 

4.3 Species Interact in Many Ways 

Forest insects have a variety of different relationships with other species. These 
symbiotic relationships often facilitate acquisition of resources for one or more 
members of the association. They are best considered on a continuum, in which 
the relationship between two species ranges from positive, to neutral, to negative 
(Price et al. 2011) (Fig. 4.1). These relationships are fluid, and sometimes difficult to 
delineate. They can change throughout insect life cycles, in different environments, 
and throughout evolutionary time in response to varying selection pressures. 

Interactions between herbivorous insects and trees are of particular concern to 
forest scientists and managers. These interactions might have negative outcomes for 
the tree and the forest products it provides. Insects gain nutrition from feeding on a 
tree organ (e.g. cones or acorns, leaves, bark, phloem, wood, or roots); as a result, the 
tree can lose essential reproductive, photosynthetic, vascular, structural, or nutrient-
acquiring tissue. Alternatively, the interaction could be positive. Pollination is a 
classic example of mutualism: pollinating insects (e.g. beetles, butterflies, moths, 
bees, ants) gain nutrition from the plant by feeding on nectar or pollen, and the plant 
gains a method of dispersal for its genes, as the insect carries pollen grains from one 
plant to fertilize another. In mutualistic partnerships, insects often serve as dispersal

Fig. 4.1 Possible 
relationships between two 
species, A and B. Adapted 
from and see Price et al. 
(2011) page 234 for details 
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agents for organisms that lack or have limited mobility, such as fungi, mites, plants, 
or nematodes. 

More complex, multi-species symbiotic relationships among forest insects and 
other organisms involve bark beetles, several other insects, mites, and fungi 
(Hofstetter et al. 2015). A well-known example is the southern pine beetle, Dendroc-
tonus frontalis Zimmerman, system. Southern pine beetles often carry three different 
species of fungi on their bodies or in specialized structures termed mycangia. All 
three fungi gain dispersal from the beetles and grow in phloem or xylem tissues. Two 
fungi compete with one another for phloem and are clear mutualists for the beetle, 
creating a more nutritious substrate than pine phloem for beetle larvae to eat. The 
role of the third fungal species is under debate, and seems to be important for initial 
colonization of the tree (Klepzig and Hofstetter 2011). Southern pine beetles also 
carry mites, in a potentially commensal manner, because the mites benefit from trans-
portation by the beetles, though a strong positive or negative effect on the beetles has 
not yet been observed (Klepzig and Hofstetter 2011). In addition, by colonizing and 
killing pines, southern pine beetles facilitate a suitable food resource (dying trees) 
for over 100 other insects, including Ips bark beetles and wood borers (primarily 
Monochamus species), some of which will ultimately compete with one another for 
phloem (Dixon and Payne 1979). 

Competitive interactions beneath the bark of southern pines have been difficult 
to specify, partly because the habitat is cryptic and partly because the resource is 
ephemeral. The southern pine sawyer, Monochamus titillator (F.), is attracted to and 
develops in stressed, damaged and weakened pine trees. Adult Monochamus are 
attracted to host trees by a combination of host volatiles, including α-pinene and 
ethanol. Ipsenol, the aggregation pheromone of Ips bark beetles, is also a powerful 
attractant to many Monochamus species (Allison et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2013). 
Monochamus beetles are much larger than bark beetles, and consequently consume 
much more phloem. Laboratory and field studies found that Monochamus larvae 
will feed on bark beetle larvae in the phloem, termed facultative intraguild predation 
(Dodds et al. 2001; Schoeller et al. 2012). Monochamus larvae can thus outcompete 
bark beetle larvae for phloem indirectly and feed on them directly. Monochamus 
titillator may be an important facultative natural enemy of bark beetles, potentially 
contributing to the collapse of southern pine beetle infestations (Stephen 2011). 
In addition, there are numerous parasitoids, as well as predators, that comprise 
the natural enemy complex that preys upon southern pine beetle and its phloem-
consuming associates (Stephen et al. 1993). Many other complex relationships among 
species in forest ecosystems remain undescribed. 

4.4 Life Histories Vary 

In order to survive from egg to adult, and to reproduce successfully, insects must 
escape or endure environmental extremes, avoid predation, avoid or endure para-
sitism, acquire the nutrients necessary to grow, and find mates. Forest insects have
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evolved a myriad of adaptations to cope with these environmental challenges. Many 
theoretical categories have been developed to group species with similar adaptations, 
life history traits, and the trade-offs that accompany them. Below, we consider some 
of these important ideas as they relate to forest insects. 

4.4.1 K- and r-Selection: Forces in the Environment Dictate 
Reproductive Adaptations 

MacArthur and Wilson (1967) introduced the idea of natural selection operating to 
favor high reproductive ability (r) for individuals occurring in uncrowded popula-
tions, and to favor competitive ability (K) in crowded populations (see Fig. 4). This 
idea has been modified, adapted and criticized by numerous authors since its incep-
tion. Interpreted as a general framework, it can be a useful tool to evaluate the relative 
importance of challenges posed to insects by biotic versus abiotic components of the 
environment (Table 4.1).

Species that reside in harsh habitats, where climatic conditions may be extreme 
or unpredictable, may share some common life history characteristics (Table 4.1). 
Species that are small in size, short lived, have high dispersal abilities, and a high 
population growth rate are said to be r-selected. They are likely to have high fecundity, 
reproduce early in their life, and reproduce only once. They often exist in early stage 
successional environments, at population levels well below the carrying capacity 
of the environment, and the mortality they incur is often from density-independent 
factors (see Chapter 5). 

r-Selected species can be contrasted with species living in habitats that are envi-
ronmentally stable. For these K-selected species, body size tends to be larger, and 
individuals live longer, disperse less, and have a lower population growth rate. They 
may reproduce later in life, and more than once. They produce fewer eggs but 
invest more energy in each one. They are effective competitors, and their popu-
lation densities are often nearer to the carrying capacity of the environment (see 
Sect. 4.6.1). The mortality factors that affect their populations are normally from 
biotic, density-dependent agents (see Chapter 5). 

Some bark beetles could be considered r-selected species, because they are 
extremely small (only a few mm in length), reproduce in great numbers (100 or 
so eggs per female) and develop in a nutrient-poor, ephemeral environment (phloem 
of dying trees). In comparison, their parasitoid natural enemies could be considered 
K-selected, because they reproduce in fewer numbers (10s of eggs per female), often 
have lower population growth rates, and develop in a nutrient-rich, relatively stable 
environment (often feeding within the bodies of developing bark beetles). It is impor-
tant to remember that the concepts of r and K strategies in relation to life history 
traits are meaningful only in a relative sense. A given organism is more or less an r 
strategist only in comparison with another organism, for example.
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Table 4.1 Generalized 
characteristics of insects, 
populations, processes and 
environments in relation to r-
and K-selection 

Characteristic r-selected K-selected 

Body size Small Large 

Colonization ability Opportunistic Non opportunistic 

Dispersal ability High Low 

Development rate Fast Slow 

Egg size Small Large 

Fecundity High Low 

Parental investment 
in offspring 

Small Large 

Longevity Short Long 

Age of reproduction Early Late 

Frequency of 
reproduction 

Once (few) Repeated (many) 

Intrinsic rate of  
increase 

High Low 

Population density 
level 

Fluctuating Stable 

Intraspecific 
competition 

Scramble Contest 

Sex ratio Female biased Neutral 

Ecological 
succession 

Early seres Late (climax) 

Density in relation to 
carrying capacity 

Well below At or near 

Importance of 
density-dependent 
processes 

Less important Very important 

Adapted from MacArthur and Wilson (1967), Price et al. (2011), 
and Speight et al. (2008)

4.4.2 Some Insects Specialize by Feeding on Trees 
in a Particular Condition 

Some herbivorous forest insects have been categorized by the condition of the host 
tree that they typically colonize. This helps forest managers predict which trees 
and whether a large number of them are likely to be damaged or killed. Bark and 
woodboring beetles have been grouped as follows: (1) primary bark beetles and 
wood borers are capable of colonizing healthy trees; (2) secondary bark beetles and 
wood borers colonize trees that have been stressed or weakened by some other biotic 
agent or abiotic factor; and (3) saprophytic bark beetles and wood borers colonize 
dead, or extremely moribund, trees (Hanks 1999; Lindgren and Raffa 2013; Raffa  
et al. 2015). These groupings can be further subdivided or even considered fluid for
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some species, especially those that typically attack stressed trees, though are able to 
colonize healthy trees during outbreaks. 

There are far fewer species of primary bark beetles than secondary bark beetles. It 
has been hypothesized that this may be because primary species have highly specific 
adaptations to overcome tree resistance mechanisms and to establish associations 
with symbionts (Lindgren and Raffa 2013). These adaptations likely evolved from 
intense competition with other species for ephemeral host resources, i.e. dying trees 
(Lindgren and Raffa 2013). Primary bark beetles such as the southern and mountain 
pine beetles, D. frontalis and D. ponderosae (Hopkins), are of significant concern 
to forest managers because when their densities reach outbreak levels, they have the 
capacity to kill large numbers of trees very quickly, and outbreaks continue until all 
suitable trees have been killed. Secondary bark beetles, such as engravers, e.g. Ips 
pini (Say), Ips grandicollis (Eichhoff), and Ips confusus (LeConte), can also be a 
threat, especially following environmental disturbance, such as wildfire or drought, 
although their populations return to low levels once environmental stress has abated. 

Much less is known regarding the primary vs. secondary nature of wood borers. 
Most economically important wood borers are secondary mortality agents that can 
become aggressive during periods of environmental stress, especially in their native 
habitats on their co-evolved hosts. Although some, such as the emerald ash borer, 
Agrilus planipennis Fairmaire, Asian longhorned beetle, Anoplophora glabripennis 
(Motschulsky), and the European woodwasp, Sirex noctilio F., have aggressively 
killed apparently healthy trees outside of their native geographical and host ranges. 
Wood borers that colonize healthy trees usually inhabit branches or twigs and rarely 
outbreak or kill trees (Solomon 1995). When outbreaks of wood borers do occur, the 
impact is usually far less severe than an outbreak of primary bark beetles. 

Foliage feeders have been termed primary insects (Jactel et al. 2012; Manion 
1991), because they also feed on healthy trees and can have landscape-scale impacts. 
It is not clear whether defoliators consistently prefer trees of a particular condition 
(Jactel et al. 2012), though outbreaks are often linked to weather (Haynes et al. 2014; 
Myers 1998), and weakened trees are usually the first and most likely individuals 
to die from defoliation (Davidson et al. 1999). Major defoliators in North America, 
such as eastern and western spruce budworms, Choristoneura fumiferana (Clemens) 
and C. freemani (syn occidentalis) (Freeman), respectively; the non-native European 
spongy moth, Lymantria dispar dispar (L.); Douglas-fir tussock moth, Orgyia pseu-
dotsugata (McDunnough); and forest tent caterpillar, Malacocoma disstria Hübner, 
can consume entire forest canopies during outbreaks. Many of these species repeat-
edly defoliate the same trees for several successive years, which leads to branch 
dieback and top kill, and sometimes mortality. Most importantly, though, repeated 
defoliation weakens trees and makes them more susceptible to secondary insects and 
diseases (Manion 1991). For instance, even though the polyphagous European spongy 
moth will consume foliage from trees of all susceptible species in a stand, stressed or 
suppressed trees, especially oaks, will die first (Davidson et al. 1999). Stressed oaks 
are then usually killed by the secondary mortality agents, twolined chestnut borer, 
Agrilus bilineatus (Weber), and Armillaria spp. root disease (Wargo 1977). Healthy 
oaks that are completely defoliated in spring can draw on stored carbon reserves to
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re-foliate by summer (Davidson et al. 1999). However, repeated severe defoliation 
weakens healthy oaks enough that they can also be killed by twolined chestnut borer 
or Armillaria spp. or both (Wargo 1977). 

All herbivorous insects face many environmental challenges that affect their 
ability to colonize and gain sufficient nutrition from their hosts including weather, 
natural enemies, and plant resistance (defense) (Cornell and Hawkins 1995; Herms  
and Mattson 1992); which of those is most influential depends on the insect species, 
environmental conditions, and how environmental conditions impact the host plant. 
There is strong selection for various adaptations to avoid, tolerate, overcome, or 
detoxify physical and chemical mechanisms of plant resistance (see Chapter 7). It is 
useful to think of primary, secondary, and saprophytic forest insects on a continuum, 
where a species may tend towards one or the other extreme depending on environ-
mental factors and how those factors affect the insects and the condition of their host 
trees. 

4.5 Abiotic Conditions Alter Insect Growth and Survival 

In addition to biotic elements, insects are challenged by the physical or environmental 
characteristics of forest habitats. Important abiotic factors that affect insects are 
temperature and moisture (precipitation), which we will consider directly in relation 
to forest insects and indirectly through the trees that they eat. Environmental condi-
tions that influence insects as individuals or at the population level include extreme 
weather and regional climate or weather patterns. If abiotic conditions trigger an 
increase or decrease in the size of a forest insect population, the amount of damage 
to trees is also likely to change. 

4.5.1 Temperature Affects Behavior and Development 

Insects are poikilothermic animals, meaning they do not regulate their own body 
temperature. Consequently, ambient temperatures dictate aspects of insect behavior 
and development. Many insects in temperate climates possess behavioral and phys-
iological adaptations to tolerate or avoid extreme cold (Danks 1978). Insects may 
undergo a dormant period during winter. This escape of harsh environmental condi-
tions in time is categorized as a diapause that is genetically programmed and is either 
obligate, occurring at a specific time during development, or facultative, dictated by 
adverse environmental conditions. Alternatively, some insects only undergo a quies-
cence, initiated by unfavorable conditions, after which development resumes. During 
the dormant period, a series of energetically expensive biochemical changes occur 
that involve synthesis of glycerol and other cryoprotectants that act through several 
mechanisms as solutes to slow the formation of ice within cells (Danks 1978). The 
supercooling point, the temperature at which insect body fluids begin to freeze, and
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the lower lethal temperature, the point at which mortality occurs, both vary season-
ally within and among insect species and populations. For instance, cold tolerance 
of larch casebearer, Coleophora laricella Hübner, was greatest in mid-winter and 
reduced in spring and autumn (Ward et al. 2019). Investigating insect cold toler-
ance can be especially useful for predicting suitable geographic range of introduced 
insects or even for native species undergoing range expansion. 

Migration represents the most extreme behavioral adaptation to avoid cold in 
space. Monarch butterflies, Danaus plexippus (L.), are an excellent example of insects 
that overwinter in forest canopies in southern California, Florida, or Mexico, and 
travel northward throughout the growing season, with some populations reaching 
Canada (Solensky and Oberhauser 2004). On a more local scale, the microhabitat in 
which forest insects overwinter can provide some protection from the cold. Many 
bark- or wood-boring insects overwinter as adults or larvae under the bark, which 
can be several degrees warmer than the surrounding air temperature (Vermunt et al. 
2012). Some foliage feeding insects overwinter at the base of trees in the soil or leaf 
litter, which also offers insulation from the cold. Others overwinter in the egg stage 
in bark crevices or other protected places. 

Adult insects are often more active during warm, favorable weather. Females may 
seek warm, bright locations to lay eggs. For instance, emerald ash borer and bronze 
birch borer, Agrilus anxius Gory, females prefer to oviposit on the sunny, southern 
exposures of tree trunks (Akers and Nielsen 1990; Timms et al. 2006). 

Temperature also regulates the rate at which insects develop. Typically, there is a 
lower temperature threshold below which development does not occur, an optimum 
temperature at which development is most rapid, and above the optimum, devel-
opment rate slows until the upper temperature threshold is reached and mortality 
occurs (Fig. 4.2). For instance, larvae of the Pales weevil, Hylobius pales (Herbst), 
require about 220 days to complete development at 9 °C, 27 days at 30 °C, and 
37 days at 32 °C (Salom et al. 1987). Small changes in weather and climate can 
therefore translate to large changes in generation time. For example, larval devel-
opment in the six-spined engraver, Ips calligraphus (Germar), can range from 18 to 
224 days, depending on temperature (Wagner et al. 1987). Generation time is some-
what plastic for many subcortical forest insects, and variations are usually related 
to regional weather or climate, which are predictable by latitude and elevation. The 
southern pine beetle is an extreme example, and completes between one and nine 
generation(s) per year, developing from egg to adult in 26–54 days, dependent upon 
geographic location in its range (Hain et al. 2011; Thatcher 1960, 1967), which is 
directly related to growing season length and ultimately temperature.

The tight link between temperature and insect development rate can facilitate 
accurate predictions of seasonal timing of different insect life stages, particularly 
adult flight. Degree-day models rely on this premise. The number of heat units (°F or 
°C) that accumulate above a certain minimum threshold temperature at which insect 
development proceeds—or conversely, is halted below that threshold (Higley et al. 
1986)—is typically calculated during a growing season and can be used to predict 
when certain insect life stages are present in the forest.
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Fig. 4.2 Development rate curve for pales weevil, Hylobius pales, larvae at constant temperatures. 
Dots represent the observed median development rates and the solid line the predicted values over 
the range of observed development. Lower development threshold (or base temperature) is ca. 9 °C, 
optimum is ca. 27 °C and upper threshold is ca. 32 °C. Data and adapted figure from Salom et al. 
(1987)

4.5.2 Precipitation Indirectly Affects Insects by Its Impacts 
on Trees 

Some forest insect outbreaks are linked to drought (Jactel et al. 2012; Mattson and 
Haack 1987a). Outbreaks of several Dendroctonus, Ips, Scolytus, and Agrilus species 
are often preceded by warm and dry environmental conditions (Mattson and Haack 
1987a). It is thought that changes in tree physiology induced by periods of insufficient 
soil moisture improve suitability of trees for insect growth and development, which 
in turn results in greater insect survival and reproduction, and increased population 
growth (see Sect. 4.6). These physiological changes are either related to compromised 
resistance (defense) or enhanced nutritional value of drought-stressed trees (Mattson 
and Haack 1987b; Rhoades 1979, 1985; White 1984). 

Trees have various mechanisms to tolerate or minimize the effects of drought 
(Bréda et al. 2006; Pallardy 2008). One mechanism is to adjust solute content in 
cells, which prevents water loss, by break-down and mobilization of sugars and 
proteins (i.e. osmotic adjustment). This process presumably makes these essential 
nutrients more readily available for insect consumption (White 1984). There has 
been indirect, observational evidence in several feeding guilds that supports this 
claim and the general theory that plant stress results in improved insect performance 
(White 2015), but experimental support is lacking. Relationships among environ-
mental stress, insects, and their host trees that result in altered nutrition for insects 
are likely complex and variable in time. 

Trees can invest vast amounts of energy into resisting or tolerating insect attack. 
For instance, the outcome of bark beetle attack and subsequent colonization of 
conifers is completely dependent on tree resistance, usually through two systems, 
constitutive and induced, related to resin production (Berryman 1972; Raffa and
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Berryman 1983) (see Chapter 7). If one or both of those systems is compromised 
as soil moisture becomes limiting for trees, then bark beetles may be more likely to 
successfully colonize trees or produce more progeny or both. For example, experi-
mental drought predisposed piñon pine, Pinus edulis, to bark beetle attack and subse-
quent mortality (Gaylord et al. 2013), although reduced resin flow was only partially 
responsible (Gaylord et al. 2015). Resistance in hardwoods has been less studied, but 
appears to be related to overall tree health and vigor. For instance, landscape-scale 
oak mortality may result from repeated drought that eventually causes imbalance in 
carbon storage and use, which reduces tolerance to colonization by secondary wood 
borers (Haavik et al. 2015). 

The degree to which enhanced nutritional value or reduced resistance capacity, or 
both, contribute to improved conditions for insects when trees are stressed by drought 
is not completely understood, and is likely variable spatially and temporally. Ulti-
mately, trees must balance energy investment among growth, maintenance, defense, 
and reproduction (Herms and Mattson 1992). Inadequate precipitation can cause the 
re-distribution or depletion of energy supplies and stores or both, and some insects 
may take advantage of this situation. Not all forest insects benefit from drought. The 
relationship between drought and insect damage to trees is complex and seemingly 
related to whether the insect species is primary or secondary in nature, its feeding 
guild, and the severity of drought (Huberty and Denno 2004; Jactel et al. 2012). 

4.5.3 Extreme Weather Can Have Indirect Effects Through 
Trees 

Weather events of shorter duration than prolonged stressors like drought can also 
weaken trees and render them more suitable hosts for insects. For example, frosts 
that occur late in spring, once hardwoods have already leafed out, temporarily 
alter normal physiological functions, and may deplete energy reserves needed to 
defend against insects and diseases. Late-spring frosts have contributed to outbreaks 
or greater abundance of several forest insects, including twolined chestnut borer 
(Nichols 1968; Staley 1965), oak splendor beetle, A. biguttatus (Fabricius) (Hart-
mann and Blank 1992; Thomas et al. 2002), and sugar maple borer, Glycobius 
speciosus (Say) (Horsley et al. 2002). Ice storms, tornadoes, or other blowdowns 
that cause breakage of tree limbs and branches also facilitate increased survival and 
population growth of insects by providing abundant, yet ephemeral host material for 
reproduction and development. Some forest insects specialize on broken branches 
and stems. Pine engravers, Ips spp.; Douglas-fir beetle, Dendroctonus pseudotsugae 
Hopkins; the European spruce bark beetle, Ips typographus (L.); and the European 
pine shoot beetle, Tomicus piniperda (L.) readily colonize windthrown and freshly 
cut trees (Gothlin et al. 2000; Rudinsky 1966; Schlyter and Lofqvist 1990).
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4.5.4 Climate and Weather Patterns Affect Population 
Density of Insects Regionally 

Fluctuations in insect population density often occur at the same time over large 
geographic areas, in regions of forest not immediately adjacent to one another. This 
synchronous timing of landscape-scale insect outbreaks may be driven by large-scale 
weather and climate patterns. This phenomenon is termed the Moran effect (Moran 
1953) and emphasizes the influence of factors acting at larger scales than within 
a single stand or forest on outbreaks of forest insects. The Moran effect seems to 
be important in the population dynamics of several different defoliator species, and 
weather plays at least a partial role. For example, spatially synchronous outbreaks of 
European spongy moth were determined to be most likely driven by patterns of rain-
fall (Haynes et al. 2013). Jack pine budworm, Choristoneura pinus pinus Freeman, 
outbreaks are often synchronous across the landscape as well, which could signify 
Moran processes, but other factors such as budworm dispersal have not been ruled 
out (McCullough 2000). Similarly, climatic variation was correlated with regional 
outbreaks of eastern spruce budworm, though spatial variation in outbreaks was 
more closely linked to forest landscape structure and management history (Robert 
et al. 2018). Cool springs, which were also associated with a certain point in the 
sunspot cycle, coincided with outbreaks of several different forest caterpillars on 
three continents (Myers 1998). 

Weather patterns could influence insect development directly or indirectly through 
the effects on hosts or natural enemies. Spring temperatures are especially important, 
as insects exit diapause or quiescence, and resume development (see Sect. 4.5.1). Cool 
springs could directly cause insects to become active later in the season, whereas 
warm springs may initiate insect activity earlier. Indirectly, timing of budburst is 
important for foliage feeders that eat new buds or flowers. To avoid reduced fitness 
(survival or fecundity), these insects, such as western and eastern spruce budworms 
and winter moth, Operophtera brumata (L.), need to be phenologically synchro-
nized with their hosts (van Asch and Visser 2007). A departure from normal spring 
temperatures can cause a phenological mismatch with budburst for some of these 
defoliators, which could affect outbreak frequency or intensity (Pureswaran et al. 
2015; Visser and Holleman 2018). Prevalence or spread of natural enemies can also 
be affected by regional or local weather patterns. Cool, wet springs are favorable 
for spread of Entomophaga miamaiga, a fungal pathogen of European spongy moth 
(Hajek and Tobin 2011), which may influence the collapse of spongy moth outbreaks 
(Hajek et al. 2015). Thus, in a variety of ways, regional weather patterns can have 
landscape-scale influence over forest insect activity.
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4.6 Insect Population Growth Is a Function of Births, 
Deaths, and Movement 

Abundance of herbivorous insects in a forest usually indicates whether they are likely 
to be a problem. In other words, are numbers high enough that they will damage or kill 
an economically or ecologically significant number of trees? Insect abundance per 
unit area, or population density, and what factors drive changes in population density 
over time are of critical importance to understanding and predicting the status of pest 
insects. The number of insects in a population at a given time (Nt+1) is determined by 
the number at a previous time (Nt , when the population was last measured) plus the 
number of new young (B = births), minus the number that perished (D = deaths), 
plus the number that migrated into the population (I = immigration), and minus the 
number that migrated out of the population (E = emigration). 

Nt+1 = Nt + B − D + I − E (4.1) 

A population can grow exponentially. If every female is replaced by two females 
in the subsequent time period (or generation), then the population is growing by a 
factor of two (i.e. the growth multiplier or finite rate of increase, λ, is two).  This  
is often expressed as the natural logarithm of λ, and defined as the intrinsic rate of 
increase (r), which is “the rate of increase per [individual] under specified physical 
conditions, in an unlimited environment where the effects of increasing density do 
not need to be considered.” (Birch 1948). Exponential population growth rate is 
described by 

dN  

dt  
= r N (4.2) 

where the change in number of insects at any given time
(
dN  
dt

)
, is determined by the 

number in the population (N) multiplied by r per individual (Fig. 4.3a). A critical 
component of population growth rate, r is sometimes called the exponential rate 
of increase, the intrinsic rate of increase, the instantaneous rate of increase, or the 
Malthusian parameter (Price et al. 2011). The intrinsic rate of increase is defined as the 
number of females produced per female per unit of time (e.g. females/female/year).

4.6.1 The Environment Can Support a Finite Number 
of Insects 

Insect populations in nature do not undergo exponential growth indefinitely. Rapid 
growth is curtailed as the population density approaches the carrying capacity, K, the  
theoretical limit for population numbers given the resources of a particular habitat. 
One resource is often scarcer than all others; typically, this resource is food. The
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Fig. 4.3 Example of Exponential Population Growth and Population Growth Rate in an (a) Unlim-
ited and a (b) Limited Environment According to Eqs. 4.2–4.4

combined influence of limited resources will dictate the theoretical numerical value 
of K, which is determined by both abiotic and biotic variables including weather, 
natural enemies, and presence of disease. The following equation represents the 
continuous rate of population growth in a limited environment 

dN  

dt  
= r N  

(K − N ) 
K 

(4.3) 

and the discrete numbers of individuals in the population at a particular time is given 
by the logistic equation:
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Nt = K 

1 +
(

K −No 
No

)
e−r t  

(4.4) 

As illustrated in Fig. 4.3a, population growth rate increases exponentially without 
limits. When limits to growth are considered, theoretical population growth rate 
(Eq. 4.3) and population numbers (Eq. 4.4) can be illustrated by the curves shown 
in Fig. 4.3b. In Fig. 4.3b, when N is low with respect to K, then rN is not affected, 
and population growth and growth rate appear exponential (both lines, left side of 
the figure). As N grows larger and approaches K, the population growth rate (rN) 
begins to slow (dashed line, middle of the figure), eventually approaching zero as 
the population approaches K (both lines, right side of the figure). 

Below, we briefly examine factors that influence B, D, I, and E, how those factors 
affect population growth, and describe a useful way to measure them. 

4.6.2 Births 

Forest insect populations can grow exponentially in a short period of time (months or 
years), partly because insect generation times are short (relative to trees), and partly 
because females are highly fecund. Fecundity, measured by number of eggs, can be 
described as potential or realized. It is potential in regard to the total number of eggs 
a female can produce in her lifetime, and realized in regard to the number that she 
actually lays. Fecundity varies among and within species. 

4.6.3 Deaths 

There are a multitude of sources of insect mortality. Some important sources include 
natural enemies, intra- and interspecific competition, and failure to acquire necessary 
nutrients. Natural enemies (predators, parasitoids, and pathogens) kill herbivorous 
insects, and through negative feedback can regulate their population density. Biolog-
ical control programs rely on the theory that natural enemies can effectively regulate 
populations of herbivorous insects by killing enough individuals to lower the popu-
lation below a threshold that economically damages or kills plants. For example, in 
classical biological control it is thought that importation of natural enemies (which 
can include predators, parasitoids, and pathogens) from the native range of an exotic 
invasive pest will mitigate plant damage levels within the environment invaded by the 
pest (Hajek 2004). In practice, there are multiple factors that can limit the success 
of biological control efforts, yet many have been successful (Kenis et al. 2017). 
For example, winter moth, native to Europe, has twice been effectively controlled 
in North America by the introduction of two insect parasitoids, Cyzenis albicans
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(Fallén) and Agrypon flaveolatum (Gravenhorst) that are effective mortality agents 
during specific stages of winter moth development (Roland and Embree 1995). 

Competition for resources occurs among species (interspecific), but also within 
species (intraspecific), especially when population density approaches K. As  
resources become scarce, competition among individuals for limited resources can 
result in mortality and exponential declines in population size (see Chapter 5). 
Scarcity of food for the existing population density is often the primary cause of 
death among herbivorous forest insects. For example, there may be a limited number 
of trees in space and time that are nutritionally adequate or have depleted defenses 
against herbivory to support survival and development of enough insects for the 
population to grow. 

4.6.4 Movement 

Immigration to and emigration of individuals from a population can change its 
size. Natural dispersal is the movement of an individual (or group of individuals) 
away from the natal population to another location where it (they) will reproduce 
(Schowalter 2006). Individuals in a population may disperse for many reasons. For 
example, if their habitats are very patchy or ephemeral in nature, insects may disperse 
if quantity or quality of resources (e.g. suitable trees for feeding or oviposition) 
becomes scarce and/or no mates can be found. Crowding or other stimuli may also 
be important. Dispersal may also occur randomly. Some foliage feeding caterpil-
lars, such as spongy moth, climb to the top of the tree canopy and produce a small 
thread of silk that “balloons” them to a new tree on wind currents (McManus 1973). 
Strong winds or weather fronts could carry insects hundreds of miles, and authors 
have hypothesized this for several species (Frank et al. 2013; Furniss and Furniss 
1972; Sturtevant et al. 2013), though it is difficult to determine for sure. Displace-
ment of insect populations across vast areas with no suitable hosts or other methods 
of transport implies weather could have carried them. Insects may also be trans-
ported long distances by humans, as larvae in firewood (e.g. emerald ash borer), or 
as eggs or other life stages on nursery trees, lumber, household goods, or vehicles 
(e.g. European spongy moth). 

4.6.5 A Tool to Measure Population Growth and Regulation 

An effective way to determine how fast insect populations grow and what factors 
inhibit or allow their growth is to follow a cohort (a cohort is a group of individ-
uals, usually of the same species, born within a defined period of time) or many 
cohorts, throughout development and document the sources of mortality. Life tables 
accomplish this task; they determine the identity, timing, and relative importance 
of mortality factors. For example, parasitism (Trichogramma spp. and unidentified
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parasitoids), tree resistance (resinosis), and other (unknown) factors contributed to 
mortality during a generation of Nantucket pine tip moth, Rhyacionia frustrana 
(Comstock), in Georgia (Table 4.2). Trichogramma spp., parasitoids of tip moth 
eggs, were by far the most common mortality factor, responsible for 48.0% of all 
tip moth mortality during a generation. Though pupal mortality was high (49.7%) 
in relation to the numbers of pupae measured, it was low relative to the number of 
individuals present at the beginning of the cohort, a statistic termed real mortality. 
Real pupal mortality (10.7%) was much less than real egg mortality (48.0%). Gener-
ation mortality is the sum of all real mortality that occurred from the egg to adult 
stages, and indicates whether the population will be larger or smaller in the following 
generation (larger by 10.8% in this case). 

A survivorship curve shows the number of individuals entering each successive 
life stage (Fig. 4.4), and is a simple way to examine mortality occurring through the 
different insect life stages. For the Nantucket pine tip moth, the precipitous drop in 
number of individuals between the egg stage and 1st larval instar shows that more

Table 4.2 Life Table of the 2nd 1979 Generation of the Nantucket Pine Tip Moth, Rhyacionia 
frustrana, in Oglethorpe County, Georgia, USA 

Life stage (x) No. entering life 
stage (lx) 

Mortality factor (dxF) No. dying 
during life 
stage (dx) 

Apparent mortality 
(100qx) 

Eggs 23,425 Trichogramma spp. 11,236 48.0 

Instar 1 12,189 Resinosis 881 7.2 

Other 845 7.0 

Total 1,726 14.2 

Instar 2 10,463 Resinosis 121 1.2 

Other 1,257 12.0 

Total 1,378 13.2 

Instar 3 9,085 Resinosis 64 0.7 

Other 912 10.0 

Total 976 10.7 

Instar 4 8,109 Unknown 881 10.9 

Instar 5 7,228 Parasites 1,153 15.9 

Other 1,024 14.2 

Total 2,177 30.1 

Pupae 5,051 Parasites 569 11.3 

Other 1,942 38.4 

Total 2,511 49.7 

Moths 2,540 

Generation 89.2 

Adapted from Gargiullo and Berisford (1983) 
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Fig. 4.4 Survivorship Curve 
Adapted from Life Table of 
the 2nd 1979 Generation of 
the Nantucket Pine Tip Moth, 
Rhyacionia frustrana, in  
Oglethorpe County, Georgia, 
USA. From Gargiullo and 
Berisford (1983) 

mortality occurred between these two life stages than any other successive stages 
(Fig. 4.4). 

4.7 How Global Change Affects Insects in Forest 
Ecosystems 

Any change in abiotic conditions (temperature, precipitation, extreme weather) will 
result in a change in insect growth and survival, because insects are poikilothermic 
organisms and because their food sources may also be affected by such changes. 
Forest insects have the capacity to adapt more quickly (short generation time coupled 
with high fecundity, mobility, and genetic plasticity) to environmental change than 
trees (long generation time and limited capacity for dispersal). As a result, with a 
warming climate, herbivorous insects may expand beyond their historical ranges 
to greater latitudes and altitudes where they will encounter new tree populations 
and species, potentially causing extensive tree mortality. All of this may disrupt the 
balance of energy and nutrient flow within those forest ecosystems. 

Some of these changes have already begun. Warmer temperatures and longer 
growing seasons have allowed the mountain pine beetle to expand its range to higher 
elevations, as well as northward and eastward, where it has encountered popula-
tions of whitebark, lodgepole, ponderosa, and jack pine that lack a co-evolutionary 
history with the beetle (Logan et al. 2010; Safranyik et al. 2010). Similarly, the 
southern pine beetle has moved north beyond its historical range in the southeastern
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US, encountering several pines (red, eastern white, jack, and scots pine) in New 
England that lack historical exposure to the beetle (Dodds et al. 2018). As the range 
of eastern spruce budworm expands northward, it will encounter greater prevalence 
of black spruce than it has in the past. Black spruce is considered a host for spruce 
budworm, yet historically budburst occurred too late in the season to support suffi-
cient budworm survival (Pureswaran et al. 2015). Range expansion, combined with 
changes in phenology, and a low diversity of natural enemies in much of the boreal 
forest, will result in different impacts and outbreak dynamics of spruce budworm in 
decades to come (Pureswaran et al. 2015). Also, engraver beetles (Ips spp.), which 
have mostly been minor pests historically, may become serious pests in the future, 
because they can reach outbreak populations in hot and dry conditions (Negrón et al. 
2009) and after windstorms (Gothlin et al. 2000). 

Forest pests are transported to new forest ecosystems as people move forest prod-
ucts from one place to another. These introductions can have significant negative 
impacts on tree and forest health if the non-native pest is an aggressive one or there 
is no biotic resistance in the new habitat, from the trees or the community of natural 
enemies and competitors. Some invasive species are so aggressive that they threaten 
to completely or functionally eliminate a tree species, or genus, from a continent (e.g. 
emerald ash borer, hemlock woolly adelgid). Whether the threatened trees are founda-
tion species for the ecosystem or not, the pest invasion will alter forest communities 
and functional relationships, e.g. Gandhi and Herms (2010). There are numerous 
examples of non-native forest insect invasions worldwide (see Chapter 23). In the 
US, each introduced species that has become a major forest pest has engendered 
a massive research, regulatory, and management effort to understand its biology, 
eradicate it, slow its spread, or elsewise mitigate its impact. As people continue to 
mobilize and engage in inter-continental trade, the problem of forest insect invasions 
is unlikely to recede. 

Acknowledgements Authors thank the editors and Steve Katovich for helpful comments on an 
earlier version of this chapter. 
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Chapter 5 
Forest Insect Population Dynamics 

Jeff R. Garnas, Matthew P. Ayres, and Maria J. Lombardero 

5.1 Introduction 

To the casual observer, the arthropod fauna of temperate forests may appear to be 
dominated by mosquitoes or other biting insects. Closer inspection of the leaf litter, 
the moss at the base of a tree, or leaf surfaces (or reading this book, in particular 
this chapter), quickly reveals that insect diversity in many forested landscapes can 
be considerable. Still, the degree to which insects interact with trees, stands and 
landscapes to drive forest community and ecosystem dynamics is rarely obvious 
without intensive study. In fact, most species of insects are rare most of the time. 

Occasionally, insect populations increase to levels that are difficult or impossible 
to ignore. Such events, often referred to as “outbreaks,” are characterized by explosive 
increases in abundance (Berryman 1987) which are often episodic (Myers 1988; 
Williams et al. 2000) and where population growth is largely unconstrained by the 
ecological forces that had held it in check at lower densities. By virtue of the sheer 
number of individuals they comprise, outbreaking populations can cause significant 
damage to forests, crops, and other ecosystems and can disrupt ecosystem services. 
In the most dramatic examples, outbreaking populations can reach abundances in the
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tens of billions, capable of transforming whole landscapes in ways that can even be 
seen from space or that warrant multiple mentions in the Bible, as with the infamous 
plagues of desert locusts which continue to this day (Behmer 2009). 

Outbreaks are also common in forest systems. Recently, an unprecedented 
outbreak of the Mountain pine beetle in the western United States and Canada 
produced tree mortality over 374,000 km2 from 2000–2020; the ensuing fires, decay 
and growth losses are estimated to have released 270 megatons (Mt) of carbon, 
contributing measurably to global carbon dioxide pools (Aukema et al. 2006; Kurz  
et al. 2008; Reed et al. 2014). Some species experience cyclical dynamics with 
peaks and troughs in abundance that occur at strikingly regular intervals ranging 
from a few years to multiple decades (Baltensweiler and Fischlin 1988; Tenow et al. 
2013; Pureswaran et al. 2016). Others experience yearly fluctuations that can appear 
random or chaotic and are much more difficult to predict. In this chapter we offer an 
exploration of the factors that influence population cycles and that lead to outbreaks 
along with some of some of the principal approaches to modeling such dynamics. 

The field of population dynamics has deep roots in entomology. Studies of fluctua-
tions in insect abundance—particularly of forest insects—represent some of the core 
empirical work in the discipline and have informed key theory in the field (Royama 
1977, 1992; Speight et al. 1999; Liebhold and Kamata 2000; Abbott and Dwyer 
2008; Price  2011; Isaev et al. 2017). This is due in part to the relative ease by which 
insects can be monitored (either directly via trapping or by measuring defoliation, for 
example). Long time series of population abundance spanning at least a few decades 
and/or detailed life tables (tallies of abundance across life stages) are required to 
effectively examine hypotheses relating to patterns of abundance over time. Contem-
porary abundance estimates of sufficient length exist for numerous insect species, 
particularly for pests of economic importance (Turchin 2003). Dendrochronological 
(tree ring) studies that cross-reference patterns of growth or xylem damage across 
living and dead trees (including naturally preserved wood or structural timber) allow 
researchers to reconstruct abundance time series over centuries (Esper et al. 2007), 
though interpretation of these data can be challenging (Trotter et al. 2002). Finally, 
paleoecological reconstruction of insect abundance (e.g. using insect head capsules, 
wing scales, frass, or damaged plants preserved in bogs or sediments) can even span 
millennia (Sonia et al. 2011; Montoro Girona et al. 2018; Navarro et al. 2018). 

5.1.1 Forest Insects on Plantation Trees 
and on Evolutionarily Naïve Hosts 

One increasingly common situation where herbivorous forest insects can become 
serious economic and/or ecological threats corresponds to the relatively small subset 
of species that respond to a super-abundant and often minimally defended resource. 
This occurs primarily (a) in plantation forestry where trees are typically grown in 
high-density, low-diversity monocultures, and (b) as a consequence of biological
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invasion in natural forests where native tree hosts are exposed to insects with which 
they have no evolutionary history and against which they have little capacity for 
defense. In the first case, any of the often globally distributed insects colonizing 
pine or Eucalyptus plantations [e.g. the Eurasian woodwasp (Sirex noctilio) or the  
Red gum lerp psyllid (Glycaspis brimblecombei)] could clearly be labeled pests 
as they reduce yields and negatively impact forest plantation profitability (Garnas 
et al. 2012; Hurley et al. 2016). Here, host trees are nearly always available as 
new compartments of even-aged cohorts are continuously being planted. As such, 
the plantation environment comprises a mosaic of different ages. This results in a 
relatively stable and renewable resource from the perspective of insects (see Box 5.1 
for a detailed example). It is worthwhile to note that such sustained, elevated pest 
densities can also occur when both trees and insects are native, such as is the case 
with root weevils in North American pine plantations (Rieske and Raffa 1990), 
chrysomelid beetles on Eucalyptus in Australia (Strauss 2001), or pine shoot beetles 
in Europe (Schroeder 1987) among others. 

The second case arises in large part as an unintended consequence of global 
trade whereby exotic organisms establish in forests or plantations worldwide. Where 
affected trees lack a co-evolutionary history with newly arrived insects, resistance to 
herbivory can be low or even absent. This is largely the situation with American ash 
(Fraxinus spp.) which lacks resistance to the Emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) 
in the United States and Europe (Herms and McCullough 2014) or pine (Pinus spp.) 
and the Red turpentine beetle (Dendroctonus valens) in China (Wingfield et al. 2016). 
In such examples, insect populations can reach extremely high abundances that often 
result in widespread mortality of host trees. Consequently, novel insect pests often 
devastate the local tree resource after which their own populations crash due to the 
lack of available host material. While it’s tempting to imagine that pest populations 
may go extinct once they have eaten all available trees, in practice, populations often 
persist on low-density “escape” trees (those that were missed by the initial wave of 
attack) or on the small tree cohort that survived as seeds or seedlings but become 
susceptible as they age. In this case, the “outbreak,” while dramatic and devastating, 
is likely to be short-lived as it moves toward some new equilibrium density on the 
landscape. 

5.1.2 Outbreak Dynamics as an Emergent Property 
of Insect-Host-Natural Enemy Interactions 

While some insects emerge as pests principally as a consequence of specific ecolog-
ical conditions (e.g. high host densities/low diversity of host and/or a lack of co-
evolved responses as discussed in the previous section), an important subset of 
damaging insects includes a suite of species that are naturally prone to volatile 
population dynamics. This volatility, characterized by wide though often remarkably 
regular fluctuations in abundance, arises as a consequence of particular aspects of
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their biology, ecology, or community interactions. These so-called “outbreak species” 
are a relatively small, highly non-random subset of insects that may be either native or 
introduced. Species characterized by outbreak dynamics account for a highly dispro-
portionate share of management budgets and have been the focus of intense study 
relative to non-outbreaking species. Examining the combinations of environmental 
conditions, life history traits and community interactions that give rise to outbreak 
dynamics, or lack thereof, has practical value for management and contributes to basic 
understanding of biological populations. Understanding the features of populations 
that promote outbreak behavior also helps us to understand why most populations do 
not display outbreak dynamics and instead are relatively rare and stable. Numerous 
books and journal articles have been written on the topic, which we broadly synthesize 
in this chapter. Much of this theory is rooted in classical population dynamics. 

5.1.3 Introduction to Population Dynamics 

Many textbooks address the dynamics of populations in great depth and from many 
different perspectives. The field is active with sustained, ongoing discovery and 
theoretical development (Nicholson 1954; Royama 1992; Berryman  1999; Turchin 
2003; Gotelli 2008; Vandermeer and Goldberg 2013; Isaev et al. 2017). Much of the 
conceptual basis of our current understanding of how (self-regulated) populations 
behave is rooted in the simple equation: 

Nt = N0e
Rt (5.1) 

where t is a discrete number of generations and Nt is the population abundance t 
generations from an arbitrary starting point (t = 0). Following this logic, N0 is the 
“starting” abundance at time zero. In the final term, eRt , e is Euler’s number (~2.178) 
and Rt is defined as the per capita population growth rate, measured as the number 
of individuals in the next generation for each individual in the current generation. 
The relationship between N and R is at the core of why such an apparently simple 
model can produce a wide range of ecologically plausible dynamics with minimal 
modification to its parameters. Both terms carry the subscript t which means that 
they vary in time, and as it turns out, they also vary as a function of one another. For 
N this relationship is transparent: abundance is clearly a function of the growth rate 
of populations (Eq. 5.1; left [blue] arrow in Fig. 5.1). Interestingly (and crucially for 
the dynamics of populations), R is also a function of N (Fig. 5.1). In other words, the 
per capita growth rate (individuals per individual per unit time) is dependent on the 
number (or density) of individuals in that population. This feedback between density 
and growth rate is at the very core of our understanding of population dynamics. 
Special cases within this feedback system produce outbreak dynamics in a subset of 
forest insects.

Why does R vary with population density? One major reason is simply compe-
tition for resources. When populations have few individuals, resources (i.e. food,
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Fig. 5.1 Conceptual diagram showing feedback between population abundance (N) and per capita 
population growth rate (R). The simulated time series on the bottom left depicts population fluc-
tuation under simple density dependence with the inclusion of a stochastic component (ε) that  
approximates the exogenous (e.g. climate or other abiotic effects, impact of generalist predators) 
contribution to interannual fluctuations in abundance. The graph in the bottom right shows negative 
density dependence while accommodating the potential for time-delayed feedbacks (lags) via the 
equation Rt = F(Nt, Nt-1,…,Nt-x) + ε

oviposition sites, nutrients, etc.) are abundant. Thus, each individual is more likely 
to contribute maximally to population growth, either via increased birth rates, reduced 
death rates or both. At the other extreme, when N is high, resources become limiting 
and the average contribution of each individual to the next generation is reduced. 
Population regulation via competition for resources is dubbed “bottom-up” because 
the resource pool (often plants, as in the case of herbivorous insects) is usually 
depicted as below the consumer pool in visualizations of trophic (food) pyramids, 
webs or chains. There can also be “top-down” pressure from natural enemies (i.e. 
predators, parasitoids or pathogens) that sit “above” the consumer pool and respond 
to and sometimes suppress prey density. Bottom-up effects can also occur via the 
induction of plant defenses that limit resource quality or availability of plant tissues 
to herbivores. These defenses make plants more challenging or less profitable to eat. 
Top-down control by natural enemies as well as bottom-up control via inducible 
defenses can introduce a time lag (i.e. as predator populations respond to changes in 
prey density or as plants respond to herbivore attack). Such time lags turn out to be
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very important as they can result in predictable, cyclical fluctuations in abundance, 
which will be discussed in more detail below. 

In many populations, the relationship between N and R is roughly linear and 
negative (Fig. 5.1, bottom right). In such cases it is referred to as simple density 
dependence. There are a few important things to recognize about the simple density 
dependent relationship, some of which require that we define a few new terms. First, 
note that Rt can be either positive, negative or zero (Fig. 5.1). It is intuitive that at 
high density, population growth becomes negative. Otherwise, populations would 
tend to grow forever and become infinitely abundant. Population growth rate must 
likewise be positive at low or intermediate density—species for which this is not the 
case would have gone extinct long ago. Where the density dependent line crosses 
the R = 0 line (dashed line in Fig. 5.1, right) is a stable equilibrium point; in the 
case of simple density dependence, this point has a special name: the equilibrium 
abundance, or K. The word “stable” when applied to an equilibrium point is another 
way of saying it is an attractor. An attractor in this context is an abundance toward 
which populations tend, as the term suggests. Looking again at Fig. 5.1, this is easy 
to visualize—when density is below K (N < K), R is positive and populations grow; 
when N > K, R is negative and populations shrink. In the absence of any stochastic 
variation, populations exactly at K (N = K) would neither grow nor shrink, though 
this rarely if ever occurs in nature over successive generations. In fact, anywhere the 
R function crosses the R = 0 line is an equilibrium point. 

With simple (negative) density dependence, there is one additional parameter that 
emerges from the R function. Despite the potential to be confusing, this parameter 
uses the same letter as the per capita population growth rate, but in the lowercase: r. 
“Little r,” as it is sometimes called, is the intrinsic growth rate of the population. 
Little r can be thought of as the maximum per capita growth rate when that growth 
rate is unaffected by any of the limitations imposed by density. In other words, r is 
the value of R for the special case when N = 0 (never mind that populations with 
zero individuals are technically extinct). Thus, r can be easily read as the Y intercept 
of the R by N function. 

Figure 5.2 shows some of the possible relationships between r and K. Many of 
these concepts will have relevance in subsequent sections and so are worth examining 
here. In all cases, there are three primary aspects we are concerned with the: (1) 
intrinsic growth rate (r); (2) equilibrium abundance (K) of the population; and (3) 
the strength of the density dependent relationship, which can be understood as the 
slope of the line, and calculated as—r / K. In Fig.  5.2a, halving r from 3.0 to 1.5 while 
keeping the slope constant has the effect of shifting K to the left, from 100 to 50. 
In Fig. 5.2b, similar changes in r while holding K constant results in a significantly 
shallower slope (weaker density dependence). Finally, changing K from 100 to 50 
while maintaining r at 3.0 leads to a doubling of the slope and the strength of density 
dependence (Fig. 5.2c). Of course, there are many examples where r and K are not 
tightly coupled, but it is useful to understand how each parameter influences model 
predictions independently.
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Fig. 5.2 Three graphical examples depicting the relationship between the per capita population 
growth rate (R) and population abundance (N) under simple (negative) density dependence using 

the Ricker model: Nt+1 = Nt e 
r
(
1− Nt K

)
. In subfigure a, shifting from K1 to K2 while preserving 

the slope, or “strength,” of the density dependent relationship has the consequence of reducing the 
intrinsic growth rate (r). In b and c, changes in either r or K while preserving the other results in 
changes in the density dependent slope, with consequences for population behavior or volatility 

5.2 Drivers of Population Volatility 

How do the models discussed above help us to understand or predict how real popu-
lations behave? In large part, the population dynamics of forest insects (and other 
organisms) can be understood with three relatively simple modifications of the param-
eters of Eq. 5.1 or to the nature or shape of endogenous feedback that defines the 
relationship between N and R. Together, the inclusion of (1) variation in intrinsic 
growth rates; (2) time-lagged endogenous feedbacks (between N and R); and (3) 
scramble competition (intraspecific competition defined by all-or-nothing survival
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or reproduction leading to decelerating non-linearity in the R ~ N function) can 
produce dynamics that approximate those seen in forest insects. 

5.2.1 Variation in the Intrinsic Growth Rate of Populations 

Up to this point, we have dealt only with simple (i.e. linear) negative density depen-
dence, which is a useful starting place but is not always a good match with natural 
populations (Turchin 2003). By changing the strength of density dependence (the 
slope of the density line, as in Fig. 5.2) we can produce a range of dynamics 
that approximates the range of dynamics seen in nature (May, 1976). Specifically, 
increasing the intrinsic growth rate (which as we saw, increases the steepness of 
the negative density dependent function) moves the dynamic feedback system in 
the direction of more volatile, complex dynamics. This shift is important from a 
management perspective, as increases in volatility/complexity inevitably result in 
lower predictability of populations (Berryman 1987). 

Here we will use the mathematical formalizations of density dependent population 
growth known as the “Ricker model,” originally developed for predicting fisheries 
stock (Ricker 1954): 

Nt+1 = Nte 
r
(
1− Nt K

)
(5.2) 

where Nt+1 is the abundance in the next timestep, Nt is the current abundance, K 
is the equilibrium abundance (or carrying capacity) and r is the intrinsic growth rate 
of the population. Any model (such as this one) that considers changes in population 
abundance at regular time intervals (i.e. t, t + 1) is referred to as a discrete time model. 
The interval is arbitrary but usually takes a value with some biological meaning for the 
population in question, often one year for insects that reproduce annually. Semivoltine 
(those that take 2 years to develop) or multivoltine species (those with multiple 
generations per year) can be tracked annually or by using a longer or shorter time 
step as appropriate. The only requirement is that the tracking interval itself does not 
change over time. Most discrete time models have continuous time equivalents that 
employ calculus to model population abundance effectively “continuously,” which is 
to say over infinitesimally small timesteps. Discrete time models are typically roughly 
(or precisely) equivalent to their continuous time counterparts, and for simplicity, 
this chapter presents only discrete time models. 

Figure 5.3 shows five distinct outcomes that arise simply as a consequence of 
varying r, ranging from simple convergence (to the equilibrium abundance, or K) 
through damped oscillations, simple and complex cycles, to chaos. In this context, 
simple cycles refer to the situation where populations cycle between two abundances, 
one on each side of K, while in complex cycles there are four or more abundance 
values (for example, two high and two low) that repeat for as long as the models are 
run. The most volatile fluctuations are characterized as chaotic dynamics. All the
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models discussed are entirely deterministic with no stochastic, or random, elements. 
Here chaos does not refer to randomness. Rather, it refers to the fact that fluctuations 
in abundance are highly dependent on initial conditions where even slight differences 
(i.e. of a few individuals) predict vastly different abundances even a few time steps 
in the future. Thus, for chaotic systems accurate forecasting is nearly impossible 
(Hastings 1993). 

Although intrinsic growth rates are of clear importance to population dynamics 
and species with higher intrinsic r values have a greater propensity toward rapid and 
dramatic changes in abundance, there is little support for the idea that population 
cycles are mainly a product of high r. To generate population cycles other mechanisms 
are needed—in particular, trophic dynamics.

Fig. 5.3 Depiction of five distinct model behaviors (left) ranging from low to high volatility (or 

high to low predictability) using the Ricker model: Nt+1 = Nt e 
r
(
1− Nt K

)
. Corresponding density 

dependent relationships are shown in the rightmost subfigure. Note that the only difference among 
the models is the value of little r (which drives the strength of density dependence [negative slope] 
at constant K, as in Fig. 5.2). Delayed feedbacks and scramble competition are likewise major 
contributors to population volatility—see text 
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5.2.2 Lagged Endogenous Feedbacks 

Feedbacks between N and R are termed “endogenous” because not only does the 
per capita population growth rate (R) largely drive population abundance (N) in the  
next generation (an obvious and intuitive statement), but N also strongly influences 
R (Royama 1992). This feedback is the defining feature of endogenous population 
dynamics. The effects of population abundance on birth and death rates are not 
always instantaneous, particularly when the ecological mechanisms that drive such 
feedbacks involve additional species or trophic levels (Hunter and Price 1998). For 
example, some natural enemy populations (especially enemies that are relatively 
specialized on the focal prey species) respond to the high abundance of prey with 
increasing abundance (thereby reducing R for the prey). Changes in predator density 
in response to prey availability (referred to as a numerical response) are typically 
characterized by a delay, both in the initiation of population growth and decline as a 
consequence of prey surplus and scarcity, respectively. Predators may also respond 
functionally whereby the rate of prey consumption per predator individual (but 
not necessarily predator abundance) changes in response to changes in prey abun-
dance. This can happen via prey switching or changes in handling efficiency and also 
involves a delayed, or lagged, response. Bottom-up effects can be lagged too, such 
as in the case of plant inducible defenses that take time to produce and accumulate. 
This delay can be generalized by the inclusion of a lagged term as follows: 

R = F(Nt−x ) + ε (5.3) 

where R is a function of density (as before), but now the abundance that matters 
is not the present abundance, but rather the abundance x time steps (or generations) 
ago. In principle, lags can take any integer value, but in practice, lags of more than 
2–3 timesteps in the past seem to be rare in nature (Turchin and Taylor 1992; Hunter 
and Price 1998). Lags in dynamic feedbacks have the consequence of elevating 
population volatility and can cause populations to cycle. Indeed, delayed impacts 
of specialist natural enemies and plant defenses have been regularly implicated as 
drivers of population cycles in forest insects, especially among defoliators (Liebhold 
and Kamata 2000). The increasingly volatile dynamics with increasing r values 
seen in Fig. 5.3 can result in simple or even complex cycles. However, these “first-
order” cycles (those that derive from instantaneous feedbacks) have a period (distance 
between abundance peaks) that is too short to accurately describe oscillations in 
observed abundance in natural populations, which typically occur on the order of 
8–12 years (Liebhold and Kamata 2000). In contrast, second-order feedbacks (those 
deriving from time delays in the relationship between N and R) can easily produce 
cyclical dynamics of much longer, biologically realistic time scales.
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5.2.3 Scramble Competition 

To this point, we have assumed for the sake of simplicity that the relationship between 
R and N is linear. This need not be the case. Intraspecific competition for resources 
is an important form of endogenous population regulation that can be modeled 
effectively under some conditions using the simple, first-order (non-lagged) models 
presented above. The linear R by N function assumes that organisms begin to compete 
even when densities are very low and that the effect of incremental increases in density 
are the same at high densities as they were at low. Neither assumption is unreasonable 
as a generality, but we know that linear density dependence is not universal. Instead, 
some populations display scramble competition (Royama 1992; Brännström and 
Sumpter 2005). Scramble competition refers to the phenomenon where at low to inter-
mediate population densities, available food resources are sufficient for all individ-
uals and should thus correspond to a weakly negative density dependent slope at low 
abundance values. At high densities, food quickly becomes insufficient for all indi-
viduals simultaneously and reduces individual survival and fecundity dramatically. 
This differs from contest competition where the strongest competitors, or those first to 
arrive and start feeding, gain sufficient resources while weaker or later-arriving indi-
viduals suffer. Scramble competition was famously described by Nicholson (1954) 
during his studies of sheep blowflies (Lucilia cuprina). Nicholson found stable popu-
lation cycles when food (sheep brains) was supplied at a constant rate. He determined 
that blowflies had ample food resources and exhibited high survival and reproduc-
tion for a broad range of abundances from near 0 to near K. However, as densities 
approached and exceeded K, suddenly very few of the fly larvae had adequate food 
to complete development and therefore many died and few eggs were produced for 
the next generation. In short, high density populations tended to drop precipitously in 
abundance, or crash. This resulted in R vs. N being strongly decelerating in the region 
of K. Equation 5.4 allows for scramble competition of variable strength. Figure 5.4 
uses this equation to show effects of varying the strength of nonlinearity in R vs. N.

Nt+1 = Nte 
r

(
1−

(
Nt 
K

)b
)

(5.4) 

When b = 1, the equation is equivalent to the Ricker model. As b increases, the 
R by N function becomes increasingly non-linear (Fig. 5.4a), and with increasingly 
nonlinear feedbacks comes greater population volatility (Fig. 5.4b).
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Fig. 5.4 Examples of nonlinear negative density dependence capturing the phenomenon of 
scramble competition (Nicholson 1954; May and McLean 2007). Both the density dependent rela-
tionship (between R and N) (a) and the resulting time series (b) were modeled using Eq. 5.4 

Nt+1 = Nt e 
r

(
1−

(
Nt 
K

)b)

, and the following parameters (r = 1, K = 150, N1 = 1, and either b = 
1 [black], b = 2 [red], or b = 3 [blue lines]). Higher values of b correspond to stronger scramble 
competition (steeper nonlinearities in the R ~ N function in [a])

5.3 Broad Patterns and Real-World Examples 

5.3.1 Cyclical Dynamics 

Many populations from diverse animal groups display cyclical tendencies, including 
some small mammals and many forest insects. Often this phenomenon has been 
attributed to predator–prey dynamics, as with lynx and hare in the Arctic (Stenseth 
et al. 1999, but see Bryant et al. 1983; Elton and Nicholson 2007), moose on Isle 
Royale (Post et al. 2002), and lemmings in Scandinavia (Stenseth 1999; Forch-
hammer et al. 2008). Delayed density dependence arising from top-down pressure 
from specialist (and sometimes generalist) natural enemies at least partly explains 
this phenomenon for many forest insects. 

Among forest insects, cyclical or outbreak dynamics are disproportionately 
common among defoliators, especially the Lepidoptera (moths and butterflies), 
though sawflies and some aphids/adelgids also exhibit similar densities and period-
icities (Liebhold and Kamata 2000). Native lepidopterans such as the larch budmoth 
(Zeiraphera diniana), the autumnal moth (Epirrita autumnata), the winter moth 
(Operophtera brumata) in Europe, the eastern spruce budworm (Choristoneura 
fumiferana) and forest tent caterpillar (Malacosoma disstria) in North America have 
been extensively studied for their cyclic dynamics and their propensity to cause 
widespread defoliation during outbreak years (Varley et al. 1974; Ginzburg and 
Taneyhill 1994; Myers and Cory 2013; Pureswaran et al. 2016). Exotic species such 
as the spongy moth (Lymantria dispar) or the winter moth in North America (where
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both have been introduced) have also received considerable attention from popu-
lation ecologists (Liebhold and Kamata 2000; Roland 2007). At least for spongy 
moth, cyclical outbreaks are evident across certain years (i.e. 1943–1965 and ca. 
1978–1996) interspersed with periods of non-cyclical dynamics (Allstadt et al. 2013). 

It is important to recognize that population cycles, by virtue of their theoret-
ical interest and practical importance, are likely more ubiquitous in the popula-
tion dynamics literature than they are in nature. It is only a minority of leaf-eating 
insects that reach sufficient densities to completely defoliate trees, but nearly half 
(5 of 11, or ~ 45%) of the foliage-feeding forest insects included in a recent anal-
ysis displayed cyclical dynamics (Kendall et al. 1998; Liebhold and Kamata 2000). 
Cyclical dynamics are especially prevalent in Lepidopteran folivores. The proportion 
of tree-eating pests with cyclical dynamics dropped to 17% when all feeding guilds 
were considered (Kendall et al. 1998). Many well studied examples of cyclicity 
in population dynamics (including the autumnal moth, larch budmoth, and spruce 
budworm) are cyclical in the northern (poleward) part of their range in the Northern 
Hemisphere, but not in the southern parts (Ruohomäki et al. 2000). Likewise, histor-
ical patterns can be disrupted by changes in climate, host tree abundance or human 
activities or interventions. In fact, the larch budmoth cycles in parts of the insect’s 
range (specifically the Tatra Mountains in southern Poland) ceased in 1981, despite 
tree ring records showing regular outbreaks every 8, 9 or 10 years over the last 12 
centuries—a phenomenon that appears to reflect a phase shift driven by increasing 
temperatures (Iyengar et al. 2016). Understanding the context dependency of cyclicity 
and the relationship between cyclical dynamics and specific life history traits remains 
a central challenge for forest entomologists and population ecologists alike. 

5.3.2 The Larch Budmoth in the European Alps 

The larch budmoth (Zeiraphera diniana) (hereafter LBM) exhibits highly regular 
cycles of 8–10 years in the Swiss Alps (Fig. 5.5) and has been the subject of sustained 
study. Swiss researchers kept meticulous records over decades (Baltensweiler et al. 
1977; Baltensweiler and Fischlin 1988), not only on caterpillar population densities, 
but also on tree responses to defoliation, as well as parasitism by a suite of over 
100 species of parasitoids. Initial hypotheses emphasized parasitoids (especially 
the suite of eulophid and ichneumon wasps) and infection by a granulosis virus 
as a mechanism for observed population cycles, but later analyses indicated that 
fluctuations in parasitism or infection rates were more likely a consequence than 
a cause of moth density fluctuations (Baltensweiler and Fischlin 1988). Now, it 
appears that the cycles arise from density-dependent feedbacks involving both host 
plant quality and parasitoids.
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Fig. 5.5 Population 
fluctuations in larch budmoth 
densities, measured as the 
number of caterpillars per 
kilogram of larch branch, 
from 1951–1992. Data are 
based on Baltensweiler and 
Fischlin (1988) as reported 
and analyzed by Turchin 
(2003) 

Box 5.1 When K is high. Case study Sirex noctilio in Southern 
Hemisphere pulp stands and of EAB on native ash in North America 
and Europe 
The word “outbreak” has a specific meaning to population ecologists and to 
many forest entomologists, particularly those working with species exhibiting 
cyclical or chaotic dynamics (e.g. some bark beetles and defoliators). However, 
there is some ambiguity in the application of this term. There are many exam-
ples of forest insects that are apparently benign (or even difficult or impos-
sible to find) in their native range that have become major pests when intro-
duced into non-native managed or unmanaged landscapes. However, unlike 
SPB where high volatility complicates management, exotic pest populations 
are often relatively stable across years. Such stability simplifies management 
decisions, though stable populations may still cause considerable damage. 

While it is tempting to see large numbers of insects and call it an outbreak, 
high population densities in pest insects may often be a predictable conse-
quence of an abundance of susceptible host material (Örlander et al. 1997; 
Stenberg et al. 2010; Wainhouse et al. 2014; Krivak-Tetley et al. 2021). When 
coupled with a loss of natural enemies (as is the case with many introduced 
species), populations with large resource bases can become enormous, often 
as a predictable consequence of planting of susceptible species or genotypes 
under conditions that favor forest insect growth and survival (i.e. low diver-
sity, high density hosts historically selected for growth and yield, often at the 
expense of defense). Discerning the effects of increased K stemming from 
massive increases in habitat or food availability from fluctuations in abun-
dance arising from high r, lagged dynamics, or scramble competition (which 
can lead to outbreak dynamics; see “Drivers of population volatility” section
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above) can be critical to predicting population responsiveness to management, 
including biological control. 

For insects that specifically utilize stressed or dying trees as part of their 
life history, elevated K at a plantation or landscape scale is often a direct 
consequence of planting practices. For example, in the Southern Hemisphere, 
North American pines are widely planted, often with extremely high initial 
planting densities of up to 1,600 stems per hectare. A few years after canopy 
closure, these trees begin to compete for light and below-ground resources 
and many experience elevated levels of stress. In the absence of S. noctilio, 
most trees are able to survive long enough to be harvested and processed. 
However, once S. noctilio is established (as has happened almost everywhere 
in the Southern Hemisphere where pine is grown commercially) wasp popula-
tions can increase dramatically in high-density pulp stands that contain many 
trees that are susceptible to wasp attack. Further, because compartments are 
continually being planted at the same densities, new compartments are regu-
larly becoming stressed and vulnerable to attack. Thus, even as trees are killed, 
there is no negative feedback to bring populations down. Under a competing, 
more complex model, there may be an escape threshold, as with SPB, above 
which S. noctilio can attack and kill larger, healthier trees (Slippers et al. 2014). 
In the eastern US, where S. noctilio was discovered in 2005, populations grew 
quickly as wasps effectively attacked overstocked stands of Scots pine (Ayres 
et al. 2014). Now that this resource has been largely depleted, wasps have 
become rare and hard to find (Krivak-Tetley et al. 2021), though suppressive 
effects of native natural enemies and/or competitors may also play a role. 
Likewise, in Southern Hemisphere timber stands that are regularly thinned 
to reduce tree competition, wasps are rarely problematic. Similar effects of 
elevated carrying capacity on the dynamics of populations are evident across 
numerous managed forest landscapes (Örlander et al. 1997; Stenberg et al. 
2010; Wainhouse et al. 2014). 

Similar to S. noctilio’s rise and fall in the eastern US, which appears to have 
tracked the abundance of overstocked pine, other invasive pests also show 
characteristic boom and bust dynamics that largely track resource availability. 
Emerald ash borer (EAB) was first detected in North America in Michigan in 
2002 (Herms and McCullough 2014). Despite massive quarantine efforts, this 
insect has now spread to at least 35 states (as of 2021) and has been estimated 
to have killed over 1 billion ash trees (Fraxinus spp.). In this case it appears 
that there is very little natural resistance to EAB in the ash trees that are native 
to North America (Cipollini et al. 2011). Upon arriving in an area, EAB infests 
virtually all available ash trees, except for those with very small stems, which 
do not have sufficient phloem area to support gallery formation. As such, EAB 
populations reach incredibly high densities and then crash once they have killed 
all the available trees. It remains unknown whether populations will persist on 
the few escape trees and on smaller stems as they grow and become available
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to attack or whether EAB will go locally extinct once most of the ash trees are 
killed. To a large extent, the fate of ash on the continent depends on the long-
term, endemic equilibria that establish in the aftermath of invasive spread and 
may also be influenced by the suite of native and introduced natural enemies 
that have established. Such is the case with many invasive insects for which 
high abundance post-arrival is more reflective of transient dynamics, namely 
a “feeding frenzy” on highly susceptible trees or genotypes on the way to a 
lower, stable, long-term equilibrium. 

In the LBM system, host plant quality appears to change as a function 
of previous caterpillar density, making it a delayed feedback. Larch trees 
are deciduous conifers. Trees defoliated in a given year produce leaves in 
subsequent years that are shorter, less digestible, and contain less protein. 
Larch foliage becomes less nutritious for LBM populations for 1–4 years 
post-defoliation. This has consequences for larval survival and adult fecun-
dity, which determine R in the years after defoliation. This feedback is crucial 
to the moth’s ecology as it introduces 2nd-order (lagged) dynamics that can 
largely explain population oscillations. In this case, the length of lag asso-
ciated with each feedback mechanism was also important to the dynamical 
behavior of LBM; induced effects on food quality persist for up to four years, 
while parasitism rates principally lag LBM densities by two years. 

Interestingly, despite being a classic example of regular outbreak cycles, 
LBM population behavior abruptly and inexplicably changed around the 1980’s 
such that these outbreak cycles have disappeared in recent years. Modeling 
efforts using population estimates from the past 1,200 years (Esper et al. 2007) 
clearly shows how outbreak epicenters regularly shift up and downslope in 
response to changes in temperature (Johnson et al. 2010). Recent warming 
has shifted optimal conditions for LBM population growth to the very edge 
of the range of host trees, dampening abundance fluctuations and disrupting 
ecological interactions (i.e. with natural enemies and competitors). In fact, this 
is among the strongest known examples of a climate change-driven collapse in 
population behavior (Esper et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2010). 

5.3.3 Tree-Killing Bark Beetles 

Numerous species of tree-killing bark beetles also display outbreak dynamics, but the 
mechanisms appear to be different than for cyclical lepidoptera (Kausrud et al. 2011; 
Koricheva et al. 2012; Weed et al. 2015). The southern pine beetle (Dendroctonus 
frontalis; herein SPB) is a classic example of an insect that exhibits wide fluctuations 
in abundance (Fig. 5.6a). SPB is particularly useful to explore since many aspects 
of the biology and ecology of this insect have been studied in great detail, in large
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part because it is a major pest of highly productive pine forests in the southeastern 
United States (Coulson and Klepzig 2011). In fact, there are numerous species of 
bark beetles (Subfamily Scolytinae, within the weevil family, Curculionidae) that are 
important in different regions throughout the world, though the outbreak species are 
a small minority of the total scolytine fauna (see Chapters 10 and 11). We note that 
our perception of “importance,” whether ecological or economic, is strongly linked 
with the propensity of a species to outbreak. Insects with populations that increase 
to outbreak status are particularly relevant to management since their impacts are 
often very difficult to predict in both space and time and can be locally or regionally 
devastating to a resource. Figure 5.6a shows the abundance of SPB infestations from 
1958 to 2015. Though this behavior is not unique among the bark beetles, SPB is 
famous for its ability to rapidly aggregate on pine trees in huge numbers, which 
allows them to exhaust resin defenses and kill healthy, vigorously growing trees. 

Fig. 5.6 The Southern pine beetle is one of the most damaging forest pests in the world. This is 
due in large part to its potential for outbreak where huge numbers of beetles mass-attack other-
wise healthy trees, overcoming resin defenses and killing them, typically within a few weeks. 
Subfigures depict interannual fluctuations in the abundance of SPB “spots” (aggregations of beetle-
killed trees) in Texas from 1958–2016 (a); an SPB adult (actual length = 2–4 mm; b); “pitch 
tubes,” or resin defenses produced by trees in response to attack (c); aerial photo of an active SPB 
spot (d); widespread SPB damage that can result when outbreaks are left unmanaged (e). Photo 
credits (courtesy of forestry-images.com): (5.6b) UGA0013093: USDA Forest Service, USDA 
Forest Service, Bugwood.org; (5.6c) UGA1929027: Tim Tigner, Virginia Department of Forestry, 
Bugwood.org; (5.6d) UGA1510001: USDA Forest Service - Region 8 - Southern, USDA Forest 
Service, Bugwood.org; (5.6e) UGA0007064: Richard Spriggs, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
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Local outbreaks of SPB can be observed from the air due to the characteristic 
formation of beetle “spots,” which are local aggregations of tens to hundreds of dead 
or dying pine trees that appear red against a sea of green trees/needles (Billings and 
Ward 1984). Why is it that in some forests in some years there are thousands of 
SPB spots, while in most forests in most years there are zero? It appears that the 
answer lies in some interesting population dynamical behavior whereby SPB popu-
lations can be regulated around two different equilibria and switch between them at 
unpredictable intervals (Martinson et al. 2012). More specifically, populations can 
be regulated at low, “endemic” levels where instead of attacking and killing healthy 
trees, they utilize primarily lightning-struck or other stressed trees that are at low 
density on the landscape. Eventually, via chance exogenous effects they exceed a 
numerical escape threshold (an unstable equilibrium) beyond which their determin-
istic tendency is to increase to an upper “epidemic” equilibrium. Figure 5.7a depicts 
this alternative stable states model as it is understood for SPB (Martinson et al. 
2012; Weed et al. 2017). The graphical model represents the two stable equilibria 
as solid black dots and the single unstable equilibrium as an open circle (Fig. 5.7a). 
Below the escape threshold, populations tend to remain near the lower, endemic 
equilibrium, while above it, populations tend to “escape” the lower attractor and 
rise to epidemic equilibrium. The action of these two attractors results in a bi-modal 
distribution in abundance whereby low and high densities are more common than 
intermediate densities, which are transitional and rare (Fig. 5.7b).

This dynamical behavior is satisfying as it approximates observed abundance 
distributions. But what forces create these two equilibria and what accounts for 
the switches between them? The first question is equivalent to asking what drives 
negative density dependence at lower and then again at higher abundance values. In 
the case of SPB, it appears that the lower equilibrium is generated by predation by 
the clerid beetle, Thanasimus dubius, and competition from other bark beetle species 
(Martinson et al. 2012). The region of positive feedback (corresponding to a positive 
slope in R vs. N) generates an unstable equilibrium. The equilibrium is referred to 
as unstable since rather than acting as an attractor in itself, populations below this 
density tend to be drawn toward the lower attractor and above it to the higher attractor. 
This abundance value can also be thought of as an “escape threshold.” Above this 
value there is a range of abundances for which SPB reproductive success continues 
to improve as there are more and more individuals available to join in mass attacks of 
their host trees. Switches between alternative stable states require that there also be 
important exogenous (density-independent) effects on abundance. In the case of SPB, 
this could come, for example, from changes in the abundance of a bluestain fungus 
(Ophiostoma minus), which is a powerful antagonist of SPB and whose abundance 
within trees seems largely independent of SPB abundance (Hofstetter et al. 2006; 
Weed et al. 2017).
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Fig. 5.7 Hypothesized dual equilibrium or “alternate attractors” model proposed for the Southern 
pine beetle in Martinson et al. (2012). Subfigure (a) shows the r by N function where two stable 
equilibria (solid points) represent attractors and predict two distinct abundances around which 
populations are predicted to fluctuate. An unstable equilibrium (open circle) exists between them 
and acts as a repellor. A frequency histogram (b) reveals two distinct peaks in expected abundances 
which correspond conceptually to observed beetle population behavior which tend to fluctuate 
between either low (endemic) or high (epidemic) abundances

5.3.4 Insect Population Dynamics in Managed Systems 

In an increasingly globalized world where (a) high-density and high-yield produc-
tion systems using a handful of tree species are relied upon to meet growing local, 
regional and global demand for fiber and fuel; (b) non-native pest insects are accu-
mulating in natural and plantation forests; and (c) climate is changing, leading to 
shifting geographic ranges and altered dynamics, it is highly likely that managing
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damaging insects (and pathogens) will be of increasing importance in years to come. 
While outcomes of b and c above are generally difficult to predict, shifts toward 
monoculture plantations yield general predictions for short- and long-term impacts 
on insect populations. Perhaps most salient is the fact that conversion of ecosystems 
into monospecific production forests tends to increase the K for potential pests of the 
tree species that is being propagated (Box 5.1). If the K for an insect species exceeds 
economic damage thresholds (one definition of a pest species), then there may be need 
for active suppression. Since the natural tendency of populations is to grow toward 
K when populations are below it, it should be expected that control efforts will need 
to be sustained indefinitely. At the same time, homogenization of plant species and 
landscapes in such highly managed forests also tends to decrease K for pollinators, 
endangered species, generalist natural enemies and other elements of biodiversity. 
This could lead to an elevated extinction risk, especially where populations exhibit 
a tendency toward extinction when abundance falls below a minimum threshold. 
The existence of this extinction threshold, or more specifically the behavior of small 
populations to tend toward zero, is called an “Allee” effect. 

Allee effects refer to the tendency of some populations to exhibit a positive corre-
lation between abundance (N) and per capita growth rates at low population densities 
(Allee 1932). This region of positive density dependence (where the slope is posi-
tive in the R ~ N function; Fig. 5.8) can arise via a suite of ecological mechanisms 
including cooperative behavior (e.g. herd vigilance, co-operative hunting, or mass 
attack on host trees), mate finding, or escape from the negative effects of inbreeding, 
all of which are particularly relevant when populations are small (Liebhold and Tobin 
2008). In each case, higher population densities lead to increased per capita contri-
butions to the next generation. In the case of insects, aposematically colored indi-
viduals (brightly or conspicuously marked) experience lower predation rates when 
there are enough individuals for predators to effectively learn the warning signal 
(Sword 1999). Mate finding can likewise be important and may in part explain the 
over-representation of parthenogenetic, female-only species or races among inva-
sive populations (Kanarek et al. 2015) which very often experience small population 
sizes at the time of introduction, or shortly thereafter. In fact, the successful “Slow 
the Spread” program targeting the spongy moth specifically takes advantage of Allee 
effects, exploiting the difficulty of individuals to locate mates in small, satellite popu-
lations along the advancing front of the regional infestation. Intensive pheromone 
trap monitoring in these areas can detect incipient populations; aerial or ground-
based spraying can then be used to reduce population size to near or below the Allee 
threshold (open circle; Fig. 5.8), below which the natural tendency of each local 
population is to go extinct (Liebhold and Tobin 2008, 2010).

In addition to changes in the equilibrium abundance, population behavior is 
predicted to respond to changes in habitat or community. For example, decreases in 
the abundance of generalist natural enemies can sometimes promote pest problems, 
not simply via the loss of their suppressive effects, but by altering the feedback system 
to produce population cycles. Decreases in immediate negative feedbacks (from 
generalist enemies) could increase the relative importance of delayed negative feed-
back (from specialist enemies), which may cause increased population volatility and
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Fig. 5.8 Density dependent 
population growth function 
showing a region of positive 
density dependence at low 
density, or an Allee effect. 
The lower, unstable 
equilibrium (open circle) 
represents the Allee, or 
extinction threshold. 
Populations below this 
threshold trend toward zero 
abundance. Populations 
exceeding the Allee 
threshold are regulated in 
this case by simple 
(negative) density 
dependence at the carrying 
capacity (K; solid circle)

could induce cyclical or outbreak dynamics (Ruohomäki et al. 2000; Klemola et al. 
2009). Interestingly, the intentional addition of specialist natural enemies for biolog-
ical control could, in principle, have similar effects, increasing population volatility. 
Clear empirical examples or experimental demonstrations of this phenomenon are 
lacking, however (Myers 2018). 

Finally, there is an unusually strong argument for considering active suppres-
sion when pest populations have alternative stable states (low abundance and high 
abundance separated by an unstable equilibrium) such as explained above for SPB. 
In this case, monitoring of abundance coupled with occasional suppression when 
populations first approach the escape threshold can hold potential pests at endemic 
levels (where they are regulated by natural forces) for sustained periods of time 
(Billings 2011). In contrast, active suppression of populations with naturally cyclical 
dynamics can theoretically have the undesirable effect of prolonging the outbreak 
phase by interrupting natural processes (i.e. top-down pressure from natural enemies) 
that would have led to declines without human intervention. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Forest insects represent some of the most well-studied organisms in the field of 
population ecology, due at least in part to their economic and ecological impor-
tance and amenability to monitoring and/or historical reconstruction of abundance. 
The availability of time series spanning decades or even millennia, together with 
comprehensive mechanistic studies particularly in outbreaking lepidopteran species, 
form a strong basis for forecasting from which key principles have been derived 
and tested. In this chapter we have reviewed some of the basic models of simple
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density dependent regulation, expanding on these ideas to include greater ecological 
complexity by incorporating lagged and nonlinear feedbacks. We demonstrate how to 
conceptualize and integrate stochastic variation into these models and discuss a suite 
of plausible model behaviors that approximate real-world fluctuations in abundance. 
Through case studies and examples, we explore the dominant ecological drivers of 
population dynamics in forest insects including interactions with host plants and espe-
cially specialist natural enemies that largely drive cyclical dynamics in many forest 
lepidopteran species. We consider multiple equilibria models or “alternative state” 
models that effectively approximate Southern pine beetle dynamics, and explore the 
role and functional form of positive density dependence when populations are small 
(Allee effects). Finally, we consider how population regulation can be conceptualized 
in highly managed systems such as high-yield, high-density monoculture plantation 
settings as well as in “naïve” ecosystems, where insects and trees interact under 
novel conditions with little co-evolutionary history, most often as a consequence of 
biological invasion. While this overview reflects many of the basic tenets of a field 
that has matured considerably, accurate forecasting of insects across time and space 
still represents a major challenge for forest managers and population ecologists alike, 
especially given complex, variable and changing environments. 
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Chapter 6 
Forest Insect–Natural Enemy 
Interactions 

Jean-Claude Grégoire and Juli R. Gould 

6.1 Introduction 

As illustrated in several other chapters of this book, “forest insects”, including those 
linked to woody plants growing outside the forest environment stricto sensu (cities, 
field margins, hedgerows, river banks, roads, railway tracks, etc.), play various 
ecological and economic roles (pests, biocontrol agents, pollinators, recyclers of 
nutrients, key components of trophic webs, etc.). Often, the role of natural enemies 
in intricate food webs can be extremely complex and may change according to the 
presence and prevalence of other food web components. For example, the interac-
tions of two prey species occupying the same niche and facing a common predator 
could result in a competitive advantage for one of the two prey species, if it suffers 
less damage from the predator (see Sect. 6.3). 

Although the forest environment provides very specific habitats for natural 
enemies and their prey (see Sect. 6.4), in many respects natural enemies of forest 
insects are not different from species attacking prey or hosts in other habitats. Accord-
ingly, ecological processes and behavioural traits such as specificity, prey/host loca-
tion and exploitation, intra- and interspecific competition, multitrophic interactions, 
coevolutionary dynamics, can be found in any natural enemy in any habitat. Conse-
quently, when relevant examples of these processes in forest natural enemies are 
not available, examples illustrating particular features of the complex relationships 
between insects and their natural enemies will sometimes be drawn from non-forest 
ecosystems.
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6.2 Natural Enemies 

Any organism feeding on another species or group of species during at least one 
developmental stage can be described as a “natural enemy”, a category to which 
predators, parasitoids and pathogens attacking forest insects obviously belong. To 
extend the label more widely, it could be argued that herbivores are natural enemies 
of the plant species they feed upon (see Sect. 6.3. Food webs). The categories: preda-
tors (mostly small mammals, birds, arthropods) and parasitoids (insects), nematodes, 
and pathogens (bacteria, fungi and viruses) are briefly discussed below. For compre-
hensive syntheses regarding natural enemies of insects in general, see Hajek and 
Eilenberg (2018) and Jervis (2012). 

6.2.1 Predators 

Predators kill, and feed on, live prey. Each individual consumes several prey during 
its development. Some species are predatory only at a given life stage. The adults of 
the common green lacewings (Chrysoperla carnea: Neuroptera, Chrysopidae) feed 
on pollen but their larvae consume a wide range of prey (aphids, scale insects, moth 
or butterfly eggs or larvae) (Huang and Enkegaard 2010), as well as extrafloral nectar 
(Limburg and Rosenheim 2001). Conversely, all life stages of the Monotomid beetle, 
Rhizophagus grandis, feed on the immature stages of the bark beetle Dendroctonus 
micans (Grégoire 1988). 

Many predator species are polyphagous (attacking several families) or 
oligophagous (attacking several genera within one family). Small mammals and 
birds are notoriously polyphagous, shifting diet according to circumstances, even 
alternating between predation and herbivory. The white-footed mouse, Peromyscus 
leucopus, an important predator of the spongy moth, Lymantria dispar, is known to 
feed primarily on acorns and to expand its diet to include spongy moth pupae when 
they become locally available (Elkinton et al. 1996). The Clerid beetle, Thanasimus 
formicarius, is a good example of an oligophagous predator. It is restricted to 
Scolytinae but attacks at least 27 species within this this sub-family (Warzée et al. 
2006). Some predators are monophagous (feeding on a few, or even one species 
within one genus). For example, R. grandis is known to attack only one species: 
Dendroctonus micans, but there are only very few such cases (Dohet and Grégoire 
2017). 

A wide variety of organisms exhibit a predatory life style. Wegensteiner et al. 
(2015) listed 218 species recorded as predators of bark- and ambrosia beetles in 
Europe and North America, including 168 insect species belonging to 4 orders and 21 
families, 40 mites and ten woodpecker species. Among the insects, predators belong 
to many families, including the Carabidae, Cleridae, Cucujidae, Histeridae, Mono-
tomidae, Nitidulidae, Staphylinidae, Tenebrionidae, Trogossitidae, and Zopheridae.
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Dipteran predators most commonly belong to the families Asilidae, Dolichopodidae, 
Empididae, and Lonchaeidae. 

A review of forest pest control by vertebrate predators is provided by Buckner 
(1966). Small mammals have been observed to exert strong predatory impacts, in 
particular on ground dwelling life stages (sawfly and moth pre-pupae and pupae). 
Two shrews, Sorex cinereus cinereus and Blarina brevicauda talpoides and a deer 
mouse, Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii are important predators of the European 
pine sawfly, Neodiprion sertifer in Canada (Holling 1959a). Peromyscus leucopus 
is recognised as the major mortality factor regulating low-density populations of the 
Spongy moth in the eastern US (Elkinton and Liebhold 1990; Liebhold et al. 2005). 
Various species of birds exert strong pressure on Lepidoptera (Seifert et al. 2015) and 
scolytine beetles (Karp et al. 2013). Woodpeckers (Picidae) play an important role in 
the population dynamics of the Emerald Ash Borer, Agrilus planipennis (Coleoptera, 
Buprestidae) in North America (Jennings et al. 2016). 

6.2.2 Parasitoids 

Parasitoids differ from true parasites (e.g. flatworms, Tenia spp.) in that they even-
tually kill their hosts at the end of their own development. Even though a host 
may be infested by a developing parasitoid, the hosts survive and can sometimes 
produce progeny before they are killed. There are internal (endo-), and external 
(ecto-) parasitoids. 

Each parasitoid larva consumes one single host during its development, but, in 
gregarious parasitoid species, several parasitoid larvae can share the same host. 
Adults may also exert an impact on their hosts via host-feeding, during which they 
puncture the host cuticle and feed on its haemolymph. As described above for preda-
tors, parasitoids can be monophagous, oligophagous or polyphagous. An example 
of a monophagous parasitoid is Avetianella longoi, an Encyrtid parasitoid of the 
Eucalyptus longhorned borer in California, USA. This parasitoid was successful 
in controlling Phoracantha semipunctata (Paine et al. 1993). But when Phora-
cantha recurva (in the same genus) was introduced into California, A. longoi was 
not effective in attacking or controlling the new pest. 

Parasitoids are generally classified as either idiobiont or koinobiont. The  idio-
bionts attack mostly hidden hosts (e.g. xylophagous larvae feeding on the sapwood 
within trees or branches), which are first paralysed, after which one or several eggs 
are laid on or near (but not within) the host (Fig. 6.1). The koinobionts are generally 
endoparasitoids. The host is often immature and continues to develop, which allows 
the host to grow and provide a larger food supply to the parasitoid larvae. To take 
advantage of the increased resource from a larger host, some parasitoids delay devel-
opment until the host pupates, even if oviposition occurred in the host egg. However, 
the koinobiont strategy also imparts some important constraints. Because the host is 
still active (as opposed to the paralysed hosts of the idiobionts), it has the opportunity 
to defend itself by encapsulating the eggs with melanocytes (see also Sect. 6.5.2).
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Fig. 6.1 Coeloides bostrichorum (Hymenoptera, Braconidae). a. female ovipositing through the 
bark; b. egg (arrow), next to a paralysed Ips typographus larva; c. mature parasitoid larva ready to 
spin a cocoon; the remnants of the host are not visible. Photos: Courtesy of Evelyne Hougardy 

Also, when the host is more active it is susceptible to predation, which would kill 
the parasitoid larvae as well as the host. 

Females of some gregarious species lay several eggs in each host while others 
lay one single, polyembryonic egg which, after many divisions, will produce up to 
several hundred clonal larvae. In some species with polyembryonic eggs there is 
larval caste differentiation: short-lived “soldier” larvae hatching first and roaming 
the host in search of competitors to destroy, and reproductive larvae that hatch later 
and become reproductive adults (Cruz 1981; Giron et al. 2004). Some species are pro-
ovigenic: the females emerge with a complete egg load that will not increase. Others 
are synovigenic and have only a limited set of eggs upon emergence and need to feed 
(e.g. nectar, pollen, host-feeding) in order to develop additional eggs. For example, 
females of Scambus buoliana (Hymenoptera, Ichneumonidae), a parasitoid of the 
European pine shoot moth, Rhyacionia buoliana (Lepidoptera, Tortricidae) must 
host-feed or feed on pollen to increase longevity and fecundity (Leius 1961; 1963). 
Similar results have been reported for hymenopteran parasitoids of bark beetles 
(Mathews and Stephen 1997; Hougardy and Grégoire 2000). When food or hosts are 
scarce, synovigenic parasitoids can resorb their eggs in order to redirect resources to 
other physiological functions and resume oviposition when resources are available 
again. 

Many families of Hymenoptera are primarily or exclusively parasitoids, including 
the Ichneumonidae, Braconidae, Torymidae, Chalcididae, Eurytomidae, Pteromal-
idae, Encyrtidae, Eulophidae, Trichogrammatidae and Aphelinidae. There are also 
parasitoids among the Diptera (e.g. the Bombylidae and the Tachinidae) and the 
Coleoptera (e.g. some Staphylinidae, Bothrideridae, Carabidae and Meloidae). A 
comprehensive review of the biology and ecology of parasitoids is provided by 
Godfray (1994). 

There are multiple forms of parasitism (see Box 6.1).
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BOX 6.1—Forms of parasitism by insect parasitoids 
Primary parasitoids. Species that develop on non-parasitoids. 

Hyperparasitoids. (secondary, tertiary parasitoids). Develop on other para-
sitoids. There may be more than one level of hyperparasitism in a system. 
Some hyperparasitoids oviposit directly in or on a primary parasitoid, others 
oviposit on or in the host, and their larva search for larval primary parasitoid 
hosts. 

Multiparasitism. Two or more species of primary parasitoids which concur-
rently attack the same host. This phenomenon creates a high level of interspe-
cific competition. Sometimes, multiparasitism is obligatory (see cleptopara-
sitoids). 

Superparasitism. Several parasitoids of the same species can oviposit in or 
on the same host. 

Autoparasitsm. Some species lay female eggs in unparasitized Sternorrhyn-
chan hosts but lay male eggs in the immature parasitoids (of the same or another 
species) already present inside of the host. 

Cleptoparasitoids. “Host stealers”. These species, unable to paralyze a host 
themselves, are obligatory multiparasitoids. They only select hosts already 
parasitised by another species. 

6.2.3 Nematodes and Pathogens 

Nematodes and entomopathogenic viruses, bacteria, fungi and microsporidia are 
widely present and active in the forest and, similarly to insect parasitoids and preda-
tors, some of them are mass-produced and released as biological control agents. 
Reviews on the use of pathogens against insects have been published by Lacey and 
Kaya (2007), Lacey et al. (2015), Lacey (2016) and Hajek and van Frankenhuyzen 
(2017). Nematodes were reviewed by Poinar (1975, 1991) and Kaya and Gaugler 
(1993). 

Nematodes (roundworms) are long and thin worms, living in moist environments, 
including the soil or the body of plants or animals. The adults of some Gordius species 
(horsehair worms, Mermithidae) that parasitise locusts, crickets or roaches measure 
30–120 cm. Other nematodes are microscopic. 

There are many known cases of nematodes infesting forest insect pests. For 
example, Deladenus siridicicola (Neotylenchidae), has been introduced to many 
parts of the Southern Hemisphere to control the Eurasian and North-African wood-
wasp, Sirex noctilio. This nematode can sterilize female woodwasps (see also
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Sect. 6.3). Also of particular interest here are the so-called “entomophilic” or “ento-
mopathogenic” nematodes (Steinernematidae and Heterorhabditidae), which are 
entomopathogenic because of their association with mutualistic bacteria in the genus 
Xenorhabdus. The bacteria are introduced by the nematodes into the body of a living 
insect, kill the host and feed and multiply on its dead body. The nematodes feed on the 
bacteria which also produce antibiotics that inhibit the growth of competing bacteria. 
The bacteria can also attack other nematodes that compete with their own associates. 
For example, Xenorhabdus bovienii, a symbiont of Steinernema affine can directly 
attack its competitor, S. feltiae and thus reduce competition by this latter nematode 
species (Murfin et al. 2019). Steinernema spp. infest the soil-inhabiting life stages 
of various beetles, moths and sawflies. Heterorhabditis spp. attack the soil-dwelling 
larvae of various scarabeids and weevils. Some Steinernema species are “ambushers”, 
waiting for an insect to cross their path. Other nematodes (e.g. Heterorhabditis spp.) 
are “cruisers”. They move actively in the soil, using semiochemicals and vibrations 
to locate prey. 

Bacteria are unicellular organisms 0.5–5.0 µm long, protected by a membrane and 
a cell wall, with a single, naked circular DNA chromosome. The bacteria reproduce 
by fission, but they can also produce spores. They occur in many shapes (spherical, 
linear, spiral-shaped), and they are extraordinarily abundant everywhere in the world. 
Some are saprophytes (feed on decaying plant matter), some are symbiotic, and others 
are pathogens of plants and animals. A common bacterial entomopathogen is Bacillus 
thuringiensis, with distinct subspecies infecting different insect orders. The bacteria 
produce sporangia, containing a spore and a crystal. When swallowed by an insect, 
the crystal is dissolved in the alkaline conditions of the gut, and the protoxin within, 
activated by the gut’s enzymes, attaches to the gut wall, creating pores through which 
the bacteria invade the host’s body. 

Fungi Many species of fungi infect insects, in particular among the orders Ento-
mophthorales (e.g. Entomophthora spp.) and Hypocreales (e.g. Beauveria spp. and 
Metarhizium spp.). Pathogenic fungi start colonizing a new host via a spore attaching 
itself to the cuticle. The spores germinate and produce hyphae that enter the host 
through the cuticle, often at a thinner location (ventral surface, spiracle, sensilla, 
or joints between appendices or segments). In some species of fungal pathogens, 
the hyphae start covering the host’s body before penetration occurs. Penetration is 
facilitated by enzymatic processes and mechanical pressure. Once inside the host, 
the fungus most often kills the host and colonizes its entire body. In many cases, 
the host’s behavior is manipulated by the fungus, so that it dies in an exposed posi-
tion, from which the fungal spores will have improved opportunities to reach a new 
host. There are various forms of fungal spores, some short-lived that allow direct 
contamination of another insect, others more resistant to climate and long-lived. 

There are numerous examples of fungi attacking forest insects, e.g. Beauveria 
bassiana colonizing bark beetles, B. brongniartii attacking cockchafers, and Ento-
mophaga maimaiga, found since 1989 to cause important epizootics among North 
American populations of Lymantria dispar. A comprehensive review of the parasitic 
fungi has been provided by Boddy (2016).
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Microsporidia are unicellular organisms previously classified among the 
Protozoa, but which now belong to their own phylum, the Microspora. They live 
as obligate parasites within the cells of a large array of animal hosts, primarily 
arthropods, including insects (e.g. bees, locusts, bark beetles, Lepidoptera), but also 
other organisms such as nematodes and man. They can alter the behavior of their 
hosts, seriously impair, or kill them. They produce spores which are ingested by a 
new host and, once inside its digestive tract, extrude a long polar tube to inject them-
selves directly into a host cell. Examples of microsporidia infecting forest insects 
include Nosema species infecting bark beetles and the Nosema, Vairimorpha and 
Endoreticulatus spp. infecting forest Lepidoptera. These organisms affect not only 
their hosts, but also the endoparasitoids infesting these hosts. It has consequently 
been proposed that they can exert an important influence on the population dynamics 
and life cycle of these different insects. 

Viruses are very small particles (virions), ca 10–150 nm long, which replicate 
inside the living cells of other organisms including bacteria, fungi, animals or plants. 
They consist of genetic material (RNA or DNA), surrounded by a protein shell, 
the capsid, itself sometimes encased in a lipid layer. They reach a new host via 
contaminated food or water or are spread by vectors (e.g. insects). Among the ento-
mopathogenic viruses, the most common are the baculoviruses (Baculoviridae), 
which have double-stranded DNA. Some baculovirus species infect the larvae of 
moths (e.g. Lymantria dispar; L. monacha) and sawflies (e.g. Gilpinia hercyniae; 
Neodiprion sertifer). Baculoviruses may be protected before they enter the host 
body by a protein inclusion body, resistant to desiccation, light etc. Among the 
Baculoviridae, the polyhedrosis viruses are protected by polyhedric inclusion bodies 
that may contain many virions. There are nuclear polyhedrosis viruses (NPVs), repli-
cating in the cells’ nuclei, and cytoplasmic polyhedrosis viruses (CPVs), replicating 
in the cells’ cytoplasma. The virions of the granuloviruses (GVs) are each protected 
by a rounded, smaller inclusion body. 

A review of the use of pathogens as biopesticides has been recently published by 
Senthil-Nathan (2015). 

6.3 Food Webs 

Each host plant, herbivore, parasitoid, predator and pathogen is part of an often 
very complex food web. Each natural enemy can feed on several target species, and 
is itself attacked by other organisms, which are often prey for other species. The 
successive trophic levels that constitute a food web start at the primary producer 
(host-plant) level, the organisms in each additional level feeding on those of the one 
below (Price et al. 1980), with top predators occupying the highest level (Rosenheim 
1998). This structure is further complicated by horizontal competitive or aggressive 
relationships between species sharing any given trophic level. For example, there 
is evidence that the larvae of the pine sawyers Monochamus carolinensis and M. 
titillator (Coleoptera, Cerambycidae) exert intraguild predation (predation on other
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Fig. 6.2 A global food web established after ten years (1983–1993) of sampling in three balsam 
fir (Abies balsamea) stands infested by the spruce budworm, Choristoneura fumiferana in New 
Brunswick. Primary parasitoids are represented by squares, secondary parasitoids by ovals, tertiary 
parasitoids by octagons, and entomopathogens are represented by circles connected by red lines to 
hosts. The brackets and numbers on the far left identify trophic level. Vertebrate and invertebrate 
predators were not included in the study and therefore are missing in the figure. From Eveleigh 
et al. (2007)1 

species sharing the same ecological niche) on bark-beetle species also feeding on 
phloem and sapwood (Dodds et al. 2001; Schoeller et al. 2012). 

An existing food web can exert an adverse impact on exotic natural enemies 
introduced for classical biological control (see Sect. 6.6.5). When the ichneumonid 
parasitoid Olesicampe benefactor was introduced into Canada for the biological 
control of the European larch sawfly, Pristiphora erichsoni, it became a prey item 
of a local hyperparasitoid, the ichneumonid Mesochorus dimidiatus, which greatly 
reduced its impact (Ives and Muldrew 1984). 

Figure 6.2 shows a complex global food web, suggesting the various feedback 
loops, negative and positive, that can arise from the interactions between organisms 
at the various levels. The primary hyperparasitoids (“secondary parasitoids” in the 
figure’s legend) alleviate the burden of the parasitoids (“primary parasitoids”) on the 
central species, C. fumiferana, and the secondary hyperparasitoids restore some of 
the impact of the parasitoids.

1 Permission requests: http://www.pnas.org/page/about/rights-permissions. 

http://www.pnas.org/page/about/rights-permissions
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Figure 6.2 also helps to understand the concept of apparent competition, which 
occurs when, at a given trophic level, several species share natural enemies. The 
species that produce more shared enemies are predicted to have a higher competitive 
impact on the other species at the same trophic level. This has been experimentally 
observed, e.g. by the artificial removal of herbivore species. Morris et al. (2004), 
studying a community of leaf-miners in a moist tropical forest in Central America, 
found that it was inhabited by 93 insect species from various orders, attacked by 
84 species of hymenopteran parasitoid. After removing two of these leaf-mining 
species (by uprooting their specific host plants), the remaining species experienced 
significantly less parasitism by the parasitoids that they shared with the removed 
species. Conversely, increased but temporary, availability of an alternate food source 
can result in a larger reservoir of natural enemies, and increased predation on an insect 
pest after the alternate food has decreased in availability. Over a ten-year period in 
Massachusetts, Elkinton et al. (1996) recorded a negative correlation between spongy 
moth (Lymantria dispar) abundance and the abundance of an important predator, the 
white-footed mouse, Peromyscus leucopus, and a positive correlation between acorn 
crops (a basic food for P. leucopus) and population density changes in the mouse. 
So, L. dispar outbreaks, synchronised over large areas, appear lag correlated with 
periodical oak masting patterns (Liebhold et al. 2000). 

Natural enemies in a food web can make complementary prey choices. Singer 
et al. (2017) censused the lepidopteran larvae in the canopies of eight deciduous tree 
species in northeastern USA after they excluded birds and reduced ant density. They 
found that birds selectively chose large generalist caterpillars while ants preferred the 
smaller host specialists, and that the combined impacts of the two types of predators 
were additive. Non-native species can alter food web dynamics and reduce the impact 
of biological control agents. For example, the bark beetle Ips grandicollis has invaded 
Australia and when it colonizes dying Pinus spp. it introduces the fungus Ophiostoma 
ips to this resource. The nematode Deladenus siricidicola is mycetophagous for part 
of its life cycle, feeding on Amylostereum areolatum which is the fungal symbiont of 
Sirex noctilio. The rest of its life cycle, D. siricidicola is parasitic on S. noctilio and 
this nematode is an important component of management programs for S. noctilio 
throughout the southern hemisphere. The presence of O. ips in dead pine reduces the 
availability of A. areolatum which in turn reduces the performance of D. siricidicola 
as a biocontrol agent for S. noctilio (Yousuf et al. 2018). 

A striking example of a cascade of changes in the tritrophic interactions in a 
food web is provided by a study by Palmer et al. (2008) on the ant-acacias Acacia 
drepanolobium in a Kenyan savannah. The trees have extrafloral glands that produce 
nectar which attracts several ant species, and the tree provides domatia, small cham-
bers that some of these ant species use as shelters. The ants protect the trees against 
large herbivores and woodboring insects. After ten years of exclusion of these herbi-
vores, the trees had reduced their investment in nectar production, which had led to 
a shift in the dominant ant species towards a species nesting in Cerambycid galleries 
instead of domatia. This in turn resulted in higher colonization by woodborers and 
higher tree mortality.
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6.4 The Forest Environment and Natural Enemies 

The forest environment is generally favourable to many animal species because it is 
(i) long-lived, (ii) diversified and (iii) it often extends over large or very large areas. 

(i) Long-lived—in strong contrast to insect life cycles which typically range from 
a few weeks to two or three years, most forest types remain in place for decades 
or centuries, with even “permanent” coverage in the case of unmanaged forests 
or of stands managed by selection cutting and natural regeneration. Even short 
rotation coppices (stands of willows or poplars harvested every 2–5 years for 
biomass) provide a longer lived (more stable?) habitat than agricultural land. 

(ii) Diversified—one hectare of rainforest may contain several hundred tree and 
higher plant species vertically distributed in multiple layers. Even monospe-
cific, even-aged plantations show a surprising level of complexity (Brockerhoff 
et al. 2008). For example, a survey of five 60–80 year old spruce plantations 
in Belgium identified 53 species of herbaceous plants belonging to more than 
20 families, sometimes in large numbers in clearings and gaps. These plants 
provide nectar and pollen to local synovigenic parasitoids that need to feed as 
adults in order to produce more eggs or to keep their existing load (Hougardy 
and Grégoire 2000). This high diversity of plants favours a high diversity of 
natural enemies feeding on multiple hosts, prey or other sources, and provides 
a large choice of habitats. 

(iii) Extends over large or very large areas—forests cover ca. 4 billion ha in the 
world, i.e. 31% of the total land area (Keenan et al., 2015), with some extremely 
large, continuous coverage, and also with very small plots. The small forests 
are often located side by side, forming larger blocs with, from an insect’s 
standpoint, no or little distinguishable boundaries between the individual units. 
The largest forest plantation in Europe (one million ha), the pine Forêt des 
Landes close to Bordeaux in south-western France, belongs largely (92%) to 
58,500 private owners, half of which own less than 1 ha (Pottier 2012), and yet 
pests and natural enemies roam the whole massif freely. 

Several other forest attributes are important to natural enemies: 

– Forest fragmentation (the extent and grain of the mosaic of cleared and forested 
land) has been shown to influence the parasitism rate of the forest tent caterpillar 
(Malacosoma disstria) by four dipteran parasitoids in Alberta, Canada. According 
to their relative body sizes (correlated to their dispersal capacity), the four species 
performed better at different levels of fragmentation because larger flies could 
fly further (Roland and Taylor 1997). Cronin et al. (2000) showed with mark-
release-recapture experiments that the clerid predator Thanasimus dubius has a 
higher mobility than its prey, the bark beetle Dendroctonus frontalis. The radius 
containing 95% of the recaptured insects was 5.1 km for the predators, and 2.3 km 
for the prey, allowing the predators to forage in distant patches when experiencing 
patches of local prey extinction. Using examples taken from the host-parasitoid 
literature, Cronin and Reeve (2005) further argue that, because of local extinction
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of either parasitoid and host or predator or prey, their interactions need to be studied 
at a scale sufficiently large to include the metapopulation level. From a review 
of theoretical work regarding the impact of habitat loss and fragmentation on 
predator–prey relationships, Ryall and Fahrig (2006) list a series of criteria that 
should be considered in further studies: prey and habitat specificity, extinction 
rates of prey-only and predator–prey patches, prey emigration rates from prey 
only vs. predator–prey patches. 

– Tree species composition also has an impact on natural enemies. Because it needs 
the thick bark of pine for pupation and can less easily pupate in the thinner bark 
of spruce (Fig. 6.3), the oligophagous predator of Scolytinae, Thanasimus formi-
carius, was significantly more abundant in stands where spruce was mixed with 
pine in North-Eastern France than in pure spruce stands, and this higher frequency 
was associated with lower populations of the bark beetle Ips typographus (Warzée 
et al. 2006). 

– Forest type also influences the abundance and impact of natural enemies. For 
example, Liebhold et al. (2005) observed that the abundance of Peromyscus sp. 
mice in Wisconsin and the level of control they exerted on the gyspy moth were 
higher in mesic sites than in urban and xeric forest types. 

Forest can serve as reservoirs of natural enemies, spilling out towards cultivated 
areas, especially when, as measured by Cronin et al. (2000), natural enemies have 
a higher mobility than their prey. From a systematic literature review encompassing

Fig. 6.3 Thanasimus formicarius. a. An adult roaming the bark surface, either for oviposition below 
a bark scale, or hunting for adult Ips typographus. b. A pupa in its niche inside the bark. If the bark 
is thinner than 6 mm, pupation cannot occur, and the mature larvae leave the tree. Figure 6.3a: 
Courtesy of Nathalie Warzée; Fig. 6.3b: Jean-Claude Grégoire 
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158 studies, Boesing et al. (2017) concluded that in tropical areas, at least, avian 
predators that exert significant control on agricultural pests depend on native forests. 
For example, Karp et al. (2013) observed an increased abundance of avian consumers 
of the coffee berry borer beetle (the bark beetle Hypothenemus hampei), as well as 
lower infestation levels in Costa Rican coffee plantations established in more forested 
landscapes. Natural enemy spillover, however, can occur in the other direction, from  
cultivated landscapes to natural forests. Frost et al. (2015) used interception traps 
to quantify spillover of generalist predatory wasps (Vespula spp., Vespidae) and of 
106 species of more specialized hymenopteran parasitoids of lepidopteran caterpil-
lars between native forest, dominated by Nothofagaceae, and exotic Pinus radiata 
plantation forest in New Zealand. They found that spillover of both generalist and 
specialist predators was directed from plantation to native forest, with a greater trend 
among generalists. They interpreted this as the result of a higher productivity of 
caterpillars in the plantation forest. This hypothesis was verified for the Vespula spp. 
but not for the specialist parasitoid wasps, by selectively suppressing the caterpillars 
in the plantation forest plot by spraying a formulation of Bacillus thuringiensis var. 
kurstaki, which affects Lepidoptera but no other insect orders. 

6.5 Predator–Prey Relationships 

In this section and unless specified otherwise, predators, parasitoids and pathogens 
are all referred to as predators and prey and all host species as prey. 

All predators need to locate, overcome and consume their food, and optimally 
exploit those species that are currently available. They rely for prey location on 
various stimuli: including visual cues, semiochemicals, sound, vibration, and heat. 
In many cases, the prey’s host-plant is also involved in attracting or maintaining 
predators: they emit semiochemicals, provide alternate food (e.g. from extra floral 
nectaries), or offer shelters (the domatia of ant-acacias, see Sect. 6.3). Finding a 
prey, however, is only the beginning of a whole sequence of events. For example, 
parasitoids that oviposit in living hosts need to increase the survival chances of their 
eggs, specialised predators feeding on rare prey need to optimise their consumption, 
pathogens need to colonise their host and to propagate to other hosts. At a higher 
level, the population dynamics of predator–prey systems (the reciprocal influences 
of predator and prey population changes) is also important to understand natural 
population balances as well as the successes or failures of biocontrol introductions 
(see Chapter 5, Forest Insect Population Dynamics). 

6.5.1 Prey Finding 

Visual cues (shape, size, movement, colour -at least for birds) are often used by 
vertebrate predators. Visual stimuli alone suffice in some cases, as illustrated by bird
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predation studies relying only on artificial caterpillars made of plasticine (Seifert 
et al. 2015). Public information conveyed by the sight of other individuals in the 
act of feeding is another important visual stimulus, described in particular for birds 
(Danchin et al. 2004). Some birds also use olfactory cues when foraging. The great 
tit, Parus major, has been shown experimentally to orient to apple trees infested by 
the winter moth, Operophtera brumata, following semiochemicals released by the 
attacked plants but not by uninfested trees (Amo et al. 2013). Olfactory cues are used 
by a large range of other natural enemies, from cruising nematodes to insect predators. 
Small mammals detect insect cocoons in the ground by their odour (Holling 1959a). 
The checkered beetle Thanasimus formicarius has an adult life protracted over several 
months and thus needs to feed on several successive prey species with shorter life 
cycles. It has antennal receptor cells keyed to a vast number of bark beetle pheromones 
and host volatiles (Tømmerås 1985), and responds to the pheromones of 27 bark-
beetle species, attacking either conifers or broadleaves (Warzée et al. 2006). Once on 
the trees under attack, it feeds on the landing bark beetles, oviposits on the bark, and its 
larvae enter the bark-beetle galleries where they feed on any insect inside, including 
conspecifics. Conversely, the monospecific Rhizophagus grandis locates its only 
prey, D. micans, with amazing accuracy, using a very attractive and discriminatory 
mixture of tree-produced monoterpenes and oxygenated monoterpenes produced by 
the prey (Grégoire et al. 1992). In Belgium, D. micans is very sparsely distributed 
in most spruce stands (1–5 brood systems per ha), but 90% of these broods are 
eventually colonised by the predators. This accurate and specific capacity to locate 
the host is certainly one of the major reasons explaining the high success of classical 
biological control (see Sect. 6.6.5) of  D. micans using this predator (Grégoire 1988; 
Kenis et al. 2004). Parasitoids respond to a variety of olfactory cues, depending on 
the life stage they parasitise. Parasitoids of adult bark beetles, such as the Pteromalid 
wasp Tomicobia spp., respond to pheromones and oviposit in the landing hosts. Egg 
parasitoids use a variety of cues: sex-, anti-aphrodisiac- or aggregation pheromones, 
or volatiles emitted by host plants and triggered by herbivore oviposition (reviews by 
Fatouros et al. 2008; Hilker and Fatouros 2015). Some species among the Braconidae 
and the Trichogrammatidae even use phoresy on fertilised host females to make sure 
they are present when the eggs are laid (Fatouros et al. 2005). It has long been 
debated how parasitoids attacking bark-beetle late larval instars locate their hosts. 
Mills et al. (1991), studying Coeloides bostrychorum parasitising Ips typographus, 
developed an elegant series of experiments involving an infra-red scanner, thermistor 
probes, cellulose or wax barriers, and freezing infested logs before their exposure 
to parasitoids, and concluded that chemical cues and not sounds, vibrations or heat 
mediate host location by C. bostrychorum. A review of semiochemical-assisted prey 
location in tritrophic systems has been published by Vet and Dicke (1992).
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6.5.2 Prey Exploitation and the Components of Predation 

Once a prey has been located, important choices must be made. The females of 
haplodiploid parasitoids can select the sex of each egg by deciding whether to 
fertilise it (opening their spermatheca, resulting in a diploid female) or to lay it 
unfertilised (resulting in a haploid male). The choice often depends on the host’s 
size, a larger host producing a larger parasitoid. As dispersal capacity, longevity 
and fecundity are often positively correlated with body size, in many cases, large 
hosts are devoted to the female offspring, which will have to disperse further and 
live longer than males and produce eggs themselves. Insect prey are not passive 
participants in parasitoid-prey interactions and attempt to defend themselves (e.g. 
by encapsulating eggs with melanocytes). Some parasitoid species inject a venom, 
and/or polydnaviruses together with their eggs, which inhibit the host’s defenses 
(Strand and Burke 2013). Remarkably it appears that herbivores that have been 
injected with viruses and venom by their parasitoids, elicit different volatiles from 
their host plants than uninfested herbivores and hyperparasitoids appear to be able 
to exploit this information for host location (Zhu et al. 2018). Other information 
used by natural enemies include oviposition stimuli or inhibitors, i.e. chemicals that 
indicate the availability of prey for the predator’s offspring or, on the contrary, the 
local abundance of conspecific predators and hence a risk of intraspecific compe-
tition. Once in the brood chamber of its prey, Rhizophagus grandis uses chemical 
information from its prey to assess the size of the local prey population and adjust 
oviposition accordingly (more prey produce more semiochemicals and induce higher 
oviposition). Conversely, the presence of conspecific predators leads to reduced egg 
laying (Dohet and Grégoire 2017). 

The mechanisms described above explain individual predator success in prey loca-
tion and exploitation. Together with other interactions with the biotic (e.g. competi-
tion, hyperparasitism, host plant resistance) and abiotic (e.g. temperature, humidity, 
thermoperiod, photoperiod) environment, they constitute the basic components of 
the complex interactions that occur at the population level. These interactions grow 
in complexity when several successive predator and prey generations are consid-
ered. Spatial constraints lead to additional levels of complexity, for example when 
populations are constituted by smaller units (metapopulations) more or less loosely 
connected together in fragmented habitats. The quantitative population changes 
across space and time resulting from this whole set of interactions generally exerts 
a profound influence on the population dynamics of forest insects as a whole (see 
Chapter 5). 

It is striking that much of the early pioneering work on these predator–prey rela-
tionships has been based on forest insects. Tinbergen (1960), studying the predation 
behaviour of great tits (Parus major) on forest insects in Dutch pine forests, quantified 
how the frequency and size of the various available prey influence predation rates. 
He introduced the concept of searching image: vertebrate predators learn from expe-
rience and, with time, improve their efficiency at finding the most abundant or most 
preferred prey. This concept has since influenced the behavioural sciences (Davies
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et al. 2012). The seminal work by Holling (1959a, 1959b, 1961) used field and labo-
ratory studies to quantify the prey consumption of several small predatory mammals 
in response to various cocoon densities of the European pine sawfly Neodiprion 
sertifer. This work also measured their responses when more or less palatable alter-
nate food resources (respectively sunflower seeds or dog biscuits) were mixed with 
the cocoons. Holling (1959b) also used experiments with a blinded human subject 
asked to collect small sandpaper discs deployed at various densities on a table, to 
develop what has been since named the Holling’s disc equation. This work described 
three possible quantitative responses of predators to increasing prey density (func-
tional responses): (i) a theoretical, linear one (type I functional response) with a 
constant predation rate irrespective of prey density, (ii) a second type of response, 
with decreasing predation rates levelling off at a certain prey density (type II func-
tional response), described by Holling’s disc equation, and distinguishing between 
searching time which would decrease with increasing prey density, and a fixed 
handling time needed for either prey consumption or oviposition; and (iii) a sigmoid 
type III functional response that has been observed among vertebrate predators that 
learn (e.g. develop a searching image). In addition to these individual functional 
responses, predator populations also show numerical responses to prey density. They 
tend to aggregate and/or reproduce more abundantly in sites of higher prey density 
(respectively aggregative- and reproductive numerical responses). These two types 
of behaviours (functional and numerical responses) are further influenced by predator 
interactions that increase in frequency as predator density increases. These intraspe-
cific interactions between predators can have adverse effects on individual predation 
and lead to different predator-dependent functional response models (see discussion 
in Skalski and Gilliam 2001). When multiple generations are considered, it becomes 
also possible to detect delayed impacts which would not occur immediately but at 
the following prey generation. For example, Turchin et al. (1999) suggested that the 
population cycles of the Southern pine beetle, Dendroctonus frontalis, are driven by 
a delayed density-dependent impact of natural enemies, in particular of the predatory 
checkered beetle, Thanasimus dubius. 

Insects have developed many resistance mechanisms. Immunity mechanisms 
include phagocytosis or encapsulation by hemocytes (also valid for larger bodies 
such as parasitoid eggs), enzymatic proteolysis, and the synthesis by the fat body or 
the hematocytes of antimicrobial peptides that protect insects against viruses (Sparks 
et al. 2008), bacteria and fungi (Gillespie et al. 1997), and nematodes (Castillo et al., 
2011). Chemical defense is common in insects and includes compounds sequestered 
from larval and adult diet or produced de novo (Pasteels et al. 1983). For example, 
larvae of Diprionid sawflies regurgitate monoterpene droplets collected from the host 
tree (Eisner et al., 1974), the nature of which can vary according to host tree species 
(Codella and Raffa 1995). Leaf beetle adults and larvae secrete defensive chemi-
cals, often sequestered from their host plant (Laurent et al. 2005). Some caterpillars 
such as those of the processionary moths (Thaumetopoea spp.) or of the Siberian 
moth (Dendrolimus sibiricus) can project in the air hundreds of thousand minute 
(0.1 mm) hollow hairs containing allergenic proteins that can seriously harm verte-
brate predators, although some insectivorous birds or parasitic wasps or flies do not
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seem sensitive. Some species escape because they are cryptic, difficult to distin-
guish from their environment, others are mimetic. Batesian mimicry corresponds to 
defenseless species resembling a defended insect. Clearwings moths (Sesiidae) look 
like wasps, with their transparent wings and transversely striped black and yellow 
abdomen. Müllerian mimics are species that are all chemically defended but have a 
similar appearance, thus sharing the cost of predator learning. 

A clear, ancient but still very relevant, introduction to predator–prey relationships 
in a forest population ecology context is provided by Varley et al. (1973). 

6.6 Biological Control 

6.6.1 Definition 

Eilenberg et al. (2001) proposed an operative and widely followed definition of 
biological control (or biocontrol): “The use of living organisms to suppress the popu-
lation density or impact of a specific pest organism, making it less abundant or less 
damaging than it would otherwise be”. However, Heimpel and Mills (2017) remark 
that this definition excludes natural control, “the use of ” referring to manipulative 
control, and that, taken literally, “living organisms” excludes viruses as biocontrol 
agents. 

Biocontrol can involve native or exotic natural enemies, against native or exotic 
prey. The introductions may occur in one point in time, followed by long-term 
establishment, or may need to be repeated periodically. 

Four types of biological control have been identified: inoculative-, inundative-, 
conservation- and classical biocontrol. The first two strategies rely on the long-term 
mass-production of beneficials which, in most cases, can only be justified econom-
ically if there is a stable demand. They thus fit well with the needs of agriculture 
and the greenhouse industry but presently are usually of lesser general relevance for 
forest insects. 

Comprehensive reviews of biological control have been published by Van 
Driesche and Bellows (1996), Heimpel and Mills (2017), and Hajek and Eilenberg 
(2018). 

6.6.2 Inoculative Biological Control 

This approach consists of the periodical introduction of natural enemies that establish, 
multiply and spread. This strategy is widely used in glasshouses where several crops 
are cultivated each year and the pests reappear regularly after a new crop has been 
started. It is sometimes used against pests with populations that fluctuate dramatically 
in density. Nucleopolyhedroviruses (NPVs) are regularly used against the spongy
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moth, Lymantria dispar, the Douglas-fir tussock moth, Orgyia pseudotsugata and 
various sawflies (Neodiprion sertifer, N. lecontei) (van Frankenhuyzen et al. 2007). 
Entomopathogenic nematodes are used to kill the immature stages of the pine weevil, 
Hylobius abietis in the tree stumps where they develop (Dillon et al. 2006). Natural 
enemies and pests can be either exotic or native. 

6.6.3 Inundative Biological Control 

This type of biological control is based on the release of large numbers of natural 
enemies that should exert control immediately. No establishment or only limited 
reproduction is expected. For example, mass-releases of Trichogramma wasps (egg 
parasitoids) are made in maize fields at the time of oviposition of the maize corn 
borer, Ostrinia nubilalis (Razinger et al. 2016). There might be one or two wasp 
generations produced during this period if moth oviposition is protracted but the 
natural enemies disappear afterward. In the forest environment, inundative releases 
of Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki (Btk) have been successful against the spruce 
budworm, Choristoneura fumiferana in Canada and the USA (van Frankenhuyzen 
et al. 2007). Target mortality is not caused by the bacteria but by the toxins liberated 
by the crystals in the released sporangia, and there is no evidence that the bacteria 
reproduce (Garczynski and Siegel 2007). Therefore, it could be argued that Bt is a 
biopesticide rather than a biocontrol agent. Natural enemies and pests can be either 
exotic or native. 

6.6.4 Conservation Biological Control 

This strategy includes habitat manipulation in order to maintain or increase the abun-
dance of native natural enemies. The provision of alternate hosts or prey on alter-
nate host plants, alternate food sources (e.g. pollen- or nectar-producing plants to 
sustain adult parasitoids; acorns for polyphagous mammals—see Sect. 6.2.1), pupa-
tion sites for insects (see Sect. 6.4), nesting sites for birds, or overwintering shelters, 
have all been used as components of conservation biocontrol. Improving inter-patch 
connectivity by creating vegetation corridors can also be a component of conserva-
tion biological control. Brockerhoff et al. (2008) remarked that, although plantation 
forests are poorer habitats than natural forests, they still provide suitable habitats 
to many species. Jactel and Brockerhoff (2007) showed in a meta-analysis of 119 
studies that herbivory by oligophagous insects is significantly reduced in mixed forest 
as compared to monospecific stands, but the respective roles of host-tree dilution and 
natural enemy enhancement are unclear. Conservation biocontrol is thus very rele-
vant for the control of forest pests but at the moment, we are still lacking most of 
the knowledge and mastery of ecosystem functioning necessary for a full use of this 
strategy.
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6.6.5 Classical Biological Control 

This approach usually targets exotic pests, often pests of woody plants, and involves 
the introduction of natural enemies collected in the area of origin of the target pests. 
There are cases, however, where exotic natural enemies were successfully introduced 
against native pests, or against exotic species with which they are not associated in 
their area of origin. These latter cases belong to a subcategory, “new association 
classical biological control”. Once established, the biocontrol agent usually remains 
permanently present and does not need to be reintroduced. 

Since the first successful introduction of two exotic natural enemies from Australia 
(the coccinellid beetle, Rodolia cardinalis, and the tachinid fly, Cryptochetum 
iceryae: Caltagirone and Doutt (1989)) into California in 1898 against an exotic pest 
of citrus, the cottony cushion scale Icerya purchasi, 6,158 introductions involving 
2,384 exotic insect natural enemy species have been attempted against 588 exotic 
insect pests between 1886 and 2010 (Cock et al. 2016). Kenis et al. (2017) calculated 
that ca. 55% of these introductions targeted pests of woody plants, with an establish-
ment rate of 37% vs. 30% with other pests, and a 34% success rate (i.e. efficient pest 
control) vs. 24% with other pests. 

A comprehensive worldwide catalogue of the introductions of nematodes and 
pathogens against insects and mites exists (Hajek et al. 2016). Among 131 
programmes using exotic pathogens and nematodes against 76 insect species and 
3 mites, 75 programmes (57%) targeted woody plant pests (Hajek et al. 2007), with 
an establishment rate above 60% vs. to 40% for all other habitats. The basis for the 
higher rates of establishment and control on woody plants is hypothesized to be the 
favourable environment provided by forests (see Sect. 6.4), as well as the technical 
and regulatory obstacles to apply control methods widely used in agriculture, such 
as insecticide treatments, often prohibited and anyway often useless in the forest 
environment, or mating disruption which often needs to be applied over vast areas 
in order to prevent mated females from the neighbourhood to recolonise the treated 
zone. 

The rationale behind this successful approach is that exotic species become pests 
in new areas because the coevolved natural enemies that control them in their area of 
origin were not also introduced. Therefore, the first step of any classical biological 
programme is to identify the origin of the pest, using literature records, museum 
collections, molecular phylogeography, etc. 

Then, foreign exploration can start, in order to find natural enemies that could be 
taken to the area newly colonised by the pest. Because the pest is sometimes very 
tightly controlled by natural enemies in its original range, simply finding the pest 
can be difficult, not to mention collecting sufficiently high numbers. One approach 
to circumvent this difficulty is to rear large numbers of the host/pest in the laboratory 
and deploy them in the field in the area of origin in order to induce attacks from local 
natural enemies that could be reared out of the exposed insects. This approach was 
followed by Mills and Nealis (1992) who, searching for natural enemies to introduce 
in Canada for the biological control of Lymantria dispar, reared out a Tachinid
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parasitoid fly, Aphantorhaphopsis samarensis from spongy moth larvae exposed in 
European sites where the moth populations densities were very low. Another example 
concerns the Asian longhorned beetle, Anoplophora glabripennis, an introduced pest 
in North America and Europe, which is common in parts of China but rare in others. 
Adult beetles were collected in the field in China, allowed to oviposit in willow logs 
in the laboratory, and the logs hung from trees in areas of low density to attract natural 
enemies. Twelve species, many new to science, were recovered using this method 
(Li et al. 2020). 

The more individuals are collected from as many origins as possible, the better, 
because this increases the diversity of the released biocontrol agents and their capacity 
to adapt to their new habitats. However, the successful introduction of R. cardinalis 
consisted of only 129 individuals, which successfully established (Caltagirone and 
Doutt 1989). Sometimes, individuals of different strains differ in their relationships 
to the prey. For example, an English strain of the ichneumonid parasitoid Mesoleius 
tenthredinis introduced in Canada to control Pristiphora erichsoni, proved suscep-
tible to egg encapsulation by its host (Muldrew 1953), while a Bavarian strain released 
later was not encapsulated (Ives and Muldrew 1984). Similarly, while most strains 
of the nematode Deladenus siridicicola sterilize female Sirex noctilio (see Sect. 6.3), 
a strain unintentionally introduced in northeastern North America does not fully 
sterilize its hosts, resulting in less efficient biocontrol (Kroll et al. 2013). 

After collection, natural enemies must then either be cultured locally or sent to 
the country of destination, to be reproduced, further identified (if necessary using 
molecular methods) and tested for non-target effects. Most countries will not allow 
the release of generalist natural enemies that will attack non-target organisms native 
to the country of release. All these steps are usually placed under strict administrative 
control in both the countries of origin and of destination. The candidate for release 
must then be kept in a quarantine facility (a high security laboratory with rigorous 
procedures accounting for all movements in and out) and reared for several generation 
in order to make sure that they are free of diseases or hyperparasites (hyperparasites: 
see Box 6.1). They must also be tested for their impact not only on the target species, 
but also on non-target organisms. Finally, if release is authorised, they must be 
mass-produced and submitted to quality control tests. 

Usually, the higher the numbers released, the higher the chances of establishment. 
Impact assessments, including assuring that non-target attack is not occurring, must 
theoretically be performed at a later stage, but funding does not always allow for this 
last step. 

One important prerequisite to biocontrol is to assess in advance potential environ-
mental risks connected to the release of an exotic organism in a new environment. 
Past experience has repeatedly demonstrated that, once established, poorly selected 
biocontrol agents can become pests on their own. In Massachusetts, Boettner et al. 
(2000) found that a generalist parasitoid tachinid fly, Compsilura concinnata, intro-
duced to North America in 1906 against different targets (including the spongy moth 
and the brown tailed moth), were heavily parasitizing three species of native saturnid 
moths, and they suggest that C. concinnata could be responsible for the observed 
local decline of silk moths. Another example is the recent expansion worldwide of
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the Asian lady beetle, Harmonia axyridis, mass-released in many countries in the 
world and which now exerts intense intraguild predation upon other aphidophagous 
species (Roy et al. 2012). A review of non-target impacts of classical biocontrol has 
been published by Myers and Cory (2017). 

The many cases of successful or partly successful classical biocontrol of forest 
pests have been reviewed by Kenis et al. (2017), Hajek et al. (2007) and Hajek 
and van Frankenhuyzen (2017) and some examples are developed in more details 
by Van Driesche and Bellows (1996), Hajek and Eilenberg (2018), Van Driesche 
et al. (2010), Van Driesche and Reardon (2014) and MacQuarrie et al. (2016). A 
recent example is the introduction in Italy of the parasitoid wasp Torymus sinensis 
imported from Japan against the introduced Asian chestnut gall wasp, Dryocosmus 
kuriphilus, and which resulted in excellent control after 7–8 years (Ferracini et al. 
2018). On the basis of this success T. sinensis has also been introduced in Croatia, 
France, Hungary, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, and Turkey. Another recent example 
of promising classical biocontrol is the introduction in North America of exotic 
parasitoids against the emerald ash borer, Agrilus planipennis (Box 6.2). 

BOX 6.2—Classical biological control of the emerald ash borer in North 
America 
In response to the invasion of the United States by the destructive emerald ash 
borer (EAB), Agrilus planipennis, scientists from the U.S. and China, Korea, 
and Russia collaborated to discover promising natural enemies that could be 
released in a classical biological control program. Potential biocontrol agents 
were imported into quarantine and host specificity testing was conducted. 
In 2007, permits were issued for the release of three of the agents: two 
larval parasitoids, Spathius agrili (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) and Tetrastichus 
planipennisi (Hymenoptera: Eulophidae), and the egg parasitoid Oobius agrili 
(Hymenoptera: Encyrtidae). Releases began in the Midwest and have expanded 
to 30 states as the EAB population has spread throughout the country. Follow-
up monitoring shows that T. planipennisi is establishing well in 18 mostly 
northern states, and although O. agrili is small and difficult to recover, it too 
seems to be establishing in 15 states. Spathius agrili populations have been 
recovered for a year or two after release, but populations do not persist in the 
north. Research on the phenology of EAB and its parasitoids (Jones et al. 2020) 
showed that S. agrili is better synchronized with EAB populations that have 
a one-year lifecycle (like what is found in the southern United States) and T. 
planipennisi does better where EAB has a two-year lifecycle (as in the northern 
United States). Gould et al. (2020) developed a model of EAB development 
based on summer temperatures that predicts the likelihood of parasitoid estab-
lishment throughout the country based on the availability of EAB larvae in 
the spring. A large parasitoid like S. agrili is needed in the northern United 
States, however, because T. planipennisi has a short ovipositor and can only 
parasitize EAB in branches less than 11 cm in diameter (Abell et al. 2012).
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Scientists have discovered a new EAB parasitoid in the genus Spathius, S. 
galinae, from Russia. Climate matching indicates a better fit for the northern 
U.S. and early results indicate that this parasitoid is establishing well (Duan 
et al. 2019). The ultimate goal of releasing biocontrol agents is not just to get 
them established, but for the parasitoids to reduce EAB population density and 
ultimately improve the health of ash trees. Recent studies of the next generation 
of ash growing in sites where T. planipennisi has established indicate that this 
parasitoid, combined with predation by native woodpeckers, has the potential 
to maintain EAB at a low density following an outbreak (Duan et al. 2017). 
Work is underway to discover which parasitoids are best suited for the variety 
of climate conditions in the United States, to quantify the role that O. agrili is 
playing where it has established, and how to integrate the use of insecticides 
and biological control to save mature trees in urban and natural forests. 

6.7 Synthesis and Perspectives 

The rich and rather stable conditions generally provided by forest ecosystems and 
woody plants in general favor complex food webs where assemblages of herbivorous 
insects coexist with predators, parasitoids, nematodes and pathogens. In most cases, 
particularly when the forest itself is diversified in tree species and ages, the herbivore 
populations remain at low levels, with little economic or environmental impact. This 
balance can be upset when the status of some of the components of these commu-
nities change, for example when climatic factors (e.g. droughts, heat waves, storms) 
weaken the trees, or when anthropogenic actions (e.g. clear cuts, plantations, fire 
control) modify tree composition and resistance, or when an introduced hyperpara-
sitoid modifies the impact of a natural enemy. Changes in tree resistance or tolerance 
to herbivores, or relief from natural enemy pressure, can allow herbivores to build up 
larger populations and acquire pest status, temporarily or permanently. The introduc-
tion of exotic herbivores constitutes another type of perturbation. Kept in check by 
natural enemies or host resistance in their areas of origin, some invasive species can 
severely harm the newly colonized forests, sometimes even threatening the survival 
of whole tree taxa. As illustrated above (see Sect. 6.6.5), classical biological control 
has often provided long-term and sustainable solutions against exotic pests. 

The intricate relationships between the various species interacting in the forest 
environment provide rich ground for basic and applied biological and ecological 
studies, and for their application to forest management. However, our understanding 
of these systems is still extremely incomplete and there will even be levels of 
complexity that we shall never grasp fully, even though research regularly brings 
forward new and exciting results.
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Chapter 7 
Forest Insect—Plant Interactions 

Justin G. A. Whitehill, Jörg Bohlmann, and Paal Krokene 

7.1 The Ecology of Insect—Plant Interactions in Forests 

Insects and plants dominate terrestrial ecosystems in terms of both species numbers 
and biomass. Ecological relationships between insects and plants are ubiquitous and 
insect-plant interactions are important for ecosystem structuring and functioning. 
Insects probably contain more species than any other group of organisms with an 
estimated 5.5 million species (Stork et al. 2015). They can affect plants positively, 
for example as pollinators, or negatively, as consumers of plant tissues and vectors of 
disease. Herbivorous species that consume living plant tissues make up nearly half of 
all known insect species. In this chapter, we describe the negative effects herbivorous 
insects can have on plant fitness and the mechanisms plants use to counter these 
effects. 

Forests cover about 31% of the Earth’s land surface (FAO UNEP 2020). A great 
diversity of forest types, with over 60,000 tree species, support ~ 80% of the planet’s 
biodiversity and provide many vital ecosystem services (Bliss 2011; Beech et al. 
2017). Trees exhibit considerable morphological diversity but typically have elon-
gated stems, secondary (woody) growth, and long life spans. Healthy forests deliver 
global ecosystem services such as carbon storage, biodiversity, and natural climate 
regulation, while providing humans with building and other industrial materials, 
energy, and food (Raffa et al. 2009; Trumbore et al.  2015). Healthy forests are adapted
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Fig. 7.1 Overview of tree protection strategies to minimize consumption by insects and insect 
countermeasures to avoid or tolerate tree defenses. The different strategies and countermeasures 
are presented in depth in the subchapters ‘7.2. The plant side—tree defenses against insects’ and 
‘7.3. The insect side—how insects cope with tree defenses’. © Justin Whitehill and Paal Krokene 

to tolerate some level of stress caused by pests, pathogens and climate. A major chal-
lenge to forest health now and in the future is global climate change and mitigating 
the effects of climate change will be essential to maintaining healthy, resilient forests 
for future generations. 

In this chapter, we describe insect-tree interactions from the perspective of both 
insects and trees (Fig. 7.1). We focus on interactions where insects use living trees as 
a food source and have to overcome or tolerate tree defenses. We first describe tree 
defense adaptations that minimize consumption by insects, including anatomical, 
mechanical, biochemical and molecular defenses. Then we explore how insects may 
counteract these defenses by different mechanisms that detoxify or provide tolerance 
against tree defenses, using examples of insects that feed internally and externally 
on both conifers and deciduous trees. 

7.2 The Plant Side—Tree Defenses Against Insects 

Co-evolution between plants and insects has driven the evolution of specialized 
plant defense mechanisms as well as insect counter-adaptations (Fraenkel 1959;
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Janzen 1966; Walling 2000). Insect herbivory has thus been a major selection force 
behind species diversification in both plants and insects (Ehrlich and Raven 1964). 
Plant defenses can reduce the growth, survival, and fertility of attacking insects 
by disrupting insect feeding and oviposition preferences (Harborne 1993; Walling 
2000). Plant defense traits are sometimes discussed without precise knowledge of 
specific traits, their ecological function, or the mechanisms through which they 
provide resistance against a pest. However, from an ecological perspective, a defense 
mechanism can be defined by how specific defense traits interact with and impact 
specific insect pests. Plants are said to be resistant to a specific insect species when 
plant defenses inhibit the insect’s ability to utilize plant tissues for growth and 
survival. 

Several previous reviews comprehensively explore the various aspects and intri-
cacies of plant defenses against insects in both herbaceous and woody plant systems 
(Walling 2000; Franceschi et al. 2005; Howe and Jander 2008; Krokene 2015). 
We discuss the various terminologies associated with tree-insect interaction studies, 
while providing a conceptual framework to organize how different tree defense traits 
interact with insect herbivores (Fig. 7.2). This classification framework could be 
applied to describe any plant defense trait under investigation. 

Fig. 7.2 A conceptual overview of plant defense traits within a context of plant–insect interactions. 
Plant defense traits against insects are categorized according to four different levels of organization. 
These include: (A) mode of action (plant-side); (B) temporal sequence (interaction between plant 
and insect); (C) effective dose (insect-side); and (D) ecological function (tritrophic interactions). 
Individual defense traits can be classified according to any of these categories and examples include: 
(1) oleoresin, (2) resin ducts and associated metabolites; (3) stone cells and other sclerified cell types; 
and (4) polyphenolic cells and associated metabolites. © Justin Whitehill and Paal Krokene
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Tree defenses against insect pests are highly varied and combine chemical, phys-
ical, and molecular traits to resist attack (Franceschi et al. 2005; Krokene 2015; 
Whitehill et al. 2019). Tree defenses can be categorized in various ways, based on 
the compounds or structures by which they interfere with insects (physical versus 
chemical defenses), their effective doses (qualitative versus quantitative defenses), 
their ecological function (direct versus indirect defenses), or when they become 
active relative to insect attack (constitutive versus induced defenses) (Fig. 7.2). For 
example, categorizing tree defense traits by their mode of action contrasts struc-
tural and morphological traits that add toughness to tissues (physical defenses), 
and specialized (or secondary) metabolites that interfere with insect feeding and 
oviposition through toxic effects (chemical defenses). 

7.2.1 Plant Defense Hypotheses 

The theoretical framework of plant defense theory encompasses several indepen-
dent but partially overlapping hypotheses. These include the Optimal Defense 
(OD) hypothesis, the Carbon:Nutrient Balance (CNB) hypothesis, the Growth Rate 
(GR) hypothesis, and the Growth-Differentiation Balance (GDB) hypothesis (Stamp 
2003). The expanded Growth-Differentiation Balance hypothesis (Loomis 1932; 
Herms and Mattson 1992) may represent the most mature plant defense hypothesis, 
as it incorporates all the other hypotheses into its conceptual framework. 

The GDB hypothesis provides a framework for predicting how plants balance 
resource allocation between differentiation-related and growth-related processes over 
a range of environments. Growth refers to the production of roots, stems and leaves, 
while differentiation is the process by which cells and tissues take on different func-
tions. These functions can be transport of water and photosynthates or production of 
specialized metabolites and physical structures involved in defense against herbivory. 
The production of carbohydrates through photosynthesis represents the inflection 
point between growth and differentiation/defense. The GDB hypothesis predicts a 
trade-off in allocation to growth and defense that depends on resource availability 
(Stamp 2003). 

Rigorously testing the GDB hypothesis in trees has proven difficult because trees 
have long lifespans and engage in complex ecological interactions. The diverse 
responses observed in tree chemical defenses to various nutrient levels in field studies 
suggest there is a need for comprehensive, multi-faceted experiments to test the GDB 
hypothesis. Such experiments should incorporate molecular, biochemical and ecolog-
ical approaches to fully understand the subtle complexities of interactions that occur 
between herbivores and trees (Glynn et al. 2007; Kleczewski et al. 2010). Addition-
ally, induced plant defenses play a critical role in many plant–insect interactions, but 
induced defenses have yet to be adequately incorporated into plant defense theories.
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7.2.2 Defense, Resistance, Tolerance 

Forestry and ecology are broad fields of study that each overlap with other disci-
plines. Each field approaches research questions from many angles and as a result 
can develop similar terminologies with very different meanings. The exact meaning 
of a term can vary based on the questions being explored, the lens through which 
the researcher studying these traits is viewing them, and the level of biological orga-
nization at which an interaction is being studied. For example, ecologists refer to 
quantitative and qualitative defense traits from the perspective of a trait and its dose-
dependent direct impact on an insect, such as the effective lethal dose of a chemical 
required for mortality. Conversely, forest geneticists refer to quantitative and qualita-
tive defense traits from the perspective of tree genetics. A quantitative defense ‘trait’ 
from the perspective of a geneticist refers to a phenotypic trait controlled through 
multiple genetic loci or nucleotides. We attempt to provide context to the area of tree 
defense traits and the intersection of terminologies across the major disciplines that 
study tree-insect interactions. 

In this chapter, we distinguish between tree defense and tree resistance, although 
these terms are often used vaguely interchangeably. ‘Defense’ generally refers to the 
ways in which a tree defends itself from for example an insect attack. But just because 
defenses are present when an insect attacks, they may not be effective at protecting 
the tree. The absence of an effect may be due to insect counter-adaptations shaped 
through a shared co-evolutionary history with the tree. ‘Resistance’ is an observable 
phenotype that results from the interaction between the tree and an insect pest. Tree 
resistance occurs when one or several defense traits, working alone or together, 
provide complete or nearly complete protection from insect attack. For example, 
the resistance phenotype of Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) against spruce weevil 
(Pissodes strobi) is a result of multiple physical and chemical defense traits working 
together to provide resistance (Whitehill et al. 2019). However, while most Sitka 
spruce trees have chemical defense traits resembling those of resistant trees, the 
absence or reduction in a single physical defense trait may lead to susceptibility to 
insect attack (Whitehill et al. 2019). When multiple defense traits work together to 
provide resistance against an insect pest, the synergism between the traits is defined 
as a defense syndrome (Agrawal and Fishbein 2006; Raffa et al. 2017; Whitehill 
et al. 2019). 

There is often no clear-cut line that separates resistance and susceptibility. 
Rather, complete resistance and complete susceptibility represent extremes along 
a continuum of tree phenotypes. To describe phenotypes that are neither completely 
resistant nor completely susceptible, the term tolerance is sometimes used. However, 
such intermediate phenotypes are usually categorized as partially resistant. Partial (or 
quantitative) resistance would describe a phenotype where a plant may not succumb 
completely to insect attack, but suffers a significant reduction in biomass compared to 
resistant genotypes. This type of resistance is typically due to many genes with small 
individual effects and appears to be the norm in insect-plant interactions (Kliebenstein 
2014; French et al. 2016). For instance, induced terpene accumulation in Norway
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spruce (Picea abies) trees showed a negative relationship with attack success by 
the Eurasian spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus) (Zhao et al. 2011). Trees with 
high induced terpene levels had fewer and less successful beetle attacks than trees 
with low terpene levels. This example highlights the dose-dependent nature of plant 
defense traits against insects, because the level of resistance in individual spruce 
trees depended on the concentration of defensive terpenes in the attacked tissues. 

The term tolerance is usually reserved for a clearly defined plant phenotype with 
compensatory responses to insect attack. Tolerance is achieved through mechanisms 
that modulate the plants’ primary metabolism and is thus a distinct plant protection 
strategy that differs from the active defense strategies described above. Plants that are 
tolerant to herbivory are characterized by having: (1) high relative growth rates; (2) 
increased net photosynthetic rate after damage; (3) increased branching or tillering 
after release of apical dominance; (4) pre-existing high levels of carbon storage in 
roots available for allocation to above-ground reproduction; and (5) the ability to 
shunt carbon stores from roots to shoots after damage (Strauss and Agrawal 1999). 
Tolerance mechanisms thus involve changes in primary metabolism that mitigate 
negative effects of herbivore attack. We will not discuss tolerance further in this 
chapter, but rather focus on defense traits that actively protect trees against herbivory. 

7.2.3 Mode of Action: Chemical and Physical Defenses 
in Trees 

Plant defense traits can be distinguished by their mode of action of interfering with 
insects. Modes of action include chemical traits that have, for example, toxic effects 
and physical traits that provide a mechanical barrier, as well as traits that combine 
both modes (Fig. 7.2). Chemical and physical defense traits are considered the major 
components of a plant’s defense system (Painter 1951; Gatehouse 2002). 

Defensive plant chemicals may be species-specific and expressed in certain tissues 
or cell types (Walling, 2000). Chemical defense traits have received much atten-
tion since Gottfried Fraenkel’s seminal 1959 paper ‘The raison d’etre of secondary 
substances’. Fraenkel (1959) documented the defense chemistry of several common 
plant families and how these chemicals interact with known herbivore pests. He 
correctly highlighted that while many scientists had studied phytochemicals for their 
own purposes and applications, no one had accurately stated their intrinsic biolog-
ical function and reason for existing—their raison d’etre. Several reviews have been 
published on the topic of chemical diversity, ecological function, and mechanisms of 
chemical defense in forest trees, including poplar (Phillippe and Bohlmann 2007), 
ash (Kostova and Iossifova 2007), oak (Salminen and Karonen 2011), eucalyptus 
(Naidoo et al. 2014), pine (Gijzen et al. 1993), and spruce (Keeling and Bohlmann 
2006; Celedon and Bohlmann 2019). Well-studied defense chemicals in trees include 
terpenoids and phenolics.
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Terpenoids make up the largest group of plant chemicals with tens of thousands 
of known compounds (Celedon and Bohlmann 2019; Fig.  7.3). They are structurally 
diverse, metabolically costly to produce, may occur in large quantities or as minor 
compounds, and can be toxic or inhibitory to a variety of insects and microorgan-
isms (Raffa et al. 1985; Gershenzon 1994; Celedon and Bohlmann 2019). Terpenoids 
play important defensive roles in many conifers (Keeling and Bohlmann 2006). They 
are biosynthesized from five-carbon building blocks to produce monoterpenes (10 
carbons), sesquiterpenes (15 carbons), diterpenes (20 carbons), and higher-order 
terpenes. Conifer resin typically consists predominantly of monoterpenes and diter-
penes, and often-smaller amounts of sesquiterpenes and other compounds (Keeling 
and Bohlmann 2006). Different conifer species produce diverse resin mixtures 
containing dozens of individual terpenes (Schiebe et al. 2012). These compounds are 
produced by terpene synthases and cytochrome P450s that often make multiple prod-
ucts. A single terpene synthase ( γ-humulene synthase) in grand fir (Abies grandis) 
can for example make 52 different sesquiterpene products (Steele et al. 1998). Such 
multiproduct enzymes contribute to the high biochemical diversity of conifer resin, 
and maintaining this chemical diversity seems to be an important part of the defense 
strategy of conifers (Ro et al. 2005; Keeling and Bohlmann 2006). 

Phenolics in plants total several thousand compounds, including many with toxic 
or repellent effects towards insects and microorganisms (Lindroth and Hwang 1996; 
Zeneli et al. 2006; Fig.  7.3). Phenylalanine is a common precursor for the formation of

Fig. 7.3 Examples of chemical defenses in trees. (a) Monoterpenes (top left), sesquiterpenes 
(bottom left) and diterpenes (right) are the main constituents of conifer resin. (b) Soluble phenolics 
like flavonoids (left) and stilbenes (right) are important chemical defenses in many tree species. (c) 
Cross-section of a mountain pine (Pinus mugo) needle showing two resin ducts, with a close-up of 
one duct (d). (e) Cross-section of Norway spruce (Picea abies) stem showing a ring of traumatic resin 
ducts formed in response to external stress. (f) Tangential section of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) 
latewood showing a large radial ray with a resin canal in the center. (g) Cross-section of Scots pine 
stem showing an axial resin duct in the young sapwood and phenol-containing parenchyma cells 
in the young phloem (C: vascular cambium). (h) Cross-section of Norway spruce stem showing 
axially oriented traumatic resin ducts (TD) in the sapwood, interconnected with a radial resin duct 
(RD). (i) Cross-section of a balsam fir (Abies balsamea) stem showing a large cortical resin duct 
(CD) in the phloem surrounded by dark phenol-rich cells. © Justin Whitehill and Paal Krokene 
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phenolics, including flavonoids, stilbenes, condensed tannins and other polypheno-
lics, as well as the structural polymer lignin (Dixon et al. 2001). Beyond lignin, which 
is the major phenolic in all trees, some tree species invest considerable resources 
into phenolic defenses. For example, 35% of leaf dry weight in poplar may consist 
of condensed tannins and other phenolics (Lindroth and Hwang 1996). So-called 
soluble phenolics, which include stilbenes and flavonoids (Fig. 7.3), are abundant in 
conifer bark and have been studied extensively. Stilbene production is inducible but 
stilbene levels do not appear to increase following bark beetle attack or fungal infec-
tion (Zeneli et al. 2006; Schiebe et al. 2012), probably because the fungi metabolize 
stilbenes at a faster rate than the tree can produce them (Hammerbacher et al. 2013). 

Defense traits such as terpenoid resins, latexes and gums play well-documented 
chemical roles in tree-insect interactions, but these traits can also be considered 
physical defenses. The mechanical properties of these toxic substances can physically 
trap or expel insects that attempt to bore into a tree. As an example, terpenoid resin is 
stored under pressure in specialized resin ducts in many conifers. Tunneling insects 
that rupture these ducts may be flushed out by the resin flow and trapped in the sticky, 
toxic substance (Christiansen et al. 1987; Franceschi et al. 2005). 

Some of the classical literature on plant–insect interactions emphasized physical 
defenses, noting that ‘repellent factors […] are very frequently physical in nature’ and 
that these factors influence feeding patterns of insects and other herbivores (Dethier 
1941). Trees have several cell types and anatomical structures that reduce insect 
feeding by providing physical toughness or thickness to tissues. Physical defense 
traits may reside inside tissues and cells or they may be structures exposed on the 
plant surface. They include spines, thorns, trichomes on leaf surfaces, bark texture, 
leaf toughness, granular minerals incorporated into tissues, and increased quantities 
of specialized sclerenchyma cells (Wainhouse et al. 1990; Franceschi et al. 2005; 
Ferrenberg and Mitton 2014; Whitehill et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2019). The mode of action 
of these traits is to disrupt feeding and tunneling of adult insects and larvae by wearing 
down their mouthparts or interfering with digestion (Raupp, 1985; Wainhouse et al. 
1990; Whitehill et al. 2016b). A number of studies have highlighted that physical 
plant defenses play similarly important roles as chemical traits, depending on the 
species under investigation (Massey and Hartley 2006; Hanley et al. 2007; Carmona 
et al. 2011; Ferrenburg and Mitton 2014; Lopresti and Karban 2016). 

The periderm, the tough outer surface of the bark, is the first line of physical 
and chemical protection against insects and also protects trees against desiccation 
and fire (Krokene 2015). The outermost part of the periderm is the cork, the dry 
bark layer that is paper thin in young trees, but may be more than 30 cm thick in 
older conifer trees. The cork consists of mostly dead cells reinforced with lignin and 
lipophilic suberin polymers (Franceschi et al. 2005). The texture of the outer bark 
surface may also serve as a physical defense. Trees with smooth, slippery bark have 
been observed to have fewer bark beetle attacks compared to trees with rough bark. 
Lower brood production under smooth outer bark that is more difficult for beetles 
to grip suggests reduced oviposition on such slippery bark surfaces (Ferrenburg and 
Mitton 2014).
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Inside the periderm there are other more localized physical defenses, such as 
stone cells, fiber cells and calcium oxalate crystals. Stone cells are tough, highly 
lignified cells that function as a dose-dependent physical defense against insects 
(Wainhouse et al. 1990; Whitehill et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2019; Fig.  7.2). Fiber cells 
are lignified sclerenchyma cells that form densely spaced concentric sheets in the 
inner bark of many conifers. These sheets appear to be an effective barrier to bark 
beetles and other insects that attempt to penetrate the bark (Franceschi et al. 2005). 
Granular minerals such as calcium oxalate crystals are also interspersed throughout 
the bark of both angiosperm and conifer trees. These crystals are tough, pointed 
physical structures found inside and outside the cell walls in different plant tissues 
(Franceschi et al. 2005; Massey et al. 2007). The crystals are thought to provide 
protection from chewing insects. 

While insects may adapt to chemical defenses, for example through mechanisms 
of secretion or detoxification (Despres et al. 2007), resistance based on anatomical 
defenses may be more difficult for insects to overcome (Whitehill et al. 2019). In 
conifers for example, stone cells have been recognized as a substantial determinant 
of resistance in different spruce species against several destructive forest pests, such 
as bark beetles and weevils (Wainhouse et al. 1990; Whitehill et al. 2016a, 2019; 
Whitehill & Bohlmann, 2019). Stone cells can provide resistance against phloem 
feeding weevils through at least three mechanisms: (i) they form a physical barrier 
that prevents establishment and movement of neonate larvae, (ii) they physically 
displace more nutritious host tissue and thereby reduce larval development, and 
(iii) they cause mandible damage to young larvae which affects feeding. By acting 
as a physical barrier that slows larval development, stone cells also increase larval 
exposure to other defenses such as resin (Whitehill et al. 2019). Such synergism 
between stone cells and resin-based defenses constitutes a robust defense syndrome 
that is difficult for insects to overcome (Whitehill and Bohlmann 2019). 

7.2.4 Temporal Sequence: Constitutive, Induced and Primed 
Defenses in Trees 

The distinguishing feature of constitutive and induced defenses is the time when 
they are deployed. Constitutive defenses are always present, even in the absence of 
insect attack. They can be viewed as an insurance against the attacks that almost 
inevitably will come during the long life of a tree (Franceschi et al. 2005). Examples 
of constitutive defenses in conifers are polyphenolic cells in the phloem that store 
phenolic metabolites, which are released upon insect feeding (Franceschi et al. 1998; 
Nagy et al. 2014), (ii) resin ducts filled with terpene-rich oleoresin (Celedon and 
Bohlmann 2019), and (iii) stone cells functioning as physical barriers (Whitehill 
et al. 2016a, 2019; Whitehill and Bohlmann 2019). In contrast, induced defenses are 
mobilized in response to an attack (Eyles et al. 2010). Examples of induced defenses 
are the formation of traumatic resin ducts in conifer wood and the hypersensitive
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response in foliage. Constitutive and induced plant defenses can be both physical 
and chemical in nature. 

The concepts of constitutive and induced defenses play central roles in plant 
defense theory. Plant survival and competitive success require that plants opti-
mize how they allocate the resources they have available. Resource allocation is 
primarily dependent upon carbon availability (i.e. photosynthate), which is used 
for two major purposes: growth or defense (Herms and Mattson 1992; Stamp  2003). 
Defense theory predicts that plant defense responses to insect attack are largely deter-
mined by the resources the plant has access to and how those resources are allocated 
within the plant. When resources are allocated to physical and chemical defenses, 
less are available to grow new leaves and other vegetative structures. This trade-off 
concept is crucial to understanding both the nature of present-day plant defenses 
and the evolutionary history of plant defense mechanisms. Inducible defenses are 
thought to have evolved as a means to reduce the overall costs associated with 
defense, since inducible defenses only are activated when they are needed, i.e. after 
an attack has occurred (Steppuhn and Baldwin 2007). Induction of plant defenses 
reduces the amount of resources diverted to specialized metabolism and facilitates a 
return to growth-dominated activities once a threat from an invading pest has been 
removed. Additionally, induced defenses can be targeted to the site of an ongoing 
attack and thereby further reduce resource allocation to defense, since the plant does 
not invest in defending tissues that are not being attacked. 

In some cases, trees can trigger systemic defense responses in unattacked tissues 
following insect attack (Philippe and Bohlmann 2007; Eyles et al. 2010; Krokene 
2015). Systemic induction of defense prepares plants for insect attack through 
signaling cascades involving the octadecanoid pathway, the plant hormone ethylene, 
or small peptides that induce defenses throughout the plant (Philippe and Bohlmann 
2007; Eyles et al. 2010). Trees can also activate a form of delayed induced defense 
known as defense priming. Delayed or long-term defenses in trees are based on 
two, non-mutually exclusive mechanisms of induced defenses: prolonged upregu-
lation of induced defenses and defense priming (Wilkinson et al. 2019). Prolonged 
up-regulation of induced defenses simply means that defenses induced by insect 
attack or fungal infection remain up-regulated for weeks or months and thus provide 
resistance to subsequent attacks. Because resources are diverted away from growth 
to defenses for a long time, prolonged up-regulation of induced defenses may be 
a costly defense strategy. A more cost-efficient mechanism of long-term induced 
defense is defense priming. When a plant is primed, induced defenses are sensi-
tized in a way that provides faster and/or stronger activation of induced defenses 
in response to future attacks (Conrath et al. 2015). Following a priming stimulus, 
defenses are maintained at constitutive or weakly induced levels, but are then rapidly 
activated upon subsequent attack (Pastor et al. 2013). The priming stimuli may be 
wounding, colonization by insects, pathogens or beneficial organisms, or treatment 
with chemical compounds (Mauch-Mani et al. 2017). 

Defense priming can provide very effective protection of forest trees. For example, 
Norway spruce trees in an area with epidemic bark beetle populations became almost 
completely resistant to attack when they had been treated with the wound hormone
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methyl jasmonate as a priming stimulus (Mageroy et al. 2020a). The molecular 
mechanisms responsible for defense priming in Norway spruce and other trees are still 
unclear, but many defense-related gene transcripts in spruce bark showed a primed 
response after methyl jasmonate treatment, including transcripts for Pathogenesis-
Related (PR) proteins and epigenetic regulators (Mageroy et al. 2020b). 

7.2.5 Effective Dose: Qualitative and Quantitative Defenses 
in Trees 

Historically, the terms qualitative and quantitative defenses have been used mostly for 
chemical traits and refer to the dosage required for specific compounds to negatively 
affect a feeding insect. Toxic compounds that are effective in low amounts are said 
to be qualitative and compounds that must be ingested in high amounts to have an 
effect are considered quantitative. The terms were established and popularized by 
Feeny (1976) and Rhoades & Cates (1976) to explain the evolution of plant defenses 
based on plant apparency, i.e. how likely a plant is to be found by an herbivore. Large 
and long-lived plants that are easily found by herbivores are ‘apparent’, and small or 
ephemeral plants that are less likely to be found are ‘unapparent’. Qualitative defense 
traits were predicted to be dominant in unapparent plants while quantitative defense 
traits were predicted to be dominant in apparent plants. 

Qualitative chemical defenses are potent toxins that are effective at very small 
doses against most insect species, i.e. against generalist pests without co-evolved 
countermeasures. Examples of qualitative plant chemicals are small toxic molecules 
such as certain alkaloids and cyanogenic compounds. Insects that have co-evolved 
with their host plant may have adapted countermeasures to such qualitative defenses. 
Such specialist insects may for example sequester qualitative defense metabolites and 
use them for their own protection against predators and parasites (Rhoades and Cates 
1976; Agrawal and Kurashige 2003). Strong selection pressures and short generation 
times may allow insect pests to rapidly evolve counter-adaptations and overcome tree 
defenses through specialization (Despres et al. 2007). Therefore, qualitative defenses 
in forest trees typically do not provide robust resistance against adapted insect pests, 
and the application of qualitative defenses for long-term pest management is not a 
viable strategy. 

Quantitative chemical defenses, on the other hand, involve specialized metabo-
lites such as tannins, with a dose-dependent effect and are generally effective against 
an herbivore only in high amounts. Due to the basic mechanisms by which quan-
titative defenses interfere with the physiology of an insect, it is difficult for insect 
pests to evolve countermeasures against these traits. Quantitative defenses thus tend 
to be effective against both specialist and generalist species. However, quantita-
tive defenses may come at a high cost: because they are most effective in high 
concentrations they are energetically costly to produce and maintain.
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Interestingly, in contrast to chemical defenses, physical defense traits have 
received less attention in plant defense hypotheses dealing with quantitative versus 
qualitative defense. Hay (2016) points out limitations of the plant apparency model 
and makes the case that ‘plants are rarely defended by one compound or even 
by chemistry alone’. We propose that existing plant defense hypotheses incorpo-
rate physical defenses as an integral part of a synergistic plant defense system. As 
an example of a synergy between chemical and physical defense in trees, stone 
cells are a constitutive, quantitative and physical defense in Sitka spruce against the 
spruce weevil (Whitehill and Bohlmann 2019). Stone cells provide a robust resistance 
that synergizes the effect of a physical defense with terpenoid chemical defenses, 
which are both constitutive and induced and may be either quantitative or qualitative 
(Whitehill and Bohlmann 2019). 

7.2.6 Ecological Function: Direct and Indirect Defenses 
in Trees and Tri-Trophic Interactions 

Tree defenses that directly affect the physiology or behavior of an insect, and thus 
impair its growth, survival or reproduction, are defined as direct defenses (Fig. 7.2). 
However, a tree can also attract species in its environment to protect it against 
attackers. Such indirect defenses can involve the release of volatile metabolites, 
which may attract predators and parasitoids of plant-feeding insects. Such volatiles 
may be induced locally or systemically by activity of the insect and are then called 
herbivore-induced plant volatiles (HIPVs) (Turlings and Erb 2018; Wilkinson et al. 
2019). When plants attract natural enemies of plant-feeding insects they engage in 
tri-trophic interactions, i.e. interactions with reciprocal ecological impacts between 
three trophic levels: a primary producer, a herbivore, and the herbivore’s natural 
enemy. By engaging in tri-trophic interactions, plants can benefit from the vulner-
ability of plant-feeding insects to natural enemies. This is the premise for the tri-
trophic niche concept, which states that certain plants may be an enemy-sparse or 
enemy-dense space for herbivores (Singer and Stireman 2005). Plants can increase or 
reduce the predation risk of an herbivore by releasing HIPVs or providing toxic plant 
metabolites that the herbivore can sequester and use in their anti-predator defense. 

Tri-trophic interactions involving HIPV signaling have been mostly studied in 
herbaceous angiosperms but are also known from both angiosperm and gymnosperm 
trees (Turlings and Erb 2018). When Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) needles are attacked 
by ovipositing sawflies, their foliage emits the sesquiterpene (E)-β-farnesene. This 
HIPV attracts a specialized egg parasitoid, which oviposits inside the sawfly eggs, 
thereby reducing the growth and ultimately survival of the sawfly larvae (Hilker et al. 
2002). Similarly, black poplar (Populus nigra) responds to feeding by spongy moth 
(Lymantria dispar) larvae by releasing HIPVs that attract the spongy moth parasitoid 
Glyptapanteles liparidis (Clavijo-McCormick et al. 2014). Tri-trophic interactions 
have also been demonstrated belowground, at least in angiosperm systems. When
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insect larvae are feeding upon maize (Zea mays) roots, they emit a sesquiterpene 
that attracts nematodes, which then infect the larvae (Rasmann et al. 2005). Because 
indirect defenses involving tri-trophic interactions are found across the plant kingdom 
this is probably an ancient plant defense strategy that emerged early in the evolution 
of land plants (Mumm and Dicke 2010). 

7.3 The Insect Side—How Insects Cope with Tree Defenses 

Insect and host tree populations usually exist in some sort of equilibrium, where 
insect attacks are countered by tree defenses. Most insect herbivores subsist at low 
levels where they are rarely noticed, whereas others go through boom and bust cycles 
as part of their normal ‘outbreak’ behavior. Outbreak species are often referred to 
as ‘pests’, particularly if they damage economically important tree species. The 
delicate balances that regulate insect populations around an equilibrium are some-
times disrupted, for example if trees are suffering due to anthropogenic factors 
such as movement of species and climate change. Insect populations that are out 
of balance—because they are introduced into new environments or are favored by 
changing climates—often become pests. 

Interactions between herbivorous insects and trees are highly variable. This diver-
sity is a product of the enormous number of insect species that feed on trees and 
the many different ways that trees can be exploited by insects. Because of their 
large dimensions, long life cycles, and complex architecture, trees provide numerous 
niches that can be exploited by insects with many different lifestyles. Much of a tree 
consists of lignified organs and tissues, both above ground (main stems, branches, 
twigs) and below ground (roots in many different diameter classes). Wood may 
contain living cells, like the water-conducting sapwood, or consist mostly of dead 
cells, such as the heartwood. Bark, needles and leaves also offer a large and apparent 
array of living tissues that support many different insects. Tree-feeding insects subsist 
on their hosts by utilizing various feeding strategies and can be grouped into so-called 
feeding guilds. Feeding guild largely dictates the mechanisms by which different 
insects may cope with tree defenses. The oldest known fossil record of insects feeding 
on plants dates back approximately 400 million years and consists of fossilized insect 
guts or feces and feeding damage on fossilized plants (Labandeira 1998). Insect 
herbivory presumably originated as generalist feeding on foliage and diversified into 
specialized feeding guilds. The earliest fossils of insects feeding on living woody or 
wood-like tissues are 350 million years old. Wood-boring is considered a primitive 
life habit for beetles and their immediate ancestors have evolved into some of the 
most destructive present-day forest pests (Vega and Hofstetter 2015).
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7.3.1 A Note on Generalist and Specialist Insect Herbivores 

The mechanisms trees use to defend themselves are usually effective against most 
herbivorous insect species in the trees’ natural environment. However, some insects 
have co-evolved with their host tree to overcome tree defenses. Such co-evolved 
species can successfully colonize unique niches that are not readily available to 
non-adapted competitors (Despres et al. 2007). Based on their host relationships 
herbivorous insects are often categorized as either specialist or generalist species. 
These terms are usually used within the context of chemical defenses as opposed to 
physical defenses. Specialist insects have evolved mechanisms that allow them to 
feed on a select set of plant species with a high concentration of a particular type 
of chemical defense, while these plants would not be suitable hosts for most other 
insects. In extreme cases, while increasing the insect’s fitness on its preferred host(s), 
this specialization may have reduced its fitness on other plants. Generalist insects 
are species that have a much wider host range than specialists and are able to deal 
with more diverse chemical defenses, at least at low to moderate concentrations. The 
terms ‘generalist’ and ‘specialist’ are widely used in the literature but there are no 
defined set of criteria that clearly differentiates generalists from specialists (Ali and 
Agrawal 2012). 

7.3.2 Insect Feeding Guilds and Their Interaction with Tree 
Defenses 

Herbivore feeding or trophic guilds are groups of species that exploit the same kinds 
of plant resources in comparable ways. The major feeding guilds of insects that live 
on trees include foliage feeders (Chapter 9), bark beetles (Chapter 10), woodborers 
(Chapter 12), sucking insects (Chapter 13), and insects feeding on reproductive struc-
tures (Chapter 16). Here we briefly address how the major feeding guilds interact 
with tree defenses. 

Insect-tree interactions are largely constrained by the physical and chemical prop-
erties of the tissues the insects feed upon and the physical closeness of the insect-tree 
association. Many insects live and feed inside trees and may thus remain in close 
contact with tree defenses for long periods. This is true for woodborers (Chapter 12) 
and bark beetles (Chapter 10) that feed and oviposit in tunnels in the bark or sapwood, 
and for ambrosia beetles (Chapter 11) that tunnel in the sapwood. Weevils feeding 
on tips, shoots, roots and reproductive organs (Chapter 15) and insects feeding on 
cones and seeds (Chapter 16) also spend most of their lives inside their host. The 
same is true for some foliage feeders, such as gall insects (Chapter 14) and leaf 
miners (Chapter 9). Most other foliage feeders feed externally in the canopy, such 
as sucking insects (Chapter 13) and some weevils feeding on tips, shoots and young 
plants. These external feeders have a looser physical association with their host tree
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and are exposed to tree defenses largely through the tissues they ingest. The herbivo-
rous insects that tend to be the least exposed to tree defenses are sucking or piercing 
insects that ingest sap or xylem fluids. 

7.3.3 Insect Strategies to Cope with Tree Defenses 

Insects can overcome plant defenses through counter-adaptations that are genetically 
determined or due to behavioral plasticity (Fox et al. 2004). Insect strategies to cope 
with plant defenses can be classified as external or internal (Despres et al. 2007), 
depending on whether they operate before or after ingestion of plant tissues, respec-
tively. Some insects, such as galling insects, actively suppress tree defenses prior 
to ingestion by manipulating host tissues externally (Samsone et al. 2012). Once an 
insect has ingested host tissues, it can excrete, sequester or detoxify chemical defenses 
internally. Such internal, post-ingestive counter-adaptations are well studied, espe-
cially against chemical defenses, and may involve the action of enzymes in the insect 
midgut, such as cytochromes P450 and glutathione S-transferases (Enyati et al. 2005; 
Feyereisen 2006; Despres et al. 2007; Che-Mendoza et al. 2009; Chiu et al.  2019). 
Insect counter-adaptations to physical defense traits, on the other hand, are not well 
studied. 

7.3.3.1 External Strategies of Insects to Cope with Tree Defenses 

Prior to feeding, an insect can respond to plant defense traits through behavioral 
avoidance mechanisms. These behaviors can reduce or completely bypass negative 
impacts of tree defenses. Insects actively evade defenses through avoidance in time 
(phenology) or by feeding on tissues that are less well defended. For example, many 
moths and butterflies that feed on leaves closely synchronize larval emergence with 
bud burst because emerging young leaves are less well defended chemically and 
physically than older leaves (Feeny 1970). Also, some leaf feeding insects cut through 
a primary leaf vein to reduce turgor pressure before they start to feed. This trenching 
behavior has been observed in insects feeding on plants that store highly toxic latex 
within specialized defense structures called laticifers (Doussard and Eisner 1987). 
Plant latexes and resins represent both chemical and physical defenses, as these fluids 
often contain toxic metabolites that are also highly viscous and sticky. 

Insects use visual, olfactory or tactile cues from plant defense traits, volatile emis-
sions or nutritional quality to avoid feeding or laying eggs on toxic plant tissues. 
Young larvae usually feed on the tissues where oviposition occurred and brood 
survival will thus be higher if optimal substrates are selected for oviposition. This 
is the premise for the “mother knows best” hypothesis which predicts that insects 
oviposit on hosts where their progeny will perform optimally (Bernays and Graham 
1988). The use of chemical cues to avoid chemical defenses is often intertwined 
with the use of visual cues. For instance, woodboring beetles tend to rely first on
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visual cues to select potential host trees, before switching to tactile and olfactory 
cues when they land on the host. Ambrosia beetles also integrate visual and olfac-
tory cues to differentiate host species from non-host species (Campbell and Borden 
2009). The role of olfactory cues in host selection behaviors of bark beetles have 
been particularly well studied, since tree-killing bark beetles are important forest 
pests. Bark beetles utilize tree chemistry to identify suitable hosts for oviposition and 
brood development. Specifically, these beetles have evolved complex mechanisms 
to modify terpenes in the trees’ chemical defenses for use in their own pheromone 
biosynthesis (Chiu et al. 2017). Instead of attempting to summarize the vast literature 
on this topic in a short paragraph, we refer the reader to some of the relevant literature 
that explores these well-documented interactions (Wood 1982; Raffa  2001; Zhang 
and Schlyter 2004; Blomquist et al. 2010). 

Although we are not aware of studies that demonstrated active avoidance behaviors 
in forest pests to physical defense traits, observations of the spruce weevil have 
suggested that adult maturation feeding on spruce shoots prior to oviposition may 
improve brood fitness (Whitehill and Bohlmann 2019). Adult maturation feeding 
drains resin canals on the apical shoot and is hypothesized to reduce exposure of 
eggs and larvae to the toxic effects of oleoresin. This probably improves survival of 
young weevil larvae, although further experimental evidence is required to support 
this hypothesis. This behavior resembles the trenching behavior of insects that feed 
on herbaceous plants with toxic latex. 

7.3.3.2 Internal Strategies of Insects to Cope with Tree Defenses 

Insects have various internal mechanisms to circumvent the toxic effects of special-
ized plant metabolites. These mechanisms include tasting (gustation) and subsequent 
avoidance of toxic food, as well as excretion, detoxification, and sequestration of toxic 
plant metabolites after ingestion. In herbaceous systems, gustatory cues can deter 
continued insect feeding on plant tissues. For instance, cyanogenic glycosides deter 
further feeding by the alfalfa weevil (Hypera brunneipennis) even when glycoside 
levels are below the threshold of toxicity (Bernays and Cornelius 1992). In poplar 
(genus Populus), deterrents of insect feeding such as phenolic glycosides and salici-
noids (glycosides of salicylic acid) are important for defense (Hwang and Lindroth 
1997). Tasting and avoidance strategies are challenging behaviors to unravel, as 
they require careful observation combined with targeted bioassays of individual 
plant metabolites. The avoidance responses of insects to toxic metabolites are very 
simple: move on and feed on a different plant or tissue. Since avoidance is conceptu-
ally straightforward, we focus here instead on the more complex internal metabolic 
mechanisms insects use to cope with toxic plant compounds. Using forest insects 
as examples, we present the three non-behavioral metabolic coping mechanisms: 
excretion, detoxification, and sequestration of toxic plant metabolites. 

Excretion—In the context of insect-plant interactions, excretion refers to the 
simple removal of ingested toxic plant metabolites from the insect gut with the feces
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(Zagrobelny et al. 2004). Insects that are adapted to feed on plants with diverse chem-
ical defenses tend to rely on excretion as their main mechanism to avoid potentially 
toxic metabolites. For instance, case moth (Hyalarcta huebneri) larvae that feed on 
chemically well-defended eucalyptus leaves excrete most of the toxic metabolites 
they ingest unchanged (Cooper 2001). Some ingested plant toxins are stopped by the 
peritrophic matrix in the insect midgut, acting as a barrier that prevents toxins from 
reaching the gut epithelium. The polarity of ingested compounds and the pH of the 
midgut can also influence the toxicity of certain plant metabolites. For instance, many 
lipophilic compounds do not interact readily with the insect midgut and therefore are 
passively excreted following ingestion (Barbehenn 1999). Conversely, hydrophilic 
compounds must be modified enzymatically in the midgut to reduce their toxicity 
and ease their removal from the digestive tract. 

Detoxification—Detoxification involves biochemical processes to remove toxic 
compounds that have been ingested. Insect detoxification of plant defense compounds 
may involve variations and combinations of compounds being oxidized, hydrolyzed, 
or reduced, as well as conjugated to molecules that can be readily cleared from the 
insect body (Despres et al. 2007). Detoxification of plant metabolites by herbiv-
orous insects has been described to involve a variety of different enzymes such 
as cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (CYP450s), glutathione-S-transferases, and 
carboxylesterases. Of these, CYP450s are perhaps the best studied and appear to 
play a key role in many plant–insect interactions (Feyereisen 2005). CYP450s 
are a diverse group of enzymes that are found throughout the animal and plant 
kingdoms (Li et al. 2007). In insects, CYP450s are essential to the function of 
certain organs such as antennae, where they clear old odorant molecules from 
the odorant receptors (Maïbèche-Coisne et al. 2005). CYP450s are also critical to 
insect metabolism and tolerance of anthropogenic chemicals such as insecticides 
(Petersen et al. 2001; Wondji et al. 2007). The important functions CYP450s have in 
detoxification are reflected in the large diversity and number of CYP450s in insect 
genomes. Glutathione-S-transferases are involved in detoxification of glucosinolates 
by making them more soluble and thus more easily excreted (Enayati et al. 2005). 
Insect carboxylesterases detoxify chemical insecticides and are therefore also thought 
to be involved in detoxification of other toxic substances, such as plant specialized 
metabolites (Yang et al. 2005). 

Sequestration—Sequestration in insects is the process of utilizing plant metabo-
lites for protection against predators or as precursors for pheromone production. 
Sequestration of plant metabolites is a highly specialized counter-adaptation to plant 
chemical defenses. The process may appear complex but only requires a few modi-
fications of conserved molecular processes. Insect sequestration requires a selective 
import system that targets potentially harmful compounds, a safe transport mecha-
nism through the body so the toxic metabolites do not harm the insect, and a site for 
safe, long-term storage (Kuhn et al. 2004). Sequestration processes are best docu-
mented in leaf beetles (Chrysomelidae) where the juvenile stages use sequestered 
plant compounds to defend themselves against predation (Meinwald et al. 1977; 
Pasteels et al. 1990; Gillespie et al. 2003). In trees, the poplar leaf beetle (Chrysomela 
populii) sequesters salicin in specialized defensive glands and excretes the toxin for
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its own protection (Strauss et al. 2013). Similarly, sawfly larvae feeding on pine 
foliage sequester diterpenes from the needles as a defense against predators (Eisner 
et al. 1974). 

Sequestration versus detoxification: a closer look at the mountain pine beetle
- The mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) is a devastating forest pest 
with unique mechanisms to cope with the terpene-rich resin defenses of its host trees. 
Females initiate mass attacks on trees by releasing the aggregation pheromone trans-
verbenol as they enter the bark. Trans-verbenol is formed by the hydroxylation of 
α-pinene, an abundant monoterpene in pine resin. This hydroxylation is catalyzed by 
a specific CYP450 in the beetle (Chiu et al. 2019). For attacking females it is essential 
to rapidly initiate mass attacks in order to overcome tree defenses and successfully 
colonize trees. Earlier, it was believed that females hydroxylated α-pinene into trans-
verbenol immediately upon entering the bark. However, Chiu et al. (2019) found that 
the beetles lay the foundation for rapid pheromone production much earlier in life. 
As the larvae develop in the bark, they detoxify α-pinene and store it as monoterpenyl 
esters inside their body. These pheromone precursors are most abundant in female 
larvae around the time of pupation and are retained through to adult emergence and 
host finding. Detoxification of α-pinene and sequestration of pheromone precursors 
thus appears to provide a reservoir for the rapid female-specific release of trans-
verbenol upon tree attack (Chiu et al. 2018). The mountain pine beetle example 
shows that sequestration and detoxification are not necessarily mutually exclusive 
mechanisms, but can be context dependent and open to interpretation; α-pinene is 
first detoxified, then sequestrated as monoterpenyl ester pheromone precursors, and 
finally converted to the aggregation pheromone trans-verbenol. 

7.3.4 The Role of Symbiotic Microorganisms in Insect-Tree 
Interactions 

Many herbivorous insects benefit from microorganisms in obtaining resources from 
well-defended and nutrient-poor tree tissues. It would therefore be oversimplified to 
consider insect-plant interactions as two-species interactions, as in reality they are 
likely complex insect-plant-microbiome interactions (Geib et al. 2008; Berasategui 
and Salem 2020; Frago et al. 2020). The insect microbiome includes the endo-
microbiome (organisms living inside the insect, including in the gut) and the exo-
microbiome (organisms living on the external surface of the insect). Bacteria and 
fungi in insect microbiomes may play essential roles in the breakdown of food 
(Scully et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2015; Berasategui and Salem 2020), defense against 
pathogens (Cardoza et al. 2006), and protection against plant defenses (Ceja-Navarro 
et al. 2015; Howe and Herde 2015; Frago et al. 2020). In the context of insect-tree 
interactions, the microbiome may significantly increase insect fitness by detoxifying 
tree defense metabolites and otherwise make plant tissues more suitable for feeding 
and reproduction. Large-scale mapping of insect microbiomes can be achieved by
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targeted sequencing of DNA barcoding regions of major microbial groups, such as 
bacteria, archaea, and fungi (Caporaso et al. 2012). Here, we present two examples 
that illustrate the intricate ways microbial symbionts may influence insect-tree inter-
actions. First, we describe how fungal and bacterial symbionts may help bark beetles 
to colonize well-defended conifer trees, and secondly, how endosymbiotic bacteria 
are involved in a highly specialized nutritional mutualism with aphids. 

7.3.4.1 Bark Beetles, Bluestain Fungi and Bacteria 

A century-old paradigm in bark beetle ecology holds that fungi vectored by tree-
killing bark beetles are critical for overwhelming host tree defenses and ultimately 
killing the tree (Six and Wingfield 2011; Krokene 2015). As early as 1928, F.C. Craig-
head suggested that ascomycete bluestain fungi carried by the beetles were important 
in tree killing (Craighead 1928), and historically most research on microorganisms 
involved in overwhelming tree defenses has focused on these fungi (Kirisits 2004). It 
has proved difficult to demonstrate experimentally that bluestain fungi are crucial for 
tree-killing, partly because it is difficult to separate the contribution of the fungi from 
that of the beetle itself. Even though it is hard to prove conclusively that microbionts 
are essential for tree-killing, fungi and bacteria have been shown to metabolize tree 
secondary metabolites and thus help detoxify tree defenses. In some North American 
bark beetle species, bacteria in the endo-microbiome have been demonstrated to help 
digest plant tissues and break down plant defenses (Adams et al. 2009, 2013; Boone 
et al. 2013). Also, bluestain fungi associated with the Eurasian spruce bark beetle 
rapidly break down phenolics in spruce bark and make the phloem more attractive 
to tunneling beetles (Hammerbacher et al. 2013; Kandasamy et al. 2019; Zhao et al. 
2019a). Bluestain fungi may also produce components of bark beetle aggregation 
pheromones, suggesting that these fungi have a long co-evolutionary history with 
the beetle (Zhao et al. 2019b). 

7.3.4.2 Aphids and Endosymbiotic Bacteria 

Aphids are sap-sucking insects that feed externally on trees and other plants. Sap 
provides a very unbalanced diet consisting mostly of carbohydrates. It contains little 
nitrogen, and is a poor source of specific amino acids such as methionine and leucine 
(Sandström and Moran 1999). To overcome the nutritional deficiency of their diet, 
aphids harbor different species of endosymbiotic bacteria inside their cells. One 
species that is carried by almost all aphids is the endosymbiotic bacterium Buchnera 
aphidicola. This obligate intracellular endosymbiont provides essential amino acids 
that allow the aphids to survive on their carbohydrate-rich but nutrient-poor diet. In 
return, the bacterium receives all its other essential nutrients from its aphid host. The 
bacterium lives inside large specialized cells known as bacteriocytes and is vertically 
transmitted from mother to offspring with the egg. Since the bacterium cannot survive
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outside the cells of its aphid host, it essentially functions like an organelle. The aphid-
Buchnera symbiosis is ancient and dates back at least 180 million years (Moran et al. 
2008). Due to its obligatory endosymbiotic lifestyle the bacterium has lost many 
key genes for metabolic pathways and extracellular structures present in free-living 
bacteria. Because of this gene loss, the genome size of Buchnera aphidicola is only 
15% of that of its close free-living relative Escherichia coli (Shigenobu et al. 2000). 
In addition to Buchnera, aphids harbor other bacteria such as Hamiltonella defensa, 
which may improve aphid fitness by providing protection against parasitic wasps and 
other natural enemies (Dion et al. 2011). 

7.4 Case Studies: Major Forest Pest Issues Worldwide 

Here we present examples of some major forest pest challenges. The selected insect-
tree interactions highlight many of the tree defense mechanisms and insect adapta-
tions described above. We present insect species with varied lifestyles and belonging 
to different feeding guilds, including species that feed internally or externally in 
conifer and broadleaved trees (Fig. 7.4). Also, since co-evolution between insect 
herbivores and trees is important in shaping insect-tree interactions, we present 
examples of both native and invasive forest pests.

7.4.1 Native Pests Living on Co-Evolved Host Trees 

Interactions between native insects and their co-evolved host trees tend to be much 
more stable and predictable than interactions between invasive insects and evolu-
tionary naïve tree species. Still, native insects such as sawflies and bark beetles may 
be opportunistic pests that go through boom-and-bust cycles and can have large-scale 
and long-lasting outbreaks. 

7.4.1.1 The European Pine Sawfly: An Eruptive Defoliator 
with a Co-Evolved Tri-Trophic Niche 

The European pine sawfly (Neodiprion sertifer) is native to Eurasia where it feeds on 
the needles of Scots pine and other two-needle pines. It is an early-season defoliator 
that occasionally undergoes short-lived outbreaks that may cover tens of thousands 
of hectares (Chorbadjian et al. 2019). The larvae feed on pine needles, starting with 
1-year-old and older needles and only feeding on current-year needles if they run 
out of older needles. Larval development is completed relatively early in the summer 
and the mature larvae move down the stem and pupate in the forest litter. Adults 
emerge in the autumn and females lay eggs on current-year needles. Since the larvae 
rarely defoliate trees completely, tree mortality is low, but heavy attacks may cause
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Fig. 7.4 Examples of native and invasive forest pests worldwide. Native insects living on co-
evolved host trees: (a) the European pine sawfly (Neodiprion sertifer) is a native defoliator of pines 
in Europe and Asia; (b) a mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) female is swimming 
through resin to enter and colonize a pine host in its native range in western North America; (c) the 
spruce weevil (Pissodes strobi) is a native regeneration pest across North America, ovipositing in 
the apical shoot of different spruce and pine species. Invasive insects attacking evolutionary naïve 
host trees: (d) the bark and wood boring emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) is native to Asia 
but has invaded eastern North America where it is killing native ash trees; (e) the red turpentine 
beetle (Dendroctonus valens) is native to North America and has been introduced into China where 
it is killing millions of native pine trees; (f) the balsam woolly adelgid (Adelges piceae) is a small 
sap sucking insect of European origin that has been introduced into North America where it is 
killing native fir species. Photo credits: a © Erling Fløistad, Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy 
Research; b © Christine Chiu, Natural Resources Canada; c and d © Justin Whitehill; e © (inset) 
Erich G. Vallery, USDA Forest Service—SRS-4552, https://doi.org/Bugwood.org and (damage) 
Bob Oakes, UGA1241449, USDA Forest Service, https://doi.org/Bugwood.org; f © Brad Edwards, 
North Carolina Cooperative Extension

https://doi.org/Bugwood.org
https://doi.org/Bugwood.org
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significant growth losses. A complex relationship exists between the trees’ chemical 
defenses, survival of sawfly larvae, and predation risk. As they feed, the larvae ingest 
diterpene resin acids stored in resin canals in the needles (Niemelä et al. 1982; 
Fig. 7.3). High concentrations of resin acids in the diet reduce larval growth, but resin 
acids may also improve larval survival. Larvae protect themselves against predators 
by sequestering ingested resin acids and storing them in specialized pouches in 
the foregut (Eisner et al. 1974). When challenged by birds or other predators, the 
larvae startle the attackers by synchronously waving their bodies and discharging 
a bubble of resin acid through their mouth. Ingestion of diterpene resin acids thus 
represents a trade-off for the larvae: in the absence of predation diterpenes negatively 
affect larval growth and survival, but diterpenes may increase larval survival when 
predators are present. This complex relationship between pine defenses and sawfly 
survival illustrates the tri-trophic niche concept and the intricate relationships that 
may exist between plants, herbivores and predators. As described above (‘Plant side’) 
the tri-trophic niche concept states that toxic specialized compounds and other plant 
characteristics may increase or decrease a herbivore’s vulnerability to natural enemies 
by making the plant an enemy-sparse or enemy-dense space for the herbivore (Singer 
and Stireman 2005). 

7.4.1.2 The Mountain Pine Beetle: Rapid Range Expansion by a Native 
Tree-Killing Bark Beetle 

The mountain pine beetle is native to western North America, colonizing lodge-
pole pine (Pinus contorta) and other pine species throughout its large geographical 
range (Six and Bracewell 2015). The mountain pine beetle epitomizes the devastating 
effects tree-killing bark beetles can have on forest ecosystems, having killed 55% 
of all merchantable lodgepole pine over a 25 million hectare area since the 1990’s 
(Meddens et al. 2012). Most of the time beetle population levels are low and ovipo-
sition occurs in the stem bark of weakened and dying trees. Following disturbances 
and favorable climatic conditions, beetle populations build up and massive outbreaks 
can occur, with an explosive increase in abundance over a short period of time. Beetle 
outbreaks may last several years, and during outbreaks the beetles are able to over-
whelm the resistance of even healthy trees through mass-attacks coordinated by 
aggregation pheromones (Raffa et al. 2008; Boone et al. 2011). The last 20 years, 
climate change has been driving range expansions of this pest into higher altitudes 
and eastwards across the Rocky Mountains in Canada (Cudmore et al. 2010; Buotte 
et al. 2016). Warming temperatures have also favored beetle population growth and 
outbreak development by reducing winter mortality and causing drought stress that 
lowers tree defenses. The beetles vector a pathogenic fungal symbiont, the bluestain 
fungus Grosmannia clavigera, that colonizes the phloem and sapwood of attacked 
trees following beetle colonization. The combined effect of beetle mass-attacks and 
fungal infection ultimately overwhelms tree defenses and kills the trees. In an effort to 
mitigate the impacts of beetle outbreaks researchers are dissecting the complex three-
way interactions between beetles, fungal symbionts and trees. This work has been
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facilitated by the development of genomic resources for both the fungal pathogen 
(DiGuistini et al. 2011) and the beetle (Keeling et al. 2013). 

7.4.1.3 The Spruce Weevil: A Shoot-Feeding Reforestation Pest 
of North American Conifers 

Pissodes strobi is a ‘snout beetle’ (family Curculionidae) colonizing various spruce 
and pine species across its wide range in North America. In western forests it attacks 
various spruce species and is known as the spruce weevil (Ebata 1991), whereas 
in the east it attacks primarily eastern white pine (Pinus strobus) and is referred 
to as white pine weevil. The beetles cause damage when females oviposit near the 
top of the apical shoot of young trees. The developing larvae tunnel downwards in 
the phloem, destroying the shoot in the process. Because of its abundance, wide 
geographical range, and ability to disrupt the height growth of young trees, the 
spruce weevil is considered the most important threat to reforestation of commercial 
spruce forests in western North America. Sitka spruce is particularly susceptible 
and very little reforestation has historically been attempted with this species, despite 
its intrinsically high economic value (King and Alfaro 2009). However, extensive 
research has identified weevil-resistant spruce genotypes that are now used actively 
in forest regeneration programs (Kiss and Yanchuk 1991; King and Alfaro 2009; 
King et al. 2011). Weevil-resistance in Sitka spruce results from a complex defense 
syndrome with synergism between chemical and physical defense traits that are both 
constitutively present and induced following insect attack. Specifically, resistant trees 
have more stone cells in the upper part of the shoot where the young larvae start their 
development. The stone cells slow down larval growth and increase larval exposure 
to the chemical toxicity and physical aspects of oleoresin (Whitehill et al. 2019). 
Resistant spruce genotypes have co-evolved with the insect in areas with high weevil 
densities (King et al. 2011). In contrast, a highly susceptible genotype was found on 
the remote Haida Gwaii Islands that have historically been free from weevils (King 
et al. 2011). Plants propagated from resistant and susceptible spruce genotypes have 
been used for detailed mechanistic studies of tree resistance (Robert and Bohlmann 
2010; Robert et al. 2010; Hall et al.  2011; Whitehill et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2019). 
This research has generated important tools and resources, including one of the 
first sequenced conifer genomes that has been the basis for several genomic and 
gene sequence-based mechanistic studies (Birol et al. 2013; Celedon et al. 2017; 
Whitehill et al. 2019). 

7.4.2 Invasive Pests Attacking Evolutionary Naïve Host Trees 

Some of the most devastating insect-tree interactions involve insects that have been 
accidentally introduced into new areas where they interact with local tree species 
that lack effective defenses (Gandhi and Herms 2010). International trade with live
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plants, such as plants for planting, and the use of infested wood packaging materials 
are the main sources for the introduction of invasive tree pests to new areas (Aukema 
et al. 2010). Novel insect-tree associations may result in unpredictable and surprising 
outcomes due to the lack or reciprocal adaptations between insects and trees (Ploetz 
et al. 2013). 

7.4.2.1 Emerald Ash Borer: An Invasive Stem Borer Ravaging 
Non-Adapted American Ash Species 

The emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) is an invasive bark- and wood-boring 
insect causing widespread mortality of ash (genus Fraxinus) in eastern North Amer-
ican forests. The beetle originates from East Asia and was accidentally introduced 
into North America in the 1990s (Herms and McCullough 2014). In its invasive 
range the beetle colonizes healthy ash trees and kills them within 2–3 years. The 
damage is done by the larvae as they feed on the inner bark and sapwood of the 
main stem, ultimately killing the trees by disrupting the flow of water and nutrients 
(McCullough and Katovich 2004). All North American ash species are susceptible 
to attack (Cappaert, et al. 2005; Poland and McCullough 2006). Detailed studies of 
the interaction between ash defenses and tunneling beetle larvae have shown that 
North American ash species are unable to confine and kill the young larvae. Thus, 
the evolutionary naïve ashes of North America lack effective defenses against this 
invasive pest. In contrast, Manchurian ash (F. mandshurica) native to Asia is resistant 
to attack, likely because it has targeted defenses developed over its co-evolutionary 
history with the insect (Bryant, et al. 1994; Rebek et al. 2008). Manchurian ash is 
less preferred for adult feeding and oviposition than susceptible ash species (Rebek 
et al. 2008), is more resistant to larval feeding (Chakraborty et al. 2014), and has 
higher constitutive concentrations of specialized metabolites and defensive proteins 
in the bark (Eyles et al. 2007; Whitehill et al. 2011, 2012, 2014; Hill et al. 2012). 
Interestingly, normally susceptible North American ash species can be made resistant 
to attack following external application of the wound hormone methyl jasmonate on 
the stem bark (Whitehill et al. 2014). Methyl jasmonate application increased the 
activity of trypsin inhibitors and concentrations of phenolics and lignin in the bark 
and decreased larval survival. This shows that even susceptible ash species have 
the defense machinery to prevent beetle infection, but they apparently are unable to 
induce these defenses under natural conditions, perhaps because they fail to recognize 
the feeding larvae or respond quickly enough to attack. 

7.4.2.2 Red Turpentine Beetle: Novel Insect-Fungus Partnerships Are 
Invading Chinese Forests 

Like the emerald ash borer, the red turpentine beetle (Dendroctonus valens) is mostly 
a secondary colonizer of weakened trees in its native range, but is a serious tree-killer 
in its invasive range. The red turpentine beetle is the largest and most widespread
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bark beetle in North America. It can breed in more than 40 conifer species in North 
America but is most common in different pine species. Although it normally colonizes 
weakened trees or trees attacked by other bark beetles, it may occasionally attack 
and kill apparently healthy trees in its native range (Sun et al. 2013). Unlike most 
other bark beetles, the larvae of the red turpentine beetle feed gregariously in groups 
of up to 100 larvae that excavate a large cave-like gallery in the bark of the lower 
stem. The beetle was accidentally introduced into China in the early 1980s, probably 
through import of unprocessed conifer logs from the western United States, and has 
killed millions of pine trees in China since its first outbreak in 1999 (Yan et al. 2005; 
Sun et al. 2013). The beetle’s success in China appears to be due to a combination 
of naïve host trees, few natural enemies, and an ability to partner with new species 
of mutualistic symbiotic microorganisms (Sun et al. 2013). In its invasive range the 
beetle mainly attacks Chinese pine (Pinus tabuliformis) and sometimes Chinese white 
pine (Pinus armandii). It attacks both healthy trees and trees that have been stressed 
by drought, fire or root disturbance. The beetle naturally vectors different species of 
bluestain fungi and some of these were introduced in China together with the beetle. 
In addition, the beetle has picked up several native Chinese bluestain fungi and this 
appears to have contributed to the beetle’s impact in China (Lu et al. 2009). The 
beetle’s potential geographic range in China is much larger than its current range, 
suggesting there is a high risk of future range expansion (Tang et al. 2008; He et al.  
2015). Chinese pine is a widely planted reforestation tree used to reduce soil erosion 
and further expansion of the red turpentine beetle in China will probably have severe 
ecological impacts. 

7.4.2.3 Balsam Woolly Adelgid: An Invasive Sucking Insect Killing 
North American Firs 

The balsam woolly adelgid (Adelges piceae) is an invasive piercing-sucking insect 
that has devastated most naturally occurring populations of the premier Christmas tree 
species in North America, Fraser fir (Abies fraseri). Since its accidental introduction 
into North America from Europe around 1900, the adelgid has killed thousands of 
hectares of Fraser fir, its main host in North America. The adelgid has also spread 
west across the continent and reached most areas where suitable host trees occur. 
All North American fir species are highly susceptible to the pest, while European 
firs tolerate infestation for several years with little symptoms (Newton et al. 2011). 
In its invasive North American range, the balsam woolly adelgid reproduces strictly 
through parthenogenesis and completes two or more generations per year (Arthur and 
Hain 1984). The adults are wingless and the only mobile life stage is the early phase 
of the first larval instar (the crawler), which disperses from tree to tree primarily by 
wind or gravity. When the crawler finds a suitable feeding site on a branch or trunk 
it inserts its mouthparts into the bark and remains attached at that site for the rest 
of its life (Balch and Carroll 1956). The formation of ‘rotholz’ (red wood) around 
feeding sites is a characteristic symptom of balsam woolly adelgid feeding in Fraser 
fir (Mester et al. 2016). This abnormal wood formation resembles compression wood
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and is considered to be a major cause of decline in infested trees (Timell 1986). Fraser 
fir is a specialty crop conifer and the most valuable Christmas tree species in the US. 
Christmas tree revenues total more than 2 billion USD annually. Both the entire 
natural range and the largest production region of Fraser fir are located in small rural 
communities in the Southern Appalachian Mountains of the southeastern US. Here, 
the balsam wooly adelgid has killed 80% of the mature Fraser fir trees across the 
very restricted natural range, reducing Fraser fir to an endangered species (White 
et al. 2012). Tree resistance mechanisms to infestation are not well understood but 
probably involve a combination of physical and chemical defenses at the infestation 
site (Hain et al. 1991; Newton et al. 2011). Methodologies to screen for genetic 
resistance in Fraser fir to the adelgid have been developed (Newton et al. 2011) and 
the ultimate goal is to develop tolerant or resistant Fraser fir genotypes through genetic 
improvement and thus support the Christmas tree industry for future generations. 

7.5 Conclusions and Future Prospects 

Climate change is expected to reduce forest health and amplify damage from native 
and invasive insect pests (Allen et al. 2010; Bentz et al. 2010). Ecological constraints 
tend to keep insect populations more or less stable and prevent large-scale pest erup-
tions. However, increasing temperatures alter species interactions and remove natural 
climatic barriers that have historically prevented population growth and range expan-
sion of forest pests. Warming temperatures over the last several decades have already 
resulted in some of the most severe forest insect outbreaks reported in the literature. 
These include outbreaks of well-known pests such as mountain pine beetle, spruce 
budworm (Christoneura occidentalis), and Eurasian spruce bark beetle. In addition, 
new invasive forest pests have emerged, such as emerald ash borer in North America, 
red turpentine beetle in China, and redbay ambrosia beetle (Xyleborus glabratus) in  
the south-eastern United States. The combination of warmer temperatures, leading 
to increased stress and decreased resilience of forest ecosystems, and so-called naïve 
host trees without co-evolved defenses provide invasive species with a favorable, 
potentially defense-free environment. Expansion of invasive pests into novel envi-
ronments may cause extirpation of other species and disruption of ecosystems in the 
process (Klooster et al. 2014). 

Climatic and other environmental change may favor insect pests over their host 
trees, because insects have much shorter life cycles and can adapt more rapidly than 
trees to changing conditions. As human populations continue to affect the planet 
through climate change and homogenization of the world’s biota we will increasingly 
see dramatic effects of interactions between insects and trees. It is therefore more 
important than ever to understand the mechanisms of tree resistance to herbivore 
attack, in order to promote tree resistance through optimized forest management 
and development of resistant cultivars. Natural variability in tree defense traits, as 
a result of co-evolutionary history between trees and insects, can provide robust
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defenses against forest pests. The most effective tree defense mechanisms fend off 
or stop insect attack despite continual exposure to a pest. 

While much is known about some of the traits that contribute to tree defense, 
little is known regarding how these defense traits function ecologically, or how the 
underlying genomic mechanisms function to control tree defenses. Researchers who 
study tree-insect interactions face several challenges and limitations compared with 
those who study annual plants and model species like Arabidopsis thaliana, tobacco 
and tomato. However, these challenges also pose opportunities for the development 
of novel and innovative approaches to elucidate the complex interactions between 
forest trees and insects. Genomics tools are opening new avenues of research in noto-
riously difficult-to-study non-model tree species. The marriage between ecological 
and genomic approaches will help to streamline the identification of genetic markers 
that associate with complex resistance mechanisms in tree-insect interactions and 
rapidly increase tree health through genetic improvement. To keep pace with the 
rapid impacts of climate change and prepare trees for expected future climates, the 
application of modern genomic technologies may be crucial to the survival of forest 
tree ecosystems. 
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Chapter 8 
Insects and Forest Succession 

Sean C. Thomas 

8.1 Introduction—Foundations of “Succession” in Plant 
Ecology 

There is a long-standing, even ancient, belief in Western thought that forests, partic-
ularly unmanaged forests relatively free from obvious human impacts, are never-
changing; this is the connotation of the German word “urwald” or “original forest” 
that influenced early thinking on forests from the origins of the emerging scien-
tific disciplines of forestry and ecology in the 1800s. However, all forests, including 
extant ancient forests, are in fact in a state of flux. In addition to changes due to 
seasonality and forest responses to vicissitudes of the environment, forests nearly 
always show directional changes in species composition, structure, and ecosystem 
processes that are termed succession (Box 8.1). In general, forest succession is initi-
ated by disturbance (Box 8.1), defined as a (more or less) discrete event in which 
some or all vegetation is destroyed or removed from the system. The most common 
agents of forest disturbance are fire, windstorms, floods, and (very commonly) tree 
removal by human activities; however, animals, including insects, and microbes such 
as fungal pathogens, can also be important disturbance agents in many forest ecosys-
tems. Succession may in general be viewed as the process of biotic recovery of the 
system following such a disturbance event.
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Box 8.1 Definitions of succession and disturbance 
“Disturbance” and “succession” are both terms that have a long use in the 
ecological literature, and a correspondingly long history of debate over precise 
definitions. To most ecologists, “disturbance” connotes a large and sudden 
reduction in biomass that is associated with a discrete event, such as a fire, wind-
storm, or forest harvest. A definition of disturbance based on loss of biomass 
of primary producers has been promoted by Grime (1979, 2006), and is the 
most commonly cited definition. Grime argues that broader definitions include 
too many types of environmental perturbations to be useful: forest community 
responses to atmospheric pollutants or climate variation, for example, generally 
have little in common with changes following clearcut harvesting. Likewise, 
some proposed definitions of “succession” encompass any change in the struc-
ture, function, or composition of community (or ecosystem). However, such all-
encompassing definitions have been widely critiqued as overly broad, including 
patterns and processes that range from community drift (stochastic variation 
in populations of individual species under stable conditions), to responses to 
atmospheric pollutants. 

While recognizing that alternative definitions exist, the present chapter 
(and most of the ecological and forestry literature) adheres to the following 
definitions that essentially paraphrase Grime (1979; 2006): 

Disturbance: an event that removes biomass. 
Succession: a directional change in community structure over time. 

Understanding successional changes in structure, species composition, and diver-
sity of dominant vegetation following disturbance has been a central focus of 
ecology since the discipline’s inception. Many early ideas and generalizations 
concerning succession—such as the idea of an unchanging “urwald”—have remained 
surprisingly influential, even when convincingly falsified. An historical approach is 
therefore taken here as a framework. 

The earliest1 formal studies of ecological succession focused on dune vegeta-
tion (Cowles 1899, 1901), but ecologists soon began to examine this process in 
forest ecosystems (Gleason 1917; Lee  1924). Due to the long lifespan of trees, 
changes in forest community composition driven by succession can take place over 
centuries to millennia. This timescale has presented a long-standing challenge to

1 As an historical note of particular interest to entomologists, an earlier but strikingly similar devel-
opment of theory on ecological succession was the work of Pierre Mégnin in the 1880s (Michaud 
et al. 2015). Mégnin, trained as a veterinarian and entomologist, was the first to systematically 
investigate the timing of insect colonization of human corpses, with a view toward supporting the 
work of forensic scientists in court cases. He described eight “squads” of colonizing insects that 
formed a predictable sequential series on corpses and used the term “succession” to describe this 
pattern (Mégnin 1894). The predictability of this pattern was then challenged in the literature by 
American physician Murray Motter (Motter 1898), paralleling aspects of the Clements-Gleason 
debate, but predating it by more than two decades (Michaud et al. 2015). 
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understanding mechanisms that determine patterns of forest succession, since manip-
ulative experiments or even sequential observations at the correct temporal scale are 
rarely possible. Models, ranging from simple conceptual representations to complex 
simulation models, have thus played a central role in the study of forest succession. 
Some of the earliest ecological computer simulation models, such as the forest “gap 
models” JABOWA and FORET (Botkin et al. 1972; Shugart 1984), were specifically 
aimed at elucidating mechanisms of forest succession. This focus on forest succes-
sion has continued as a central preoccupation in ecological modeling to the present 
(e.g. Pacala et al. 1993; Liu and Ashton 1995; Grimm et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 2009; 
Ma et al. 2022). However, early inquiry on succession relied on simpler conceptual 
models that remain influential. 

Historically, the works of Frederic E. Clements (1916, 1936) had great influence 
on the conceptualization of the process of succession and the ecological mecha-
nisms involved. Clements formulated two central theories. The first was the idea 
that succession generally operated by means of facilitation, with colonizing species 
creating conditions that lead to the success of other species. For example, early 
colonizing tree species would enhance soil organic matter and nutritional status in 
a manner that would enable later-successional species to successfully establish and 
grow (Clements 1916). The second theory was that of the climax community, toward 
which succession under a given set of soil (edaphic) and climatic conditions would 
gradually converge (Clements 1936). Climax communities were hypothesized to be 
stable over long time periods, showing no directional change in species composition. 

Both the climax community concept and predominance of facilitation processes 
in succession were hotly debated in ensuing years. Most prominently, Henry 
Gleason promoted an individualistic view of succession, which proposed that ecolog-
ical communities form and develop in a non-deterministic way (Gleason 1926). 
Another influential ecologist, Alexander Watt, described systems in which succes-
sion appeared to by cyclic, with no set end point (Watt 1947). Frank Egler presented 
evidence that species coming to dominate late in succession were generally present 
early in succession, and that there could be “precedence effects” in which early 
presence of plant species could strongly influence subsequent successional patterns 
(Egler, 1954). Egler argued strongly against what he termed the “relay floristics” 
model of Clements, and even offered a $10,000 reward to any ecologist who could 
demonstrate a clear example of Clementsian succession through at least 5 stages 
(Anderson 2018). The award was never collected. 

The concept of a climax community likewise has been extensively critiqued, 
and in modern ecology is viewed as an abstraction not actually observed in nature. 
Thus, a given forest may be thought of as “late seral” (i.e. dominated by species not 
typical of early stages of succession, and not undergoing rapid successional change 
in species composition), but essentially no forest is a true ecological climax that 
does not show directional change. The main reasons for the non-existence of true 
ecological climax communities are: (1) a mis-match of current communities with 
climatic conditions; (2) persistence of disturbance, including disturbances that are 
“endogenous” to communities (such as treefall gaps formed following the death of
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individual trees); and (3) a sufficiently short return interval for large-scale disturbance 
such that the community cannot reach equilibrium (Pickett and McDonnell 1989). 

A host of commonly used terms and concepts attach to ecological succession 
(Box 8.2). It has been argued that there is substantial redundancy in terminology 
related to ecological succession (Pulsford et al. 2016); however, in any discussion of 
succession it is difficult to avoid the terminological morass. Succession has classically 
been described as falling into categories of primary succession and secondary succes-
sion (on “new” and “previously occupied” substrates, respectively); in secondary 
succession individuals and structures that derive from the pre-disturbance community 
are termed “biological legacies”. Additional descriptors have often been applied to 
describe the pattern of succession, including “progressive”, “retrogressive”, “cyclic”, 
and “arrested” succession. Species that initially colonize sites following disturbance 
are most often referred to as “pioneer” species. Although the term and concept 
of a “climax community” in a Clementsian sense have been discarded in modern 
ecology, forest communities late in succession are often termed “late-seral”, and 
such forests are typically characterized by intrinsically generated small-scale distur-
bance events as individual trees senesce and die, forming gaps. The formation of such 
gaps, together with the process of forest regrowth at gap sites, is termed “gap-phase 
dynamics”, and is characteristic of most late-seral forests. 

Box 8.2 Forest succession concepts and terminology 
Community: a set of interacting organisms in a given space and time, generally 
quantified as the relative abundances of these organisms. 

Primary succession: succession occurring in areas lacking a prior community, 
such as plants colonizing newly formed geological deposits. 

Secondary succession: succession occurring in areas that have a pre-existing 
community. 

Progressive succession: succession accompanied by an increase in total 
biomass. 

Retrogressive succession: succession accompanied by a decrease in total 
biomass. 

Cyclic succession: succession in which species reciprocally replace each other 
over time. 

Arrested succession: succession in which the typical progression of succes-
sional stages does not occur, often associated with anthropogenic or invasive 
species effects. 

Pioneer species: species that are early colonizers following disturbance; 
synonyms include “ephemeral species”, “fugitive species”, and “opportunist 
species”.
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Gap phase dynamics: the process of tree death and subsequent forest regrowth 
characteristic of late-seral forest systems. 

Initial floristics: theory that all species, including those dominating later 
successional stages, are present early in succession but change in abundance. 

Relay floristics: theory that groups of species colonize and disappear from a 
given site through the course of succession, and characteristically act to make 
the site less suitable for themselves and more suitable for subsequent sets of 
species. 

Biological legacy: structures or organisms that carry over from pre-disturbance 
communities. 

Sere: successional stage. 

Late-seral community: a community dominated by late-successional (non-
pioneer) species. 

Primary forest: forest that has not been logged. 

Old-growth forest: variously defined—a common ecological definition is a 
late-seral forest showing gap-phase dynamics. 

The term “old-growth” is somewhat problematic. It has connotations of a 
Clementsian climax community, and for this reason is avoided by some ecologists 
and foresters. In many regions there are working definitions of “old-growth forest” 
based on management objectives or specified in a legal framework. For example, 
in the province of Ontario, Canada, regulations define “old-growth” as forests with 
dominant trees older than 70–150 years, depending on biogeographic region and 
dominant tree species (Uhlig et al. 2001). From a modern ecological perspective, 
“old-growth” is commonly used as a synonym for a late-seral forest showing gap-
phase dynamics; as noted below this is the common usage in relation to stages of 
stand structural development. However, recent analyses of usage emphasize that the 
precise meaning of “old-growth” varies widely in both the ecological and forestry 
literature (Wirth et al. 2009). 

8.2 Successional Changes in Forest Communities—Models 
and Mechanisms 

There are several reasons to use studies of plant ecology as a basis for under-
standing successional patterns in other organisms, including insects. As noted above, 
the historical development of thinking on succession in ecology was based almost 
entirely on plant communities. It is also widely accepted that plants are generally of
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primary importance in determining diversity of other organisms, in particular insects 
(Siemann et al. 1998; Castagneyrol and Jactel 2012). One would therefore gener-
ally expect that the same ecological processes that drive plant species turnover and 
changes in diversity through succession would be reflected in the insect commu-
nity. Changes in plant species composition may or may not be the main mechanism 
by which vegetation affects insect communities. Recent studies have emphasized 
the importance of changes in forest stand structure and dynamics (as distinct from 
changes in plant community composition) in understanding successional patterns in 
forest insects. In addition, age-related changes in the morphology and physiology of 
individual trees themselves may have important consequences for insect communities 
in guilds that interact closely with live trees such as herbivores and pollinators. 

Broad generalizations or “laws” of succession—of the sort sought by early plant 
ecologists—have remained elusive. Pluralistic reconciliations of alternative views 
of patterns and mechanisms were offered in the 1970s by Drury and Nisbet (1973) 
and Connell and Slatyer (1977), who focused on mechanisms rather than resulting 
patterns. The general mechanisms may be classified as involving processes of facil-
itation, tolerance, or inhibition. In “facilitation”, species alter the environment in 
a way that makes it more suitable for colonization of other species. A tolerance 
process in succession involves progressive lowering of resource levels, and a sorting 
of species by their ability to tolerate low resources; models of succession based on 
tolerance have been developed in detail by David Tilman (1982, 1985). “Inhibition” 
processes involve resistance of all species to displacement, such that early colo-
nizers persist until they have completed their life cycle. It should be noted that the 
meanings of the terms “mechanism” and “model” themselves have a long history 
of debate in relation to ecological succession (Pickett et al. 1989). Very generally, 
a “mechanism” is a process operating at a lower hierarchical level of organization 
that explains a pattern observed at a higher level. Some recent efforts to conceptually 
unify community ecology advocate a focus on processes and mechanisms analogous 
to those operating on gene frequencies in population genetics (i.e. selection, drift, 
immigration, and speciation: Vellend 2016); however, this focus seems to discard the 
study of succession entirely. 

A central question that received research attention from the 1960s onwards is the 
development of ecological diversity (most commonly species diversity as measured 
by local species richness or a diversity index) through succession. An early gener-
alization was that increases in species diversity through the course of succession 
were universal (Margalef 1968; Odum 1969). However, empirical data from plant 
communities did not generally support this claim (Drury and Nisbet 1973), though 
evidence that species diversity is maximized in late-seral stands was found in tropical 
forests (Brünig 1973). In contrast, communities with high natural disturbance rates 
commonly were found to show a peak in plant species diversity early in succession, 
as in the case of Australian schlerophyll woodland communities (Purdie and Slatyer 
1976), and a number of western conifer forests (Habeck 1968; Peet 1978). Other 
studies have presented strong evidence for peaks in forest plant diversity at interme-
diate successional stages (a hump-shaped pattern through succession) in a variety of 
systems (e.g. Schoonmaker and McKee 1988; Sheil 2001).
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An observed peak in species richness at an intermediate successional stage in trop-
ical forest (Eggeling 1947) was used as a principle illustration in Joseph Connell’s 
exposition of the influential intermediate-disturbance hypothesis (Connell 1978). 
This hypothesis states that species diversity is expected to be maximized at an inter-
mediate intensity or frequency of disturbance: only a few species (generally pioneer 
species) will be able to persist under a high disturbance regime, and under very low 
disturbance a small number of species are expected to out-compete other species. 
Although commonly attributed to Connell, the main elements of the intermediate-
disturbance hypothesis go back earlier (Wilkinson 1999), particularly to works by 
Grime (1973) and Horn (1975). 

While intuitive, the intermediate-disturbance hypothesis has repeatedly been 
questioned on theoretical grounds (Huston 1979; Fox  2013), and is not particu-
larly well supported empirically (Mackey and Currie, 2001; Bongers et al. 2009). 
In particular, the point was made early on that the response of local (alpha) diver-
sity to disturbance is expected to vary with site productivity (Huston 1979, 2014: 
Fig. 8.1). Huston’s demographic equilibrium theory predicts that in very low produc-
tivity systems with low growth rates any disturbance can drive species locally to 
extinction; in this case peak diversity is expected at low disturbance rates. In very high 
productivity systems with high growth rates, competitive exclusion can take place 
rapidly, and peak diversity is expected at high disturbance. This analysis suggests 
that the intermediate-disturbance hypothesis only applies at intermediate levels of 
productivity. Although the intermediate disturbance hypothesis was developed in 
part as a potential explanation for a hump-shaped successional pattern in diversity, 
its application to such patterns also remains somewhat ambiguous. Neither the inter-
mediate disturbance hypothesis nor the dynamic equilibrium model makes explicit 
predictions regarding how much diversity is expected immediately following a distur-
bance event, since this largely depends on colonization and “legacy” effects that are 
not part of either model.

An additional hypothesis that may provide an alternative explanation for vari-
able patterns of species diversity through succession is that diversity is maximized 
in the successional stages that are most frequent at the landscape scale under the 
prevailing disturbance regime (Denslow 1980). The gist of this argument is that the 
regional species pool is a function of habitat area, following from island biogeo-
graphic theory (MacArthur and Wilson 1967). Thus, regions with infrequent distur-
bance are expected to show maximal diversity in late-seral stands since there has 
been greater opportunity for immigration and speciation to add to the regional pool 
of species adapted to late-seral conditions. Conversely, regions with frequent distur-
bance, and regions with slow recovery from disturbance, are expected to accumu-
late a larger species pool adapted to early-successional habitats. This theoretical 
framework leads to a prediction that successional patterns of species diversity may 
show pronounced biogeographic differences as a function of the regional disturbance 
regime.
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Fig. 8.1 Hypothesized 
relationships between 
species diversity and 
disturbance regime based on 
the demographic equilibrium 
model (Huston 1979, 2014); 
at intermediate levels of 
productivity the 
“intermediate disturbance 
hypothesis” pattern is 
expected

8.2.1 Forest Stand Structure and Dynamics 

Successional patterns per se have predominantly been analyzed in terms of the species 
composition of communities (i.e. patterns of species abundance and diversity), rather 
than structural characteristics. However, as detailed below, there is also a long-
standing applied forestry literature that has focused on stand structure rather than 
species composition in describing patterns of forest regrowth following a distur-
bance event. Stand structure is in fact often considered of primary importance in 
determining forest biodiversity patterns (e.g. Spies 1998; McElhinny et al. 2005). 
Forest structure here is generally defined in terms of patterns of macroscopic habitat 
elements, such as tree density and basal area, leaf area index, gap size distributions, 
and the amounts and decay classes of coarse woody debris, and also encompasses 
edaphic characteristics such as litter layer thickness, humus form, and the develop-
ment of pit-and-mound topography associated with gap-phase regeneration (Spies 
1998; Franklin et al. 2002).
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Fig. 8.2 Stages of stand development following a stand-replacing disturbance. Note presence of 
dense herbaceous vegetation and legacy structures during the stand initiation stage, even, closed 
canopy and lack of understory vegetation in the stem exclusion stage, presence of small inter-crown 
gaps and recruitment of shade-tolerant vegetation in the understory re-initiation stage, and uneven 
structure, canopy gaps, coarse wood, and patches of shade-tolerant understory vegetation in the 
“old-growth” stage 

A four-stage scheme for forest stand development described by Oliver (1980) 
has been widely utilized (note that similar descriptions were commonly given in 
older forestry texts (e.g. Toumey and Korstian 1937), and derive from the German 
forestry literature of the 1800s). The four-stage scheme (Fig. 8.2) divides stand 
development into: (1) stand initiation, in which a new cohort of trees establishes; 
(2) stem exclusion, in which trees compete strongly for resources and there is high 
density-dependent mortality; (3) understory re-initiation, in which sufficient gaps 
form in the canopy to allow development of ground-layer vegetation and recruitment 
of shade-tolerant trees; and (4) old-growth, characterized by senescence of individual 
trees and gap-phase dynamics. 

Recent critiques and extensions of this scheme have made a number of important 
refinements (Franklin et al. 2002). First “legacy” inputs from pre-disturbance stands, 
including dead and live trees, can critically affect stand development, particularly at 
the stand initiation stage. Second, the old-growth stage is an aggregate of multiple 
distinct stand development stages. Many forests have species that qualify as “long-
lived pioneers”, trees that colonize open area but that can survive for 100s to 1,000 
+ years (such as Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) in western North America). 
Late-seral forests that retain these long-lived pioneer trees are generally distinct in 
structure and species composition from later stages. In part due to this effect, there is 
commonly a peak in biomass accumulation in late-seral stands that should often be 
considered distinct from “old-growth” stands: the term “transition old-growth” has 
sometimes been used to describe such stands (Wirth et al. 2009). In some systems 
there is a pronounced long-term pattern of “ecosystem retrogression” with declining 
productivity, often accompanied by soil acidification; this is particularly well docu-
mented in boreal forests (Wardle et al. 2003) but appears to be common to many forest 
systems (Wardle et al. 2004). Third, there are important events and processes that may 
or may not correspond to the described transitions between stand development stages. 
For example, canopy closure commonly is used to distinguish stand initiation from 
stem exclusion stages; however, density-dependent mortality is not observed imme-
diately following canopy closure. The development of gaps between individual tree
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crowns is a signature characteristic of the understory re-initiation stage; these canopy 
openings often arise through “crown shyness” effects (e.g. Fish et al. 2006) that vary 
greatly among tree species and in response to environmental conditions, such as the 
prevailing wind regime. As noted above, the term “old-growth” is also problematic 
in its connotation of Clementsian “climax” community, so the later stages of stand 
development might better be termed “late-seral” or “gap phase dynamic” stages. 

In addition to the point that forest structure rather than composition may be a 
better predictor of community patterns of forest organisms—in particular arthro-
pods—a focus on stand structure and dynamic stages is important for developing 
broad generalizations on forest succession. First, it is clear that there is high stochas-
ticity in community composition, particularly early in succession, such that clearly 
defined “successional communities” do not generally exist. In contrast, there is 
evidence that stand structural characteristics often follow similar and predictable 
patterns in a wide variety of forest systems (Oliver and Larsen 1996). Stand struc-
tural patterns, in addition to being closely linked to a number of mechanisms of 
importance from the perspective of insect habitats (e.g. legacy structures such as 
coarse woody debris, canopy tree senescence, and tree gap formation), may thus also 
enhance comparability across studies. 

A general concept of stand structure as a predictor of arthropod diversity was 
proposed by John Lawton in the 1980s (Lawton 1983); however, the conceptual-
ization of forest structure differed from that presented above. Lawton focused on 
canopy structural complexity and did not consider coarse woody debris or edaphic 
factors. Lawton also predicted a continuous increase in structural complexity with 
stand age, whereas a stand development perspective notes that legacy structures and 
patchy regeneration commonly results in higher environmental heterogeneity soon 
after disturbance events, and low environmental heterogeneity during the stem exclu-
sion phase. One may thus consider the hypothesis of stand structural development 
as a predictor of successional patterns in insect communities as an extension of, but 
distinct from, Lawton’s plant architecture hypothesis. 

8.2.2 Tree Ontogeny 

Another recent perspective on potential mechanisms for forest successional patterns 
of particular relevance to arthropod communities is age-related changes in tree phys-
iological and functional biology. The lifespan of individual canopy trees commonly 
continues through the duration of observed successional patterns; in managed forests 
and forests with short disturbance-return intervals, this is essentially always the case. 
Trees generally show large and predictable changes though ontogeny not only in 
structural features, but also in physiology, including large changes in leaf and woody 
tissue chemistry (Meinzer et al. 2011). Some tissue-level ontogenetic changes impor-
tant from an arthropod perspective include: (1) increased leaf thickness and leaf mass 
per area (Thomas and Winner 2002); (2) reduced leaf nitrogen concentrations and a 
concomitant reduction in leaf photosynthetic capacity (Bond 2000); and (3) increased
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leaf toughness (Mason et al. 2013). The mechanisms for such changes include limi-
tations on tree water transport that increase as trees grow (Bond 2000; Koch et al. 
2004), as well as changes in allocation patterns including the effects of increasing 
allocation to reproductive structures as trees age (Thomas 2011). Some important 
traits show strongly non-linear trends, possibly as a result of reproductive alloca-
tion effects: for example, in temperate hardwoods leaf nitrogen and photosynthetic 
capacity show a hump-shaped pattern with a peak in younger trees (Thomas 2010). It 
is hypothesized that ontogenetic trends may reflect in part selective pressure for leaf 
herbivore defense (Boege et al. 2011; Mason and Donovan 2015). However, there 
appears to be no general pattern in production of herbivore defensive compounds in 
relation to tree age (Barton and Koricheva 2010), and indirect defenses and herbivory 
tolerance likewise show variable patterns (Boege et al. 2011). 

Ontogenic changes in macroscopic aspects of tree structure are also common, and 
some of these have long been recognized to be important to arthropod habitat use. 
Trees add progressive layers of bark (periderm) cells produced by the cork cambium; 
thus, bark thickness increases with tree age, and declines from the base to the periph-
eral branches. Sucking insects such as scale species (Hemiptera suborder Sternor-
rhyncha) that feed on woody tissues must penetrate bark tissues but can benefit from 
reduced moisture stress in bark crevices. This tradeoff is thought to result in a peak 
in scale abundance on trees of intermediate size that has been seen in some systems 
(Wardhaugh et al. 2006). Production of large branches can result in the trapping of 
soil within three canopies, producing unique “canopy soil” environments that are the 
habitat of specialized arthropod communities in some systems (Lindo and Winch-
ester 2006). As noted by Lawton (1983), increasing complexity of branching struc-
ture through tree ontogeny may contribute importantly to arthropod habitats. Another 
macroscopic pattern is age-related crown thinning, as documented in both temperate 
(Nock et al. 2008) and tropical (Quinn and Thomas 2015) trees. Intra-crown leaf area 
index of older trees declines to as little as 1/2 or 1/3 of that observed in younger trees 
just entering the canopy. The canopies of older trees showing crown thinning likely 
present a dramatically different thermal environment for canopy insects. In addi-
tion, many tree species have long-delayed reproduction, and trees generally show 
increased reproductive allocation through ontogeny (Thomas 2011); these patterns 
are certain to affect arthropods reliant on flowers or fruits as resources or habitat 
elements. 

8.3 Key Questions on Forest Insect Succession 

Forest management generally results in a replacement of late-seral forests with 
younger forests of simplified structure and altered tree species composition. Insects 
and non-insect arthropods comprise the majority of macroscopic taxa in most forest 
ecosystems, so an understanding of insect community changes in relation to forest 
stand development is essential. The mechanisms and processes involved in these
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responses are likewise of central importance in developing conservation and manage-
ment approaches to mitigate detrimental effects of wide-scale forest management. 
In addition to forest-level successional patterns in insect communities, one expects 
to find successional processes associated with aging of individual live trees, and 
in structures associated with trees, such as dead wood. These patterns are both of 
fundamental interest and contribute to whole-forest successional patterns important 
from a management perspective. Moreover, some insects are themselves a cause of 
stand-replacing disturbance events and may influence forest succession processes 
via herbivory and other interactions. 

The remainder of this chapter addresses the following questions: (1) How do 
forest arthropod communities change in relation to stand development in terms of 
species richness, overall abundance, and community composition, and what mech-
anisms account for these patterns? (2) Is there evidence for more than two distinct 
successional stages in forest arthropod communities? (3) Does arthropod diversity 
essentially track plant diversity through succession? (4) What insect groups are typi-
cally dependent on late-seral forests, and what mechanisms and processes account 
for this dependence? (5) Do forest arthropod communities closely associated with 
trees vary with tree size and age? (6) Given the importance of coarse woody debris 
in driving many patterns in forest insect arthropods, what is the evidence for insect 
succession on woody debris itself? I conclude with a brief overview of insect effects 
on successional processes in forests, including insects that cause stand-replacing 
disturbance events, and the effects of insects on forest succession generally. 

8.3.1 Observed Successional Patterns in Forest Arthropod 
Assemblages 

The form of the relationship between diversity and forest age is a central descriptor 
of successional patterns (Fig. 8.1). However, many published studies on forest insect 
succession have been based on a small number of (often only 2) stand age, succes-
sional stage, or stand development categories. Frequently studies have also lacked 
true replication, making it impossible to distinguish successional patterns from stand-
to-stand variation. Table 8.1 summarizes empirical studies that have true replication 
(or examined continuous variation with 12 or more sampled stands) and included 
more than 2 categories and spanned at least 15 years of post-disturbance recovery in 
terrestrial forest arthropods. 

As has been found in syntheses aimed at testing the intermediate disturbance 
hypothesis generally (MacKey and Currie 2001; Shea et al. 2004), hump-shaped 
relationships as predicted by the hypothesis are not consistently observed in indi-
vidual studies, though may emerge in synthesizing large data sets (Bongers et al. 
2009; Yeboah and Chen 2016). Qualitative successional patterns of species rich-
ness of forest arthropod communities seem to vary considerably among studies and 
specific systems (Table 8.1). Overall a somewhat greater proportion of studies found
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negative rather than positive trends in species richness with stand age (33% vs. 27%); 
only 15% of studies exhibit a hump-shaped relationship, with a peak at intermediate 
stand age, while 9% of studies show a “U-shaped” pattern (Table 8.1). However, a 
dichotomy in patterns is apparent with respect to biome: in boreal and temperate 
forests most studies (68%) find a decreasing or U-shaped pattern of species richness 
with stand age, while in tropical forest most studies (80%) show either increasing 
species or hump-shaped patterns (Table 8.1).

One of the only published works to assess patterns across a full range of stand ages 
and development stages is that of Paquin (2008). This study provides compelling 
evidence for a “U-shaped” relationship between species richness and stand age 
in Carabid beetles in boreal forest (Fig. 8.3). Many other boreal and temperate 
forest studies have not had a sufficient range of stand ages or sufficient replica-
tion to possibly observe an increase in species richness among very old stands. Thus, 
observed negative relationships may correspond to “truncated” U-shaped patterns. 
The other boreal study that covers a very large age is that of Gibb et al. (2013), who 
note an increase in species richness mainly in the oldest stands in a long chronose-
quence (and who did not sample stands younger than 5 years post-harvest). Two 
other well-supported U-shaped patterns have also been published: a study on carabid 
beetles in pine plantations in Spain (Taboada et al. 2008), and a study of chrysomelid 
beetles in thorn forests in northern Mexico (Sánchez-Reyes et al. 2019).

In general, the patterns reported in Table 8.1 do not appear to support predictions 
of either the intermediate disturbance hypothesis or of the demographic equilibrium 
model (Huston 1979, 2014) that builds upon it. North temperate and in particular 
boreal forests have much lower productivity than most tropical forests, and so would 
be predicted to show a less pronounced decline in diversity with stand age (due to 
competitive exclusion effects) than tropical forests. However, precisely the oppo-
site trend is found. Some of the best-replicated studies show U-shaped patterns of 
species richness through succession, which is essentially the opposite of the predicted 
pattern. The patterns observed are generally more consistent with mechanisms based 
on stand structural development. Important habitat elements such as coarse woody 
debris are often abundant as structural legacies in young stands, particularly after 
natural disturbance events such as fire and wind-throw. Coarse woody debris decays 
slowly in northern ecosystems, and so these legacy effects would be expected to 
persist for decades. The recruitment of new coarse woody debris, particularly in 
the form of large standing dead trees and large-dimension logs, requires that trees 
complete their life cycle, which may require 100 years or more. U-shaped patterns 
of arthropod diversity would thus be predicted as a consequence of coarse woody 
debris inputs and dynamics. In the tropics coarse woody debris is more ephemeral 
as a result of high temperatures, consistent high moisture, and the abundance of 
termites and other organisms that rapidly consume dead wood. Thus, legacy struc-
tures may be less likely to influence arthropod successional patterns in the tropics. 
Also, tropical forests likely present more structural habitat elements that consistently 
increase through stand development, such as those related to lianas and epiphytes. 
The prevailing positive trend in arthropod diversity through succession in the tropics 
thus also appears consistent with a stand structure mechanism.
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Table 8.1 Studies examining successional patterns in forest arthropods; studies listed included 
assessments in 3 or more stand age categories spanning at least 15 years with true replication (or 
spanning a continuous age sequence with at least 12 total samples). Qualitative patterns of succes-
sional patterns in total abundance (abund.) and species richness (rich.) are described as follows: 
“ − ” and  “  + ” indicate decline or increases with stand age or successional stage, respectively, 
“hump” and “U” indicates a maximum or minimum at intermediate age/stage, and “null” indicates 
no detectable response 

Taxon Biome Location Stages Ages 
(y) 

abund rich Reference 

Spiders boreal Finland 4 0–60 − − Niemelä et al. 
1996 

Carabid beetles boreal Finland 4 0–60 − − Niemelä et al. 
1996 

Ants boreal Finland 4 0–60 − − Niemelä et al. 
1996 

Spiders boreal Canada 3 1–29 null + Buddle et al. 
2000 

Carabid beetles boreal Finland 5 5–60 null − Koivula et al. 
2002 

Carabid beetles boreal Canada cont 0–341 ? U Paquin 2008 

All beetles boreal Sweden cont 5–290 + + Gibb et al. 2013 

Spiders temp USA 4 − − McIver et al. 
1992 

Spiders temp Canada 4 ? − Brumwell et al. 
1998 

Carabid beetles temp Canada 4 ? − Brumwell et al. 
1998 

Spiders temp USA cont 0–15 null null Niwa and Peck, 
2002 

Carabid beetles temp USA cont 0–15 null null Niwa and Peck 
2002 

Ground-dwelling 
beetles 

temp USA 4 5− U − Heyborne et al. 
2003 

Butterflies temp Japan 4 1− − − Inoue 2003 

Carabid beetles temp Spain 5 2–80 U U Taboada et al. 
2008 

Carabid beetles temp New 
Zealand 

6 1–29 − null Pawson et al. 
2009 

Orthoptera temp Germany 3 hump hump Helbing et al. 
2014 

Spiders temp Japan cont 1–107 − − Haraguchi and 
Tayasu 2016

(continued)
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Table 8.1 (continued)

Taxon Biome Location Stages Ages
(y)

abund rich Reference

Chrysomelid 
beetles 

sub-trop Mexico 4 4− + U Sánchez-Reyes 
et al. 2019 

Butterflies trop Cameroon 4 ? + Lawton et al. 
1998 

Canopy beetles trop Cameroon 4 ? null Lawton et al. 
1998 

Canopy ants trop Cameroon 4 ? null Lawton et al. 
1998 

Leaf litter ants trop Cameroon 4 ? hump Lawton et al. 
1998 

Termites trop Cameroon 4 ? + Lawton et al. 
1998 

Bees trop Malaysia 3 20− + − Liow et al. 2001 

Geometrid moths trop Malaysia 6 null + Beck et al. 2002 

Butterflies trop Indonesia 3 ? + Schulze et al. 
2004 

Dung beetles trop Indonesia 3 ? + Schulze et al. 
2004 

Pyraloid moths trop Malaysia 6 ? + Fiedler and 
Schulze 2004 

Arctiid moths trop Ecuador 3 hump hump Hilt and Fiedler 
2005 

Butterflies trop Indonesia 4 hump + Vedderler et al. 
2005 

Geometrid moths trop Ecuador 3 ? hump Nöske et al. 
2008 

Arctiid moths trop Ecuador 3 ? hump Nöske et al. 
2008 

Galling insects trop Brazil cont 0–21 ? hump Fernandes et al. 
2010

The attention in most studies of successional patterns in forest arthropods has 
been on species richness patterns and changes in species composition. Most studies 
have not directly reported patterns in overall arthropod abundance; however, where 
this is done it appears that overall arthropod abundance commonly shows similar 
patterns to that of species richness (Table 8.1). For example, Niemelä et al. (1996) 
report declines in both abundance and species richness through succession in Carabid 
beetles, spiders, and ants in boreal forests. Abundance patterns themselves are of 
interest in terms of trophic interactions, nutrient cycling, and other processes. Abun-
dance patterns should also be taken into account in assessing species richness (Gotelli 
and Colwell 2001). Most recent studies have done this through use of rarefaction
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Fig. 8.3 Relationship 
between estimated species 
richness of Carabid beetles 
(abundance-based coverage 
estimator, derived from 
analysis of species 
accumulation curves: Chao 
and Yang 1993) and stand 
age in naturally regenerated 
post-fire stands of black 
spruce (Picea mariana) 
sampled in western Quebec, 
Canada. Redrawn from 
Paquin (2008)

curves and related statistics (e.g. Paquin 2008). Of course, biodiversity more broadly 
may be assessed through numerous metrics including conventional species diversity 
measures that weight evenness and richness (such as Fisher’s alpha, Shannon–Wiener 
index, Simpson index, and others: Magurran 2013), functional diversity measures 
(Mouchet et al. 2010), and phylogenetic diversity measures (Cadotte et al. 2010). 

Additional methodological limitations pertinent to succession studies on forest 
arthropods bear mention. Essentially all studies involve chronosequences that substi-
tute space for time. Some of the biases and limitations of a chronosequence approach 
are overcome with true replication of stands; however, chronosequence studies 
implicitly assume constant environmental conditions (Pickett 1988; Johnson and 
Miyanishi 2008). Given the long time periods involved in forest succession, there 
is not really an alternative; however, future studies could profitably apply emerging 
approaches that combine chronosequence data with direct temporal data (Damgaard 
2019). The available data are also highly skewed to a few taxonomic groups. For 
example, most studies in temperate and boreal systems have focused on carabid 
beetles or spiders, both of which are readily sampled using pitfall traps. Major forest 
arthropod groups that have received almost no attention in terms of successional 
patterns include many non-insect arthropods (e.g. isopods, centipedes, millipedes, 
opiliones - but see Schreiner et al. 2012), and major insect groups, including Diptera, 
Hemiptera, and non-ant Hymenoptera. 

8.3.2 Two or More Distinct Successional Stages in Forest 
Arthropod Communities? 

In essentially all studies of forest arthropod succession, differences in community 
composition have been detected between post-disturbance sites and late-seral stands
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(Table 8.1). In general, one finds a set of species associated with more open habitats, 
a set of forest species, and a gradual transition between these two groups. However, 
a few studies have presented evidence for a distinct mid-successional community 
of forest arthropods. Niemalä et al. (1996) present evidence from boreal forest in 
southern Finland that carabid and ant communities immediately post disturbance 
are more similar to late-seral communities than are communities in younger, closed-
canopy stands. In a study of Pinus sylvestris plantations in northern Spain, Taboada 
et al. (2008) found that the youngest stands showed carabid beetle communities 
similar to surrounding open habitats, while after canopy closure (i.e. in the stem 
exclusion stage: Fig. 8.2), communities differed strongly in composition and were 
highly depauperate; older stands showed more similar species composition to natural 
pine forests in the region. Analyses presented by Paquin (2008) provide evidence for 
four distinct successional communities of carabid beetles in black spruce succession 
following fire: a “burned” seral community found only in the first 2 years post-fire 
with a set of 6 indicator species, and “regenerating”, “mature”, and “old growth” 
communities each with 2–4 distinctive characteristic species. The “regenerating” 
community corresponds to the progressive decline in overall carabid beetle diversity 
from year ~ 3–170 (Fig. 8.3). 

The only temperate or boreal study included in Table 8.1 to find a hump-shaped 
response pattern, examining succession patterns of Orthoptera in pine woodlands in 
the northern Alps, also presents evidence for 3 distinct insect communities (Helbing 
et al. 2014). In this case, the earliest seral stage had a high proportion of bare ground, 
and was inferred to be poor in food resources, while the second seral stage had some 
tree recruitment but was essentially still open; closed-canopy forest was not found 
until the third stage, and this corresponded to a large decline in species richness. 
This study, although superficially seeming to support intermediate disturbance, thus 
also strongly implicates changes in forest structure as a main driver of successional 
patterns. 

In sum, studies that have looked in detail at arthropod community patterns through 
succession, at least in boreal and temperate forest systems, have commonly found 
evidence for a distinct intermediate stage. In terms of stand development, this appears 
to generally correspond to the stem exclusion stage, and likely includes species that 
can persist under low light conditions with little understory vegetation and little 
coarse woody debris. 

8.3.3 Relationships Between Arthropod and Vegetation 
Diversity Through Forest Succession 

As noted earlier, it is widely accepted that there is a pervasive relationship between 
arthropod diversity and plant diversity. Many herbivores and seed predators have 
narrow host ranges; widespread specialization in forest insect communities was 
famously the basis for early extrapolations of global insect diversity based on host tree
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canopy insecticidal fogging (Erwin 1982). Siemann et al. (1998) present evidence 
for a general relationship between arthropod and vegetation diversity based on large-
scale experimental manipulations of herbaceous plant communities. As they note, the 
overall relationships were significant, but with low intercepts and R2 values (0.14 for 
observed total species richness), and stronger relationships between species richness 
of insect herbivores and higher trophic levels (predators and parasitoids). Subsequent 
studies have noted similar patterns (e.g. Haddad et al. 2009), and comparable effects 
have been seen in relation to plant genetic diversity (Johnson et al. 2006). Observa-
tional studies have indicated strong relationships between insect diversity and plant 
diversity, specifically in forest ecosystems (Basset et al. 2012), and in heterogeneous 
landscapes (Zhang et al. 2016). However, a recent experimental study that manipu-
lated local woody plant diversity did not find effects on insect diversity (Yeeles et al. 
2017). 

Do changes in arthropod diversity through succession track patterns for plants? 
Few of the studies listed in Table 8.1 examined these relationships, however Beck 
et al. (2002) found a strong correlation between vegetation diversity and insect diver-
sity in a study of geometrid moths in Malaysia, and Nöske et al. (2008) found similar 
results in montane forests in Ecuador. In the broader literature, a notable coun-
terexample is a study reporting no significant relationship between geometrid moth 
diversity and vegetation diversity along a successional gradient on Mt. Kilimanjaro 
(Axmacher et al. 2004). However, in this case the oldest vegetation class was a 
monodominant high-elevation forest that was spatially disjunct and at higher eleva-
tion than other sites. Additional tropical studies showing relatively strong correlations 
between vegetation diversity and insect diversity through succession include a study 
of butterflies and dung beetles in Sulawesi, Indonesia (Schulze et al. 2004), and of 
gall-forming insects in a tropical dry forest in Mexico (Cuevas-Reyes et al. 2004). 
A meta-analysis on broader patterns suggests that positive correlations are generally 
observed between insect and plant diversity (with a pooled correlation coefficient 
of ~ 0.45), but that this relationship is stronger between habitats and stronger for 
primary consumers than secondary consumers (Castagneyrol and Jactel 2012). 

8.3.4 What Insect Groups Depend on Late-Seral Forests? 

Observations on general associations of arthropod groups with open vs. forested 
habitats are certainly as old as entomology as a science: Orthoptera, Hemiptera, and 
most bees and Lepidoptera are likely to be found in open areas, whereas most Isoptera, 
Blattoidea, and millipedes favour forest habitats. Of course, casual observations can 
be misleading (and biased toward the most apparent species); specific associations 
with late-seral forests are often less obvious, though critically important from a 
conservation perspective. 

Studies represented in Table 8.1 may give some indication of patterns. The most 
important point is that essentially all studies find variable patterns within taxa, with 
some species associated with late-seral stands. Among broad taxonomic groups,
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Fig. 8.4 Rhysodes sulcatus: an example of a woody-debris-dependent insect of conservation 
concern. This endangered saproxylic beetle is native to Eurasia, and currently extinct in much 
of its European range (Photo: Credit Nikolas_Rahme-Flickr14929651712_09f4855d2b_k) 

those that appear to most consistently show positive relationships with stand age 
include most Lepidoptera and Isoptera, at least in the tropics. Consideration of this 
question illustrates how sparse these data are: hundreds of similar studies covering 
all arthropod groups would be required for an adequate assessment. 

In the absence of such data, lists of threatened and endangered arthropod species 
provide some useful information. The most comprehensive assessments to date have 
been in the European Union: among non-aquatic insect groups assessed, 15% of 
saproxylic beetles are considered threated, compared to 9% of bees, and 9% of 
butterflies (Nieto et al. 2014). Eckelt et al. (2018) provide a list of 168 beetles that 
are strongly associated with late-seral stands in Germany. Beetle species that require 
large coarse woody debris in closed forest habitats appear to be among those most 
systematically threatened (Fig. 8.4). 

8.3.5 Insect Succession Related to Tree Age and Size 

Lawton (1983) noted that natural history observations suggest associations of 
specific insects with trees of specific age but was unable to locate any data on 
this phenomenon. Recent observations that there are large systematic differences 
in tree physiology through tree ontogeny have motivated studies on the effects of 
tree size/age on insect communities closely associated with trees, in particular insect 
herbivores. There are thus now a number of studies that allow tests for patterns 
of abundance of specific insects through the whole of tree ontogeny. Ontogenetic 
succession in myrmecophytic trees has been the subject of a number of studies. 
These tree species require some time to attract ants as a consequence of develop-
mental constraints and ant dispersal limitation (e.g. Del Val and Dirzo 2003); ant 
inhabitants subsequently have strong effects on herbivore communities, and initial
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ant colonizers are commonly displaced by other species (e.g. Feldhaar et al. 2003; 
Fonseca and Benson 2003; Dejean et al. 2008). These studies thus provide clear exam-
ples of distinct insect successional communities that track tree age and ontogenetic 
stage. 

Aside from studies of myrmecophytes, assessments of tree ontogeny effects on 
arthropod communities have focused primarily on herbivore communities. LeCorff 
and Marquis (1999) compared herbivore communities on understory saplings and 
mature trees of two oak species, finding differences in community composition and 
higher herbivore abundance and diversity in the understory. Other “sapling vs. mature 
tree” studies have yielded different results. Basset (2001) found increased herbivore 
abundance and diversity in mature trees of the neotropical pioneer species Pourouma 
bicolor. Jeffries et al. (2006) sampled herbivore communities from Quercus alba 
leaves across a broad chronosequence, finding an increase in the number of species 
per unit leaf area (from ~ 0.8 to 1.2 species/m2 leaf sampled). Thomas et al. (2010) 
present data on the frequency of herbivore damage types, most of which may be 
traced to one or two main species, on canopy leaves of Acer saccharum sampled 
in an uneven-aged forest. These data show a positive correlation of the diversity of 
damage types with tree size and age (Fig. 8.5). Available data, albeit scarce, thus 
suggest a general trend of increasing diversity of herbivore communities with tree 
age (as distinct from stand age). 

Sessile arthropods may have particularly strong ontogenetic associations with 
their hosts. As noted above, scale insect abundance commonly reaches a maximum 
at trees of intermediate size (Wardhaugh et al. 2006). In a tropical dry forest, Cuevas-
Reyes et al. (2004) found a general tendency for increased levels of gall formation 
(mainly by Cecidomyid midges) on saplings than on mature trees and inferred that 
this may be caused by greater availability of undifferentiated meristems favorable 
to gall development. In contrast, maple spindle gall mite increases dramatically in

Fig. 8.5 Increase in 
diversity of arthropod 
herbivory types on canopy 
leaves of sugar maple (Acer 
saccharum). Linear 
regression line is shown (R = 
0.473; P = 0.008). Data are 
from Thomas et al. (2010) 
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abundance with tree age, and galling is associated with substantial declines in leaf 
physiological performance (Patankar et al. 2011); a predaceous mite that invades and 
lays eggs within galls also tracks this pattern (Patankar et al. 2012). 

8.3.6 Insect Succession on Coarse Woody Debris and Other 
Discrete Habitat Elements 

As detailed above, the early literature on succession as an ecological process focused 
largely on plant communities. Nevertheless, there was at least one influential early 
entomological study, that of Savely (1939), who described successional patterns 
of arthropods on pine and oak logs in the southeast US. Logs were initially colo-
nized by phloem-feeding taxa during the first year, in particular beetles in the fami-
lies Cerambycidae, Buprestidae, and subfamily Scolytinae. These species enhanced 
wood decomposition by fungi, which were in turn linked with a variety of fungiv-
orous and predaceous species that later colonized the logs (Savely 1939). Although 
the patterns described clearly had an affinity with prevailing ideas of Clementsian 
succession, Savely sought an understanding of insect succession on the basis of 
physical processes, with a focus on log microclimate and chemistry. 

Insect succession patterns on coarse woody debris have received renewed research 
interest in recent years, with a focus on saproxylic beetles. In general, species with 
a narrow host range initially colonize, and more generalist species are found in 
later decay classes (Grove 2002). Varying patterns have been found with respect to 
diversity. Ulyshen and Hanula (2010) found the highest diversity of beetles in loblolly 
pine in the earliest decay class. In contrast, Hammond et al. (2004) found increasing 
beetle diversity through decay in poplar logs. Boulanger and Sirois (2014) describe 
a distinct community of beetles that colonizes standing dead trees following fire, and 
another than colonizes burnt trees once fallen. Ferro et al. (2012) report peak beetle 
diversity in mid decay class logs, with distinct communities found in early, mid, and 
late decay classes (Fig. 8.6).

There are a variety of other discrete (and often ephemeral) habitat elements anal-
ogous to coarse woody debris on which succession in forest arthropod communities 
is common. Examples include ant communities in domatia (e.g. Fonseca and Benson 
2003), insects associated with decomposition of animal carcasses (e.g. Matuszewski 
et al. 2010), small natural ephemeral pools (phytotelmata) such as those formed by 
tree holes and bromeliads (Greeney 2001; Rangel et al. 2017), and larger vernal pools 
(Bischof et al. 2013) and animal wallows (Vanschoenwinkel et al. 2011). One might 
expect the successional patterns in these habitats to be affected by the local forest 
environment, which itself is strongly affected by stand successional status and struc-
ture. Successional patterns within these habitat elements would also be expected to 
contribute to overall successional patterns with stand age. These interactions have 
received little attention.
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Fig. 8.6 Venn diagram 
showing species overlap of 
dead-wood-inhabiting 
beetles sampled from coarse 
woody debris by decay class. 
The area of circles  is  
proportional to the total 
number of observed species. 
The largest distinct 
community occurs on 
mid-decay logs. Redrawn 
from Ferro et al. (2012)

The importance of coarse woody debris as a habitat element stems from its provi-
sion of resources and effects on micro-environmental conditions over an extended 
period. Another forest disturbance legacy that is beginning to receive attention is 
charcoal generated from fire events, which has marked effects on soil properties 
and commonly strongly stimulates tree growth (Wardle et al. 1998; Thomas and 
Gale 2015). Uniquely, charcoals are exceptionally long-lived in the natural environ-
ment, potentially persisting for 1,000s or 10,000s of years, and thus are expected 
to remain through multiple stand-replacing disturbance events. Recent studies have 
addressed both recent “biochar” additions to soil (i.e. charcoals designed for use as a 
soil amendment), and effects of long-persistent natural chars. Although data on forest 
arthropods are very limited, research to date suggests the potential for large changes in 
soil arthropod communities associated with deposition of charcoals (Domene 2016). 
Recent studies also suggest unique arthropod communities associated with Amazo-
nian “terra preta” soils defined by incorporation of chars by pre-contact Amerindians 
(Demetrio et al. 2019). 

8.4 Effects of Insects on Forest Succession 

The most dramatic and obvious effects of arthropods on forest succession processes 
are the relatively few species of insects that themselves can be the direct cause of 
stand-replacing disturbance events by killing the majority of canopy trees over a short 
time period. These cases are mainly restricted to boreal and north-temperate forests, 
and specifically include several species of Scolytine beetles—namely mountain pine 
beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae), European spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus),
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and southern pine beetle (Dendroctonus frontalis), as well as three species of Lepi-
doptera: spongy moth (Lymantria dispar), spruce budworm (Choristoneura spp.), 
and eastern tent caterpillar (Malacosoma americanum). In addition, there are cases 
of invasive species that do not cause stand-replacing disturbances in their native 
range but can do so in their introduced range. Notable examples of include Asian 
long-horned beetle (Anoplophora glabripennis), and emerald ash borer (Agrilus 
planipennis). 

The tree host ranges of these species, at least those within their native range, 
are relatively small. For example, mountain pine beetle essentially impacts Pinus 
contorta, but also can feed to some extent on sugar pine (P. lambertiana), western 
white pine (P. monticola) and ponderosa pine (P. ponderosa) and has recently repro-
duced on jack pine (P. banksiana) (Cullingham et al. 2011). The species acts as 
stand-replacing disturbance agent only because P. contorta forms essentially mono-
dominant forests in large areas of British Colombia, Alberta, and the Western US. 
This raises the issue of future forest succession: is it possible that beetle-kill areas will 
show a complete change in species composition or possibly enter a state of arrested 
succession and lose forest cover entirely? This is a critically important question in 
view of the recent unprecedented mountain pine beetle impacts in western Canada. 
Although mountain pine beetle is the most extreme case, similar questions arise in 
essentially any case of insects as agents of stand-replacing disturbance. 

Recent work on vegetation responses following complete tree mortality of lodge-
pole pine stands due to beetle kill suggests a large initial positive response of under-
story herbaceous vegetation in terms of both productivity and diversity (Pec et al. 
2015). Lodgepole pine has serotinous cones and is adapted to regenerate following 
stand-replacing fires. In central British Colombia lodgepole pine is essentially absent 
from tree recruitment following beetle kill and the existing seedling bank of subalpine 
fir (Abies lasiocarpa) is the only source of tree regeneration (Astrup et al. 2008). 
However, higher lodgepole pine regeneration has been seen in areas of the US (Collins 
et al. 2011; Kayes and Tinker 2012), and in boreal forest regions where the mountain 
pine beetle represents a novel impact (Campbell and Antos 2015). Thus, it appears 
that in only some areas is there likely to be a complete change in species composition 
following stand-replacing mountain pine beetle outbreaks. 

Given the relatively narrow host ranges of insects, it is not surprising that insects 
as true stand-replacing disturbance agents are essentially restricted to boreal forests 
and low-diversity temperate forests. However, large-scale insect outbreaks, though 
perhaps not true stand-replacement events, are also found in the tropics. Anderson 
(1961) observed stand-level defoliation, likely by a species-specific lepidopteran, in 
areas dominated by the dipterocarp species Shorea albida. This tree species forms 
nearly monospecific stands in peat swamp areas in Borneo. A similar example has 
been documented in another monodominant tropical forest in the neotropics, domi-
nated by Peltogyne gracilipes (Nascimento and Proctor 1994). Dyer et al. (2012) 
compiled other known examples in natural tropical forests. In general, stand-level 
defoliation events have been reported only from low-diversity tropical forests, in 
particular areas where a single species dominates.
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Other than extreme cases of insects causing stand-replacing disturbance events, are 
there more general effects of insects on the succession process in forests? It has been 
hypothesized that insect herbivory can act to decelerate succession (Brown 1985) by  
reducing overall growth and competition among plant species. Alternatively, insect 
herbivory might accelerate succession by herbivores having a larger effect on poorly 
defended early-successional species (Davidson 1993). Manipulative studies (mainly 
on amenable non-forest systems) have yielded variable effects depending on the 
system (Brown et al. 1988). It has also been hypothesized that granivory or seed 
predation has effects on successional processes distinct from herbivory (Davidson 
1993). Seed predators generally impact large-seeded late-successional trees more 
so than pioneer species, and thus might be expected to favor the latter. Important 
insect seed predator taxa include Curculionid, Scolytid, and Bruchid beetles, Lygaeid 
hemipterans, Gryllid orthopterans, and members of the orders Diptera, Hymenoptera, 
Lepidoptera, and Thysanoptera. I am not aware of any formal test of herbivory or seed 
predation effects on successional patterns in forest systems. The potential importance 
of seed predation on tropical forest dynamics is suggested by the phenomenon of 
mast fruiting in the Dipterocarpaceae of Southeast Asia, thought to be an evolutionary 
response to seed predation pressure (Janzen 1974; Lyal and Curran 2000). Analyses of 
successional patterns in insect taxa important as seed predators are also lacking. One 
might expect large increases in diversity in these groups through forest succession, 
particularly an increase in species associated with large-seeded host taxa. 

8.5 Conclusions 

Succession has been a notoriously contentious topic from the time of Clements and 
Gleason to the present. In any reading of the empirical literature on insects and forest 
succession, it is obvious that many entomologists simply avoid broader ecological 
theory, being satisfied with narrow descriptions of patterns specific to a given system. 
Two problems arise from such narrow description. First, it is inherently important 
that scientific contributions form a basis for broader generalizations and test existing 
theory. Second, if theory is not articulated, it is often still present in the mind of the 
investigator in the form of unstated assumptions and bias. The uncritical assump-
tion that old-growth forests are climax communities in the Clementsian sense is a 
particularly common popular misconception, as is the bias toward assuming that 
older forest stands must have higher species richness. The intermediate disturbance 
hypothesis has been the most important theoretical touchstone of studies on forest 
insect succession, but forest entomologists should be aware that support for this 
theory is generally weak, and that the foundations of the theory itself are question-
able. Successional processes are almost certainly system-specific and idiosyncratic in 
many respects; however, the main conclusion that emerges from the present review is 
that forest structural development (and possibly direct effects related to tree ontogeny) 
is generally more useful as a framework for understanding patterns of forest insect 
succession than more abstract theoretical representations.
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Chapter 9 
Foliage Feeders 

Joseph Elkinton and Artemis Roehrig 

9.1 Introduction 

One of the most significant categories of insects that cause damage to trees are the 
defoliators. While many orders of insects feed on tree foliage, in this chapter we 
will focus on Lepidoptera, as there are so many Lepidopter larvae (caterpillars) that 
are known for their extensive tree damage. In this chapter we review the impact 
of foliage feeders on forest trees and stand composition, and the ways in which 
densities of these species or the defoliation they cause are monitored. We do not 
cover insects attacking ornamental trees in the landscape, nor do we cover insects 
feeding exclusively on foliage tips or buds. The species we include live and feed 
externally on the leaves and remove or consume leaf tissue that may or may not 
include leaf veins. Other species, called leaf miners, live and feed as larvae between 
the upper and lower surface of the leaf and produce characteristic patterns of leaf 
damage. Most of those species are considered pests of ornamental trees and are 
not included in this chapter. We provide more detail on two key species as case 
studies: winter moth, Operophtera brumata L, and spongy moth, Lymantria dispar 
L. These species are two of the most widely studied of all foliage-feeding insects 
attacking forest trees. Treatment of other important species such as spruce budworm, 
Choristoneura fumiferana, would produce a chapter too long for the current volume. 
That species, and others like it, are included in a table (Table 9.1) of the  world’s  
most forest-damaging Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera, along with key references that 
provide access to the most recent and important literature.
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9.2 Effects of Defoliation on Forest Trees 

The general public often views defoliation in terms of aesthetics and potential 
economic effects. Beyond simply affecting the growth and life of the defoliated 
trees, defoliation has many indirect effects that have implications for future defo-
liator population dynamics and forest nutrient cycling, in turn affecting overall forest 
composition. 

Defoliation that removes some or all of the leaf canopy of trees has a large impact 
on the ability of trees to produce carbohydrates, and most studies have shown foliage 
loss to be directly proportional to reductions in tree growth. While defoliation can 
cause tree mortality, this often occurs indirectly, as defoliation increases the suscep-
tibility of trees to secondary insects and disease, which then are the ultimate cause 
of tree mortality (Kulman 1971). Outbreaks of defoliators are major events in forests 
worldwide and may produce landscape-wide patterns of tree mortality and result in 
major changes in stand tree species composition. 

Even if there is no current folivore outbreak, trees may still be suffering the effects 
of past defoliation events. For instance, a study done in Cerro Castillo National Park 
by Piper, Gundale and Fajardo (2015) on  Nothofagus pumilio, a South American 
deciduous tree, found that natural defoliation by Ormiscodes amphimone (Saturni-
idae) did not cause tree mortality. However, defoliated trees showed significantly 
stunted growth in comparison to non-defoliated trees. Contrary to previous assump-
tions, this growth limitation could not be explained by limitations in C and N avail-
ability. Defoliation by the larvae of the invasive winter moth (Operophtera brumata 
L.) has been shown to cause a significant reduction in radial growth and latewood 
production of Quercus trees in the same year as defoliation, as well as a reduction in 
earlywood production the subsequent year (Simmons et al. 2014). 

Many trees produce defensive compounds in their leaves, such as phenolics or 
tannins, to defend themselves against free-feeding insects (Feeny 1970). On the other 
hand, many foliage-feeding insects are well adapted to cope with these compounds in 
their diet. There exists a very large literature dealing with the mode of action of tannin 
or phenolic compounds on insect performance, and whether or not trees respond to 
defoliation by producing more defensive compounds (Salminen and Karonen 2011). 

When it comes to tree resistance to defoliators, there are two main types of resis-
tance: constitutive (always present) and induced (as the result of defoliation). These 
effects may be either direct, wherein the plant produces either mechanical or molec-
ular herbivore deterrents, or indirect, whereby they put up defenses, chemical or 
otherwise, that attract defoliator predators or parasitoids (War et al. 2012). 

An important molecular mechanism plants use for defoliation resistance is the 
production of phenolic compounds, such as tannins, which include hydrolysable 
tannins, proanthocyanidins, and phlorotannins. Different kinds of tannins have 
greater impacts on different types of herbivores. In insects, different parts of the 
digestive system have different pH levels, and, as a result, differently structured 
tannins will react and metabolize differently in different sections of the gut, as they
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are hydrolyzed or oxidized. Rather than tannins themselves, it is possible that tannin 
metabolites are what actually affect herbivores (Salminen and Karonen 2011). 

Tannins may serve as an important factor in tree constitutive resistance. Although 
some herbivore species have adapted to feed on certain tannins, for non-adapted 
defoliators they can serve as a feeding deterrent. Tannins may also be important for 
induced defenses, as multiple studies have shown tannin production increases with 
insect damage. However, there are many other factors at play, and tannin concentra-
tion is affected by things such as environmental stress. There are so many different 
specific types of tannins produced by plants and so many potential interactions that 
most current studies are correlative rather than causative (Barbehenn and Constabel 
2011). For instance, there have been disparate findings on the relationship between 
tannin content and amount of defoliation. A recent study on spongy moth defoliation 
on Quercus ilex found no relationship (Solla et al. 2016). 

Haukioja (1991) reviewed studies on tree-induced resistance to insect defoliation. 
While in general insect growth rate declined with decreased food quality, there were 
very mixed results about the effect of induced responses. Some studies showed that 
foliage damage induced changes in present and future leaves that were detrimental to 
insects, while others showed no effect of induced resistance. To complicate matters, 
other studies mentioned in the review showed improved performance of insects that 
fed on defoliated trees. Haukioja’s review made an important distinction between 
rapid and delayed induced resistance. The latter refers to changes in foliage chem-
istry that persist one or more years beyond the defoliation event, rather than those 
immediately following the defoliation in the same year. Only delayed induced resis-
tance can cause the delayed density-dependent responses (see Chapter 7) that might 
cause forest insects to exhibit population cycles. Such effects have been proposed for 
autumnal moth (Haukioja 1991) and for larch budmoth (see Chapter 7; Baltensweiler 
and Fischlin 1988). In many cases it is not clear whether the changes in foliage chem-
istry involve defensive compounds or delayed effects on foliage that affect their 
nutrient quality. 

White spruce (Picea glauca) trees resistant to defoliation by spruce budworm 
had different phenolic compounds present than non-resistant trees. Those phenolic 
compounds present in resistant trees were found to reduce fitness of spruce budworms 
(Delvas et al. 2011). However, as shown in a recent study, spruce budworm (Chori-
stoneura fumiferana (Clem.)) that fed on resistant white spruce trees (Picea glauca 
(Moench) Voss) had greater fitness than those that fed on susceptible trees (Quezada-
Garcia et al. 2015). Hodar et al. (2015) found that the chemical defenses in three 
species of pine were constitutive rather than induced. Several important herbivores 
are undeterred by these defenses, such as the pine processionary moth (Thaume-
topoea pityocampa). Ultimately, as summarized by War et al. (2012), there is still 
much work needed to understand the biochemical response of induced resistance and 
how it is invoked by insect feeding.
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9.3 Monitoring for Defoliation and Changes in Defoliator 
Population Densities 

Defoliation has typically been mapped by aerial survey. For example, aerial maps of 
spruce budworm outbreaks have long been produced by the Canadian Forest Service 
(Fig. 9.1a). Annual defoliation maps of spongy moth in the eastern United States 
have been analyzed extensively to detect multi-annual cycles and spatial synchrony 
of spongy moth populations (Liebhold et al. 2004; Johnson et al. 2006b; Bjørnstad 
et al. 2008, 2010; Haynes et al. 2013, 2018a). Elkinton et al. (2014) used aerial 
survey maps of winter moth defoliation to estimate rates of spread of winter moth 
in the northeastern United States. More recently, imagery obtained from satellites or 
other forms of remote sensing has been used to map and analyze the expansion of 
defoliator outbreaks. Pasquarella et al. (2018) used Landsat imagery to portray the 
extent, severity and spread of spongy moth outbreak in the northeastern United States 
(Fig. 9.1b). Jepsen et al. (2009a) analyzed MODIS satellite data to relate winter moth 
defoliation to the timing of spring bud-burst in northern Fennoscandia. See reviews 
by Hall et al. (2006) and Chapter 19 for more detailed discussion of this topic. 

Pheromone traps have often been used to map the spread of invasive species on 
the landscape. For example, Elkinton et al. (2010) used pheromone-baited traps to 
monitor the extent of the new invasion of winter moth in the northeastern United 
States (Fig. 9.2a) and its subsequent spatial spread (Elkinton et al. 2014). By far the 
most extensive use of pheromone traps anywhere in the world has been the Slow the 
Spread Program (Tobin and Blackburn 2007) to monitor the spread of spongy moth 
(Fig. 9.2b). Each year more than 100,000 traps are deployed along this invasion 
front. Pheromone traps are less frequently used to monitor changes in density of 
outbreak species in regions where they are native or widely established because such 
traps often fill to capacity even in low-density populations. Therefore, it is more

Fig. 9.1 (a) Years of defoliation by spruce budworm in eastern Canada 1954–1988 mapped by 
aerial survey (Williams and Birdsey 2003); (b) Defoliation by spongy moth mapped from Landsat 
satellite images (Pasquarella et al. 2018; Elkinton et al. 2019) 
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Fig. 9.2 (a) Distribution of winter moth and Bruce spanworm in pheromone-baited traps in north-
eastern North America in 2005–2007. Winter moths use the same pheromone compound as the 
native species Bruce spanworm, Operophtera bruceata. Identification of moths is based on male 
genitalia and the DNA sequence of the COI mitochondrial gene (Elkinton et al. 2010); (b) Isopleths 
of numbers of spongy moth males per trap captured in more than 100,000 pheromone-baited traps in 
2019 from Wisconsin to North Carolina (US Forest Service Slow the Spread Annual Report 2019) 

common to use sampling of other life stages, such as egg mass counts for spongy 
moth, to measure changes in population density. See Chapter 19 for a more thorough 
discussion of this topic. 

9.4 Case Study 1: Winter Moth 

9.4.1 Biology and Host Range 

The winter moth, Operophtera brumata L, is a geometrid species that is native to 
Europe, where it is one of the most common Lepidoptera feeding on a wide range of 
tree species. These include oaks (Quercus), maples (Acer), birches (Betula) and many 
others (Wint 1983). It is an occasional orchard pest, because it performs extremely 
well on apple (Malus). It is also especially damaging to blueberry (Vaccinium) crops, 
because the larvae feed inside the buds, where they are inaccessible to most pesticides 
and destroy developing berries before the buds open. In Europe, outbreaks of winter 
moth have occurred on Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) (Stoakley 1985; Watt and 
Mcfarlane 1991), on heather (Calluna vulgaris) in Scotland (Kerslake et al. 1996), 
and on mountain birch (Betula pubescens czereapanovii) in Fennoscandia (Jepsen 
et al. 2008). 

Winter moth gets its name from the fact that adults typically emerge in November 
or December. The females attract males with a pheromone (Roelofs et al. 1982) 
and, after mating, lay eggs singly on the bark of host trees and overwinter in this 
stage. Winter moth larvae typically hatch at or before budbreak of their host trees
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and then bore into the expanding buds, so much of the damage occurs before leaf 
expansion. Classic work by Feeny (1970) proposed that winter moth is one of a 
suite of early spring-feeding Lepidoptera larvae that are relatively intolerant to accu-
mulated tannins in oak foliage. Even though there may be many larvae per bud in 
outbreak populations, defoliation of oak and maple in New England, at least, rarely 
approaches 100%, presumably because the larvae finish feeding and pupate before 
defoliation is complete. Given that pupation occurs before the end of May, Pepi 
et al. (2016) showed that winter moth larvae disperse from partially defoliated oak 
leaves, possibly in response to tannins or other compounds induced by defoliation. 
Although the typical damage caused by winter moth results in only partially defo-
liated leaves, this can cause lasting damage to the tree, especially when defoliation 
persists year after year, as it did in Nova Scotia in the 1950s (Embree 1965, 1967) 
and Massachusetts after 2004 (Elkinton et al. 2014). Simmons et al. (2014) showed  
that defoliation by winter moth caused significant decline in tree growth in red oak 
(Quercus rubra L.) in Massachusetts, as measured by growth rings in increment 
cores of tree stems. Embree (1967) reported that repeated defoliation by winter moth 
resulted in as much as 40% tree mortality in red oak stands in Nova Scotia. 

9.4.2 Geographical Range 

Winter moth occurs in every European country, as well as Iran and Tunisia. Early 
reports included the Russian Far East and Japan, but the Japanese population was 
redescribed as Operophtera brunnea (Nakajima 1991). Recent collections from the 
Russian Far East suggest that those populations also are closely related to O. brunnea 
(Andersen et al. unpublished). Winter moth has been introduced to four distinct loca-
tions in North America: Nova Scotia in the 1930s (Hawboldt and Cuming 1950), 
Oregon in the 1950s (Kimberling et al. 1986), the region around Vancouver, British 
Columbia in the 1970s (Gillespie et al. 1978) and in the northeastern United States in 
the 1990s (Elkinton et al. 2010). Recent studies of winter moth DNA (microsatellites) 
from these populations by Andersen et al. (2021a) indicate that all four populations 
represent separate introductions from different European sources. The same tech-
niques show that European populations of winter moth arose from distinct eastern 
and western forested glacial refugia that existed at the height of the last Ice Age 
20,000 years ago (Andersen et al. 2017). Molecular analyses also have shown that in 
North America winter moth readily hybridizes with a native congener Bruce span-
worm, O. bruceata, (Elkinton et al. 2010; Havill et al. 2017), that hybridization 
occurs in all regions where winter moth is known to have invaded (Andersen et al. 
2019a), and that, at least in the northeastern United States, the hybrid zone appears 
to be stable in nature, existing under a tension hybrid zone model (Andersen et al. 
2022).
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9.4.3 Early Ecological Studies 

Winter moth is one of the most famous of all forest insects, due in large part to the 
classic work by Varley and Gradwell (1960, 1963, 1968, 1970) and Varley et al. 
(1973), who collected annual life table data on this species on four oak trees near 
Oxford University in England during the 1950s and 1960s. They introduced important 
methodology for collecting annual data on density and mortality of different life 
stages and how to analyze the data to detect the presence of density-dependent factors 
regulating density and the causes of year-to-year changes in density. Based on these 
studies, they concluded that winter moth densities were typically regulated at low 
density by a community of predators that preyed upon winter moth pupae in the leaf 
litter beneath the infested trees. Subsequent research suggested that pupal predation 
was caused mainly by staphylinid and carabid beetles (Frank 1967). Other sources 
of mortality, including overwintering mortality and larval mortality combined, were 
not density-dependent, but experienced large year-to-year variation in impact and 
were thus responsible for the observed changes in population density. Varley and 
Gradwell used the term ‘key factor’ to describe such mortality factors. 

Varley and Gradwell (1960, 1968) believed that the main cause of overwintering 
mortality was the periodic failure of winter moth hatch to adequately synchronize 
with budburst of their principal host trees, mainly oaks (Quercus). These ideas have 
been supported by research in North America (Embree 1965) and by Jepsen et al. 
(2009b), who studied outbreaks of winter moth in northern Fennoscandia. 

9.4.4 Pathogens 

Like most outbreak species of forest Lepidoptera, winter moth larvae are killed by 
a nuclear polyhedrosis virus (NPV) (Wigley 1976; Raymond et al. 2002; Raymond 
and Hails 2007). This virus has been recovered from winter moth in North America 
(Burand et al. 2011; Broadley et al. 2017), but it rarely, if ever, causes a major 
epizootic resulting in the collapse of outbreak populations. The virus is thus different 
from those that occur in other forest Lepidoptera such as spongy moth, Lymantria 
dispar, (Campbell and Podgwaite 1971) or forest tent caterpillar, Malacosoma diss-
tria (Cooper et al. 2003), whose outbreaks are typically terminated by these agents. 
Broadley et al. (2017) showed that the NPV of winter moth was closely related to, 
but distinct from, an NPV recovered from Bruce spanworm (O. bruceata), the North 
American congener of winter moth. These two NPV’s were not cross-infective in the 
other species, discounting an earlier suggestion (Murdoch et al. 1985) that declines 
of winter moth in Nova Scotia in the 1950s might have been partially caused by 
infection of winter moth populations with viruses derived from Bruce spanworm. 

Microsporidia are another pathogen that have been recovered from winter moth 
in Europe (Canning 1960; Canning et al. 1983) and were recorded by Varley et al. 
(1973). Broadley (2018) showed that microsporidia in North America (Donahue et al.
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2019) were a major source of mortality in the rare outbreak populations of the North 
American congener of winter moth, Bruce spanworm, O. bruceata. They have not 
been recovered from winter moth in North America (Broadley 2018). 

9.4.5 Biological Control in North America 

Winter moth invaded Nova Scotia in Canada sometime before 1930 and soon caused 
widespread defoliation of oak forests in that region (Hawboldt and Cuming 1950). 
Beginning in 1954, Embree and colleagues undertook what would become one of the 
most famous biological control successes in forest entomology of all time (Embree 
1966; Murdoch et al. 1985; Roland and Embree 1995; Kenis et al. 2017). Embree 
and his colleagues introduced several parasitoid species from Europe, two of which, 
the tachinid Cyzenis albicans and the ichneumonid Agrypon flaveolatum, began  to  
cause high levels of mortality in winter moth populations after 4–5 years (Fig. 9.3a). 
By 1962, winter moth densities had declined to non-pest status, where they have 
remained ever since (Fig. 9.3a). Hassell (1980) presented a simulation model of C. 
albicans impact on winter moth that appears to explain why in Nova Scotia it was 
effective at suppressing winter moth populations, whereas it seemed to play a minor 
role in the population studied by Varley and Gradwell in England. The model was 
built on his earlier life table studies of C. albicans in England (Hassell 1968, 1969a, 
1969b). 

Similar biological control efforts were undertaken in the 1970s following an intro-
duction of winter moth to Southwest British Columbia in Canada. Winter moth 
densities there soon declined following the onset of high levels of parasitism, mainly 
by the tachinid C. albicans (Roland 1986; Roland and Embree 1995). Yet another 
successful biological control effort was initiated by Elkinton et al. (2018, 2021)

Fig. 9.3 (a) Defoliation by winter moth and percent parasitism by C. albicans and Agrypon flave-
olatum in Nova Scotia in the 1950s following parasitoid release in 1954 (adapted from Embree 
1965); (b) Density of winter moth pupae and percent parasitism by C. albicans at six widely spaced 
release sites in Massachusetts (Elkinton et al. 2018) 
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(Fig. 9.3b) against an outbreak of winter moth that appeared in the northeastern 
United States in the late 1990s (Fig. 9.1a) Elkinton et al. (2010). This effort was 
based solely on the release of the tachinid C. albicans, because Agrypon flaveo-
latum, the other parasitoid released in Canada, was deemed too much of a generalist 
and also of uncertain taxonomy. Over 14 years Elkinton and his colleagues estab-
lished the fly at 41 release sites in New England and observed a substantial decline 
in winter moth densities (Fig. 9.3b) (Elkinton et al. 2018, 2021). 

9.4.6 Population Ecology in North America 

Roland (1990b) analyzed the decline of winter moth densities associated with the 
onset of parasitism by C. albicans in Nova Scotia and in British Columbia. He 
concluded that the decline was caused mainly by predation rather than parasitism 
and that the presence of C. albicans enhanced predation rates on winter moth pupae. 
He proposed several possible mechanisms for this phenomenon, which included 
reductions of winter moth densities to levels below which predators were satu-
rated and caused inversely density-dependent mortality, or that parasitized pupae 
provided a food resource available in the spring months following the emergence of 
un-parasitized pupae in November and December. He further provided evidence that 
pupal predators caused density-dependent mortality that regulated the low-density 
populations of winter moth following the population decline induced by the pres-
ence of C. albicans (Roland 1994, 1995). Broadley et al. (2022) analyzed data from 
the recent biological control success in the northeast United States and confirmed 
Roland’s findings that low-density populations of winter moth following the onset of 
high parasitism by C. albicans were regulated by density-dependent predation by a 
suite of pupal predators. Broadley et al. (2019) also discovered a parasitoid, Pimpla 
aequalis that consisted of two cryptic species causing density-dependent mortality of 
winter moth pupae. Broadley et al. (2022) found no evidence in support of Roland’s 
findings that the presence of C. albicans enhanced predation on winter moth pupae. 

Other research on winter moth population ecology in North America includes 
the life table studies of outbreak populations of winter moth in stands of red oak, 
Qurecus rubra, in Nova Scotia prior to the establishment of parasitoids (Embree 
1965). Embree found that the main cause of population change in outbreak popula-
tions was synchrony of winter moth hatch with budburst, confirming similar conclu-
sions reached by Varley et al. (1973) in England. In years where spring occurred 
phenologically early, hatch was well synchronized with budburst, yielding high larval 
survival. In contrast, in years where springtime warming came later, synchrony was 
poor and larval survival low. Embree’s research was followed up by MacPhee et al. 
(1988), who studied the lower-density populations of winter moth that existed on 
apple trees in Nova Scotia over the decade that followed the population decline 
induced by C. albicans in the early 1960s. He found that both C. albicans and A. 
flaveolatum caused parasitism in the range of 10 to 20%, far lower than the values 
observed by Embree in high-density populations in the early 1960s. These findings
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reinforce the idea that C. albicans has its biggest impact on high-density populations 
of winter moth. A principal reason is that this species is attracted to defoliated trees 
and oviposits tiny (micro-type) eggs on partially eaten leaves (Hassell 1968, 1980; 
Roland 1990a; Roland et al. 1995). Winter moth becomes parasitized by C. albicans 
only when the larva consumes the egg. These eggs then hatch, and the larval fly 
migrates to the salivary glands of the winter moth larva, where it stays until the moth 
stops feeding and drops to the ground to pupate. After this, the larval fly completes 
development, kills the winter moth pupa and forms a puparium inside the pupal 
cadaver. 

9.4.7 Recent European Studies 

In recent years, European research has focused mainly on the outbreaks of winter 
moth in northern Fennoscandia (Tenow et al. 2007; Jepsen et al. 2008). Winter 
moth outbreaks occur approximately every 10 years in the mountain birch (Betula 
pubescens czereapanovii) forests of that region in synchrony with, but lagging 2–3 
years behind, those of another well-studied geometrid, the autumnal moth, Epirrita 
autumnata (Tenow et al. 2007). Jepsen et al. (2008) showed that outbreak populations 
of winter moth in this region were moving to higher altitudes in response to climate 
change (Fig. 9.4a) and were moving into forests formerly occupied only by autumnal 
moth. Consecutive outbreaks of both species are threatening widespread mortality of 
the mountain birch forests. Vindstad et al. (2022) documented the more recent spread 
of winter moth into willow (Salix) stands in the subarctic tundra of northeastern 
Fennoscandia.

Jepsen et al. (2009a, 2009b) used multitemporal remotely-sensed data of leaf-out 
and defoliation to show that favorable synchrony of winter moth hatch with budbreak 
fueled the synchronous outbreak of winter moths during the increase phase of the 
population cycle. The spatial synchrony was reduced during the peak and declining 
phase of the outbreak. Analyses by Tenow et al. (2013) indicated that waves of 
defoliation by winter moth spread from east to west across Europe approximately 
every 10 years. However, subsequent analyses challenged that conclusion (Jepsen 
et al. 2016), and no underlying mechanism for such a phenomenon has been proposed, 
especially since weather systems at that latitude move from west to east and winter 
moth females are incapable of flight. 

Vindstad et al. (2013) reported the complex of larval parasitoids attacking winter 
moth and autumnal moth in Norway and compared it to the complex from other 
sites in Western Europe. These parasitoids included a total of 18 species, including 
five ichneumonids, three braconids, nine tachinids and one eulophid. The majority 
of these species occur in winter moth in northern Fennoscandia, with the exception 
of the tachinids, such as C. albicans, which do not occur there, despite being very 
common elsewhere (Vindstad et al. 2013). Recent studies by Schott et al. (2010) of  
winter moth mortality caused by these other larval parasitoid species often showed 
levels of mortality exceeding 50% in northern Norway. However, they do not appear
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Fig. 9.4 (a) Contours connecting years of first outbreaks of winter moth in northern Fennoscandia 
abetted by climate change (Jepsen et al. 2008); (b) Spatial synchrony of winter moth outbreaks 
and; (c) spring bud-burst phenology in mountain birch forests in the incipient, epidemic and crash 
phases of the winter moth outbreak (Jepsen et al. 2009b)

to be responsible for the decline of outbreak populations. In contrast, Klemola et al. 
(2010) concluded from manipulative experiments that larval parasitoids are respon-
sible for the decline of outbreak populations of the autumnal moth in northern Finland. 
Meanwhile, Schott et al. (2013) reported that outbreaks of winter moth in northern 
Norway are not caused by the release of winter moth populations from regulation at 
low density by invertebrate predation. It is evident that, despite all this research, the 
role of natural enemies in the dynamics of winter moth in northern Fennoscandia 
remains unresolved. 

Other recent research has used modern molecular techniques to analyze the expan-
sion of the winter moth’s range across Europe and the European origins of winter moth 
in North America. Gwiazdowski et al. (2013) sequenced the CO1 barcoding gene in 
a world-wide study of winter moth males collected using pheromone traps and found 
that nearly all the sampled individuals in the four North American populations shared 
a single haplotype. However, this haplotype was also found in winter moths collected 
from 10 of the 11 sampled European countries. This study was thus unable to deter-
mine the European origins of winter moth in North America. The lack of genetic 
diversity revealed by Gwiazdowski et al. (2013) was surprising given the fact that 
female winter moths are flightless, and thus strong biogeographic patterns might be 
expected. In a follow-up study, Andersen et al. (2017) examined gene regions called
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“microsatellites” that have greater sensitivity than the CO1 barcode gene for exam-
ining the genetic structure of populations. They showed that one possible explanation 
for the lack of genetic diversity in Europe found by Gwiazdowski et al. (2013) is that 
winter moth populations in central and western Europe (Fig. 9.5) represent a blend 
of populations from eastern Europe and the Iberian peninsula. They argue that this 
pattern arose as a result of widely separated forest refugia on the Iberian peninsula 
and in southeastern Europe during the last glacial maximum (Fig. 9.5). 

Subsequent analyses of moths collected in the Mediterranean region have iden-
tified two additional glacial refugia: one in southern Italy and another in North 
Africa (Andersen et al. 2019b). A follow-up analysis showed that winter moth 
invaded northern Scandinavia via the United Kingdom instead of alternate routes via 
Denmark or eastern Europe (Andersen et al. 2021b). More recently, these microsatel-
lite markers have been used to reexamine the geographic origins of the invasive winter 
moth populations in North America (Andersen et al. 2021a). These analyses show

Fig. 9.5 Genetic diversity of winter moth in Europe with populations that utilized glacial refugia 
of the forests in southern Europe on the Iberian peninsula at the height of the last glacial maximum 
about 20 thousand years ago shown in white, eastern Europe shown in black, and populations that 
are admixed shown in grey. The populations into northern Europe represent a merger of these two 
populations following the retreat of the ice sheet (adapted from Andersen et al. 2017). The hash-
marked lines represent the likely locations of glacial refugia during the last glacial maximum, and 
the arrows represent the likely post-glacial recolonization route of winter moth similar to that of 
another European Lepidoptera, the meadow brown, Maniola jurtina (adapted from Schmitt 2007) 
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that each one of the four North American populations of winter moth (Nova Scotia, 
New England, British Columbia and Oregon) are all quite distinct from one another 
and probably represent separate introductions (Andersen et al. 2021a). In addition, 
the populations from Nova Scotia, British Columbia, and New England all appear to 
be introduced from western Europe (likely France or Germany), while the population 
in Oregon appears to be introduced from somewhere in the British Isles. 

Other European studies have focused on the effects of climate change on the timing 
of winter moth hatch in spring. Winter moth larvae have been hatching earlier and 
earlier as spring temperatures have become warmer over the last several decades. 
Although winter moth is rarely a significant defoliator in central Europe, it is an 
important source of food for nesting birds in the spring. Migratory birds have timed 
their arrival based on solar cues and in recent years have arrived too late after winter 
moth larvae have finished feeding and dropped to the forest floor to pupate (Visser 
et al. 1998). Visser and Holleman (2001) showed that warmer springs have caused 
winter moths to desynchronize with budbreak of oaks (Quercus spp.), their principal 
host tree, and shift to other tree species that break bud earlier. They also showed that 
egg hatch in spring is influenced by factors more complex than predicted by growing-
degree-day models that are widely used to predict hatch of most insects in the spring. 
Hatch times in their model were also influenced by the number of winter days below 
freezing. Hibbard and Elkinton (2015) applied this model with some success to egg 
hatch data in North America. Salis et al. (2016) proposed a revised model, wherein 
developmental rate of winter moth eggs as a function of temperature increased with 
egg age or egg development (see also Gray, 2018). Elkinton is currently attempting to 
fit versions of these models for egg hatch and bud-break to data from North America. 
Van Dis et al. (2021) have provided detailed information on the effects of temperature 
on embryonic development of winter moth eggs. 

9.5 Case Study 2: Spongy Moth 

9.5.1 Biology 

Spongy moth, Lymantria dispar L. (formerly called gypsy moth) is another major 
defoliator, mainly of deciduous trees, that is native to both Europe and Asia. Three 
subspecies have been described (Pogue and Schaefer 2007): European spongy moth 
(Lymantria dispar dispar), Asian spongy moth (Lymantria dispar asiatica), and 
Japanese spongy moth (Lymantria dispar japonica). Although spongy moth females 
have wings and the Asian subspecies tend to be capable of flight, most populations of 
the European subspecies L. dispar dispar do not fly (Keena et al. 2008). Spongy moth 
females mate in mid-summer and lay egg masses that contain from 100–1000 eggs on 
the stems of trees, rocks or other objects and cover them with their tawny brown body 
hairs. Larvae hatch in spring coincident with host tree budburst and develop through 
five (males) or six (females) larval instars until late June or early July, depending on
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latitude. Late-instar larvae in low-density populations seek daytime resting locations 
under bark flaps or on the forest floor, presumably as a defense against day active 
predators and parasitoids (Lance et al. 1987). Pupation typically occurs in these 
resting locations. Adults emerge in mid-summer. There is one generation per year. 

9.5.2 Introduction to North America 

European spongy moths (L. dispar dispar) were introduced into North America in 
1868 or 1869 by Leopold Trouvelot for the purpose of various experiments. The 
insect escaped from his home in a suburb of Boston, Massachusetts and began to 
spread across the landscape. Trouvelot tried to notify local officials of the potential 
problem resulting from his accident, but his efforts were ignored until widespread 
defoliation in his neighborhood became apparent in the late 1880s. The Massachusetts 
state legislature allocated funds to eradicate spongy moth by mechanical removal of 
egg masses and applications of primitive pesticides such as lead arsenate (Spear 
2005). This effort failed and spongy moth continued to spread, albeit quite slowly, 
since the females of the European strain of the species do not fly. Indeed, 140 years 
later, spongy moths are still spreading south and west in North America as shown in 
Fig. 9.2a and only occupy about 1/3 of their potential range (Figs. 9.6 and 9.7). 

Fig. 9.6 Forest types susceptible to spongy moth invasion. Orange represents highly susceptible 
forest, green low susceptibility (Morin et al. 2005). Blue line indicates the current invasion front of 
spongy moth in N. America (see Fig. 9.2b)
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Fig. 9.7 Spread of spongy moths in northeastern North America after 1900 (Figure from Leibhold 
et al. 2007) 

9.5.3 Host Preferences 

Like winter moths, spongy moths feed on a wide range of host tree species, but 
perform best on oaks (Quercus spp), aspen (Populus), and birches (Betula) (Lieb-
hold et al. 1995; Davidson et al. 1999). They will feed on many conifers and indeed 
on most tree species, especially if preferred hosts are unavailable or already defoli-
ated. A handful of species are avoided altogether, even in stands that are otherwise 
completely defoliated. These species include ash (Fraxinus spp), silver maple (Acer 
saccharinum) and tulip poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera). 

9.5.4 Impact on Forests and Trees 

Defoliation is more frequent in forest stands that are dominated by tree species 
preferred by spongy moths, as described above, than in stands dominated by other tree 
species. In eastern North America, oaks (Quercus) dominate the forests in southern 
New England, the mid-Atlantic states and the Midwest. Aspen (Populus) dominated 
forests are often defoliated in the region around the Great Lakes (Fig. 9.6). These
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forests are most frequently defoliated by spongy moth and experience the greatest 
tree mortality (Campbell and Sloan 1977; Davidson et al. 1999). 

Most hardwood trees defoliated > 50% by spongy moths will re-foliate in 
midsummer. However, those that fail to re-foliate at that time, or fail to re-foliate the 
following spring, will be killed, due to insufficient carbohydrate reserves (Kulman 
1971). Defoliated trees become susceptible to attack by secondary organisms, such as 
the two lined chestnut borer, Agrilus bilineatus, or the shoestring fungus, Armillaria 
spp., and these agents are often the main causes of tree death (Campbell and Sloan 
1977; Wargo 1977). Repeated defoliations in consecutive years can lead to levels of 
tree mortality exceeding 50% (Kegg 1973; Campbell and Sloan 1977). Other studies 
show less mortality following defoliation (Brown et al. 1979; Gansner et al. 1993). 
Campbell and Sloan (1977) analyzed the impact of spongy moth on stands from 
1911 to 1931 in New England and reported that defoliation occurred most frequently 
on oak-dominated stands and that oaks were the most likely to die. Dominant trees 
survived better than ones that were subdominant or suppressed. Non-favored host 
trees, such as white pine and red maple, were more likely to die after one defolia-
tion than oak trees. Morin and Liebhold (2016) analyzed the impact of spongy moth 
defoliation on changes in the tree species composition data collected by the USDA 
Forest Service between 1975 and 2010. They found that most of the stands with 
repeated defoliation in the northeastern USA were oak-dominated, and the effect of 
defoliation was to hasten the process of replacement of overstory oaks with other 
species such as maple (Acer), which are less preferred by spongy moth. Even though 
the volume or basal area of oak was increasing across this region due to tree growth, 
mortality of the younger age classes of oaks contributed to the overall decline of oaks 
and replacement by other species. 

9.5.5 Spread of Spongy Moth 

The enormous spatial detail evident in the spongy moth pheromone trap catch data 
(Fig. 9.2a) across the landscape, and the long time period over which spread has been 
monitored, have allowed investigators to study the rate of spread of spongy moths 
and make important contributions to the theory of spread of invasive organisms. 
Liebhold et al. (1992) compared historical rates of spongy moth spread (1900–1989) 
with predictions made using the spread model of Skellam (1951). The Skellam model 
consists of two components: exponential population growth defined by the parameter 
‘r’ and diffusion analogous to molecular diffusion defined by the parameter D. The  
model predicts that the rate of spread V of an invasion front is constant: V = 2

√
rD. 

Liebhold et al. (1992) estimated both parameters from earlier studies of spongy 
moth population growth and diffusion based on dispersal of first-instar larvae that 
spin down on threads from tree canopies and are blown in the wind. Experimental 
studies of that process (Mason and McManus 1981) suggest that most such larvae 
spread only a few hundred meters, but a few of them spread several kilometers. The 
Skellam model based on these parameters predicted that spongy moth dispersal would
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be about 2 km/year. The spongy moth spread prior to 1966 varied between 2 and 10 
km/year compared to 20.78 km/year after 1996. Liebhold et al. (1992) concluded 
that the discrepancy between predicted and observed spread was due to accidental 
human movement of spongy moth life stages which form isolated populations ahead 
of the advancing population front and thereby accelerate spread. 

Analyses of spongy moth spread were greatly enhanced by implementation of 
regional grids of pheromone traps (Fig. 9.2a, 9.8a). Analyses of such data from the 
central Appalachians (Sharov et al. 1995, 1996, 1997) indicated a rate of spread that 
varied yearly and ranged from 17 to 30 km/year. These data show that clumps of 
small populations of spongy moths arise many kilometers in front of the infested zone 
(Figs. 9.2a, 9.8a), and their growth and coalescence contribute significantly to the rate 
of spread. These data suggest that spread of spongy moth is an excellent example of 
stratified dispersal (Hengeveld 1989), consisting of a short-range process governed 
by larval dispersal and a longer-range process governed by human transport of spongy 
moth egg masses. The latter process has long been understood to be a central feature 
of the spongy moth system. Spongy moths lay the overwintering egg masses in 
midsummer on backyard objects, such as lawn furniture, that are readily transported 
in succeeding months elsewhere in the United States. As a result, new infestations 
arise many kilometers from the generally infested area or indeed anywhere else in 
North America. Models of stratified dispersal (Shigesada and Kawasaki 1997) were  
fit to the spongy moth system (Sharov and Liebhold 1998a). These analyses form 
the theoretical basis of the spongy moth Slow the Spread Program (Sharov et al. 
1997, 1998, 2002a; Sharov and Liebhold 1998a, 1998b; Tobin and Blackburn 2007) 
discussed below. Suppression of these incipient populations, arising ahead of the 
invasion front, slows the spread. 

Fig. 9.8 (a) Leading edge of spongy moth infestation arising ahead of the invasion front, resulting 
in stratified spread and; (b) Allee effect showing population growth as a function of density. Below 
the horizontal dashed line populations decline; above the line they increase (from Liebhold et al. 
2007)
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Understanding the survival and expansion of incipient populations thus became 
a key feature of managing spongy moth. Such populations are governed by Allee 
effects (Fig. 9.8b), which express the survival or growth of populations as a function 
of population densities. At the very low densities characteristic of newly founded 
populations, survival or population growth of many species increases with population 
density. At higher densities, in virtually all populations survival or growth rates 
decline to an equilibrium that represents either the carrying capacity, or else a lower-
density equilibrium maintained by natural enemies. Allee effects refer to the positive 
density dependence at lower densities, and they can be weak or strong (Taylor and 
Hastings 2005). If they are strong, then at very low densities there exists what is 
called the Allee threshold (Fig. 9.8b). At densities above the threshold, populations 
steadily increase. When populations are below the threshold, however, densities 
typically decline to extinction. In other words, the low-density Allee threshold is an 
unstable equilibrium. There are several possible causes of low-density Allee effects 
in spongy moth populations, including predation (see below), but probably the most 
common cause at the very lowest densities characteristic of incipient populations is 
failure to locate mates. The implication of this is that many incipient populations 
of spongy moth will decline to extinction on their own accord. Indeed, data suggest 
that this frequently occurs (Liebhold et al. 2016). Eradication of such populations 
with pesticides or indeed mating disruption (Sharov et al. 2002b) is entirely feasible 
because even if the treatment fails to kill all the spongy moths it will surely vastly 
lower their densities and thus hasten their natural tendency to decline to extinction. 

Subsequent analyses of spongy moth spread have shown that the rate of spongy 
moth spread declines with the strength of Allee effects (Tobin et al. 2007, 2009), 
which varies in time and space across the landscape. The strength is measured by 
the intercept of the plot shown in Fig. 9.8b with the vertical axis; it is strongest when 
the intercept with the vertical axis (below the figure) is most negative. For example, 
Tobin (2007) reported that there were strong Allee effects and, as a result, slower 
spread in parts of the Midwest compared to Great Lakes or Appalachian regions. 

An exciting recent finding (Tobin et al. 2014) is that spongy moth populations in 
North Carolina have stopped spreading, and indeed have retreated northward in recent 
years. Tobin et al. (2014) suggest that in that region spongy moths have exceeded 
temperature maximums that inhibit optimal growth and further spread to southern 
states, and the northward retreat may be due to climate change. These findings imply 
that spongy moths may never occupy southern regions of the Midwest with highly 
susceptible oak forests (Fig. 9.6). 

9.5.6 History of Spongy Moth Control 

Efforts to control spongy moth in Massachusetts began in 1890, with a large program 
funded by the state legislature. The program focused on an attempt to mechanically 
destroy spongy moth egg masses, which are present on the trunks of trees from August 
through April each year. In addition, there was a large effort to spray the larvae with
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pesticides, mainly with lead and copper arsenate. There was little or no appreciation 
in those days of the environmental danger posed by these toxins. Furthermore, they 
were largely ineffective and failed to stem the spread of the population. 

In 1905, the US Department of Agriculture launched what became the most 
extensive worldwide effort for biological control of an invasive forest insect ever 
conducted. Twelve species of parasitoids became established of the 34 species that 
were released over several decades. Fuester et al. (2014) provide the most recent of 
several reviews of this effort. These included the egg parasitoid Ooencyrtus kuvanae 
(Howard) [Hymenoptera Encyrtidae]; three tachinid [Diptera] species: Compsilura 
concinnata (Meigen), Parasetigena silvestris (Robineau-Desvoidy), and Blepharipa 
pratensis (Meigen); a braconid Cotesia melanoscelus (Ratzeburg) and an ichneu-
monid Phobocampe disparis (Viereck) which attack the larval stage of spongy moth. 
Pupal parasitoids established were two hymenopterans: the chalcid Brachymeria 
intermedia (Ness) (Chalcidae) and the ichneumonid Pimpla disparis (Viereck). Of 
these, O. kuvanae and P. disparis were introduced from Japan, the other species from 
Europe. Compsilura concinnata was introduced to North America in 1906 and has 
gained some notoriety because Boettner et al. (2000) showed that it has become the 
dominant source of mortality on several native species of giant silk moths (Saturni-
idae) and is probably responsible for the decline of these species since the nineteenth 
century. On the other hand, Elkinton et al. (2006) showed that the same parasitoid was 
probably responsible for the extirpation of the invasive brown tail moth, Euproctis 
chrysorrhea, over much of its invasive range in the northeastern United States. 

Unfortunately, these parasitoids did not prevent spongy moth outbreaks. Williams 
et al. (1992) published the only long-term data on parasitism by these species and 
concluded that none of them regulated spongy moth density. The results of this study 
confirmed the conclusions drawn by earlier investigators: that parasitoids played 
a limited or equivocal role in the population dynamics of spongy moth in North 
America (Campbell 1975; Reardon 1976; Elkinton and Liebhold 1990). In addi-
tion to parasitoids, biological control introductions included predatory beetles, such 
as Calosoma sychophanta (Weseloh 1985) and pathogens such as Entomophaga 
maimaiga from Japan (Fuester et al. 2014). That pathogen was initially collected 
and released in 1910 and 1911 in the Boston area but was not established (Speare 
and Colley 1912). The recent invasion of spongy moth populations by E. maimaiga 
in North America that began in 1989 (see below) was evidently an accidental or inad-
vertent introduction (Hajek 2007). Entomophaga maimaiga was recently established 
in Bulgaria from where it has spread to other European countries and has become 
quite common (Hajek et al. 2020). But with the notable possible exception of E. 
maimaiga after 1989, none of these introductions prevented spongy moth outbreaks. 

Following World War II, the pesticide DDT became widely available. It was 
cheaper and more effective than any previous pesticide. In the succeeding decades, 
widespread aerial application of DDT was made against spongy moth. Applying 
pesticide by air allowed application at a landscape level, something that was never 
feasible or affordable from the ground. Entomologists in those days were convinced 
that DDT was a new tool that would solve most insect problems. By the 1960s, 
however, the environmental costs of DDT and related compounds were evident and
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were popularized by the famous book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson. DDT and 
its breakdown products persist indefinitely in the environment and accumulate in 
the fatty tissue of many animals. It was particularly damaging to birds, especially 
those at the end of long food chains, such as eagles and ospreys. DDT and other 
chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides were banned in the late 1960s and 1970s. The 
Environmental Protection Agency was established, and laws were passed to require 
safety testing of all pesticides. Nevertheless, populations of birds such as eagles and 
ospreys took many decades to recover, a process that goes on to this day. 

Meanwhile, new pesticides were developed and used against spongy moth. In the 
early 1980s aerial applications of carbaryl were very popular. Carbaryl gave way 
to diflubenzuron, an insect growth regulator. By the end of the decade the bacterial 
insecticide Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt.) became popular. Its advantage was that it 
affected only foliage-eating insects, and not the adult stages of their insect natural 
enemies. Other bacterial insecticides such as spinosad were added to the mix in 
subsequent decades. Thus, in the modern era, we now have much safer pesticides 
that affect a more narrow spectrum of target and nontarget insects. In the northeastern 
states large scale aerial application of pesticides largely ceased after 1990 (Fig. 9.9b), 
coincident with the arrival of a new fungal pathogen of spongy moth, E. maimaiga 
(see below). It appears likely that the days of aerial application of any pesticides 
against spongy moth in New England are finished. We now know that the spongy 
moth outbreaks will subside on their own, and the forests will recover, even if there 
is significant tree mortality. Even the modern pesticides with a narrow spectrum will 
kill many nontarget insects and aerial applications are too expensive to justify for the 
governmental agencies charged with carrying them out. Applications to individual 
shade trees, however, are another matter. Homeowners place high value on these trees 
which provide beauty and shade to their yards. If a shade tree dies, it is expensive 
to remove. Homeowners are thus willing to spend significant funds to protect their 
trees, and many tree care professionals are available to help them to do that. The small 
scale of such applications presumably has a limited impact on non-target species at 
the landscape scale.

The federal effort against spongy moth in recent years has focused on the “Slow 
the Spread” project (Tobin and Blackburn 2007) (Fig. 9.2a). This involves annually 
deploying 80,000 to 100,000 traps baited with spongy moth pheromone each year 
in a grid along a front that extends from Minnesota to North Carolina. The objective 
of this effort is to identify incipient populations arising ahead of the invasion front 
that facilitate spread, as described above. Efforts are thus made to suppress them 
and slow the overall rate of spread of spongy moth. While this effort is expensive, 
cost–benefit analyses have shown that it is justified (Sharov and Liebhold 1998c). 
To suppress isolated populations, the program mostly relies on aerial applications 
of pheromones in small slow-release dispensers such that spongy moth males in 
treated areas are unable to locate females. Consequently, many females go unmated 
(Sharov et al. 2002b). This approach is called mating-disruption or the confusion 
technique (Carde and Minks 1995). It has been widely applied against agricultural 
pests such as pink bollworm, Pectinophora gossypiella, on cotton, but this is one of 
the only applications that has been widely applied against a forest insect. Another
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Fig. 9.9 (a) Aerial application from 1945 to 1985 of DDT, carbaryl (Sevin®) and Dylox in the 
northeastern United States and; (b) other more recently developed pesticides, including LdNPV 
(Gypchek), Mimic, diflubenzuron (Dimilin®)and Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) after 1960 (figure 
courtesy of A. Liebhold)

more widely used eradication technique involves application of microbial pesticides 
such as Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) (Hajek and Tobin 2010). 

A parallel effort is used to detect and eradicate isolated populations of spongy moth 
that arise far from the invasion front in the western and southern United States, where 
spongy moth egg masses are transported inadvertently by homeowners arriving from 
the infested region in the east. Again, the strategy is to annually deploy networks 
of thousands of traps that are used to detect newly-founded populations. Following 
detection, these populations are eradicated, mostly using aerial applications of the 
microbial pesticide Bacillus thuringiensis. Of particular concern are populations 
of Asian spongy moths arriving on ships from East Asia, where the flying female 
spongy moths are attracted to lights associated with various ports in Asia and thus 
often deposit egg masses in large numbers on ships in the ports. Asian spongy moths 
represent a major threat to North America, because, once established, they can spread 
across the continent very rapidly, and they attack different tree species, including 
conifers (Baranchikov and Sukachev 1989). Thus, a major effort has been made 
to locate spongy moth egg masses on cargo and ships arriving from East Asian 
ports and prohibit imports of contaminated cargo. Recent theoretical studies show 
that eradication of incipient populations is far more feasible than originally thought 
(Liebhold et al. 2016). 

9.5.7 Population Ecology of Spongy Moth 

Robert Campbell, of the US Forest Service, in the 1960s and 1970s, led the first 
comprehensive research aimed at understanding the population ecology of spongy 
moth in North America. Campbell and Sloan (1978a) suggested that predation by 
small mammals, in particular the white-footed mouse, Peromyscus leucopis, feeding 
on the late larval and pupal stages, was the key to maintaining populations at low
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density in the years between outbreaks. Predation by birds, in contrast, was much 
less important. Many bird species feed to some extent on spongy moth caterpillars, 
but many are also deterred by the hairs on the integument. 

Elkinton et al. (1996) presented results of research initiated in the 1980s at two 
sites in Massachusetts that confirmed the importance of small mammal predation 
on low-density spongy moth populations. They showed that spongy moth popula-
tions would rise when populations of white-footed mice declined. Furthermore, they 
showed that mouse populations fluctuate with the acorn crops, their major overwin-
tering food source. As is true with many tree species, acorn crops vary enormously 
from year to year. A variety of weather conditions, such as a late spring frost or 
mid-summer drought, can nearly eliminate the acorn crop. They also showed that 
when acorn crops failed, as in the autumn of 1992 (Fig. 9.10), mouse populations 
had declined dramatically by the following summer, and spongy moth populations 
therefore increased (Fig. 9.10). All of this occurred at low spongy moth density, when 
they were in a non-outbreak phase (egg mass densities < 100/ha).

Somewhere above one hundred egg masses per acre, a density threshold is reached, 
beyond which predation by mice or other small mammals, such as shrews, declines 
with increasing spongy moth density. Unlike spongy moth parasitoids, changes in 
the density of vertebrate predators such as mice or birds are fairly constrained. Birds 
defend territories and so do mice. Thus, the population densities of mice rarely 
increase beyond about 100 mice per ha. Spongy moths, in contrast, can increase 
from 1 to 100 to 10,000 egg masses per ha, which is characteristic of outbreak 
populations. At these higher densities, mice or birds can feed all day on spongy moth 
and never make a dent in the population, whereas, at lower spongy moth densities, 
the mice may consume most of the spongy moth pupae in the forest. Therefore, as 
spongy moth density increases, there is decline in the percent mortality caused by 
mice and other generalist predators. Thus, vertebrate predators play almost no role 
in regulating outbreak populations. With many caterpillar species, parasitoids can 
regulate density and prevent outbreaks because their numbers can increase along 
with their hosts. Unfortunately, introduced and native parasitoids that attack spongy 
moth in North America do not do this effectively. Their numbers are constrained 
for reasons that are poorly understood, and they never cause very high levels of 
parasitism. So, once spongy moth densities reach a threshold in the vicinity of 100 
egg masses per acre, the spongy moth population will grow inexorably over the next 
one or two years into an outbreak phase that results in widespread defoliation. 

Outbreak populations become limited only by the availability of green foliage. 
Few spongy moth larvae actually starve in outbreak populations, but many fail to 
get sufficient food resources. As a consequence, the adults that arise from such 
populations are smaller and the females might lay 100 eggs per mass, instead of 600 
(Campbell and Sloan 1978a). More importantly, there is a virus disease called nuclear 
polyhedrosis virus (LdNPV ) that causes epidemics in these outbreak populations and 
may kill 99% of larvae before they reach the pupal stage (Campbell and Podgwaite 
1971). Such viruses are common in outbreak populations of many insect species. 
Virus diseases reach epidemic proportions in outbreak populations because high 
caterpillar densities increase disease transmission. When the caterpillar dies from
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Fig. 9.10 Yearly estimates of (a) spongy moth egg masses per ha; (b) densities of white-footed 
mice and; (c) acorn crops at eight different plots near the Quabbin reservoir in central Massachusetts 
(Elkinton et al. 1996)

LdNPV, the virus causes the caterpillar cadaver to liquefy and spread virus particles 
over the leaf surface. Transmission occurs when a healthy caterpillar consumes virus 
particles released by these liquefied cadavers. Mortality from LdNPV starts in the 
early larval stages but grows exponentially in the late larval stage and peaks just 
before the caterpillars form pupae (Campbell and Podgwaite 1971; Murray et al. 
1989). It is this epidemic that brings an end to spongy moth outbreaks and causes 
the populations to retreat back to low density. Therefore, outbreaks will typically 
last for 1 to 3 years before this population collapse happens. In the years following 
collapse of the outbreak, predation by small mammals resumes as the dominant force 
of mortality that maintains spongy moth at low density (Campbell and Sloan 1978b). 

Campbell and Sloan (1978b) believed that spongy moth was a multi-equilibrium 
system (see Chapter 5) with a low-density equilibrium maintained by predators, 
mainly mice, and a high-density equilibrium wherein foliage supply and the resulting
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decline in fecundity, coupled with epizootics of LdNPV, limited further expansion of 
spongy moth densities and ultimately caused the collapse of outbreak populations. 
While it is very clear that there is indeed an upper limit to spongy moth densities, 
and that LdNPV plays a major role in the collapse of outbreaks, evidence for the 
low-density equilibrium remains undemonstrated. Campbell believed that predation 
rates by small mammals increased with spongy moth density at the lowest spongy 
moth densities but lacked supporting evidence. Unlike parasitoids, densities of small 
mammal predators do not increase in response to increased spongy moth density. 
Mouse densities are governed in large part by acorn crops, their principal overwin-
tering food source. In contrast, spongy moth pupae and late instar larvae represent 
an extremely ephemeral food resource for mice at a time of year when they have 
many other things to feed on. Predation rates, if they are to increase with spongy 
moth density, must, in response, entail a change in foraging behavior of the predator 
(a Type III functional response) (Holling 1959) to increasing density of prey. In field 
experiments, Elkinton et al. (2004) showed that mice exhibited a Type II functional 
response, wherein rates of predation decline steadily as densities increase from the 
lowest spongy moth densities. This implies that mice cannot serve to regulate spongy 
moth populations at low density. This type of predation may contribute to the Allee 
effect in low-density spongy moth populations, as discussed above. 

Dwyer et al. (2004) developed a model of spongy moth populations that combined 
the effects of LdNPV and small mammal predators. The model predicted regular 
outbreaks of spongy moths with an approximate 10-year periodicity. Fundamentally, 
this was a pathogen-driven model analogous to earlier models (e.g. Anderson and 
May 1981), but the addition of predators added an unstable low-density equilibrium 
to the system. Even a minor amount of stochasticity, however, resulted in quasi-
periodic oscillations (Fig. 9.11B) that matched those of spongy moth defoliation data 
in New Hampshire (Fig. 9.11A) characterized by chaotic dynamics (May 1975) that 
make them susceptible to dynamical change with small environmental perturbations 
or small changes in model parameter values (Fig. 9.11C). Subsequent analyses of 
spongy moth defoliation data confirmed the existence of such periodicities in the 
spongy moth system (Bjørnstad 2000).

The Dwyer et al. (2004) model was elaborated by Bjørnstad et al. (2010) and 
applied to defoliation data. The revised model replaced the Type III functional 
response of predation with a Type II functional response, which made a low-density 
equilibrium caused by predators impossible. Indeed, there exists no evidence to 
support such an equilibrium. These analyses suggested the existence of a dominant 
10-year cycle with a subdominant four-year cycle (Johnson et al. 2006a; Haynes 
et al. 2009a). Allstadt et al. (2013) analyzed 86 years of defoliation data, the longest 
available for/in North America, and concluded that population cycles appeared or 
disappeared four times over the duration of the spongy moth infestation in North 
America (Fig. 9.12B).
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Fig. 9.11 (a) Time series of spongy moth population model of Dwyer et al. (2004) showing quasi-
periodic dynamics similar to those exhibited by; (b) spongy moth defoliation in New Hampshire 
and; (c) a phase plot of model with stochasticity

Fig. 9.12 (a) Spongy moth population dynamics model of Bjornstad et al. (2008, 2010) versus 
defoliation data (figure courtesy of A. Liebhold) and; (b) wavelet analysis by Allstad et al. (2013) 
showing changes in periodicity of spongy moth defoliation in N. America over 86 years. Vertical 
axis shows cycle period in years; orange/yellow colors indicate statistically significant periodicities. 
Only patterns above the curved black line in this figure are statistically significant 

Another conspicuous feature of the spongy moth population system is that popu-
lations fluctuate in synchrony with one another across the landscape (Williams and 
Liebhold 1995a, 1995b; Peltonen et al. 2002; Liebhold et al. 2004; Johnson et al. 
2006a, 2006b; Bjørnstad et al. 2008; Haynes et al. 2013; Allstadt et al. 2015). This 
phenomenon is nearly ubiquitous with most forest insects (Liebhold and Kamata
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2000). Dispersal from one population to another can synchronize adjacent popula-
tions, but for spongy moth, and most other forest insects, this occurs over far too 
short a distance to account for the regional synchronies observed (Peltonen et al. 
2002). Instead, the standard explanation for this phenomenon involves the Moran 
(1953) effect. Moran was a statistician who studied the famous snowshoe hare-
lynx predator prey oscillation in Canada. He showed that model time series of such 
populations in different locations would come into synchrony with one another, 
provided they were influenced by a common random factor, such as synchronous 
weather. The shared weather conditions are not responsible for the oscillation, but 
they do explain why snowshoe hares or forest insects typically oscillate in synchrony 
with one another across much of northern Canada. The synchrony breaks down at 
greater distances because weather conditions become uncorrelated at these distances. 
Bjørnstad et al. (1999) developed statistical methods to detect such synchrony and 
how it declines with distance between two or more populations (see Fig. 9.4b, c). 
Moran’s model assumed that the dynamics of spatially separated populations were all 
governed by the same density-dependent processes. In fact, these dynamics undoubt-
edly vary somewhat in space. Peltonen et al. (2002) showed that populations with 
similar but distinct dynamical parameters still exhibited spatial synchrony, as Moran 
described, but the synchrony declined with distance more sharply than the synchro-
nizing weather conditions. Haynes et al. (2009b) utilized the model of Bjørnstad et al. 
(2010) and analyzed data on the spatial synchrony of spongy moths, white-footed 
mice, and acorn crops in the northeastern United States. All three are synchronized 
out to a distance of approximately 1000 km. They concluded that synchrony of acorn 
crops was the main cause of spongy moth and mouse synchrony, as opposed to the 
independent regional stochasticity (i.e. weather conditions) directly affecting each 
of the latter two species. The synchrony of all three is evident on a small spatial scale 
(ca 10 km) in Fig. 9.10. 

In 1989, a dramatic change occurred to spongy moth populations with the acci-
dental introduction of a fungal pathogen of spongy moth, Entomophaga maimaiga, 
from Japan (Andreadis and Weseloh 1990; Hajek et al. 1990b). That year, the fungus 
caused extensive mortality in both high and low-density populations throughout 
southern New England. The following year, the infection spread over the rest of New 
England and halfway across Pennsylvania (Elkinton et al. 1991). The rapid spread 
was due to the fact that spongy moth cadavers killed by the fungus produce conidia 
that are blown in the wind across the landscape. Subsequent research showed the 
fungus depends on rainy conditions in May and June for successful transmission to 
healthy larvae, and, indeed, 1989 was an especially rainy year. Beginning in 1991, 
spongy moth researchers worked to spread E. maimaiga to Michigan (Smitley et al. 
1995) and to Virginia (Hajek et al. 1996), but the fungus spread rapidly on its own, 
so that by about 1996 all of the areas infested by spongy moth in the northeastern 
United States were infested with the fungus (Hajek 1997, 1999). The fungus caused 
a major change in status of spongy moth as a serious forest pest in New England 
states. Spongy moth populations in that region declined to low density where they
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have mostly remained for the last 35 years (Fig. 9.13). In contrast, spongy moth 
populations in areas further south, such as Pennsylvania, have continued to have 
periodic outbreaks despite the presence of the fungus (Morin and Liebhold 2016). 
Laboratory tests demonstrated that the fungus does best in cooler conditions (Hajek 
et al. 1990a). Temperatures in May and June in the mid-Atlantic states are much 
warmer than in New England. 

Studies of the interaction of spongy moth fungal and viral pathogens demon-
strated that E. maimaiga develops more quickly and outcompetes LdNPV when both 
pathogens affect the same larva (Malakar 1997; Malakar et al. 1999). The same 
is true for infections of E. maimaiga and parasitoid larvae in spongy moth larvae. 
Hajek et al. (2015) (Fig. 9.14a) demonstrated that E. maimaiga has now become the 
dominant mortality factor in both low and high-density populations of spongy moth. 
However, Liebhold et al. (2013) demonstrated that LdNPV still causes comparable 
levels of density-dependent mortality in outbreak populations in the presence of E. 
maimaiga as it had before the fungal pathogen was introduced in 1989 (Fig. 9.14b).

Fig. 9.13 (a) Spongy moth defoliation before and; (b) after the introduction of Entomophaga 
maimaiga in 1989 in the northeast United States (Morin and Liebhold 2016); (c) The annual hectares 
defoliated by spongy moth 1975–2010 in the United States 
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Various studies indicate that rainfall in May and June are critical to transmission of E. 
maimaiga (Hajek et al. 1990a; Hajek 1999; Reilly et al. 2014). A recent outbreak of 
spongy moth in New England (Fig. 9.1b; Pasquarella et al. 2018), the first widespread 
one since 1981, was likely caused or facilitated by three consecutive years of drought 
conditions in May and June beginning in 2014. Thus, rainfall has likely become a 
critical feature in promoting or suppressing spongy moth outbreaks. Most of the 
time series analyses of spongy moth defoliation data described above were applied 
to data collected prior to widespread establishment of E. maimaiga, so perhaps it 
is still too early to tell how it will affect the overall dynamics of spongy moth. For 
example, the disappearance of the population cycles after 1996 described by Allstadt 
et al. (2013) might be due to this major new source of mortality. Unlike the viral 
pathogen LdNPV, which only causes major epizootics in outbreak populations of 
spongy moth, E. maimaiga causes high levels of mortality in both low- and high-
density populations (Hajek 1999; Fig.  9.14c). As such, it may play a significant role 
in preventing the onset of outbreaks in contrast to LdNPV. Even so,  E. maimaiga is 
weakly density dependent because transmission depends on conidia that spread from 
nearby high-density populations (Bittner et al. 2017; Elkinton et al. 2019). Thus, E. 
maimaiga might contribute to the development of a low-density equilibrium, whose 
existence has not yet been demonstrated in spongy moth populations. Kyle et al. 
(2020) developed a population model of the impact of E. maimaiga on spongy moth 
population dynamics. Recent analyses by Liebhold et al. (2022) demonstrate that 
E. maimaiga has reduced the intensity of spongy moth outbreaks but not neces-
sarily their frequency. Further studies and longer population time series are needed 
to resolve its role in low-density population dynamics of spongy moth. 

Fig. 9.14 (a) Proportions of spongy moth larvae dying from E maimaiga, LdNPV and parasitoids 
in Pennsylvania, Maryland and West Virginia (Hajek et al. 2015); (b) Mortality of spongy moth 
larvae in Pennsylvania from LdNPV and; (c) from E maimaiga  vs. egg mass density before and 
after the introduction of E maimaiga. (Liebhold et al. 2013)
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As described above, spongy moth has been exhaustively researched both from 
a population dynamic and from a management perspective. The extensive data on 
spongy moth defoliation and pheromone trap catch is almost certainly the most 
extensive such data for any species and has allowed researchers to make significant 
contributions to the general theory of population spread and eradication of invasive 
species. Analysis of spongy moth population data has made important contributions 
to the general theory of population cycles, Allee effects, and spatial synchrony of 
population fluctuations. 

In Table 9.1, we list what we believe are the most important or damaging foliage-
feeding forest insects in the world. We list the geographical range, the host tree 
species, and key references that give readers access to the literature on these species. 
We do not include the two species we have already discussed at length: winter moth, 
Operophtera brumata and spongy moth, Lymantria dispar.
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Chapter 10 
Bark Beetles 

Demian F. Gomez, John J. Riggins, and Anthony I. Cognato 

10.1 Introduction 

In general, the term “bark beetle” most commonly applies to the weevil (Curculion-
idae) subfamily Scolytinae (Fig. 10.1). The Scolytinae also includes ambrosia beetles 
that feed on symbiotic fungi and these are addressed in Chapter 11. The lifecycle of 
these small (0.05–10 mm) snoutless weevils occurs almost exclusively in the interior 
of plant tissues. As adults and larvae, bark beetles feed on plant tissues including 
twigs, branches, trunks and roots, xylem, piths, fruits, and cones. Adults bore into 
the plant tissue and create a chamber to mate, lay eggs and for larvae to grow, pupate, 
and eclose as adults. Most often this plant tissue is dead or dying and bark beetles 
serve as primary decomposers (Stokland et al. 2012), and create pathways into the 
wood for other decomposers.

A minority of bark beetles kill healthy trees, although at the time of attack, these 
healthy trees are often experiencing stressful conditions (e.g. due to drought or light-
ning strikes). Populations of tree-killing bark beetles can increase in size to a level 
where they can overcome the resistance of healthy trees and cause mass destruction 
of forests resulting in tremendous economic and ecological damage. It is these few 
species that give bark beetles their nefarious reputation and demand the attention of 
forest entomologists. 

This chapter introduces the reader to bark beetle natural history, diversity, evolu-
tion and management. Natural history is organized by feeding ecology, mating 
strategies, and intra– and interspecific interactions. Evolution and diversity of bark
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Fig. 10.1 Examples of bark 
beetles representing different 
tribes. Unlike most other 
weevils, scolytines lack an 
elongated rostrum, have oval 
or kidney shaped eyes, and 
antennae with round or 
conical clubs. a. Scolytus 
aztecus, b.  Chramesus 
crenatus, c.  Cactopinus 
burjosi, d.  Pseudips 
mexicanus. Photos courtesy 
of Thomas Atkinson, www. 
barkbeetle.info

http://www.barkbeetle.info
http://www.barkbeetle.info
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beetles includes discussion of phylogeny, timing of evolutionary events and an anno-
tated and illustrated list of bark beetle genera important to forest entomologists. 
Management and control covers efforts to reduce losses to bark beetle destruction 
of forests and plant products. Finally, we present case studies, including outbreak 
events, which have resulted in vast economic and ecological loss. 

10.2 Natural History 

10.2.1 Feeding Ecology 

Upon emerging from their natal host, progeny adults search for a suitable host. 
Dispersal flights are usually short, consisting of a few hundred meters, but some 
species have the potential to fly more than 30 km (Zumr 1992; Yan et al. 2005). For 
most beetle species, a suitable host is limited to a certain tree taxon in a suitable 
physiological condition for infestation. The pioneer sex, first to arrive at the host, 
can vary depending on the mating system of the beetle. 

Host specificity ranges widely for bark beetles from a few species restricted to 
one tree species to some that exploit entire plant families. Most bark beetles that 
attack living trees exploit hosts within the Pinaceae, whereas species that breed in 
angiosperms are usually saprophagous. Specificity to one tree species is uncommon, 
occurring in approximately 1% of all bark beetles, whereas specificity to tree family 
is more common (Kirkendall et al. 2015). The ability to feed in both gymnosperms 
and angiosperms is rare and has been documented only for Polygraphus grandiclava 
(Avtzis et al. 2008). 

Maturation feeding outside the maternal gallery can occur, including feeding 
on fresh shoots from the natal or a new host (Raffa et al. 2015). Adults usually 
overwinter in host material. Larvae are generally not able to survive cold weather. 
In some species of Ips, groups of individuals will bore into a tree and “roost” for 
the winter (Cognato 2015). Dendroctonus frontalis and D. micans are exceptions 
that are able to overwinter in all life-stages (Luik and Voolma 1990; Hain et al.  
2011). During overwintering, beetles stop feeding and reduce their water content, 
accumulating compounds such as glycerol and ethylene glycol in their hemolymph 
to withstand freezing conditions (Gehrken 1985, 1989). 

Successful colonization of the host tree depends on the population level of the 
available beetles to produce aggregation pheromones and on the vigor of the tree, 
which determines the defensive response. The great evolutionary success of conifers, 
for example, is directly related to their complex defense mechanisms to deter herbi-
vores and pathogens through the production of resin (Trapp and Croteau 2001). The 
relationship among aggregation pheromones, conifer resin defenses and bark beetle 
mass attacks probably reflects the coevolution of bark beetles and their hosts (Borden 
1982; Franceschi et al. 2005). Pheromones, highly important for the achievement of
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rapid and massive attacks, have been suggested to have originated as detoxification 
products of host monoterpenes (Lindgren and Raffa 2013). 

Because wood is a nutritionally poor substrate, most bark beetle feeding occurs in 
the phloem. This tissue is a relatively thin layer, and there are different minimal 
requirements of phloem thickness for different bark beetle species. To increase 
nitrogen intake, several species feed on either fungus or fungus-infected phloem 
(Bleiker and Six 2007). Many bark beetles feed on fungi as well as plant tissues 
both as larvae and as adults. Symbiotic fungi, carried by many species in specific 
integument structures called mycangia or directly in the exoskeleton, are inoculated 
in the galleries where they grow into the host tissue (Happ et al. 1976). Females 
of Dendroctonus frontalis for example, possess mycangia in which they carry their 
symbiotic fungi, most commonly Entomocorticium (Basidiomycota) species and 
Ceratocystiopsis (Ascomycota) species, the predominant source of nutrition for the 
larvae (Barras and Perry 1972; Bridges 1983; Six and Wingfield 2011; Harrington 
et al. 2021). Other fungal species, such as the ascomycetes Ophiostoma spp., also 
alter tree condition which facilitates larval development (Barras and Taylor 1973; 
Goldhammer et al. 1989; Six and Wingfield 2011). These fungi, like the rest of the 
Ophiostomatales, are well adapted for insect dispersal, as most produce long sexual 
fruiting bodies with sticky spores that facilitate contact with the vector (Kirisits 
2007). Interestingly, these ophiostomatalean symbionts supress wood decomposition 
through competitive interactions with decay fungi (Skelton et al. 2020). Moreover, 
it may increase feeding by subterranean termites (Little et al. 2012; Riggins et al. 
2014; Clay et al. 2017). 

10.2.1.1 Host Location and Acceptance 

Visual and chemical cues, such as vertical silhouettes, host volatiles, and/or 
pheromones, are important for orientation and initial landing on the host (Person 
1931; Vité and Gara 1962; Wood 1982a; Payne 1986; Saint-Germain et al. 2007). 
Gustatory and olfactory stimulants are important in the boring phase subsequent to 
host location, when the beetle determines the quality of the host in terms of nutrition 
and humidity (Webb and Franklin 1978). Several sensory receptors located in the 
antennae and mouthparts are involved in the perception and location of the host tree 
(Payne 1979). 

Antennal sensillae are highly responsive to pheromones and host-derived volatiles, 
where each antennal receptor cell contains multiple sites that interact with the chemi-
cals. Sensillae from maxillary and labial palps are also important in host selection and 
food discrimination, as suggested in morphological studies from D. ponderosae and 
I. typographus (Byers 2007). These chemicals are not only relevant in recognizing 
suitable hosts, but also help to avoid colonized or decaying hosts. Pine monoter-
penes, such as α-pinene, are present in the oleoresin and can serve as part of the tree 
defense system in high concentrations. Moreover, they also function as kairomones 
for bark beetles, attracting them to suitable hosts, sometimes in combination with 
sex pheromones (Vité and Gara 1962; Wood 1982a; Payne 1986; Seybold et al. 2000,
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2006). Conversely, when a large number of bark beetles are present in the host tree, 
a deterrent or anti-aggregation pheromone, such as verbenone, signals that the tree is 
no longer suitable for colonization in some species (Pitman and Vité 1969; Renwick 
and Vité 1970; Etxebeste and Pajares 2011). For example, in D. frontalis, females are 
initially attracted by kairomones (α-pinene) released by the host trees. Soon after the 
initial colonization, females release the pheromone frontalin attracting both males 
and females, resulting in a mass attack that overcomes tree defenses. Males later 
produce (+)-endo-brevicomin, an antiaggregation pheromone in high concentration 
(Sullivan et al. 2007). 

Bark beetles can be attracted to susceptible hosts by tree volatiles (Lindelöw et al. 
1992; Tunset et al. 1993), but encounter rates are also based on random alightment 
with no need of kairomones (Wermelinger 2004). Host location can also be influenced 
by abiotic effects. For example as sun-exposed trees are more likely to be attacked 
than trees in the shade (Lobinger and Skatulla 1996). 

10.2.2 Mating Systems 

Most bark beetles outbreed, but there is variation among the mating systems (Kirk-
endall et al. 2015). In the early colonization phase, when reproductive pairs form, 
conflict in the gallery entrances between conspecifics of the same sex are common 
in bark beetles (Kirkendall et al. 2015). In female-initiated mating systems, such as 
in Dendroctonus and Tomicus, male-male competition is common. Males wander 
and attempt to enter active galleries, but are usually blocked by already established 
males. Both chemical and acoustic communication are involved in gaining access to 
galleries and during courtship (Barr 1969; Oester et al. 1981; Ryker 1984). Females 
can re-emerge from the initial gallery and lay eggs in a new gallery constructed in 
the same host or disperse to a new tree. Eggs are commonly laid in individual niches 
on one or both sides of the gallery. Before re-emerging, females feed in the gallery, 
likely to regenerate wing muscles (Sauvard 2007). 

Monogyny is the most ancestral and predominant mating system in bark beetles, 
and is present in almost every genus (Kirkendall 1983). In monogamous species, 
females typically select the host and initiate colonization. Males are subsequently 
attracted by female-released pheromones (Raffa et al. 2015). Exceptions exist among 
the Bothrosternini and Pityophthorina, where some genera are known to have male-
initiated monogyny (Beaver 1973). This tends to occur with species that breed in 
resources where no more than one female can breed because of interbrood competi-
tion (Kirkendall 1983). A few species may have females that mate with siblings or 
with a newly arrived male before emergence (Bleiker et al. 2013). Depending on the 
species, mating occurs on the bark or in the gallery. Bigyny, where males regularly 
have two females, occurs in 19 genera but is most common within the Micraci-
dini. Given that scolytines are the only insects to engage in simultaneous bigyny 
in nature, it has been suggested that it may be related to geometric constraints on 
egg tunnel construction. More than two colonizing females would decrease host real
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estate, resulting in increased competition among larvae and subsequently greater 
larval mortality due to diminished resources (Kirkendall et al. 2015). 

In polygamous species, males initiate the attack, build a nuptial chamber, and are 
joined by several females. Harem polygyny (simultaneous polygyny) has evolved 
at least 12 times in Scolytinae and is found in 26 genera, being predominant in the 
Ipini, and common in the Corthylini and Polygraphini (Kirkendall et al. 2015). The 
evolutionary context of why females would join already mated males is hypothe-
sized to be related to resource quality (Kirkendall 1983). Because resource quality 
is variable, some males will have high-quality resource patches to support several 
females, whereas other males initiate their attacks in low-quality patches that would 
not be able to support multiple females. 

Colonial polygyny is found in a few genera and is based on having multiple 
males and multiple females in the same network of interconnected tunnel systems 
(Kirkendall et al. 2015). Colonial polygyny has been reported for Aphanarthrum and 
Crypturgus (Crypturgini), and Cyrtogenius (Dryocoetini) (Chararas 1962; Roberts 
1976; Jordal 2006). Inbreeding polygyny is most common in ambrosia beetles, but 
also exists in several genera of bark beetles that usually do not show phloeophagous 
feeding habits (Kirkendall et al. 2015). The few phloeophagous inbreeders are atyp-
ical for bark beetles. Some species within Ozopemon (Dyocoetini), Hypothenemus 
(Cryphalini), and Dendroctonus (Hylurgini) breed in large chambers with larvae 
feeding communally (Kirkendall 1993). Partial inbreeding can also occur in Dendroc-
tonus micans and D. punctatus, which produce small males and female-biased sex 
ratios (Kirkendall 1983). 

Different forms of parthenogenesis are found in the Scolytinae. Arrhenotoky is 
the most commonly known; observed in the most successful ambrosia beetle clade, 
the Xyleborini. Pseudo-arrhenotoky, where daughters are sexually produced and 
the paternal genome is eliminated, is known from the genus Hypothenemus, having  
been demonstrated in H. hampei (Vega et al. 2015). Pseudogamy, where females are 
produced clonally, are genetic copies of their mothers, and fertilization is required 
but male genomes are not passed to the offspring, occurs in some species of the 
spruce-feeding Ips in North America (Lanier and Kirkendall 1986). 

10.2.3 Social Behavior 

Bark beetles are largely considered sub-social, with aggregated breeding and, to some 
extent, parental care for offspring (Jordal et al. 2011). Sub-sociality is facilitated 
by their subcortical lifestyle, which offers a protected abundant resource and, by 
inoculating it with symbiotic fungi, an easily assimilated food substrate (Kirkendall 
et al. 2015). 

Males typically stay within galleries with females for at least days or weeks. Mate 
guarding, increased offspring number and survivorship, and mate attraction, have 
been suggested as some of the reasons for male post-copulatory residence in galleries 
(Kirkendall et al. 2010). For example, blocking the entry of natural enemies into the
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gallery would positively affect offspring survivorship. Experiments conducted for 
Ips pini suggest that the presence of males in the galleries increases the number of 
eggs laid by females by removing female-produced frass, and significantly reduces 
the number of predators in the egg galleries (Reid and Roitberg 1994). Clearing frass 
from egg tunnels, one of the most widespread forms of parental care, is conducted 
by either males or females depending on the species, using elytral declivities to 
push it out of the galleries (Wichmann 1967). Aggregated breeding through multiple 
colonization may occur without the production of pheromones, such as in species of 
Hylastes (Hylastini) or Tomicus (Hylurgini), where individuals are attracted by host 
volatiles. 

10.2.4 Communication 

Interactions between bark beetles and their hosts involve different stimuli such as 
semiochemicals (Blomquist et al. 2010). For example, feeding induces the production 
of aggregation pheromones that attract both sexes during a mass attack, such as 
ipsdienol and ipsenol in the genus Ips, and frontalin in some species of Dendroctonus. 
Pheromonal communication, which may have been co-opted from the detoxification 
of terpenes (Franceschi et al. 2005), is essential in this attraction-based system, which 
for some species helps to overcome tree defenses. Host colonization starts with the 
ability to locate a suitable host, followed by the attraction of conspecifics, and finally, 
as tree defenses decline and colonization proceeds, the emission of anti-aggregation 
pheromones to reduce competition (Wood 1982a). The same compounds produced 
by bark beetles to stop aggregation on a host, among other aggregation compounds, 
serve as kairomones and are attractive to a large number of organisms, including 
predators (Reeve 1997). 

Acoustic signals are also important stimuli for intraspecific interactions within a 
host, with stridulatory organs present in one or both sexes depending on the species. 
Acoustic signals, commonly used by insects in the context of mating, have been asso-
ciated in bark beetles with arrival announcement of the stridulating sex, or premating 
species recognition (Barr 1969; Oester et al. 1981; Ryker 1984). Stridulatory organs 
can be located on different parts of the body depending on the species, and play 
an important role in mate choice and male competition. For example, the elytra-
abdominal stridulatory structure of Dendroctonus valens is capable of producing 
several distinct chirps, that males produce to induce female acceptance into the 
gallery (Lindeman and Yack 2015). 

10.2.5 Interspecific Interactions 

It is common in multiple species of bark beetles to feed on a common resource and 
therefore, there are several strategies for reducing direct competition (Raffa et al.
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2015). In the broad sense, many bark beetle species achieve resource partitioning by 
having different host preferences. On a smaller scale, such as within a single tree, 
bark beetles can achieve resource partitioning by utilizing different parts of the tree. 
This within-tree niche partitioning by multiple species is usually not absolute and 
involves an opportunistic extension of the galleries in the absence of other species. 
For example, in the southeastern US, Dendroctonus terebrans can be observed at 
the base of the trunk in trees previously attacked by D. frontalis (Payne et al. 1987). 
Species of Ips will subsequently attack the higher portions of the trunk according to 
their size, with I. calligraphus colonizing larger diameters and I. grandicollis and I. 
avulsus colonizing smaller diameters and branches in the crown (Paine et al. 1981). 
This partitioning is also explained by chemical communication, as their pheromones 
have both intraspecific and interspecific effects on the distribution of the species 
across the tree (Birch 1980). Moreover, bark beetle predators and parasitoids can 
exploit pheromone signals to locate prey (Ayres et al. 2001). 

Phenology is another form of partitioning, with differences in flight and reproduc-
tive cycles allowing some bark beetle species to occupy the same geographic range 
and host with minimal competition. In the case of Ips pini, I. perroti, and I. grandi-
collis, which coexist in pine forests of the north-central United States and share the 
same host tree, differences in flight phenology, development time, voltinism, and 
spatial colonization patterns reduce congeneric competition (Ayres et al. 2001). The 
physiological condition of the host can also partition the resource, as different colo-
nization patterns have been observed for different bark beetle genera among trees 
and snags of different physiological and decomposition states (Saint-Germain et al., 
2009). 

Closely related species of bark beetles with similar life histories and hosts often 
inhabit distinct geographic regions. For example, Tomicus piniperda and T. destruens, 
species of great importance across the Mediterranean region, present contrasting 
distributions as a result of different climate demands, where T. destruens occurs in 
locations with warmer temperatures and low altitudes and T. piniperda occurs in 
locations with colder temperatures and higher altitudes (Horn et al. 2012). Another 
example is the distributions of Dendroctonus terebrans, found throughout the eastern 
United States from coastal New Hampshire south to Florida and west to Texas and 
Missouri, and D. valens, which occurs from Alaska to Mexico and eastward to New 
England, but does not occur in the southeastern United States (Mayfield and Foltz 
2005). These species are morphologically and behaviorally similar, but only co-occur 
in a narrow zone where their ranges overlap. 

Other woodborers compete with bark beetles for resources. Cerambycids for 
example, such as Monochamus spp., feed in the phloem of recently killed pine trees 
and are facultative intra-guild predators of larvae of other phloem feeders, influencing 
bark beetle population dynamics (Dodds et al. 2001; Schoeller et al. 2012). Moreover, 
because cerambycids are larger, competition for phloem results in a loss of resource 
for bark beetles (Stephen 2011). In the southeastern United States for example, 
Monochamus spp. are common after the attack of bark beetles, such as Dendroc-
tonus frontalis and Ips spp., attracted by host volatiles and a kairomonal response to 
sympatric bark beetle pheromones (Allison et al. 2001; Stephen 2011). Other species
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of cerambycids, such as Acanthosinus nodosus, appear to colonize thicker phloem, 
acting as a potential competitor for several bark beetle species (Stephen 2011). 

Symbiotic organisms are commonly associated with bark beetles, including mites, 
protozoa and nematodes (Hofstetter et al. 2015). Phoretic mites, of which there 
are more than 250 species associated with bark beetles, have diverse roles ranging 
from antagonistic parasites or predators of immature beetles, to mutualists that are 
mycophages or nematophages (Hofstetter et al. 2013, 2015). For example, some mites 
contribute to fungal diversity in the galleries by carrying different fungal species in 
a specialized structure (sporotheca) (Moser 1985). At least 57 species of phoretic 
mites have been recorded for Dendroctonus frontalis, and some of these mites have 
sporothecae that frequently contain spores of Ophiostoma minus and Ceratocys-
tiopsis ranaculosa (Hofstetter et al. 2013). Because of its pathogenicity, O. minus 
has long been considered a critical mutualist of D. frontalis, but several observations 
suggest that O. minus is not always present in trees killed by the beetle, and, more-
over, is not capable of killing mature pines (Klepzig et al. 2005). In addition, larvae 
of D. frontalis turn away from phloem colonized by O. minus and cannot survive in 
wood colonized by the fungus (Barras 1970). Ips typographus is associated with 38 
species of phoretic mites (Hofstetter et al. 2015), which can potentially carry spores 
of several fungal pathogens that cause mortality to spruce trees (Hofstetter et al. 
2013). Because of the lack of mycangia on Ips spp., mites are frequently associated 
with them and critical to the maintenance of fungal associations (Harrington 2005). 
Nematodes are also common symbiotic organisms associated with bark beetles, often 
with thousands of individuals in one single beetle, ranging from mutualistic, parasitic, 
or commensal relationships (Hofstetter et al. 2015). 

10.3 Evolution and Diversity 

Bark beetles began their diversification at least 120 million years ago as evidenced 
by a specimen from Lebanese amber (Kirejtshuk et al. 2009). This species, Cylin-
drobrotus pectinatus, resembles Dryocoetes but possesses a mixture of ancestral 
and derived traits leading the authors to place it in a unique tribe. In 100 million-
year-old Burmese amber, Microborus inertus, represents an extant genus of bark 
beetle (Cognato and Grimaldi 2009). The variation of morphological features repre-
sented in these two species suggests that scolytine diversity was well-established 
and greater than its fossilized representation. Many species of their extant relatives 
feed on angiosperms and it is postulated that these Cretaceous species also fed on 
the burgeoning angiosperm diversity. This would explain the scarcity of scolytine 
specimens from Cretaceous coniferous ambers (Hulcr et al. 2015). 

Bark beetles survived the impact of the great celestial object that was the demise 
of the dinosaurs and perhaps flourished with the abundance of stressed trees. The next 
window to their ancient diversity occurred 20 million years later. The scolytine fossil 
record is well represented in Baltic (45 million years ago) and Dominican ambers (20 
million years ago). The Baltic amber fauna is represented mainly by Hylurgops and
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Hylastes species and along with the plant diversity, suggests an ecosystem similar 
to the southeastern US (Grimaldi 1996). The Dominican amber fauna is represented 
mostly by tropical fungi feeding scolytines (except Xyleborini) however several bark 
beetle genera occur and suggest ties to the current Afrotropical fauna (Bright and 
Poinar 1994; Cognato 2013). By this point, much of the extant generic diversity was 
achieved. 

Bark beetles spread throughout the world’s forests over 120 million years after 
their origin, when vast distances of ocean separated most of the continents. Bark 
beetles likely dispersed between land masses by wind and within tree-flotsam and 
likely seeded multiple species radiations (Gohli et al. 2016; Cognato et al. 2018). 
There are currently 189 genera and ~ 4300 species of bark beetles. Their diversity is 
concentrated in the Old and New World tropics, representing half of the total diversity. 
This is not surprising given the great diversity of plants in the tropics. Likely, natural 
selection caused by the close association between tree host and beetle, influenced 
the diversification of scolytines (Gohli et al. 2017). Also, geographic isolation had a 
major influence on species diversification, as evidenced by bursts of radiation through 
time (Jordal and Cognato 2012; Gohli et al.  2017). 

Introduction of DNA sequence data for phylogenetic reconstruction has resulted 
in major advances in the understanding of bark beetle relationships. Prior to the 
1990’s bark beetle phylogenies were mostly unknown given the lack of informa-
tive morphological characters considering the canalized scolytine body form (e.g. 
Cognato 2000). DNA sequences from just a few genes provided needed data to 
address vexing questions in taxonomy and evolution (Farrell et al. 2001; Cognato 
and Sun 2007; Jordal and Cognato 2012). Recent use of genomic data has produced 
the largest and most informative phylogenies to date (Gohli et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 
2018). These and other phylogenies are important because they provide evolutionary 
based hypotheses to the organization of scolytine taxonomy and to the investigations 
of biological processes. For example, the taxonomy of some of the genera of Ipini 
was debated (e.g. Cognato 2000; Wood 2007). DNA-based phylogenies supported the 
recognition of Pseudips for Ips mexicanus and I. concinnus, placement of I. latidens 
and I. spinifer in Orthotomicus, and the inclusion of the ambrosia fungus feeding 
Premnobina within Ipini (Cognato and Sperling 2000; Cognato and Vogler 2001; 
Cognato 2013; see Fig. 9.4 in Cognato 2015). Additionally, behavioral traits can 
be mapped on phylogenies to identify evolutionary patterns. For example, mapping 
food preferences on a phylogeny, reveals evolutionary patterns and in this case, that 
feeding in phloem occurred prior to feeding in other plant parts or on fungi (e.g. 
Kirkendall et al. 2015). 

Phylogenies can also be used to predict a behavior or control method for a new 
bark beetle pest based on its relationship to other known species. Thereby, the cost 
for developing management strategies for a potential pest will be reduced. For further 
detailed examples of bark beetle evolution and diversity see reviews of Kirkendall 
et al. (2015) and Hulcr et al. (2015).
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10.3.1 Ten High Impact Bark Beetle Genera and Selected 
Case-Studies 

10.3.1.1 Conophthorus 

Conophthorus species are similar to Pityophthorus, but species within Pityophthorus 
are smaller. They are distinguished by the gradual transition from asperate to punctate 
in the pronotum and the costal margin of the declivity descending towards the apex. 

There are 13 species of Conophthorus in the Nearctic region, from Canada to 
Guatemala (Alonso-Zarazaga and Lyal 2009). Both larvae and adults feed on pine 
cones, although some species can infest twigs and buds. Females initiate the galleries 
near the base of second year cones in early summer (Kirkendall 1983). As reported for 
several species in the genus, females attract males to the cone with the sex pheromone 
(+)-pityol (Miller et al. 2000). There is usually one monogamous mating pair per 
cone (Trudel et al. 2004). Females deposit eggs along the gallery in individual niches 
close to the developing seeds. 

Conophthorus ponderosae is an economically important species that occurs in 
many Pinus species in western North America, ranging from Canada to Mexico 
(Fig. 10.3). This species can cause up to 90% cone mortality with 100% seed mortality 
within each cone (Bennett 2000; Smith and Hulcr 2015). It has been suggested that 
this species is polyphyletic and that southern populations represent a different species 
(Cognato et al. 2005). Conophthorus ponderosae can be distinguished from other 
Conophthorus species by the absence of tubercles on the declivital interstriae 1, and 
by the lateral convexities on the declivity. 

10.3.1.2 Dendroctonus 

The genus Dendroctonus is distinguished by its flattened and rounded antennal club, 
5-segmented funicle, steep convex declivity, and an entire compound eye. Species 
can be confused with Hylurgus or Tomicus, but these genera have a conical antennal 
club with a 6-segmented funicle. 

There are 20 described species of Dendroctonus distributed across the Nearctic 
region (18 species), and two species in the Palearctic region (Armendáriz-Toledano 
et al. 2015; Six and Bracewell 2015). Dendroctonus contains some of the major 
conifer-killing bark beetles in the world. Most species colonize Pinus, and five 
reproduce in Picea, Pseudotsuga, or  Larix. Females initiate colonization and build a 
nuptial chamber, followed by a male that is attracted by sex pheromones and/or host 
kairomones. After mating, females lay eggs in a newly constructed gallery in the 
phloem. In this monogamous genus, females typically build galleries that are packed 
with frass. Some re-emergence and re-mating can occur, as well as sib-mating in a 
few species (Six and Bracewell 2015). Larvae usually feed on phloem and symbiotic 
fungi. Larger individuals can fly further, produce more pheromone and offspring, 
and have a greater overwintering success (Six and Bracewell 2015). Attack of the
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basal portion of a living tree by some species involves a few individuals with gregar-
ious larval feeding that usually does not kill the tree in usual climatic conditions. 
However, other representatives of the genus conduct a pheromone-based mass attack 
that results in the death of the tree and potential massive outbreaks (Raffa et al. 2008). 

The southern pine beetle, Dendroctonus frontalis, is the most destructive native 
pest of pine trees in the southeastern United States, Mexico, and Central America 
(Fig. 10.2) (Thatcher et al. 1980; Coulson and Klepzig 2011). During outbreaks, 
southern pine beetle infestations often begin in weakened or injured trees, but high 
beetle populations can mass-attack and kill healthy trees (Cara and Coster 1968; 
Hain et al. 2011). Uncontrolled infestations may grow to thousands of acres in size, 
persisting for multiple beetle generations, until depletion of hosts, cold temperatures, 
direct control, or other factors intervene (Billings 2011). Trees attacked by southern 
pine beetle often exhibit hundreds of pitch tubes on the outer bark. Beetles feed 
on phloem and bore S-shaped galleries which can girdle a tree, causing its death. 
This species is distinguished by its small size (2 to 3 mm) and the convex elytral 
declivity with the striae distinct and impressed. Males have a distinct notch in the 
frons and females have a transverse ridge (mycangium) along the anterior pronotum 
(Fig. 10.3). 

Southern pine beetle outbreaks have been cyclical in occurrence, occurring on six 
to 12 year-intervals and generally last for two to three years after they begin. It has 
shown a dramatic decline in outbreak activity over much of the southeastern United 
States since the turn of the twenty-first century compared to previous decades (Birt

Fig. 10.2 Southern Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus frontalis) damage in Honduras. Photograph by 
Ronald Billings, US Forest Service
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Fig. 10.3 From left to right, top to bottom, lateral view of Conophthorus ponderosae, Dryocoetes 
confuses, Dendroctonus frontalis, Dendroctonus ponderosae, Ips typographus, Pityophthorus 
juglandis, Polygraphus proximus, Polygraphus ruffipenis. Scale bar: 1.0 mm. Photographs by 
Demian F. Gomez, University of Florida

2011; Clarke  2012; Clarke et al. 2016; Asaro et al. 2017). The major outbreak, from 
1998 to 2002 in the southern Appalachian Mountains, affected more than 400,000 
hectares with an economic loss of more than US$ 1 billion (Nowak et al. 2008; Clarke  
and Nowak 2009). 

Female D. frontalis carry symbiotic fungi in their mycangia, most commonly 
Entomocorticium and Ceratocystiopsis species (Yuceer et al. 2011; Six and Bracewell 
2015; Harrington et al. 2021). These fungi are introduced into the phloem and serve 
as the predominant source of nutrition for larvae. The beetles also inadvertently 
carry blue-stain fungi such as Ophiostoma minus in association with phoretic mites
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(Moser 1985; Moser and Bridges 1986; Hofstetter et al. 2006). Despite the ongoing 
controversy over the role of these fungi in tree death, it is known that it has a limited 
impact compared to the actual beetle attack (Six and Wingfield 2011). 

Dendroctonus ponderosae is the most destructive species of bark beetle, colo-
nizing weak P. ponderosa and P. contorta, and producing extensive outbreaks in 
healthy trees facilitated by drought and warming climate (Raffa et al. 2008; Creeden 
et al. 2014) (Fig. 10.3). This species caused the death of more than 11 million 
hectares of pine trees in a 13-year period in North America, responsible of 50% of tree 
mortality in the western United States (Ramsfield et al. 2016). Historically distributed 
in western North America, it has been increasing its natural range mainly because of a 
warming climate through northern British Columbia towards new regions in Alberta, 
Canada (Robertson et al. 2009). Obligate symbionts are carried in the mycangia 
to provide nutritional supplementation, increasing nitrogen availability for larvae 
(Bleiker and Six 2007). Grosmannia clavigera, Leptographium longiclavatum, and 
Ophiostoma montium are common symbions of D. ponderosa (Six and Bracewell 
2015). These fungi can vary within a population due to changing nutrient and mois-
ture profiles in the host, competition among the fungi, and temperature (Six and 
Bentz 2007). Dendroctonus ponderosae can be distinguished from other Dendroc-
tonus species by the absence of tubercles in the frons, the large punctures in the 
pronotum (larger than the distance between them), and the impressed interstria 2 on 
the elytral declivity. 

10.3.1.3 Dryocoetes 

Dryocoetes species can be recognized by their 5-segmented funicle, the truncated 
antennal club with corneous first segment, and the short, steep, and unarmed elytral 
declivity. This genus is similar to Coccotrypes, but it can be distinguished by the 
broad oral region and the non-aciculate frons. 

There are 46 species in the genus Dryocoetes distributed in the Holarctic and 
Oriental regions, with seven species occurring in North America (Smith and Hulcr 
2015). This genus is mostly phloeophagous feeding in broadleaved and conifer hosts. 
During colonization, males initiate the attack and build the nuptial chamber in the 
phloem (Furniss and Kegley 2006). Depending on the species, between 2–6 females 
will join and construct star-shaped egg galleries. Males remove the frass through 
the entrance hole after females remove it from the egg galleries. Larval galleries are 
short and development time may vary according to temperature and altitude, ranging 
from 1 to 2 years (Smith and Hulcr 2015). 

Dryocoetes confusus is the most destructive species in the genus, causing severe 
damage mainly to Abies lasiocarpa, but it can also attack other firs (Garbutt 1992; 
Smith and Hulcr 2015) (Fig. 10.3). This species can colonize fallen trees as well as 
kill over-mature trees (i.e. beyond the stage of desirable or optimal development or 
productivity) in association with the fungal pathogen Grosmannia dryocoetis trans-
mitted through a mandibular mycangia. Successfully attacked hosts also show less
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induced resinosis and less radial growth than unsuccessfully attacked trees, and 
mortality typically occurs in spots (groups of infested trees) (Bleiker et al. 2003; 
McMillin et al. 2003). 

10.3.1.4 Ips 

Ips species are distinguished by the three to six spines that line the lateral margin of 
the elytral declivity. They can be confused with Orthotomicus and Pseudips; however, 
in these genera, the elytral declivity is steep and the sutures of the antennal club are 
slightly to distinctly procurved. 

There are 37 Ips spp. distributed throughout the Holarctic and most species diver-
sity lies in North America (23 spp.) followed by Eurasia (14 spp.) (Cognato 2015). 
The adults and larvae feed and complete their life cycle under the bark of the conifer 
genera Abies, Pinus, Picea, and Larix. Most species are specific to Pinus or Picea, 
but two Asian species are specific to Larix. When Ips spp. are restricted to one or two 
hosts, this appears to be the result of host availability within specific geographic areas. 
Adult Ips males initiate mating by locating a suitable dead or dying host and bore 
into the phloem to create a nuptial chamber. Males produce aggregation pheromones 
while feeding, which attract conspecifics to the tree. Ips  spp. are polygamous and 
3–7 females may join the male in the nuptial chamber where they mate. The females 
then create a tunnel where they lay eggs in niches along the tunnel walls. The hatched 
larvae feed by tunneling through the phloem. The larvae complete their development 
in 6–8 weeks depending on temperature. 

Ips typographus, the European spruce bark beetle, is the most destructive species 
of the genus attacking primarily Picea, but it can also breed in Abies and Pinus 
(Fig. 10.3). The species is distributed across Europe and Asia and although it usually 
behaves as a secondary pest attacking and killing trees under some level of stress, 
mass attacks on neighboring healthy trees and enormous economic losses have been 
reported (Wermelinger 2004). This species can be identified by the four spines on 
the dull elytral declivity, and the impunctate interstriae on the basal half of the elytral 
disc. 

During the last decade of the twentieth century in Europe, storms caused severe 
damage to spruce forests, triggering outbreaks of Ips typographus. The extent of the 
damage was highly significant, with millions of cubic meters of spruce killed and 
large amount of public money spent to manage the outbreaks (Wermelinger 2004). In 
recent years, severe storms, windthrow events, and high temperatures, have caused 
the return of new outbreaks in several European countries and parts of Asia (Lausch 
et al. 2013; Mezei et al. 2017). 

Outbreaks depend on weather, drought, storms, and the availability and suscep-
tibility of host trees. Unmanaged forests do not necessarily have higher populations 
of I. typographus. However, after a disturbance, the populations of beetles in unman-
aged forests are more likely to increase to epidemic levels (Schlyter and Lundgren 
1993). Site and silvicultural characteristics, such as water availability and slope, are
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related to attack probability. The maintenance of heterogeneous stands is recom-
mended to reduce attacks in managed spruce forests, as multi-tree species forests 
are often less susceptible to bark beetle attack (Wermelinger 2004). Aggregation 
pheromones, biosynthesized from tree resin compounds, play a role in attracting Ips 
typographus to suitable breeding hosts. Colonization usually occurs in windthrown 
trees and large trunks are most commonly attacked. 

Ips acuminatus has recently increased the frequency and intensity of outbreaks 
in Pinus sylvestris of the south-eastern Alps (Colombari et al. 2012). In Belarus, 
timber losses accounted for more than 184,000 ha in the last ten years. This species 
often initiates attacks in the upper bole of mature trees and may infest twigs as 
small as 2 mm in diameter. Trees are subsequently attacked by second-generation I. 
acuminatus and by Ips sexdentatus in the lower part of the trunk. Ips acuminatus can 
be identified by the three spines in the elytral declivity, of which the third is flattened 
and acuminate in the male. 

10.3.1.5 Pityophthorus 

Pityophthorus can be distinguished by the pronotal asperities on the anterior half of 
the pronotum and by the presence of a sclerotized septum in both antennal sutures of 
the club. Species of Pityophthorus can be confused with the genus Araptus, however, 
species of the latter genus do not have a sclerotized septum in the antennal club. 

There are 386 species in the genus Pityophthorus distributed mostly in North 
and Central America, but also ranging from the Palearctic to the Oriental Region 
(Alonso-Zarazaga and Lyal 2009). This genus typically infests twigs and branches 
from a broad range of hosts, such as conifers, woody shrubs, vines, hardwood trees, 
and herbaceous plants (Bright 1981). In North America, most species develop in 
Pinus, with a few colonizing Abies, Picea, Pseudotsuga, and Larix. Mating systems 
vary widely in this genus from polygamy to monogamy and thelytokous partheno-
genesis. In phloeophagous species, males initiate the attack and build a nuptial 
chamber, joined by 3–5 females attracted by aggregation pheromones (Smith and 
Hulcr 2015). Females then excavate egg galleries radiating from the central nuptial 
chamber. Females of myelophagous species feed and construct galleries in the pith 
of small twigs. 

Most species in this genus are secondary pests and usually are not of economic 
importance, with the exception of a few species that vector fungi such as the conifer 
pathogen Fusarium circinatum or the walnut pathogen Geosmithia morbida. Pityoph-
thorus juglandis, endemic to Mexico and the southwestern continental United States, 
is the most economically important species in the genus (Fig. 10.3). Pityophthorus 
juglandis causes black walnut tree mortality when they colonize branches and trunks 
in high numbers and cankers develop around the galleries as a result of its associa-
tion with G. morbida (Kolařík et al. 2011; Rugman-Jones et al. 2015). After 3 years, 
trees show symptoms of die-back and flagging. The combination of the insect and 
the fungus threatens the $500 billion black walnut industry in the eastern United 
States (Newton et al. 2009). However, the pathogenicity of G. morbida has recently
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been questioned as different strains may cause different effects, and therefore, the 
consequences of P. juglandis colonization are dependent on the pathogenicity of the 
G. morbida strain and environmental factors (Sitz et al. 2017). 

10.3.1.6 Polygraphus 

Polygraphus species are distinguished from other related genera such as 
Carphoborus, by the divided eye, the antennal club with no sutures, and the absence 
of a scutellum. There are 101 species distributed through the Holarctic, Oriental, and 
Ethiopian regions (Alonso-Zarazaga and Lyal 2009). All the species within this genus 
are phloeophagous, feeding mainly on Pinaceae (Abies, Cedrus, Larix, Picea, and 
Pinus) and hardwoods (Wood and Bright 1992). Polygraphus spp. are polygamous, 
with males usually initiating attack and excavating the nuptial chamber. Attracted to 
male aggregation pheromones, 2–4 females can join and start individual egg galleries 
that can reach up to 10 cm length (Smith and Hulcr 2015). 

Polygraphus proximus, distributed in the eastern Palearctic region, attacks several 
species of Abies, and is one of the main factors contributing to the destruction of 
large areas of Siberian forests since the early 2000s (Krivets et al. 2015) (Fig. 10.3). 
This species typically colonizes weakened or dying trees, but when population levels 
are high healthy trees are attacked (Kerchev 2014). Trees usually die after 2–4 years 
of attack. The ophiostomatoid fungus Grosmannia aoshimae, is symbiotic with P. 
proximus, considered an aggressive phytopathogen (Pashenova et al. 2011) and likely 
contributes to tree mortality. Polygraphus proximus can be distinguished from other 
European species by the pointed antennal club, yellow legs, and elytral base slightly 
wider than pronotum (Pfeffer 1995). 

Polygraphus rufipennis, common across the Nearctic region, is a secondary species 
that usually colonizes stumps, trunks, or branches of Picea, particularly P. glauca. 
In association with the blue stain fungus Ophiostoma piceaperdum, it can cause 
mortality to trees previously weakened by other biotic factors (Fig. 10.3). For 
example, P. rufipennis often colonizes trees weakened by Dendroctonus rufipennis 
or the spruce budworm (Choristoneura spp.) (Simpson 1929). This species has one 
generation per year, with females emerging in mid-summer to establish a second 
brood. Polygraphus rufipennis is distinguished by the stout body, the obtusely pointed 
antennal club, and by the densely punctured frons in females (Wood 1982b). 

10.3.1.7 Pseudohylesinus 

Pseudohylesinus species are distinguished by the scaled vestiture, the seven-
segmented funicle, and the antennal club with the first segment larger. Pseudo-
hylesinus species are similar to those of Xylechinus and Hylorgupinus, but  Pseu-
dohylesinus can be distinguished by the two-color pattern of dark and light scales 
covering the body.
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There are 13 species of Pseudohylesinus, all endemic to North America, 
distributed from Alaska and western Canada and contiguous United States, to Mexico 
(Wood and Bright 1992). Species in this genus are all phloeophagous and are attracted 
to host compounds, feeding mostly on Abies, whereas a few species also develop 
on Picea, Pinus, Pseudotsuga, and Tsuga. Only a few severe outbreaks have been 
recorded for species within this genus, but the common observed damage is in discrete 
patches or individual trees (Carlson and Ragenovich 2012). This genus is monoga-
mous, with females initiating the attack and boring the entrance tunnel (Bright 1969). 
Once the male joins, they both excavate branched egg galleries (1 or 2 ramifications), 
and females deposit individual eggs along the gallery and cover them with boring 
dust. 

Pseudohylesinus granulatus, the most economically important species of the 
genus, is distributed from British Columbia to California and attacks mostly 
Abies amabalis (Fig. 10.4). It can kill overmature trees in association with the 
brown-staining fungus Ophiostoma subannulatum, but usually colonizes fallen trees 
(Carlson and Ragenovich 2012). Mortality can occur as a result of girdling from accu-
mulated attack patches over several years (Smith and Hulcr 2015). Pseudohylesinus 
granulatus can be distinguished by the large and deep pronotal punctures and by the 
slender body (Wood 1982b).

10.3.1.8 Pseudopityophthorus 

Pseudopityophthorus can be distinguished by the reduced or absent striae in the 
elytra, the convex elytral declivity with abundant hair-like to scale-like setae, and 
the septate and procurved sutures in the antennal club. Species in this genus can 
be confused with Pityophthorus, but the absence of striae in Pseudopityophthorus 
differentiate them. 

There are 27 species of Pseudopityophthorus, distributed mostly in the Nearctic 
region, but some species occur in the Neotropical and eastern Palearctic region 
(Wood 1986; Alonso-Zarazaga and Lyal 2009). Species of Pseudopityophthorus are 
phloeophagous and mainly found on Quercus, although other Fagaceae have been 
reported as hosts. Males initiate the colonization process in this monogamous genus 
by excavating the entrance tunnel and a short longitudinal gallery in cut, broken, or 
fallen branches or trunks (Wood 2007). The female then joins and begins a trans-
verse egg gallery in the opposite direction from the male gallery. Larval galleries are 
longitudinal and almost straight. 

Pseudopityophthorus minutissimus (Fig. 10.4) and P. pruinosus (Fig. 10.4), have 
been implicated as vectors of the oak wilt fungal pathogen, Bretziella fagacearum in 
North America, although different roles of the beetle as a vector have been suggested 
for this pathogen (Berry and Britz 1966; Ambourn et al. 2006). These beetles produce 
two generations per year through most of the disease range. Bretziella fagacearum 
causes a vascular wilt in more than 30 species of Quercus and kills thousands of trees 
every year in urban landscapes of the United States (Tainter and Baker 1996). Pseu-
dopityophthorus minutissimus can be identified by the reticulate frons, the confused
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Fig. 10.4 From left to right, top to bottom, lateral view of Pseudohylesinus granulatus, Pseu-
dopityophthorus minutissimus, Pseudopityophthorus pruinosus, Scolytus multistriatus, Scolytus 
quadrispinosus, Scolytus schevyrewi, Scolytus ventralis. Scale bar: 1.0 mm. Photographs by Demian 
F. Gomez, University of Florida
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elytral punctures, and by the uniformly short and confused elytral setae (Wood 
1982b). Pseudopityophthorus pruinosus is similar to P. minutissimus but is larger 
with larger elytral punctures, and with a row of scales on interstria 1 and 3. 

10.3.1.9 Scolytus 

The genus Scolytus can be distinguished by the single curved process in the outer 
margin of the protibiae, the flattened antennal club, the seven-segmented funicle, 
and by the slightly sloped elytra (Smith and Cognato 2014). This genus is similar to 
Cnemonyx, but the indistinct declivity in this genus differentiates them. 

There are 213 species in the genus Scolytus distributed in the Holarctic, Oriental 
and Neotropical regions. They are phloeophagous and colonize either Pinaceae, 
such as Abies, Larix, Picea, Pseudotsuga, and Tsuga, or hardwoods. Host selection 
is usually mediated by host volatiles and severe attacks are usually stress related, 
commonly associated with drought or other insects (Smith and Cognato 2014). All 
Holarctic Scolytus species are monogamous and Neotropical species are bigamous or 
polygamous (Smith and Hulcr 2015). In monogamous species, females colonize the 
host and start the construction of the nuptial chamber. Males join the entrance tunnel 
where mating occurs. The female then excavates 1 or 2 egg galleries (depending on 
the species) with eggs deposited individually inside niches. Males leave the gallery 
after the egg gallery is complete and females typically die in the entrance hole. 
Maturation feeding in twigs has been reported for some species. 

Scolytus multistriatus is a Palearctic species that has been introduced in the Amer-
icas, Australia, and New Zealand (Fig. 10.4). Through the production of an aggre-
gation pheromone, females colonize stressed native and exotic Ulmus species. This 
species is the principal vector of the pathogen Ophiostoma novo-ulmi, that causes 
Dutch elm disease, responsible for the death of millions of elm trees in North America 
(Furniss and Carolin 1977; Bloomfield 1979). Adults, covered in fungal spores of 
Ophiostoma novo-ulmi upon emergence, inoculate the trees with the pathogen during 
maturation feeding in the twigs. This species can be identified by the presence of 
lateral teeth on ventrites 2–4 and by a median conical spine on ventrite 2 (Smith and 
Cognato 2014). 

Scolytus quadrispinosus, a native species in North America, is one of the most 
destructive pests of hardwoods, in particular species of the genus Carya (Fig. 10.4). 
It usually attacks and kills single trees through mass attack and subsequent girdling 
of the host, but can develop outbreaks during periods of drought (Blackman 1922). 
Males are distinguished by the apical margin of ventrite 3 armed by three spines, 
ventrite 4 armed by one median tooth, and ventrite 1 apically descending (Smith 
and Cognato 2014). Females are distinguished by the flattened and longitudinally 
aciculate frons. 

Scolytus schevyrewi, a Palearctic species that has been introduced in North 
America, colonizes stressed Ulmus trees and is attracted by host volatiles (Fig. 10.4). 
This species is a less effective vector of the Dutch elm disease pathogen than S. multi-
striatus (Jacobi et al. 2013). Scolytus schevyrewi resembles S. piceae, but it can be
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distinguished by the subapical carina on ventrite 5 located just before the end of the 
segment (Smith and Cognato 2014). 

Scolytus ventralis, native to North America, attacks several Abies species and can 
cause significant mortality, being the most destructive conifer-feeding species in the 
genus (Fig. 10.4). This species is associated with the symbiotic fungus Trichospo-
rium symbioticum, introduced by females in the gallery (Bright and Stark 1973). 
Development time varies from 41 to 380 days depending on latitude and elevation. 
Males of this species can be distinguished from females by the elevated base of 
ventrite 2, the surface of ventrite 2 flat, the apical margin of ventrite 2 often bearing a 
median denticle, and by the glabrous ventrite 2 (Smith and Cognato 2014). Females 
are distinguished by the weakly aciculate and strongly punctate frons and by the 
apical margin of ventrite 1 flush with basal margin of ventrite 2. 

10.3.1.10 Tomicus 

Tomicus species can be differentiated by the 6-segmented antennal funicle, an ovate 
club with straight sutures, the pronotum wider than long, and the convex declivity 
with interstrial granules and erect setae. This genus is similar to Hylurgus, but  Tomicus 
can be distinguished by the shiny frons and declivity, and by the less hairy vestiture. 

Tomicus is comprised of eight species distributed across the Palearctic region 
with one species introduced in North America (Lieutier et al. 2015). Five species 
occur only in Asia, one in Europe and northern Africa, and two widely distributed in 
Eurasia. All species are phloeophagous and usually colonize trunks or branches of 
weakened Pinus species, and one species utilizes Picea. Maturation feeding occurs 
in the shoot of healthy and vigorous pines, causing severe problems to young plan-
tations when a large number of shoots are destroyed resulting in growth loss. This 
maturation feeding, revealed by the existence of entrance holes surrounded by resin, 
can occur in a different tree than the natal host; therefore, their life cycle would 
not necessarily occur in the same tree as in most scolytines. Species of this genus 
are monogamous and have one generation per year, with females excavating egg 
galleries with individual niches. 

Tomicus destruens is among the most damaging pests across the Mediterranean 
region and attacks native and exotic pine species through attraction to several host 
volatiles from stressed trees, such as ethanol, α-pinene, β-myrcene, and α-terpinolene 
(Faccoli et al. 2008) (Fig. 10.5). Tomicus destruens can be distinguished by the weakly 
impressed elytral declivital interstriae 2 with dense and confused punctures, and by 
the uniformly yellow or yellow–brown antennae (Kirkendall et al. 2008).

Tomicus piniperda, the most widespread species, can colonize several Pinus 
species but prefers P. sylvestris (Fig. 10.5). This species has been introduced in 
eastern North America where it causes damage to the Christmas tree and nursery 
industries (Haack and Poland 2001). Host kairomones (α-pinene) and aggregation 
pheromones play an important role in colonization of the host (Poland et al. 2003). 
Tomicus piniperda can be distinguished by the interstria 2 strongly impressed and 
concave with uniseriate regularly spaced punctures on the declivity, the erect hairs
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Fig. 10.5 From top to 
bottom, lateral view of 
Tomicus destruens, Tomicus 
piniperda, Tomicus 
yunnanensis. Scale bar: 
1.0 mm. Photographs by 
Demian F. Gomez, 
University of Florida

on the declivity distinctly longer than those on disc, and by the uniformly brown 
antennae (Kirkendall et al. 2008). 

Tomicus yunnanensis, recorded only in Yunnan Province, China, has caused 
significant damage to more than 200,000 hectares of Pinus yunnanensis forests in 
southwest China (Liu et al. 2010) (Fig. 10.5). Tomicus yunnanensis can be distin-
guished by the interstria 2 strongly impressed and broadly convex with confused or 
biseriate evenly spaced punctures on the declivity, and by the uniformly yellow or 
yellow–brown antennae (Kirkendall et al. 2008).
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10.4 Management and Control 

Bark beetle epidemics are generally managed through direct and indirect control 
measures. Direct control involves tactics like sanitation harvests to manage current 
infestations, whereas the indirect approach is preventive and designed to reduce the 
frequency and severity of future attacks. Indirect measures involve manipulation of 
the stand through silvicultural practices such as thinning and prescribed burning, 
aimed at reducing competition among trees resulting in improved tree vigor, and 
selecting for favorable species composition. 

In order to apply proper control strategies, monitoring and prediction programs 
that gather and analyze information on the extent of infestations are essential. 
Aerial surveys using digital mapping are commonly used for recognizing spots of 
infested trees that are later confirmed in the field (Fettig and Hilszczański 2015). 
Remote sensing techniques are becoming more commonly used to detect bark beetle 
outbreaks, usually relying on near-infrared (NIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) 
satellite imagery (Hais et al. 2016). Hazard prediction systems are also utilized. 
Some hazard rating systems are based on stand characteristics (e.g. basal area, radial 
growth), and others are based on bark beetle captures. The former provides an esti-
mate of how severely a stand might be impacted if an outbreak were to occur, while the 
latter attempts to estimate beetle population trends. For example, a system to fore-
cast infestation trends (increasing, static, declining) and relative population levels 
(high, moderate, low) of D. frontalis has been developed and implemented in the 
southeastern United States based on the captures of the pest and its major predator, 
the clerid Thanasimus dubius (Billings and Upton 2010). 

Preventive measures that reduce the amount of slash material (woody debris from 
logging operations or forest disturbances) can help minimize populations of some 
bark beetles (Fettig et al. 2007). It is also important to select the appropriate tree 
species for the site, as well as spacing intervals that minimize tree competition. 
Treatments such as thinning, are recommended to enhance tree vigor, and therefore, 
increase forests resilience towards bark beetles. 

Thinning is a silvicultural treatment with the objective to reduce stand density to 
improve growth and forest health (Helms 1998). Several benefits arise from thinning, 
such as enhanced growing space for desirable trees, increased tree vigor, reduced fire, 
insect, and pathogen risks, and the production of early economic benefits. Depending 
on the objective of the thinning, as well as the tree species involved, different prac-
tices can be used. Low thinning removes trees from smaller diameter classes, crown 
thinning removes mid-canopy trees, and selection thinning removes the largest trees 
(Fettig et al. 2007). This is a widely used method and, if conducted properly without 
creating physical damage to residual trees, thinning reduces bark beetle attacks 
and therefore, tree mortality. For southern pine beetle for example, landscape-level 
preventative thinning is the most economical and sustainable approach to the miti-
gation of epidemics (Asaro et al. 2017). In more than 10 states, the Forest Service 
offers the Southern Pine Beetle Assistance and Prevention Program, which promotes
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proactive management practices by reimbursing landowners for thinning, prescribed 
burning, or other management plans (Nowak et al. 2008). 

The relationship between silvicultural thinning and significantly reduced tree 
mortality during outbreaks has been experimentally reported for the two most severe 
bark beetle pests in North America, D. ponderosa and D. frontalis (Fettig et al. 2007; 
Asaro et al. 2017). Thinning is usually conducted during periods of reduced beetle 
activity; however, for D. frontalis for example, thinning can be conducted during 
periods of beetle activity with limited risk if logging damage and slash material is 
minimized (Fettig et al. 2007). For secondary bark beetles, such as Ips spp., slash or 
damaged hosts are important for the growth of infestations, particularly in areas with 
high beetle populations. For Ips typographus for example, removal of windthrown 
timber is one of the most important management strategies. Moreover, these logs 
can act as trap trees if removed after infestation but before emergence (Göthlin et al. 
2000). 

In planted forests, breeding sites of these secondary bark beetles occur mostly in 
slash material produced by pruning and thinning, thus management of slash material 
is an essential tool for reducing bark beetle populations. Chipping slash residual 
has been proposed as a strategy to reduce breeding sites and retain biomass for 
nutrient cycling, however, some authors have shown that the high concentration of 
monoterpenes and other volatiles associated with chipping actually increases the 
risk of standing trees being attacked compared to scattered logs (Fettig et al. 2007). 
Prescribed fire, used to enhance wildlife habitat, reduce fuels, and control pests, can 
stress standing trees and increase susceptibility to bark beetles (Elkin and Reid 2004). 
Some studies have associated prescribed fires, when not properly conducted, to infes-
tations of D. frontalis in the southeastern United States, but usually fire increases 
populations of less threatening bark beetles such as Ips spp. and Dendroctonus 
terebrans (Sullivan et al. 2003). 

Direct control measures include insecticides, mass trapping, mating disruption, 
biological control, or sanitation harvests. These methods are costly, meaning that their 
implementation will depend on budget, equipment, and market conditions. Hence, 
the first step is to identify which spots are more likely to expand (Billings and Ward 
1984). 

Sanitation harvesting (cut-and-remove trees to remove pests) is the preferred 
control tactic for species like D. frontalis (George and Beal 1929) because it is still the 
most effective. Harvesting trees infested by the beetles, as well as a 15 to 30 m (1–2 
tree lengths) buffer zone of uninfested trees, can stop spot growth (Billings 2011). 
However, sometimes salvage logging (harvest to recover some economic value) is 
not possible, either because of socio-political and economic hurdles (as has been the 
case with D. frontalis in the southeastern US recently), or because complex terrain 
in remote locations can make salvage impractical, as can be the case in the western 
US and Canada. For I. typographus, sanitation harvesting is the most effective direct 
management approach. However, trees need to be cut before adults emerge and logs 
need to be either debarked, burned or chipped before storing or removed from the 
forest. Debarking can be highly effective because it causes 93% mortality of the 
beetles (Dubbel 1993).
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When cut-and-remove operations are not possible, cut-and-leave tactics are the 
next best option (Fig. 10.6). This control method is based on felling all freshly 
attacked or infested trees towards the center of the spot, in addition to a buffer zone 
of uninfested trees in the expanding front (Fig. 10.6), usually as wide as the average 
tree height (Billings and Schmidtke 2002; Fettig et al. 2007). This technique is 
effective because it increases solar radiation and causes less favorable microclimatic 
conditions for further bark beetle development, while also increasing competition 
with wood borers and other antagonists.

Insecticides are important control measures for some species, such a D. 
ponderosae, but the use is regulated by different agencies and approved chemicals 
vary among jurisdictions. Usually, insecticides are only utilized to preventatively 
protect unattacked or lightly attacked high value trees, such as the ones grown in 
urban environments or trees growing in progeny tests or seed orchards (Fettig and 
Hilszczański 2015). Most treatments involve spraying the tree trunk or any part that 
is likely to be attacked by the targeted species usually in late spring prior to adult 
flight. Injection of systemic insecticides to the trunk can also be used, as the product 
is transported throughout the tree. For example, the application of systemic pesti-
cides, particularly emamectin benzoate, can protect high-value trees from the attack 
of D. frontalis during outbreaks (Grosman et al. 2009). 

Semiochemicals, mainly used as attractants or anti-aggregation compounds in 
forest management, can also be employed for mass trapping, but usually these traps 
will not capture a significant portion of the population and catches do not necessarily 
correlate with high infestations (Weslien and Lindelow 1990; Dodds and Ross 2002). 
Moreover, some beetles attracted to these traps may infest adjacent trees causing 
additional mortality (Fettig and Hilszczański 2015). In some cases, such as in push– 
pull strategies, mass trapping devices are combined with repellents so to deter beetle 
attack of high quality stands or trees. Antiaggregation pheromones, such as verbenone 
for several species of Dendroctonus, are widely used to protect individual trees or 
forest stands. These inhibitors are usually placed as pouched release devices on 
individual trees before beetle flight. For D. frontalis for example, both male and 
female pheromones are used for monitoring purposes (Sullivan and Mori 2009). 
The female pheromone (frontalin) is deployed in multi-funnel traps, while the male 
pheromone ((+)-endo-brevicomin) is deployed a few meters away from the frontalin 
trap to significantly enhance its synergistic effect on D. frontalis attraction. For I. 
typographus pheromone traps baited with cis-verbenol, ipsdienol and 2-methyl-3-
buten-2-ol are used to prevent attacks on living trees and for monitoring. However, 
catches depend on environmental and local conditions, such as temperature, sun 
exposure, and the presence of woody debris, slash, and susceptible trees (Lobinger 
1995; Wermelinger 2004; Fettig and Hilszczański 2015). 

Nonhost volatiles (NHV), released by nonhost angiosperm plants, have been 
shown to inhibit pheromone attraction and orientation response in several conifer 
bark beetle species (Byers et al. 1998; Zhang 2003). The combination of NHVs with 
anti-aggregation pheromones can provide potent treatments to protect trees, logs, or 
stands from attacks by bark beetles (Huber et al. 2001). Even though semiochemi-
cals are widely used in bark beetle management, more studies on blends and delivery
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Fig. 10.6 Top: Cut-and-leave management strategy for Southern Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus 
frontalis) damage in Honduras. Bottom: Buffer zone during direct control management for Southern 
Pine Beetle (Dendroctonus frontalis) damage in Honduras. Photographs by Ronald Billings, US 
Forest Service
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systems are needed, as well as the performance of the semiochemicals on different 
hosts and beetle populations (Fettig and Hilszczański 2015). 

Biological control using predators or parasitoids has been used with success 
to control bark beetle populations. In China, the predator Rhizophagus grandis 
(Coleoptera: Rhizophagidae) has been used to control introduced Dendroctonus 
valens in pine forests (Yang et al. 2014). Entomopathogenic fungi, mainly Beau-
veria bassiana, have been effective at causing high mortality in several bark beetle 
species (Whitney et al. 1984). Inoculating beetles collected in baited traps and then 
releasing them back into the field has been suggested (Kreutz et al. 2000), but more 
practical methods should be developed because of low infection rates in field trials 
compared to laboratory conditions. 

10.4.1 Emerging Pests 

10.4.1.1 Acanthotomicus suncei Cognato 

The sweetgum inscriber, Acanthotomicus suncei, is a polygynous species, in which 
the male starts the gallery and is later joined by one to three females (Gao and Cognato 
2018) (Fig. 10.7). Galleries are usually horizontal ranging from 5 to 10 cm and trees 
as small as 2 cm diameter can be attacked. This endemic Chinese species has been 
recently reported to cause severe damage to a sweetgum native to North America, 
Liquidambar styraciflua, planted as an ornamental tree in China (Gao et al. 2017) 
(Fig. 10.7). The outbreak occurred in nurseries and urban trees in the Shanghai area. 
Affected trees exude resin from wounds and branches wilt and die. As it is observed in 
conifer-feeding bark beetles, the accumulation of attackers eventually exhausts tree 
defenses and kills the tree. Outbreaks develop quickly and the extent of the damage 
is unknown outside the evaluated localities. Economic losses are estimated around 
US$ 4 million from the loss of more than ten thousand trees. Arrival of this species 
to North America would be cause for concern for the health of native L. styraciflua. 
A recent economic analysis suggests a potential economic loss of US$ 150 million 
to US forest industries (Susaeta et al. 2017).

10.4.1.2 Cyrtogenius luteus (Blandford) 

Cyrtogenius luteus is an Asian bark beetle that attacks stressed or dying trees, with 
no economic significance recorded in its native range (Fig. 10.7). It is a polygynous 
species that flies mainly in summer, but colonization has also been observed in spring 
(Gómez et al. 2017). Irregular star-shaped galleries are bored in the phloem and eggs 
are laid in niches on the side (Gómez et al. 2012). Larvae will bore irregular galleries 
and after pupation, adults will emerge through individual exit holes. Since 2009, it 
has been recorded in South America (Uruguay) and Europe (Italy) (Faccoli et al. 
2012; Gómez et al. 2012). More recently, it has also been reported from southern
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Fig. 10.7 From left to right, top to bottom, lateral view of Acanthotomicus suncei (photograph 
by Demian F. Gomez, University of Florida), commercial nursery of sweetgum attacked by Acan-
thotomicus suncei in Shanghai, China (photograph by You Li, University of Florida), lateral view 
of Cyrtogenius luteus (photograph by Demian F. Gomez, University of Florida), lateral view of 
Dendroctonus valens (photograph by Demian F. Gomez, University of Florida). Scale bars: 1.0 mm

Brazil (Flechtmann and Atkinson 2018), where it occurs since 2006. In Italy, it has 
been mostly recorded from traps and no economic damage has been reported. In 
South America, where commercial forestry has been increasing exponentially in the 
last two decades, C. luteus is usually associated with Pinus taeda, the most common 
planted pine tree species in Brazil and Uruguay. However, observations from Brazil 
suggest that this species might be colonizing the native Brazilian conifer Araucaria 
angustifolia, as it has only been recovered from traps deployed 30 km away from 
the closest pine plantation (Flechtmann and Atkinson 2018). Even though C. luteus 
appears to behave as a secondary pest in Asia, attacking only dying trees, several 
infested apparently healthy pine stands have been reported in Uruguay (Gómez et al. 
2012). In commercial plantations of P. taeda, 80% of the stand is affected with losses 
up to 20 hectares (Fig. 10.7). However, this observation was made after significant 
drought periods in dense stands. In Brazil and Italy, no significant damage to live 
trees has been recorded (Faccoli et al. 2012; Flechtmann and Atkinson 2018). 

10.4.1.3 Dendroctonus valens LeConte 

Dendroctonus valens is widely distributed in North and Central America, ranging 
from Canada to the western United States, Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras 
(Fig. 10.7). It is rarely a problem in its native range, but was introduced into China
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where it has become a pest. After its first detection in the Shanxi Province in northern 
China in 1998, it has been spreading to adjacent provinces causing unprecedented 
tree mortality to Pinus tabuliformis (Yan et al. 2005). This beetle species has the 
broadest host range within the genus (Six and Bracewell 2015) and usually repro-
duces in living trees, but is highly attracted to injured, weakened, and dying trees 
(Fettig et al. 2004). 

10.4.2 Bark Beetle Management in a Changing World 

From a landscape perspective, the abundance and distribution of susceptible hosts 
play an important role in the distribution of bark beetles. Outbreaks occur when favor-
able environmental and host conditions occur. Silvicultural treatments that increase 
forest resilience may become even more important to stave off pest problems as 
climate change and invasive species introductions continue. Insects are attracted 
to highly concentrated patches of their hosts (Root 1973), and large forested areas 
with little heterogeneity make certain regions highly susceptible to outbreaks. As 
a result, the spatial arrangement of stands of similar age and species is relevant to 
reducing levels of tree mortality (Samman and Logan 2000; Jactel and Brocker-
hoff 2007). However, this does not mean that desirable forest conditions are free of 
disturbances. Forests can be both productive and sustainable, but this condition in 
a forest ecosystem also involves dead and dying trees. From an ecological perspec-
tive, healthy amounts of insects and pathogens are needed to keep a baseline tree 
mortality (Castello and Teale 2011). Beyond this baseline the impacts of insects can 
cause mortality with more negative consequences. 

Forest insects and pathogens are seen as problems when they interfere with 
management objectives, but the conditions that favor insect or disease problems 
are usually the result of past or present human activity, such as method of harvesting, 
and spatial and temporal patterns in tree size, tree species, among others. For many 
eruptive forest insects, the existing knowledge on the drivers of outbreak eruptions 
and crashes is insufficient to face current challenges. Biotic variables that affect bark 
beetle population dynamics need to be compiled, and hypotheses on their role and 
their interaction with anthropogenic change need to be developed (Biedermann et al. 
2019). 

For severe outbreaks to occur, there must be several years of favorable weather 
that enhance population growth, and an abundance of susceptible trees. Increasingly, 
climate change is playing a substantial role in these interactions. Recent examples of 
drought-related tree mortality suggest that all forest types are vulnerable to climate 
change (Allen et al. 2010). Moreover, outbreaks of bark beetles and other insect 
pests are increasing in severity and frequency. Climatic changes are predicted to 
significantly affect the frequency and severity of disturbances, as higher latitudes 
and elevations will be more susceptible to bark beetle outbreaks and the resulting 
tree mortality in the next decades (Bentz et al. 2010).
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Market forces also play a significant role in bark beetle management. For example, 
during the SPB outbreak of 2012 in Missisipi, cut-and-leave was the primary suppres-
sion method for 407 hectares (201 spots), whereas less than 12 hectares were treated 
with cut-and-remove (Meeker 2013). 

Despite the effectiveness of management strategies, changing forest structure 
to improve resiliency is perhaps the best long-term plan for coping with climate 
change. Regional and international networks should support countries to increase 
local knowledge and forest management capacity. Cooperation among forest scien-
tists, landowners, and governmental stakeholders is key, and will ultimately help 
with developing long-term and evidence-based solutions to manage outbreaks of the 
bark beetles (Biedermann et al. 2019). Bark beetle outbreaks will keep increasing as 
long as susceptible forests and favorable climatic conditions coincide. 
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Chapter 11 
Ambrosia Beetles 

Jiri Hulcr and James Skelton 

11.1 Ambrosia Beetle Biology 

11.1.1 Taxonomic Identity 

The term “ambrosia beetles” refers to an ecological strategy shared by thousands of 
species of wood-boring weevils from multiple lineages, rather than a single taxo-
nomic group. Most ambrosia beetle groups evolved from within the bark beetles 
(Curculionidae: Scolytinae), which are a diverse group of weevils which bore into 
trees and whose progeny develop by feeding on the host tree tissue. Ambrosia beetles 
do not consume the tree tissue; instead, they introduce symbiotic fungi into their 
tunnels, which comprise the majority or entirety of the ambrosia beetle diet. Ambrosia 
fungus farming has evolved at least sixteen times within bark beetles (Johnson et al. 
2018) (Fig. 11.1).

There are over 3,000 species of ambrosia beetles (Hulcr et al. 2015), making them 
far more species-rich than other fungus-farming insect groups, such as the fungus 
farming ants, termites, and wood wasps. It has been suggested that the diversity 
of ambrosia beetles is derived from the ecological success of the fungus-farming 
strategy. However, only a few ambrosia beetle lineages are particularly diverse, and 
in those lineages, other factors likely contribute to their high diversity. For example, 
the rapid and extensive diversification of Xyleborini may be better explained by 
their haplo-diploid genetic system rather than fungus farming (Gohli et al. 2017). 
Several other ambrosia lineages are diverse because they are old and not because 
they are speciating faster than other weevil groups, such as the Platypodinae. They
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Fig. 11.1 Ambrosia beetle galleries. Left, a cavity of Coptodryas pubifer (Xyleborini) in Sabah, 
Malaysia; new adults, larvae and the white fungal growth, the top right specimen is the haploid 
male. Right, an unidentified Corthyloxiphus in Ecuador: the male (diploid), and larval chambers 
with individual larvae and fungus. Other types of gallery arrangements exist. Photos: J. Hulcr. 
Corthyloxiphus was identified by Sarah M. Smith

now comprise approximately 1,400 species and are estimated to have been farming 
fungi for over 100 million years (Jordal and Cognato 2012; Poinar Jr and Vega 2018; 
Vanderpool et al. 2018). 

The most practical biological unit for classification and discussion of ambrosia 
symbioses is not any single taxonomic level, such as species or genus. Instead, it is 
better to use the concept of evolutionary symbiotic unit because both the beetle and 
the fungus partners have been coevolving and speciating together. The coevolutionary 
unit represents an independent event of an evolutionary beetle-fungus association and 
includes its evolutionary offshoots—beetle and fungus species or genera that retain 
that association. 

11.1.2 Relationships with Fungi 

Ambrosia symbioses are most often considered reciprocally obligate mutualisms. 
The beetles depend on their fungi as a food source and the fungi depend on the beetles 
for dispersal to new trees. It is likely that at least some ambrosia fungi have retained 
the ability to disperse by other means such as fruiting bodies that eject spores. At least 
some ambrosia fungi have retained the ability to produce sexual stages (Musvuugwa 
et al. 2015; Mayers et al. 2017; Jusino et al. 2020), but whether they are also able to 
disperse independently of the beetles is not known. This capacity is known in fungal 
associates of other insects, including fungus growing termites (Johnson et al. 1981) 
and siricid woodwasps (Talbot 1977). 

Ambrosia fungi originated from at least seven separate fungal clades (Alam-
outi et al. 2009; Hulcr and Stelinski 2017). Improved systematics and phylogenetic 
sampling continue to reveal more independent evolutionary origins of ambrosia fungi 
within well-known ambrosia fungus taxa because many are polyphyletic, particularly
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within the Ophiostomatales (Vanderpool et al. 2018; de Beer et al. 2022) and Cera-
tocystidaceae (Mayers et al. 2015). Additionally, the increasing research interest and 
DNA-based studies continue to uncover a rich diversity of ambrosia fungi that are not 
directly related to previously known ambrosia fungi, many of which have remained 
unnoticed until recently (Bateman et al. 2016; Li et al.  2017). 

As a result of their diverse origins, ambrosia fungi inherited various ecological 
strategies. Despite the shared strategy of symbiosis with insect vectors, the metabolic 
profiles of these fungi do not seem to be convergent. Instead, both the substrate use 
and the metabolic products (the beetle food) of each ambrosia fungus clade are more 
similar to closely related free-living fungi than to other ambrosia clades (Huang et al. 
2019, 2020). Some newly discovered symbiotic fungi have metabolic capabilities 
and ecological strategies that were previously unknown from ambrosia fungi. For 
example, beetles in the genera Ambrosiodmus and Ambrosiophilus (beetle genera 
in the scolytine tribe Xyleborini) farm the basidiomycete genus Irpex (formerly 
Flavodon). Fungi in this genus are exceptional among ambrosia fungi because they 
are truly lignicolous and degrade the structural components of wood (Kasson et al. 
2016; Jusino et al. 2020). This is in contrast to other ambrosia fungi which extract 
labile resources within the wood but do not decompose the wood itself. 

The dichotomy between bark and ambrosia beetles is convenient, but imper-
fect. Many scolytine species blur the boundary between the phloem-feeding 
(phloephagous) bark beetles and fungus-feeding (mycetophagous) ambrosia beetles. 
While most bark beetles feed within bark and phloem, many species also consume 
wood, seeds, herbaceous plant tissue, and tissues with varying amounts of fungi. In 
fact, some of the best-known forest pests, such as species in the genera Dendroctonus, 
Ips and Tomicus, are phloeomycetophagous. This means that the larvae develop in 
phloem but eat primarily fungal mutualists, similar to ambrosia beetles. Similar to 
true ambrosia beetles, the adults of some of these phloeomycetophages even have 
mycangia for transporting specific fungal mutualists to new trees. Furthermore, not all 
ambrosia beetles are strictly fungivores. Some entire genera are xylomycetophagous: 
the larvae chew and ingest a mixture of wood and the mycelium of a fungal mutualist 
(Roeper 1995). 

Phloeomycetophagous bark beetles and xylomycetophagous ambrosia beetles 
show similar specificity to their fungi. For example, the pine-inhabiting phloeomyce-
tophages in North America are associated with only a few species of highly derived 
species of Entomocorticium, Ophiostoma, Grossmania, and/or Ceratocystiopsis 
(Harrington 2005). Similarly in Europe, the phloeomycetophagous species of Ips 
acuminatus and Tomicus minor are each primarily associated with a single species 
of Ophiostoma (Francke-Grosmann 1967; Seifert et al. 2013). 

Another fungus-related strategy among bark beetles is sapromycetophagy: 
consuming degraded plant tissues rich in various fungi. A number of pygmy borers 
in the genus Hypothenemus, for example, occupy twigs and branches pre-colonized 
by fungi. Their larvae do not drill individual tunnels but instead develop in extensive 
communal spaces lined with mycelium. What exactly they consume, and whether 
there is any specificity to this beetle-fungus relationship, remains unexplored.
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11.2 Who Is the Host and Why Does It Matter? 

In many symbioses, the roles of host and symbiont are often obvious. The larger 
organism hosts the symbionts, which are usually smaller and more numerous. 
The host bears the brunt of interacting with the environment, while the symbionts 
experience only a subset of environmental factors. This environmental shielding 
and reduced population size affects symbiont evolution. For example, microbial 
endosymbionts often evolve reduced genetic complexity (Moran and Wernegreen 
2000; McCutcheon and Moran 2011). 

Ambrosia symbioses are different because the role of host and symbiont alternates 
throughout their shared life cycle. During dispersal, the beetle is the host to its fungal 
symbiont. The fungus is sheltered and nourished within the beetle’s body in the 
mycangium. However, once a dispersing ambrosia beetle establishes a new gallery, 
the ambrosia fungi are released from the mycangium into the wood. At this point, 
they must colonize resources, sequester energy and nutrients, compete with other 
microbes, and resist or detoxify plant-produced defensive chemicals. Meanwhile, 
larvae and newly emerged adult ambrosia beetles feed primarily or exclusively on 
their fungal symbionts within the stable and protected environment of the fungi-laden 
gallery. At this stage, ambrosia fungi arguably act as the host to their beetles because 
the fungi bear the burden of interacting with a variable and often hostile environment. 
This stage comprises the majority of the life cycle of this symbiosis, and therefore 
incorporating a fungus-centric view with an entomological perspective will improve 
our understanding of the biology of the ambrosia symbiosis. 

11.2.1 Biology of the Coevolutionary Units is Dictated 
by the Fungus 

There is a tendency for research on agricultural symbioses to focus on the “farmers” 
as the dominating partner and to expect that their crops are passive or enslaved partic-
ipants in the symbiosis. However, in insect/fungus farming, and even human agri-
culture, there is evidence that crops also exert significant selection on their farmers, 
especially during the early stages of the evolution of agricultural symbioses (Schultz 
et al. 2005). Support for this view comes from comparative studies of ambrosia fungi 
and closely related non-ambrosia fungi. The ancestors of various ambrosial lineages 
had distinct metabolic abilities and ecological niches, and each ambrosia lineage has 
retained the metabolic capacities of its recent ancestors (Huang et al. 2019). The 
inherited metabolic capacity of beetle-associated fungi is correlated with the diver-
sity and taxonomic composition of the trees that the fungi utilize (Veselská et al. 
2019), suggesting that the ecological niche breadth of an ambrosia beetle may be 
constrained by the niche of its fungal symbiont. 

The contemporary ecology of each coevolutionary ambrosia beetle/fungal 
symbiont unit seems to be predicted more by the ancestral ecology of the fungus than
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by the ancestral ecology of the beetle. For example, beetle taxa that farm Ambrosiella 
and the closely related genus Meredithiella utilize substrates that are prone to drying 
such as twigs and smaller branches. These beetles include unrelated groups, such 
as the Xylosandrus clade within Xyleborini, Corthylus spp., Scolytoplatypus, all  of  
which independently evolved the colonization of twigs or branches, but rarely trunks. 
Conversely, essentially all the ambrosia beetles that colonize the bases of tree trunks, 
which remain moist, have fungal symbionts in the genus Raffaelea (sensu lato) 
and related Ophiostomatales. These beetle clades—including multiple Xyleborini 
genera, Platypodinae, corthyline genera Monarthrum and Gnathotrichus, and Prem-
nobiina—are not closely related. Even within the hyper-diverse tribe of ambrosia 
beetles Xyleborini, there are several separately derived coevolutionary units, and 
the beetle members of each unit typically follow the ecological strategy of the 
fungus, not the ancestral strategy of the beetles. This diversity of fungal traits and 
the resulting ecological variability among the fungus-beetle coevolutionary units 
suggests that there are many functionally diverse ambrosia symbioses, rather than a 
single convergent type. 

In addition to influencing a beetle’s ecological niche, the ecology of ambrosia 
fungi may also be tied to mating systems, and perhaps facilitate the evolution of 
sociality. This is the case especially in systems where the growth of the fungus 
garden lasts long enough to support multiple overlapping generations of the beetles. 
Most ambrosia gardens are short lived, because almost all ambrosia fungi stem from 
lineages of saprotrophic or plant-pathogenic ascomycetes. These fungi typically lack 
the ability to degrade the lignin-containing structural components that comprise the 
majority of wood biomass. Instead they rely on more readily digestible resources 
such as sugars and amino acids, but those are abundant only in living trees or fresh 
dead wood. This forces each new generation of most ambrosia beetles to seek new 
substrate, largely preventing the overlap of generations. However, there are notable 
exceptions. Ambrosiodmus and Ambrosiophilus beetles are the only ambrosia beetles 
currently known to farm ambrosia fungi capable of degrading lignin, the compound 
that makes wood remarkably difficult to enzymatically degrade. By partnering with 
Irpex subulatus, a true wood degrading basidiomycete, Ambrosiophilus and Ambro-
siodmus can remain in the same log longer as it is slowly decomposed, and display 
signs of sub-social arrangement such as overlapping generations (Kasson et al. 
2016). Similar delay of dispersal and acceleration of reproduction was documented 
in other ambrosia beetles which live in environments where the ambrosia garden 
is long-lasting, such as Xyleborinus and Austroplatypus (Kent and Simpson 1992; 
Biedermann and Taborsky 2011). 

11.2.2 Mycangia 

A mycangium can be one of various anatomical structures that maintains living 
fungal propagules in dormant and/or dispersing adult beetles. These structures are 
key adaptations that are essential to the evolution and maintenance of ambrosia
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symbioses (Mayers et al. 2022). Mycangia facilitate the persistence of associations 
between beetle and fungal lineages across generations. Mycangia provide an interface 
for the discrimination of mutualistic versus non-mutualistic fungi and a bottleneck, 
through which antagonistic fungal parasites and competitors are purged (Skelton et al. 
2019a). Mycangia vary among beetle lineages in their size, complexity, anatomical 
location, sex associations, and specificity to fungal species. There is a rich literature 
describing the detailed morphology of these structures, identifying their fungal and 
bacterial contents (Hulcr and Stelinski 2017), and devising classifications according 
to their anatomy and complexity (Six 2003). 

More than just passive containers for fungal spores, bark and ambrosia beetle 
mycangia support the growth of fungi during strategic moments of beetle develop-
ment (Francke-Grosmann 1956; Batra  1963; Kajimura and Hijii 1992). While some 
mycangia are fixed structures, some are dynamic. The mesothoracic mycangium 
in the genera Xylosandrus, Anisandrus, and relatives are flattened in young adults, 
inflate with fungal matter after symbiont uptake and during dispersal, and deflate 
again after the new garden is established (Li et al. 2018b). These observations suggest 
that maintaining a mycangium that is full of active fungal tissue is a costly invest-
ment for these beetles and that selection favors precise timing and control over fungal 
growth. 

Mycangia provide a mechanism to promote specificity in beetle-fungus relation-
ships. Beetles in the genus Xylosandrus farm fungi in the genus Ambrosiella. Their 
mycangium is able to accept several species of Ambrosiella in no-choice situations. 
However, the probability of uptake of any Ambrosiella by the new generation of 
beetles is lower for species that are not the specific coevolved symbiont, and minimal 
for non-Ambrosiella genera (Skelton et al. 2019a). Likewise in Xyleborus and Platy-
podinae, the mycangium can transfer multiple species of Raffaelea, Harringtonia 
or Dryadomyces, but routinely only one species is numerically dominant in the 
mycangia of each beetle species, and other fungal genera are vectored in lesser 
abundances and low frequencies (Carrillo et al. 2014; Li et al.  2018a). Further exper-
imental work is needed to determine if the dominance of particular species is enforced 
by selectivity of the beetles’ mycangia, or additional/alternative mechanisms such 
as beetle behavior, substrate choice, or fungal competition. 

In some beetles, the ambrosia farming lifestyle is evident from galleries lined with 
luxuriant fungal growth, yet the presence of a mycangium is yet to be confirmed [e.g. 
Sueus and several Platypodinae, (Li et al. 2020)]. Other beetles possess small external 
structures that frequently hold a few fungal cells, but their function is uncertain. 
Such “pit mycangia” are common in Platypodinae and have been proposed for other 
beetle taxa. In Xyleborinus and some Xyleborus (Scolytinae, Xyleborini), the putative 
elytral mycangia are also very small, and symbiotic fungi have been isolated from 
other body parts (Biedermann et al. 2013). It remains unclear whether these pit 
and elytral mycangia are truly co-evolved adaptations for bearing the propagules of 
fungal mutualists, or if they are simply anatomical features with an as yet unknown 
function and a coincidental tendency to collect spores. Uniquely, Xyloterinus and 
some Euwallacea beetles appear to have two types of mycangia, each occupied by
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a different fungus (Abrahamson and Norris 1966; Mayers et al. 2020; Spahr et al. 
2020). 

There are no known instances in which an obligate dependence on fungus farming 
has been secondarily lost in bark and ambrosia beetles. However, several lineages of 
ambrosia beetles have secondarily lost their mycangium in favor of a “mycocleptic” 
strategy. These beetles bore their galleries adjacent to the galleries of mycangium-
bearing ambrosia beetles. The mycoclept’s offspring feed on the parasitized fungal 
gardens as the fungi extend into the gallery of the mycoclept (Hulcr and Cognato 
2010). Mycoclepts are perfect examples of evolutionary cheaters because they exploit 
the ambrosia mutualism by benefiting from the nutritional spores produced by 
ambrosia fungi, while they do not reciprocate by facilitating the dispersal of the 
ambrosia fungus (Skelton et al. 2019a). 

11.2.3 Relationships with Trees 

Ambrosia beetles are often said to colonize “stressed, dead or dying” trees. However, 
it is important to discriminate among these types of resources. From the beetle and 
fungus perspective, plant tissues that are stressed but still alive present a much 
different environment than tissues which are dead or nearly so. Grouping them 
together obscures significant differences between the ecology of beetles and fungi 
that are able to colonize stressed but living trees, and those that only colonize trees 
which will not recover. The ability of some species to colonize stressed live tissue 
explains their tendencies to become forest or silvicultural pests. 

Only very few ambrosia beetle species and their fungal associates are able to 
colonize healthy living trees. Some beetles, such as the black twig borer Xylosandrus 
compactus, attack only the twigs of healthy trees causing the end of the twig to die, 
but they typically cause no serious harm to the tree unless they are present in very 
high abundance. There is only a single case in which an ambrosia beetle causes tree 
mortality by infecting the tree with a systemically pathogenic fungus: the redbay 
ambrosia beetle Xyleborus glabratus which carries the systemic laurel pathogen 
Harringtonia lauricola. Although these pest species are more studied and better 
known than harmless species, they do not represent the typical ambrosia ecological 
strategy. 

Trees that are stressed while still alive are attractive to several other groups of 
specialized ambrosia beetles, including the common and widely introduced species 
Cnestus mutilatus, Xylosandrus crassiusculus, and Xylosandrus germanus. As a  
result, these beetles are prominent pests on intensively managed trees such as in 
nurseries and young orchards. The remaining ambrosia beetle species are not known 
to colonize healthy living trees, and only rarely colonize stressed trees. Instead, most 
ambrosia beetles seek freshly dead trees which no longer possess functioning defense 
mechanisms. 

Several groups of ambrosia beetles prefer to colonize wood tissue already pre-
infested by their respective fungus, instead of seeking new hosts. For example, the
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tea shot-hole borer Euwallacea fornicatus establishes large colonies by re-infesting 
the same portions of trees, and only when the particular tree part is no longer suitable 
to support the fungus, the emerging beetles take flight and seek new hosts (Mendel 
et al. 2017). Similarly, beetles associated with the wood decaying ambrosia fungus 
Irpex (Ambrosiodmus, Ambrosiophilus) are often found colonizing tree parts infected 
with Irpex inoculated by previously colonized beetles of either genus (Kasson et al. 
2016; Li et al.  2017). 

The question of taxonomic host tree specificity of ambrosia fungi and beetles is not 
yet fully resolved. On one hand, a seemingly unlimited taxonomic range of tree hosts 
is sometimes reported (Beaver 1979; Hulcr et al. 2007), however these analyses are 
typically based predominantly on beetles that associate with the polyphagous species 
of the polyphyletic fungal genus Raffaelea. There are many observations suggesting 
that other groups of ambrosia beetles and fungi display preferences for particular 
host tree families. For example, in Asia there are entire genera of Xyleborini specific 
to dipterocarps and species from various genera specific to Lauraceae (including the 
pestiferous X. glabratus associated with H. lauricola). In North America there are 
several phloeomycetophagous semi-ambrosial beetles that farm Entomocorticium 
and only colonize trees in the Pinaceae (Harrington 2005). There are even species 
that are specific to certain host tree species, such as some Corthylus (Roeper et al. 
1987). This pattern further supports the notion that there is not one, but many different 
types of ambrosia symbiosis and a corresponding diversity of ecologies. 

11.2.4 Host Selection and Chemical Ecology 

While host searching behavior has been well studied in several important species 
of bark beetles, it has only recently been studied in ambrosia beetles. Just as in 
bark beetles, several main sources of volatile chemicals are important for ambrosia 
beetles: host volatiles (primary attractants), non-host volatiles that are typically repel-
lent, volatiles generated by decay or the organisms associated with decay (secondary 
attractants), and pheromones produced by other scolytine beetles. Pheromones 
exist in ambrosia beetle groups that reproduce via regular outcrossing, such as the 
Platypodinae (Gonzalez-Audino et al., 2005) and Xyloterini (Macconnell et al. 1977). 

Primary host attraction is most important in ambrosia beetle species that attack 
living trees or that are specific to certain host groups. Such host-specific species 
are rare among ambrosia beetles, but a well-studied example is the redbay ambrosia 
beetle X. glabratus. The beetle responds to sesquiterpenes and other compounds 
that are characteristic for Lauraceae, its host family (Kendra et al. 2014). On the 
contrary, it is repelled by volatiles from other kinds of trees, as well as volatiles 
from the leaves of Lauraceae, indicating healthy and unsuitable host (it is, however, 
attracted to volatiles released from the wood) (Hughes et al. 2017). Interestingly, 
the effect of the most commonly used attractant of aggressive ambrosia beetles— 
ethanol—on X. glabratus is ambiguous, and may even be a repellent (Kendra et al. 
2014).
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Ambrosia beetle ecology differs from that of other wood borers primarily in the 
reliance on fungi, and that has implications also for their chemical ecology. Fungus-
produced volatiles are attractive to ambrosia beetles. In some instances, vectors are 
most strongly attracted by volatiles from their respective symbionts (Hulcr et al. 
2011). More general fungal volatiles, such as quercivorol, are attractive to a broad 
diversity of ambrosia beetles or serve as synergists for other volatiles (Cooperband 
et al. 2017). 

Some volatiles seem to be attractive to many different ambrosia beetles. For 
example, the aforementioned ethanol and quercivorol, byproducts of plant stress and 
of fungal metabolism respectively, are attractive to many unrelated beetle species 
(Kamata et al. 2008; Ranger et al. 2010; Kendra et al. 2017). The repeated use of 
the same compounds in related species, or at least the use of derivatives of the same 
chemical structures, and the enrichment of the information content by synergy with 
host volatiles, has been termed semiochemical parsimony, and has been also shown 
in other wood boring beetles (Hanks and Millar 2013). 

An important group of ambrosia beetles, the Xyleborini, is exceptional in its 
lack of aggregation pheromones. All species in this tribe reproduce almost entirely 
via inbreeding paired with haplo-diploidy. The haploid males, which are smaller 
than the females, flightless, and probably blind, mostly stay in their native galleries 
and mate with their sisters. Because the dispersing females are already mated when 
they arrive at a new tree and therefore do not need to attract a male, the group 
does not use any long-distance pheromones. Short-distance or contact pheromones 
are produced at least by the genus Euwallacea (Cooperband et al. 2017), but their 
practical application as long-distance pest attractants is unlikely due to low volatility. 

11.3 Economic Significance 

Ambrosia beetles and fungi are ecologically diverse, and the pestiferous species 
are no exception. Here we introduce multiple examples, especially those that display 
different types of damage. Many other interesting and important ambrosia pest groups 
exist but could not be covered here, including tropical and temperate pinhole borers 
and many species that cause damage to trees stressed by climate or management. 

11.3.1 Ambrosia Beetle Pests in Dead Trees 

Before the contemporary era of global biotic homogenization, ambrosia beetles were 
known mostly for lumber damage, the result of many tunnels at timber loading sites 
in logged forests. Such damage is typically regional, and unrelated to the health of 
living trees.
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11.3.1.1 Trypodendron 

Distributed throughout almost the entire Northern hemisphere, the genus Trypoden-
dron defies many standard narratives about ambrosia beetles. Despite its wide distri-
bution, the genus is rather species-poor, especially compared to the hyper-diverse 
Xyleborini or Platypodinae. Trypodendron species do not kill trees, but their massive 
colonization of freshly cut conifer trees causes many perforations in the wood and 
their associated fungi cause staining around the beetle galleries. This results in a 
significant reduction of the monetary value of lumber. Such damage to cut lumber 
may exceed the financial losses caused by the tree-killing bark beetles (Lindgren and 
Fraser 1994). 

Trypodendron damage garnered significant research attention, and consequently 
a considerable number of management methods that are now available for truly 
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) of this pest. A simple yet significant mitigation 
of impact can be achieved by the timing of logging and exposure of logs because 
Trypodendron spp. are distinctly seasonal (Dyer and Chapman 1965). Application 
of non-host volatiles, such as pine extracts, onto spruce logs achieves up to 85% 
protection against T. lineatum (Dubbel 1992). In addition, Trypodendron species are 
also highly responsive to the genus-specific pheromone lineatin, which is therefore 
widely used in monitoring. In heavy infestations, lineatin baited intercept traps can 
also trap-out significant numbers of beetles from the vicinity of the logs (Lindgren and 
Fraser 1994). The use of semiochemicals for the control of Trypodendron lineatum 
has been one of the most successful examples of this control technique. 

11.3.2 Global Change-Induced Damage by Ambrosia Beetles 

The health of the world’s trees and forests is increasingly affected by many stressors. 
The two pressures most related to the spread of ambrosia beetles is the spread of 
planted monocultures and global climate change. In intensively managed nurseries 
and orchards, trees may experience multiple stressors, including poor matches to the 
local soil types, excessive or insufficient water regimes, and novel pathogens. Such 
stresses may not be apparent to a human observer, but some ambrosia beetles have 
evolved to be exquisitely sensitive to the semiochemical signature of a stressed tree 
(Ranger et al. 2010). As examples below demonstrate, from tropical plantations to 
temperate nurseries, ambrosia beetles attack managed trees emitting trace amounts 
of stress-related chemicals, while similar attacks are not reported from nearby natural 
vegetation. Perhaps rather than thinking about all ambrosia beetles strictly as pests 
and attempting to manage them as such, it may be more appropriate for tree managers 
to consider many ambrosia beetle species as reliable indicators of underlying poor 
tree health that should be improved. That increased insect activity is a symptom of 
poor tree health is one of the foundational elements of modern forest entomology 
(Manion 1981).
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11.3.2.1 Tree Stress Responders: Xylosandrus Spp. 

In the U.S. and increasingly in Europe, the invasive Xylosandrus crassiusculus and X. 
germanus are examples of ambrosia beetles sensitive to tree stress-related volatiles, 
primarily ethanol (Ranger et al. 2015). Ethanol production is triggered most often 
by damaged roots, for example due to frost, lack of oxygen due to saturation of soil 
with water, or an internal pathogen. Such stressors are common in actively managed 
nurseries and orchards, and therefore non-native Xylosandrus species are becoming 
notable pests in such environments. 

It is important to recognize that the beetles are not the cause of the tree stress 
but a sign of other stressors. Focusing management on the beetle is likely going 
to be less effective than ameliorating the underlying causes. Ambrosia beetles are 
abundant throughout the landscape, difficult to monitor and even more difficult to 
manage. In contrast, the growing conditions and health of tree crops can be much 
more easily monitored and managed. If growers maintain healthy trees and optimal 
growing conditions, the ubiquitous ambrosia beetles will be mostly inconsequential. 

Xylosandrus crassiusculus is also increasingly posing a problem to industries 
that process hardwood lumber. The rapidly reproducing and polyphagous beetles 
can colonize untreated timber in high numbers, causing extensive perforation and 
staining of the wood. This necessitates a much shorter turnaround of such inventory. 

The third invasive and damaging species of this genus is Xylosandrus compactus. 
This minute ambrosia beetle is specialized on small living twigs, causing dieback 
of branch tips. Heavy infestations can cause disfiguration of trees and death of 
seedlings. The origin of this beetle is South East Asia (Urvois et al. 2021), and 
it is an increasingly common pest throughout warm regions of the US and Europe, 
and in coffee growing regions globally where it causes significant damage to the 
coffee crop (Ngoan et al. 1976; Greco and Wright 2015; Vannini et al. 2017). 

11.3.3 Tree-Killing Invasive Species 

The killing of mature healthy trees is very rare among ambrosia beetles. Some 
unusual native species, such as Corthylus punctatissimus, naturally colonize small 
tree seedlings which consequently die (Roeper et al. 1987). However, the majority 
of ambrosia beetles that cause extensive tree mortality are non-native species, which 
have not coevolved with these trees. 

11.3.3.1 Xyleborus glabratus 

The most dramatic and unusual case of widespread ambrosia beetle-induced tree 
mortality is the case of Laurel wilt, a deadly disease of susceptible trees in the 
Lauraceae caused by the fungus H. lauricola which is vectored by the ambrosia 
beetle X. glabratus. Laurel wilt is most prevalent in the Southeastern US which used
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to have high densities of susceptible Lauraceae trees. So far, the disease has had the 
greatest economic impact in avocado groves in South Florida (Evans et al. 2010). 
Ecologically, the most affected ecosystem has been the forest understory across the 
Southeastern US where mature individuals of several Persea and related lauraceous 
genera have been nearly eradicated. Only a fraction of the former population survives, 
which has consequences for many other members of the ecosystems, from insect 
herbivores to endangered plant pollinators (Hughes et al. 2015). 

Large ecological impacts have occurred due to Laurel wilt in the Florida Ever-
glades, where the void left by the deaths of millions of Persea is being filled by 
invasive plants (Rodgers et al. 2014). Laurel wilt also occurs in Asia, but with much 
lesser intensity (Hulcr et al. 2017). The greatest threat may yet be realized. Lauraceae 
and avocado are much more important ecologically, economically and culturally in 
South and Central America (Lira-Noriega et al. 2018). If Laurel wilt spreads to these 
regions, the effects could be catastrophic. 

The ecology of the X. glabratus and H. lauricola mutualism in non-native 
regions is unusual in several respects. For instance, the vector beetle searches for 
live host trees by following specific sesquiterpenes, a behavior not known in other 
ambrosia beetles (Kendra et al. 2011). Similarly, the disease has unusual etiology. 
The prevailing hypothesis about the initial infection posits that the first beetle colo-
nizes the living and healthy tree in error, or perhaps as a trial, and either leaves or 
dies within the tree (Martini et al. 2017). Should this be confirmed as the main mode 
of action of the disease spread, it is truly a unique situation as the pioneer beetle 
derives no fitness benefit and the behavior is not adaptive. The fungus-tree interac-
tion is also unusual. Unlike the localized infections caused by other ambrosia fungi in 
living trees, H. lauricola rapidly spreads as a systemic infection, triggering extensive 
formation of tyloses in tracheids and vessels, diminishing the water conductivity of 
the xylem (Inch et al. 2012). 

11.3.3.2 Euwallacea 

The genus Euwallacea includes species that span the entire range from primary pests 
(attacking living, healthy trees) to saprophages (living in decaying wood). From the 
tree health management perspective, species that attack living trees are important, 
and those include the E. interjectus, E. destruens, E. fornicatus, E. kuroshio, and E. 
perbrevis. All  Euwallacea species are primarily associated with Fusarium species 
from the specialized ambrosial Fusarium clade, collectively referred to as the “AFC” 
(O’Donnell et al. 2016). The spread of E. fornicatus to various regions around the 
world and the damage that has followed appear to suggest that this species is much 
more invasive and damaging than the remaining ones (Hulcr et al. 2017; Smith et al. 
2019). 

Observations from native regions suggest that some of these small Euwallacea 
species are able to colonize specific parts of healthy trees, such as branch joints (Hulcr 
et al. 2017). However, the greatest damage is typically observed in managed situations 
such as urban landscape vegetation or avocado groves. Some of the greatest damage
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in natural systems appear to be associated with tree stress including flooding and 
pollution (Boland and Woodward 2019). The greater impact in managed plantations 
is manifested in both the invaded and the native regions. The tea shot hole borer 
(E. perbrevis) has been known to cause losses in tea plantations in Asia where it is 
native (Hazarika et al. 2009), but there are no reports of damage from non-agricultural 
habitats. Also in the invaded regions such as South Africa or Israel, the E. fornicatus 
infestation has been documented mostly in managed urban vegetation or managed 
settings (Mendel et al. 2012; Paap et al. 2018). The various stressors that may trigger 
colonization by E. fornicatus, or that may facilitate development of the infestation, 
may also include unapparent tree disease. Attacks on living trees that have been pre-
infested by a pathogen have been well documented for E. validus and E. interjectus 
(Kajii et al. 2013; Kasson et al. 2013). 

The pattern in Euwallacea damage suggests a distinct role of tree stress as a predis-
posing factor (Wang et al. 2021). However, there are also cases where the invasive 
beetles cause damage in naturally growing native vegetation, including increasingly 
in South Florida (Owens et al. 2018) and South Africa (Paap et al. 2018). Therefore, 
it may be too early to estimate the full impact of the Euwallacea global invasion. 

11.3.4 Ambrosia Beetle Colonization Is a Sign of Tree 
Disease, not Its Cause 

Plant pathologists have long understood the tripartite balance between a pathogen, 
the host, and the well-being of the host as the so called “disease triangle”. In other 
words, for a disease to occur, the three elements must be in place: the pathogen has to 
be present in the susceptible host and the environment has to be conducive to disease 
development. In ambrosia beetle management, the role of the environment and the 
pre-existing conditions of the trees has not yet been broadly appreciated. 

In ambrosia beetle systems where environment has been studied, it is often tree 
stress that determines the impact of these beetles (Ranger et al. 2010; Boland and 
Woodward 2019). Also, in the case of the closely related phloem-feeding bark beetles, 
tree stress is often required for the bark beetles to arrive and facilitate tree death 
(Wallace 1859; Stephenson et al. 2019). Therefore, we recommend that, when tree 
disease or death is being diagnosed and when ambrosia beetles are involved, the 
default assumption is that beetle colonization is a part of multiple interacting negative 
factors, unless the beetles are explicitly determined to be the primary cause of the 
problem. Correct determination of the cause of plant diseases is the basis of plant 
pathology, and the most effective path towards a solution (Leach 1940).
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11.4 Questions for Further Research 

11.4.1 Defense Against Invasive Ambrosia Beetles 

Invasive exotic pests and diseases are causing increasing tree mortality around the 
world. In the past several decades, governments and agencies have been mobilizing 
a range of solutions to improve national biosecurity, which follow two types of 
approaches. One approach relies on closing pathways for all new invasions, such as 
certification of pest-free status of goods and packaging, inspections, and quarantine 
(Hulme 2009). The second approach is focused on early detection of, and rapid 
response to, specific exotic species that may cause harm (Kenis et al. 2018; Rabaglia 
et al. 2019). The two approaches are complementary. While pathway limitations are 
sometimes perceived to be more effective, their implementation is more likely to 
impede trade and are thus politically complex. A focus on responses to individual 
exotic species requires nimble action that is often difficult to mobilize but is much 
more acceptable to agencies that need to balance pressure from trade organizations 
and biosecurity, such as the USDA APHIS. 

Both approaches are dependent on data. As knowledge about the ecology of 
individual bark and ambrosia beetle species is growing, we are increasingly able to 
predict pathways of introductions, and species that are likely to pose harm when 
introduced to new regions. Species that are likely to cause harm are characterized 
by two features: the ability to invade and thrive in new habitats, and a propensity for 
negative impacts on plant commodities. 

In the case of ambrosia beetles, pre-invasion assessment is becoming feasible 
because the features predisposing some species to invasions as well as to damage are 
becoming increasingly understood (Li et al. 2022). Successful spread and establish-
ment in new regions are facilitated by the fact that the majority of the life-cycle is 
spent in a concealed habitat and that many species are capable of inbreeding without 
reduced fitness (Jordal et al. 2001). The capacity for repeated inbreeding allows even 
minute populations to grow, while in most other outcrossing organisms, repeated 
inbreeding often leads to expression of recessive deleterious features. Predisposition 
to actual damage by ambrosia beetles is less clear, but it appears to be determined 
by specificity to the commodity in question, and the ability to colonize living tissues 
(Hulcr et al. 2017). 

11.4.2 Ecological Significance 

The sheer abundance of some ambrosia beetles, such as the various Platypod-
inae or Xyleborus in several regions of the world makes these beetles among the 
most common insects in the forest. To the best of our knowledge however, these 
numbers have never been quantified, and their impact on ecosystem processes such 
as ecosystem-scale wood decay remain unclear.
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Bark and ambrosia beetles are often the first colonizers of dead and dying trees 
in most forest ecosystems, and as such, they are likely to play an important role in 
the recycling of the world’s forest biomass and the release of carbon from decaying 
wood (Luyssaert et al. 2007; Le Quéré et al. 2013; Dossa et al. 2018). Living trees are 
the largest terrestrial sink for atmospheric carbon dioxide. After a tree dies, however, 
most of the carbon stored in its tissues is released to the soil and the atmosphere 
as the metabolic waste of fungal decomposers (Chambers et al. 2001).  The rate of  
carbon release through wood decomposition is to a large degree determined by the 
identity, diversity, and sequence of fungal colonists (Fukami et al. 2010). Many of the 
saprotrophic fungi in wood, and in some cases most of the fungi, are introduced by 
bark and ambrosia beetles (Strid et al. 2014; Skelton et al. 2019b). Thus, by initiating 
fungal community assembly in recently dead wood, bark and ambrosia beetles are 
likely to have pervasive influence on wood decay rates, and that influence likely 
depends on the fungi they carry. 

Contrary to the popular belief that they facilitate wood decomposition, new 
evidence suggests many ambrosia beetles could have the opposite effect. Relatively 
few fungi can degrade lignocellulose, the main structural component of wood. This 
process requires highly specialized enzymatic pathways. With the exception of the 
recently discovered ambrosial Irpex and perhaps the basidiomycete associates of 
some pine-infesting bark beetles [i.e. Entomocorticium; (Valiev et al. 2009), but see 
(Whitney et al. 1987)], no other fungi commonly associated with bark and ambrosia 
beetles are currently known to have this ability. Instead, most beetle associates depend 
on the scarcer but more labile resources present in fresh wood, such as sugars and 
nitrogenous compounds (Licht and Biedermann 2012; Huang et al. 2019). 

Recent field and laboratory experiments have shown that some beetle-associated 
fungi exclude, or compete with, true wood-degrading fungi for labile resources, 
resulting in decreased decay rates during the early stages of decomposition (Skelton 
et al. 2019b, 2020). Thus, ambrosia beetles may actually slow carbon release from 
forest biomass by assembling saprotroph communities that do not decay wood, but 
instead compete with or exclude decay fungi. Whether these effects persist over the 
entire decomposition process and ultimately result in increased carbon burial in forest 
soils is currently unknown. The ecological impacts of widespread introductions and 
rapid increases in certain beetles that do vector aggressive decay fungi, and which 
displace native fungi, are also currently unknown and deserve future study (Hulcr 
et al. 2021; Jusino et al. 2020). 

11.4.3 Pests of the Future 

Eradicating established invasive ambrosia beetles is virtually impossible. Classical 
biological control has not yet been shown to work in ambrosia beetle pests. Likewise, 
the biology of the haplo-diploid and inbred ambrosia beetles precludes the effective-
ness of some biotechnological applications such as gene drive. We see three options
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as most promising for forest and tree health protection against invasive ambrosia 
pests. 

First, preventing future invasions is key. While ambrosia beetles include many 
global “tourist” species (Gohli et al. 2016), rather few of them become true pests. 
Most of the damage attributed to invasive ambrosia beetles is actually caused by 
a few species, namely X. glabratus, E. fornicatus, and Xylosandrus spp. To allow 
agencies to focus on the pests that are likely to cause impact, and lessen focus on 
harmless species, it may be worth developing a formal pre-invasion assessment of 
the likely future pests. 

Second, tree management needs to be adapted to the new pests. Fortunately, such 
adaptation may be within reach. In nurseries, defense against Xylosandrus stem 
borers may require not much more than more efficient water management (Ranger 
et al. 2016). In orchards affected by E. fornicatus and E. kuroshio, removal of the 
hyper-infested tree branches is sufficient to prevent escalation of the pest impact 
(Mendel et al. 2017). 

Third, in cases where tree deaths result from a biotic interaction that is known 
and characterized, resistance breeding may be a valuable tool for tree protection. In 
laurel wilt-stricken Persea, for example, a certain percentage of the tree population 
survives, either via resistance to the pathogen or by being undetectable to the vector. 
Such resistance can be harnessed and resistant populations of these trees are now 
grown, composed of genotypes from multiple locations (Hughes et al. 2015). In 
highly valued species, resistance development by biotechnology is also plausible. 
For pathosystems involving fungi, such as the ambrosia beetle-fungus symbioses, 
known anti-fungal heritable defense can be deployed, such as has already been used 
in the protection of trees against invasive fungal diseases (Newhouse et al. 2014). 
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Chapter 12 
Woodborers in Forest Stands 

Kevin J. Dodds, Jon Sweeney, and Jeremy D. Allison 

12.1 Introduction 

The term woodborer is used to describe a polyphyletic group of insects that primarily 
inhabit the wood of angiosperm and conifer trees in various stages of decay. In the 
broadest sense, this term includes any insect that inhabits tissues of living woody 
plants or wood at any stage of the decay process. Common wood associates include 
Coleoptera (beetles), Hymenoptera (ants, wasps), Lepidoptera (moths), Diptera 
(flies) and Blattodea (termites and cockroaches). For this chapter, however, we focus 
on woodborer families that represent the majority of both ecologically and econom-
ically important species worldwide. These will include members of two beetle fami-
lies (Buprestidae, Cerambycidae) as well as woodwasps (Hymenoptera: Siricidae) 
(Fig. 12.1). Another woodborer group, ambrosia beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: 
Scolytinae) are covered in depth in Chapter 11. Finally, while there is some overlap 
in pests of urban and natural forests, this chapter will focus on woodborers of natural 
and managed forested ecosystems.

While woodborers have gained notoriety based on invasion success of a 
few species, such as the emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis Fairmaire) in
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Fig. 12.1 Examples of common woodborers, including a Dicerca divaricata (Buprestidae), b 
Monochamus scutellatus (Cerambycidae), and c Sirex noctilio (Siricidae). Photo credit: Kevin 
Dodds

North America and Russia, Asian longhorned beetle [Anoplophora glabripennis 
(Motschulsky)] in North America and Europe, and Sirex woodwasp (Sirex noctilio 
F.) throughout much of the Southern Hemisphere, the majority of insects in these 
families provide important ecosystem services and rarely develop into epidemic 
populations that cause economic losses or severe ecological impacts. Most of these 
species inhabit dead woody material, with the exception being species colonizing 
and sometimes killing living, healthy trees. Woodborers are cornerstones of decay 
processes through material fragmentation, introduction of fungi, and wood digestion 
(Edmonds and Eglitis 1989; Martius 1997; Hadfield and Magelssen 2006; Parker  
et al. 2006; Ulyshen 2016). They create and/or facilitate access to habitat for other
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species (Georgiev et al. 2004; Buse et al.  2008) and are important components of 
forest food webs (Murphy and Lehnhausen 1998; Hunt 2000). 

The Buprestidae and Cerambycidae represent diverse families that can be found 
in all woody plant parts and most wood decay stages. Worldwide, there are between 
12,000 and 15,000 species of Buprestidae (Bright 1987; Bellamy 2002; Evans et al. 
2004), while there are approximately 36,300 cerambycid species (Monné et al. 
2017). Siricidae have much less diversity in the family compared to buprestids and 
cerambycids, with ~122 species worldwide from 10 genera (Schiff et al. 2012). 

12.2 Natural History/Ecology of Woodborers 

12.2.1 Woodborer Habitat 

Some cerambycids and buprestids are found in vines and herbaceous plants (Bellamy 
and Nelson 2002), however, the majority, along with siricids, are found in hardwood 
and conifer tree tissues. Collectively, these insects inhabit all vertical portions of 
trees, from the roots up to small twigs in crowns, and even within leaves (Hespenheide 
1991; Bellamy and Nelson 2002). Horizontally in wood, all tissues from the outer 
bark to heartwood are also colonized by woodborers during some portion of the 
decay process, with insects and their associates capable of gaining nutrition from 
even seemingly poor habitat (Haack and Slansky 1987). Woodborers spend most of 
their lives developing within host material, then emerge to locate hosts, mate, and 
reproduce. Eggs are laid on or within specific plant tissues on which early instar 
larvae establish and feed. Some species may feed sequentially on different tissues 
in later instars as development progresses (Donley and Acciavatti 1980; Hu et al.  
2009). 

Generically, woodborers are often referred to by the plant tissues or tree portions 
on which they feed, such as phloem, sapwood, heartwood, root and bole borers, or 
twig girdlers. In regard to nutrition, phloeophagous species gain all their nutrition 
from the phloem/cambium layer, but some may also enter the sapwood for further 
feeding and/or pupation (e.g. Monochamus Guérin spp., Anoplophora Hope spp.). 
Xylophagous species generally gain most of their nutrition from sapwood and/or 
heartwood and are found deeper inside trees. However, some of these species may 
briefly feed in the phloem. Aside from the outer bark that is of limited nutritional 
value, nutritional quality diminishes from the bark of trees inwards to the heartwood 
(Haack and Slansky 1987). Outside of the phloem/cambium layer, tissues are domi-
nated by cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, all compounds that are more difficult 
to digest and require specialized enzymes to aid in acquisition (Stokland 2012). 
Woodborers developing within these tissues may take longer to develop (Haack 
and Slansky 1987). In addition to vertical and horizontal feeding on trees, there is 
a temporal aspect to food resources where woodborers are often associated with
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specific stages of tree death or wood decay (Howden and Vogt 1951; Saint-Germain 
et al. 2007; Ulyshen and Hanula 2010; Ferro et al. 2012). 

Both spatial and temporal partitioning occurs with woodborers that utilize the 
same habitat. For example, succession and resource partitioning, similar to what has 
been observed in conifer inhabiting bark beetles (Paine et al. 1981; Ayres et al. 2001) 
likely occurs among woodborers in dying or recently dead conifers. On available 
stressed or dying trees, or fresh stumps and windfall, woodborer genera such as 
Tetropium Kirby and Asemum Eschscholtz may colonize lower bole positions (Lowell 
et al. 1992), while genera such as Monochamus, Sirex, and Xylotrechus Chevrolat 
colonize mid- and upper-bole positions. Other genera of buprestids and cerambycids 
also colonize the crowns. Horizontal partitioning can occur simultaneously to vertical 
partitioning, with some cerambycids, buprestids, and siricids in the sapwood, while 
other species of buprestids and cerambycids feed primarily in the phloem and occur 
only shallowly in the sapwood. 

Temporally, phloeophagous woodborers arrive early where some may compete 
with bark beetles colonizing the same material (Dodds and Stephen 2002). Some 
of these woodborers, like Monochamus spp., utilize kairomones (e.g. host volatiles, 
bark beetle pheromones) to locate freshly killed or stressed trees quickly (Allison 
et al. 2001; Miller 2006; Miller et al. 2011). Species that specialize on sapwood or 
heartwood may arrive later. Their colonization period may be longer as their habitat is 
less ephemeral and remains suitable longer after tree death. As trees begin to decay, 
species such as Orthosoma brunneum (Forster) that specialize on more decayed 
material arrive and colonize the trees or logs (Craighead 1950). 

12.2.2 Live Tree Inhabitants 

With the exception of invasive species, it is rare for woodborers to kill healthy living 
trees. However, living trees do provide habitat for cerambycid and buprestid species. 
Tree roots, boles, crowns, and leaves provide habitat for specialized species that can 
tolerate or avoid host defenses. For example, some Prionus F. species colonize roots 
of living host trees (Duffy 1946; Benham and Farrar 1976). Bole specialists, like 
the sugar maple borer [Glycobius speciosus (Say)] and locust borer [Megacyllene 
robiniae (Forst.)], colonize living trees and cause damage through their feeding activ-
ities (MacAloney 1971) (Fig. 12.2a). The buprestid Coraebus undatus (F.) colonizes 
the boles of living cork oak trees and can negatively impact cork harvesting (Jiménez 
et al. 2012). In some cases, these trees may be slow growing or under some other form 
of stress that allows the establishment of these woodborers (Newton and Allen 1982; 
O’Leary et al. 2003). Feeding damage by woodborers often causes stem failure, or 
further degrade of tree health that eventually results in tree mortality (Galford 1984).

Another woodborer guild of live tree inhabitants specializes in colonizing crowns 
of trees and includes twig girdlers, twig pruners, and leaf-mining species. Twig 
girdlers such as Oncideres cingulata (Say) can damage >40% of twigs (Forcella 
1984), and as a result can reduce timber quality and height growth in hickory
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Fig. 12.2 Two examples of woodborer damage to living trees: a Damage caused to a living sugar 
maple (Acer saccharum) by the sugar maple borer, Glycobius speciosus in central New York, USA. 
b Wound periderm surrounding an unsuccessful attempt at colonization by Agrilus planipennis on 
stem of a Fraxinus mandshurica tree in Jilin province, China. The typical sinusoidal larval gallery 
is apparent but lack of an exit hole indicates the larva did not complete development. Photo credits: 
a Kevin Dodds; b Jon Sweeney

(Kennedy et al. 1961). Even though trees attacked by twig girdlers may appear 
healthy, there is some evidence that these beetles are attracted to stressed trees 
(Ansley et al. 1990). Twig pruners, such as Anelaphus villosus (F.) that colonizes 
various hardwoods, have larval stages that feed within branches, effectively killing 
those sections of trees. Similarly, some buprestids, such as Agrilus arcuatus Say in 
hickories, colonize and kill branches of healthy trees (Brooks 1926). Some species 
of buprestids are leafminers and do not bore in wood at all (Weiss and Nicolay 1919; 
Bellamy 2002; Queiroz 2002). 

While few woodborers use living trees for larval development, many species 
use living plant material as an adult food resource. Adult feeding in woodborers is 
common in cerambycids and buprestids (Bright 1987; Hanks 1999; Bellamy 2002; 
Haack 2017) but does not occur in siricids. Many buprestids and cerambycids feed 
as adults and need a period of maturation feeding before mating and oviposition can 
occur (Linsley 1961; Hanks 1999; Poland and McCullough 2006; Lopez and Hoddle 
2014). The primary source of nutrition for woodborer adults that do feed is plant 
material, including phloem tissue, floral resources (nectar, pollen, etc.), thin bark 
tissue, and leaves and needles (Linsley 1959; Hanks 1999).
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12.2.3 Generic Life Cycle 

The following is a generalized life cycle and given the size of the guild, it is not 
surprising that exceptions exist. The woodborers covered in this chapter are all 
holometabolous insects. Sexual reproduction is typical for buprestids and ceram-
bycids, while siricids are parthenogenetic and can lay viable eggs (males) without 
mating. Fertilized eggs are necessary to produce female brood. Mating generally 
occurs on the host plant for most woodborers, with females laying eggs on the bark 
or under bark scales, in the phloem/cambium region or directly into the sapwood. 
In most species, males are not present when the female oviposits. However, post-
copulation mate guarding does occur in some species (Hughes 1979; Hanks et al. 
1996a; Wang and Zeng 2004; GodÍnez-Aguilar et al. 2009). Developing larvae of all 
woodborers either feed directly on plant tissue, or on associated fungi that females 
inoculate into trees (Madden 1981; but see Thompson et al. 2013), or on plant material 
that has been partially digested and broken down by associated organisms (Adams 
et al. 2011; Thompson et al. 2014). Larvae may go through as few as 3 or as many 
as 15 larval instars before they pupate; the number of instars varies both intra- and 
interspecifically and can be affected by temperature, photoperiod, and food quan-
tity and quality (Esperk et al. 2007). Most species developing in the phloem tissue 
pupate in this region (Ness 1920) or go into the sapwood to pupate (Webb 1910) but  
some in the Lepturinae subfamily leave the larval host and pupate in the soil (Iwata 
et al. 2004). Most sapwood colonizers pupate within the same region where larval 
development occurs. After successful pupation, newly formed adults chew through 
the sapwood and/or bark to emerge and disperse from host trees. 

12.2.4 Importance of Symbionts 

There has been a longstanding understanding that symbionts are important in the 
nutrition of wood-feeding insects (Graham 1967) and molecular techniques are illu-
minating the diversity and function of these relationships (Grünwald et al. 2010). 
Common symbionts of cerambycids include bacteria, fungi, and yeasts (Douglas 
1989; Schloss et al. 2006; Grünwald et al. 2010; Calderon and Berkov 2012). These 
symbionts can aid insects in several ways, but a primary role is the conversion of 
difficult-to-digest plant material (lignin, cellulose, hemicellulose) into useable nutri-
ents (Delalibera et al. 2005). Some buprestids can digest cellulose (Martin 1991), 
but less is known about symbionts in this family. Siricids have an obligate symbiotic 
relationship with associated white-rot fungi (Gilbertson 1984). Cerambycids and 
siricids also ingest fungal enzymes that help break down wood (Kukor and Martin 
1983, 1986; Kukor et al. 1988).
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12.3 Population Regulation 

Woodborer populations are affected by many abiotic and biotic factors and their 
interactions. Temperature, rainfall, and other weather variables affect woodborers 
directly (e.g. development rate, overwintering survival, foraging activity) as well as 
indirectly through the host plant (e.g. trees stressed by drought, flooding, wind storms 
or disturbances are often more susceptible to woodborer colonization) (Juutinen 
1955; Hanks et al. 1999) and their impact on symbionts. The relative impact of these 
factors on woodborer populations varies among species according to their life histo-
ries, and within species, both temporally and spatially. We provide some examples 
of how climate, fire, and other disturbances affect the distribution and abundance of 
woodborers. We then discuss the influence of biotic factors on woodborer popula-
tions, including bottom-up effects like host tree availability and host defenses, intra-
and interspecific competition, and top-down effects like parasitoids, predators, and 
pathogens. 

12.3.1 Abiotic Factors 

12.3.1.1 Climate 

Each species has optimum temperatures for development and activity as well as 
minimum and maximum lethal temperatures and these play a large role in determining 
its geographic range. These temperature optima and limits may vary depending on 
the life stage and season, especially in temperate climates (Wellington 1954). There 
are also minimum and maximum threshold temperatures for development of each 
life stage and a minimum number of heat units (e.g. degree-hours or degree-days 
= accumulated time between the minimum and maximum threshold temperatures) 
required to complete development. For example, emerald ash borer larvae need at 
least 150 frost-free days for feeding (Wei et al. 2007) and have a 2-year life cycle in 
the most northern province of Heilongjiang in China (Yu 1992), a 1-year life cycle 
in the more southern Liaoning Province (Zhao et al. 2004) and a 1–2 year life cycle 
at intermediate latitudes in Jilin province (Wei et al. 2007) and the USA (Tluczek 
et al. 2011). 

Rate of egg and larval development (Schimitschek 1929) as well as adult wood-
borer activity (Sánchez and Keena 2013) normally increases with temperature above 
the minimum threshold until temperatures exceed the optimum, beyond which devel-
opment rate and survival are reduced (Keena and Moore 2010). Temperatures expe-
rienced by woodborer larvae in the microclimate under the bark of host trees often 
differ from ambient air temperatures, and this can affect predictions of overwintering 
mortality and development rates (Bolstad et al. 1997). For example, the minimum 
daily temperatures measured under the bark of ash trees were significantly warmer 
than those measured in the air (Vermunt et al. 2012). Although temperature is a
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dominant factor affecting woodborer development rate, host condition also affects 
development rate, i.e. healthy vs. stressed or moribund, as discussed in Sect. 12.2.1. 

Upper lethal temperature thresholds vary with species, life stage, and duration of 
exposure. For example, brown spruce longhorn beetle, Tetropium fuscum F., adults 
died after 30 min exposure to 40 °C and 15 min exposure to 45 °C, whereas mortality 
of pre-pupal larvae required 30 min exposure to 50 °C or 15 min exposure to 55 °C 
(Mushrow et al. 2004). Larvae of the emerald ash borer, on the other hand, have 
survived 30 min exposures to 60 °C (Myers et al. 2009). However, few life stages of 
woodboring species appear to survive exposure to temperatures >55 °C for 30 min 
(Pawson et al. 2019) and thus, heat treatment is a common phytosanitary treatment 
for solid wood packaging used for international shipping of goods. The International 
Standard for Phytosanitary Measures 15 (ISPM 15) requires that wood packaging be 
either fumigated or heated to 55 °C for 30 min to reduce the risk that it contains live 
woodborers (Humble 2010). 

In temperate regions, overwintering success is a critical factor affecting the poten-
tial geographic range of woodborer populations. Cold hardiness is the capacity of 
insects to survive exposure to cold temperatures and it varies with species, develop-
mental stage, season, intensity, frequency and duration of exposure, and nutritional 
status (Lee 1989; Marshall and Sinclair 2015). Some insects avoid freezing and 
enhance their cold hardiness by increasing the concentration of cryoprotectants (e.g. 
glycerol, glycogen) in the hemolymph (Danks 2000). The supercooling point (SCP) 
is the temperature at which ice crystals form in the hemolymph and is a useful index 
of cold hardiness. In general, the lower the SCP, the greater the cold hardiness. The 
SCP may vary significantly among species, among different geographic populations 
within species, and among individuals within populations (Feng et al. 2014). Cold 
hardiness also varies with time of year, e.g. the SCP of Japanese sawyer beetle larvae 
(Monochamus alternatus Hope) ranged from −6 °C in the  summer to  −15 °C in 
the winter (Ma et al. 2006). If minimum winter temperatures increase because of 
climate change, then distributions of woodborer populations may shift northwards, 
similar to what has been documented in bark beetles (Lesk et al. 2017). In addition 
to affecting development and survival of immature life stages, temperature affects 
adult activity and flight in wood boring beetles, e.g. in a mark-release-recapture 
study of the Eucalyptus longhorned beetle, Phoracantha semipunctata (F.), Hanks 
et al. (1998) concluded that adult dispersal flights declined sharply as air temperature 
dropped below about 22 °C. 

12.3.1.2 Natural Disturbances 

Natural disturbances can significantly increase populations of some woodborer 
species by greatly increasing the volume of weakened or freshly-felled host trees 
suitable for colonization (Gandhi et al. 2007). Haack et al. (2017) list many ceram-
bycid genera whose populations increase following disturbances like drought, ice 
and windstorms, and fire, due to increased availability of stressed host trees. Infesta-
tions of Tetropium spp. and Monochamus spp. increased in spruce forests weakened
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by windstorms in eastern North America, and their damage far exceeded that of the 
spruce beetle, Dendroctonus rufipennis (Kirby), which often erupts following severe 
wind events (Gardiner 1975). Both drought and flooding can increase tree moisture 
stress and susceptibility to woodborer colonization (Craighead 1937, 1950; Mattson 
and Haack 1987). Larval survival and damage by the locust borer, M. robiniae, 
increased during drought conditions (Craighead 1937). Drought is considered to be 
an important factor associated with the unprecedented outbreak of red oak borer, 
Enaphalodes rufulus (Haldeman), in red oak forests in Arkansas from 1999 to 2003 
(Stephen et al. 2001; Haavik and Stephen 2010; Haavik et al. 2012b). 

Fire can significantly affect woodborer populations by changing the distribution 
and abundance of suitable host trees and can directly suppress woodborer populations 
by destroying brood in infested trees. Felling and burning of infested trees in winter is 
sometimes used in sanitation control of satellite infestations of invasive woodborers, 
e.g. the brown spruce longhorn beetle in Nova Scotia, Canada (Fig. 12.3). Depending 
on the severity and extent of a forest fire, and the species of woodborer, fire can have 
positive and negative effects on host availability. For example, conversion of a mature 
forest to an early successional stage by a severe fire will reduce host availability for 
many years for woodborer species that favor large diameter, mature trees or other 
structural components associated with these forests. On the other hand, many species 
of woodborers prefer to colonize trees weakened or freshly killed by fire, so fires 
may greatly increase host availability and increase populations of these woodborers 
(Costello et al. 2013). Females of the longhorn beetle Arhopalus ferus (Mulsant) 
prefer to lay eggs on trees that have been damaged by fire (Hosking and Bain 1977) 
as do those of the buprestid, Melanophila acuminata (DeGeer) (Linsley 1943). The 
latter species has infrared-sensitive pit organs on the underside of their metathorax 
(Evans 1964, 1966) and it has been suggested that these are used to detect infrared 
radiation from forest fires as far away as 50 km (Linsley 1943) (Fig. 12.4).

12.3.2 Biotic Factors 

12.3.2.1 Host Availability 

Woodborer populations and their distribution on the landscape are significantly 
affected by the availability of suitable hosts, i.e. those in which broods can be success-
fully produced (Haavik et al. 2016), and this is affected by abiotic factors (discussed 
above) as well as biotic factors such as inter- and intraspecific competition (see 
Sect. 12.3.2.3). Host availability especially affects woodborers that specialize on 
one or few host species or genera and/or ephemeral host conditions. For example, 
Tetropium spp. and Monochamus spp. typically colonize stressed, dying or recently 
dead trees, and their populations have increased in conifer stands weakened by 
defoliator outbreaks (Basham and Belyea 1960; Haack 2017). 

Some woodborer species are polyphagous while others breed in a single plant 
genus or species. For example, the linden borer, Saperda vestita Say, breeds only
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Fig. 12.3 Sanitation burn of red spruce trees and stumps suspected of infestation by the brown 
spruce longhorn beetle, Tetropium fuscum, at a satellite infestation near Glenholme, Nova Scotia. 
Photo credit: Wayne MacKinnon, Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest Service 

Fig. 12.4 a Adult of the “fire-loving” jewel beetle Melanophila acuminata; b Scanning electron 
microscope image of one of two infrared (IR) pit organs located between the base of the middle legs 
on the underside of the beetle’s thorax. Each IR pit organ has about 70 hemi-spherical IR sensilla. 
Reproduced with permission from Schmitz et al. (2009)

in dead and dying linden trees, Tilia L. spp. (Yanega 1996), whereas Neoclytus 
acuminatus (F.) breeds in at least 26 genera of broadleaf trees (Haack 2017). Larval 
feeding by most of the >3000 described species of jewel beetles in the genus Agrilus 
is restricted to a single genus or family of host plants, but there are several exceptions,
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e.g. Agrilus viridis (L.) will colonize many genera such as Betula L., Salix L., and 
Fagus L. (Jendek and Poláková 2014). 

Typically, species that feed in healthy trees tend to specialize on one or few host 
genera whereas those that feed in dead hosts tend to be polyphagous (Hanks 1999). 
But there are exceptions like Anoplophora chinensis (Forster) whose larvae can 
complete development in live healthy plants from at least 13 different genera (Sjöman 
et al. 2014). Even for polyphagous woodborers, there are differences among host 
species in terms of preference (by ovipositing females) and performance (survival 
and reproduction of offspring). For example, A. glabripennis has been recorded 
from 24 tree genera (Sjöman et al. 2014) but extensive surveys of infestations in 
Toronto, Canada (Turgeon et al. 2016) and Chicago, USA (Haack et al. 2006) found 
that Acer L. and Ulmus L. were clearly preferred to other tree species. Similarly, 
A. glabripennis has been recorded in seven genera in Northern Italy but 98% of 
infested trees belonged to only four genera (Acer, Ulmus, Salix, Betula) and both 
oviposition and larval survival was greatest on Acer (Faccoli and Favaro 2016). There 
are also differences in host preference or performance within genera. For example, 
oviposition and reproductive success of A. glabripennis were greater on Acer rubrum 
L. than on A. platanoides L. or A. saccharum Marsh. (Dodds et al. 2014b), emerald 
ash borer females lay significantly more eggs on highly susceptible North American 
ash species than on the more resistant Manchurian ash (Fraxinus mandshurica Rupr.) 
(Rigsby et al. 2014), and reproductive potential of Monochamus galloprovincialis 
Olivier was greater on Pinus sylvestris L. than on Pinus nigra Arnold (Akbulut 2009). 

Host suitability also varies within tree species according to variables such as 
tree vigor, diameter, and bark thickness. Host condition (e.g. healthy versus stressed 
live trees, recently dead versus partially decomposed) affects the preference and/or 
performance of many wood boring species (Haack 2017). For example, colonization 
success of P. semipunctata larvae in Eucalyptus was significantly greater in fresh logs 
and moisture-stressed trees than in healthy trees (Hanks et al. 1991). As trees die and 
advance through stages of decay, there are successional changes in the woodborer 
community following changes in host condition and suitability for different species 
(Haack 2017). 

Variability in host quality combined with the inability of woodborer larvae 
to move from the brood host selected by females may be responsible for the 
large intraspecific variation in adult body size (Andersen 1983). According to the 
preference-performance hypothesis (Jaenike 1978), females should preferentially 
oviposit in hosts that optimize offspring fitness. Results of some woodborer studies 
have supported this hypothesis and others have not. Survival and development rate 
of brown spruce longhorn beetles were greater in stressed than in healthy spruce 
(Flaherty et al. 2013a) and females landed 10 times more frequently and laid 3 times 
as many eggs on stressed trees than on healthy trees (Flaherty et al. 2013b). However, 
Hanks et al. (1993) found that survival of eucalyptus longhorn beetles in field trials 
was actually lower in preferred hosts, due to high larval densities and intense intraspe-
cific competition; brood survival was greater in the preferred hosts only when larval 
densities were kept artificially low in laboratory studies.
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12.3.2.2 Host Defenses 

Tree defenses may be constitutive (always present) or induced (e.g. by herbivore 
feeding or fungal infection) and both types can significantly reduce survival and 
colonization success of herbivores, including woodborers (Raffa 1991; Phillips and 
Croteau 1999). Constitutive and induced resins (complex mixtures of phenolics and 
terpenoids) may prevent establishment of early instar larvae physically by drowning 
them or chemically by reducing food digestibility. Drowning of early instar larvae 
in host oleoresin is a major mortality factor in T. fuscum (Juutinen 1955), Semanotus 
japonicas Lacordaire (Shibata 1987, 2000; Kato  2005), and other woodborers that 
attack live but weakened hosts. 

Trees may also increase toxin concentrations at the site of feeding and surround 
larvae with tougher, less digestible wound periderm tissue (Lieutier et al. 1991). 
Establishment and survival of early instar buprestid larvae in healthy trees is usually 
low due to callus formation (Evans et al. 2004; Chakraborty et al. 2014) (Fig. 12.2b). 
When trees are stressed, these defenses are reduced and larval establishment, colo-
nization success, and woodborer populations increase. For example, incipient root 
rot in Eucalyptus was correlated with attack by the bullseye borer, Phoracantha 
acanthocera (Macleay) (Farr et al. 2000), extensive areas of P. sylvestris weakened 
by root rots were infested and killed by Phaenops cyanea (F.) in Germany in the late 
1960s (Evans et al. 2004), and oaks undergoing temporary periods of stress from 
defoliation may be colonized and killed by Agrilus bigutattus (F.) in Europe (Moraal 
and Hilszczanski 2000) and Agrilus bilineatus (Weber) in North America (Dunbar 
and Stephens 1975). 

Tree defenses are also less effective at preventing woodborer colonization of naïve 
hosts, i.e. tree species that have not coevolved with a woodborer species introduced 
to a new range. A good example of this phenomenon is the devastating mortality 
of North American ash, Fraxinus L. spp., caused by the exotic invasive emerald 
ash borer compared to the relatively benign effect of this insect on Fraxinus spp. 
in its native range (Poland and McCullough 2006; Herms and McCullough 2014). 
Similarly, “evolutionary naïve” Eurasian species of birch are far more susceptible to 
colonization and mortality by the Nearctic bronze birch borer, Agrilus anxius Gory, 
than are North American species of birch (Muilenburg and Herms 2012). 

Development rate and survival of woodborer larvae that normally attack weakened 
hosts (e.g. brown spruce longhorn beetle, emerald ash borer) is lower in healthy 
trees than in stressed trees, likely due to differences in defensive compounds or host 
nutrients (Flaherty et al. 2011, 2013a; Tluczek et al. 2011). Growth rate of Hylotrupes 
bajulus L. larvae was negatively correlated with increases in secondary carbon-based 
compounds in P. sylvestris (Heijari et al. 2008). Low host nutritional quality and 
low moisture content can also prolong the development time of cerambycids and 
buprestids, with several cases where adults emerged from finished wood products up 
to 40 years after the presumed oviposition (Duffy 1953; Haack 2017). 

Resistance of Eucalyptus L’Hér. to colonization by P. semipunctata is related to 
bark moisture content (Hanks et al. 1991) and resistance of Populus tomentosa Carr. 
to colonization by Asian longhorned beetle is related to bark glycoside and phenolic
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acid content (Wang et al. 1995). The maintenance of healthy, vigorous trees is the 
best defense against attack by most species of cerambycids and buprestids (Evans 
et al. 2004). In addition to “bottom-up” factors like host availability and host defenses, 
woodborer populations are also regulated by “top-down” factors, i.e. natural enemies 
like parasitoids and predators, and these are discussed in Sect. 12.3.2.4. 

12.3.2.3 Competition 

Woodborers must compete for limited food and space with conspecifics as well as 
other species of woodborers and other insects and microorganisms that exploit the 
same host species and tissues. For example, 27 different species of longhorn beetles, 
plus a few species of buprestids, curculionids and other beetles were recorded co-
inhabiting branches and small saplings of Leucaena pulverulenta (Schlect.) Benth. 
that had been girdled by the twig-girdler, Oncideres pustulata LeConte (Hovore and 
Penrose 1982). 

Woodborers may be subject to indirect or exploitative competition, in which larvae 
that establish later have less food or space for development than earlier colonists 
(Ikeda 1979), or direct competition, i.e. cannibalism or intra-guild predation (Rose 
1957; Anbutsu and Togashi 1997b; Dodds et al. 2001; Ware and Stephen 2006), or 
both (Powell 1982; Shibata 1987). Lower survival of brown spruce longhorned beetle 
in cut logs than girdled trees was partially attributed to interspecific competition with 
other species of phloem-feeding insects which were more numerous in cut logs than 
girdled trees (Flaherty et al. 2011). The impact of cannibalism on woodborer survival 
increases with larval densities (Richardson et al. 2010) and later colonists (i.e. smaller 
larvae) are usually the victims (Anbutsu and Togashi 1997b). Intraspecific competi-
tion resulting from overcrowding can be a major mortality factor of P. semipunctata 
(Powell 1982; Way et al. 1992; Hanks et al. 2005) and Monochamus spp. (Shibata 
1987; Dodds et al. 2001; Akbulut et al. 2008). Larvae of the red oak borer will some-
times cannibalize one another (Ware and Stephen 2006) but subsequent life table 
studies indicated that intraspecific competition was not an important mortality factor 
(Haavik et al. 2012a). 

Another form of intraspecific competition is when polygamous male cerambycid 
species compete with other conspecific males for access to females for mating, e.g. 
larger males of Glenea cantor (F.) have greater mating success than smaller males 
(Lu et al. 2013). Mate guarding, in which the male remains in copula or stays close to 
the female after copulation to prevent copulation with other males, occurs in several 
species of cerambycids (Fig. 12.5).
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Fig. 12.5 Pair of Moechtypa 
diphysis adults on the stem 
of Quercus mandshurica. 
Note the pair are not in 
copula but the male remained 
mounted on the female for a 
prolonged period, possibly 
as a form of mate guarding 
to prevent her from mating 
with other males. Photo 
credit: Jon Sweeney 

12.3.2.4 Natural Enemies 

Parasitoids 

Woodborers are parasitized by many species, mainly wasps (Hymenoptera), particu-
larly the families Ichneumonidae and Braconidae, but also flies (Diptera: Tachinidae) 
and beetles (Coleoptera: Bothrideridae). Most woodborer parasitoids attack host 
larvae but some species exploit eggs and pupae (Yu et al. 2016). Some species are 
ectoparasitoids that feed externally on hosts while others are endoparasitoids that 
feed internally. Parasitoids can also be classified as idiobionts that kill or paralyze 
their host immediately following oviposition or koinobionts that allow their host to 
continue developing and consume it at a later stage (Askew and Shaw 1986). Koino-
bionts tend to have a narrower host range than idiobionts (Spradbery 1968) possibly 
because they have had to evolve defenses against host immune systems (Gauld 1988). 

Table 12.1 lists some parasitoid genera recorded from cerambycids, buprestids 
and siricids, along with some features of their biology. Due to the cryptic nature 
of most woodborers, obtaining accurate host records of parasitoid species is not 
straightforward, but the associations of parasitoid genera with woodborer families 
in Table 12.1 may be considered accurate. In simple collections of parasitoids and 
woodborers that emerge from the same log or tree, it is generally not possible to 
know from which woodborer species the parasitoids emerged when more than one 
potential host woodborer species emerges. Molecular techniques have been used to a 
limited degree to associate emerging parasitoids from trees with more than one brood 
species (Foelker et al. 2016). Unequivocal woodborer species-parasitoid associations 
have generally been determined either by manipulative experiments that expose a 
single woodborer species to parasitoids or by isolating individual woodborer larvae 
from infested trees and then recording parasitoids that emerge.

Apart from a few pest species like P. semipunctata, emerald ash borer, S. noctilio, 
Asian longhorned beetle, and M. galloprovincialis, natural enemies of woodborers 
have not been the subject of much research, and few studies have documented their
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impact on woodborer population dynamics (Paine 2017). A multi-year life table study 
of the red oak borer concluded that competition and natural enemies contributed very 
little to mortality during the crash of the outbreak, and that tree defenses were more 
likely responsible (Haavik et al. 2012a). Similar results have been reported with 
the woodwasp S. noctilio (Haavik et al. 2015), although factorial exclusion trials 
suggest that biotic factors (e.g. competitors and their associated fungi, and natural 
enemies) may also be important in parts of the range (Haavik et al. 2020). However, 
relatively high parasitism rates have been recorded in some species, e.g. 20–75% 
mortality of Tetropium gabrieli Weise and T. fuscum in Europe (Schimitschek 1929; 
Juutinen 1955) and 22–28% mortality of S. noctilio (Long et al. 2009; Zylstra and 
Mastro 2012), suggesting parasitoids may be important in regulating populations of 
some woodborer species. Further evidence for this comes from successful biological 
control programs that are discussed in Sect. 12.7.2.3. 

An interesting question is how parasitoids locate cryptic woodborer hosts beneath 
the bark and wood of a tree. Increased parasitism of bark beetles in stressed trees vs. 
healthy trees suggests that parasitoids may use volatiles emitted from stressed trees as 
olfactory cues associated with their hosts (Sullivan et al. 1997). Percent parasitism of 
Tetropium spp. (Flaherty et al. 2013a) and Semanotus japonicus (Shibata 2000) was  
greater in stressed trees than in healthy trees. After landing on a tree, some parasitoids 
use auditory cues to locate their hosts. Ichneumonid wasps in the Cryptini tribe have 
hammer-like structures on their antennae that they use to echo-locate wood boring 
larvae and pupae of both cerambycids and buprestids (Laurenne et al. 2009), and the 
braconid, Syngaster lepidus Brullé, uses chordotonal organs to detect the vibrational 
cues of P. semipunctata larvae feeding under the bark (Joyce et al. 2011). Aspects 
of a woodborer’s host tree can affect the foraging success of its parasitoids. For 
example, the ovipositor of Tetrastichus planipennisi Yang cannot penetrate >3.2 mm 
of bark so its effectiveness against emerald ash borer is restricted to smaller diameter 
trees (Abell et al. 2012). On the other hand, parasitism of S. noctilio by Ibalia 
leucospoides ensiger Norton peaked at bole diameters of 15 cm but was not affected 
by bark thickness (Eager et al. 2011). 

Predators 

Woodborers are attacked by a variety of predators (vertebrate and inverte-
brate), including beetles in the families Cleridae (e.g. Thanasimus dubius (Fabri-
cius)), Trogossitidae (e.g. Trogossita japonica Reitter), and Elateridae (e.g. Athous 
subfuscus Müller), flies in the families Asilidae (e.g. Laphria gibbosa (L.)), 
Lonchaeidae (e.g. Lonchae chorea (F.)), Odiniidae (e.g. Odinia xanthocera Collin), 
Pallopteridae (e.g. Palloptera usta (Meighen)), crabronid wasps (e.g. Cerceris 
fumipennis (Say)), lacewings (e.g. Raphidia xanthostigmus Schummel), and earwigs 
(e.g. Forficula auricularia L.) (Kenis and Hilszczanski 2004). Ants prey on eggs of 
P. semipunctata (Way et al. 1992) and the red oak borer (Muilenburg et al. 2008). 
Woodpeckers (Piciformes: Picidae) are common and important predators of wood-
borers. Cerambycid larvae are the preferred food of woodpeckers (Pechacek and
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Fig. 12.6 a Three-toed woodpecker, Picoides tridactylus is a common predator of woodboring 
larvae in Europe. b Woodpeckers often excavate deeply into trees to find woodboring larvae. Photo 
credits: a Dariusz Graszka-Petrykowski; b Kevin Dodds 

Kristin 2004) and their availability is critical to the reproductive success of the three-
toed woodpecker, Picoides tridactylus L. in Europe (Fayt 2003) (Fig. 12.6). Wood-
peckers mainly consume mature larvae and pupae and predation rates often increase 
as larval density increases (McCann and Harman 2003; Lindell et al. 2008; Flaherty 
et al. 2011) but not always [e.g. woodpecker-caused mortality of P. semipunctata 
decreased with increasing larval density in trap logs (Mendel et al. 1984)]. Wood-
borer mortality from woodpeckers can be considerable, e.g. woodpeckers have been 
reported to consume 65% of oak branch borer, Goes debilis LeConte larvae (Solomon 
1977) and 32–42% of emerald ash borer larvae (Duan et al. 2012). 

Pathogens 

Woodborers may be infected and killed by various pathogens like nematodes [e.g. 
Steinernema carpocapsae (Weiser)] and fungi [e.g. Beauveria bassiana (Bals.-Criv.), 
Vuill.] (Morales-Rodríguez et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016). Beauveria bassiana caused 
significant natural mortality of the pine sawyer, M. galloprovincialis (Naves et al. 
2008). Beauveria pseudobassiana Rehner & Humber, isolated from natural popu-
lations of the pine sawyer in Spain was highly virulent in lab tests, killing 100% 
of adults and significantly reducing adult lifespan and number of eggs laid, both 
via direct contact and by mating with infected beetles, i.e. horizontal transmission 
(Álvarez-Baz et al. 2015). 

Entomopathogenic fungi such as Beauveria spp. and Metarhizium anisopliae 
(Metsch.) Sorok. have shown potential for applied control of woodborers. For 
example, direct application of aqueous suspensions of B. bassiana conidia (or
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mitospores) to ash trees infested with emerald ash borer significantly reduced 
larval densities and the number of emerging adults in the next generation (Liu and 
Bauer 2008). Wrapping non-woven fabric strips impregnated with fungal conidia 
around host tree trunks was effective at infecting and killing M. alternatus Hope 
(Shimazu and Sato 1995; Shimazu 2004) and reducing longevity and fecundity of A. 
glabripennis (Dubois et al. 2004). Another method that has been tested for woodborer 
control is auto-dissemination, in which the target species is attracted to a trap baited 
with pheromone and/or host volatiles where it receives a dose of fungal conidia and is 
allowed to escape and horizontally transmit the pathogen within the local population 
(Klein and Lacey 1999; Lyons et al. 2012; Francardi et al. 2013; Sweeney et al. 2013; 
Álvarez-Baz et al. 2015; Srei et al.  2020). 

One of the most interesting and successful examples of microbial control of wood-
borers is the use of the nematode, Deladenus siridicola Bedding for control of S. 
noctilio. The nematode does not kill the woodwasp but infected insects become 
sterile and the female spreads the nematode from tree to tree when depositing nema-
todes instead of eggs (Bedding and Akhurst 1974). For a more complete story on the 
woodwasp and its control by the nematode, see Chapter 17. 

12.4 Ecological Roles 

The vast majority of woodborers serve important ecological functions while inhab-
iting dead or stressed materials and provide critical services that benefit forested 
ecosystems. Important contributions from woodborers include facilitating nutrient 
cycling (Edmonds and Eglitis 1989; Cobb et al. 2010), influencing forest structure 
(Feller and McKee 1999), creating habitat (Buse et al. 2008), and providing food for 
predaceous invertebrates and vertebrates. 

12.4.1 Nutrient Cycling 

Saproxylic woodborers are an important group of insects that help drive nutrient 
cycling in forested environments through the breakdown of dead wood (Fig. 12.7). 
Woodborers are some of the earliest arriving insects at stressed trees and dead 
wood (Savely 1939; Saint-Germain et al. 2007) and a successive community of 
these species colonize wood throughout the decay process (Graham 1925; Howden 
and Vogt 1951; Stokland and Siitonen 2012). Through their feeding and tunneling 
behavior, woodborers begin the process of fragmentation and nutrient cycling as well 
as exposing wood to other organisms, such as decay fungi, which are also impor-
tant decomposers (Harmon et al. 1986; Edmonds and Eglitis 1989; Hadfield and 
Magelssen 2006; Parker et al.  2006). Woody debris is an important forest structure 
and can contain large sources of nutrients (Harmon et al. 1986). The return of nutri-
ents to the soil through decomposition of dead wood is a critical ecosystem service 
and one that is aided by woodborers and other organisms (Edmonds and Eglitis 1989; 
Ulyshen 2016).

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-11553-0_17
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Fig. 12.7 Coarse woody debris at various stages of decay, including a wood with evidence of 
Buprestidae emergence and decay fungi, b Siricidae emergence, and c Monochamus sp. sapwood 
entrance holes. Photo credit: Kevin Dodds 

While the relationship between woodborers and wood decay and nutrient cycling 
is well known, few studies have attempted to quantify this relationship. Monochamus 
scutellatus (Say) was an important contributor to Douglas fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii 
(Mirbel) Franco] log decay, most likely through providing pathways for decay fungi 
into larger diameter logs (Edmonds and Eglitis 1989). At small scales, M. scutellatus 
larval activity can influence total carbon and nitrogen in soil around infested logs 
(Cobb et al. 2010). Cerambycids were also a factor in decay of both deciduous and 
coniferous standing snags (Angers et al. 2011). 

12.4.2 Forest Structure 

Forest structural diversity, including standing snags and downed wood of various 
decay classes, is an important component of natural forests and an important reser-
voir of organic matter and forest nutrients (Harmon et al. 1986). Insects, such as 
woodborers and bark beetles, play a critical role in the creation of these structural
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components either through directly killing trees, or colonizing this material and facil-
itating decay, thus creating additional habitat for saproxylic (Buse et al. 2008) and 
other organisms. Woodborers can drive changes in the structure (crown character-
istics, bark attachment) and physical properties (wood density, moisture) of coarse 
woody debris. These changes to coarse woody debris are critical to maintaining 
biological diversity and help support healthy forest ecosystems (Harmon et al. 1986; 
Jia-bing et al. 2005). 

In addition to the obvious contributions that woodborers make to forest struc-
ture through the breakdown and decay of standing and downed wood, they also 
influence stand structure through impacts on living trees. For example, the ceram-
bycid, Elaphidion mimeticum Shaeffer is important for creating small-scale gaps in 
mangrove forests and subsequently promoting understory regeneration (Feller and 
McKee 1999). Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L.), an early successional tree 
species in North America, can be killed from successive years of M. robiniae attacks. 
Through this mortality, canopy gaps are created that allow more shade-intolerant tree 
species to become established (Boring and Swank 1984). Red oak borer in combi-
nation with other factors, can kill overstory trees that results in changes to residual 
forest structure (Heitzman et al. 2007; Haavik et al. 2012b). Stand structure in pine 
stands is also influenced by attack patterns of woodborers. For example, S. noctilio 
preferentially attacks and colonizes smaller suppressed trees (McKimm and Walls 
1980; Dodds et al. 2010a). Species such as Plectodera scalator F. that colonize lower 
bole and root positions on trees can structurally weaken stems to a point where they 
break. Through these actions, P. scalator may influence the spatial structure of stands 
and regeneration. 

The behavior of branch girdlers can also have an impact on forest structure. The 
cerambycid Oncideres rhodosticta Bates influences crown architecture of honey 
mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa Torr.) through its stem girdling behavior (Martínez 
et al. 2009) and the resultant branch-heavy crowns may be a critical factor in increased 
desertification in parts of the Chihuahuan Desert (Duval and Whitford 2008). Simi-
larly, twig girdlers influenced understory crown architecture of Dicorynia guianensis 
Amshoff. (Caraglio et al. 2001). Oncideres humeralis Thomson influenced forest 
composition and structure in a Brazilian forest through species-specific tree attacks 
that likely allowed other tree species to respond to increased resources (Romero 
et al. 2005). Through their actions, these species can also influence the invertebrate 
community in these stands (Calderón-Cortés et al. 2011) and provide habitat for 
many other species (Lemes et al. 2015). 

12.4.3 Ecosystem Services 

Woodborer larvae represent a relatively large source of nutrition for animals foraging 
in wood. Woodpeckers are commonly seen foraging on dead standing or downed 
trees, and woodborers are a common prey item taken (Hanula et al. 1995; Murphy 
and Lehnhausen 1998; McCann and Harman 2003; Nappi et al. 2015). Crows have
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also been reported to use twigs to extract larvae from wood (Hunt 2000). Adult ceram-
bycids are reported as prey for bats (Medellín 1988), owls (Haw et al. 2001), pitcher 
plants (Cresswell 1991), lizards (Vitt and Cooper 1986) and passerines (Tryjanowski 
et al. 2003). Predaceous insects attack all stages of woodborers and are important 
factors in population regulation as previously discussed in section “Predators”. 

Pollination is an important ecosystem service carried out by a diverse group 
of insects that includes woodborers. Cerambycids, especially from the subfamily 
Lepturinae, feed on pollen as adults (Linsley and Chemsak 1972) and are frequently 
found with pollen on their integument (Willemstein 1987). Buprestids have also 
been commonly associated with plants as pollinators (Williams and Williams 1983). 
Siricids, however, with their lack of adult feeding, are not known to serve a role in 
pollination. 

Because of their impacts on plants, several woodborers have been introduced 
into new environments as biological control agents against unwanted invasive 
plants. Several species have been introduced targeting the invasive plant, Lantana 
camara (L.), including the cerambycids Plagiohammis spinipennis (Thomsom) in 
Hawaii (Broughton 2000) and Aerenicopsis championi Bates in Australia (Palmer 
et al. 2000). Australia has successfully introduced other woodborer species for 
invasive plant management including the cerambycids Alcidion cereicola Fisher 
targeting Harrisia Britton cactus (McFadyen and Fidalgo 1976) and Megacyllene 
mellyi (Chevrolat) for Baccharis halimifolia L. management (McFadyen 1983), 
and the buprestid Hylaeogena jureceki Obenberger targeting cats claw creeper 
(Dhileepan et al. 2013). South Africa has also released A. cereicola for Harrisia 
cactus management (Klein 1999) and H. jureceki for cats claw creeper (King 
et al. 2011). North American woodborer releases have included Oberea erythro-
cephala (Schrank) (Cerambycidae) targeting leafy spurge (Rees et al. 1986), and 
the buprestids Sphenoptea jugoslavica Obenb. and Agrilus hyperici (Creutzer) for 
knapweed (Powell and Myers 1988; Harris and Shorthouse 1996) and St. Johns wort 
(Campbell and McCaffrey 1991), respectively. 

12.4.4 Woodborer Conservation 

Some species of woodborers are rarely observed and may be in danger of extirpation 
due to loss of suitable habitat and hosts. Many species feed in dead and decaying 
heartwood of ancient “veteran” trees and these trees have become increasingly rare 
in Europe (Nieto and Alexander 2010). Forestry practices that leave less dead wood 
in the forest have resulted in declining populations of some wood boring beetles, 
e.g. Cerambycx cerdo L. is listed as “near threatened” in Europe (Evans et al. 2004). 
Similarly, populations of species that depend on old growth forests or which feed in 
large diameter wood may decline as the area of old growth forest declines; more than 
80% of land in Europe is under some form of direct management (Anonymous 2007). 
Risk of longhorn beetle extinction increases with larval host plant specialization and 
length of generation time (Jeppsson and Forslund 2014). The hoptree borer, Prays
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atomocella (Dyar) (Lepidoptera: Praydidae) is listed as an endangered species in 
Canada because its sole larval host is the “common” hoptree which is limited to a 
very narrow range in southwestern Ontario (Harris 2018; Anonymous 2020). 

The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) assessed 431 species 
of saproxylic insects in Europe (of which 153 species were cerambycids and 1 species 
was a buprestid) and designated 2, 27 and 17 as critically endangered, endangered 
or vulnerable, respectively (Nieto and Alexander 2010). More than half of these 
species are endemic to Europe and found nowhere else in the world. The drivers 
of this decline are habitat loss due to forest harvesting and a general decrease in 
old growth “veteran trees” on the landscape (Nieto and Alexander 2010). Other 
threats include agricultural and urban expansion, forest fires and climate change. 
It is more than a little ironic that invasive woodborers may threaten populations of 
native woodborers and other arthropods. The community of arthropods on ash trees in 
the state of Maryland, USA, included 13 orders, 60 families and 41 genera (Jennings 
et al. 2017) and the decimation of North American Fraxinus species by the invasive 
emerald ash borer may threaten woodborers and other herbivores tightly associated 
with ash (Herms and McCullough 2014). 

The IUCN identifies species at risk of extinction (so called Red Lists) and promotes 
their conservation by increasing public awareness and conserving wildlife habitat 
(Rodrigues et al. 2006). When it comes to woodborers and other insects, Red Lists 
often reflect a lack of knowledge of species range and population trends rather than 
actual extinction risk (Cardoso et al. 2012). According to the European Red List, 
14% of saproxylic beetles have declining populations but the trend is unknown for 
more than half of the species (57%) on the list (Nieto and Alexander 2010). 

In an effort to conserve species that rely on old growth forests, some countries 
have forest management regulations in place that mandate conservation of coarse 
woody debris, snags, and dead wood in the forest. Many countries are signatories 
to the 1979 Bern Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural 
habitats and the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity, which provide official 
impetus for conserving wildlife biodiversity, including woodboring insects. Each 
member state is required to identify threatened species and their respective habitats, 
and then develop management plans to protect these natural areas. In Europe, this 
makes up the Natura 2000 network, a coordinated network of protected areas home 
to rare and threatened species that makes up 18% of the European Union’s land base 
and 10% of marine territory (European Commission, Directorate-General for Envi-
ronment and Sundseth 2021). While the goal of conserving biodiversity is valid, the 
effectiveness of the Natura 2000 network for conserving saproxylic beetles has been 
questioned (D’Amen et al. 2013). In Canada, the Committee on the Status of Endan-
gered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) meets twice a year to review and assess the 
status of wildlife species, including arthropods, and submits an annual report to the 
federal Minister of Environment and Climate Change. Species listed as extirpated, 
endangered, threatened or of special concern are considered for legal protection and 
management under the Species at Risk Act (SARA). Only two wood boring insects 
are currently listed as endangered in Canada: the hoptree borer, Prays atomocella 
(Dyar) (Lepidoptera: Praydidae) and the Aweme borer, Papaipema aweme (Lyman)
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(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) (Anonymous 2020). Ultimately, woodborer species rich-
ness depends on the quantity and diversity of living and dead wood in the forest, 
forest size and fragmentation, and management practices. 

12.5 Chemical Ecology 

As discussed above, adult woodborers usually live a few days to a few weeks and 
are host specific both in terms of the species and physiological condition of the host. 
This specificity can result in a heterogeneous spatial and temporal distribution of 
suitable hosts across the landscape and variance in larval performance in hosts. For 
example larval survival, developmental time, and adult size are all affected by host 
quality in P. semipunctata (Hanks et al. 1993, 1995). In addition to this variance in 
host quality, due to their short life-span, a delay in mate or host location of only a few 
days can have significant fitness consequences. Cumulatively, these factors generate 
selection for rapid host and mate location. Not surprisingly, most adult woodborers 
typically have highly developed sensory systems while immature life stages do not. 

The dominant modality that woodborers use to obtain information about their 
biotic and abiotic environment is olfaction. The advantages of olfaction include: (i) 
the availability of a large number of “channels” due to the diversity of chemicals 
woodborers and their host plants can synthesize and that woodborers can perceive. 
As a result, chemical signals and cues can have high information content and be 
highly specific; (ii) volatile chemicals can be transmitted over large distances and 
around obstacles; and (iii) woodborers can perceive and discriminate among chemical 
cues and signals with high levels of sensitivity and precision. The disadvantages of 
olfaction include the fact that: (i) they cannot be transmitted quickly over large 
distances; (ii) the primary direction of transmission is determined by wind direction; 
and (iii) they require complex behaviors [e.g. optomotor anemotaxis, see Cardé 
(2016)] to locate the odor source. 

Interest in and our knowledge of the chemical ecology of woodboring insects 
has increased dramatically in the past 20 years. For example, while fewer than 10 
attractant pheromones were known for the family Cerambycidae in 2004 (Allison 
et al. 2004), approximately a decade later pheromones and likely pheromones (i.e. 
attraction observed in the field but production and release not yet demonstrated) 
were known for more than 100 species of Cerambycidae (Hanks and Millar 2016). 
This increase has been driven by the realization that woodborers can have significant 
economic impacts (particularly in plantation and urban trees), recognition that they 
are among the most common and damaging exotic insects (Brockerhoff et al. 2006; 
Haack 2006) and increased awareness of the importance of the ecosystem services 
that they deliver. 

In general, woodboring insects use volatile sex pheromones to mediate mate loca-
tion over large distances and low volatility cuticular hydrocarbons for mate recog-
nition at close range (Allison et al. 2004; Hanks and Millar 2016; Millar and Hanks
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2017; Silk et al. 2019). A large number of studies have reported the identifica-
tion of pheromones and the demonstration of attraction to known pheromones and 
their analogues in the Cerambycidae and we refer readers to the review by Millar 
and Hanks (2017) for an excellent synthesis of this literature. In brief, two general 
patterns of volatile pheromone use in the Cerambycidae have emerged: (i) male-
produced pheromones are released in large quantities, attract both sexes and occur 
in the subfamilies Cerambycinae, Lamiinae and Spondylidinae; and (ii) female-
produced pheromones are released in small quantities, only attract males and occur 
in the subfamilies Prioninae and Lepturinae. Volatile pheromones are only known 
for a single species in the Buprestidae and Siricidae, the emerald ash borer (Silk 
et al. 2011) and S. noctilio (Cooperband et al. 2012), respectively. In the emerald ash 
borer, it is a female-produced pheromone and male response to it is synergized by 
host volatiles [synergy of the response to pheromone by host volatiles has also been 
reported in the Cerambycidae (Allison et al. 2012; Millar and Hanks 2017)]. The 
putative pheromone in S. noctilio is male-produced and behavioral activity has been 
demonstrated in laboratory trials (Cooperband et al. 2012; Guignard et al. 2020) but  
field trials did not observe activity (Hurley et al. 2015). 

Although the active space of these attractant pheromones has not been quantified 
empirically for any woodborer, mark-release-recapture trials with several species of 
Cerambycidae suggest they may range from ca. 50 to 500 m (Maki et al. 2011; Torres-
Vila et al. 2013, 2015). These estimates are consistent with research in moths which 
suggests that attraction likely occurs over a distance of a few meters to a maximum 
of a few hundred meters (Cardé 2016). Often the release of volatile pheromones is 
sex-specific, occurs from specific habitats (e.g. host material) (Hanks 1999) and is 
facilitated by “calling” behaviors (Lacey et al. 2007). 

For some of these species, females have been observed to deposit nonvolatile 
compounds while walking that males use to locate females [i.e. trail pheromones 
(Hoover et al. 2014)]. Alternatively, in some species males form leks and females may 
be attracted to these by visual (Allison et al. 2021) and olfactory stimuli (Cooperband 
et al. 2012; but see Hurley et al. 2015). These mechanisms (sex and trail pheromones, 
leks) bring the sexes into close proximity but in many woodborers mate recognition 
appears to be mediated by contact pheromones (Allison et al. 2004; Millar and Hanks 
2017; Silk et al. 2019). In these species, males do not appear to recognize females 
until their antennae contact the female cuticle and they detect cuticular hydrocarbons. 
After contact males often begin a sequence of characteristic behaviors that culminate 
in copulation (Hanks et al. 1996a). 

Due to the heterogeneous distribution of suitable hosts in space and time, wood-
boring insects are expected to experience strong selection to rapidly locate avail-
able host material. For woodborers, oviposition can generally be considered as 
two separate and sequential events: host location and host acceptance. Host loca-
tion is generally thought to occur first and be initiated from a distance (i.e. before 
landing on the host plant), whereas host acceptance does not occur until the host 
has been contacted. Both host location and acceptance are mediated, at least in part, 
by chemicals. Meurer-Grimes and Tavakilian (1997) evaluated the phytochemistry 
and diversity of Cerambycidae associated with 51 species of Leguminosae. The host
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plants of cerambycid guilds (species sharing host plants) were taxonomically related 
and had similar phytochemistry. In contrast guild members were not usually related 
suggesting that host location and/or acceptance are mediated by phytochemicals. 

In support of the hypothesis that host location and acceptance are chemically medi-
ated, numerous studies have identified primary attractants for woodborers including 
floral, smoke, trunk and leaf volatiles (Allison et al. 2004; Hanks and Millar 2016; 
Millar and Hanks 2017; Silk et al. 2019). Some woodborers from the family Ceram-
bycidae overlap temporally in host trees with bark beetles and are attracted by bark 
beetle pheromones (Allison et al. 2001, 2013). In addition to competing with bark 
beetle larvae for limited host tissues, larvae of these woodborers are also facultative 
intraguild predators of bark beetle larvae (Dodds et al. 2001; Schoeller et al. 2012). 
The current paradigm for host selection by phytophagous insects argues that to opti-
mize foraging efficiency all available cues and signals should be used. Although most 
studies have focused on the role of attractive semiochemicals in host location and 
acceptance, a few studies have demonstrated that woodborers (Coleoptera: Ceram-
bycidae) respond to repellent non-host volatiles to avoid non-host trees (Aojin and 
Qing’an 1998; Suckling et al. 2001; Morewood et al. 2003). 

Semiochemicals produced by the host plant and conspecifics influence female 
oviposition behavior. The woodborer H. bajulus preferentially oviposits in wood 
infested with larval conspecifics and several monoterpenoids identified in larval frass 
appear to stimulate oviposition in females (Evans and Higgs 1975; Higgs and Evans 
1978; Fettköther et al. 2000). In other woodborers, the presence of conspecifics 
reduces oviposition (Wang et al. 1990; Anbutsu and Togashi 1996, 1997a, 2000; 
Peddle et al. 2002). Treatment of host material with larval frass or extracts of larval 
frass reduced oviposition by M. alternatus (Anbutsu and Togashi 2002), suggesting 
that semiochemicals in larval frass mediate the effect. Some woodborers deposit a 
jelly-like substance over their eggs (Anbutsu and Togashi 1996, 1997a, 2000; Peddle 
et al. 2002) and females palpate the bark surface before oviposition. It has been 
hypothesized that semiochemicals in the material deposited over the eggs mediates 
the recognition and avoidance of host material already infested with conspecifics. 
To date, the role of phytochemicals in the induction of oviposition have only been 
studied in M. alternatus. In this species chemicals in the inner bark of the host Pinus 
densiflora Siebold & Zucc. have been demonstrated to induce oviposition in females 
(Yamasaki et al. 1989; Islam et al. 1997; Sato et al. 1999a, 1999b). 

12.6 Economically Important Species 

Most woodborers develop in dead or stressed trees, or downed wood, and provide 
important ecosystem services that contribute to healthy forest ecosystems. The adults 
of some species oviposit in stressed trees (e.g. fire, drought, and storm damaged; defo-
liated) and fewer in apparently healthy trees (Craighead 1950; Keen 1952; Solomon 
1995). The associated larval feeding and development can result in mortality in both 
classes of trees. Although some woodborers are significant pests of woody plants
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in their native range, exotic species are often among the most damaging species, 
especially in terms of causing direct tree mortality. For example, in the United States 
annual costs of tree removal, replacement and treatment due to invasive phloem and 
woodborers are estimated to be approximately $1.7 billion USD, of which 50% is a 
result of the emerald ash borer (Aukema et al. 2011). 

The significant economic and ecological impacts of woodborers is of concern 
given the increase in the number of introductions outside of their native ranges in 
recent years (Haack 2006; Aukema et al. 2011). As mentioned above, woodborer 
larvae feed cryptically within phloem and xylem tissues and development takes 
months to years. These traits make woodborers ideally suited for movement outside 
of their native ranges in wood products, wood packaging material, dunnage and 
nursery stock. Additionally, many species attack low quality, stressed hosts and this 
type of wood is often used for wood packaging and dunnage in container shipping. 
It is therefore not surprising that the increase in introduction of woodborers outside 
of their native ranges is coincident with increased movement of goods in container 
shipping (Haack 2006; Aukema et al. 2011). 

In addition to the direct impacts on tree health, larval development and feeding 
and the associated invasion by fungi can result in degrade losses to wood products. 
Few studies have quantified these losses but degrade affecting as much as two-
thirds of the inventory in log yards have been reported (Becker 1966), as well as 
monetary losses of 35% to logs infested by woodborers (Becker and Abbott 1960). 
Woodborers can also negatively affect trees by contributing to disease transmission 
that leads to increased stress or mortality. In North America, several species of 
Cerambycidae are known vectors of the tree-killing nematode, Bursaphelenchus 
xylophilus (Steiner & Buhrer) Nickle (Linit 1988; Vallentgoed 1991), and this disease 
has been particularly problematic in Japan where it is transmitted by M. alternatus 
(Mamiya 1988). Woodborers have also been implicated in the transmission of several 
fungal pathogens including Dutch elm disease, chestnut blight, dieback of balsam-
fir, oak wilt and hypoxylon canker on aspen (Donley 1959; Linsley  1961; Nord and 
Knight 1972; Ostry and Anderson 1995). 

By far, the most important economic genus of Buprestidae is Agrilus. This genus 
contains over 3000 species, most of which inhabit angiosperms (Chamorro et al. 
2015). Some native species are problematic on stressed trees in North America and 
Europe or are able to colonize non-native host trees common in more urban settings. 
Species such as the bronze birch borer (A. anxius), twolined chestnut borer (A. bilin-
eatus), oak buprestid beetle [Agrilus biguttatus (F.)] and bronze poplar borer (Agrilus 
liragus Barter & Brown) can transition into primary tree killers given favorable envi-
ronmental conditions (Barter 1957; Haack and Benjamin 1982; Dunn et al. 1986; 
Moraal and Hilszczanski 2000; Vansteenkiste et al. 2004) (Fig. 12.8). Exotic Agrilus 
spp. have been much more aggressive than their native counterparts in urban and 
forested settings in newly invaded areas. For example, the emerald ash borer has 
successfully invaded and spread into a large portion of North America (Herms and 
McCullough 2014), while also establishing and spreading in parts of Russia (Orlova-
Bienkowskaja 2014). Native to eastern Asia, this species is a pest of ash throughout 
its introduced range. Indigenous exotic species (sensu Dodds et al. 2010b) have also
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been problematic in introduced areas, including the goldspotted oak borer (Agrilus 
auroguttatus Schaeffer) and soapberry borer (Agrilus prionurus Chevrolat) in forests 
in California and Texas, respectively (Coleman and Seybold 2008; Billings et al. 
2014). These are native species that were previously isolated from areas where they 
have inadvertently been introduced. 

Several genera of Cerambycidae can have significant economic or ecological 
importance. Monochamus species are secondary species colonizing weakened or 
recently dead material (Baker 1972), but through their maturation feeding can transfer 
the pinewood nematode to pine trees (Linit 1988). Pinewood nematode has caused 
serious tree losses in East Asia and Portugal, and threatens European pines (Mamiya 
1988; Mota et al.  1999; Shin 2008; Zhao 2008; Robertson et al. 2011). Brown spruce 
longhorned beetle, a European species that was introduced into maritime Canada, 
has caused mortality in spruce stands (Smith and Hurley 2000). Asian longhorned 
beetle and citrus longhorned beetle [Anoplophora chinensis (Forster)], both native 
to Asia, have been repeatedly introduced in North America and Europe where they 
have successfully established multiple times (Haack et al. 2010; Meng et al. 2015).

Fig. 12.8 Damage caused by twolined chestnut borer, A. bilineatus, in the eastern US. Trees a 
stressed by drought and Lymantria dispar defoliation were killed by the buprestid, while logs b 
with damage from high densities of larvae c were salvage logged. Photo credit: Kevin Dodds 
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Worldwide, the most well-known siricid is S. noctilio. This species has been a pest 
of pine plantations since the early 1900s when it was detected in New Zealand (Bain 
et al. 2012) and later spread to other parts of the Southern Hemisphere (Slippers 
et al. 2002). Because the majority of siricids are associated with dead wood, very 
few species have caused economic losses. Sirex noctilio uses a phytotoxic venom 
(Bordeaux et al. 2014) to help it overcome host tree defenses and colonize trees most 
siricids cannot occupy. 

12.7 Management of Woodborers 

Management to reduce populations of most woodborers is unnecessary. However, 
management is required for some invasive species that damage and kill live trees, or 
if degradation to standing salvageable trees or stored wood products by native species 
is a concern. Where management is necessary in forested environments, approaches 
taken include silvicultural treatments, aggressive tree removal, and biological control 
efforts with bacteria, fungi, nematodes, and other insects. 

12.7.1 Native Species 

For native woodborers, there are few circumstances where population management 
is necessary. In situations where woodborer populations are building in a forest, 
it is generally in association with some form of abiotic or biotic disturbance that 
is predisposing trees to attack by secondary insects, including woodborers. Once 
the disturbance has subsided, or susceptible trees have been eliminated, woodborer 
attacks on trees rapidly diminish because of improved vigor of residual trees. Main-
taining healthy forests with suitable stocking for a given site will reduce the number 
of susceptible trees that could be colonized by woodborers or act as sources for initial 
population outbreaks. 

Because some woodborers respond to recently dead trees after a large-scale distur-
bance (Amman and Ryan 1991) and mine through wood, they can result in degrade 
losses, especially related to timber salvage after a disturbance. Monochamus species, 
in particular, cause rapid decline in wood quality of various conifer species after 
a disturbance (Richmond and Lejeune 1945; Gardiner 1957, 1975; Prebble and 
Gardiner 1958) because they are attracted to injured or recently dead trees where 
females oviposit and larvae mine into sapwood. Timely salvage and storage prac-
tices that minimize exposure to peak woodborer populations (Post and Werner 1988) 
can reduce the chance of excessive woodborer damage in logs destined for markets.
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12.7.2 Invasive Species 

Limiting the introduction of invasive species is an important first step to keeping 
damaging woodborers out of new environments. Strong legislation that focuses on 
preventative measures for limiting the introduction of these species or curtailing 
their spread once established can help reduce the impacts of these organisms. Once 
established and causing damage, various techniques have been implemented to 
attempt eradication and/or management of invasive woodborers. In some cases, 
well-developed integrated pest management plans have been developed through 
decades of research (Haugen et al. 1990), and in other cases, the development of 
management plans continues, even long after establishment (Herms and McCul-
lough 2014). Common components involved with invasive woodborer management 
in forests include silvicultural treatments (Dodds et al. 2014a), tree removal (Hérard 
et al. 2006; Herms and McCullough 2014), biological control (Bedding 2009; Collett 
and Elms 2009), and restrictions on wood movement (USDA-APHIS 2010). Chem-
ical insecticides are rarely implemented in invasive woodborer management within 
forested environments, although they can be important components of managing 
these species in urban forests. 

12.7.2.1 Silvicultural Treatments 

For invasive woodborer species that behave similarly to secondary species, or species 
that target specific trees (e.g. trees of certain species, sizes, vigor, or crown class), 
forest management may provide a solution for eliminating or reducing the effects of 
these insects. An example of silvicultural treatments reducing the impact of an inva-
sive species is S. noctilio. Early observations of S. noctilio behavior suggested this 
woodborer was targeting weakened trees growing under overstocked stand condi-
tions (Morgan and Stewart 1966). Consequently, silvicultural options that promoted 
optimal growing conditions in younger stands and targeted suppressed trees during 
thinning in older stands (Neumann et al. 1987) have successfully reduced the impact 
of S. noctilio in pine stands (Dodds et al. 2014a). 

Unfortunately, most invasive woodborer species do not concentrate attacks on 
specific age, size, or canopy classes in forests. Therefore, it is not possible to target 
specific trees for removal based on any of these characteristics. Most invasive wood-
borers have either a wide host breadth, attack trees of all size classes, or do both, 
making silvicultural options ineffective (Dodds and Orwig 2011). 

12.7.2.2 Tree Removal 

Attempts to eradicate woodborers from urban forests often involve large-scale tree 
removal efforts. These removals can target infested trees only, and in some cases 
infested and adjacent non-infested host trees (Turgeon et al. 2007; Straw et al. 2015).
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The use of large-scale tree removals in forested settings have been limited because of 
logistical challenges as well as questions as to effectiveness (Herms and McCullough 
2014). For example, a six mile wide ash-free zone was created in southern Ontario 
in an attempt to stop the spread of emerald ash borer, but after completion, the 
beetle was found already established behind the zone (i.e. in the area the zone was 
designed to prevent emerald ash borer from invading) (Poland and McCullough 
2006). Preemptive salvage logging of host species, such as ash in North America, 
has been conducted in some situations. Removal of Asian longhorned beetle infested 
trees and non-infested host trees has been conducted in smaller forested stands in 
North America (Dodds and Orwig 2011; Dodds et al. 2014b), Europe (Krehan 2008) 
and Great Britain (Straw et al. 2015) (Fig. 12.9). Woodborer dispersal behavior and 
initial distribution upon detection are generally the deciding factor for determining 
if eradication through tree removal is a feasible option for a given species. Asian 
longhorned beetle eradication has been successful because the adult beetles often 
reattack natal host trees and generally do not disperse long distances (Smith et al. 
2004), allowing for more containment of infestations. Invasive species that are more 
widely dispersed upon detection, like S. noctilio in North America, are most often 
beyond the point where eradication would be feasible or cost effective. 

Fig. 12.9 Asian longhorned beetle infested trees cut as part of an eradication program in 
Massachusetts, USA. Photo credit: Kevin Dodds
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12.7.2.3 Biological Control 

Both classical (introducing biological agents from other regions into new environ-
ments to control damaging invasive species) and augmentative biological (increasing 
native biological agents to control damaging invasive species) control of woodborers 
has been attempted for several species. Classical biological control using parasitic 
nematodes and wasps (Ichneumonidae, Ibaliidae) to manage S. noctilio populations 
has been implemented throughout the Southern Hemisphere (Hurley et al. 2007). 
These species have been important components of integrated pest management plans 
that also include silvicultural treatments for S. noctilio and have been responsible 
for keeping populations below damaging levels in many places. Classical biolog-
ical control using an egg parasitoid, Avetianella longoi (Hymenoptera: Encyrtidae), 
with parasitism rates sometimes >90%, has also been helpful for reducing Euca-
lyptus mortality and damage from P. semipunctata in California, USA (Hanks et al. 
1996b). However, biological control against P. recurva using A. longoi has not been 
effective (Luhring et al. 2000). 

Because some invasive woodborers are congeners of native species and colonize 
the same habitat, there is often overlap in population regulation factors, providing 
opportunities for augmentative biological control if populations become econom-
ically or ecologically problematic. Native parasitoids that attack North American 
siricids have been documented attacking S. noctilio in these same forests (Ryan et al. 
2012; Standley et al. 2012; Zylstra and Mastro 2012) (Fig. 12.10). Similarly, native 
parasitoids have also been found attacking the invasive brown spruce longhorned 
beetle (Flaherty et al. 2013a) and emerald ash borer (Gaudon and Smith 2020) in  
North America. Asian longhorned beetle and A. chinensis have been colonized by 
parasitoids native to the invaded region as well (Brabbs et al. 2015; Duan et al. 2016). 

Purely augmentative biological control using native natural enemies on the native 
cerambycid Massicus raddei (Blessig) that causes damage to oak and chestnut species 
has been attempted in China. The parasitic wasp Sclerodermus pupariae Yang et

Fig. 12.10 Two rhyssine 
(Ichneumonidae) parasitoids 
search for hosts on a Sirex 
noctilio infested Scots pine 
in New York, USA. Photo 
credit: Kevin Dodds 
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Yao (Hymenoptera: Bethylidae) and the beetle Dastarcus helophoroides (Fairmaire) 
(Coleoptera: Bothrideridae) have been used as biological control agents (Yang et al. 
2014). Both are potential management tools for reducing the impact of M. raddei on 
native trees. 

The combination of augmentative and classical biological control could be bene-
ficial for reducing woodborer populations. This approach is currently being devel-
oped for emerald ash borer in North America. Four hymenopteran species have been 
approved as biological control agents for release in the U.S., including Oobius agrili 
Zhang and Huang (Encyrtidae), Spathius agrili Yang (Braconidae), Tetrastichus 
planipennisi Yang (Eulophidae), and Spathius galinae Belokobylskij & Strazanac 
(Braconidae) (Gould et al. 2015; Duan et al. 2019). These species are native to China, 
Russia, and Korea and attack eggs (O. agrili) or larvae (S. agrili, T. planipennisi, S. 
galinae). Native species, including Phasgonophora sulcata Westwood and Atany-
colus Foerster spp. can be used as augmentative biocontrol agents (Gaudon and Smith 
2020). The fungus B. bassiana, a native species, has also been tested to manage EAB 
(Lyons et al. 2012) and ALB populations (Dubois et al. 2004). 

12.7.2.4 Chemical Control 

Similar to tree removal, chemical control options have been used successfully on 
woodborers in urban forests, but their utility in natural or managed forests is limited. 
Several compounds are available, primarily for invasive species control, including 
systemic and contact insecticides. Compounds such as imidacloprid, cypermethrin, 
and emamectin benzoate have been used on invasive woodborers in urban settings 
(Hu et al. 2009). However, because of the cost associated with treatments, logistical 
challenges, and environmental concerns, these compounds are not seen as valid 
options for managing woodborers in forested environments. 

12.7.2.5 Cultural Control 

An important factor to limiting the spread of invasive woodborers is restricting move-
ment of host material that may be infested by these insects. Wood products or wood 
packing material are often moved large distances, both intra- and inter-continentally. 
This material, combined with the cryptic nature of woodborers, provides an efficient 
pathway of introduction for woodborers and associated organisms (Mamiya 1988) 
into new environments. Wood packing is often colonized by woodborers that are then 
transported in the egg, larval, or pupal stage and emerge in the new environment to 
seek hosts unless wood is properly handled at the destination. The most damaging 
woodborers worldwide, including emerald ash borer, Asian longhorned beetle, and 
S. noctilio, are all believed to be introduced via whole logs or wood packing material. 

Firewood is a documented pathway for movement of invasive species in North 
America and likely elsewhere when this material is used for heating or recreation 
(USDA-APHIS 2010). It has been linked to the spread of emerald ash borer across
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Fig. 12.11 Disturbances such as windstorms can leave large volumes of downed trees a that are 
quickly colonized by woodborers and other insects. This material is often cut into firewood b that 
can provide a pathway for insects into new environments. Photo credit: Kevin Dodds. 

portions of eastern North America (Cappaert et al. 2005) and may have been the 
pathway for Agrilus prionurus into Texas from Mexico (Haack 2006) and A. aurogut-
tatus into California (Coleman and Seybold 2011). Trees harvested for firewood are 
often recently dead and already infested with woodborers or at a stage of decay that 
makes them suitable for colonization (Fig. 12.11). Seasoning of trees or cut firewood 
also provides opportunity for insects to colonize this material. Firewood can host 
large communities of wood-inhabiting insects, including buprestids, cerambycids 
and siricids (Dodds et al. 2017) that can then be moved large distances often for 
recreational camping (Jacobi et al. 2011; Koch et al. 2014). If this wood is infested 
with invasive species, introductions into new environments can occur. 

12.8 Summary 

Woodborers are an ecologically important guild in forested ecosystems. They 
contribute to various ecological processes including nutrient cycling, forest succes-
sion, and are important components of food webs. Woodborers colonize all parts of 
dead or living trees, while generally causing little impact on overall tree health. Most 
Buprestidae, Cerambycidae, and Siricidae encountered in native and managed forests 
are secondary species that rarely kill trees, however, important invasive species like 
Asian longhorned beetle, emerald ash borer, and S. noctilio can have broad ranging 
impacts on urban, managed, and natural forests. At times, management of wood-
borers is necessary and includes preventative silvicultural treatment, tree removal, 
biological control, chemical control, and cultural methods to reduce movement of 
infested materials. 

Various factors effect woodborer populations, including both abiotic (i.e. climate, 
fire, and other natural disturbances) and biotic factors (i.e. host suitability, natural
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enemies, and competition). Biotic factors such as parasitic nematodes, fungi, and 
parasitoids have been important in management of some woodborers, including the 
invasive emerald ash borer and S. noctilio. In some forest types and regions, some 
woodborer species are considered threatened or endangered, primarily from habitat 
loss due to forest fragmentation, conversion, and loss of old trees. 
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Chapter 13 
Sap-Sucking Forest Pests 

Manuela Branco, José Carlos Franco, and Zvi Mendel 

13.1 Introduction 

Piercing-and-sucking insects are distinguished by their specialized mouthparts, with 
stylets adapted to penetrate and suck fluids from plant or animal tissues. These 
insects are primarily hemipteroids (e.g. Psocodea, Hemiptera, and Thysanoptera), 
Siphonaptera (fleas), and nematocerous Diptera. Among the piercing-and-sucking 
hemipteroids, the sucking lice (Psocodea, Anoplura) are obligate ecotoparasites, 
feeding on mammal or bird blood. Most of the hemipteran species are phytophagous. 
The non-phytophagous species all belong to the sub-order Heteroptera and are 
predators, scavengers, a few are blood-feeders and some are necrophages. Thrips 
(Thysanoptera) include mycetophagous species (about 50%), phytophagous and a 
few predatory species. Non-hemipteroid piercing-and-sucking insects are mostly 
insectivores or blood-feeders, and less commonly feed on fungi or algae (Gullan and 
Cranston 2014; Labandeira and Phillips 1996; Morse and Hoddle 2006). 

Two feeding strategies exist within the phytophagous hemipterans: (1) sali-
vary sheath feeding, whereby individuals feed on contents of plant vascular 
tissue, i.e. phloem or xylem (most sap feeders); or (2) cell rupture feeding, 
i.e. mesophyll feeders. Sap-sucking insects are salivary sheath feeders and can 
be further differentiated in two feeding guilds: (1) phloem-feeders, most of the 
species of the suborder Sternorrhyncha, including aphids (Aphidoidea), white-
flies (Aleyrodoidea), scale insects (Coccoidea), and psyllids (Psylloidea); many 
Auchenorrhyncha, including treehoppers and many leafhoppers (Membracoidea: 
Membracidae, most Cicadellidae), and planthoppers (e.g. Fulgoroidea: Cixiidae,
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Delphacidae, Flatidae, Fulgoridae), and some Heteroptera; and (2) xylem-feeders, 
such as cicadas (Cicadoidea), spittlebugs (Cercopoidea), and sharpshooter leafhop-
pers (Cicadellinae), all belonging to the suborder Auchenorrhyncha. Phytophagous 
thrips feed on the content of individual epidermal or mesophyll cells (i.e. mesophyll 
feeders) (Bennett and Moran 2013; Chuche et al. 2017a; Douglas 2006; Labandeira 
and Phillips 1996; Redak et al. 2004). 

Many sap-sucking insect species are of major economic importance, because they 
often cause plant stress, distortion, shoot stunting, and gall formation, or transmit 
plant pathogens (Baumann 2005; Gullan and Cranston 2014). In this chapter, we 
address the evolution and diversity of sap-sucking insects of forest trees, with an 
emphasis on the two major groups, aphids and scale insects. We present their biology 
and ecology. Particular emphasis is given to their highly specialized feeding mode 
and biotic interactions. Finally, we discuss sap-sucking forest pests and their manage-
ment. In Figs. 13.1a–l and 13.2a–k, we provide images of example species and some 
of the aspects mentioned in the chapter.

13.2 Diversity and Biology of Sap-Sucking Insects 
with Emphasis on Importance for Forestry 

13.2.1 Background 

Insects evolved on land in the Ordovician, about 480 million years ago (Misof et al. 
2014). Approximately 80 million years later, in the Devonian period, one lineage 
of insects evolved flight. Hemipteran insects, with their defining trait of piercing-
sucking stylet mouthparts (Fig. 13.1d), probably arose in the Carboniferous period, 
about 300 million years ago. The order Hemiptera is divided into several mono-
phyletic branches, including the Auchenorrhyncha (cicadas, spittlebugs, leafhoppers, 
treehoppers), the Sternorrhyncha (scale insects, psyllids, whiteflies, aphids) and the 
Heteroptera (true bugs) (Song et al. 2012). The oldest fossils of aphids, coccoids 
and Heteroptera are from the Triassic period, about 220 million years ago (Hong 
et al. 2009). Table 13.1 displays the different major groups of Hemiptera and the 
significance of their members as forest pests.

13.2.2 Aphids: Aphidomorpha 

The entire Aphidomorpha infraorder has now been fully catalogued: 5,218 valid 
extant and 314 valid extinct species (Favret et al. 2016). Aphids form a distinc-
tive insect clade that features considerable variability in their biological traits. For 
example there are many distinct, yet genetically identical, forms of females during the 
life cycle (polyphenism), alternation of sexual and asexual reproduction and seasonal
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Fig. 13.1 a Paleococcus fuscipennis mating; b Thaumastocoris peregrinus development stages; 
c Matsucoccus feytaudi male; d Mouth parts of T. peregrinus; e and h Ants tending lerps of G. 
brimblecombei, Crematogaster scutellaris and Plagiolepis pygmaea, respectively; f Elatophilus 
hebraicus (Anthocoridae) feeding on Matsucoccus jospehi while mating; g Larviform nymphs of 
M. feytaudi eclosing from egg mass. i A whitefly (Aleyrodidae); j A soft scale, Kermes echinatus; 
k and l Adult and larvae of Iberorhyzobius rondensis (Coccinelidae), monophagous predator of M. 
feytaudi. Photo credits: 13.1a, b, f, j © Alex Protasov; 13.1d, i © Zvi Mendel; 13.1e, h © Vera Zina; 
13.1c, g, k, l © Manuela Branco
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Fig. 13.1 (continued)

alternation between unrelated groups of host plants. These traits vary among species, 
reflecting evolutionary histories of biogeographical expansions and contractions 
and co-diversification with plant hosts. Many aspects of phylogenetic relationships 
among aphids remain unresolved, and several evolutionary questions unanswered 
(Nováková et al. 2013). 

Extant Aphidomorpha are divided in two superfamilies. The superfamily Aphi-
doidea includes the true aphids (Aphididae). The superfamily Phylloxeroidea 
includes the adelgids (Adelgidae), feeding on conifers, and phylloxerids (Phyllox-
eridae), whose members develop on broadleaf trees. Adelgidae, unlike true aphids, 
have no tail-like cauda and no cornicles. All three families have winged and wing-
less forms. Winged forms are produced for dispersal in asexual generations, and for 
migration between the secondary and primary host plants (see Sect. 13.3.1). In these 
species, the sexual morphs mate on the primary host, producing overwintering eggs. 

Adelgids are often known as “woolly conifer aphids” or “woolly adelgids”. The 
family is composed of species associated with pine, spruce and other Pinaceae genera 
(Table 13.2, Fig.  13.2i). The most common classification system recognizes 8 genera 
(Adelges, Aphrastasia, Cholodkovskya, Dreyfusia, Eopineus, Gilletteella, Pineus and 
Sacchiphantes), including about 50 species. All of them are native to the northern 
hemisphere, although some have been spread to the southern hemisphere as inva-
sive species. Adelgids exhibit cyclical parthenogenesis and are oviparous (Havill 
and Foottit 2007). They exhibit a two-year life cycle, with some species alternating 
hosts between spruce (Picea) and other Pinaceae (Abies, Larix, Pinus, Pseudotsuga, 
Tsuga).

The phylloxerids include 75 described species within two subfamilies (Phyllox-
erininae and Phylloxerinae) and 11 genera (Blackman and Eastop 1994). They have a 
worldwide distribution but are more diverse in temperate climates where they likely 
originated. Their adaptation to tropical habitats is probably secondary. They feed on 
leaves and roots and induce galls at their feeding sites. Most phylloxerids feed on 
Juglandaceae or Fagaceae. Still, they are not considered significant pests of forest 
trees. In Israel, Phylloxera quercus occurs on oak trees (mainly Quercus calliprinos) 
in very low densities and may be often found on shoots developed after a major
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Fig. 13.2 a and b Predators (Anthocoridae and Hemerobiidae) and males of Matsucoccus feytaudi 
attracted to lures with the sex pheromone of the bast scale; c Band trap to collect ovipositing 
females of M. feytaudi; d Honeydew exploited by ants; e Soft scales (Coccidae) and sooty mold 
on Ficus sycamorus; f Infestation of Glycaspis brimblecombei on  Eucalyptus camaldulensis; g 
Ultracoelostoma sp. canal tube with a drop of honeydew and sooty mold on Nothofagus; h Honey 
production in Crete from Marchalina helenica; i Forest damage caused by Pineus pini on Pinus 
pinea; j Crystallized honeydew excreted by Cinara palestina; k Large colony of Cinara cedri. Photo 
credits: 13.2a, e, h, i, j, k © Zvi Mendel; 13.2d, f © Vera Zina: 13.2b, c, g © Manuela Branco
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Table 13.1 General economic relevance as forest pests of Hemiptera, by suborder and superfamily 

Suborder Superfamily or family Common names Significance as forest 
pests 

Auchenorrhyncha Cercopoidea Spittlebugs, 
froghoppers 

Low 

Cicadoidea Cicadas Low 

Membracoidea Leafhoppers and 
treehoppers 

Low 

Fulgoroidea Plant-hoppers Low 

Coleorrhyncha Peloridiidae Moss bugs None 

Heteroptera eight infraorders True bugs Low 

Sternorrhyncha Aleyrodoidea Whiteflies Low 

Aphidoidea Aphids High 

Coccoidea Scale insects High 

Phylloxeroidea Adelgids, 
phylloxerids 

High 

Psylloidea Jumping plant lice, 
psyllids 

high

Table 13.2 Aphidomorpha as related to major forest tree genera 

Family Acacia Eucalyptus Quercus Pinus 

Adelgidae None None None Several species mainly 
of the genus Pineus 

Phylloxeridae None None Several species 
mainly of the 
genus Phylloxera 

None 

Aphididae Nonspecific, 
polyphagous 
species are 
often recorded 

Nonspecific, 
polyphagous 
species were 
rarely recorded 

225 species, 
from six genera, 
Hoplocallis, 
Lachnus, 
Myzocallis, 
Stomaphis, 
Thelaxes, 
Tuberculatus 

Members of the 
Lachninae, mainly the 
genera Cinara, 
Eulachnus and 
Schizolachnus

fire (Table 13.2). However, like the grape phylloxera Daktulsphaira vitifoliae, the  
majority of the population occurs on the roots. 

The true aphids are a very large insect family, including several thousand species, 
many of which are known as serious plant pests (Table 13.2). The oldest aphid 
fossils are from the Triassic (at least 220–210 mya) but aphids may have originated 
in the Permian. Phylogenetic analysis of molecular data suggests that aphids under-
went a rapid radiation into the current tribes after switching from gymnosperms 
to angiosperms, sometime during the Upper Cretaceous. Furthermore, the ancestral
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aphid probably had a simple life cycle with host alternation evolving independently 
in each of the subfamilies (Gullan and Martin 2009). 

Two genera of the subfamily Lachninae, i.e. Cinara, the conifer aphids or giant 
conifer aphids, and Eulachnus, are well known as forest pests. Cinara species (≈150) 
are widespread in the Northern Hemisphere. Many species are native to North 
America, but there are also 55 species found in Europe and Asia. They are specialized 
on members of the families Pinaceae and Cupressaceae. Cinara spp. do not alternate 
hosts. The genus Eulachnus comprises about 17 species, all of which live on pine 
needles. They are cryptic when feeding, but very active when disturbed. The best-
known species show preferences for certain Pinus spp., but none is strictly confined 
to one species. Several introduced Cinara spp. have become serious pests of forest 
plantations. For example, Cinara cedri (Fig. 13.2k) and Cinara laportai attack true 
cedars. Cinara cupressi causes damage to cypress trees. This aphid of unclear origin 
is an invasive species in Africa and Europe, South America and in the Middle East. 

13.2.3 Jumping Plant Lice: Psylloidea 

Psylloidea is a superfamily of true bugs, including the jumping plant lice, recently 
classified in eight families (Aphalaridae, Calophyidae, Carsidaridae, Homotomidae, 
Liviidae, Phacopteronidae, Psyllidae and Triozidae). There are about 3,000–3,500 
described species. They are common worldwide, but most diverse in tropical and 
subtropical areas. Most Australian psyllids belong to the subfamilies Spondyliaspid-
inae (Aphalaridae) and Acizziinae (Psyllidae). The former is largely associated with 
eucalypts and the latter with acacias (Carver et al. 1991). Members of the Psylloidea 
also include many gall-inducing species, which are narrowly host-specific, and are 
most species-rich in the tropics and south temperate regions (Burckhardt 2005). 

Psyllids reproduce sexually and mature through five nymphal stages. Unlike 
aphids, psyllids insert their eggs into host plant tissue (Hodkinson 1974). They 
are phloem feeders and produce honeydew. Many are known vectors of plant 
diseases. Of major economic importance are those vectoring Liberibacter and Phyto-
plasma species, the causal agents of serious plant diseases. They generally have 
narrow host ranges and are restricted almost exclusively to perennial dicotyle-
donous plants. Within species, nymphs usually have a more restricted host range 
than adults. At low densities, nymphal survival is enhanced by group feeding similar 
to many Heteroptera. Many species occur in dry or semi dry areas and the imma-
ture stages exhibit morphological and behavioral adaptations to resist desiccation. 
This is for example seen in the circular lerp of the red gum lerp psyllid, Glycaspis 
brimblecombei, which may also protect them from predators (Fig. 13.1e, h). 

Psyllids are not known from conifers, but may overwinter on them (e.g. Čermák 
and Lauterer 2008). Also, they are not common on oak trees and none are 
known as pests of oaks. Conversely, psyllids feeding on eucalypts are among the 
most devastating insect pest groups in Australia, affecting both native forests and 
plantations.
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Psyllids of several different families have become economically important inva-
sive pests. Several Aphalaridae species, originating from Australia, have been intro-
duced into other continents, where they become important pests, causing severe 
damage in eucalypt plantations (Hurley et al. 2016). Most of these species infest 
the river red gum, Eucalyptus camaldulensis. One of the most widely distributed 
psyllid species is the red gum lerp psyllid G. brimblecombei (Figs. 13.1e and 13.2f). 
The psyllid Acizzia jamatonica, native to China, has been reported from Europe and 
North America as a pest of Albizia julibrissin. Acizzia uncatoides, native to Australia, 
develops on many ornamental Acacia and Albizia species outside Australia. In 
Hawaii, it occurs on the native Acacia koa. Calophya schini (Calophyidae) is a 
leaf galling psyllid that feeds exclusively on Peruvian pepper tree, Schinus molle 
(Anacardiaceae). This psyllid is now present in California, Mexico, Portugal, South 
Africa, Ethiopia and Kenya (e,g. Overholt et al. 2013; Zina et al. 2012). The psyllid 
Macrohomotoma gladiata (Homotomidae) is a new insect pest of Ficus microcarpa 
originating from Asia, which has recently been found in Spain (Alicante) on urban 
trees (Mifsud and Porcelli 2012) and is now widely spread in East Mediterranean. 

13.2.4 Scale Insects: Coccoidea 

The Coccoidea is one of the four superfamilies of the monophyletic suborder Ster-
norrhyncha (e.g. Gullan and Martin 2009), with 49 families presently recognized 
(Ben-Dov et al. 2014). The early evolution of Coccoidea must have occurred during 
the early to mid-Mesozoic, as a sister group of the Aphidoidea (Hennig 1981). Almost 
all the main lineages of modern coccoids have been identified from Tertiary amber, 
but relatively few earlier fossils are known (Koteja 1986, 1990). The morphology 
of these early fossils suggests that some groups of the plesiomorphic Margarodidae 
sensu lato had reached their contemporary organization by the Lower Cretaceous 
(Koteja 1990). Miller (1984) used the aphids as outgroup and showed that the earliest 
scale insects were margarodid-like and that Margarodidae and then the Ortheziidae 
are successively sister to the remainder of the Coccoidea. 

Traditionally, based on the possession of abdominal spiracles, the scale insects 
were separated between Archaeococcoids and Neococcoids, with the latter char-
acterized by features such as the loss of abdominal spiracles (Koteja 1990). The 
Archaeococcoids comprise several families, such as Monophlebidae, Margarodidae, 
Orthezidae and Matsucoccidae. The Neococcoids comprise most of the currently 
recognized families and species of scale insects (e.g. Kosztarab 1982). Its major 
groups probably evolved in conjunction with the angiosperms. Almost all neococ-
coid fossils are from Eocene or younger deposits. Yet, the neococcoid radiation must 
have begun much earlier because all of the major families (Coccidae, Diaspididae, 
Eriococcidae and Pseudococcidae) were already present in the Eocene. The soft 
scales (Coccidae) consist of four major subgroups, the Ceroplastinae, Coccini, Pulv-
inariini and Saissetiini (Miller and Hodgson 1997). The armored scales (Diaspididae)
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are divided in several subfamilies and tribes with the most important being Aspidio-
tini and the Diaspidini. The felt scales (Eriococcidae) are not a single monophyletic 
group, but a complex of several different groups and several families (Cook et al. 
2002). The mealybugs (Pseudococcidae) are currently separated in two subfamilies, 
Phenacoccinae and Pseudococcinae (Danzig and Gavrilov-Zimin 2015). 

There is a very marked sexual dimorphism of adult male and female scale insects 
(Fig. 13.1a, c). This sexual dimorphism is established by divergent postembryonic 
developmental pathways after the first-instar nymph, possibly regulated by growth 
hormones (Vea et al. 2016). Danzig (1980) suggested that neoteny shortens female 
development time on coccids, resulting in nymphal morphology in adult females. 
This is not unique to scale insects. The maintenance of juvenile features in adults, 
through neoteny, has evolved independently at least six times in insects. Mature adult 
female scale insects generally have a large body relative to nymphs or teneral females 
(Ben-Dov 1990) and often have very high fecundity (McKenzie 1967). 

The inability to fly has been suggested to be adaptive for female, but not male 
scale insects, because more resources can be allocated to egg production (Roff 1990). 
The adult scale insect male morphology is adapted for flight and finding females. 
The male mesothoracic wings have reduced venation, whereas the metathoracic ones 
are lost or reduced enabling the male to control its equilibrium in flight. The mouth-
parts in males have become nonfunctional (e.g. Afifi 1968; Gullan and Kosztarab 
1997; Kawecki 1964). Waxy caudal filaments in males are known in several coccoid 
families (Fig. 13.1c) (Afifi 1968; Giliomee 1967). Duelli (1985) suggested that these 
filaments assist in stabilizing flight. The elongation of the wax caudal filaments was 
shown to be correlated with sexual maturation of adult males in mealybugs (Mendel 
et al. 2011). Because of extreme sexual dimorphism in scale insect, the conspicuous 
and longer-lived adult females are used in taxonomy. For many coccoid genera and 
species, the male is unknown. 

Modern scale insects are all plant feeders, using their stylet-like mouthparts to 
suck sap from the phloem or parenchyma cells. The first scale insects probably fed on 
proto-angiosperms, gymnosperms or lower plants, or on fungi and bacteria (Koteja 
1986). Vea and Grimaldi (2016) suggested that most major lineages of coccoids 
shifted from gymnosperms onto angiosperms, when the latter became diverse and 
abundant in the mid- to late Cretaceous. Alternatively, the ancestral scale insects 
may have fed on the contents of individual cells from roots, rotting plants, or fungal 
hyphae. Koteja (1986) has hypothesized that the leaf-litter layer is the primary habitat 
of coccoids and that feeding on above-ground plant parts is a secondary adaptation. 

All forest tree species are infested by scale insects. Figure 13.3 compares the 
frequency of occurrence of species belonging to eight families, on four tree genera 
from different botanical families: Pinus (with ~111 tree species and 182 scale species) 
and Quercus (~600 tree species and 227 scale species), of Laurasia origin; Eucalyptus 
(~700 tree species and 273 scale species) and Acacia (~980 tree species and 308 scale 
species), of Gondwanaland origin. These tree genera are naturally distributed over 
large areas and comprise several tree species, which are among the most economically 
and environmentally important globally.
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Fig. 13.3 Species frequency distribution of eight scale insect families among four genera of forest 
trees. The data were retrieved from Scale Net (García Morales et al. 2016) 

It is interesting to note that some scale insects are primarily associated with 
specific tree genera. For example, Eriococcidae is the largest family of scale insects 
on Eucalyptus (~49%), but this family has limited representation on other tree genera 
(~2–6%); members of the family Kermesidae are only able to develop on Fagaceae 
(Fig. 13.1i), predominantly the genus Quercus (e.g. Spodek et al. 2013), while Matsu-
coccidae are associated only with the genus Pinus (e.g. Foldi 2004). Conversely, other 
families are evenly distributed across tree taxa. In particular Diaspididae, the largest 
family of scale insects, is the dominant scale insect family of Pinus, Quercus and 
Acacia (~38–51% of the species), and the second most species-rich family in Euca-
lyptus. Coccidae is also present in all the four tree genera, but is most common on 
Acacia (Fig. 13.3). 

13.2.5 Other Hemipteran Superfamilies and Their 
Importance in Forestry 

13.2.5.1 Auchenorrhyncha: Cicadomorpha 

Frog hoppers and spittlebugs (Cercopoidea) are common insects on eucalypts. Frog 
hopper nymphs construct tubes which are attached to stems and twigs. The nymphs 
live inside these tubes where they are protected from desiccation and also to some 
extent from parasites and predators. Spittlebug nymphs live within a white, frothy 
secretion that resembles spittle (hence the name). As with the froghopper tubes, the
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spittle protects the nymphs from desiccation and from parasitoids and predators. The 
nymphs take shelter and feed beneath this froth. Members of the genus Aphrophora 
are known as minor pests of several trees in North America and Europe (Floren and 
Schmidl 2009). 

Generally, cicadas are not significant forest pests. Nymphs live in the soil and feed 
on roots while adults feed on above-ground parts of plants, but this seems to have 
little effect on plant growth. During oviposition, females pierce plant tissues with 
their ovipositor to lay eggs and this can result in structural damage. For example, the 
cuts made by Amphipsalta spp. during oviposition may weaken twigs and branches 
sufficiently that they break in high winds. Such broken branches on conifers show 
up as reddish “flags” in the canopy when the foliage dies (Kay 1980). Open cuts also 
provide points of entry for pathogens and wood-boring insects. Often the cuts heal 
over making the twigs gnarled in appearance. 

Leaf hoppers, family Cicadellidae (whose hind legs are modified for jumping) 
and treehoppers and thorn bugs, family Membracidae, are common in various types 
of forest all over the world, but not considered important forest pests. For example, 
aggregations of Oxyrhachis versicolor are conspicuous on Tamarix trees in Israel, 
but result in no apparent damage to the trees. Leafhoppers are commonly associated 
with broadleaved forest trees (Beirne 1956). In Costa Rica, some species have been 
reported to cause minor damage to native broadleaf trees, as well as to introduced 
eucalypts (e.g. Macumolla ventralis and Graphocephala coccinea) (Gamboa 2007). 
Leafhoppers gained particular attention as vectors of the plant pathogenic bacterium 
Xylella fastidiosa. In particular, sharpshooter leafhoppers (Cicadellinae) are the best-
studied vectors of X. fastidiosa (Cornara et al. 2019). For example, the glassy-winged 
sharpshooter, Homalodisca vitripennis, an invasive species in California affecting a 
wide host range of trees, is an efficient vector of X. fastidiosa (Almeida and Nuney 
2015). 

13.2.5.2 Auchenorrhyncha: Fulgoroidea 

The planthopper superfamily Fulgoroidea comprises approximately 20 described 
insect families, depending on which classification is followed, and includes a diverse 
group of phytophagous or fungivorous insects, exceeding 12,500 species. At least 
160 species in 16 families are recorded as pests, including some of major economic 
importance, such as the brown planthopper, Nilaparvata lugens on rice. Planthop-
pers are vectors of viral and bacterial (including phytoplasma) agents causing plant 
diseases. The Tropiduchidae comprises 652 described species, about 4.9% of all 
Fulgoromorpha. Most species feed on shrubs and trees, and some are crop pests. 
Their association with host plants is quite diverse, including 21 plant orders. Still, 
few or no species in most of the families cause economic damage to forests.
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13.2.5.3 Sternorrhyncha: Aleyrodoidea 

Whiteflies are almost entirely leaf feeders (Fig. 13.1i). In recent years, whitefly 
pests have become a major problem in agriculture, almost worldwide, but as forest 
insects are of little concern (Nair 2001). In recent years the Ficus whitefly, Singhiella 
simplex (Aleyrodidae) has become a pest of Ficus trees in North America and the 
Mediterranean. Primarily a tropical group, pest species are found in the warmer parts 
of the world. In temperate areas, several species are serious pests in glasshouses, but 
they do not pose any risk to forest trees (Martin et al. 2000). 

13.2.5.4 True Bugs: Heteroptera 

This suborder is highly diverse, although few species are considered as important 
pests of forest trees. It is interesting to mention two invasive species in Europe and 
the Mediterranean. One is the bronze bug Thaumastocoris peregrinus (Thaumasto-
coridae), native in Western Australia affecting Eucalyptus (Fig. 13.1b). Infestations 
are noted by the reddening of eucalypt canopy leaves and loss of leaves, leading 
to canopy thinning and occasionally branch dieback or tree mortality (Nadel et al. 
2010). Another pest is the Sycamore Lace Bug Corythucha ciliata (Heteroptera: 
Tingidae). This North American species, was introduced in Europe in the 1960s and 
first found in China in 2006, where it has major impacts on Platanus tree health in 
urban parks and street trees (Maceljski 1986; Ju et al.  2009). 

13.3 Biology and Ecology of Sap-Sucking Insects 

13.3.1 General Models of Life History and Seasonal History 

The life cycle of sap-sucking insects may include two or three nymphal stages (e.g. 
female scale insects), four (e.g. male scale insects, aphids, whiteflies) or five (e.g. 
jumping plant lice, Auchenorrhyncha and Heteroptera (Fig. 13.1b) (Dietrich 2003; 
Gullan and Martin 2009). In some cases, such as in whiteflies and scales insects, the 
immature stages are larviform, much different from adults (Fig. 13.1g), followed by 
a non-feeding pupal instar. This developmental pattern is similar to holometabolic 
insects (Gullan and Cranston 2014). The number of complete generations within 
a year varies among species and with climatic conditions. Univoltine species (one 
generation per year) are common in cold temperate regions and multivoltine species 
(more than two generations) in warmer climates (Dietrich 2003; Gullan and Martin 
2009). Some species (e.g. the psyllid Strophingia ericae) may take more than one 
year to complete one generation (Hodkinson 2009). Magicicada (Cicadidade) species 
have periodical life cycles that last 13 or 17 years (Grant 2005).
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Polyphenism, i.e. phenotypic differences determined by environmental condi-
tions, occurs in some sap feeders. Some aphids show very complex polyphenisms. 
Parthenogenetic females may have up to eight different phenotypes, and sexual forms 
are polymorphic. Phenotypic differences may include morphological and physiolog-
ical aspects, as well as fecundity, timing and size of progeny, developmental time, 
longevity, and host-plant selection. Photoperiod, temperature and maternal effects 
are among the environmental cues triggering the development of different aphid 
morphs (Gullan and Cranston 2014). Adelgids, phylloxerids, and aphids present a 
complex, polymorphic life cycle with cyclical parthenogenesis and host alternation. 
Some species are holocyclic, meaning they produce both asexual and sexual genera-
tions, while others are anholocyclic, producing only asexual generations. The typical 
adelgid holocycle takes two years to complete and involves five generations: three 
are completed on the primary host (spruce, Picea spp.), with sexual reproduction and 
gall formation; and the other two are asexual generations and occur on the secondary 
host (Abies, Larix, Pseudotsuga, Tsuga or Pinus) (Havill and Foottit 2007). 

13.3.2 Feeding Ecology 

Hemipteran insects modified mouth parts include a slender beak-like labium, within 
which there are two pairs of long stylets (two outer mandibles and two inner maxillae), 
forming a bundle (Fig. 13.1d). Only the stylets penetrate into the plant tissues for 
piercing-and-sucking. The maxillary stylets form in their inner surface both the sali-
vary canal and the food canal. Through these channels the insect injects saliva into 
the plant, or sucks up plant sap into their gut, respectively. Commonly, in sap-feeding 
insects, the stylets pathway up to the vascular tissue is mostly intercellular, following 
an apoplastic transit, i.e. following a route from cell wall to cell wall, not entering 
the cytoplasm. Eventually, some intracellular punctures occur to assess cell content, 
for host acceptance and setting the position of the stylets inside the plant. 

As salivary sheath-feeding insects, sap feeders produce two types of saliva. A 
gelling lipoproteinaceous saliva is secreted during the penetration process of stylets, 
which forms a lubricating and hardening sheath around them. This gelling saliva 
remains within plant tissues after stylet withdrawal. Additionally, a watery saliva, 
is directly injected in the vascular tissue before sap uptake. This watery saliva may 
interfere with host-plant defense responses, for example, through proteins that are 
involved in the detoxification of phenols or interact directly with plant defense 
signaling (Giordanengo et al. 2010; Gullan and Cranston 2014; Kingsolver and 
Daniel 1995; Will et al. 2013). 

Phloem and xylem tissues have very different characteristics and consequently 
sap-feeding insects usually specialize on one or the other (Labandeira and Phillips 
1996; see Table 13.3). However, phloem-feeding insects may occasionally ingest 
xylem-sap, possibly for regulating osmotic potential (Pompon et al. 2011). Phloem 
sap is a rich source of carbon and energy (i.e. sugars), also providing nitrogen (mostly 
as free amino acids). Also phloem sap usually has no toxins and feeding deterrents.
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Table 13.3 Main characteristics of phloem and xylem (based on Chuche et al. 2017b; Dinant et al. 
2010; Kehr  2006; Lucas et al. 2013; Redak et al. 2004) 

Type Phloem Xylem 

Sap flow From source (e.g. leaves) to sink 
tissues (e.g. roots, growing shoots, 
and fruits) 

From roots to aboveground 
tissues 

Sap pressure Positive Negative 

Compounds transported Water, minerals (especially K), 
amino acids, organic acids, sugars 
(e.g. sucrose, raffinose, polyols), 
information molecules (e.g. 
phytohormones, proteins, RNAs) 

Water, minerals, little organic 
nutrients (e.g. amino acids, 
organic acids, sugars), 
information molecules (e.g. 
phytohormones) 

Main functions Allocating photoassimilates, and 
information molecules 

Transporting water, minerals, 
and information molecules 

However, sap-sucking insects need to overcome two major nutritional problems to 
feed on phloem-sap: (1) nitrogen quality in phloem-sap is low (the ratio between 
essential and non-essential amino acids in phloem-sap is 1:4–1:20); and (2) phloem 
sap has a very high concentration of sugars (i.e. an osmotic pressure 2–5 times higher 
than that in insect’s hemolymph) (Douglas 2006). 

Phloem feeders excrete the excess carbohydrates from their unbalanced diet in 
the form of a sugary fluid, honeydew (Baumann 2005) (Fig. 13.2d, g). Xylem sap is 
often less nutritional than phloem sap, containing low concentrations of carbon and 
nitrogen compounds and is under negative pressure. Xylem-feeders compensate this 
constraint with high ingestion rates and generally have larger bodies than phloem-
feeders. Also due to the relatively higher metabolic costs of xylem-sap extraction 
(Chuche et al. 2017b). In fact, the suction pressure needed for sucking xylem sap 
decreases with food canal width, which is directly correlated to body size of the 
insect (Novotny and Wilson 1997). 

As both phloem and xylem are unbalanced food sources, sap-feeding insects rely 
on symbiotic bacteria to provide them the essential nutrients lacking in their diet 
(Bennett and Moran 2013). Primary endosymbionts (P-endosymbionts) are obligate 
mutualistic bacteria, localized within hemipteran-host polyploid cells (the bacte-
riocytes), which normally aggregate into a specialized organ, the bacteriome. P-
endosymbionts are essential for host survival and reproduction, and are present in 
all individuals of the host population (Table 13.4). They present an extreme genomic 
reduction as a result of vertical transmission, from reproductive females to progeny, 
and living inside bacteriocytes.

In addition to these nutritional primary symbionts, sap-sucking insects may 
also contain one or more facultative or secondary symbionts (S-symbionts). In 
general these symbionts are not necessary for host development and reproduction. S-
symbionts may inhabit a variety of tissues other than bacteriocytes, often do not infect 
all individuals within host populations, and can be horizontally transmitted among 
hosts. These symbionts are known to manipulate host reproduction and provide their
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Table 13.4 Examples of P-endosymbionts found in sap-feeding insects (based on Baumann 2005; 
Morrow et al. 2017) 

Host insect taxa Studied host food source P-endosymbiont 

Sternorrhyncha 

– Psylloidea Phloem sap Carsonella rudii (Gammaproteobacteria) 

– Aleyrodoidea Phloem sap Portiera aleydodidarum (Gammaproteobacteria) 

– Aphidoidea Phloem sap Buchnera aphidicola (Gammaproteobacteria) 

– Pseudococcidae Phloem sap Tremblaya princeps (Betaproteobacteria) 

Auchenorrhyncha Phloem or Xylem sap Sulcia muelleri (Bacteroidetes) and co-primary 
symbionts from different bacterial division, e.g. 
Hodgkinia (Alphaproteobacteria), Vidania, 
Nasuia, and Zinderia (Betaproteobacteria), 
Baumannia, and  Purcelliella 
(Gammaproteobacteria)

hosts with a range of adaptive ecological traits. These include increased host-plant 
range, efficiency of plant pathogen transmission, and greater resistance to biotic (e.g. 
parasitoids) or abiotic (e.g. temperature, insecticides) environmental stress (Baumann 
2005; Chuche et al. 2017a; López-Madrigal and Gil 2017; Oliver et al. 2010). 

Examples of secondary symbionts found in aphids include Serratia (47% of the 
studied aphid species), Wolbachia (43%), Hamiltonella (34%), Regiella (33%), Rick-
ettsia (29%), X-type (14%), Spiroplasma (13%), and Arsenophonus (9%) (Zytynska 
and Weisser 2016). A peculiar symbiotic organization was observed in the citrus 
mealybug Planococcus citri, in which each cell of the P-endosymbiont Tremblaya 
princeps harbors several cells of the S-symbiont Moranella endobia, representing the 
first known case of prokaryote-prokaryote endocelullar symbiosis (López-Madrigal 
et al. 2013). 

13.3.3 Reproductive Strategies 

Sexual reproduction and oviparity are the most common modes of reproduction 
in sap-sucking insects (Dietrich 2003; Gullan and Martin 2009). However, other 
reproductive strategies can be observed in this insect guild (Table 13.5). Different 
types of parthenogenesis, i.e. apomixis, automixis, and pseudogamy, are known for 
example in aphids, whiteflies, scale insects and plant hoppers. Examples of mixed 
systems, including different types of alternation between sexual reproduction and 
parthenogenesis (e.g. facultative and cyclic parthenogenesis), have been described 
in adelgids, phylloxerans, aphids and other hemipterans. Few species, such as Icerya 
spp. are hermaphrodite (Gullan and Martin 2009; Ross et al.  2010).
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13.3.4 Insect-Plant Interactions 

Sap sucking insects may be classified in different feeding groups, based on the 
part of the host plant they feed on: (1) shoots and tips, e.g. the Cooley spruce gall 
adelgid, Adelges cooley; (2) foliage, e.g. the green spruce aphid, Elatobium abiet-
inum; (3) trunk and branches, e.g. maritime pine bast scale, Matsucoccus feytaudi, 
Beech scale insect Ultracoelostoma spp. (Fig. 13.2g), and (4) roots, e.g. spruce root 
aphid, Pachypappa termulae (Foldi 2004; Wood and Storer 2003). 

Host range is variable among sap sucking insects. Most Auchenorrhyncha are 
apparently very specific, feeding in one single plant genus or species. However, 
many Auchenorrhyncha, especially xylem-feeders can feed and develop on several 
alternate plant species if the preferred host is not present. Phloem- and mesophyll-
feeders tend to be more host-specific than xylem-feeders, with many species limited 
to host plants from a single family, genus, or species (Dietrich 2003). 

In the Sternorrhyncha, host range varies among taxa. Adelgids are host specific, 
as each species survives and reproduces only on trees from a single genus, for both 
primary and secondary hosts (Havill and Foottit 2007). Most species of plant jumping 
lice are also host specialists as nymphs, with many restricted to a single plant genus or 
species, and often to certain host parts (e.g. leaves, young shoots), or growth stages. In 
the case of whiteflies, most are apparently oligophagous, with a few monophagous. 
Host plant specificity in scale insects ranges from monophagous to polyphagous. 
Most aphids are monoecious, meaning that development occurs on one or a few 
closely related host plants; however, about 10% of species are heteroecious, i.e. 
with host alternation. As a result, most aphids are host specific. This property is 
conspicuous in aphids developing on forest trees. An aphid genus is usually associated 
with a single host-plant family and species with a plant genus or species. The primary 
and secondary host of heteroecious aphids are usually unrelated and host specificity 
is higher in the case of the primary than in the secondary host (Gullan and Martin 
2009). 

Several lineages of sap sucking insects induce the formation of plant galls. Plant 
galls, or cecidia, are abnormal growths of plant tissue, involving cell proliferation 
(hyperplasy) and enlargement (hypertrophy). This abnormal tissue growth results in 
the development of characteristic gall structures, which are specific to a certain gall 
making organism (Schick and Dahlsten 2003). Gall makers evolved independently in 
the Hemiptera, primarily within the Sternorrhyncha, including the aphids, adelgids, 
phylloxerids, woolly aphids (Eriosomatidae) (Wool 2005), scale insects (Asterole-
caniidae, Coccidae, Diaspididae, Eriococcidae, Kermidae) (Gullan et al. 2005), psyl-
lids (Psyllidae), and few Auchenorrhyncha (Cercopidae, Cicadellidae) (Burckhardt 
2005). Galls behave as physiological sinks in the host plant, sequestering nutrients 
used by developing insects inside them, as well as a defensive refuge against the 
natural enemies of gall makers (Schick and Dahlsten 2003; see also Chapter 14).
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13.4 Associated Organisms 

13.4.1 Natural Enemies 

Although sap sucking insects are prey of some insectivorous vertebrates (e.g. 
birds and lizards), they are primarily predated by invertebrates (Table 13.6). This 
diverse assemblage of predators includes spiders, and insects from different orders 
[e.g. assassin and minute pirate bugs (Hemiptera: Reduviidae and Anthocoridae) 
(Fig. 13.1f), ladybirds (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae) (Fig. 13.1k), green and brown 
lacewings (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae and Hemerobiidae), ants (Hymenoptera: Formi-
cidae) (but see Sect. 13.4.2), wasps (Hymenoptera: Vespidae), and predatory flies 
(Diptera: Cecidomyiidae, Chamaemyiidae and Asilidae)]. Parasitoids in the fami-
lies Dryinidae (Hymenoptera, Chrysidoidea), Encyrtidae, Eulophidae, Aphelinidae 
(Hymenoptera, Chalcidoicdea), and Braconidae (Hymenoptera, Ichneumonoidea), 
are also natural enemies of sap suckers. 

Due to their feeding habits, sap feeders are usually not affected by ento-
mopathogenic viruses, bacteria, protozoa, or nematodes, as these entomopathogens 
are not common in the plant vascular system. Entomopathogenic fungi are their most 
important pathogens. Unlike other entomopathogens, fungi usually actively penetrate

Table 13.6 Natural enemies and other biotic factors of mortality for the major groups of Hemipteran 
forest pests 

Hemipteran pest 
Superfamily 

Family Major biotic 
factor 

1–3 major 
predator groups 

1–2 major 
parasitoid groups 

Aphidoidea Aphididae Both plant 
resistance and 
natural enemies 

Coccinellidae Aphidiinae 

Phylloxeroidea Adelgidae Plant resistance Coccinellidae, 
Chamaemyiidae, 
Derodontidae 

– 

Phylloxeridae Plant resistance Coccinellidae – 

Coccoidea Coccidae Natural enemies Coccinellidae Encyrtidae 

Diaspididae Natural enemies Coccinellidae Aphelinidae 

Matsucoccidae Plant resistance Anthocoridae – 

Monophlebidae Natural enemies Coccinellidae Cryptochetidae 

Pseudococcidae Natural enemies Coccinellidae, 
Hemerobiidae 

Encyrtidae 

Psylloidea Phacopteronidae 
Aphalaridae 
Liviidae 

Both plant 
resistance and 
natural enemies 

Dominant groups 
are related to 
different groups 
and 
environmentsa 

Eulophidae 
Encyrtidae 

Note aAnthocoridae, Miridae, Coccinellidae, Chrysopidae 
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the insect cuticle and do not need to be ingested by insects for infection to occur. 
Populations of sap sucking insects, particularly aphids and leafhoppers, may suffer 
epizootics caused by fungi (Dietrich 2003; Federici 2003; Gullan and Martin 2009). 

13.4.2 Interaction with Ants 

Honeydew produced by many Sternorrhyncha is a food source for different animal 
species, including many insects (e.g. flies, wasps, bees, ants, beetles, lacewings, 
butterflies, and moths), and nectar feeding birds and bats. Ant-tending behavior, 
which consists of collecting honeydew droplets directly from the anus of sap-
sucking insects, is common among ants, especially in Dolichoderinae and Formicinae 
(Douglas 2006) (Figs. 13.1e, h and 13.2d). This ant behavior is linked to a food-for-
protection type of mutualism (Styrsky and Eubanks 2007). A food resource, the 
sugar-rich honeydew excreted by tended sap-sucking insects, is traded for a service 
delivered by ants, the protection of hemipterans from predators and parasitoids (Way 
1963). In the presence of honeydew-producing hemipterans, increased ant predation 
of other herbivores may indirectly benefit host plants if the amount of damage orig-
inated by those herbivores is greater than that inflicted by ant-tended hemipterans 
(Fig. 13.4). Conversely, tending ants may enhance the negative effects of sap-sucking 
insects on plants (e.g. reduced plant growth, transmission of plant pathogens), by 
protecting them from their natural enemies, and by increasing their feeding rate, 
fecundity and dispersal (Styrsky and Eubanks 2007; Vandegehuchtea et al. 2017 and 
references therein). 

Styrsky and Eubanks (2007) reviewed the literature on the influence of ant– 
hemipteran interactions on arthropod communities and their host plants and reported 
that these interactions have mostly negative effects on the abundance and species rich-
ness of different herbivore and predator guilds. These authors also observed that in 
about 73% of the studies plants indirectly benefited from those interactions, as a result 
of increased predation of other more damaging herbivores by hemipteran-tending 
ants.

Fig. 13.4 Interactions 
among honeydew-producing 
hemipterans, ants and 
host-plants. Arrows indicate 
the direction of effects, 
positive (+) or negative (−), 
whereas solid arrows 
indicate direct effects, and 
dashed ones indirect effects. 
Redrawn from Styrsky and 
Eubanks (2007) 
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13.4.3 Bees and Honey Production from Honeydew 

Honeybees are among the insects using the honeydew excreted by sap feeders as a 
food resource. Honeydew honeys are well known and valued in Europe and New 
Zealand (Table 13.7), but are also produced in North America (e.g. white cedar 
honey, from honeydew of the scale insect Xylococculus macrocarpae on Calocedrus 
decurrens) and South America (e.g. from honeydew of the scale insects Stigmacoccus 
asper on Quercus humboldtii, and Tachardiella sp. on Mimosa scabrella) (Azevedo 
et al. 2017; Chamorro et al. 2013). Originated from different plant species, mostly 
conifers, such as fir, spruce and pines, but also some broadleaf trees, honeydew 
honeys are highly valued in many European countries and are marketed with specific 
designations (Oddo et al. 2004). In some countries, such as Greece and Turkey, 
honeydew honey may represent more than 65% of total honey production, most of it 
produced from honeydew excreted by Marchalina hellenica (Marchalinidae) in pine 
forests (Santas 1983) (Fig. 13.2h). This species has been deliberately introduced by 
beekeepers, for producing honeydew, in pine forests in Crete island, Greece, where it 
became a serious problem. Similarly, the invasive species in Europe, the citrus flatid 
planthopper, Metalfa pruinosa, is highly appreciated by beekeepers for the honeydew 
with high economic value (Preda and Skolka 2011).

13.4.4 Hemiptera as Vectors of Microorganisms 

As a result of their feeding habits, sap-sucking insects interact with plant pathogens 
which colonize the plant vascular system, such as viruses and bacteria, functioning 
as vectors (Perilla-Henao and Casteel 2016). Vector-borne bacteria are primarily 
transmitted by Auchenorrhyncha insects, including species from the superfamilies 
Membracoidea, Cercopoidea, and Fulgoroidea. Although less common, some Ster-
norrhyncha (e.g. psyllids) are also important vectors of phytopathogenic bacteria. 
Sap-feeding vectors of plant viruses have been reported in Auchenorrhyncha (Fulgo-
roidea and Membracoidea), and Sternorrhyncha (Aphidoidea, Aleyrodoidea, and 
Coccoidea) (Chuche et al. 2017a; Cornara et al. 2019; Perilla-Henao and Casteel 
2016). 

Four main types of transmission relationship between vectors and plant pathogens 
have been defined: (1) non-persistent; (2) semi-persistent; (3) persistent, non-
propagative; and (4) persistent, propagative (Table 13.8). These types of transmission 
relationships were defined based on the following parameters: (1) the time needed 
for the acquisition and inoculation of the pathogen by the vector; (2) the retention 
time of the pathogen within the vector; (3) whether or not the pathogen circulates 
within the vector and (4) the ability of the pathogen to reproduce within the vector.

Non-persistent, non-circulative transmission of plant viruses has been only 
observed among viruses transmitted by aphids, whereas semi-persistent, non-
circulative transmission is known in aphid, whitefly and leafhopper-transmitted
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Table 13.7 Examples of honeydew honeys (based on Chamorro et al. 2013; Crane and Walker 
1985; Crozier 1981; Honey Traveler 2017; Santas  1983) 

Designation Host plants Honeydew producing 
insectsa 

Countries 

Silver fir honeydew 
honey 

Abies alba bCinara spp. Germany, Italy 

Greek fir honey Abies cephalonica cPhysokermes 
hemicryphus 

Greece 

Oak-tree honeydew 
honey 

Quercus spp. bTuberculatus 
annulatus, T. borealis 

Bulgaria, Croatia, 
France, Greece, Italy, 
Serbia, Slovakia 

Pine honeydew honey Pinus spp. cMarchalina hellenica Greece, Turkey 

Spruce honeydew 
honey 

Picea abies bCinara costata, C. 
piceae, Physokermes 
hemicryphus 

Slovenia, Czech 
Republic, Italy 

Melcalfa pruinosa 
honeydew honey 

Many wild, 
ornamental and 
cultivated plants 

dMelcalfa pruinosa France, Italy 

Beech honeydew 
honey 

Nothofagus fusca cUltracoelostoma 
assimile, U. brittini 

New Zealand 

Willow-tree honeydew 
honey 

Salix spp. bTuberolachnus salignus Croatia, Denmark, 
Italy, Lithuania, 
Norway, Spain, 
Sweden 

Note aAssociated honeydew producing insects: bAphids (Aphidoidea); cScale insects (Coccoidea); 
and dPlanthoppers (Fulgoroidea)

viruses. Luteoviruses are an example of circulative, non-propagative viruses, which 
are transmitted by aphid vectors, whereas the genera Fijivirus, Phytoreovirus, 
and Oryzavirus of Reoviridae are circulative, propagative viruses transmitted by 
planthoppers or leafhoppers vectors (Whitfield et al. 2015). 

The only known xylem-limited pathogenic bacteria, Xylella fastidiosa (class 
Gammaproteobacteria) is transmitted in a non-circulative mode by different sap-
feeding insect vectors from Membracoidea, Cercopoidea, and Cicadoidea. All 
phloem-limited vector-borne bacteria, including phytoplasmas (class Mollicutes), 
liberibacters (class Alphaproteobacteria), and spiroplasmas (class Mollicutes), are 
apparently circulative, propagative, colonizing both the plant host and the insect 
vector intracellularly. The few phytopathogenic spiroplasmas are transmitted by 
leafhoppers, which are also the main vectors of the many plant diseases caused 
by phytoplasmas. The few species of phloem-limited and phytopathogenic bacteria 
of the genus Liberibacter are vectored by psyllids (Perilla-Henao and Casteel 2016). 

Although vectors usually acquire viruses by feeding on infected plants, some 
propagative viruses can be transmitted transovarially, from female insect vector to the 
progeny. Vector specificity in plant pathogen transmission may vary greatly among 
plant pathogens. For example, some viruses are transmitted by only one insect vector,
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whereas other viruses are less vector specific and may be transmitted by insect species 
from a single family or subfamily (Purcell 2003). 

13.5 Hemipteran Sap Suckers as Forest Pests: Damage, 
Management and Control 

13.5.1 Damage 

Despite the frequent occurrence and the high species richness of sap suckers on forest 
trees, in particular aphids, psyllids and scale insects, they have seldom been consid-
ered serious pests in natural or planted forests, in their native ranges. Sap suckers 
feeding in their native forest areas are usually regulated at low population densities 
by natural enemies. Invasive hemipteran sap suckers from several families, including 
Psyllidae, Adelgidae, Coccidae, Pseudococcidae, Diaspididae, Matsucoccidae and 
Monophlebidae have established on forest trees in all major forest areas globally 
and several of these species have become key forest pests. These species represent 
a minority of sap suckers associated with forest trees. For example, 191 scale insect 
species are associated with pines worldwide (García Morales et al. 2016), but only a 
few have been reported to cause serious damage on pines, leading to intensive defoli-
ation and tree death. All these species had been introduced outside their native range 
and became established and spread as invasive species. Effectively, scale insects 
are frequent invaders in forest and agriculture areas. Illustratively, alien scale insect 
species represent an important component of the European entomofauna, accounting 
for about 30% of the total scale fauna in Europe (Pellizzari and Germain 2010). Some 
examples of well-known invasive scale insects are, the maritime pine blast scale M. 
feytaudi, which is native to southwestern Europe and invasive in Corsica and Italy 
(Sciarretta et al. 2016); the Israeli bast scale Matsucoccus josephi is native to Cyprus 
and invasive in Israel (Mendel et al. 2016); and Matsuccocus matsumarae is native 
to Japan and invasive in North America and China (McClure 1986). Other examples 
of important sap suckers on pine are Palaeococcus fuscipennis (Monophlebidae), 
native to southern Europe and invasive in Israel, and the margarodid M. hellenica, 
native to Turkey and Greece and invasive in Italy and Australia (Mendel et al. 2016; 
Nahrung et al. 2016). Similarly, for the genus Eucalyptus a number of sap suckers 
native to Australia have been established worldwide and cause serious damage. In 
fact, 40% of invasive species affecting Eucalyptus outside Australia are sap suckers. 
These include 13 species of psyllids, two scale insects, an Eriococcidae and a Dias-
pididae, a whitefly and the bronze bug, T. peregrinus (Hurley et al. 2016). In their 
native range, these species, like many other sap suckers feeding on Eucalyptus, exist  
mostly at endemic population levels and rarely reach outbreak population levels. 

Nevertheless, outbreak of populations in its native range also occur. They are often 
associated with tree physiological status, weather conditions favorable for sap sucker 
population growth, or disruption of natural enemy populations. For example, high
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infestations of eucalyptus psyllids, like the red gum lerp psyllid G. brimblecombei, in  
its native range in Australia, are mainly reported in urban parks or forests where trees 
are under some kind of physiological stress (Stone 1996). In Europe, native aphids 
in conifers, such as Cinara spp. and Pineus pini, or on oaks e.g. Lachnus spp. may 
build up their populations in years with favorable weather conditions. Such outbreaks 
occur mostly in spring and summer, facilitated by the high fecundity of females and 
parthenogenetic generations. Normally, these outbreak populations decline as a result 
of increases in natural enemy populations or unfavorable weather conditions, such 
as low temperatures. During outbreaks, some of these species produce honeydew 
in great abundance, a valuable resource for beekeepers, for the production of high 
value forest honeys (see Table 13.7). Site conditions and silvicultural treatments 
that result in poor tree health can also promote outbreaks of sap sucking insects. 
Intense irrigation and fertilization, as well as tree stress, promote tree physiological 
conditions that may favor such outbreaks. For these reasons, trees in urban and 
nursery settings are more likely to suffer from intense attacks of sap suckers than 
their conspecifics in natural forests. In their native range, the importance of sap 
suckers also frequently increases when host trees are planted in non-natural habitats 
(urban parks and street trees) due to tree physiological stress and the lack of natural 
enemies in these fragmented habitats. For example, psyllid outbreaks on eucalyptus 
in their native range in Australia were often observed on roadsides, farmlands, grazing 
areas and sewage-irrigated sites (e.g. Collett 2001). Drought-stressed Eucalyptus and 
Acacia are often more susceptible to psyllids. 

Since individuals are usually small, inconspicuous, frequently hiding in crevices 
of the bark, they are easily spread unknowingly by human activities and wind. When 
populations are at low densities, individual insects, particularly eggs and young 
nymphs, are difficult to detect even for experienced eyes. Nursery trees and seedlings, 
branches and leaves are all plant materials that may easily transport sap suckers. 
Dissemination by wind occurs mainly during the early developmental stages. Scale 
insects typically display wind dispersal behavior during the early non-sedentary 
young nymphs, termed crawlers. For example, wind dispersal of first instar nymphs of 
the pine blast scale, Matsucoccus spp. facilitates colonization of new areas. Similarly, 
the elongate hemlock scale Fiorinia externa (Diaspididae) is often dispersed long 
distances by wind (McClure 1979). Young nymphs of aphids may also disperse up to 
several thousand meters by wind, as has been observed in the hemlock woolly adelgid 
Adelges tsugae (McClure 1990). Sap suckers with winged adult females (e.g. psyllids 
and aphids) may also disperse by flight. In some species, eggs and nymphs may be 
spread by animals, such as birds or mammals (McClure 1990). 

Whereas at low densities sap suckers cause only minor or no harm to individual 
trees, at high densities they may cause extensive leaf necrosis, discoloration and defo-
liation triggering reduced tree growth, and increasing susceptibility to tree pathogens 
and other insect pests. In some cases, such as in C. laportei infesting cedars, sap 
suckers may kill twigs and branches of infested trees. Ultimately, the activity of sap 
suckers may result in tree death and high enough levels of tree mortality, to result 
in forest decline as observed following M. josephi attacks in Aleppo pine in Israel 
(Mendel et al. 2016) or  A. tsugae declining hemlock stands in eastern North America
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(Ellison et al. 2018). Some sap suckers become particularly problematic in nurseries 
or greenhouse conditions. This is the case of the oak phylloxera in Israel. 

At high densities sap suckers can pose serious problems in urban settings. This 
is due to aesthetic concerns caused by foliage discoloration, deformation and defo-
liation, as well as the intense honeydew production and subsequent growth of sooty 
mold fungi (Fig. 13.2e, i, j). Under these circumstances, the implementation of control 
tactics is required. 

13.5.2 Pest Management 

Sap suckers are often difficult to control. Due to their small size and cryptic feeding 
habits, they are difficult to detect at low population levels. Their high dispersal 
capacity facilitates the colonization of new hosts. Furthermore, many of these 
species are protected by cuticular waxes, rendering contact insecticide treatments 
less successful or ineffective. The implementation of integrated pest management 
(IPM) strategies, including monitoring, biological control, cultural practices, the use 
of behavior modifying chemicals, and the injection of systemic insecticides in urban 
areas, is essential. 

13.5.2.1 Behavior Modifying Signals 

Behaviors elicited by chemical stimuli (e.g. host plant volatiles (HPV) or 
pheromones) have been studied for a few sap sucker species feeding on forest trees. 
These compounds can be used in insect monitoring and different pest management 
tactics, such as mating disruption, mass trapping, and lure and kill applications, 
among others. 

Sex pheromones of many insects are very powerful attractants, as males may 
be attracted from long distances to lures impregnated with few micrograms of 
pheromone (Fig. 13.2a, b). For example, males of Matsucoccus spp. and P. citri 
are attracted to the female sex pheromone from distances up to several hundred 
meters, although the level of captures per trap decreases with the distance between 
the source population and the lures (Branco et al. 2006b). 

Sex pheromones have been identified for 32 scale insect species (Franco et al. 
2022) and several aphid species (Dewhirst et al. 2010; Pickett et al. 2013). No sex 
pheromones have been identified to date for forest psyllids or adelgids. There is 
evidence that psyllids and other sap suckers, such as Cicadellidae, use vibrational 
signals in sex communication ( Čokl and Millar 2009). Although aphids frequently 
reproduce asexually, in holocyclic species there are populations that reproduce sexu-
ally in part of their life cycle. Sex pheromones have been identified for a number 
of aphid species, all comprising compounds of the group of cyclopentanoid nepeta-
lactones (Dawson et al. 1996). These compounds can act in synergy with plant 
volatiles. For example, bird-cherry aphid, Rhopalosiphum padi, male response to
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nepetalactol is synergized by Prunus padus leaf extract. To date, applications of 
aphid sex pheromones to control or monitor aphid pests have not been developed. 

Among scale insects, diaspidid and pseudococcid pheromones are mostly 
terpenoid derivatives, whereas those of Matsucoccidae are ketones (Zou and Millar 
2015). Only a minority of the sex pheromone compounds identified for sap suckers are 
commercially available, and with one or two exceptions, their use in pest management 
is still limited, particularly in forestry. 

Mating disruption attempts to prevent males from locating females by releasing 
high concentrations of synthetic sex pheromone in the field. Males may then be 
unable to locate females and females may remain unmated. A revision of the mech-
anisms of mating disruption is provided by Evenden (2016). Franco et al. (2022) 
provided an overview of the current knowledge on mating disruption of scale pests. 
This technique only applies to populations that reproduce sexually. The success of 
mating disruption depends on the reproductive behavior of the species, the size of 
the treatment area and the habitat adjacent to the treatment area. For small-scale 
plots, immigrant gravid females, coming from adjacent habitats or from alternate 
host plants supporting populations outside the treatment area, can render the method 
inefficient. Nevertheless, this is not a problem in the case of scale insects, as the 
females are wingless insects (Franco et al. 2022). Further, the method is usually 
more efficient at low population density levels for which the probability of mating 
will be lower. In theory, the method could be used to increase the frequency of 
Allee effects, facilitating local extinction of non-native species, when populations 
are recently established and at very low population levels (Tobin et al. 2011; see also 
Chapter 18). 

Whereas mating disruption has been widely investigated in Lepidoptera, only 
a few attempts have been made to manage hemipteran pests with mating disrup-
tion. Based on the data available on Pherobase (El-Sayed 2018), mating disrup-
tion has been investigated in about 127 Lepidoptera species, representing 86% of 
total species in which mating disruption was tested. However, only nine hemipteran 
sap suckers were targeted for the same purpose. To note, in particular three scale 
insects, the vine mealybug Planococcus ficus (Walton et al. 2006), the California red 
scale Aonidiella aurantii (Rice et al. 1997), and the San Jose scale Comstockaspis 
perniciosa (=Quadraspidiotus perniciosus) (Bar Zakay et al. 1987). Commercial 
formulations are currently available for mating disruption of the first two species, in 
vineyards and citrus orchards, respectively (Cocco et al. 2014; Vacas et al. 2014). 
The scientific, technological and practical developments in mating disruption of scale 
insects, as well as future prospects were recently reviewed by Franco et al. (2022). 
There are no examples in the literature of mating disruption to control sap suckers 
in forest plantations. 

Disruption or manipulation of acoustic signals is a new possibility for pest 
management of sap sucking insects. Using artificial signals to interfere with acoustic 
communication between male and female sap suckers has been suggested as a mating 
disruption tactic to control stink bugs (e.g. Nezara viridula, Euschistus heros) (  ̌Cokl 
and Millar 2009), the Asian citrus psyllid Diaphorina citri (Lujo et al. 2016), and 
the glassy-winged sharpshooter Homalodisca vitripennis (Mazzoni et al. 2017).
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As a pest management tactic, mass trapping attempts to remove a large portion of 
the target population by capturing individuals in traps, usually baited with kairomones 
or pheromones, and eliminating them. A weakness of using sex pheromones is that 
only males are normally attracted. This hinders the efficiency of the method because 
even a small fraction of surviving males may be enough to ensure that most females 
are mated, particularly in polygynous species. Mass trapping of mealybugs and scale 
insects using sex pheromone was tested for P. citri (Franco et al. 2003) and M. 
feytaudi (Binazzi et al. 2002). In both cases, the results did not prove the efficiency 
of the method. This was partly attributed to the small study areas and the attraction 
of males from the surrounding fields. In Italy, a management program against the 
pine bast scale M. feytaudi, combining the use of mass trapping and silvicultural 
interventions, supposedly delayed the loss of a P. pinaster forest caused by the pine 
bast scale (Sciarretta et al. 2016). One consideration is the cost-effectiveness of the 
technique, even if there is a substantial reduction of the population, the costs may 
not compensate for the expected benefits. 

Mass trapping with aggregation pheromones (which cause the increase of insect 
density, usually of both males and females, in the vicinity of pheromone source) 
is theoretically possible, and could be much more powerful than the use of sex 
pheromones. Few aggregation pheromones are known for forest sap suckers, most 
from true bugs (Heteroptera). For example, adult males and nymphs of T. peregrinus 
display an aggregation behavior induced by a male specific pheromone, whose major 
component is 3-methylbut-2-enyl butanoate (González et al. 2012). 

The lure and kill technique is similar to mass trapping, but instead of trapping the 
insects, individuals are attracted to a semiochemical-baited lure and then killed by 
exposure to an insecticide. Although limited by the small surface of lure devices, there 
may be environmental concerns that limit the use of insecticides in forest settings. 
To date, there are no examples of lure and kill tactics applied in forestry (El-Sayed 
2018). 

The dispersal behavior induced in aphids by the alarm pheromone (E)-β-farnesene 
has been commercially exploited for the control of aphids, by combining its appli-
cation with an insecticide or entomopathogenic fungi. The induction of dispersal 
behavior by the application of alarm pheromone is expected to increase the proba-
bility of the aphids contacting with the insecticide, thus reducing the effective dosage 
of the required toxicant. Nevertheless, the efficacy of this control tactic, as well as 
its cost effectiveness are unclear ( Čokl and Millar 2009). An innovative application 
of the alarm pheromone was recently developed for pest management of aphids. A 
hexaploid variety of wheat was genetically engineered to release (E)-β-farnesene. 
Laboratory tests showed that three different aphid species were repelled and the 
foraging behavior of an aphid parasitoid was enhanced (Bruce et al. 2015). 

The natural enemies of a number of sap sucker pests are attracted to the 
pheromones of their prey (i.e. the pheromones act as kairomones for the natural 
enemies). In these cases, the pheromone could be used to attract natural enemies 
and potentially increase predation rates and reduce pest population densities and 
ultimately crop damage. For example, attraction of parasitic wasps of the citrus 
mealybug (Franco et al. 2008, 2011) and of different predators of pine blast scales,
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including brown lacewings (Hemerobiidae), flower bugs (Anthocoridae), ladybirds 
(Coccinellidae), and flower beetles (Dasytidae) (Branco et al. 2006a; Mendel et al. 
2003) has been reported. It is interesting that for most of these predators, both the 
adult and larval stages were found to be attracted to the pheromone of the prey 
(Branco et al. 2006c). 

Volatile cues emitted from plants and attractive to sap suckers may theoretically be 
used for monitoring or trapping these insect pests. These include several structural 
categories of volatiles, such as alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, esters and terpenes. 
Traps baited with these compounds must compete with volatiles released by host 
plants and consequently often have low capture rates. In some cases, interactions 
with other organisms vectored by sap suckers may alter the volatile profile of host 
trees and increase their attractiveness to vectors. For example, apple trees, infected 
by the pathogen Phytoplasma mali emit higher amounts of the sesquiterpene β-
caryophyllene, and are highly attractive to the vector, Cacopsylla picta (Psyllidae) 
(Mayer et al. 2011). Similarly, citrus trees infected by the bacterial pathogen Liberib-
acter asiaticus release odors specifically attracting its psyllid vector Diaphorina citri 
(Mann et al. 2012). These compounds could potentially be used to control vector 
populations. So far there are no known examples of this phenomenon with forest sap 
suckers. 

13.5.2.2 Monitoring 

Monitoring programs normally target a single species as the deployment protocols of 
monitoring tools are often species-specific (e.g. habitat, part of the plant affected and 
distinctive symptoms). Visual surveys are recommended for urban trees and plants 
in nurseries, and for sap sucker species whose symptoms are easily discernible. 
Band traps may be used to intercept individuals moving along the tree trunk, such 
as adult females of the pine bast scale, while they are searching for sites suitable for 
oviposition (Fig. 13.2c). Interception sticky traps may be used to detect crawlers, 
when dispersing by wind, or winged adults stages, such as for psyllids. For example, 
sticky traps were used to monitor the blue gum psyllid, Ctenarytaina eucalypti and 
the red gum psyllid G. brimblecombei in California (Dahlsten et al. 2003). The 
performance of sticky traps for monitoring can vary depending on trap color and 
position in the canopy, as observed for the green spruce aphid Elatobium abietinum, 
in Sitka spruce (Straw et al. 2011). Therefore, trap design and deployment protocol 
must be optimized for each species-habitat combination. 

Monitoring is probably the most frequent use of sex pheromones in IPM. 
Pheromone-baited traps can catch individuals when populations are at extremely 
low levels. Therefore, this highly specific method allows detection of population 
growth before outbreaks or in the early phases of population establishment. Conse-
quently, managers may apply control methods in an early stage. This allow for timely 
application of treatment, before populations reach hard-to-control proportions and 
damage has already occurred. It also avoids increased costs of treatments. As for
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sticky traps, protocols for deployment of pheromone-baited traps need to be opti-
mized for each species, namely regarding, trap design, size and dosage (e.g. Branco 
et al. 2004). Pheromone-baited traps are often used to follow seasonal activity of 
flying males of a given species. Among other applications, this allows managers to 
anticipate treatment periods and follow generations through seasons. For spreading 
populations, such as invasive species, monitoring by pheromones allows the tracking 
of their dispersion rate and range. 

13.5.2.3 Biological Control 

Many sap sucker pests in forest ecosystems are invasive species or native species 
whose natural enemies have been locally disrupted. Sap suckers are usually well 
regulated by natural enemies in their native habitats. Therefore, in many cases clas-
sical biological control is the optimal solution for invasive pest species. For example, 
outbreaks of P. fuscipennis (Monophlebidae) in pine stands in Israel came to an end 
following the introduction of natural enemies from Spain, such as Novius cruen-
tatus (Coleoptera, Coccinellidae) and Cryptochaetum jorgpastori (Diptera, Cryp-
tochaetidae) (Mendel et al. 1998). Similarly, outbreaks of Cinara spp. in the Mediter-
ranean and South Africa were controlled by introduction of specific parasitic wasps. 
The horse chestnut scale, Pulvinaria regalis (Coccidae), native to Asia and first 
detected in Europe in 1968 has become a serious pest of horse chestnuts, as well 
as many other tree species in Europe (Trierweiler and Balder 2005). Efforts are 
underway to develop a biological control program using the parasitiod Coccophagus 
lycimnia (Hymenoptera: Aphellinidae), although this parasitoid is already present in 
Europe and its origin is unknown. Recent invasion of Victoria and South Australia by 
the giant pine scale M. hellenica has resulted in serious damage to several introduced 
pine species (Nahrung et al. 2016). Neoleucopis kartliana (Diptera: Chamaemyiidae), 
which has already been used to control M. hellenica on the Italian island of Ischia, 
may be the solution for the scale invasion in South Australia (Avtzis et al. 2020). 

In some cases, classical biological control alone does not provide adequate control. 
The Hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA) A. tsugae, native to East Asia, is one of the 
most damaging agents on hemlock and spruce trees (Tsuga spp., Picea spp.) in 
North America. It was unintentionally introduced in the 1950s in the eastern states, 
spreading to nearby states (McClure et al. 2000). The biological control agent Sasajis-
cymnus tsugae (=Pseudoscymnus tsugae) (Coleoptera, Coccinelidae) was introduced 
in North America from Japan in the 1990s. In its natural range, the ladybeetle was 
considered very prey-specific, keeping the adelgid under control. More than 100,000 
adult beetles were released in eastern North America in highly affected forests. 
Although adelgid densities were reduced in treated areas (McClure and Cheah 1998; 
McClure et al. 2000), 20 years later the Hemlock woolly adelgid was still the most 
important threat to the native Tsuga species in the eastern USA (Letheren et al. 
2017). Additionally, three species of ladybeetles of the genus Scymnus were first 
found in China and introduced in USA for studies under quarantine conditions. 
However, due to mass rearing difficulties, only two species were released in limited
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numbers and to date there have been no field recoveries of these species (Havill 
et al. 2014). HWA is also invasive in western North America. Species of Laricobius 
are specialist predators of adelgids and predation by the native beetle Laricobius 
nigrinus (Coleoptera: Derodontidae) was thought to limit HWA in western North 
America. Lamb et al. (2006) proposed its release as a biocontrol agent for eastern 
HWA populations. Additional species of this genus from both North America and 
Japan are currently under study for the biocontrol of HWA. A difficulty of classical 
biological control results from finding adequate natural enemies on the insect pest 
native range. An example is the Beech scale, Cryptococcus fagisuga (Eriococcidae), 
invasive in North America. Phylogenetic analysis of this eriococcid suggested that 
its natural range covers the areas of northeastern Greece, the Black Sea drainage 
basin, the Caucasus Mountains, and northern Iran (Gwiazdowski et al. 2006). But so 
far efficient natural enemies have not been found. 

Another example of the variability of the success of biological control is seen 
with the Eucalyptus psyllids. Biological control of the blue gum psyllid C. eucalypti 
by the Australian parasitoid Psyllaephagus pilosus was achieved in the first year 
after its introduction in Europe (Chauzat et al. 2002). However, the control of red 
gum lerp psyllid G. brimblecombei, by another Australian parasitoid Psyllaephagus 
bliteus was only partially successful both in California and Europe (Dahlsten et al. 
2003; Boavida et al. 2016). 

Native beneficial organisms may also prey upon non-native forest pests and 
contribute to regulating their populations (Table 13.6). For example, the predator 
Elatophilus nigricornis exerts some control upon the non-native pine bast scale M. 
feytaudi in Corsica. This control is thought to be more effective in mixed forests, 
where this native natural enemy feeds on a congeneric native scale insect Matsu-
coccus pini and consequently is expected to have more stable and persistent popu-
lations (Jactel et al. 2006). The leaf galling psyllid C. schini feeds on the Peruvian 
pepper tree, and is invasive in Kenya, where it is heavily parasitized by native eulophid 
parasitoids, which probably switched from native psyllids developing on Tamarisk 
(Overholt et al. 2013). 

In summary, although biological control is usually a long lasting sustainable solu-
tion to control invasive sap suckers it is not always successful. Biological control 
may not be successful because the agent selected may not be appropriate for the 
release site. Some natural enemies require several years to establish and build up 
their populations until effects on target populations are realized. Even after several 
years of establishment, biocontrol agents may not control pest populations enough to 
avoid damages. Since landowners wish for inexpensive solutions, quick results and 
in the short-term, complementary tactics may be needed (e.g. cultural, silvicultural 
or chemical tactics) until biological control agents are established and providing 
adequate control.
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13.5.2.4 Cultural, Chemical and Physical Methods 

Cultural and physical methods may solve problems with temporary outbreaks of 
sap suckers. Mechanical cleaning of infested trees can reduce populations of sap 
suckers and reduce damage. Common practices are washing infested branches with 
soaped water or pruning. These tactics are labor-intensive and costly. Therefore, 
they are mainly applied in arboretum, parks or urban settings. If these actions are 
applied regularly, they may reduce sap sucker populations and allow natural enemies 
to regulate the pest populations. These techniques are mainly applied to individual 
high-value trees and often the objective is not the control of sap sucker populations 
but rather protecting the aesthetics of the host plant, or in cases when the scale 
population spoils the surroundings with honeydew, or causing nuisance high male 
flight. For example, control of the horse chestnut scale P. regalis in Europe is mostly 
done by mechanical cleaning in urban areas (Speight et al. 1998). In circumstances 
where populations are spatially delimited such as nurseries, colored sticky traps may 
exert some control on psyilld, cicada and leafhopper populations. 

Chemical control measures may be used for treating individual street or park 
trees. Some environmentally friendly methods, such as non-toxic insecticidal soap, 
plant extracts or horticultural oils are available. In some cases, systemic insecticides 
may be used with good results to control aphids, psyllids and scale insects. The use 
of these products in forests is forbidden in many countries and their use is heavily 
restricted in nurseries. In urban settings, insecticide application might be practiced by 
soil drenching or trunk injections. The insecticide is transported systemically through 
the tree vascular system to the foliage or other plant parts where it may kill infesting 
sap suckers. With soil treatments, care needs to be taken to avoid contamination of 
water bodies. Of concern is the fact that other insect communities on the tree may 
be affected by systemic insecticides. 

In some cases, host plant resistance plays a major role in tree health. This 
phenomenon is well known among several Matsucoccus spp., which devastated large 
pine areas as invasive species, for which pine provenance is a major factor in tree 
susceptibility (e.g. Mendel 1984; Mendel et al. 2016). Similarly, for HWA host plant 
resistance plays a major role on population densities of this adelgid, both in the native 
and introduced areas (Havill et al. 2014). The presence of resistant species or prove-
nances may then help to control the problem. However, lack of resistance is usually 
a major management challenge and often remains an unresolved situation (e.g. some 
species of Matsucoccidae, Adelgidae and Eriococcidae). If resistant genetic mate-
rials are not available, cultural and silvicultural measures may be suggested as a 
solution to reduce damage, at least until other, more long-lasting solutions such as 
biological control, can be developed.
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13.6 Conclusions 

Sap sucking insects, are characterized by their specialized feeding mode and are quite 
species diverse in forest trees. By producing honeydew, sap suckers also establish 
interactions with other forest species, including both vertebrates and invertebrates, 
which use this sugar resource. The general effect of sucking insects on forest trees is 
by far much less conspicuous than other major insect groups, like bark beetles and 
defoliators. 

Sucking insects often become major pests under two scenarios: (1) planting of 
highly susceptible trees outside their native ranges; and (2) introduction or natural 
spread of these hemipterans outside their native ranges. Invasions by non-native sap 
suckers often occur without their principal natural enemies. In several cases, the 
negative effects of these invasive species on tree health have been mitigated by the 
introduction of natural enemies. On the other hand, range expansion may result in 
interactions between sap suckers and host trees lacking resistance. These cases may 
benefit from tree breeding and selection programs. In their native range, damage 
by sap suckers also increases when the trees are under physiological stress or top-
down effects of their natural enemies are disrupted. Understanding the ecology of sap 
suckers and the factors that promote outbreaks is essential for developing effective 
control strategies. 
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Chapter 14 
Gall Formers 

Brett P. Hurley, Gudrun Dittrich-Schröder, and Caitlin R. Gevers 

14.1 Introduction 

Gall formers are among the most highly evolved herbivores. Several organisms induce 
gall formation including viruses, bacteria, mites and nematodes. Insects are one of the 
most dominant gall-forming groups, with estimates ranging from 21,000 to 211,000 
species (Ciesla 2011). Within the insects, gall formers have evolved independently in 
the Coleoptera, Diptera, Hemiptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera and Thysanoptera. 
Galls are induced by the gall-forming insect, where specific metabolic interactions 
result in differentiation of the plant tissue and the consequent abnormal growths are 
referred to as galls. Through this manipulation of the plant’s growth, the insect obtains 
food and shelter. Galls can vary greatly in size and shape, from pits or folds to the ‘oak 
apples’ of some cynipid species. Gall forming insects often display fascinating and 
complex biologies, including host alternation and cyclical parthenogenesis. However, 
the biology of many gall formers is poorly understood, in part because of their cryptic 
habit of living primarily within the gall. 

Historically, gall formers of trees have often been reported as pests of little 
economic importance. However, this has changed with the introduction and spread of 
a number of invasive non-native gall forming species, some of which have become 
pests of serious economic importance. Thus, for some forestry tree species like 
eucalypts this group of insects has now become one of the most important groups of 
insect pests (Dittrich-Schröder et al. 2020). The importance of gall formers as pests 
of forestry trees will increase in the future with the increased movement of these 
insects around the world. 

In this chapter, we discuss insect gall formers of forestry trees. We examine the 
natural history and ecology, as well as the evolution and diversity, of these fascinating
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insects. We provide a list of the gall forming insects associated with forestry trees and 
discuss management strategies, with a focus on the species most relevant to forestry. 
In addition, we use case studies to discuss three of the important gall forming species, 
to provide more specific details of the biology, spread and management of these 
insects. 

14.2 Natural History and Ecology 

As a group gall forming insects are polyphyletic and include a variety of orders and 
families, and consequently represent a very diverse range of life histories. As it is 
not possible to cover the details of all the different gall formers in this chapter, we 
focus on three key aspects related to their natural history and ecology; namely gall 
formation, reproductive strategies and the gall community. 

14.2.1 Gall Formation 

Insect-induced plant galls are the product of a highly specialised and unique type of 
insect-plant interaction. Most gall forming insects have a high fidelity to a specific 
host genus or even species, and thus do not attack an extensive range of host plants 
(Csóka et al. 2017). In addition, most gall forming insects only attack specific plant 
organs of their host, for example the flowers, fruits, buds, shoots or leaves, and 
these organs must be in the correct development or phenological stage. Gall shape 
is generally consistent within a species, but not between related taxa, and thus gall 
morphology can be used to assist species identification (Raman 2011). As opposed 
to the abnormal growths induced by fungi and bacteria, 90% of galls induced by 
insects show bilateral or radial symmetry (Raman 2007). 

Plant galls are an incredible example of a modified natural structure caused by 
messages from a foreign organism. Initiation of a gall occurs when the plant is either 
exposed to an accessory gland secretion during oviposition (e.g. cynipids, sawflies 
and some beetles), or a salivary chemical from the feeding of first-instar larvae 
(e.g. cecidomyiids, coccids and aphids) (Rohfritsch 1992). Subsequently the exposed 
tissues no longer experience normal growth but, instead, the cells are physiologically 
modified through differentiation and hypertrophy (increase in cell size), resulting in 
formation of the inner-gall tissue and the outer gall tissue (cortical parenchyma) 
(Harper et al. 2004; Klein 2009). The growth stage of the gall consists mainly of 
hyperplasia (cell expansion), which allows the gall and the inner chamber to grow. 
Hyperplasia results in the formation of nutritive tissue that the larvae are able to 
manipulate into a suitable food source (Rohfritsch 1992; Harper et al. 2004; Klein 
2009). The larva is then able to feed on the inner-gall tissue for the duration of its 
development, thereby decreasing the number of gall cell layers as the larva increases 
in size.
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The gall reaches maturity once cell proliferation ceases. Major physiological and 
chemical changes in the gall tissues, such as when the flow of water and sap to the 
gall stops, results in gall dehiscence (Rohfritsch 1992). These changes are correlated 
with the development of the gall former and facilitate its exit from the gall. Although 
there is limited information on the communication between gall inducer and host 
plant, it has become evident that constant stimuli by the gall inducer is required to 
retain gall formation (Stone et al. 2002; Harper et al. 2004). If a natural enemy kills 
the gall inducer, gall development will cease. 

14.2.2 Reproductive Strategies 

Gall forming insects are present in several orders and families, and, not surprisingly, 
there are a range of reproductive strategies associated with these insects, from sexual 
reproduction to parthenogenesis, where males are either lacking or very scarce (see 
Case Study—Leptocybe invasa). Perhaps one of the most interesting reproductive 
strategies, present in a number of gall forming insects in the Hemiptera (Adelgidae 
and Pemphigidae) and Hymenoptera (Cynipidae), is that of cyclical parthenogenesis. 
Cyclical parthenogenesis involves the alternation of sexual and asexual reproduc-
tion. This reproductive mode has been described in over 15,000 species (Stone et al. 
2008). The alternation of reproductive modes within a year is often associated with 
differences in morphology and ecology among generations. The differences between 
these generations can be so great that some gall formers were originally identified 
as different species and even genera (Felt 1940). In some cases, the different repro-
ductive modes are associated with different host plants (see Case Studies—Adelges 
cooleyi and Andricus spp). 

Oak and sycamore gall wasps (Cynipidae) are unique as they produce their asexual 
and sexual generations in strict alternation (Stone et al. 2002, 2008; Atkinson et al. 
2003). This is unlike other gall wasps, which reproduce asexually with the occasional 
sexual generation in response to environmental changes. Many of the cynipids exhibit 
obligate alternating sexual and asexual generations (Hood and Ott 2011). These 
generations differ by the host plant used, the plant part galled, morphology and size of 
the gall, the number of siblings in each gall and the adult body size (Stone et al. 2002; 
Rokas et al. 2003; Stone and Schönrogge 2003; Hood and Ott 2011; Schönrogge et al. 
2012). A common difference observed between sexual and asexual generations is 
that asexual galls are large and complex while the sexual galls are simple, often 
cryptic and usually much smaller. 

14.2.3 Gall Community 

Galls can contain multitrophic, closed and complex communities with a number of 
different inhabitants, including the gall inducer, parasitoids, hyperparasitoids, and
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inquilines (Table 14.1). Parasitoids may feed exclusively on the host gall former, but 
in some parasitoid species the larvae initially feed on the gall tissue and then switch 
to feed on the host, while in other species the larvae start by feeding on the host and 
later feed on the gall tissue in order to complete their development (Roskam 1992; 
Klein 2009). There is a great diversity of parasitoids of gall formers, and in some 
cases there are different cohorts of parasitoids of the sexual and asexual galls of the 
same species (Table 14.1).

Inquilines inhabit galls of other insects to obtain food and shelter. They are inca-
pable of inducing galls of their own but, as with the parasitoids of gall insects, they 
are highly specialised to gain access to existing galls. Unlike parasitoids, however, 
inquilines do not feed on the developing gall insect but obtain their nutrition from 
the gall tissues (Brooks and Shorthouse 1998). The gall inducer and inquiline can 
sometimes co-exist and partition the gall resources, resulting in the successful devel-
opment of both species. In other cases, the inquiline may cause the death of the 
gall inducer because it either develops and feeds much faster than the gall inducer, 
causing it to starve, or it manipulates the gall, creating additional chambers and 
tissues of its own (endohalls), which cause the gall inducer to die due to insufficient 
space or crushing (Brooks and Shorthouse 1998; Ferraz and Monteiro 2003; Klein 
2009). Although some gall communities are relatively well studied, in many cases 
the taxonomy and role of the different gall inhabitants is not well resolved. 

14.3 Evolution and Diversity 

The ability to form galls has evolved many times in phytophagous insects and has been 
recorded from six insect orders (Cook and Gullan 2004; Hardy and Cook 2010). More 
than 13,000 insect species have been described as gall inducers (Raman et al. 2005); 
however, the two families with the greatest number of species are the Cecidomyi-
idae (Diptera) and Cynipidae (Hymenoptera), with each family comprising approxi-
mately 1400 described species (Dreger-Jauffret and Shorthouse 1992; Ronquist and 
Liljeblad 2001; Ronquist et al. 2015) (Fig. 14.1).

The complex relationship between the gall former and host plant is considered 
to be an advanced association (Shorthouse et al. 2005). Gall forming insects have 
been shown to be highly host and tissue specific, showing significant phenotypical 
specificity and are significantly more host-specific than closely related non gall-
forming species (Hardy and Cook 2010). An example, illustrating the phenotypic 
specificity, are the cynipids associated with oak, which are represented by more than 
1000 described species, with each species having a characteristic gall structure (Stone 
and Cook 1998; Ronquist and Liljeblad 2001). Evolution of gall formation is best-
described using cynipids due to the extensive work conducted on this family. The 
ancestral origin of gall-forming cynipids is thought to be the Palearctic (Ronquist 
et al. 2015). Some of the oldest records of studies on the evolution of gall formation, 
date back to the 1920’s. In these studies, Alfred Kinsey used morphological and 
biological information to explain the relationships between gall formers and their
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Table 14.1 Examples of inquilines and parasitoids of gall insects that infest forest trees 

Species Inquilines Parasitoids 

Hymenoptera: Cynipidae 

Andricus burgundus Synophrus politus Mesopolobus dubius, M. 
xanthocerus, M. 
mediterraneus, Ormocerus 
vernalis, Aulogymnus gallaru, 
A. testaceoviridis, Aprostocetus 
sp. 1, Tetrastichus sp. 1, 
Torymus auratus, Macroneura 
vesicularis 

Andricus corruptrix Sexual generation: Synergus 
reinhardii & S. umbraculus 

Sexual generation: 
Mesopolobus dubius, M. 
fuscipes, M. tibialis and M. 
xanthocerus 

Andricus grossulariae Ceroptres cerri (Cynipidae) 

Andricus kollari Sexual generation: Synergus 
reinhardii, S. umbraculus 

Sexual generation: 
Mesopolobus dubius, M. 
fuscipes, M. tibialis and M. 
xanthocerus 

Andricus lignicola Sexual generation: Synergus 
reinhardii, S. umbraculus 

Sexual generation: 
Mesopolobus dubius, M. 
fuscipes, M. tibialis and M. 
xanthocerus 

Andricus quercuscalisis 
(Knopper gall wasp) 

Asexual galls: Synergus 
gallaepomiformis, S. 
umbraculus; Sexual galls: 
Synergus reinhardii, S. 
umbraculus 

Asexual galls: Sycophila 
biguttata, Mosopolobus 
amaenus, Megastigmus 
stigmatizana, Gelis 
formicarcius. Sexual galls: 
Mesopolobus dubius, M. 
fuscipes, M. tibialis and M. 
xanthocerus 

Dryocosmus kuriphilus 
(Chestnut gall wasp) 

Torymus sinensis 

Neuroterus saltatorius 
(Jumping oak gall wasp) 

Ormyrus distinctus, 
Amphidocius schickae, 
Mesopolobus longicausae, 
Dibrachys cavus, 
Amphidociusn. sp., 
Aprostocetus pattersonae, 
Aprostocetus verrucarii, 
Aprostocetus n. sp., Brasema 
sp. 

Hymenoptera: Eulophidae 

Leptocybe invasa (bluegum 
chalcid) 

Selitrichodes neseri, 
Quadrastichus mendeli, 
Selitrichodes kryceri

(continued)
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Table 14.1 (continued)

Species Inquilines Parasitoids

Ophelimus maskelli (eucalypt 
gall wasp) 

Closterocerus chamaeleon 

Quadrastichodella nova Leprosa milga 

Diptera: Cecidomyiidae 

Obolodiplosis robiniae Platygaster robiniae 

Thecodiplosis jaonensis (pine 
needle gall midge) 

Inostemma matsutama, I. 
seoulis 

References: Smith (1954), Claridge (1962), Hutchinson (1974), Payne (1978), Moriya et al. (1989b), 
Schönrogge et al. (1996), Walker et al. (2002), Ciesla (2011), and Schönrogge et al. (2012)

Fig. 14.1 A circular neighbour joining tree showing the relatedness of gall forming insects in 
forests. Cytochrome b sequences available for gall-forming insects associated with forest trees 
were downloaded from GenBank and used to generate the tree. Colours correspond to the insect 
family, namely Adelgidae, Aphididae and Psyllidae (blue); Cynipidae (green); and Eulophidae (red)
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hosts (Ronquist et al. 2015). Kinsey (1920) hypothesized that gall formers initially 
utilized herbs as their hosts and inhabited the plant tissue rather than induced galls. 
These galls subsequently evolved and increased in complexity with for example 
multi-chambered galls, considered structurally simple, evolving into single cham-
bered galls, considered structurally complex (Ronquist et al. 2015). This increased 
complexity over evolutionary time has also been observed in aphids, thrips and 
sawflies (Fukatsu et al. 1994; Nyman et al. 1998; Morris et al.  1999). Other authors 
such as Malyshev (1968) have argued that early cynipids were associated with oaks 
and first formed galls on buds or seeds. However, Roskam (1992) suggested that 
recent radiation events in the Oligocene led to the radiation of the cynipids from the 
family of flowering plants, the Asteraceae. 

The three main advantages of development within galls are the availability of 
nutrition, a constant microclimate, and protection against parasitoids and herbivores 
due to physical and/or chemical features of the gall (Stone and Schönrogge 2003; 
Ronquist et al. 2015). It is generally accepted that the evolution of gall formers 
has largely been driven by selection pressure from natural enemies (Stone and Cook 
1998) and to a lesser extent mistakes during oviposition/host selection by female gall 
formers (Price 2005). High mortality levels of gall formers, caused by parasitoids, has 
been suggested to drive the evolution of various morphological gall characteristics, 
such as gall size, thickness of gall exterior and spiny surfaces, in an attempt to 
decrease mortality levels (Inbar et al. 2004; Hardy and Cook 2010). This top-down 
force could be one of numerous factors driving variation in gall formation (Nosil 
and Crespi 2006). Parasitoids may parasitize gall formers on a preferred plant host, 
leading to the use of a new plant host by the gall former, in an attempt to evade 
mortality thereby resulting in variation in gall formation (Rott and Godfray 2000; 
Singer and Stireman 2005). Studies have shown that most often there is a correlation 
between gall morphology and relatedness of the gall former, however there are a few 
exceptions (Inbar et al. 2004). 

Phylogenetic analyses suggest that most of the diversity making up the gall 
forming species, within for example the Cecidomyiidae and Cynipoidea, is due to 
a radiation event (the rapid splitting of a lineage into two distinct lineages, due to 
certain conditions which result in a new feature, permitting the lineage to access a new 
niche), rather than the independent acquisition of the gall forming trait (Ronquist and 
Liljeblad 2001). This conclusion is based on the occurrence of many gall forming 
species in only a few insect families, rather than gall forming species distributed 
amongst many insect families (Cook and Gullan 2004; Vardal 2004). Some groups 
of gall formers, such as the Cynipdae contain many species whereas others such as 
the Aphididae contain far less, possibly indicating that a large degree of speciation 
occurred within the Cynipidae at a rapid rate (Price 2005). Consequently, such groups 
are difficult to separate at a taxonomic level, as morphological characteristics are not 
distinctive enough to separate specimens into different genera. 

Diversification of gall forming insects has been thought to be influenced and 
driven by individual phenotypic traits (e.g. reproductive rate, dispersal ability, body 
size, longevity, ecological constraint, sexual selection), species-specific traits (e.g. 
population size, abundance, geographic range), and availability of sufficient suitable
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hosts (Hardy and Cook 2010). The most likely factor contributing to speciation within 
gall-formers is the acquisition of a new host or plant organ (Medonça 2001). Due to 
the specificity of the relationship between the gall former to its host plant, the shift 
of a gall former to a new host is very rarely observed and rarely successful (Csóka 
et al. 2017). For this reason, no gall former has been recorded as utilising a wide 
range of host plants (Ronquist et al. 2015; Csóka et al. 2017). 

Interestingly, within the Hymenoptera, the family Eulophidae contains species 
with diverse biologies, ranging from predominantly parasitoids to gall formers and 
seed feeders (Gauthier et al. 2000). The Eulophidae represents the largest group 
of parasitoids within the Chalcidoidea and contains over 4000 described species, 
including many that have been successfully used for biological control (Noyes 1998; 
Gauthier et al. 2000). The origin of parasitism is thought to have arisen from the 
group ancestral to the Orussoidea and Apocrita (Whitfield 1998). Early parasitoids 
evolved from hymenopterans feeding on both wood-boring larvae and to a lesser 
extent on fungi. 

14.4 Gall Formers of Forest Trees 

Gall forming insects are present on all continents except Antarctica and infest many 
forest tree species including both hardwood and softwood species. In some cases 
these infestations are not considered to significantly affect the health of the trees, 
whereas in other cases these insects are reported as serious pests. The majority have 
been reported from the northern hemisphere, but it is unclear whether this is a true 
reflection of higher diversity or if it is due to differences in reporting and research on 
these insects between the two hemispheres. We provide a summary of gall forming 
insects known to infest forest trees in Table 14.2, focusing on those that are considered 
as pests and/or which have been well studied.

Although gall forming insects that infest forest tree species are present in a 
number of insect orders and families, most of these insects are from the Adel-
gidae (Hemiptera), the Cecidomyiidae (Diptera), and the Cynipidae and Eulophidae 
(Hymenoptera) (Table 14.2). The Cecidomyiidae gall formers are associated with a 
range of host trees and gall types, including artichoke-shaped galls of some of the 
Dasineura species, spindle shaped galls at the base of pine needles, and galls which 
at maturity resemble a small flower on the branches. Nearly all of the adelgid gall 
formers belong to the genus Adelges. Several of these species have been shown to be 
holocyclic, where the primary host is always Picea and the secondary host is Abies, 
Larix, Pseudostuga, Tsuga or Pinus. These insects cause damage at the non-galling 
(asexual) stage, whereas the galling stage is not considered problematic. The galls 
resemble small pineapples. 

Most of the Cynipidae are gall formers on oak species and associated with visu-
ally striking galls, sometimes with the appearance of apples. The oak gall wasps are 
also known to have complex communities of parasitoids and inquilines. An impor-
tant cynipid that is not associated with oaks is the chestnut gall wasp, Dryocosmus
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kuriphilus. This insect is native to China, but has been introduced into other parts 
of Asia, North America and Europe where it infests chestnut trees and can cause 
substantial damage. Of the Eulophidae, the best-known species are Leptocybe invasa, 
Ophelimus maskeli and O. eucalypti, all of which are invasive pests of Eucalyptus 
(Dittrich-Schröder et al. 2020). 

Gall forming insects of forest tree species are less common in the orders 
Coleoptera and Lepidoptera. Examples include the poplar gall Saperda inornata 
(Coleoptera: Ceramycidae) and the boxelder twig borer, Proteotera willingana (Lepi-
doptera: Olethreutidae), which infest poplar and maple in North America, respec-
tively (Table 14.2). Other families which include gall forming insects on forest trees 
include Agromyzidae in the Diptera; Aphidae and Homotomidae in the Hemiptera; 
Eurytomidae, Pteromalidae and Tenthredinidae in the Hymenoptera. 

14.5 Management 

In cases where gall insects become serious pests on forest trees, a number of manage-
ment options exist. Chemical control is of limited use as the majority of the insect’s 
life cycle is protected within the gall. Systemic insecticides may be effective in a 
small number of cases. For example, stem injections of individual trees are used to 
control the hemlock woolly adelgid, Adelges tsugae (Csóka et al. 2017). However, 
the use of systemic insecticides is generally not a financially feasible option for large 
areas of forest (i.e. in natural or plantation forests). 

Natural enemies of gall forming insects can assist to maintain populations at low 
levels. Although the natural enemies of many of the gall forming insects are not 
known, where they have been studied, gall formers have often been found to have 
a number of parasitoids (Table 14.1). For invasive gall insects a classical biological 
control (CBC) approach has often been used, as is the case with the eucalypt-infesting 
gall wasps, L. invasa and O. maskelli (Protasov et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2008; Dittrich-
Schröder et al. 2014). There are no known parasitoids of adelgid gall formers, and 
thus biological control programmes for these gall formers have focused on pathogens 
and predators. 

Host genetic selection is a management approach that is often used in plantation 
forests. Here, more resistant species or genotypes are planted, replacing those that 
are more susceptible. This approach can include in field or nursery screening trials 
(Dittrich-Schröder et al. 2012) in addition to research elucidating the mechanisms 
behind host resistance (Oates et al. 2015, 2016). This approach can be very successful 
to control gall insects due to their high host specificity. 

It is important to note that most gall forming insects that infest forest trees are not 
considered pests, and of those that are considered pests, many are not of economic 
concern and thus do not require management. This is partly because most gall forming 
insects have not established outside their native range, and within their native range 
their impact is limited by bottom-up (e.g. host resistance) and top-down (e.g. natural 
enemies) factors. For example, although there has been much study on the parasitoid
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community of the oak gall wasps, Andricus spp. (Stone and Sunnucks 1993; Stone 
et al. 1995) (see Case Study 14.6.2), biological control programmes for these wasps 
has not been necessary. Native gall forming insects can still become serious pests, but 
it is often the non-native introduced species that require management intervention. 
This has been the case with the gall wasps of Eucalyptus, such as Leptocybe invasa 
(see Case Study 14.6.3). 

14.6 Case Studies 

14.6.1 Adelges cooleyi (Gillette 1907), Cooley Spruce Gall 
Adelgid (Adelgidae, Hemiptera) 

The Cooley Spruce Gall Adelgid (Fig. 14.2) is native to Western North America and 
reproduces by cyclical parthenogenesis (Havill and Foottit 2007). Cyclical partheno-
genesis may be defined as “several rounds of clonal reproduction followed by a 
sexual event” (Rouger et al. 2016). The duration of the entire life cycle is two years. 
This species is holocyclic, which refers to the occurrence of sexual reproduction 
in at least one of the generations, whereas reproduction during the other genera-
tions is parthenogenic. A characteristic of holocyclic species is the use of alternate 
hosts to complete their life cycle. Adelges cooleyi has five distinct generations of 
which three occur on its primary host, spruce (Picea sitchensis, Picea pungens and 
Picea engelmanii), and two occur on its secondary hosts Douglas fir and the big-
cone Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii and Pseudotsuga macrocarpa). Holocyclic 
species form galls on their primary host and utilise their secondary host to support 
the parthenogenetic generations (Havill and Foottit 2007).

Winged adelgids, also known as sexupare, move from their secondary host to their 
primary host where they lay a single clutch of eggs. Thereafter, the sexupare die and 
the eggs are sheltered by their wings until they hatch. Male and female offspring are 
wingless and feed at the emergence site until the end of the fourth instar (Havill and 
Foottit 2007). Moulting occurs and the adult generation move towards the centre of 
the tree where they mate (Havill and Foottit 2007). Thereafter a large single egg is 
laid which gives rise to a wingless form, known as a fundatrix. The fundatrix selects 
a bud where she will overwinter until spring. At the onset of spring she feeds on 
the sap of the bud thereby initiating gall formation. Once the fundatrix is mature 
she produces a cluster of eggs that hatch into brown nymphs. These nymphs or 
gallicolae crawl into and feed inside the gall. The size of the gall is an indication 
of the number of nymphs present, with large galls containing more nymphs than 
smaller galls (Sopow and Quiring 2001). At the onset of summer the gall opens, 
allowing the gallicolae to emerge and moult into adults (Havill and Foottit 2007). 
This generation is winged allowing the gallicolae to disperse to their secondary host 
to lay eggs. The offspring emerging from these eggs are referred to as exules and are 
parthenogenic females. A portion of these exules, the progredientes, reproduce by
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Fig. 14.2 The Cooley Spruce Adelgid, Adelges cooleyi: A winged female; B adult sistens with egg 
mass; C gallicolae feeding inside gall chambers; D nymphs; E Douglas fir infested with Adelges 
cooleyi; F old hardened gall case. Photo credits: A © Image, copyright Claude Pilon/Les Hemipteres 
du Quebec – pucerons all rights reserved, B © http://influentialpoints.com/Gallery/Adelges_cool 
eyi_Douglas_fir_adelgid_Cooley_spruce_gall_adelgid.htm#identi, C © courtesy of Whitney Cran-
shaw, Colorado State University / copyright Bugwood.org, D and E © D. Manastyrski/Cone and 
Seed Insect Pest Leaflet No. 14, F © Courtesy Ies, licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 
3.0 United States license/https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us/legalcode

http://influentialpoints.com/Gallery/Adelges_cooleyi_Douglas_fir_adelgid_Cooley_spruce_gall_adelgid.htm#identi
http://influentialpoints.com/Gallery/Adelges_cooleyi_Douglas_fir_adelgid_Cooley_spruce_gall_adelgid.htm#identi
http://www.Bugwood.org
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/us/legalcode
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parthenogenesis whereas others, the sistentes, overwinter on their secondary host. 
After overwintering, sistentes start feeding in early spring and produce waxy hair-like 
protrusions. They lay eggs which give rise to both winged and wingless offspring. The 
wingless generation remains on the secondary host whereas the winged generation 
return to their primary host where they produce both male and female offspring. 

Damage on the primary host, spruce, is mainly aesthetic however severe gall-
formation on the branch tips may lead to mortality of the growing tips. The feeding 
activities of A. cooleyi nymphs on the secondary host, Douglas fir and big-cone 
Douglas fir, cause needle discolouration and may cause the dropping of needles. As 
a result of the honey dew excreted by the feeding nymphs, black sooty mould may 
develop. Large numbers of adelgids may lead to a reduction in seed production. 

Natural predators, such as lacewings, assassin bugs and lady beetles, are an impor-
tant component of adelgid control. The effectiveness of insecticidal control is limited 
due to the waxy hair-like covering protecting many life stages of the insect. Short 
periods in the life cycle of adelgids are suitable for use of insecticidal soap, such as 
the emergence of nymphs from the eggs. Management approaches include ensuring 
that both primary and secondary hosts are not planted in close proximity. 

14.6.2 Andricus spp., Andricus Gall Wasps (Cynipidae, 
Hymenoptera) 

The oak gall wasps belong to the tribe Cynipini (Cynipidae: Hymenoptera) and are 
characterized by their heterogonic (cyclically parthenogenic) life cycle. Each species 
produces an asexual and bisexual generation that have morphologically distinct galls 
associated with the plant family Fagaceae, specifically on Quercus (oaks) (Cook 
et al. 2002). There are approximately 1000 known species of oak gall wasps, of 
which the Andricus genus (Fig. 14.3) is one of the largest and most ecologically 
diverse (Cook et al. 2002). Species from this genus exhibit a lifecycle that involves 
two generations per year: sexual in spring and asexual (agamic) in autumn (Fig. 14.4). 
Each generation is specific with regards to the host species and the plant organ it 
attacks. Thus cynipids such as Andricus, which have a heterogonic life cycle, are 
restricted to the areas which contain both its hosts; this prerequisite is important in 
determining their patterns of global distribution (Stone et al. 2002).

There are four host-altering gall wasps from the genus Andricus (Andricus corrup-
trix, A. kollari, A. lignicola and A. quercuscalicis) that are native to south-eastern 
Europe but have become invasive in Britain since 1934. The sexual generation of 
these species occurs in spring on Quercus cerris (Turkey oak) and the asexual gener-
ation in autumn on Q. robur (English oak) and Q. petreae (sessile oak) (Schönrogge 
et al. 1998). Quercus cerris is a necessary secondary host for these gall wasps and 
their invasion was likely facilitated by its introduction into Britain (Schönrogge et al. 
1998). Quercus cerris has been planted further north and west from its native range 
and this has created patches where it co-occurs with other Quercus species native
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Fig. 14.3 The oak gall wasps, Andricus spp. A agamic gall induced by A. quercuscalicis (Knopper 
gall); B agamic gall induced by A. kollari; C agamic gall induced by A. lignicola; D agamic gall 
induced by A. corruptrix. Photo credits: A, B and C © David Fenwick/http://www.aphotofauna. 
com; D © Saxifraga – Frits Bink

to those areas (Stone et al. 2002). As a consequence of anthropogenic activity and 
the ability of Q. cerris to self-seed, it is likely that the area containing the necessary 
hosts to support the spread of Andricus wasps will increase (Stone and Sunnucks 
1993; Walker et al.  2002). 

As mentioned above, heterogonic life cycles are used by gall formers from many 
insect families. This mode of reproduction consists primarily of an annual agamic 
generation with a single sexual generation prompted by environmental cues (Stone 
et al. 2002). The heterogonic reproduction of the Cynipid wasps in general is unusual 
because of the strict alternation between sexual-agamic generations. As mentioned 
above, the gall which contains the sexual generation in oak gall wasps develops 
during the spring on Quercus cerris. After emergence from these galls, females 
mate and then oviposit on either Q. robur or Q. petreae. The resulting galls produce 
the asexual generation. In autumn, these females emerge and oviposit eggs on Q. 
cerris, which are dormant until spring the following year and the cycle begins again 
(Fig. 14.4). Deviations occur from this general pattern depending on the species 
and environmental conditions (Stone et al. 2002). The life-cycle of A. kollari alters 
depending on where it is geographically situated, in southern Europe it follows an 
annual life cycle, whereas in northern Scotland its development takes two years.

http://www.aphotofauna.com
http://www.aphotofauna.com
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Fig. 14.4 An annotated diagram illustrating the heterogonic life cycle of the four invasive Andricus 
wasps (Andricus corruptrix, A. kollari, A. lignicola and A. quercuscalicis) described in this case 
study. This is a generalized depiction of the life-cycle, each species have slight deviations from 
the general rule, such as the organ choice. The agamic female wasp oviposition occurs in spring, 
the bisexual generation develops in the small blister-like galls. The bisexual generation mates and 
oviposits in Autumn, where the agamic females develop in large conspicuous galls. They alter 
between two hosts. Inset image of the Andricus quercuscalicis (Knopper) agamic gall. Photo credit: 
David Fenwick/http://www.aphotofauna.com). The Diagram was constructed by one of the authors, 
C. Gevers

Andricus corruptrix, A. lignicola and A. kollari induce galls on buds in both their 
sexual and agamic generations. In spring, the sexual galls on Quercus cerris are 
minute galls that are virtually unnoticeable as they barely protrude from the scales of 
the bud. In contrast, the agamic generation produces large conspicuous galls on either 
Q. robur or Q. petreae during the autumn months (Schönrogge et al. 2000). Andricus 
quercuscalicis is slightly different as the sexual generation induces small galls on 
the catkins of Q. cerris and the asexual generation produces a yellowish-green rigid 
gall on the acorns (knopper gall) of Q. robur in autumn, hence its common name of 
the knopper gall wasp (Schönrogge et al. 2000). The adults of the sexual generation 
are generally much smaller than the adults of the asexual generation, and produce 
fewer eggs, only 70–80 eggs in comparison to the 800–1000 eggs produced by the 
asexual generation (Hails and Crawley 1991). 

The communities associated with these four Andricus species have been studied 
in detail (Stone and Sunnucks 1993; Rokas et al. 2003) and are fascinating in that the 
suite of natural enemies attracted to the sexual and asexual generations differ (Stone 
et al. 1995). It has been suggested that the alteration of generations in the Cyinipidae 
wasp may have allowed them to escape their natural enemies by “partitioning the 
host space” for the parasitoids (Stone et al. 1995). It is interesting that in general these 
four wasps share parasitoids and inquilines. For example, they share the parasitoids 
Mesopolobus dubius (except in A. kollari), M. fuscipes and M. tibialis (except in

http://www.aphotofauna.com
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A. corruptrix) in their sexual galls. However, there are parasitoids, for example, 
Megastigmus stigmatizan, which has currently only been seen to emerge from the 
agamic gall of Andricus kollari (Hayward and Stone 2005). 

The appearance and structure of the gall is imperative in determining the commu-
nity of insects (natural enemies) able to gain access to the gall. With regards to the 
Andricus wasps, the galls for each generation are noticeably different. The agamic 
galls have a longer developmental time (approximately four months), the size is 
almost 1000 times larger than the sexual galls, and they have thick woody walls and 
harbour inquilines and a more diverse community of parasitoids and inquilines (Stone 
et al. 1995). Conversely, the significantly smaller and thin walled sexual galls develop 
in approximately three weeks and do not appear to attract inquilines as effectively, 
thus attracting natural enemies that are predominantly parasitoids. 

In addition to gall morphology, the host tree can also influence the parasitoid 
community. Quercus robur, which houses the agamic galls of Andricus, has been 
present in the invaded range for thousands of years and attracted other gall forming 
cynipids besides Andricus, indicating that there is already a rich diversity of para-
sitoids and inquilines present in the invaded range (Schönrogge et al. 2000). In 
contrast, Q. cerris has been invasive for fewer than 500 years, which has caused it to 
have a more patchy and random distribution (Stone and Sunnucks 1993; Stone et al. 
1995). It is hypothesized that the more recent invasion of Q. cerris has likely affected 
the availability of parasitoids that are able to attack both the sexual and agamic galls 
as the sexual generation only develops on this host. 

14.6.3 Leptocybe invasa (Fisher & LaSalle), Bluegum 
Chalcid (Eulophidae, Hymenoptera) 

Leptocybe invasa, commonly referred to as the bluegum chalcid, is a wasp in the 
family Eulophidae that induces galls on Eucalyptus trees (Fig. 14.5). Although native 
to Australia, the first report, and subsequent description, of this insect was in 2000 
when it was detected outside its native range, in Israel (Mendel et al. 2004). Subse-
quent to its detection in 2000, L. invasa has spread to Europe, Asia, Africa, South 
and North America, as well as New Zealand. By means of molecular markers it 
was shown that the global distribution of L. invasa in fact represents two different 
lineages, possibly different species (Nugnes et al. 2015). The lineage originally intro-
duced into Israel (Lineage A) is also present in Europe, the Americas, eastern and 
southern Africa and parts of Asia, while Lineage B is present in Asia, Ghana and 
South Africa (Dittrich-Schröder et al. 2018). However, the exact distribution of these 
two lineages is only just being explored and is also expected to change over time due 
to the continued natural and human-assisted movement of the insect. Countries that 
contain both lineages could lead to genetic admixture (Dittrich-Schröder et al. 2018). 
Interestingly, to date (as of 2018), Lineage A, from which L. invasa was described, 
has not yet been found in Australia, the assumed native range.
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Fig. 14.5 The bluegum chalcid, Leptocybe invasa. A adult female wasp; B oviposition scars on 
midrib of leaf; C gall on midrib of leaf; D gall on petiole of leaf; E gall showing adult emergence 
holes; F damage from L. invasa (trees in foreground are a susceptible Eucalyptus clone, whereas 
trees in background are a resistant Eucalyptus clone) 

Gall formation is induced when female L. invasa oviposits in the host plant. 
Oviposition sites include the stems, midribs and petioles of young leaves. Eggs 
are laid 0.3–0.5 mm apart in a line. A spherical ‘bump-shaped’ gall is formed and 
galls often fuse on a leaf (Fig. 14.5). Mendel et al. (2004) recognized five stages of 
galls, where the colour changes from green to pink to red as the gall matures, and 
light brown on adult emergence; however, the gall colour can also be influenced by 
exposure to the sun. The larvae develop within separate cavities within the gall. The 
exact number of larvae on one gall or leaf is highly variable, ranging from 1 to over 
60 (Mendel et al. 2004).
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Emerging adults are about 1.1–1.4 mm in length, although the male is often smaller 
in size. The head and body are brown with a blue to green metallic shine, and the legs 
are yellow (except last tarsal segment, which is brown) (Mendel et al. 2004) When 
L. invasa was first recorded in Israel no males were found in the population and the 
wasp was thought to reproduce thelytokously. However, males were subsequently 
found in Asia and other invaded areas, suggesting occasional sexual reproduction. 
Endosymbiotic bacteria in the genus Rickettsia are suggested to induce thelytokous 
parthenogenesis in L. invasa populations (Nugnes et al. 2015). Laboratory studies 
have stated a mean potential female fecundity of 158 eggs/female, and mean develop-
ment time from oviposition to emergence of 132 days (at room temperature) (Mendel 
et al. 2004; Sangtongpraow et al. 2011). 

Galling on the Eucalyptus hosts results in malformation and stunted growth of 
the plant and in severe cases tree death. In its invaded range, L. invasa has resulted in 
substantial losses in eucalypt plantations and is considered one of the most serious 
insect pests of Eucalyptus. One of the main management approaches is host selection; 
L. invasa has a relatively narrow host range, which allows more resistant species and 
hybrids to be selected for planting (Javaregowda and Prabhu 2010; Nyeko et al. 2010; 
Dittrich-Schröder et al. 2012). However, this approach requires the continual devel-
opment of new species and clones due to the continual arrival of new insect pests with 
differing host preference. Biological control is the other main management approach. 
Biological agents released include Quadrastichus mendeli, Selitrichodes kryceri, S. 
neseri and Megastigmus species (Kim et al. 2008; Kelly et al. 2012; Dittrich-Schröder 
et al. 2014). There have also been a number of Megastigmus species which have been 
found to be associated with L. invasa in the invaded range (Sangtongpraow and Char-
ernsom 2013); some of these are thought to be parasitoids of L. invasa, but in other 
cases, the role of these species and their interaction with introduced biological control 
agents is uncertain (Gevers et al. 2021). Systemic insecticides have been reported to 
be effective in some cases (Jhala et al. 2010), but their use is often limited due to 
high costs and restrictions from forestry certification bodies. 
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Chapter 15 
Tip, Shoot, Root, and Regeneration Pests 

David R. Coyle 

15.1 Introduction 

Actively growing tree tissues, such as branch and shoot tips and fine roots, are high 
in nutritive value and generally have comparatively lower amounts of defensive 
compounds than older tissues. Many arthropods have evolved to feed on or in these 
nutritious tree tissues, and most of these herbivores consume a relatively small amount 
of living tissue or fluids. These particular tissues often lack the physical or chemical 
defenses present in other parts of the tree, and can be easier to access by herbivores. 

While removal of any living tissue or fluid has some effect on the host tree, impacts 
on the overall health of the tree can be highly variable, ranging from negligible to tree 
death. The magnitude of these impacts depends on host tree vigor, tree age or size, 
the amount of material consumed or removed, and the location of the damage. For 
example, adult Hylobius abietis consume the phloem from small diameter branches 
in the crowns of mature conifer trees in Europe, and this feeding can kill branch tips 
(Örlander et al. 2000). On a mature tree, however, the loss of some branch tips is not 
likely to be detrimental to that tree’s overall health. Likewise, despite high branch 
tip mortality from periodical cicada (Magicicada) oviposition damage, branch and 
stem diameter growth of maples (Acer), dogwoods (Cornus), and redbuds (Cercis) 
trees in Indiana, U.S. was not affected (Flory and Mattingly 2008). Twig girdler 
damage (Fig. 15.1) can eliminate apical dominance and lead to a high rate of lateral 
bud development on branches, causing a change in tree structure (Martínez et al. 
2009). Adult feeding by the weevil Cylindrocopturus eatoni, which occurs in Coastal 
Western North America, is known to injure young Ponderosa (Pinus ponderosa) and 
Jeffrey (Pinus jeffreyi) pine trees. Adults emerge in mid-summer and begin feeding 
on the bark of small branches, and late summer feeding by larvae on the phloem of
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Fig. 15.1 Twig girdling damage by Oncideres cingulata on pecan (Carya illinoinsis) results in the 
loss of branch ends, which can alter the structure of host trees (Photo credit: Clemson University – 
USDA Cooperative Extension Slide Series, Bugwood.org) 

twigs and shoots can cause branch mortality, tree deformation, and death of smaller 
trees (Eaton 1942; Furniss 1942). 

In forests managed for commercial production, insect feeding and damage on 
tips, roots, and shoots can kill terminal leaders and negatively impact tree growth 
and form, resulting in volume and economic losses. The two most common groups of 
insects in these situations are tip moths and root weevils. Rhyacionia and Dioryctria 
tip moths impact tree branches or terminal tips in conifers, while root weevils (of 
which there are many species) feed on branches, shoots, or root tissues in conifers 
and hardwoods. Many of these insects are colloquially referred to as “regeneration 
pests” because they often damage seedlings or recently transplanted trees and, at 
times, significantly impact the regeneration process. It is important to note that the 
same herbivorous species may act as a regeneration pest in some situations (i.e. if it 
attacks and damages young tree seedlings) and not in others. Other species damage 
mature trees and can lead to tree health declines and contribute to mortality. The 
biology, ecology, and management of many of these species has been well studied. 

15.2 Similarities and Differences Between Tip Moths 
and Root Weevils 

While superficially different, these two groups of insects share several commonali-
ties. Both tip moths and root weevils come from highly speciose taxonomic groups. 
There are over 10,300 species in the Family Tortricidae (Order Lepidoptera, Gilligan 
et al. 2018), many of which are small, usually with a <3 cm wingspan, and having
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brownish coloration as adults. The genus Rhyacionia contains many horticultural, 
agricultural, or forestry pests, and larvae exhibit a wide variety of feeding strategies, 
including leaf rollers, gall makers, fruit, root, or shoot borers, and seed or flower 
feeders (Gilligan et al. 2018). The lepidopteran family Pyralidae contains nearly 
6,000 species, many of which are small to mid-sized (wingspans <4 cm) agricultural 
pests that are variably colored adults (Regier et al. 2012). Within this family the 
genus Dioryctria contains 79 recognized species, most of which impact cones or 
seeds (Whitehouse et al. 2011) though several species do cause damage to branches 
and shoots of conifers (Roe et al. 2011). 

Within the Order Coleoptera, the Family Curculionidae (the “true” weevils) is 
the largest, with over 77,000 species (GBIF 2021). This family contains many 
insects that attack trees, including the bark beetles (Chapter 10) and ambrosia beetles 
(Chapter 11). Until recently, bark and ambrosia beetles were considered a separate 
Family, even though there was substantial evolutionary evidence to the contrary 
(Jordal et al. 2011), and bark and ambrosia beetles are now a subfamily within the 
Curculionidae. Several weevil species impact trees in forests, nurseries, urban and 
suburban landscapes, and natural or managed landscapes. 

Both tip moths and root weevils have holometabolous life cycles, going through 
four morphologically distinct developmental stages: egg, larva, pupa, and adult. 
Adults are mobile—Rhyacionia and Dioryctria moths are active fliers, and most 
(but not all) root weevil adults can fly. Both tip moth and root weevil larvae are 
relatively immobile—Rhyacionia and Dioryctria larvae are confined to the shoot or 
meristem tip on which the female oviposited, and root weevil larvae either live in a 
tunnel under the bark or in the soil where they feed on fine roots (hence the common 
name). In all cases, the success of the individual larva—and of the species—depends 
largely on the ability of the adult female to choose an oviposition site that will be 
favorable to the offspring. This is known as the “mother knows best” hypothesis 
(Scheirs et al. 2000; Mayhew 2001) in that the mother chooses a location for her 
offspring that will allow them the best chance at success (i.e. reaching maturity and 
reproducing). Individuals who select the best oviposition sites produce offspring that 
survive and pass on those genetics; those that do not select favorable oviposition sites 
will be less likely to pass their genes on to subsequent generations. 

There are significant ecological and biological differences between these two 
insect groups, primarily in terms of life cycle duration, location where the feeding 
damage occurs, and which life stages cause this damage. Adult Rhyacionia moths 
live only a few weeks (e.g. Friend and West 1933; Asaro and Berisford 2001b), 
which is just long enough to mate and oviposit. Eggs are laid on pine needles, and 
larvae first bore into needles, later entering the growing lateral and terminal shoots 
(e.g. Stevens 1966; Jennings 1975). Larvae seldom grow more than several mm in 
size, but their feeding on vascular tissue causes tip mortality. Dioryctria moths have 
between one and several generations a year (e.g. Butcher and Carlson 1962; Neunzig 
et al. 1964). Like Rhyacionia, larvae feed in tree tissues, most often cones but also 
shoot tips; this feeding can cause damage and mortality to branches, deterioration of 
tree form, and can negatively impact stand value (Neunzig et al. 1964; Speight and 
Speechly 1982; Hainze and Benjamin 1984).
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While the loss of a single growing tip is not detrimental to a mature tree’s health, 
severe damage can occur when high pest populations infest younger trees. For 
instance, significant mortality of newly planted Caribbean pine (Pinus caribaea) 
resulted from shoot feeding by Dioryctria larvae in the Philippines (Speight and 
Speechly 1982) and Dioryctria resinosella larval feeding killed nearly a third of 
current year leaders on young red pine (Pinus resinosa) in Maine, U.S. (Patterson 
et al. 1983). While some of these trees had a secondary leader assume dominance, 
16% assumed a forked growth form and were permanently damaged. An outbreak 
of the pine tip moth Rhyacionia leptotubula damaged 40% of growing terminals in 
China and caused significant long-term damage to Armand pine (Pinus armandii) 
growth and form (Yang et al. 2012). After feeding is complete, larvae pupate in the 
now dead shoot. In some cases, trees that were previously attacked by the Nantucket 
pine tip moth (Rhyacionia frustrana) become predisposed to additional, subsequent 
R. frustrana attacks (Coody et al. 2000). Multiple moth generations can occur during 
a single growing season (Powell and Miller 1978). 

In contrast to shoot moths, the entire life cycle of most root weevils may take 
two years or more. Adults can live up to several months (Wen et al. 2004; Son 
and Lewis 2005) and are active feeders, sometimes causing significant damage. 
For example, the cypress weevil (Eudociminus mannerheimii) primarily impacts 
weakened or damaged cypress and related trees in the Family Cupressaceae. It has 
been reported in much of the eastern U.S. (Skvarla et al. 2015) and Central Mexico 
(Sánchez-Martínez et al. 2010). Confirmed and reported instances of this weevil 
damaging trees span the range of small diameter nursery stock (Mayfield 2017), 
urban landscape trees (Skvarla et al. 2015), and natural riparian areas (Sánchez-
Martínez et al. 2010). This weevil damages and kills trees by infesting the stems and 
tunneling under the bark, consuming the phloem, eventually killing the tree. 

Root weevil larvae are whitish and grublike, though not C-shaped like a typical 
soil-dwelling grub. Larvae feed on fine roots or within a gallery created in the phloem 
of the root or shoot. Like tip moths, larval damage can be significant. For instance, a 
weevil in the genus Aclees, previously undocumented as a forestry pest in its home 
range, became a new pest of planted Spanish cedar (Cedrela odorata) when this tree 
was planted in commercial plantations in Vietnam (Thu et al. 2010). This tree is highly 
valued for furniture and is native to tropical areas of the Americas. But, when planted 
in Vietnam as a non-native tree species, the native Aclees weevil became extremely 
prevalent in these plantings, with infestation rates of 80–100% and high damage rates 
on inspected trees. This particular system is an excellent example of a native pest, 
which was of so little economic consequence that it had not yet been identified to 
species, becoming a serious concern for growers due to forest management practices 
(i.e. installing plantations of non-native Spanish cedar trees). Pupation of root weevil 
larvae occurs in the ground or in small “pupal chambers” inside the tissue on which 
the larva fed. The amount of time a root weevil spends in each of these life stages 
varies greatly, and depends on the insect species, climate, local conditions, and host. 

Unlike tip moths, whose larval stage is the only life stage to feed on tree tissue, 
feeding by both larval and adult root weevils can damage trees, but the amount and 
severity of damage varies greatly depending on the insect species. In most cases
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adults and larvae feed on different tree tissues. For instance, several non-native root 
weevil species (primarily Phyllobius oblongus, Sciaphilus asperatus, Barypeithes 
pellucidus, and Polydrusus formosus, which is also known as P. sericeus, plus a  
few other less commonly encountered species) have established in hardwood forest 
stands throughout the Western Great Lakes Region of North America (Coyle et al. 
2008b) (Fig. 15.2). Adults are only present for several weeks in early summer, occa-
sionally causing extensive defoliation of sugar maple (Acer saccharum), yellow 
birch (Betula alleghaniensis), American basswood (Tilia americana), hop-hornbeam 
(Ostrya virginiana), and Rubus in the forest understory (Coyle et al. 2008b). This 
adult defoliation, coupled with fine root herbivory by larvae – densities of which 
can exceed 1000/m2 – can lead to seedling mortality (Pinski et al. 2005; Coyle et al. 
2008b, 2014). 

Fig. 15.2 Polydrusus sericeus (a) and  Phyllobius oblongus (b) adults with characteristic feeding on 
leaf margins of Ostrya virginiana (c) and  Acer saccaharum (d) in northern hardwood forests of the 
Great Lakes Region of North America (Photo credits: Steven Katovich, Bugwood.org [a]; György 
Csóka, Hungary Forest Research Institute, Bugwood.org [b]; David Coyle, Clemson University [c 
and d])
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15.3 Management Strategies for Tip, Shoot, Root, 
and Regeneration Pests in Forest Systems 

Determining when and where to dedicate resources towards pest management is one 
of the primary decisions facing forestry professionals around the world. This decision 
is, in part, dictated by geography and socioeconomic factors. In places where forestry 
is a major industrial activity and component of the economy, keeping forest stands 
pest-free and healthy requires, and is given, more emphasis and resources. 

Whether trees are in natural or unmanaged uneven-aged forests, or managed and 
even-aged forests; tip, shoot, root, and regeneration pests are usually not problem-
atic or controlled in healthy older or larger trees, as they rarely cause widescale 
measurable damage. However, several types of tip, shoot, and root feeding insects, 
specifically root weevils, can and do feed on tissues of stressed trees. For instance, 
several genera of root weevils in the southeastern U.S. oviposit in dying or dead pines 
(Matusick et al. 2013) and the larvae feed on and develop in dying or dead roots or 
stumps (reviewed by Coyle et al. 2015). These insects play an important ecological 
role in that their feeding helps break down woody tissue. Further, by creating their 
feeding galleries they help several species of fungi proliferate inside the tree tissues, 
thus aiding in wood decomposition. 

Younger trees in any forest situation are at a greater risk of damage from tip, 
shoot, and root pests. Managing these pests in mixed species or uneven-aged stands 
is often logistically difficult and economically unfeasible due to the heterogeneity of 
the system; conversely, in managed or planted forests control of tip, shoot, root, and 
regeneration pests is often a part of the overall management plan. In some cases, even-
aged managed stands are at a greater risk of pest pressure. For example, uneven-aged 
Norway spruce (Picea abies) or Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) stands were at a lower 
risk for Hylobius abietis damage than even-aged stands in Scandinavia (Nevalainen 
2017). In contrast, even-aged stands of shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata) had lower 
levels of damage from the Nantucket pine tip moth and several species of Hylobius 
weevils than uneven-aged stands (Land and Rieske 2006). Although these studies 
report different effects of stand structure, both support the idea that regardless of 
location, smaller trees are more susceptible to damage by this group of herbivores 
than are larger trees. 

In heavily managed systems, such as seedling nurseries or intensively managed 
production forests, there are often established protocols to control damage from 
tip, shoot, root, and regeneration pests (e.g. Coyle et al. 2005; Cram et al.  2012). 
These pest management strategies may include pesticides, cultural or silvicultural 
treatments, the use of natural enemies, or a combination of tools. Different forest 
systems around the world have developed methods to manage tip, shoot, root, and 
regeneration pests, but these are often tailored to a particular pest and tree species. 
Pest behavior, host preferences and choices, and different forest types and forestry 
management tactics around the world all influence pest management strategies. 

The next portion of this chapter will highlight the biology, ecology, and manage-
ment of several arthropod species that impact tips, shoots, roots, or seedlings in forest
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systems. Each case study will focus on a particular organism or group of organisms, 
and discuss how these pests can impact tree growth, form, and productivity. 

15.3.1 Case Study: Rhyacionia Tip Moths 

There are 44 species of Rhyacionia tip moths worldwide (Gilligan et al. 2018) of  
which several species are found in North America (Miller 1967; Dickerson and 
Kearby 1972; Bell  1993). All tip moths attack pine (Pinus) species (Powell and Miller 
1978). Although adults do not feed, young larvae mine needles and older instars feed 
inside shoot tissue. Several Rhyacionia species are known to cause significant damage 
under certain conditions. 

Rhyacionia frustrana is an important pest of planted and natural pine in North and 
Central America and several Caribbean Islands (Powell and Miller 1978; Ford  1986; 
Asaro et al. 2003). This moth has up to five generations annually in the U.S., with 
adults emerging as early as March in some areas (Fettig et al. 2000, 2003). The life 
cycle of R. frustrana is roughly synchronized so that oviposition occurs with each 
new flush of growth on host trees (Berisford 1988). Preferred hosts in the southern 
U.S. are loblolly (Pinus taeda), shortleaf, and Virginia pine (P. virginiana) (Yates  
1966; Nowak et al. 2010). Adults in early generations typically emerge synchronously 
during a growing season, though this synchronicity can be reduced in generations 
later in the year (e.g. Gargiullo et al. 1985). After mating, females use volatile host 
terpenoids to locate oviposition sites (Asaro et al. 2004) and lay eggs on needles 
or shoots. After hatching, larvae bore into needles (later moving to buds or shoots), 
buds, or shoots, and feed inside these tissues (Asaro et al. 2003). This feeding kills 
the bud or shoot tip, and in response to this the tree produces additional shoots. 
This results in a severely forked branch or stem (Fig. 15.3). Feeding can also kill 
developing cones (Yates and Ebel 1972). Damage can be variable during the year, as 
some studies show an increasing level of tree shoot mortality as the growing season 
progresses (e.g. Nowak and Berisford 2000; Coyle et al. 2003) while in others the 
highest damage levels occurred early in the growing season (Yates 1966; Miller and 
Stephen 1983). Larvae pupate inside the shoot, and the entire life cycle takes just a 
few weeks (Gargiullo and Berisford 1983; Haugen and Stephen 1984).

Newly planted or young pine stands are considered most susceptible (Asaro et al. 
2003), as R. frustrana attack rates decrease as trees grow taller (White et al. 1984; 
Sun et al. 1998). Because damage rarely kills trees, a common dogma was that trees 
would “outgrow” R. frustrana damage by the end of the harvest cycle. However, 
long-term studies show a lasting impact of R. frustrana damage on tree productivity, 
as loblolly pine stands in North Carolina and Georgia that received tip moth control 
early in the rotation had greater stem volume and better stem form after 20 and 
15 years, respectively (Berisford et al. 2013). Neither fertilization, irrigation, nor 
vegetative competition control consistently impacts R. frustrana populations (Asaro 
et al. 2003; Coyle et al. 2003; Nowak and Berisford 2010), likely due to the highly 
variable R. frustrana and natural enemy populations on the landscape.
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Fig. 15.3 Adult Rhyacionia frustrana (a) oviposit on Pinus spp., where the larvae feed inside a 
shoot tip eventually causing shoot mortality (b). Repeated attacks can result in heavy terminal 
mortality and shoot production by the tree, resulting in a stunted, bushy tree (c) (Photo credits: 
James A. Richmond, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org [a]; David Coyle, Clemson University 
[b]; Terry Price, Georgia Forestry Commission, Bugwood.org [c])

Management strategies for R. frustrana have centered around pheromone trap-
ping and insecticide application (e.g. Donley 1960). Pheromone components for R. 
frustrana have been identified and isolated (Hill et al. 1981) and successfully used in 
monitoring programs to predict infestation levels (Asaro and Berisford 2001a). For 
years, optimal insecticide periods for foliar insecticide applications were based on 
moth phenology (Berisford et al. 1984) or pheromone trapping, and detailed maps 
helped advise pine growers when to spray for R. frustrana based on degree-day accu-
mulation (Malinoski and Paine 1988; Fettig et al. 2000, 2003). Recent advances in 
systemic insecticide technology have provided growers the option of applying treat-
ments directly to seedlings at planting (or planting pre-treated seedlings), and this 
management method has resulted in substantial reductions in R. frustrana damage 
and, consequently, increases in tree growth and biomass accumulation (King et al. 
2014). 

Several other Rhyacionia species cause occasional damage in pine plantations 
around the world. The European pine shoot moth (Rhyacionia bouliana), long 
regarded as a pine pest in Europe (Friend and West 1933), has established in 
North America where it is primarily a pest of ornamental pines and Christmas 
trees. It primarily impacts red pine, Scots pine, white pine (P. strobus), jack pine
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(P. banksiana), and Austrian pine (P. nigra) (Butcher and Haynes 1960). However, 
R. bouliana will occasionally damage lodgepole pine (P. contorta) seed orchards 
(Heeley et al. 2003) and red pine plantations, although trees may eventually outgrow 
this damage, which typically occurs early in the rotation (Miller et al. 1978). This 
pest is also known to cause significant damage in planted pine stands in South 
America, especially in loblolly pine, radiata pine (P. radiata), and slash pine (P. 
elliottii) (Eglitis and Gara 1974; Ide and Lanfranco 1996). As with most non-native 
species, R. bouliana populations tend to be higher in the invaded range (i.e. North 
America) than its native range (i.e. Europe) (Miller 1962). Additional reports of 
Rhyacionia species as occasional pests of pines appear throughout the literature. For 
instance, R. duplana occasionally causes shoot mortality and damage to Japanese 
black pine (P. thunbergia) in Japan (Kanamitsu 1965; Saito 1969), R. leptobula is 
a serious pest of Yunnan pine (P. yunnanensis) and Armand pine (P. armandii) in  
China (Huang 1987), and R. neomexicana is an important pest of ponderosa pine in 
the southwestern U.S. (Jennings 1975). 

15.3.2 Case Study: Otiorhynchus Root Weevils 

Tree seedlings are particularly susceptible to herbivory because they do not have 
large carbohydrate reserves from which to draw upon to help regenerate tissues 
and alleviate stress resulting from foliage loss. In forest nurseries, millions of tree 
seedlings can be present in one area, representing a highly concentrated food resource 
for pests. Weevils in the genus Otiorhynchus, native to Europe but now found in most 
of North America, parts of Australia, New Zealand, and Japan (Nielsen 1989), can 
be significant nursery pests. Adults are nocturnal and feed on the foliage of many 
woody plant species, though this leaf “notching” does little damage to the plant (e.g. 
Löf et al. 2004). Eggs are laid near the base of the seedling and larvae feed on the fine 
roots and lower stem, often causing significant damage (La Lone and Clarke 1981; 
Halldorsson et al. 2000) (Fig. 15.4). Adult Otiorhynchus weevils do not fly, and after 
emergence do not disperse far from where they developed as larvae (Moorhouse et al. 
1992; Brandt et al. 1995).

The most destructive Otiorhynchus weevils in the northern U.S. and Canada are 
O. sulcatus, O. ovatus, and O. rugusostriatus. In northern Europe, O. rugifrons, O. 
singularis, O. arcticus, and O. nodosus are also known to impact young nursery-
grown or planted seedlings (Halldorsson et al. 2000). Both conifer and hardwood 
seedlings may be impacted by Otiorhynchus weevils and, in some cases, damage 
can be severe. For instance, McDaniel (1932) detailed an infestation of O. ovatus in 
central Michigan, U.S., and noted that larval weevil feeding resulted in 33% of the 
seedlings being unusable in 1929, to 67% unusable in 1930, and in 1931 the entire 
crop of Norway and white spruce (Picea glauca), white pine, red pine, and ponderosa 
pine, and white cedar (Thuja occidentalis) were completely destroyed. Nearly 35% 
of Russian larch seedlings (Larix sibirica) were killed by Otiorhynchus feeding over 
a 3-year period in southern Iceland (Halldorsson et al. 2000).
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Fig. 15.4 Adult Otiorhynchus weevils, like this Otiorhynchus rugostriatus (a), are black, stout-
bodied, and flightless. Adult feeding appears as leaf notches, usually on the edges of leaves, and 
does very little harm to the plant (b). Larvae are white and grublike (c) and consume fine roots 
and the phloem of larger roots (d) (Photo credit: Matt Bertone, North Carolina State University 
[a]; Whitney Cranshaw, Colorado State University, Bugwood.org [b]; Michael Reding, USDA 
Agricultural Research Service, Bugwood.org [c]; David Gent, USDA Agricultural Research Service, 
Bugwood.org [d])

In nurseries, management of regeneration weevils is commonly done via fumiga-
tion (i.e. insecticide) treatments, or occasionally with entomopathogenic nematodes 
(parasitic nematodes that live in soil and feed on weevil larvae). Other management 
techniques include practicing clean cultivation, allowing infested areas to remain 
fallow, and rotating transplant beds so weevils do not have adequate host mate-
rial (Cram et al. 2012). The use of biological control, specifically soil fungi, to 
manage Otiorhynchus weevils in nurseries is being studied in Iceland (Oddsdottir 
et al. 2010) and thus far results seem promising—the addition of several types of 
soil fungi resulted in significant Otiorhynchus larval mortality. The cryptic nature 
of these beetles makes their detection difficult, and this can directly impact the effi-
cacy of any integrated pest management program put in place to control populations. 
However, developing chemical attractants for Otiorhynchus weevils is possible (van 
Tol et al. 2012). Assuming that this technology is fully developed, growers could 
better time chemical applications and increase their management efficacy.
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15.3.3 Case Study: Hylobius abietis 

Over 1 billion ha of natural and plantation forest land occurs in Europe and Asia, of 
which spruces (Picea) and pines are major components of the native flora and local 
timber industry (FAO 2020). This area, specifically the Scandinavian countries and 
Russian Federation, is a major producer of forest products. Consequently, adequate 
management for pests that impact the health of these forests is essential. 

The large pine weevil (Hylobius abietis), is one of the most serious pests of conifers 
in this region (Fig. 15.5). While Scots pine and Norway spruce are preferred hosts, 
H. abietis also feeds on other conifers and some hardwoods (e.g. silver birch [Betula 
pendula] and common beech [Fagus sylvatica]). Adults feed on the tender shoot 
tissue of young trees, causing stem girdling that can result in damage and mortality 
on over 80% of young seedlings in some areas (Gourov 2000; Hannerz et al. 2002; 
López-Villamor et al. 2019; Hardy et al. 2020). After mating, females deposit their 
eggs in the vicinity of or in notches chewed on the bark of roots of weakened or mature 
trees or stumps just below the soil surface. Larvae create galleries under the bark, 
feeding on the living tissue and disrupting nutrient transport in the tree, and pupate 
in chambers under the bark. Larval development and adult emergence often occurs 
within the same year, however, larvae may take up to five years to develop in some 
cases (Leather et al. 1999). Adults can live up to four years, and upon emergence 
require several weeks of feeding before becoming reproductively mature (Leather 
et al. 1999). Adults are attracted to volatiles emitted by cut stumps (Lindelöw et al. 
1993) where they mate and oviposit.

Scientists have worked for decades evaluating different management strategies 
for H. abietis. Various types of physical barriers have been evaluated (e.g. Lindström 
et al. 1986; Eidmann and Von Sydow 1989; Nordlander et al. 2011; Lalík et al. 2020). 
While many are as effective as insecticides, not all are likely to be commercially 
viable due to cost and/or time necessary to install. Insecticides (including permethrin, 
cypermethrin, imidacloprid, and others, Nordlander et al. 2011; Willoughby et al. 
2020) have been used as a management tool for H. abietis, many of which can reduce 
weevil feeding damage to acceptable levels. However, there is evidence that adult H. 
abietis can detect insecticides in woody tissue and actively avoid that tissue (Rose 
et al. 2005), calling into question the effectiveness of some insecticide treatments. 
Further, adult weevils may live for weeks after ingesting insecticides, during which 
time oviposition or new feeding damage could occur (Rose et al. 2005). However, 
the availability of insecticides is not perpetual (e.g. permethrin was banned from use 
in Europe in 2003). As the scientific community learns more about the impacts of 
different active ingredients, we use this knowledge to help make decisions on how 
these chemicals should and can be used, with human and environmental safety in 
mind. Sometimes, chemical formulations that were once thought to be safe turn out to 
be unsafe after new information is gathered. In cases such as these (e.g. permethrin), 
the insecticide may cease to be available for use. 

We cannot simply rely on chemical control of forest pests. Hence, for pests such 
as H. abietis, much research effort has also gone towards silvicultural techniques and
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Fig. 15.5 Feeding by Hylobius abietis adults (a) can girdle conifer seedlings throughout Europe 
and Asia, resulting in seedling mortality (b). While adult damage is the most dramatic and impactful, 
larvae feed on roots (c) and can cause damage to already stressed trees (Photo credit: Jean-Paul 
Grandjean, Office National des Forêts, Bugwood.org [a]; György Csóka, Hungary Forest Research 
Institute, Bugwood.org [b]; Petr Srutka, Czech University of Agriculture, Bugwood.org [c])
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residual stump management with a focus on determining the relationship between 
H. abietis and its host material (i.e. cut stumps, in-ground roots, and slash). Adult H. 
abietis are significantly more abundant in areas with white spruce stumps (Rahman 
et al. 2015; Piri et al.  2020) and increased incidence of seedling damage by adult 
feeding is expected and occurs in areas where seedlings are planted in close proximity 
to stumps (Piri et al. 2020). Site preparation, in particular the removal of stumps, 
which reduces volatiles that attract adults and oviposition and larval feeding sites, 
significantly reduces the risk of H. abietis damage to seedlings (Rahman et al. 2018; 
Wallertz et al. 2018). And, while commercial stump removal does not remove all 
roots from the site, Rahman et al. (2018) showed that waiting two years after harvest 
to remove stumps reduced larval H. abietis feeding and densities by 50%. Hylobius 
abietis damage was also positively correlated with the amount of slash remaining 
on the ground, which declined as time after harvest increased (López-Villamor et al. 
2019). Planting seedlings in the summer resulted in less H. abietis feeding damage 
than planting in other seasons (Wallertz et al. 2016; Nordlander et al. 2017a). Thus, 
timing for certain silvicultural management strategies for H. abietis is critical. 

Many other management methods have been evaluated with varying levels of 
success. Methyl jasmonate is a phytohormone present in plants that is involved in 
plant defenses. Exogenous application of methyl jasmonate has been shown to reduce 
H. abietis damage on maritime pine (P. pinaster), radiata pine, white spruce, and 
Scots pine seedlings in the field for two years (Zas et al. 2014). However, application 
of methyl jasmonate often results in growth reductions (Heijari et al. 2005), thus a 
trade-off between protection from H. abietis damage and tree growth occurs. Ento-
mopathogenic fungi (e.g. Metarhizium burnneum and Beauveria spp.) and nematodes 
(Steinernema carpocapsae and Heterorhabditis downesi) can persist in the soil for 
up to two years and provide significant (>85%) control of H. abietis larvae (McNa-
mara et al. 2018), and efficacy of different nematode species can be maximized by 
applying nematodes in specific ways, either directly on the stump or into the soil 
(Kapranas et al. 2017). Silvicultural practices such as fertilization (Zas et al. 2006) 
and prescribed fire (Pitkänen et al. 2008) led to increased H. abietis captures and 
damage. Further, there is significant genetic variation in P. abies seedling resistance 
to H. abietis feeding and mortality (Zas et al. 2017), and selection for resistant or 
tolerant families may be a viable management method in the future. 

Decades of research has contributed to a solid understanding of factors that impact 
H. abietis damage, and because of these efforts our ability to predict where damage 
might occur is improving. The age of the clearcut, amount of mineral soil exposed on 
the ground, seedling size, and temperature are all factors that can help predict where 
and when H. abietis damage will occur (Louranen et al. 2017; Nordlander et al. 
2017b). No one management method is completely effective or sustainable (Eidmann 
1979), and an integrated pest management strategy for H. abietis is necessary for 
successful conifer production in the region.
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15.3.4 Case Study: Root Weevil Complex in the Southeastern 
United States Pine Forests 

The most common tree species grown for commercial purposes in the southeastern 
U.S. are the southern pines, including loblolly, slash, longleaf, and shortleaf pine. 
These pines are economically and ecologically important to this region, contributing 
significantly to the economy and comprising some of the most biodiverse places in 
the world (Aruna et al. 1997; Noss et al.  2015). 

Several species of root-feeding weevils, including Hylastes salebrosus, H. tenuis, 
H. porculus, Dendroctonus terebrans, Hylobius pales, and Pachylobius picivorous are 
common in pine stands throughout the southeastern U.S. (Eckhardt et al. 2007; Zanzot 
et al. 2010; Coyle et al. 2015). Hylobius and Pachylobius weevils are commonly 
called “regeneration weevils” as they can severely impact young conifer plantings 
by feeding on the bark and phloem of pine seedlings (Fig. 15.6). On mature trees, 
adults will occasionally feed on the bark and cambium of twigs, causing a “flagging” 
where the tip of a branch dies and turns brown. Adults of these species are attracted 
to recently cut pine stumps, where they breed. Eggs are laid on the roots of the stump, 
and larvae feed on the root tissue. The impact of this damage is negligible to a mature 
tree (though an exception is with Christmas tree growers, where the loss of branches 
can decrease the value of trees; financial losses of nearly 20% can occur in some 
cases [Corneil and Wilson 1986]). The majority of the damage these weevils cause 
is by feeding on the bark and cambium of seedlings, either in the nursery or in newly 
planted forest stands. This feeding often kills the seedling and can cause significant 
economic damage to the landowner (Thatcher 1960; Lynch and Hedden 1984).

In the late 2000s and early 2010s, reports of pines dying in several parts of Alabama 
and Georgia concerned landowners and foresters and prompted scientists to take a 
closer look at the situation. In most cases, the dying trees involved older pines, with 
symptoms including yellowing needles and branch dieback. This phenomenon was 
called “southern pine decline” and was somewhat controversial (Coyle et al. 2015). 
While the aforementioned weevils were commonly associated with pine mortality, 
they were subsequently ruled out as the primary cause. It has been suggested that 
management and environmental conditions have a much greater impact on tree health 
(Coyle et al. 2020), as these weevils are secondary herbivores and are attracted to 
weakened or dying trees (Helbig et al. 2016). For example, Hylobius spp. adults are 
attracted to several volatile chemicals, specifically ethanol and monoterpenes (e.g. 
turpentine) (Siegfried 1987; Rieske and Raffa 1991). These volatiles are released 
by dying or recently dead pine trees and can be common in nurseries or where 
harvests have recently occurred (Fox and Hill 1973). The black turpentine beetle 
(Dendroctonus terebrans) typically attacks the lower bole of pine trees, especially 
trees injured by fire, machines, construction damage, or stressed by drought. 

Since these weevils feed on stressed, weakened, dying, or recently dead pine trees, 
the fact that they are commonly captured in areas with declining pine trees is not 
surprising—in fact, it is to be expected as this is suitable habitat for mating and 
oviposition. These weevils do not kill living, healthy, mature trees. Southern pine
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Fig. 15.6 Hylobius pales (a) and  Pachylobius picivorous (b) are significant pests of young pines 
and Christmas tree plantations in North America. Adult feeding removes phloem, resulting in 
seedling mortality (c), or can kill branches leading to large reductions in tree value (d). Larvae feed 
in stumps and large roots of weak, dying, or dead trees (Photo credits: Robert Anderson, USDA 
Forest Service, Bugwood.org [a, b]; Lacy Hyche, Auburn University, Bugwood.org [c]; Eric Day, 
Virginia Polytechnic University, Bugwood.org [d])

decline is a combination of many factors, including management, soil characteristics, 
weather and climate, and tree species. Planting the correct tree species on the appro-
priate site, maintaining proper basal area, and controlling competing vegetation is 
essential for pine growth in the southeastern U.S. The observed pine decline in the 
southeastern U.S is likely due to mismanagement of one or more of these factors and 
the root weevil complex associated with these declining pines is unlikely to be the 
cause of the problem.
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15.4 Other Arthropods Affecting Tips, Shoots, and Roots 
of Trees 

Given the great diversity of the Curculionidae, it is not surprising that many weevil 
species impact trees worldwide. And, while their damage is often negligible, or 
extremely limited in time or space, there are occasional occurrences when a typically 
non-impactful species causes measurable damage. For instance, although minor twig 
damage in Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) can occur from Cylindrocopturus 
furnissi when populations reach high densities (Douglas et al. 2013), these weevils 
are rarely noticed. Damage by C. furnissi often appears as scattered branch mortality 
on mature trees—hardly enough to cause any negative impacts (Furniss 1942). But 
weevil densities can increase rapidly, especially when trees are stressed by factors 
such as drought, at which point weevil damage can severely deform or even kill trees. 
The Norway spruce weevil (Pissodes harcyniae), can be an occasional pest of stressed 
Norway spruce in central and northern Europe, but relatively little is known about this 
pest’s life history (Kolk and Starzyk 1996). Damage to expanding terminal shoots of 
lodgepole pine can occur by the lodgepole terminal weevil (Pissodes terminalis); this 
damage can cause severe forking of the stem, but delaying the first thinning of the 
forest stand can help manage weevil populations (Maclauchlan and Borden 1996). 
The elephant weevil (Orthorhinus cylindrirostris) is primarily a pest of vines but can 
occasionally impact Eucalyptus, Acacia, and Castanospermum trees (Froggatt 1900; 
Hely et al. 1982). Further, many herbivores that feed on tree branch tips, shoots, 
and roots are opportunistic secondary pests. Developing effective management plans 
for these species is not only challenging, but the need is often unanticipated. For 
example, the Warren root collar weevil (Hylobius warreni) is an insect native to 
Canada normally found in low populations throughout the boreal forest. However, 
after the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) outbreak in western North 
America in the 1990s and early 2000s, H. warreni populations increased and caused 
considerable damage on young, replanted lodgepole pine in areas impacted by the 
outbreak (Robert and Lindgren 2006). As H. warreni adults do not fly, it appears the 
adults migrated via walking to replanted areas from older forests in search of food 
(Klingenberg et al. 2010). These are just a few examples of Curculionidae species 
that are occasional root and shoot pests of trees. 

Periodical cicada emergence occurs every 17 years and is a visually spectacular 
event where millions of larval cicadas synchronously crawl out of the soil and emerge 
as adults. Found only in eastern North America (Cooley et al. 2009) Magicicada spp. 
oviposit near the ends of hardwood tree branches, in the process killing the terminal 
end of the branch (Fig. 15.7). Damage to host trees can be highly variable and 
dependent upon tree species (Cook et al. 2001; Cook and Holt 2002), with branch 
mortality usually less than 30% (Miller and Crowley 1998). While younger trees 
are more susceptible, damage from cicada oviposition generally doesn’t result in 
long-lasting impacts on larger host trees (Miller and Crowley 1998; Cook and Holt 
2002; Flory and Mattingly 2008).
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Fig. 15.7 Despite high levels of terminal mortality (a), oviposition damage (b) from periodical 
cicadas (Magicidada septendicim) (c) rarely results in long-lasting damage on trees (Photo credits: 
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Bugwood.org [a]; David Coyle, 
Clemson University [b]; Susan Ellis, Bugwood.org (c)) 

Defoliators can also cause tree shoot mortality, particularly when pest popula-
tions are high and their preferred leaf material has been exhausted. For example, two 
defoliators of eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides) trees can, where high popula-
tions occur or where host conditions are conducive to infestation, cause substantial 
defoliation of tree terminals and terminal mortality (Fig. 15.8). In the southern U.S.,
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Fig. 15.8 Adult and larval cottonwood leaf beetles, Chrysomela scripta (a), feed on foliage of 
Populus trees. In some cases, feeding on tender shoot tissue will result in terminal mortality (b) 
(Photo credits: James Solomon, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org) 

the cottonwood leafcurl mite (Tetra lobulifera) can cause severe leaf loss and occa-
sional terminal mortality in plantation grown cottonwood trees, particularly those that 
exhibit rapid growth rates (Coyle 2002). The cottonwood leaf beetle (Chrysomela 
scripta) will also kill cottonwood terminals, as both adults and larvae will feed on 
the tender terminal tissue if preferred leaf tissue is no longer available (Coyle et al. 
2002). Terminal mortality rarely kills trees, but it can have long-lasting impacts on 
tree form, causing increased branching and reduced stem growth, which can nega-
tively impact tree value. In some cases, certain P. deltoides clones had nearly 40% 
more branch biomass when subjected to intense C. scripta defoliation compared to 
trees protected from defoliation (Coyle et al. 2008a). 

Root herbivory can have a significant impact on many tree species, particularly 
when herbivores feed on ephemeral tissues such as lower order roots (Hunter 2008). 
While difficult to measure due to the cryptic nature of belowground feeding and 
the spatially variable density of root feeding fauna (e.g. Coyle et al. 2008b), it is 
possible to estimate impacts based on measurements of pest or root density. One 
technique is to compare tree root growth responses in areas where root feeding fauna 
have been removed (often via chemical applications) to areas where root herbivores 
have not been removed. For example, chemical removal of 95% of root herbivores 
in Manchurian ash (Fraxinus mandshurica) and Gmelin larch (Larix gmelinii) plan-
tations in China resulted in first and second order root biomass increases of >42% 
in Manchurian ash and >53% in Gmelin larch (Sun et al. 2011). The impacts can be 
even more profound in seedlings, which have less capacity to cope with tissue loss. In 
Belarus, Kozel et al. (2017) exposed Scots pine, white spruce, and silver birch (Betula 
pendula) seedlings to root herbivory by larval cockchafers (Melolontha melolontha). 
In less than two months, scarab larvae consumed up to 73% of fine root biomass. 
These studies indicate that root herbivory—while not obvious—can have significant 
impacts on tree growth, health, and productivity.
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15.5 Conclusions 

Tree damage by shoot and root feeding pests will continue to require management 
efforts in forest stands worldwide. Early detection of forest pests is key to effec-
tive management, and recent advances in digital imagery and audio application and 
acquisition may be used to improve pest management strategies in forest systems. 
While detection of forest pest damage is possible via landscape-level imagery (e.g. 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, or MODIS), increased resolution 
of images is necessary before this technology becomes reliably usable from a prac-
tical standpoint (Gomez et al. 2020). However, images captured by unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs, also called drones) appear to have more promise as they are able 
to obtain more usable imagery (Klouček et al. 2019). Capturing images with UAVs 
is more labor intensive than using widely available digital imagery, and it requires 
the operator to be appropriately licensed, but it is clear that both of these technolo-
gies hold great promise for the detection of forest pest damage. Further, acoustic 
sensor technologies that are being developed for pest detection in individual trees 
(e.g. Ashry et al. 2020) may eventually be useful for larger-scale forest pest detection 
and management. 

Proper silvicultural techniques and chemical management are and will remain 
effective management tools for many forest pests. But, as more insect species develop 
resistance to insecticides and the cost of insecticide development continues to rise 
(Sparks 2013), the forest industry needs to look to new technologies for pest manage-
ment. One such technology is tree resistance breeding (Showalter et al. 2018; Naidoo 
et al. 2019). Breeding trees for resistance to pests, either through traditional breeding 
methods or genetic engineering, has great potential for improving pest management 
in forestry. In fact, fusiform rust [Cronatrium quercuum (Berk.) Miyabe ex Shirai 
f. sp. fusiforme] management on pines in the southern U.S. via resistance breeding 
has been very successful (Schmidt 2003), and similar strategies could be applied tip, 
root, and shoot feeding pests. 

A major unknown in forest pest management is how climate change will impact 
arthropod-plant interactions and, consequently, pest management strategies. While 
generalities exist, there is a great deal of species-specific and system-specific hetero-
geneity in terms of pest responses to climate change (Pureswaran et al. 2018; Jactel 
et al. 2019). For example, increasing temperatures are expected to result in increased 
fecundity and damage by H. abietis (Inward et al. 2012) and also changes in voltinism, 
which may require more localized management strategies (Wainhouse et al. 2014). 
Further, as climate change impacts are not restricted to temperature changes (e.g. 
weather unpredictability is expected to increase) it is difficult to predict what addi-
tional impacts may affect forest pest management. Ultimately, a robust integrated 
pest management strategy is necessary for any economically important forest pest.
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Chapter 16 
Insects of Reproductive Structures 

Ward B. Strong, Alex C. Mangini, and Jean-Noel Candau 

16.1 Introduction 

The insects that feed on reproductive structures of forest trees are not only economi-
cally important, they are fascinating examples of the ability of insects to adapt to and 
exploit the many niches available in forest ecosystems. Cones, fruits, seeds, nuts, 
catkins and pollen are rich food sources available to insect herbivores (Sallabanks 
and Courtney 1992; Turgeon et al. 1994). These reproductive structures are qualita-
tively different from vegetative parts of the tree. Their food quality is high relative 
to leaves, needles, wood and bark (see Sect. 16.3.1.1). Cones, fruits and seeds are 
discrete packages, often very small and are only present on the tree for a short time. 
Cone and fruit production are much less predictable through time than other plant 
structures (Janzen 1971; Crawley  2000). Insects consuming these tissues are forced 
to adapt to these constraints. In this sense, insects feeding on reproductive struc-
tures often behave more like predators than herbivores, searching out and exploiting 
multiple structures for an individual insect to develop (Janzen 1971; Mattson 1971; 
Shea 1989). In this chapter we will refer to this group as reproductive structure 
herbivores. 

Fruit, cone and seed feeders have a long evolutionary association with their 
hosts. As far back as the Late Pennsylvanian Epoch (300 Mya) there is evidence of 
seed herbivory. The Molteno Formation in South Africa has yielded fossil evidence
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of heteropteran herbivory scars on seeds of several plant genera from the Late 
Triassic Period (250–200 Mya) (Labandeira 2006). These scars are similar to damage 
produced by present-day pine seed bugs (Coreidae: Leptoglossus) (Krugman and 
Koerber 1969). Jurassic Period sawflies (Xyelidae) fed on pollen (Labandeira 2006), 
as do present-day xyelids (Burdick 1961). In contrast, some cone herbivores are 
geologically recent. Cone beetles (Scolytinae: Conophthorus) began diverging from 
their sister taxon (Pityophthorus) in the Early Pliocene (4 Mya). Later glaciation 
in the Pleistocene may have caused separation of host Pinus species ranges which 
facilitated the evolution of the thirteen extant cone-feeding Conophthorus species in 
North America (Cognato et al. 2005). 

Insects attacking conifer reproductive structures are found in the orders 
Hemiptera, Thysanoptera, Coleoptera, Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and Diptera 
(Hedlin et al. 1981). The Coleoptera, Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera contain the 
majority of angiosperm fruit and seed consumers (Sallabanks and Courtney 1992). 
Diversity of genera and species of insects of reproductive structures is notably greater 
for gymnosperms compared to angiosperms; the more structurally complex conifer 
seed cones may result in more niche availability (Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg 
2016). Species diversity is similar for Western Europe, North America and the 
Mediterranean Basin (Turgeon et al. 1994; Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg 2016) (see 
Sect. 16.4.1). Seed losses due to herbivory are often higher in temperate deciduous 
forests (e.g. 80% loss of acorns due to acorn weevils) than in tropical systems (e.g. 
37.8% loss of acacia seeds due to bruchids) (Hulme and Benkman 2002). 

Thirteen families feed on cones of conifers in Western Europe; however, only 
30 genera have been recorded suggesting specialization for reproductive structure 
herbivory by a limited number of genera and species (Roques 1991). Specializa-
tion also occurs in angiosperms. Larvae of all Bruchidae (Coleoptera) feed and 
develop primarily within legume seeds, including many leguminous trees and shrubs 
(Southgate 1979; Derbel et al. 2007). 

Insects of reproductive structures typically do not cause unpredictable and catas-
trophic ecological damage to natural forest stands. Unlike bark beetle and defoliator 
species, whose eruptive population dynamics can cause major disturbance at the 
landscape level; cone and seed insects are closely linked to the seasonal phenology 
of their hosts and their role in forest ecosystems is more subtle, though still important 
(Turgeon et al. 1994; Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg 2016). Their population dynamics 
are tied to the periodicity of their host cone or fruit crops (Shea 1989). Generally, fruit 
and seed herbivory is inversely proportional to crop size (Shea 1989; Turgeon et al. 
1994). The larger the seed crop size relative to the size of the herbivore population, 
the greater the probability that an individual seed escapes herbivory; conversely, the 
higher the population of seed herbivores relative to the crop size, the more likely 
an individual seed will be consumed (see Sects. 16.3.3.2, 16.3.4). For example, in 
white fir, Abies concolor (Gord. & Glend.) Lindl. ex Hildebr., smaller crops led to 
an increase in insect-infested cones (Shea 1989). A bumper crop in natural stands of 
shortleaf pine, Pinus echinata Mill., resulted in a higher proportion of healthy seeds 
and reduced seed herbivore damage (Mangini et al. 2004). Furthermore, greater
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insect-caused damage can be expected for the season following a mast year (Boivin 
and Auger-Rozenberg 2016) (see masting in Sect. 16.3.3.2). 

Economically, insects of reproductive structures can limit production of human 
food and feed products (fruit, nuts, acorns) and impact broader agroforestry services 
such as carbon sequestration, soil enrichment and biodiversity conservation (Jose 
2009). The western conifer seed bug,1 Leptoglossus occidentalis Heidemann, intro-
duced from North America into Italy, is now a serious pest of Italian stone pine, 
Pinus pinea L.; in Tuscany, edible nut collection is no longer profitable because of 
severe damage caused by this exotic insect (Bracalini et al. 2013; Lesieur et al 2019). 
Insects destroy holm oak acorns, Quercus ilex subsp. Ballota (Desf.), in the savanna-
like ecosystems of southwestern Spain before they can mature and fall to the ground 
to be consumed by the endemic Iberian pigs that local farmers use to produce the 
highly prized hams known as Jamón Ibérico de Ballota (Leiva and Fernández-Alés 
2005). 

Insects of reproductive structures can have a profound impact on forest ecology 
because they affect host tree reproduction and demography and can influence the 
evolution of the host (Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg 2016) (see Sect. 16.3.4). Threat-
ened tree species are particularly susceptible to insects of reproductive structures. 
The endangered Juniperus cedrus Webb and Berthel., endemic to the Canary Islands, 
suffers seed loss from several seed herbivores (Guido and Roques 1996). Other insects 
are a major problem in managed trees, primarily in seed orchards and seed collection 
areas (Coulson and Witter 1984; Turgeon et al. 1994; Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg 
2016). 

Conifer seed and cone insects were first studied by John M. Miller, Bureau of Ento-
mology, U.S. Department of Agriculture, during 1913–1917 in the western United 
States (Keen 1958). This work was of little concern until the 1950s when applied 
tree breeding programs began producing genetically improved seeds for reforesta-
tion (Coulson and Witter 1984). Seed orchards were established in Europe and North 
America to mass-produce genetically superior seed (Zobel and Talbert 1984). Insect 
damage to cones and seeds quickly became a major factor in the production of costly 
genetically improved seed (Keen 1958). As a result, seed orchard pest management 
programs have been developed for many areas and tree species around the world (see 
Sect. 16.5). 

Our objective in this chapter is to introduce the important families, genera and 
species of insects that feed on reproductive structures by discussing their behavior, 
ecology and evolution. Our emphasis is a functional description rather than a taxo-
nomic listing of insects of importance; see Ciesla (2011) for a taxonomic treatment. 
We focus on feeding on reproductive structures prior to propagule dispersal, though 
post-dispersal herbivory can have important evolutionary consequences (Hulme 
1998). We also primarily discuss feeding on female reproductive structures rather 
than male. The bulk of studies found on this topic are from temperate forests rather

1 Insect common names are names approved by either the Canadian Entomological Society or the 
Entomological Society of America or both. 
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than tropical, partly because temperate are more heavily studied, and partly because 
they are used more in sustainable, regenerative forestry than tropical forestry systems. 

16.2 Types of Herbivory—Ways that Insects Exploit 
Reproductive Structures 

Various guild classifications have been developed for insect herbivory of tree repro-
ductive structures (Hawkins and MacMahon 1989). Roques (1991) and Turgeon et al. 
(1994) specified guilds and terminology that accord with the feeding behaviors of 
conifer-infesting insects. Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg (2016) redefine these guilds 
to include both angiosperm and gymnosperm herbivores. More focused guilds have 
been defined for insects feeding on acorns (Fukumoto and Kajimura 2001) and fir 
cones (Shea 1989). Our approach will be to discuss the modes of feeding on cones, 
fruits, seeds, pollen and catkins; guilds will become apparent as the types of herbivory 
are discussed. 

16.2.1 Inflorescence Feeders 

Many insects are restricted to the consumption of the strobili and conelets of conifers 
or the buds, catkins, and flowers2 of angiosperm trees. Others that may infest the 
inflorescence but complete development after pollination are discussed here. 

Some insect species are incidental feeders on inflorescences. Larvae of these 
species are defoliators by habit but consume reproductive structures when avail-
able. Budworms, Choristoneura spp. (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae), can defoliate huge 
areas of spruce and other boreal conifers. In North America, when populations are 
high, budworms will also feed on strobili and young conifer cones. The eastern 
spruce budworm, C. fumiferana (Clemens) readily consumes buds of balsam fir, 
eastern hemlock and other species; it can impact cone production for several years 
during outbreaks (Hedlin et al. 1981). The western spruce budworm, C. freemani 
Razowski (formerly C. occidentalis Freeman), will feed on young succulent strobili 
and conelets of spruce and Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirbel) Franco, in 
the spring before the needles flush.

2 Terminology of reproductive structures is that of Bonner and Karrfalt (2008) with modification. 
An inflorescence is a bud, catkin, flower, or strobilus early in development through pollen release 
(male) or pollination (female). A strobilus (plural strobili) is the cone-like male or female fruiting 
body, composed of bracts or scales, of gymnosperms. The female strobilus becomes a cone. A 
conelet is a young female cone or, for pines, a first-year female cone. A catkin is a dehiscent male 
flower spike of an angiosperm. The term fruit includes all types (achene, berry, drupe, samara and so 
on) exclusive of nuts. A nut is a one-seeded fruit with a woody or leathery pericarp (as in Quercus), 
or a fruit partially or wholly encased in an involucre or husk (as in Carya and Corylus). 
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Adults can also be incidental feeders. Scarab beetles, Phyllophaga spp. 
(Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae), feed on emerging female strobili in hard pine seed 
orchards in the southern United States. Feeding beetles damage the female stro-
bili as they enlarge and become receptive to pollen; damaged strobili often die (Ebel 
et al. 1980). 

Other inflorescence herbivores are more intimately tied to the biology of their 
host species. The looper, Nemoria arizonica (Groté) (Lepidoptera: Geometridae), 
displays larval developmental polymorphism. There are two broods, spring and 
summer. Larvae of the spring brood feed on oak catkins and their morphology mimics 
their food, which reduces bird predation. The summer brood larvae develop after the 
catkins have fallen from the trees. These larvae mimic first-year oak twigs protecting 
them from avian predation. A randomized diet, temperature, and photoperiod trial 
demonstrated that the polymorphism is diet-based (Greene 1989). 

The small, primitive sawflies in the genus Xyela feed on the male strobili of Pinus 
(Ebel et al. 1980). Thirty-two species are known world-wide and fifteen occur in 
North America (Burdick 1961; Smith 1978, 1979). Adult emergence coincides with 
the expansion of strobili in the spring. Females oviposit on the expanding strobili. 
The early instar larvae feed on pollen within the pollen sacs. Mature larvae have been 
found feeding in the strobili axes of loblolly pine, Pinus taeda L. (Mangini unpubl.). 
Larvae fall to the ground as pollen is shed. They remain as prepupae in the soil and 
emerge in one or two seasons (Hedlin et al. 1981). Catkin sawflies do not reduce the 
pollen crop (Hedlin et al. 1981); however, they are nuisances during pollen processing 
for breeding work, often emerging in huge numbers in pollen drying rooms. 

The incidental feeding of budworms and scarabs has little in common with Xyela 
species, whose feeding is tightly coupled with the phenology of their hosts. Inflo-
rescence feeders do not meet the definition of a guild as defined by Root (1967). 
Inflorescences are the “same class” of resource; but Xyela and Nemoria exploit them 
differently than the budworms and scarabs. 

16.2.2 Cone or Fruit Feeders 

These insects feed internally on the cone or fruit tissues and seeds. These herbivores 
constitute a major portion of the insects of reproductive structures. Most are obligate 
internal feeders, having no ability to feed on plant parts other than reproductive 
structures. They also tend to have higher host specificity than the inflorescence feeder 
guilds, perhaps as a consequence of their intimate relationship with the substrate. 
The group can be broken into two categories, coarse internal feeders and determinant 
internal feeders.
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16.2.2.1 Coarse Internal Feeders 

These insects indiscriminately consume all internal parts of the developing cone or 
fruit including the seeds. In most instances this damage is caused by the larval stages; 
but adults and larvae can both feed during the life cycle of some species. Typically, 
fruits and cones are infested early in their development; however, some insects attack 
after cones are nearly mature. 

Conifer Insects 

Coleoptera. The only Coleoptera in this guild are the cone beetles, Conophthorus spp. 
(Curculionidae: Scolytinae). These are among the most destructive insects infesting 
pine cones in North America. All but one of the thirteen species infest developing 
cones; one species, C. banksianae McPherson, attacks shoots of jack pine (Coulson 
and Witter 1984; Ciesla  2011). Conophthorus adults are small (2.5–4 mm) dark 
brown to black beetles. Larvae are C-shaped with brown head capsules. The life 
histories of species are similar. In late spring, the adult female bores into second-
year cones at the base or through the cone stalk. The male follows and after mating, 
the female makes an egg gallery along the axis of the cone. This girdles the cone and 
it quickly dies. Eggs laid along the gallery hatch and the larvae feed on the cone tissue 
and seeds, leaving the cone filled with frass and cone tissue. Brood adults typically 
overwinter in their host cone (Kinzer et al. 1972; Hedlin et al. 1981). Often, adults 
will emerge to feed and overwinter in shoots or conelets (Hedlin et al. 1981; Ciesla  
2011). The death of the cone is necessary for successful brood development; seed 
loss is complete even if the larvae do not completely consume the cone. This loss 
can impact natural regeneration in pine stands (Graber 1964; Kinzer et al. 1972). 

Lepidoptera. Coarse internal feeders are well represented by species in the Tortri-
cidae and Pyralidae. Of the Tortricidae, several species of Eucosma, known as cone 
borers, feed in cones and can decrease seed yields in North America (Hedlin et al. 
1981; Ciesla  2011). These include E. cocana Kearfott on shortleaf pine, E. rescis-
soriana Heinrich on western white pine, and E. tocullionana Heinrich, the white 
pine cone borer, on eastern white pine, Pinus strobus L. Life histories vary (Coulson 
and Witter 1984); however, larvae of all species consume cone contents and leave 
tightly packed frass and larvae pupate in the ground (Ollieu and Schenk 1966; Hedlin 
et al. 1981; de Groot 1998). Late-instar E. tocullionana often move to fresh cones to 
complete development. Occasionally, cones are host to both the white pine cone borer 
and Conophthrous coniperda (Schwart), the white pine cone beetle. In Ontario, the 
beetle, which feeds earlier (mid-May to June) than the borer (mid-June to August), 
often kills the cone before the borer larvae can enter the cone, giving the beetle a 
competitive advantage (de Groot 1998). 

The coneworm genus Dioryctria (Pyralidae: Phycitinae) is by far the most impor-
tant Lepidoptera that feed on conifer cones and seeds (Hedlin et al. 1981; Whitehouse 
et al. 2011). Of the 79 species described, perhaps half that number are cone-feeders. 
They are distributed throughout the Holarctic region; hosts are mainly in the Pinaceae
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with two species infesting Cupressaceae (Yates 1986; Whitehouse et al. 2011). Adults 
are small to medium-sized moths with somewhat narrow forewings bearing charac-
teristic crossbands and patches of contrasting colors (Hedlin et al. 1981). Larvae have 
well-sclerotized head capsules and prothoracic shields, well-developed prolegs and 
long setae on each segment (Keen 1958; Leidy and Neunzig 1989). Life cycles vary; 
however, larvae of all species feed internally on the conelets and cones (Hedlin et al. 
1981; Coulson and Witter 1984; Whitehouse et al. 2011). Usually, the entire content 
of the cone is consumed, leaving only coarse frass and webbing within. External 
evidence of infestation typically manifests as frass and webbing at point of larval 
entrance. Larvae may infest more than one cone. Depending on host, the dead cones 
can be distorted or may disintegrate prematurely; the latter, occurring often to pine 
conelets, can result in inaccurate estimates of damage at cone harvest (DeBarr 1974; 
Fatzinger et al. 1980). 

Some Dioryctria are host-specific; others are polyphagous (Roux-Morabito et al. 
2008). Pestiferous coneworm species tend to be polyphages, feeding across genera 
as well as on multiple species in a host genus (Whitehouse et al. 2011). The 
fir coneworm, Dioryctria abietivorella Groté, widely distributed from Alaska to 
Mexico, throughout Canada and the eastern US, feeds on cones of most Pinaceae in 
its range (Hedlin et al. 1981; Whitehouse et al. 2011). This insect is a significant pest 
of white spruce, Picea glauca (Moench) Voss, and Douglas-fir seed orchards (Trudel 
et al. 1999; Roe et al. 2006). Entire cone clusters can be killed and left covered with 
frass and webbing; larvae even continue to feed in harvested cones stored before 
seed extraction. The southern pine coneworm, Dioryctria amatella (Hulst) infests 
southern hard pine species in the United States from Texas to Virginia (Coulson and 
Franklin 1970; Ebel et al. 1980). Larvae can infest strobili, conelets, cones, shoots, 
rust galls and even wounds in hosts (Hedlin et al. 1981). The life cycle varies by host; 
in spring overwintering larvae enter shoots of longleaf pine, Pinus palustris Miller, 
or fusiform rust galls on loblolly pine, Pinus taeda L. Subsequent generations feed 
on conelets or cones (Coulson and Franklin 1970). It is a major seed orchard pest 
in its range (Ebel et al. 1980). Dioryctria abietella Denis and Shiffermüeller, the 
spruce coneworm of Europe, ranges across the Palearctic Region (Knölke 2007) and 
feeds on species of fir, larch, spruce and pine. It is one of the most important pests 
of conifer cones in Europe (Roux-Morabito et al. 2008); in Fennoscandia, it is the 
primary impediment to seed production of Norway spruce, Picea abies (L.) Karsten 
(Rosenberg et al. 2015). 

The coarse internal feeders are similar to the white fir “cone and seed mining 
guild” of Shea (1989) where “Larvae … feed throughout the cone as it develops 
causing damage to seeds, scales and other cone structures.” Larvae of lepidopterans 
are the major herbivores along with cone beetle adults and larvae in North America. 
Ecologically, the guild allows us to assess the impact of variable cone crop size 
on interspecies competition (Shea 1989). For example, the white pine cone beetle, 
by emerging earlier and killing the cone, prevents the white pine cone borer from 
attacking the cone (de Groot 1998).
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Hardwood Insects 

Coleoptera. The acorn and nut weevils, Curculio spp. (Curculionidae: Curculion-
inae), are distributed throughout the world (Hughes and Vogler 2004); most species 
feed on oak acorns (Drooz 1985); but some consume nuts of hickory, chestnut and 
birch trees (Williams 1989; Ciesla  2011). Adults possess a long, slender rostrum with 
tiny mouthparts at the tip; the distinctive snout can be as long as the body or longer 
(Triplehorn and Johnson 2005). Life histories are much alike for most species. The 
adult female uses her snout to chew into a developing acorn or nut and then, with her 
extensile ovipositor, deposits eggs into the nutritious kernel of the nut. The devel-
oping larvae feed on the nutmeat, typically consuming it until only frass remains 
within the husk. Infested acorns often drop prematurely. At maturity, larvae leave 
the fruit and move to the soil where they remain dormant; pupation and emergence 
are delayed for one or two years, sometimes up to five years (Drooz 1985). 

In North America, several Curculio species infest oak acorns. Some, including 
C. pardalis (Chittenden) and C. proboscideus Fabricius, have a broad host range; C. 
sulcatulus (Casey) feeds on almost all oak species. In contrast, C. fulvus Chittenden is 
found only on live oak, Quercus virginiana Miller (Drooz 1985). Larval feeding can 
destroy significant portions of nut crops to the detriment of natural oak regeneration 
and wildlife relying on acorns for food (Gibson 1982). The pecan weevil, C. caryae 
(Horn), feeds on nuts of hickory (Carya) species and is a major pest of commercial 
pecan, Carya illinoiensis (Wangenheim) K. Koch, orchards. It causes premature 
drop of fruits and deformed inedible nuts. The hazelnut weevil, C. nucum L. infests 
hazelnuts in Europe and Asia (AliNiazee 1997). The chestnut weevils of Europe and 
the Near East, C. elephas (Gyllenhal) and C. propinquus (Desbr.) feed on acorns 
and chestnuts. In Mediterranean woodlands, these species cause premature drop of 
acorns of holm oak and cork oak, Quercus suber L. (Cañellas et al. 2007). In France, 
Italy and the Near East, these two species are key pests of chestnuts, Castanea sativa 
Miller (Paparatti and Speranza 2004). As with their Nearctic counterparts, a portion 
of the population remain in the soil in extended diapause for one or more years which 
complicates management efforts (Soula and Menu 2005). 

Conotrachelus is a genus of weevils in North America that feeds primarily on 
oaks and hickories. Three species are common on oaks, Con.3 carinifer Casey, Con. 
naso LeConte, and Con. posticatus Boheman. Acorns of all oak species are attacked. 
Life histories are similar to Curculio. Adults emerge in late summer, larvae feed 
inside the nuts, then move to the ground, pupate and remain in pupal cells over the 
winter. However, Conotrachelus species typically cannot penetrate the acorn shell of 
a sound acorn; oviposition occurs in damaged or previously infested acorns (Gibson 
1982). They can attack and oviposit on healthy fruits of hickories (Boucher and Sork 
1979).

3 In this section, to avoid confusion, we use the following genera abbreviations for repeated scientific 
names: C. for  Curculio, Con. for  Conotrachelus, and  Cyd. for  Cydia. 
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Lepidoptera. The large Holarctic genus Cydia (Tortricidae) contains numerous 
species of seed and fruit herbivores of economic importance to forestry and horticul-
ture (Ciesla 2011). Many species infest conifer cones (see Sect. 16.2.2.2.1). Several 
species are coarse internal feeders of Carya, Quercus and Fagus nuts (Drooz 1985; 
Boivin and Auger-Rozenberg 2016). Native to North America, C. latiferreana (Wals-
ingham), the filbertworm, is a key pest of oak acorns and other tree nuts, particularly 
the European hazel, Corylus avellana L., cultivated commercially in the Willamette 
Valley of Oregon (AliNiazee 1983). Adults are small moths that emerge in June. 
Females oviposit on leaves near the fruit clusters. Young larvae enter the devel-
oping nut at the hilum (where the nut attaches to its husk). They penetrate and 
feed on the kernel as they develop. Infested nuts drop prematurely, and the mature 
larvae move into the ground where they overwinter in silken chambers (AliNiazee 
1997). Life cycles of other nut-infesting Cydia are similar to that of the filbertworm 
(Debouzie et al. 1996; Speranza 1999; Jimenez-Pino et al. 2011). Cydia fagiglan-
dana (Zeller) and C. splendana (Hübner) infest chestnuts in commercial orchards 
throughout Europe and the Near East (Speranza 1999; Brown and Komai 2008). In 
the Far East, C. glandicolana (Danilevsky) feeds on chestnuts in China and is found 
on acorns in Japan; C. kurokoi (Amsel) occurs in China, Korea and Japan and is a 
common pest of chestnuts in Japan (Brown and Komai 2008). Another European 
tortricid, Pammene fasciana L., called the “early chestnut tortrix”, causes early drop 
of chestnut fruits; its impact is much less than the Cydia species (Speranza 1999; 
Pedrazzoli et al. 2012). 

Coleopteran and lepidopteran secondary pests can make use of the damage 
created by the primary pests mentioned above. Blastobasis glandulella (Riley) 
(Coleophoridae) is native to the hardwood forests of eastern and central North 
America. Larvae enter acorns and hickory nuts through holes made by other insects 
(Drooz 1985) and feed on the remaining contents of the nut, often destroying nuts 
otherwise capable of germination (Gibson 1971). 

In the deciduous forests of eastern North America, Curculio spp. and Cyd. lati-
ferranea are primary attackers of acorns with Conotracheles species and B. glad-
ulella acting as secondary scavengers of infested nuts (Gibson 1964, 1971). Other 
associations of Curculio and Cydia species occur on oaks in British Columbia and 
California (Lewis 1992; Rohlfs 1999; Dunning et al. 2002), Europe (Branco et al. 
2002; Leiva and Fernández-Alés 2005; Csóka and Hirka 2006) and Asia (Fukumoto 
and Kajimura 2001; Maeto and Ozaki 2003). In Europe, C. elephas and C. propin-
quus, Cyd. fagiglandana and Cyd. splendana, in various combinations, consume 
developing hazelnuts and chestnuts (Debouzie et al. 1996; AliNiazee 1997; Sper-
anza 1999) while the guild is represented by several Curculio species and Cyd. 
gladicolana in Asia (Fukumoto and Kajimura 2001). 

16.2.2.2 Determinant Internal Feeders 

The determinant internal feeders follow a definite feeding pattern as they consume 
the cone or fruit. Typically, this involves the larva of a particular species finding its
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way into the reproductive structure and then moving to a specific portion of the fruit, 
usually the seed. Lepidoptera and Diptera are the two dominant orders in terms of 
the number of species in this category. 

Cone Tunnel Makers 

Lepidoptera. The genus Cydia (Tortricidae) contains several species commonly 
called seedworms (Hedlin et al. 1981). This genus also includes the filbertworm 
and other nut consumers (see Sect. 16.2.2.1.2); however, the seedworms have decid-
edly different hosts and life cycles. Seedworms are found primarily on pine, spruce 
and fir and are widely distributed across North America and Eurasia (Cibrián-Tovar 
et al. 1986; Yates 1986; Shin et al. 2018). The adults have a 10–20 mm wingspan; 
forewings are, with some exceptions, metallic gray with distinct silver crossbands. 
The creamy white larvae have a shiny brown head capsule. Oviposition behavior of 
females is synchronized with the host species. Females lay eggs on conelets shortly 
after pollination in fir and spruce. On pines, with a two-year cone cycle, eggs are 
deposited in the spring on second-year cones near the cone scale spine (Tripp 1954). 
The first-instar larva bores into the cone and tunnels between cone scales. It enters 
the seed and consumes it, leaving it full of frass. The larva repeats this for successive 
seeds as it develops through 4–5 instars depending on species. The mature larva 
bores into the cone axis where it overwinters. While overwintering, it tunnels back 
to a seed and cuts an exit hole then returns to the axis tunnel for pupation. Pupation 
occurs in spring; the larva forces its way through the exit hole in the seed, pupates 
in the cone and the moth emerges between opened scales of the cone. Some larvae 
may diapause for a year (Hedlin et al. 1981). 

Seedworms reduce healthy seed yield by directly consuming seeds and can destroy 
a substantial portion of a seed crop (Hedlin 1967; Bakke 1970). In North America, 
the important species can be sorted geographically. Species in the southern United 
States include C. anaranjada (Miller), the slash pine seedworm. This unusual species 
is host-specific to slash pine, Pinus elliottii Engelm., and the adults are orange with 
white crossbands. The pupa has spines on the abdominal segments that help it escape 
the seed. The longleaf pine seedworm, C. ingens (Heinrich) is common on longleaf 
pine, P. palustris Miller, and favors cones on the lower crown. Four seeds per cone 
are killed per larva, one per instar (Merkel 1963; Coyne 1968). The eastern pine seed-
worm, C. toreuta (Groté), found throughout eastern North America infests southern 
pines and jack pine, Pinus banksiana Lamb., in the Midwest where up to 50% of 
larvae enter diapause. Moths emerge from extended diapause in large numbers the 
year after a poor cone crop. Factors that reduce the numbers of first year cones may 
also increase the percentage of C. toreuta larvae undergoing extended diapause (Kraft 
1968). In western North America, the ponderosa pine seedworm, C. piperana (Kear-
fott) is a pest of ponderosa pine, Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws., and sometimes 
destroys 50% of the crop. Infested seeds are fused together and to cone scales by 
silken feeding tunnels (Hedlin 1967). The spruce seed moth, C. strobilella (L.), is a 
significant pest of spruce and is a Holarctic species. In North America, it destroys
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seeds of all spruce species (Tripp 1954). In Europe, it is a pest of Norway, white and 
black spruce. A cold period is required for adult emergence (Bakke 1970). There 
appears to be a difference in the pheromone components between North American 
and Swedish populations, suggesting that the two populations may be separate species 
(Wang et al. 2010; Svensson et al. 2012). Several species are pests of conifers in Asia 
(Shin et al. 2018). 

Diptera—Anthomyiidae. Often called cone maggots, species in the Holarctic 
genus Strobilomyia (Brachycera: Anthomyiidae) feed as larvae in the cones of spruce, 
fir and larch in boreal and montane habitats. Michelsen (1988) erected the new genus 
Strobilomyia for the monophyletic cone- and seed-feeding anthomyiids formerly 
placed in Hylemya or Lasiomma. Twenty species have been described; most species 
are pests of Larix with a few found on Abies, Picea and Tsuga. Adults are moder-
ately hairy, small flies that resemble house flies. Arista of antennae are plumose. The 
larvae are typical brachycerine maggots with visible mouth hooks and tubercles on 
the posterior. The pupae occur in puparia formed from the last larval cuticles (Hedlin 
et al. 1981; Triplehorn and Johnson 2005). 

Strobilomyia earn their place as determinant internal feeders by the intricate 
feeding pattern the larva makes as it feeds within a developing cone. Females oviposit 
on or near the conelet and the first instar remains in the egg. The second and third 
instars make a spiral feeding tunnel around the cone axis, consuming seeds and cone 
tissue as they tunnel. Some species, such as S. laricis Michelsen, move through the 
cone axis as they complete their development (Roques et al. 1984; Sachet et al. 
2006, 2009). The mature third-instar larva drops to the ground during moist weather, 
usually in mid-summer. It forms a puparium in the ground litter where it overwin-
ters. The small cones of larch typically host one larva while the larger cones of fir 
and spruce may have several. There is only one generation per year, consonant with 
the yearly cone cycle of the host trees (Michelsen 1988). A portion of the popu-
lation enters extended diapause. In the Alps, prolonged diapause of S. anthracina 
(Czerny) coincided with poor cone crops of Norway spruce, Picea abies (L.) Karst. 
Diapause was initiated prior to onset of winter and may be correlated with a lack of 
available oviposition sites (Turgeon et al. 1994; Brockerhoff and Kenis 1996) (see 
Sect. 16.4.4). 

Strobilomyia inhibit normal development of cones; larvae are robust feeders 
and can impact seed production in orchards (Roques et al. 1984; Michelsen 1988; 
Sweeney and Turgeon et al. 1994). In the western United States, there may be four or 
five S. abietis larvae in a fir cone. Cones with multiple larvae may die in early summer; 
all their potential seed is lost. Up to 30 percent loss of seed has been recorded. In North 
American spruce, S. neanthracina Michelsen, is a major pest, sometimes destroying 
entire seed crops (Hedlin et al. 1981). The number of seeds eaten per cone is posi-
tively correlated to the size of the cone; this impacts seed orchards where large cones 
are desired (Fidgen et al. 1998). In France, European larch, Larix decidua Mill., 
hosts S. laricicola (Karl) and S. melania (Ackland), which together can result in 
50–60% damage to cone crops and an impact on natural regeneration in the French 
Alps (Roques et al. 1984). Other species cause similar damage to Larix throughout 
Eurasia (Michelsen 1988; Roques et al. 1996).
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Cone and Fruit Galling Insects 

Conifer Galling Insects. A gall is an abnormal, localized growth of plant tissue caused 
by the parasitic activity of another organism (Redfern and Shirley 2002). Insects and 
mites induce and inhabit galls; they gain protection from hygrothermic stress and 
access to enhanced nutritional resources (Price et al. 1987). Although not abundant 
among insects of reproductive structures, several gall-makers are important pests. 

The family Cecidomyiidae (Diptera: Nematocera) is a large family (>6000 
species) containing many destructive agricultural pests. It is also the largest gall-
making group of arthropods (Gagné and Jaschhof 2014). Strangely, few species 
seem to be important on conifers. The Douglas-fir cone gall midge, Contarinia orego-
nensis Foote, is found throughout the range of Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii 
(Mirbel) Franco, from central British Columbia down through north-central Mexico 
and throughout the Rocky Mountains. It is perhaps the most significant cone pest of 
Douglas-fir in the Pacific-Northwest (Hedlin 1961; Hedlin et al. 1981). The adults, 
typical midges, are fragile and tiny, only 3–4 mm long, with spindly legs. Eggs are 
about the width of a Douglas-fir pollen grain, but several times longer. The grub-like 
headless larvae are white in early instars, gradually becoming orange. Pupae are dark 
orange (Hedlin 1961). Adults emerge in spring when Douglas-fir flowers are open 
for pollination; emergence is closely tied to host phenology. The female deposits 
eggs at the base of the opened cone scale. Larvae tunnel into the cone scale and 
cause a gall to form near the ovules, each larva in a separate cell where it feeds on 
gall tissue. In autumn, during wet weather, the larva drops to the ground and pupates 
in a delicate cocoon in the litter, often in a dead male Douglas-fir strobilus. Pupation 
occurs in early spring. A portion of the population enters diapause for one or more 
years (Hedlin 1961). 

Damage occurs as seeds are fused to the cone scale by the galls formed near the 
seeds. There are usually multiple galls in a cone scale. When large numbers of larvae 
are present, the scales die, and all seeds are lost. At times, hundreds of larvae can 
be found in a single cone. Damage becomes visible in July and August as scales die 
and turn red (Hedlin et al. 1981). 

Hardwood Galling Insects. The cecidomyiids and gall wasps in Cynipidae 
(Hymenoptera) cause galls in hardwood trees, typically on leaves but also on flowers 
and fruits. On oak acorns, the cynipid genus Callirhytis causes galls on oak acorns. 
In North America, C. fructuosa Weld forms hard, lignified “stone” galls within the 
acorn. Callirhytis operator (Osten Saken) forms a “pip” gall in the side of the acorn 
shell. The pip gall causes the acorn to drop prematurely while the stone galls destroy 
the seed contents (Gibson 1982). Eurasian species cause similar galls in acorns 
(Csóka and Hirka 2006). A full treatment of the vast array of species and habits 
of hardwood gall feeders is beyond the scope of this work; literature compendia 
include Melika and Abrahamson (2002), Abe et al. (2007) (Cynipidae) and Gagné 
and Jaschhof (2014) (Cecidomyiidae).
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Cone Scale-Feeding Insects 

Midge larvae (Diptera: Cecidomyiidae) are common on or in conifer cone scales 
and bracts. Species in the genera Asynapta, Camptomyia, Cecidomyia, Contarinia, 
Dasineura, Kaltenbachiola, and Resseliella feed between the cone scales of the 
developing cone. Most are not serious pests but can impede the normal develop-
ment of the cone when they induce resin that fuses cone scales together (Hedlin 
et al. 1981). Asynapta hopkinsi Felt is widely distributed in North America on fir, 
pine and spruce and feeds on resin exuded between cone scales (Hedlin et al. 1981). 
Cecidomyia bisetosa Gagné deforms cones of slash pine in the southern United States 
(Ebel et al. 1980). The Douglas-fir cone scale midge, Contarinia washingtonensis 
Johnson, occurs in western North America. It resembles C. oregonensis; however, 
it does not cause galls. Eggs are laid beneath cone bracts in early summer. Larvae 
make longitudinal tunnels under the surface of scales. Larvae drop to the ground and 
overwinter in cocoons in the litter. It can be abundant but does not cause significant 
damage (Johnson 1963). Species of Kaltenbachiola and Resseliella are common in 
Europe (Skrzypczyńska 1985, 1998). 

16.2.3 Seed Feeders 

Insects that feed within the seed represent the most specialized of the insects of repro-
ductive structures. The life cycles or morphology of these species allows individuals 
to breach the developing seedcoats. Once access to the seed has been gained, the insect 
consumes the inner contents consisting of the embryo and either the megagameto-
phyte (gymnosperms) or the endosperm (angiosperms) (Bonner and Karrfalt 2008). 
Access to the seed may be external (exophytic) by means of specialized mouth-
parts or internal (endophytic) by means of a life stage, usually the larva, physically 
entering the seed. The obligate seed-feeding insects tend to be even more specialized 
and host-specific than the Cone and Fruit Feeders, again because of their intimate 
association with the host plant. 

16.2.3.1 External (Exophytic) Seed Feeding Insects 

The seed-feeding true bugs (Hemiptera: Heteroptera) feed on the nutritious seeds 
hidden within cones and fruits; yet all life stages occur outside the cone or fruit. 
Only their piercing-sucking mouthparts invade their hosts. The mouthparts form a 
bundle of needle-like stylets within a segmented sheath. When feeding, the bug injects 
saliva through a duct in the stylet. The saliva liquefies the contents of the seed. The 
bug sucks out the liquid through the stylet. Typically, there is little external evidence 
of feeding damage (Hedlin et al. 1981). Only a handful of species are involved in 
each of the families Coreidae, Lygaeidae, Miridae, and Scutelleridae.
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Coreidae—Leaf-footed Bugs. This family of medium to large bugs are elongate 
and usually dark colored. The common name comes from the expanded and leaf-like 
hind tibiae common to most species. They have scent glands that give off a strong 
odor when the bugs are disturbed. Most are plant-feeders (Drooz 1985; Triplehorn 
and Johnson 2005). Two species damage conifer seeds in North America, the leaf-
footed pine seed bug, Leptoglossus corculus (Say), and the western conifer seed bug, 
Leptoglossus occidentalis Heidemann. Both are similar in appearance and habits. 
Adults are 15–18 mm long, with a narrow head and prominent eyes. Characteristic 
narrow white zigzag cross-bands are on the forewings. Nymphs are similar in color 
to the adults. Eggs are semi-cylindrical (Hedlin et al. 1981). Adults overwinter in 
sheltered locations, often in buildings.4 On emerging in spring, they feed on male 
strobili. Adults are good fliers and make a distinctive buzzing sound when in flight. 
Females lay eggs on needles throughout the spring and summer. First-instar nymphs 
do not feed. Second-instar nymphs feed on developing ovules in conelets. Older 
nymphs and adults feed through the summer on seeds in maturing cones (Hedlin et al. 
1981). Leptoglossus occidentalis typically has one generation per year; L. corculus 
may have several generations (Hedlin et al. 1981). The bug pushes its mouthparts 
through the scale to the seed. Saliva softens the seed coat, which is then punctured, 
and the bug sucks out the contents after the saliva liquefies the tissues. The puncture 
is marked by a minute hole in the center of a spot of discolored tissue (Koerber 1963). 

Leptoglossus occidentalis is native to western North America but has extended its 
range eastward into the Midwest (McPherson et al. 1990). First reported by Koerber 
(1963), it is a major seed orchard pest in the Pacific Northwest and Rocky Mountains. 
It feeds on a wide range of conifers but is of most concern on Douglas-fir and pines, 
causing extensive seed loss (Bates et al. 2000; Strong 2015). Feeding before the 
seed coat hardens causes fusion of the seed to the cone scale, feeding after hardening 
results in an empty seed. Feeding on conelets by second-instar nymphs causes conelet 
abortion (Krugman and Koerber 1969; Connelly and Schowalter 1991; Bates et al. 
2002,). Management of L. occidentalis is difficult. Separating natural abortion from 
bug-caused abortion makes damage assessment difficult (Bates et al. 2000). Damage 
occurs throughout the season and varies with host phenology (Strong 2006). Bugs are 
difficult to monitor, prompting studies on their communication (Takács et al. 2008) 
and host location cues (Takács et al. 2009) in an effort to exploit their behavior for 
management. 

In 1999, L. occidentalis was discovered in Italy and has since become a major 
invasive pest, spreading throughout Europe from Portugal to Turkey (Roversi et al. 
2011). It is the exemplary invasive insect. Highly mobile themselves, adults readily 
hitch rides with humans, and they are physiologically labile, easily adapting to new 
hosts and habitats (Tamburini et al. 2012). In Italy, L. occidentalis has dramatically 
reduced commercial pine nut production from and reduced regeneration of Italian 
stone pine, Pinus pinea L. (Bracalini et al. 2013; Lesieur et al. 2014). It has been

4 On occasion Leptoglossus and other true bugs seeking shelter will invade homes in huge numbers 
causing major annoyance to homeowners. Leptoglossus occidentalis adults have even caused home 
damage by piercing plastic plumbing with their sturdy mouthparts (Bates 2005). 
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implicated as a potential vector of Diplodia sapinea (Fr.) Fuckel, the causal agent of 
a tip blight in European pines (Luchi et al. 2012). 

Leptoglossus corculus, found throughout the eastern and southern United States, 
attacks most pine species in its range. Similar in appearance to L. occidentalis; it  
can be separated by its dilations on the hind tibiae which extend nearly to the apex, 
the dilations are much shorter in the latter (Allen 1969). The leaf-footed pine seed 
bug was long overlooked as a significant pest because its damage was not obvious 
(DeBarr 1970). It is one of the most destructive insects in southern pine seed orchards 
(Hedlin et al. 1981). Second-instar nymphs feed on conelet ovules and cause conelet 
abortion (DeBarr and Ebel 1974; DeBarr and Kormanik 1975). Later-instar nymphs 
and adults feed on seeds in second-year cones. As with its western counterpart, 
actual damage is difficult to estimate because seeds damaged before the seed coat 
hardens are often overlooked (DeBarr and Ebel 1973). In southern pine orchards, 
L. corculus occurs in combination with another seed-feeding bug, Tetyra bipunctata 
(Herrich-Schäffer) (Scutelleridae) (DeBarr 1967). 

Scutelleridae – Shield-backed Bugs. The Scutelleridae are similar to stink bugs 
(Pentatomidae) but distinguished by the scutellum which extends over most of the 
abdomen like a shield (Triplehorn and Johnson 2005). Tetyra bipunctata, the shield-
backed pine seed bug, occurs on all pines in the eastern United States. Adults are 
robust brown to dark brown insects with dark pits on the scutellum and 11–15 mm 
long. Nymphs are oval, flattened and grey to red-brown in color. Eggs are spherical 
and green changing to red as they mature. Adults overwinter under duff at the soil 
surface and emerge in April. Eggs are laid on needles and cones from late July 
through September. First-instar nymphs do not feed, later-stage nymphs and adults 
feed on seeds of second-year cones (Hedlin et al. 1981). After oviposition in spring, 
the adults enter an obligate dormancy—adults do not feed before mid-summer. Tetyra 
bipuncata can occur in large numbers but is not considered a major pest in southern 
orchards. Its single yearly generation and obligate diapause limit its feeding to mid-
summer through fall. In contrast, L. corculus feeds from early spring through cone 
harvest, it has several generations and second-instar nymphs through adults can 
destroy seeds (DeBarr and Ebel 1973; Cameron 1981). 

Lygaeidae. Species in several genera of Lygaeidae feed on cones and fruits. 
Belonochilus numenius (Say), introduced from North America, feeds on the fruiting 
heads of Platanus species in Europe and the Mediterranean Basin (Gessé et al. 
2009). Four species of Orsillus feed on cones and seeds of Cupressaceae in Europe 
and can reduce seed yields (Dioli 1991; Rouault et al. 2005). Orsillus depressus 
Mulsant and Rey feeds on native and exotic species of Juniperus and Cedrus and 
is common in the Iberian Peninsula (Ciesla 2011). Orsillus maculatus (Feiber) is a 
pest of Cupressus sempervirens L. cones (Ciesla 2011) (see Sect. 16.3.1.4). Orsillus 
may be a potential vector of Seridium cardinale Sutton and Gibson, the causal agent 
of cypress bark canker disease (Rouault et al. 2005). The elm seed bug, Arocatus 
melanocephalus Fabricius (Hemiptera: Heteroptera: Lygaeidae) is native to Europe 
and widely distributed in Central and Southern Europe (Ferracini and Alma 2008); 
it was reported as an invasive in China in 2013 (Gao et al. 2013) and subsequently
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in North America (Idaho State Department of Agriculture 2013; Acheampong and 
Strong 2016). 

Miridae. The mirid Platylygus luridus (Reuter) feeds on ovules of jack pine 
conelets and causes their abortion (Rauf et al. 1984). The birch catkin bug Klei-
docerys resedae feeds on reproductive structures of birch as well as seeds of many 
other species (Wheeler 1976), but it is not known to cause economic damage. 

Rhopalidae. In North America, the boxelder bug, Boisea trivittata (Say), and the 
western boxelder bug, Boisea rubrolineata (Barber), feed on ash and maple samaras, 
primarily on boxelder, Acer negundo L. in summer and fall. The boxelder bug occurs 
in the East and extends west to Montana and Alberta; its western counterpart occurs 
from British Columbia to Texas. Both species are similar in appearance and habitat 
and have little impact on host trees but are nuisances when they enter houses for 
overwintering (Tinker 1952; Ciesla  2011). 

16.2.3.2 Internal (Endophytic) Seed Feeding Insects 

Internal seed-feeding insects are those which must complete one or more life stages, 
almost always the larva and pupa, within the seed, consuming the seed contents as they 
develop (Turgeon et al. 1994). Internal seed feeders are considered the most special-
ized consumers of reproductive structures (Roques 1991). Species in Coleoptera, 
Hymenoptera and Diptera are involved. 

Hymenoptera. The seed chalcid wasp genus Megastigmus (Chalcidoidea: 
Torymidae) is by far the largest group of conifer internal seed feeders (Grissell 1999). 
This group contains 41 species of seed insects associated with the Pinaceae, Taxodi-
aceae and Cupressaceae. Geographically, they seem to be restricted to the Holarctic 
region (Auger-Rozenberg et al. 2006). These pests are generally highly species-
specific, but some can infest several members of the same genus. Megastigmus 
species have one generation per year and are most abundant on conifers with yearly 
cone cycles; but some species infest Pinus (Kinzer et al. 1972; Hedlin et al. 1981; 
Cibrián-Tovar et al. 1986). 

Megastigmus adults are small- to moderate-sized (3–5 mm in length) antlike 
wasps with elongate, enlarged hind coxae, laterally compressed abdomens, and a 
long ovipositor in females. The forewing has a large, dilated darkened spot (stigma) 
in its anterior margin. Adults are variable in color with patterns of black, brown and 
yellow (Keen 1958; Hedlin et al. 1981). Eggs are spindle-shaped. Larvae are legless 
and strongly curved or arched, giving a c-shaped appearance. Pupae are exarate. 
Both larvae and pupae occur within the seeds and can only be seen by dissection or 
radiography (Hedlin 1956; Skrzypczyńska 1978). Typically, the overwintered adult 
emerges in spring and early summer from seed that has been shed from the tree. 
A small circular hole is cut in the seed coat by the emerging adult. After mating, 
the female lays her eggs directly inside the host ovules by inserting the ovipositor 
through the scales of the young cones. All the immature stages will then develop 
inside the seed. Pupation occurs in spring.
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Megastigmus, as a group, is a major seed destroyer of conifers. Species consis-
tently cause damage in managed seed orchards throughout the Holarctic. Because 
of the high level of specialization of these seed parasitoid species and their intimate 
relation with their hosts, seed chalcids have evolved a series of adaptive traits to cope 
with the wide spatial and temporal fluctuations of conifer seed production. These 
adaptations include extended diapause (Suez et al. 2013), parthenogenetic reproduc-
tion (Boivin et al. 2014), effective dispersal (Jarry et al. 1997; Lander et al. 2014), 
and the ability to modify the physiology of seed development in ways similar to 
galling insects (von Aderkas et al. 2005). The ease of invasive introduction and the 
peculiarities of the life cycle have made seed chalcids the subject of much genetic 
and behavioral research (Boivin et al. 2017) (see Sects. 16.3.1.4, 16.3.3.1, 16.4.3, 
16.4.4). 

The Douglas-fir seed chalcid, Megastigmus spermotrophus Wachtl, native to the 
natural range of Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii, has been introduced into areas 
where Douglas-fir is grown commercially including Great Britain, Western Europe 
and New Zealand (Hussey 1955; Mailleux et al. 2008). In the Pacific Northwest, it is a 
major seed pest in orchards (Hedlin et al. 1981). Megastimus albifrons Walker is one 
of the rare seed chalcids attacking Pinus; hosts are ponderosa pine, Pinus ponderosa, 
and several Pinus species in Mexico. It has the typical one-year life cycle. Seeds often 
remain in cones and the adults must escape the seed and tunnel through the scale 
to disperse (Kinzer et al. 1972; Cibrián-Tovar et al. 1986). The spruce seed chalcid, 
M. atedius Walker and the fir seed chalcid, M. pinus Parfitt attack Picea and Abies 
species, respectively, and are native to North America but established in Europe. 
Numerous species are native to Europe and Asia including M. pictus (Förster) on 
Eurasian species of Larix (Roques et al. 1995; Roques and Skrzypczyńska 2003). 

Coleoptera. Lignyodes bischoffi (Blatchley) and L. helvola (LeConte) (Curculion-
idae) are weevils native to eastern North America. They feed on seeds of Fraxinus. 
Females oviposit on seeds, the larvae consume the seed, and overwinter in the seed or 
on the ground (Barger and Davidson 1967). Lignyodes bischoffi has been introduced 
into Central Europe (Gosik et al. 2001). 

Diptera. Species of Earomyia (Brachycera: Lonchaeidae), called seed maggots, 
are found primarily on Abies but also occur in, Larix, Picea, Pseudotsuga, and Tsuga 
(McAlpine 1956). Adults are small shiny black flies with wings longer than the 
abdomen, which is flattened. The larvae are typical brachycerine maggots. Females 
oviposit on cone scales in late spring. Newly hatched larvae enter the cone and 
then penetrate the seeds to feed. In fall, the mature larvae drop to the ground, form 
puparia, and overwinter. Some may delay emergence for a year or two (Keen 1958). 
In North America, Earomyia abietum McAlpine, E. brevistylata McAlpine, and 
E. longistylata McAlpine infest only Abies; E. aquilona McAlpine infests Abies, 
Larix and Pseudotsuga and E. barbara McAlpine is found on those genera and 
Picea and Tsuga (McAlpine 1956). In Europe, E. impossible is common on Abies 
(Skrzypczyńska 1998). Seed maggots often occur in large numbers but are not usually 
significant pests (Hedlin et al. 1981). 

Gall midges in the genus Semudobia form galls within the developing seeds of 
birch. Several species attack birch in the palearctic, nearctic, or nolarctic (Roskam
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1977). One species also galls the catkin scales. Semudobia larvae are the basis of a 
suite of inquilines, chalcid parasitoids, and predators (Roskam 2013). 

16.2.4 Tropical Ecosystem Herbivores of Reproductive 
Structures 

Tropical forests are characterized by rich biodiversity in both host trees and their 
insects. Masting is important in tropical forest ecosystems (Herrera et al. 1998). For 
example, in Sarawak, Malaysia, community-wide masting or “general reproduction” 
occurs at intervals of 2–10 years. At general reproduction, most plant species in the 
community flower synchronously over a period of three to six months followed by 
mass dispersal of seeds (Asano et al. 2016). Seed herbivore satiation is the accepted 
explanation for such masting; the abundance of seed overwhelms herbivore consump-
tion leaving a large seed crop for regeneration while in non-mast years, herbivores 
are starved (see Sect. 16.3.3.2) (Hosaka et al. 2009; Linhart et al. 2014; Asano et al. 
2016). 

Tropical tree seed herbivores consist primarily of species of Coleoptera, Lepi-
doptera, Hemiptera and Hymenoptera. Weevils (Curculionidae, Nanophyidae) and 
Lepidoptera (Pyralidae, Tortricidae) consume seeds of dipterocarps (Diptero-
carpaceae), primary components of rainforests of Southeast Asia (Hosaka et al. 2017; 
Lyal and Curran 2000). Australian eucalypts (Myrtaceae), sheoak (Casuarinaceae), 
and tea tree (Myrtaceae) host anobiid beetles and chalcidoid wasps (Andersen 
and New 1987). Curculionoidea infest seeds of baobab (Malvaceae) and mangrove 
(Rhizophoraceae). Bruchid beetle larvae infest seeds of Amazonian palms (Arecaeae) 
(Silvius and Fragoso 2002) and are major consumers of tropical acacia (Fabaceae) 
seeds (Janzen 1969; Peguero et al. 2014). Bugs (Lygaeidae) feed on seeds of figs 
(Moraceae) (Slater 1972). Much remains to be learned about tropical seed herbivores 
(Basset et al. 2019). 

16.3 Reproductive Structures as Habitat, and Evolutionary 
Consequences for the Host 

Reproductive structures offer a unique habitat that is both nutrient-rich and well-
defended. Herbivores have devised many mechanisms to exploit this resource, while 
hosts have evolved means to limit herbivory. This section explores these relationships, 
and places them in an evolutionary context.
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16.3.1 Reproductive Structures Nutritive Value and Host 
Defenses 

16.3.1.1 Nutritive Value 

Most plants invest substantial resources in seed development, quantitatively to 
compensate for pre- and post-dispersal losses, and qualitatively to provide their 
embryos with enough reserves to germinate successfully. Consequently, seeds and 
reproductive structures, in general, are a greater source of carbohydrates and proteins 
than most other plant parts (Hulme and Benkman 2002) (Fig. 16.1). Seeds are 
also long lasting, offering long-term storage of nutrients that seed herbivores can 
exploit. Fruit and other non-seed reproductive structures can also be rich resources, 
but are more transient, and can be considered similar to dung or carrion (Lukasic 
and Johnson 2007). Because of lower defenses and increased transience, non-seed 
reproductive structures often undergo a distinct succession of species utilizing them, 
much like dung or carrion. Nutrient extraction from seeds can be improved with 
bacterial symbionts, such as Burkhoderia in Megastigmus, which aides in nitrogen 
recycling and nutrient breakdown of the megagametophyte (Paulson et al. 2014). 

Fig. 16.1 Comparison between the average composition of seeds and other plant parts. Seeds 
provide a concentrated nutrient source that is particularly rich in carbohydrates. From Hulme and 
Benkman 2002
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16.3.1.2 Chemical Defenses 

Plant chemical defense strategies against herbivory are ubiquitous and explain many 
plant–insect interactions. While a large amount of information has been gathered on 
chemical defenses of vegetative parts, much less is generally known with regards to 
reproductive structures. In practice, it has long been established that a wide variety 
of toxins and repellents occur in seeds. Some tree seeds, such as those of the neem 
tree, Azadirachta indica A. Juss, even provide extracts used as insecticides or insect 
repellents. 

Seed chemical defenses include tannins that interfere with protein absorption, 
cyanide precursors, enzymes inhibitors and phytohaemaglutinins that disrupt enzyme 
functions (Bell 1978). Defense compounds are often complex molecules that require 
significant energy and metabolites to synthesize. As such, their physiological cost 
is often significant. They also need to be stored in the seeds, thus limiting the space 
available for reserves destined to the embryo and the seedling. This limitation is 
sometimes mitigated by synthesizing toxins that can be metabolized and used by the 
seedling later (Harborne 1993). 

Defense chemicals can also be synthesized as an induced response to herbivory. 
For example, infested seeds of Mimosa bimucronata (DC.) Kuntze have higher 
phenolic contents than non-infested seeds, suggesting that this is an induced defense 
(Kestring et al. 2009). Another strategy is to only protect the part of the seed that is 
important. In subtropical oaks, a higher concentration of tannins at the apical half 
of the acorns, near the embryo, increases resistance to seed herbivory (Xiao et al. 
2007). 

Herbivores have evolved detoxification and sequestration mechanisms to deal with 
host defenses. Physical defenses, once breached by specialists, can allow access by 
generalists (see Sect. 16.4.3), but chemical defenses continue to operate even if a 
specialist gains access, thus reinforcing the specialization of reproductive structure 
herbivores. For example, Curculio performance in different acorn species is deter-
mined by the chemical composition of the acorns (Munoz et al. 2014); access by 
one species does not allow access by others. Similarly, Janzen (1969) found that dry 
tropical hardwood legumes use a wide range of chemicals for defense against bruchid 
beetles, including pentose, methylpentose, saponins, endopeptidase inhibitors, alka-
loids, and free amino acids. The latter group frequently accounted for host specificity 
(see Sect. 16.4.3). 

16.3.1.3 Physical Defenses 

There is considerable evidence that herbivory acted as a selective agent in the evolu-
tion of many physical traits of reproductive structures. Fossil records show an increase 
in seed cone size and compactness (percent of interlocking scales) in Cupressaceae 
and Pinaceae species during the Early to Middle Jurassic (Leslie 2011). During the 
same period, insect mouthparts show significant diversification (e.g. the appearance 
of new piercing and sucking types) and new insect groups such as weevils emerged.
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Since the number of seeds per cone did not increase with size, and pollen cones, 
which are less susceptible to herbivory, remained similar during the same period, the 
increase in cone size suggests a greater investment in protective tissue in response 
to increased severity and diversification of seed herbivory. 

Seed coat toughness is another form of physical defense, such as is found in the 
pericarp of the baobab tree. The baobab weevil is one of the few insects capable of 
breaching this defense system (Lukasic and Johnson 2007). Another physical defense 
is resin, which frequently kills eggs and larvae, especially in conifers. For example, 
Pinus cembra L. is unique among European conifers in successfully defending 
against the pine cone weevil, Pissodes validirostris Gyll. by copious resin flow during 
moist conditions (Dormont and Roques 2001). 

Other physical traits may have been selected by herbivory such as the number 
of seeds per structure, seed size and seed coat thickness (Fenner et al. 2002). For 
example, the large seed mass and early (i.e. autumn) germination of subtropical oak 
species, provide some tolerance for partial consumption of the seed without totally 
preventing germination and even the establishment of a viable seedling (Xiao et al. 
2007). The number of seeds per reproductive structure may also be under selective 
pressure from herbivory. Seifert et al. (2000) found indications of an interaction 
between the seed quantity in spruce cones and seed insect infestation. On the contrary, 
no correlation was found between the total number of seeds in a cone and their 
infestation by the seed wasp Megastigmus suspectus Borries (Skrzypczynska 1998). 

Lignification of the reproductive structure or the presence of a waxy surface are 
other physical defenses that may make it hard for herbivores to oviposit inside or at 
the surface of the structure. Lignification will generally occur progressively during 
the development of the reproductive structure. For herbivores that oviposit inside the 
reproductive structure (e.g. endophytic seed feeders, see Sect. 16.2.3.2), oviposition 
success will be primarily linked to their ability to penetrate through the tissues as 
they harden. Often, hardening is accompanied by intensive structural changes that 
render oviposition possible for a narrow temporal window so herbivores have to 
synchronize their development with the phenology of their hosts. 

When physical defenses are breached, it is usually by specialist species, which 
then allows access to reproductive structures by generalists. For example, in many 
leguminous trees, a single specialist species can breach physical barriers, which 
allows entry of multiple non-specialists (Meiado et al. 2013). Thus, the failure of 
physical defenses can result in a complete defense breakdown. 

Selective pressure exerted by reproductive structure herbivores may be countered 
by selection pressures from a variety of other sources. For example, selection for 
smaller seed in response to seed herbivores might be countered by the advantage 
larger seeds provide to the seedling. Physical characteristics of reproductive struc-
tures have also influenced the evolution of herbivores. For example, seed size appears 
to be an important selective agent in the evolution of rostrum size in acorn weevils 
(Hughes and Vogler 2004).
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16.3.1.4 Ontogenetic Defenses 

Seed ontogeny can be broadly divided in two groups. In most angiosperms and some 
gymnosperms (e.g. Cupressaceae), the accumulation of nutrients in the megaga-
metophyte (conifers) or endosperm (angiosperms) occurs only if pollination and 
fertilization were successful. In other gymnosperms (Pinaceae and Cycadales), 
the accumulation of nutrients is independent of fertilization and sometimes polli-
nation. Recent histological studies suggest that the endophytic seed feeders of 
the genus Megastigmus synchronize their oviposition to the onset of nutrient 
accumulation during seed ontogeny (Boivin et al. 2015). More specifically, in a 
Pinaceae/Megastigmus system, the wasp oviposits early during megagametogenesis, 
a stage at which intense cell death results in the production of a mucilage-like matrix 
rich in polysaccharides and proteins. In addition to targeting an early phase of the seed 
development, this seed wasp can redirect ovule development to prevent the degener-
ation and death of unfertilized ovules and induce the accumulation of nutrients used 
as food resource for the developing larvae (von Aderkas et al. 2005). In comparison, 
species parasitizing Cupressaceae lay their eggs later, during embryogenesis. At this 
stage, a corrosion cavity forms by intense cell lysis of the megagametophyte, creating 
space for the embryo to grow. The cell lysis provides readily available nutrients to 
the developing larva. Thus, it appears that these endophytic wasps have evolved 
towards the use of a plant structure that is a natural sink for nutrients. Moreover, 
in an interesting and possibly new type of insect-plant interaction, post-fertilization 
wasps can prevent megagametophyte degeneration and induce differentiation of plant 
storage tissue even in the absence of fertilization. Extending their observations to 
a larger group of seed parasitoids, Boivin et al. (2015) suggested that these insect-
plant interactions evolved from passive host exploitation when oviposition occurs 
post-fertilization, to active host manipulation when eggs are laid pre-fertilization, 
and finally to active host manipulation with creation of new host structures for 
gall-inducing insects. 

In some instances, reproductive structures and their faunistic complement may 
display parallel successional stages through time. Lukasic and Johnson (2007) found 
that baobab fruit go through distinct successional stages, with specialist curculionids 
invading first, using adaptations to breach the defensive pericarp, followed by less 
specialized lepidopteran larvae, then generalist dipteran larvae as the attacked fruit 
defenses progressively degrade. Orsillus maculatus (Lygaeidae) attacking Mediter-
ranean cypress waits until Megastigmus spp. have emerged, then uses their emergence 
holes for oviposition (Ciesla 2011). 

Some forest trees can also defend viable seeds using “decoys”. Delayed self-
incompatibility in the tropical dipterocarps (see Sect. 16.2.4) means that self-
pollinated ovules, which would otherwise be non-viable, are maintained for a period 
of time. Thus, insect herbivores might target ovules destined to die anyway, thus 
protecting a higher proportion of viable ovules (Ghazoul and Satake 2009). This 
theory holds up well when modeled on dipterocarps, and generally holds for any 
herbivore-satiating mass-flowering forest tree species, but no data exist to verify the 
models.
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16.3.2 Host-Finding and Selection 

According to the preference/performance hypothesis (Thompson 1988), if the quality 
of sites in which an insect lays its eggs influences offspring fitness, natural selection 
should favor females that oviposit in high-quality sites. In obligate cone-feeding 
insects, the adult female selects the host, while the larvae must live with her selection 
(Turgeon et al. 1994). In facultative cone-feeders (inflorescence feeding guild), the 
larvae can also find and select vegetative structures, thus expanding their potential 
resource to both reproductive and vegetative structures and reducing the risk of poor 
host acceptability. 

Host-finding is influenced by the spatial structure of forests. In temperate forests 
with only a few dominant species, insects can move freely between closely spaced 
hosts, ensuring easy host-finding. This is even more the case in seed orchards where 
non-host trees are eliminated. However, in tropical forests with a high diversity of 
tree species, the hosts of any given herbivore species tend to be distributed as islands 
of widely spaced individuals, separated by a sea of non-hosts. This leads to difficult 
host-finding and high mortality during the host-finding stage (Janzen 1971). 

Cues used in host finding are both long- and short-range. Adults of obligate 
conifer cone-feeders tend to use whole-tree cues (visual or chemical cues) for long-
range orientation, and cone cues (primarily chemical) for short-range orientation 
(Hulme and Benkman 2002), whereas adults of non-obligate cone-feeders use both 
whole-tree and cone cues for long-range orientation (Turgeon et al. 1994). 

Host finding cues have been explored with many species, and include: 

• Chemical cues: These are volatile compounds that can function as long- and short-
range cues, and surface chemicals for short-range cues. They are usually attrac-
tive, such as the spruce cone terpenes α-pinene, β-pinene, and myrcene that attract 
Cydia strobilella (Jakobsson et al, 2016). However, repellent compounds can also 
guide long-range orientation. Bedard et al (2002) found that certain repellent non-
host aldehydes, alcohols, and (+)-conophthorin also mediate host-finding in the 
C. strobilella spruce system, by repelling females from non-host trees (thus effec-
tively steering them towards host trees). Turgeon et al. (1994) implicated terpenes 
as being important in long-distance host-finding. Short-distance discrimination 
of foliage from cones could be mediated by differences in chemicals: in Picea, 
terpinolene and aliphatic acids differ between foliage and cones; in Pseudotsuga 
it is primarily monoterpenes; and in Pinus, several sesquiterpenes have been iden-
tified. Whether these short-distance potential cues are actually used, though, has 
not been investigated. Very short distance differentiation between cone bracts and 
scales can be determined by terpenoid differences (Turgeon et al. 1994), but again 
it is unknown if these cues are used in host selection. 

• Visual cues: These are used when there is a difference between cone and foliage 
colour. Colour cues are important in some species (e.g. Contarinia oregonensis in 
Douglas-fir, Zahradnik et al. 2012), but not in others (e.g. Dioryctria abietivorella 
in Douglas-fir and Leptoglossus occidentalis in western white pine, W. Strong 
unpublished). It has been suggested that the difference in infrared emissions by
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cones and foliage is used by L. occidentalis in finding its host (Takacs et al. 2008), 
though this was later challenged by Schneider (2014). 

• Shape and size of reproductive structures: Though this has been implicated in host 
defense and utilization, little has been found regarding host orientation. Zahradnik 
et al. (2012) found that branch-shaped (long and thin) but not barrel-shaped (short 
and wide) silhouettes are attractive to C. oregonensis, possibly indicating that 
branches are used in orientation towards the cone-bearing portions of Douglas-fir. 

Host-selection following host-finding requires a means of assessing host quality. 
Bruchid beetles in tropical legume forests probably select hosts based upon the 
types of alkaloids and free amino acids present (Janzen 1969). These are very toxic 
compounds that are present in different types and quantities in different tree species; 
each species of bruchid has evolved to cope with the chemical suite in a restricted 
host range. Some of these cues can be co-opted for mate finding: Cydia strobilella 
males (but not females) are frequently caught in traps baited with volatiles specific 
to their spruce hosts (Jakobsson et al. 2016), suggesting that they use the volatiles to 
find mates or locations where mates are likely to be. 

16.3.3 Temporal Transience 

16.3.3.1 Within Season 

Reproductive phenology (i.e. the seasonal onset and the duration of the different 
phases of reproduction) of individuals of the same host species can vary broadly 
among populations depending on local conditions, suggesting that these traits can 
evolve rapidly in response to bottom-up selective pressures such as climate and 
photoperiod. Top-down selective pressures such as biotic interactions may also affect 
the selection of the onset and duration of flowering period depending on the nature of 
the interaction (mutualist vs antagonist, Elzinga et al. 2007). Two types of flowering 
phenology can minimize predispersal seed herbivory. One strategy is to desynchro-
nize flowering with herbivore phenology, i.e. producing fruits before or after seed 
herbivory peak. The opposite strategy is to apply ‘herbivore satiation’ (Janzen 1971). 
In this case, fruits are produced in massive quantities over a short period of time so that 
the herbivore cannot manage to attack all of them. However, escaping herbivory in 
time can have negative selective consequences. Flowering might occur during subop-
timal periods such as times when fewer pollinators or seed dispersers are available, 
or times when frost or drought can impact seed production. 

In some conifer species, the timing of reproductive structure infestation seems 
to depend on the lifestyle of the herbivore. Obligate cone-feeders prefer the middle 
stages of cone development, which have high sugar content and low indigestible 
fiber levels, while facultative cone-feeders prefer early or late stages, which might 
have nutritional characteristics more similar to the foliage they also feed on (Roques 
1991).
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Finally, the timing of attack with regard to the host reproductive phase may affect 
the outcome. For example, Megastigmus species that attack Cupressaceae oviposit 
only after ovule fertilization, while those that attack Pinaceae can exploit the host 
before or after fertilization (Rouault et al. 2004). Thus, the Pinaceae group can para-
sitize a higher proportion of ovules. In another example, the synchrony of acorn 
production and acorn weevil larval growth has implications for the success of regen-
eration. When phenological synchrony is good, fewer acorns survive to maturity and 
canopy recruitment suffers, while asynchrony leads to improved oak reproduction 
(Munoz et al. 2014). 

16.3.3.2 Between Seasons (Masting) 

The reproductive pattern of many tree species is characterized by high annual vari-
ability and spatial synchrony. This phenomenon, referred to as masting or mast 
seeding (Silvertown 1980), manifests itself in intermittent and synchronous episodes 
of abundant reproductive structures (mast years) followed by one or more years of 
low abundance (non-mast years, Kelly 1994). The mechanisms involved in mast 
seeding have been debated for many years. According to Poncet et al (2009), three 
conditions are required for masting to be successful: mast year crops must exceed 
the consumptive capacity of the herbivores; mast years must be separated by suffi-
cient time to reduce herbivore numbers between mast years; and mast crops must be 
synchronized over a greater spatial scale than the herbivore dispersal distance. Linhart 
et al. (2014) clarifies Poncet’s first condition as a requirement that the herbivore must 
follow a Type II functional response, in which the proportion of reproductive structure 
consumed declines with reproductive structure density, due to satiation. 

From an evolutionary point of view, several lines of evidence support the theory 
that herbivory favored the selection of spatial and temporal variation in reproductive 
structure dynamics, particularly large-scale reproductive synchrony (masting) that 
leads to herbivore satiation (Kelly 1994). Models that combine masting and herbi-
vore population dynamics have been used to investigate the role of herbivores in 
selection for mast fruiting. Surprisingly, even if masting is often considered as the 
most common strategy to escape herbivory, results show herbivory is not required 
for masting to evolve. The presence of seedling banks with some seedlings surviving 
more than one year is required for masting to develop (Tachiki and Iwasa 2013). 
In the absence of this condition, even strong herbivory does not in itself promote 
masting. When multi-age seedling banks are available for recruitment to fill forest 
gaps, herbivory can promote the evolution of masting. 

Although the theoretical framework for the role of masting in herbivore satiation is 
now well developed, there has been limited empirical evidence to support it until the 
recent publication of several long-term studies. In a 17-year study, Poncet et al (2009) 
found that European larch cone crop size was synchronized across a wide region in 
the French Alps. Low seed predation by a species complex of the highly mobile cone-
tunneling Strobilomyia (see Sect. 16.2.2.2.1), in years of low cone crops following 
mast years, supported the satiation theory (Fig. 16.2). A high rate of reproductive
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synchrony was also found in a 29-year study of ponderosa pine (Linhart et al. 2014) 
(Fig. 16.3), as well as a Type II functional response and higher overall predation (but 
lower proportion of seeds consumed) in mast years (Fig. 16.4). Lower predation rates 
on individual trees with more cones in mast years suggested the intensified effect 
on insects with lower dispersal capabilities. Kobro et al. (2003) found that fruit 
production in the rowan tree, Sorbus aucuparia L. (Rosaceae) was synchronized 
spatially and temporally over the course of a 22-year study. The apple fruit moth 
Argyresthia conjugella Zeller used apple during years of low rowan fruit production, 
which reduced the success of masting for rowan trees. In the same system, an earlier 
study (Sperens 1997) found a type II functional response, with more moths in high 
fruit years but a lower proportion of damage. However, masting was determined to 
be less effective because tree populations were small with high local synchrony but 
poor regional synchrony, and moths are highly vagile. 

Other examples of the effect of temporally variable production of reproductive 
structures on herbivore satiation have been observed in Mediterranean oaks (Espelta 
et al. 2008), European juniper (Mezquida et al. 2016), Antarctic beech (Soler et al. 
2017), Japanese beech (Yasaka et al. 2003), European rowan ( Żywiec et al. 2013), 
Japanese oaks (Fukumoto and Kajimura 2011) and American ponderosa pine (Linhart 
et al. 2014). 

Masting is generally most successful against host-specific obligate cone, fruit, 
and seed feeders (Hulme and Benkman 2002). Herbivores with a broad host range 
can feed upon reproductive structures of alternative tree species during non-mast 
years. Non-obligate feeders can survive low crop years by feeding on vegetative 
plant parts, such as western spruce budworm on Douglas-fir (see Sect. 16.2.1). Less

Fig. 16.2 Annual fluctuation of cone production in European larch in the 20 sites studied in the 
French Alps (bars) and of global predation rates by Strobilomyia species (circles; mean ± SE). In 
1987, 1992, 1996, 1997 and 1998, the median larch cone production was nill but enough cones 
were sampled to calculate a predation rate. From Poncet et al. (2009)
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Fig. 16.3 Annual estimates (from 1979 to 2008, except 2004) of the total number of seed cones 
at the site level (white dots, dashed line and left axis) and proportion of attacked seed cones by 
specialist insect seed predators (black dots, solid line and right axis). Each point represents the 
average of 217 ponderosa pine trees. Error bars are omitted for clarity. From Linhart et al. (2014) 

Fig. 16.4 a Relationship between the number of available seed cones and the proportion of attacked 
seed cones by insect seed predators at the population level (white dots for non-mast years, grey dots 
for intermediate years and black dots for mast years, r =−0.44, P = 0.017). Each point represents 
a year (N = 29). b Relationship between the number of available seed cones and the proportion of 
attacked seed cones by insect seed predators at the individual level in non-mast years (white dots, 
r = −0.11, P = 0.117) and mast years (black dots, r = −0.20, P = 0.003). Each point represents 
an individual ponderosa pine tree (N = 217). The single lines shows the functional response across 
all trees in both mast and non-mast years. From Linhart et al. (2014)
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mobile insects are more impacted by masting because greater mobility allows insects 
to find widely dispersed crops, outside of the masting region. This can be particularly 
relevant in obligate, host-specific seed-feeders with high mobility. The timing of 
reproductive structure herbivory within a year can also be important in the success of 
masting. Harris et al. (1996) found that pecan nut casebearer, Acrobasis nuxvorella 
Neunzig, which attacks seeds early in the year, lives at low densities and feeds on 
the few nuts produced in non-mast years, thus reducing nut density to zero. The 
pecan weevil (see Sect. 16.2.2.1.2), which feeds in later season, must then deal with 
intensified masting effects (i.e. very low nut availability in non-mast years). 

Forest structure is important in the success of masting as well. Tropical forests 
with widely separated individuals of a species can use masting successfully against 
obligate specialists because of the difficulty of locating and moving to another indi-
vidual of the same species (Janzen 1971). Tropical generalist insects are less affected 
by masting because of the ability to use other tree species or plant parts. Masting 
in temperate monoculture forests is often less effective, particularly against insects 
of high mobility, because of the ease of finding and moving to non-masting hosts, 
perhaps outside the masting area. In this way, as host density increases, herbivore 
satiation becomes less effective. 

Herbivore satiation in the absence of masting is another defensive mechanism. 
Dry tropical Acacia pennatula (Chamb. and Schltdl.) Berth. produce abundant seed 
in mid-altitude areas where seed production is greatest and energetically least costly; 
this satiates seed-feeding bruchids (Mimosestes spp.) and ensures the preservation 
of some seeds (Peguero et al. 2014). On the other hand, in high-altitude areas where 
seed production is more energetically expensive, A. pennatula uses seed abortion: 
the tree aborts seeds upon bruchid oviposition, thus allowing the diversion of energy 
to uninfested seeds, and decoying the bruchids into a reproductive dead-end, thereby 
reducing insect numbers. 

Janzen (1969) found that different dry tropical Acacia spp. responded to feeding 
by bruchids in one of two ways. Some species produce more total weight of smaller 
seeds that have reduced defensive chemicals, resulting in herbivore satiation allowing 
a few escapes despite high seed mortality. Other species produce a lower total weight 
of larger seeds, with moderate or high levels of defensive chemicals, resulting in low 
seed mortality and a higher percentage of escapes. Herbivore satiation is aided by 
spatial discontinuity of the trees, thus favouring high production of small seeds. 
Satiation is hindered by a greater number of bruchid species feeding on one tree 
species, which encourages lower production of well-defended seeds. 

16.3.4 Evolutionary Consequences at the Host Species Level 

While reproductive structure herbivory has considerable impacts on host seed output 
(Crawley 1989) it is less clear how strong a selective force it is in shaping host tree 
reproductive and non-reproductive traits. In general, trees produce far more immature 
ovules than can possibly mature, the loss of some to herbivory might not affect host
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fitness. Even if the host’s capacity to produce seeds is reduced, other factors may 
compensate, such as an increase in maternal resources or a decrease in seedling 
competition. To affect evolutionary trajectories, reproductive structure herbivory has 
to meet the following conditions: (1) herbivory rates have to consistently relate to 
certain plant phenotypes (e.g. plant height, shape or color, flowering phenology, 
number of flowers, seed size), (2) these phenotypes have to be heritable, (3) plant 
trait-fitness relationships have to change as a result of herbivory, (4) the magnitude 
of the herbivory has to be large in comparison to the sensitivity of overall plant 
population performance to changes in seed production. Although the data are still 
sparse, the overall pattern of reproductive structure herbivory suggests that the main 
conditions for selection are present, and a growing number of studies confirm the 
selective forces of reproductive structure herbivores and their role in the evolution 
of traits (Hulme and Benkman 2002; Kolb et al.  2007). 

Assuming that herbivory meets the conditions listed above, it has likely selected 
for plant traits that tend to minimize the negative effects of seed loss and for plant 
tolerance mechanisms that do not preclude seed consumption but reduce seed loss 
among seed crops. In a review of the ecological literature, Kolb et al. (2007) found that 
the most common traits affected by seed herbivory are the number, morphology and 
size of reproductive structures, flowering phenology, plant size and flower number. 
The strength and the direction of the relationship between a plant phenotypic trait and 
reproductive structure herbivory is generally species dependent. For example, seed 
herbivory was related to flowering phenology in 80% of the species reviewed by Kolb 
et al. (2007) but the direction of selection depended on the species. In some cases 
herbivory selected for early flowering, in other cases for later flowering. Conversely, 
since the generation time of reproductive structure herbivores is generally much 
shorter than their host, it is expected that the herbivore will likely be able to track 
the evolution of host traits. 

16.3.5 Evolutionary Consequences at the Community Level 

Associational resistance exists in many plant species. This is the close spatial associ-
ation of hosts with non-hosts, which increases volatile diversity and reduces the host-
finding ability of pests (Barbosa et al. 2009). Though this is a common phenomenon 
in general plant resistance, no papers concerning this mechanism were located, which 
are specific to insects of reproductive structures. 

Reproductive structure herbivory can play an important role in the dynamics 
of plant populations by limiting seed production. At the community level, inter-
specific differences in reproductive structure herbivory may influence the relative 
recruitment and ultimately the abundance of co-existing species. Specifically, the 
coexistence of tree species sharing the same habitat may be maintained by differential 
temporal or spatial variations in reproductive structure herbivory that counteract 
competitive exclusion (Hulme 1996). For example, Espelta et al. (2009) studied pre-
dispersal acorn herbivory of two co-occurring weevil species on the Mediterranean
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oaks, Quercus ilex L. and Q. humilis Miller, and compared the relevance of this 
herbivory to that of other processes involved in recruitment. Herbivory significantly 
contributed to inter-specific differences in recruitment relative to other factors such 
as post-dispersal herbivory and germination. Herbivory rate cannot be used as a 
surrogate for the effects on plant fitness or population dynamics as there might not 
always be a direct link between seed herbivory, seed abundance, and recruitment 
(Kolb et al. 2007). In some cases, high seed herbivory rates may even enhance 
seedling survival by reducing post-dispersal intraspecific competition (Halpern and 
Underwood 2006). 

Among all sources of herbivory, reproductive structure herbivory can be of partic-
ular importance because of its direct and obvious impacts on plant fitness and often 
strong effects on recruitment patterns. The Janzen-Connell hypothesis illustrates this 
concept: the high diversity of tropical rainforest trees is explained by the spatial vari-
ation in species-specific seed and seedling herbivores (Janzen 1970; Connell 1971). 
Under this hypothesis, insect herbivores of reproductive structures may promote the 
stable coexistence of different tree species because these insects are often specialized 
on a single host species and are more prone to depress recruitment of locally abundant 
species, thus giving advantage to rare species. The Janzen-Connell hypothesis also 
states that for reproductive structure herbivores to play a role in the maintenance of 
biodiversity, they must cause positive distance- or density-dependent mortality (i.e. 
mortality increases with host density). These conditions are in direct opposition to 
the herbivore satiation hypothesis that requires negative density-dependent mortality. 
However, both processes may act simultaneously at different scales. In an investiga-
tion of East Asian oak, Quercus serrata Thunb. ex Murray acorn herbivory, Xiao et al. 
(2016) observed that overall herbivore satiation limited the occurrence of Janzen– 
Connell effects but also that the direction and magnitude of density-dependent seed 
herbivory by host-specific insects differed between individual tree and tree population 
scales. 

Reproductive structure herbivores that are not species-specific may also link the 
dynamics of host species that are not otherwise competing for resources. This form of 
herbivore-mediated interaction is known as apparent competition (Holt and Lawton 
1993), and occurs when different host species share the same herbivore. Shared 
reproductive structure herbivores may especially reduce the occurrence of congeneric 
host species at close proximity as those are more likely to host shared herbivores 
(Lewis and Gripenberg 2008). 

16.4 Diversity in Insect Strategies and Community 
Structures 

With a rich and varied resource comes many strategies for its exploitation by insects. 
Competition, plant protective strategies, and spatial and temporal heterogeneity have 
led to distinct structuring of the insect community.
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16.4.1 Species Diversity 

A wide range of insect species have specialized on reproductive structures of trees. 
Sam et al. (2017) reared 122 species of Lepidoptera alone from the fruiting structures 
of 326 woody plant species. In general, host specificity was low: 69% of species 
attacked hosts from >1 tree families, and only 17% were monophagous. Each kg of 
fruit contained an average of 0.81 generalists, and only 0.07 specialists (defined as 
feeding within a single host genus). 

Most of the community diversity studies have been conducted in the tropical Dipte-
rocarpaceae (see Sect. 16.2.4). In Southeast Asia, dipterocarps are strictly masting 
host species, leading to reduced fruit herbivore species diversity (Hosaka et al. 2009). 
Two nanophyid weevils emerged only from immature fruit; two Alcidodes weevils 
emerged only from mature fruit, and a single Andrioplecta (Tortricidae) moth species 
was found in all stages of fruit. All five insect species were found in all dipterocarp 
species studied. This helps explain the evolution of synchronous mast events among 
congeneric host species, because if all dipterocarp species mast in the same year, then 
food resources are minimal across the landscape in non-mast years, thus effectively 
limiting populations of seed feeding insects. 

Dipterocarps in Borneo, on the other hand, support a richer community of repro-
ductive structure herbivores. Nakagawa et al. (2003) found 51 species of insects 
feeding on reproductive structures of 24 dipterocarp species. Herbivores were 
grouped into “smaller moths” and scolytids, including weevils. Feeding was non-
specific, with abundant overlap in host ranges, and the dominant herbivores were not 
consistent among host species or among years (Fig. 16.5).

Lyal and Curran (2000) examined Alcidoides weevil associations in 70 species of 
dipterocarps throughout Asia. Though many weevil species feed on a range of host 
species, and up to five weevil species were found in a single host species, no weevils 
fed on sympatric congeneric hosts. Because of this, mast fruiting can be successful, 
and it is found almost universally among the Dipterocarpaceae. 

Looking at the community structure of acorn weevils in oaks, Govindan and 
Swihart (2015) found that species richness and community similarity were highest 
when mast production of three host tree species were in phase. Multispecies, 
multiseason models show that differential suitability of hosts as resources for 
Curculio created a spatial storage effect that, when coupled with a temporal storage 
effect induced by prolonged diapause common among Curculio, facilitated species 
coexistence. 

16.4.2 Host Resource Partitioning 

Insects that feed on reproductive structures are often limited by their host resources. 
Competition in seeds is frequent because seeds are small, finite, and of high nutritional 
quality (Janzen 1971). With most plant hosts, seeds are less prone to high levels of
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Fig. 16.5 Porportions of species (a, b) and individual numbers (c, d) of three major taxonomic 
groups of insect seed predators: smaller moths (horizontal bars), scolytids (solid black), and weevils 
(solid white), during general flowering and seeding events in 1996 and 1998. From Nakagawa et al. 
(2003)

herbivory after dispersal. When the bulk of herbivory is on pre-dispersal seeds, hosts 
tend to phenologically advance dispersal (Janzen 1971). For example, Douglas-fir, 
whose seeds are heavily fed upon by Leptoglossus occidentalis Heidemann and 
Dioryctria abietivorella Groté (see Sects. 16.2.2.1.1, 16.2.3.1), sheds seeds as soon 
as they are mature, while black spruce, which has few pre-dispersal pests, sheds its 
seeds over a protracted time period after maturity. 

Phenological adjustment is not the only plant response to insect feeding pres-
sure. Many plants have evolved phytochemicals to deter herbivory (seed escape 
through toxicity). These phytochemicals differ among plant structures and change 
as the season progresses. Thus, reproductive structure herbivores can respond by 
specializing, essentially partitioning the habitat in time or space, allowing a herbi-
vore species to deal with a subset of the plant’s defenses. One consequence is that 
habitat partitioning helps spread risk of dependence on a limited resource (Janzen 
1971). Overexploitation in these situations tends to lead to contest-type competition 
(Atkinson and Shorrocks 1981), where multiple individuals infest a single resource
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unit, such as a seed, but only a single individual emerges alive. If on the other hand 
plants evolve high seed volumes and masting systems (seed escape through satiation), 
there tends to be an overlap of resource partitioning, and an increase in scramble-type 
competition. In scramble competition, resources are shared by all individuals, so that 
if resources are limiting, every individual gets less than optimal resources, leading to 
undersized pupae and adults, or death of all individuals in extreme cases (Atkinson 
and Shorrocks 1981). 

Spatial division of host resources often results in a uniform, rather than random 
or aggregated, distribution of insects. Quiring et al (1998) found that larvae of the 
spruce cone fly Strobilomyia neanthracina Michelsen have a non-random (uniform) 
distribution among cones, thus reducing competition when uninfested cones are 
still available. This was found to be mediated through a host-marking pheromone 
applied by the adult female’s mouthparts after oviposition. With Bruchidius dorsalis 
(Fahraeus) feeding on seeds of the Japanese honey-locust Gleditsia japonica Miquel, 
if the number of eggs is less than the number of seeds, larvae search for seeds not 
previously infested, giving a relatively uniform larval distribution (Shimada et al 
2001). If the number of eggs exceeds the number of seeds, up to 10 bruchid larvae 
can feed on a single seed, but usually only one adult emerges, with no decrease 
in body size. This cannibalistic contest competition ensures some survival despite 
limited seed resources. 

Studies on the bruchid beetle Callosobruchus maculatus (F.) have shown that 
two evolutionarily distinct strains exist. “S” strain adults lay only one egg per seed, 
and larvae resort to contest competition, whereas the “I” strain adults lay >1 egg 
per seed, and larvae display scramble competition (Messina 1991). These strains 
are genetically determined, having evolved as a consequence of the long association 
of the bruchid with a small-seeded host. It was found that the S strain outcom-
petes the I strain unless I strain larvae have a 2-day head start. Neither form can be 
completely overtaken by the other in competition models, a result that was confirmed 
and explained in the following subsequent studies. Toquenaga (1993) showed that the 
type of competition was density dependent, and which strain predominated depended 
on seed size. Tuda and Iwasa (1998) further studied the system in the laboratory and 
found that the initial laboratory population engaged in scramble type competition. As 
the population density increased, individuals with contest-type traits appeared. In a 
seed with multiple larvae, if one contest type was present, only it emerged as an adult, 
if no contest-types were present, all the scramble types emerged. After 20 generations 
the system stabilized: under abundant resources, the scramble type predominated, 
while under limited resources, the contest type was selected for. These studies show 
that contest and scramble competition are coexisting genetic traits within a popu-
lation, and this plasticity can lead to superior overall exploitation of variable host 
resources. 

Resource partitioning occurs not just within an insect species, but also between 
species. Meiado et al. (2013) found that insects feeding on the fruit and seeds of 
Enterolobium (Leguminosae) trees partitioned the resource spatially and temporally. 
Some species fed on the fruit, others on the seed; species that fed on only one 
structure attacked at discrete and separate points of time. In chestnuts, the weevil
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Curculio elephas (Gyllenhal) avoids nuts previously attacked by the moth larva Cydia 
splendana (Hübner), while Cydia does not avoid nuts previously attacked by Curculio 
(Debouzie et al. 1996). This is very apparent on the scale of individual nuts, less so 
on the scale of husks (containing two nuts), not at all at a whole-tree scale or larger. In 
pecan, there exists a temporal division of resources among two seed-feeding species 
(Harris et al. 1996). The nut casebearer Acrobosis nuxvorella Neunzig kills young 
nuts, while the pecan weevil Curculio caryae (Horn) feeds on mature nuts later on 
in the season. Early feeding by the casebearer can eliminate the entire crop in a light 
year, which increases masting effects on the later-feeding weevil. Thus, the weevil 
is faced with a more variable resource environment than the casebearer. 

16.4.3 Host Specificity 

Insects that feed on tree reproductive structures display a range of host specificity, 
from generalists that feed on multiple structures and multiple host species to special-
ists that feed on only a single structure, with a very limited range of host species. In 
European conifers, about one third of cone-feeding insects can also feed on other plant 
structures such as foliage; the rest are obligate cone-feeders (Roques 1991). Of the 
generalists, most feed on cones only occasionally, when other structures are limited. 
These generalists also have a wider host species range than the obligate cone-feeders. 
None of the obligate cone-feeders is host-specific to the species level. Megastigmus 
spp., the seed chalcids, are the most host-specific group perhaps because the larva 
is encased in the seed capsule, in intimate physiological and hormonal contact with 
the ovule (von Aderkas et al. 2005). Such conditions are ideal for speciation and the 
development of host-specificity. Even so, different sympatric host species are often 
occupied by a single Megastigmus species, and allopatric hosts brought into contact 
with European hosts are attacked by European Megastigmus. So, there do not appear 
to be any examples of host specificity to the species level in cone-feeding insects, at 
least among European conifers. 

Host specificity can arise as a result of the seed escape strategy used by tree 
species, including escape by satiation (in which the host produces massive crops of 
seeds (masting, see Sect. 16.3.3.2) that overwhelm herbivore consumption) and seed 
defense, both physical and chemical (see Sects. 16.3.1.2, 16.3.1.3). In general, escape 
by herbivore satiation leads to lower host specificity. For example, African acacia 
tree species with large-seeded indehiscent pods (a large stable resource) harbour 
more bruchid species than tree species with small-seeded dehiscent pods (a small 
ephemeral resource) (Miller 1996). In frugivorous lepidoptera larvae of Papua New 
Guinea, Sam et al. (2017) found that tree species whose fruit had large seeds and a thin 
mesocarp hosted generalists only, while tree species with small seeds and thick meso-
carp hosted both generalists and specialists. Janzen (1969), studying legume/bruchid 
systems in Central America and Kansas, found that trees fell into 2 groups: (a) small-
seeded, with many seeds/tree and few chemical/physical defenses; (b) Large-seeded, 
with few seeds/tree, but well-defended chemically and physically. The first group has
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a wide complex of bruchid beetles attacking them, while the second group has none. 
There is likely a self-reinforcing coevolutionary shift leading to the divergence of 
these two plant groups, resulting in each tree strategy, with its guild of seed feeders, 
being evolutionarily stable. 

Conifer cone size and masting can also play a role in host specificity. Red pine 
Pinus resinosa cones are too small for most Conophthorus cone beetle species, but 
red pine cone beetle C. resinosae lays smaller clutches of eggs on more cones so 
can use the smaller cones of red pine (Mattson 1980). Red pine is also a masting 
species, which further limits species diversity, but C. resinosae can oviposit, and 
larvae develop, on shoot tips in years of low cone density. This adaptation allows C. 
resinosae to specialize on red pine, while other Conophthorus species cannot (see 
Sect. 16.2.2.1.1). 

The chemical defenses (see Sect. 16.3.1.2) that can lead to specificity include 
attractants, deterrents, toxicants, and feeding stimulants (Janzen 1971). The evolution 
of mechanisms in reproductive structure herbivores to overcome these defenses is 
uncommon and specific to the chemical defense, leading to a limited number of insect 
species capable of exploiting a narrow range of hosts: in other words, specialists. 
For example, bruchid beetles have evolved resistance to the alkaloids and free amino 
acids of many legume tree species that are toxic to generalists. The basis of this host 
specificity may be bacterial symbionts that break down the toxins. 

The toxicity of non-seed structures can also be a source of host selection for seed-
feeding insects. Tuda et al. (2014) found that seeds of the Mimosa tree Leucaena 
leucocephala (Lam.) de Wit are eaten by the bruchid beetle Acanthoscelides 
macrophthalmus (Schaeffer). However, the bruchid will not eat seeds of the related 
pigeon pea (Cajanus spp.) even though its chemical composition is very similar to 
the mimosa. The basis of host selection in this case is the seed pod, which in pigeon 
pea contains repellents and toxicants that deter A. macrophthalmus. 

Less commonly, host specificity can be caused by adaptation to factors other than 
the host tree reproductive strategy. Conifer seed chalcids, Megastigmus spp., often 
specialize on hosts based on the phenology of their reproductive structure develop-
ment (Rouault et al. 2004) (see Sect. 16.3.3.1). These authors also found that chalcids 
infesting the Pinaceae can oviposit in unfertilized ovules, whereas those attacking the 
Cupressaceae cannot. These differential abilities have evolved in response to different 
ovule physiologies between the plant families, leading to host specialization. 

16.4.4 Extended Diapause 

Diapause is a means of surviving periods of low resource availability (e.g. winter). 
When host resources are low for a variable number of years, it can be beneficial 
for insects to extend their diapause by one or more years. According to Soula and 
Menu (2003), “[Extended] diapause allows individuals to survive when conditions 
are unfavorable for development and reproduction, and ensures synchronization of 
active stages with favorable conditions. However, diapause is associated with both
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metabolic (consumption of energetic reserves without feeding) and reproductive 
(missed reproductive occasion) costs.” Therefore, the benefits of extended diapause 
must exceed costs for it to evolve. In other words, overall fitness must increase due 
to extended diapause or it will be selected against. 

The benefits of extended diapause are greatest when crops of reproductive struc-
tures are temporally non-uniform. Hanski (1988) found that conifer seed feeders have 
evolved extended diapause on host species with highly variable cone crops, but not on 
host species with more temporally uniform cone crops. For example, Megastigmus 
spermotrophus in Douglas-fir (which has highly variable seed production) makes 
use of extended diapause (Roux et al. 1997), while M. specularis on Abies sibirica 
(which has uniformly moderate crops through time, and virtually no crop failures) 
does not. 

Diapause that is highly synchronized with host masting might mitigate the effects 
of masting on herbivore populations and increase the proportion of the resource 
consumed in mast years (Janzen 1971). However, synchronization can be difficult 
for herbivores to achieve, particularly with host species (e.g. some oaks and conifers) 
that initiate flower development 2–3 years prior to seed maturation. In tropical forests, 
synchrony tends to be reduced due to the high species diversity of trees and a lack 
of environmental synchronizing cues, though local or seasonal synchrony might 
develop. Larval densities typically do not affect diapause length, though inverse 
correlations between larval density and current and subsequent cone crops can be 
strong (Turgeon et al. 1994). 

Researchers have described several kinds of extended diapause. Soula and Menu 
(2003) identified three evolutionary models, while Hanski (1988) described four 
different kinds of extended diapause in insects. All seven models can be classified 
to two general types: stochastic (in which the insect responds to cues that do not 
influence tree reproduction) and predictive (in which the insect responds to the envi-
ronmental cues responsible for initiating tree reproduction) (Menu and Debouzie 
1993). Turgeon et al. (1994) found that 55% of obligate conifer cone-feeders in 
Western Europe are capable of extended diapause. The majority use the stochastic 
type. 

While stochastic extended diapause may not accurately predict future host 
resources, it can still be an effective means of spreading risk. For example the chestnut 
weevil Curculio elephas, which diapauses in the ground, has been shown to follow 
the stochastic type of extended diapause (Menu and Debouzie 1993; Soula and Menu 
2003). After 2 years, 32% of individuals had emerged, and 56% had emerged after 
three years. Poor nut years, with near-zero insect recruitment, have almost no effect 
on subsequent insect populations, illustrating the effectiveness of stochastic extended 
diapause. 

Stochastic diapause is also found in other trophic levels. Parasitoids of cone-
feeding insects often undergo extended diapause in response to population varia-
tion in their host insects (Turgeon et al. 1994). Kobro et al. (2003) examined two 
fruit-feeding insects of rowan, Sorbus aucuparia L. Both the fruit moth Agyresthia 
conjugella Zeller and the seed chalcid Megastigmus brevicaudis Ratzeburg have
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Table 16.1 Pooled number of seed predators and their parasitoids hatched from rowanberries in 
years after harvesting. From Kobro et al. (2003) 

Number of years 1 2 3 4 5 

Argyresthia conjugella Zeller 4873 135 20 

Microgaster politus Marsh 891 155 1 42 

Megastigmus brevicaudis Ratzeburg 1986 1809 442 106 4 

Torymus aucuparia (Rodzinako) 101 196 222 57 2 

Approximately 3–5 kg from each of 6 years 

extended diapause that most closely fit the stochastic model. Each of their main para-
sitoids also displays stochastic extended diapause (Table 16.1). Such multi-trophic 
effects have not been found in predictive diapause. 

Predictive extended diapause results in better synchrony between insect abun-
dance and host resources, but well-described examples are less common, and the 
cues are typically poorly characterized. One example is Curculio weevils feeding 
on acorns in Japanese oak forests. Maeto and Ozaki (2003) report that the oaks 
mast every second year, and the weevils have a two-year extended diapause that 
is synchronized with acorn production. Predictive diapause thus allows use of an 
abundant resource in mast years, and avoids starvation in non-mast years. However, 
a failed mast event (e.g. if a late frost kills the acorn crop) can result in much lower 
weevil recruitment and crop damage two years later. 

Some species apparently are able to use both predictive and stochastic methods, 
described as the stable genetic polymorphism of Menu and Debouzie (1993). The 
seed chalcid Megastigmus pseudotsugae displays prolonged diapause up to five years. 
Emergence after the first year of diapause is strongly correlated with the size of the 
seed crop that year. Because the Douglas-fir host crop size is highly variable, this 
component of diapause is best described as predictive. Those individuals that do not 
emerge after the first year emerge randomly in the following years. The proportion of 
chalcids that remain in diapause for up to five years are best described as stochastic. 
Thus, induction of prolonged diapause can be multi-factorial. 

16.4.5 Natural Enemies 

Due to their cryptic nature, insects of reproductive structures host few predators, but 
a variety of parasitoids. Parasitoids might find cryptic hosts by using a complex of 
volatiles, which change when reproductive structures are infested by insects (Turgeon 
et al. 1994). About two-thirds of Western European conifer cone-feeding species host 
natural enemies (Roques 1991); this is partly determined by how cryptic their larvae 
are. For example, when infesting shoots, Rhyacionia bouliana (Schiff.) has twenty 
species of natural enemies, but when infesting cones, only three species were found. 
On all cone-feeders examined in this study, sixteen families of natural enemies were
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found, with the parasitoid families Ichneumonidae, Braconidae, and Pteromalidae 
representing 76% of parasitoid species. 

Cone and seed insects of Canadian tamarack, Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch, 
were surveyed by Prévost (2002). One hundred percent of the cones were infested, 
yielding only a single viable seed per cone on average. This was despite the presence 
of six predators and parasitoids, indicating that natural enemies did not provide 
effective control of cone and seed insects. In Norway spruce in Poland, ten cone-
feeding insect species were also found, and the complex had an elevational gradient 
(Koziol 2000). In this system some cone insect densities were reduced by natural 
enemies: the cone axis moth Cydia strobilella L. numbers were reduced by 12.3% by 
five ichneumonoid species; and the scale gall midge Kaltenbachiola strobi (Winn.) 
were reduced by 22.6% by six chalcidoid species. The influence of parasitoids also 
varied with elevation (Fig. 16.6). 

Refugia play a role in natural enemy biology. Hosts can escape natural enemies 
by oviposition location. The cypress seed bug, Orsillus maculatus (Feiber), oviposits 
preferentially in exit holes of the cypress seed chalcid Megastigmus wachtli Seitner 
(Rouault et al. 2007). When not available, it lays eggs under scales. Eggs laid under 
scales are attacked more frequently by the seed bug parasitoid Telenomus gr. flori-
danus. Oviposition in exit holes is an adaptive strategy to escape parasitoids. Refugia 
also provide shelter for natural enemies. A proportion of pods of a Chilean Acacia 
tree persist over the winter; these persistent pods provide a refuge for four bruchid 
seed beetles (Rojas-Rousse 2006). In turn, these beetles become a refuge for four 
parasitoids, thus providing a mechanism for parasitoids to survive Acacia masting 
events.

Fig. 16.6 Percentage of species from Chalcidoidea in the parasitization of Kaltenbachiola strobi 
(Winn.) at different altitudes above sea level. From Koziol (2000) 
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16.5 Implications for Management 

16.5.1 Seed Collection in Natural Stands and Seed Orchards 

16.5.1.1 Seed Collection in Natural Stands 

From the early 1900’s until the advent of tree improvement programs in the late 
1950’s, foresters collected seeds from natural stands with little concern about seed 
quality (Wakeley 1935). As demand for seeds intensified, seed collection areas— 
natural stands with undesirable phenotypes removed—provided quality seeds. Seed 
collection areas are chosen and managed to promote seed crops (Rudolph 1959). 
Collection from natural stands and seed collection areas is still the primary source for 
tree seeds in tropical ecosystems (Schmidt 2000). In intensively managed temperate 
systems, seed orchards are the primary source of seeds. 

16.5.1.2 Seed Orchards 

A seed orchard is a plantation of clones or progenies from selected trees. It is isolated 
to minimize pollination from outside sources and managed to provide frequent, abun-
dant and easily harvested seed crops (Rudolph 1959; Zobel and Talbert 1984). Seed 
orchards are also used for breeding and research by forest geneticists. The intensive 
management includes management of insect pests and effective pest management is 
critical to successful orchard production (Zobel and Talbert 1984). 

16.5.2 Why Management is Necessary 

Management of insects of reproductive structures is seldom done except in seed 
orchards, seed collection stands and nut-production orchards. These insects can be 
devastating to seed orchards in particular. Seed orchards typically are small in area 
and often isolated from general forest stands. Seed orchards are monocultures inten-
sively managed to produce large seed crops each year; this consistent, abundant and 
nutrient-rich resource is readily taken advantage of by opportunistic seed-feeding 
insects (Whitehouse et al. 2011). Genetically improved orchard trees represent years 
of breeding investment and resource managers want the greatest possible production 
of improved seed from every crop. The threshold for insect damage is low; conse-
quently, insect pest management is necessary (Turgeon et al. 1994; Mangini et al. 
2003). The situation is complicated by the fact that, for many species, the damaging 
stages, usually larvae, are hidden inside the cone or nut and are safe from external 
manipulation such as foliar pesticide application.
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16.5.3 Integrated Pest Management for Insects 
of Reproductive Structures 

Historically, seed and cone insects were controlled with routine applications of 
synthetic chemical insecticides with complete elimination of all insect pests as the 
goal. Pesticide applications included chlorinated hydrocarbons, organophosphates 
and carbamates, often at very high rates. For example, pine seed orchard managers 
in the southern United States used the organophosphate azinphos-methyl (Guthion®) 
to control coneworms, Dioryctria spp., and the leaffooted pine seed bug, Leptoglossus 
corculus (Say). Carbofuran (Furadan®), a systemic carbamate, was applied to soil 
under the trees. Both were effective but very toxic to non-target insects, birds and 
mammals. 

16.5.3.1 What is Integrated Pest Management 

Fortunately, resource managers have adopted an ecologically compatible approach 
to pest management for production of conifer and hardwood seeds and nut crops; 
this approach, Integrated Pest Management, can be concisely defined: 

A pest management program employing the optimal combination of control 
methods to reduce and maintain a pest insect population below an economic 
threshold, with as few harmful effects as possible on the environment and other 
non-target organisms, and is based on: (1) the amount of damage that is tolerable, 
(2) the cost of reducing this damage to the acceptable level, and (3) the impact of the 
management on the environment (modified from Borror et al. 1989). 

Integrated pest management aims to reduce injury to an acceptable level, not to 
eliminate the pest completely (which is rarely possible). Integrated pest manage-
ment requires knowledge of the pest species present, the level of damage caused, 
a defined economic threshold (the number of pests that will result in unacceptable 
economic loss), and consideration of all possible management options (Coulson and 
Witter 1984; Turgeon and de Groot 1992). Integrated pest management considers 
the evolved interactions of host-plant and pest insect (see Sect. 16.5.5). 

16.5.3.2 Integrated Pest Management Concepts 

Integrated pest management requires a detailed knowledge of how the life cycle of 
the insect interacts with host-tree reproductive phenology. This allows the manager 
to focus management efforts on the most vulnerable stage in the life cycle. Small, 
early-instar larvae are delicate and can be killed by a very small amount of insecticide. 
Any life stage exposed outside the fruit, cone or seed is more susceptible than those 
hidden inside these structures. Exposed over-wintering stages, for example pupae or 
adults in fallen cones, are susceptible to control measures (see Sect. 16.5.3.5).
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In managed seed orchards, it is necessary to determine if control efforts are needed 
and justified. Monitoring is crucial (see Sect. 16.5.3.3). This begins with estimating 
the impact of pests on seed yield. Historical seed yields, the estimated crop size and 
the value of the seeds are assessed to estimate damage thresholds based on balancing 
cost of control with value of the crop. The appropriate management efforts can 
then be taken. An effective integrated pest management strategy considers all pests 
present. Sometimes the methods prioritized to control the most damaging species 
will, by default, also control other minor pests; for example, insecticide treatments for 
Dioryctria species also impact seed bugs, Leptoglossus species (Hanula et al. 2002). 
All methods of control are considered including cultural, sanitation, biological and 
chemical (Turgeon and de Groot 1992). 

Insecticides are still used when necessary but with proper planning and timing of 
applications (Turgeon and de Groot 1992). Integrated pest management also takes 
advantage of modern insecticides. New biopesticides, with low avian and mammalian 
toxicities, can be applied at relatively low rates. Growth regulators mimic insect 
hormones and impact only certain groups, for example, Lepidoptera. Biological 
agents, such as the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis, are effective against Lepidoptera 
(Rosenberg and Weslien 2005). 

When insecticide applications must, on occasion, be applied, the type of herbivory 
and the mode of action of the insecticide together determine efficacy. Contact insec-
ticides, such as the synthetic pyrethroids, need only be touched by the insect to be 
effective; the material is absorbed through the cuticle. The growth regulators and 
biological agents typically must be ingested by the feeding insect; they are effective 
against lepidopteran larvae with chewing mouthparts that readily consume treated 
material. Since many insects of reproductive structures feed inside the cone or fruit, 
systemic insecticides, those transported through plant tissue, are potentially effective 
(Grosman et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2013). For example, emamectin benzoate, injected 
into pine trees, is effective for several years against Dioryctria spp. However, it is 
less effective against seed bugs, Leptoglossus spp., presumably because the material 
does not pass through the seed coat into the megagametophyte. Bugs, using their 
piercing-sucking mouthparts, are not exposed to an effective dose (Grosman et al. 
2002). 

16.5.3.3 The Importance of Monitoring 

Monitoring of the crop and insect population is essential for effective integrated pest 
management in seed orchards and seed collection stands; it is an inventory control 
process that allows one to know the size and health of the cone crop as well as the 
impact of insect pests (Turgeon et al. 2005). Other benefits include identification of 
good and poor crop trees, identification of insect pests present, and estimation of effi-
cacy of control measures if implemented (Turgeon and de Groot 1992; Turgeon et al. 
2005). Monitoring protocols for insect damage, using traditional life-table methods, 
have been used for years (Fatzinger et al. 1980; Bramlett and Godbee 1982). Cones 
are chosen, tagged and examined at intervals as they develop. Cone condition is
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recorded, and crop health is determined. These protocols have been formalized into 
a computer-based system by the Canadian Forest Service; this includes a decision 
support system for managers (Turgeon et al. 2005). Pheromone-baited traps allow 
estimation of some insects, especially Lepidoptera (De Barr et al. 1982). Moni-
toring efforts must consider the extended diapause that occurs in many species (see 
Sect. 16.4.4). 

16.5.3.4 Pesticide Application Timing 

Control measures must be timed to coincide with the most susceptible host stage of the 
insect. This is critical for efficacy and economy, but timing is also very difficult. Insect 
physiology is temperature dependent; life cycle events vary with the weather from 
year to year (see Sect. 16.3.3.1). In the past, managers made insecticide applications 
at routine intervals, thus ensuring exposure to any potential pest throughout the 
season. Now, applications can be timed to target the susceptible stage and reduce 
pesticide use. For example, insecticides are often aerially applied four to six times 
per season to control the insect complex of loblolly pine seed orchards in the southern 
United States, particularly Dioryctria amatella (Nord et al. 1985; Lowe et al.  1994). 
Hanula et al. (2002) developed a degree-day model that predicts hatch times of 
proportions of the D. amatella spring-generation egg population, based on previous 
studies of development (Hanula et al. 1984, 1987). Two model-timed applications of 
the insecticide fenvalerate were as efficacious as four monthly applications for not 
only the coneworm but also for the seed bug, Leptoglossus corculus. 

16.5.3.5 Environmental Manipulation 

The cone beetles Conophthorus coniperda (Schwartz) and C. resinosae Hopkins are 
major pests of white pine, Pinus strobus L., and red pine, P. resinosa Ait., respectively. 
Both cause significant loss in seed orchards (see Sect. 16.2.2.1.1). Conophthorus 
coniperda adults overwinter in infested cones on the ground; C. resinosae overwinters 
in pine twigs that have fallen to the ground (Drooz 1985). Low-intensity prescribed 
burns in early spring kill these overwintering beetles before they emerge, resulting 
in reduced cone beetle attacks (DeBarr et al. 1989; Miller 1978). 

16.5.3.6 Continuous Improvement of Methods 

Research and new technology continually refine integrated pest management 
methods. Traditional management for Contarinia oregonensis, the Douglas-fir cone 
gall midge, requires insecticide application during the brief interval from conelet 
scale closure to conelets becoming horizontal (Hedlin 1961; Morewood et al. 2002). 
To assess the need for treatment, a sampling protocol using the number of egg-infested 
scales per conelet as an estimator of damage at harvest was developed (Miller 1986).
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The method is labor-intensive and must be timed precisely and done quickly for 
optimal timing of treatments (Morewood et al. 2002). Gries et al. (2002) identified 
the sex pheromone of female C. oregonensis. Catches of male midges in pheromone-
baited traps proved as effective as egg counts. Traps are species-specific, inexpensive 
and easily deployed (Morewood et al. 2002). However, pheromone-baited traps are 
indirect estimators of female abundance. Zahradnik et al. (2012) found that adult 
midges were attracted to specific infrared radiation and traps constructed to emit 
this radiation attract both males and females, providing a better estimate of midge 
numbers. 

16.5.4 Seed Loss Versus Extractability 

In conifers, insect feeding results in aborted conelets, cones killed or partially killed 
before maturity, and empty seeds. Healthy seeds that cannot be extracted from insect-
damaged cones can also be a source of loss. When kiln-dried and tumbled, the scales 
of deformed or resin-encrusted infested cones remain closed and the seeds are not 
shaken out. In other instances, gall tissue or resin may fuse seeds to the scales such 
that they cannot be removed even if the scales open. Pre-harvest damage assessments 
can be done to avoid harvest of such cones (Kolotelo et al. 2001; Turgeon and de 
Groot 1992). 

Many coarse internal feeders deform and partially kill cones. The ponderosa pine 
coneworm, Dioryctria auranticella (Groté), often causes twisted cone scales that 
do not open to release seed (Hedlin et al. 1981). The seedworms, Cydia spp., cone 
tunnel makers, typically do not consume every seed in a cone; however, they lay 
down silken threads along their feeding tunnels. This silk fuses seeds to the scale and 
holds them in the opened cone (Turgeon and de Groot 1992). The cone resin midge, 
Asynapta hopkinsi Felt (Cecidomyiidae), a cone scale feeder, causes distorted scales 
and flakes of resin that may impede extraction of host pine cones (Turgeon and de 
Groot 1992). Among the cone and fruit gallers, Contarinia oregonensis, the Douglas-
fir cone gall midge, can fuse healthy seeds to scales when galls are abundant in a cone. 
Another cecidomyiid gall-former, Kaltenbachiola canadensis (Felt), forms galls in 
spruce cones; extraction of seeds from infested cones can be difficult (Turgeon and 
de Groot 1992). 

16.5.5 Evolutionary Implications for Management 

Stand management techniques to improve seed recruitment and forest regenera-
tion have rarely been studied because managed conifer seed orchards have been the 
primary source for operational forestry in temperate areas. Lombardo and McCarthy
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(2008) found that neither prescribed burns nor canopy thinning influenced seed preda-
tion or acorn recruitment in a mixed oak forest. Natural masting cycles were more 
influential than stand level management in oak regeneration. 

Estimation of forest seed crops must take reproductive structure herbivory into 
account. Seed herbivory in crop estimation is particularly important in masting 
species. Hulme and Benkman (2002) found that specialist herbivores in masting 
trees cause lower percentage damage in high crop years, and higher damage in the 
following year. So, the proportion of seeds damaged is correlated to the size of the 
previous year’s crop. In non-masting trees such as lodgepole pine, populations of 
reproductive structure herbivores can build up over time and result in an overall 
higher proportion of seed loss. Also, non-obligatory herbivores survive low seed 
years better, so they can be a greater problem in high seed years (see Sect. 16.3.3.2). 

16.6 Future Perspectives 

Reproductive structure herbivores and their hosts are ideal model systems for the 
study of many evolutionary aspects of plant–insect interactions. Because they are 
often highly specialized and have to rely on an unpredictable resource, reproductive 
structure insects exhibit a wide range of evolutionary adaptations to host detection and 
spatio-temporal dispersal (Boivin et al. 2017). A little-explored issue is how repro-
ductive structure herbivory affects host populations through its effects on genetic 
variation in reproductive traits and the possible co-selection of non-reproductive traits 
as opposed to its effects on fitness. An interesting opportunity to study this particular 
type of selective pressure is in seed orchards where host trees are often represented 
by several clones, each clone having an often-well-known set of reproductive and 
non-reproductive traits and reproductive structure herbivory is monitored at the indi-
vidual level. It is surprising that, although seed orchards constitute experimental 
designs well adapted to studying the impacts of reproductive structure herbivory on 
host genetic variation, they have yet to be fully exploited for this purpose. 

Emerging anthropogenic disturbances such as climate change, land-use change 
and biological invasions have placed a new impetus on clarifying the ecological 
and evolutionary consequences of reproductive structure herbivory (Ramsfield et al. 
2016). Predicted changes in temperature regimes will likely affect many insect life-
history traits including diapause, developmental phenology and oviposition timing. 
Climate change may also affect the phenology and the interannual patterns of tree 
reproductive dynamics. The consequences for reproductive structure insects that 
rely generally on a close synchrony between their developmental phenology and the 
reproductive phenology of their hosts is the likelihood of a partial or total desyn-
chrony between the herbivore and its host (Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Voigt et al. 
2003). As a result, insects may exert a selective pressure on new host traits such 
as early reproductive phenology. The ecological and evolutionary consequences of 
such changes for the host populations are largely unknown. Climate change also 
has considerable potential to modify the masting patterns, particularly when the
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cue for masting is climatic. Changes in climatic drivers of inter-annual reproductive 
synchrony might therefore lead to a more regular production of reproductive struc-
tures. It would likely have strong effects on specialized herbivores and ultimately 
on the host’s natural regeneration. This potential impact is of particular concern for 
endangered tree species with poor natural regeneration success (Guido and Roques 
1996). Reproductive structure herbivory may also hamper adaptation strategies such 
as assisted migration by limiting seed orchard production and natural regeneration 
when tree hosts are at or beyond the limit of their natural range (Zocca et al. 2008; 
Jameson et al. 2015). 

The rapid change in climatic conditions that is expected to occur in the coming 
decades provides a unique opportunity to observe ecological and evolutionary 
changes in plant–insect interactions. Although reproductive structure herbivores are 
often less conspicuous than other forest pests and, as such, have historically attracted 
less attention in climate change studies, they will constitute a key driver in the future 
evolution of natural and managed forest ecosystems. 
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Chapter 17 
IPM: The Forest Context 

Jon Sweeney, Kevin J. Dodds, Christopher J. Fettig, and Angus J. Carnegie 

Integrated pest management (IPM) is perhaps best described as “…the maintenance 
of destructive agents, including insects, at tolerable levels by the planned use of a 
variety of preventative, suppressive or regulatory tactics that are ecologically and 
economically efficient and socially acceptable. It is implicit that the actions taken 
are fully integrated into the total resource management process in both planning and 
operation” (Waters 1974). Another useful definition of IPM is “an ecosystem-based 
strategy that focuses on long-term prevention of pests or their damage through a 
combination of techniques such as biological control, habitat manipulation, modi-
fication of cultural practices, and use of resistant varieties. Pesticides are used only 
after monitoring indicates they are needed according to established guidelines, and 
treatments are made with the goal of removing only the target organism. Pest control 
materials are selected and applied in a manner that minimizes risks to human health, 
beneficial and non-target organisms, and the environment” (University of California, 
Davis 2015). The spatial and temporal scale of forests demands landscape-level and 
long-term planning with an emphasis on preventive measures, e.g. silviculture. IPM 
programs in forests have historically been concerned mainly with pests that have large
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impacts on fibre and wood supply and the livelihood of resource-dependent commu-
nities, e.g. the spruce budworm, Choristoneura fumiferana (Clemens), and moun-
tain pine beetle, Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins, in North America. However, in 
Europe and more recently in North America, there has been a shift away from a focus 
on individual pests and towards IPM as part of ecosystem management (Häusler and 
Scherer-Lorenzen 2001; Alfaro and Langor 2016). Ideally, IPM should be an inte-
gral part of sustainable forest management, which in addition to sustained forest 
productivity, includes principles such as maintenance of biodiversity and ecological 
processes, carbon sequestration, and protection of soil and water quality (Holvoet 
and Muys 2004). 

17.1 Components of IPM 

17.1.1 Biology and Ecology of the Pest-Tree-Forest System 

A central component of IPM in forests is knowledge and understanding of the biology 
and ecology of the pests, their host trees, and the forest system in which they interact. 
Effective strategies for reducing the negative impact of an insect pest requires suffi-
cient knowledge of the pest’s life history and the factors that affect its population 
dynamics, such as host susceptibility and natural enemies. A key aim is to reduce 
pest impacts while minimizing negative effects on ecosystem services and function. 

17.1.1.1 Systematics and Taxonomy 

The first step in IPM is accurate identification of the causative pest(s) and that requires 
some knowledge of taxonomy, and not infrequently, the assistance of taxonomic 
specialists. The next step would be to determine what is known about the pest species’ 
biology, and suitable methods for its survey and control. If the pest can be identified 
to genus only (e.g. it may be a non-native species accidentally introduced to a region) 
it may still be possible to determine some of its biology based on what is known of 
other species in the same genus (Huber and Langor 2004). Accurate identification 
can be difficult for species with only subtle morphological differences from other 
species. Misidentifications can be costly, as illustrated in Box 17.1. 

Box 17.1 Importance of taxonomy and accurate species identification 
Specimens of the brown spruce longhorn beetle, Tetropium fuscum (Fabr.), a 
European native, were collected in Point Pleasant Park, Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
Canada in 1990 during a trapping survey for spruce beetle, Dendroctonus 
rufipennis (Kirby), but were misidentified as the native species, Tetropium
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cinnamopterum Kirby. It was not until 1999 that the causal organism was 
correctly identified as T. fuscum (Smith and Hurley 2000). A quarantine and 
eradication program was initiated in 2000 at an estimated cost of CAN$4–6 
million per year (Huber and Langor 2004). The goal of eradicating T. fuscum 
was abandoned in 2007 when it was clear that the beetle had established itself 
over a large area. Although it is quite possible that T. fuscum was already 
established in Nova Scotia several years before specimens were first collected 
in 1990, the delay of almost a decade in the accurate identification of T. fuscum 
likely made effective containment and eradication more difficult (Huber and 
Langor 2004) (see Chapter 19). 

17.1.1.2 Pest Life History and Factors Affecting Pest Populations 

Knowing a pest’s life history is fundamental to developing effective survey and 
control methods. Furthermore, understanding the key factors that affect pest popula-
tion biology makes it possible to develop tools and tactics that have less interference 
with natural mortality factors. For example, the discovery that nucleopolyhedrosis 
viruses cause the collapse of outbreaks of defoliators such as Douglas-fir tussock 
moth, Orgyia pseudotsugata (McDunnough), and balsam fir sawfly, Neodiprion 
abietis (Harris), has led to the mass production and application of species-specific 
viruses to suppress defoliator populations (Shepherd et al. 1984; Otvos et al. 1987; 
Lucarotti et al. 2007). Below, we briefly highlight some of the natural factors affecting 
pest distribution and abundance that must be considered when developing IPM 
programs. The myriad of interacting abiotic and biotic factors and their effects on 
insect populations is beyond the scope of this chapter. For more information, see 
Price et al. (2011) and Schowalter (2016). 

Climate 

Climate, especially temperature and precipitation patterns, has a substantial influ-
ence on the distribution of plants and the animals that feed on them (Merriam 1894). 
All insect pests have upper and lower temperature limits beyond which they do not 
survive, and these limits are useful for predicting their potential geographic distribu-
tion, e.g. an exotic species introduced to a new continent or a native pest expanding its 
range in a changing climate. Knowing a pest’s distribution in the landscape and how it 
may vary in response to climate is a prerequisite for efficient targeting of IPM tactics. 
Warming temperatures in the last couple of decades have enabled range expansions 
of some species like the pine processionary moth, Thaumetopoea pityocampa Schiff. 
(Battisti et al. 2005), mountain pine beetle (Logan and Powell 2001; Carroll et al.
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2003; Weed et al. 2013), and southern pine beetle, Dendroctonus frontalis Zimmer-
mann (Dodds et al. 2018), and generated the need for temperature-based models 
to predict where range expansions may occur (e.g. Buffo et al. 2007; Lesk et al.  
2017). Exposure to unseasonal cold temperature is often the largest single source of 
mortality in mountain pine beetle populations (Safranyik 1978). In Alberta, Canada, 
ground surveys are conducted every spring to estimate mountain pine beetle over-
wintering survival and forecast population trends, which are in turn used to focus 
management activities where they are most effective in slowing the beetle’s spread 
(Anon. 2007b). In addition to overwintering survival, temperature affects the rate of 
development, voltinism (number of generations per year), dispersal, reproduction, 
and degree of phenological synchrony with their hosts (Hansen and Bentz 2003). 
Favourable temperatures during larval development can shift spruce beetle popu-
lations from a 2-year life cycle to a 1-year life cycle and contribute to large-scale 
outbreaks, whereas cold temperatures that occur before spruce beetles have accli-
matized can contribute to outbreak collapse (Aukema et al. 2016). Knowledge of 
temperature-phenology relationships is useful in models for predicting the impact of 
pests (Powell and Bentz 2014) and the need for management actions. 

Natural Enemies 

Most insect herbivores serve as food or brood hosts for a large assortment of natural 
enemies (i.e. predators, parasitoids, and pathogens) which have been implicated 
as major mortality factors of about half of the pest species for which long-term 
population studies have been conducted (Price et al. 2011). For example, pupal 
mortality from parasitism (Fitzgerald 1995) and bird predation (Parry et al. 1997) 
contribute to population regulation of the forest tent caterpillar, Malacosoma disstria 
Hübner, and density-dependent pupal predation regulates low-density populations 
of the winter moth, Operophtera brumata L. (Varley and Gradwell 1968; Roland 
1994). Baculoviruses infect many species of forest Lepidoptera and sawflies (Cory 
et al. 1997) and have been used to control defoliators like the balsam fir sawfly, 
Neodiprion abietis (Harris) (Moreau and Lucarotti 2007). Knowledge of a pest’s 
natural enemies and their impacts on pest populations is beneficial when developing 
an IPM program, e.g. to reduce negative impacts when using insecticides (Williams 
et al. 2003) or for classical biological control of exotic, invasive forest pests (Bauer 
et al. 2015). 

Host Tree-Insect Interactions and Food Quality 

In addition to the top-down effects exerted on herbivore populations by natural 
enemies, the quality and availability of food (e.g. host trees) exert considerable 
bottom-up effects, and this is the basis of IPM tactics that affect tree vigour (e.g. 
thinning) and breeding for genetic resistance. Host resistance is one of the main 
factors regulating endemic populations of bark beetles (Aukema et al. 2016).
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Factors that stress trees and reduce their vigour, such as root rots, overstocked 
growing conditions, drought, defoliation, or root damage from wind events, reduce 
host defenses and make trees more susceptible to colonization and mortality by bark 
beetles (Fettig et al. 2007; Kolb et al.  2016). When this occurs on a large scale 
it often leads to greater reproductive success and higher bark beetle populations 
(Werner et al. 2006; Aukema et al. 2016). When bark beetle populations reach the 
epidemic phase, they can overcome the defenses of healthy trees thanks to mass attack 
facilitated by aggregation pheromones (Wallin and Raffa 2004; Boone et al. 2011). 
Lodgepole pines, Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud. var. latifolia Englem., with thicker 
phloem offer more food and space for larval development and produce more mountain 
pine beetle brood than trees with thinner phloem (Amman 1972). Suppressed trees 
with smaller diameters are habitat for Sirex noctilio F. and removing these through 
silvicultural treatments can reduce tree mortality attributed to S. noctilio in a stand 
(Neumann et al. 1987; Dodds et al. 2014). 

In contrast to bark beetles and S. noctilio that perform better in stressed or weak-
ened hosts, some species, such as the white pine weevil, Pissodes strobi (Peck), 
prefer vigorous hosts (Alfaro et al. 1995). In addition, many defoliators prefer more 
vigorous hosts with leaves of high protein and water content (Dury et al. 1998). 
Furthermore, the species, size, and age of trees and foliage may also affect the devel-
opment rate and survival of insect herbivores. For example, the spruce beetle has 
larger broods in white spruce, Picea glauca Moench (Voss), than in Sitka spruce, 
Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr., and Lutz spruce, Picea × lutzii Little (i.e. a hybrid 
of white and Sitka spruce) (Holsten and Werner 1990). However, although vigorous 
growth (foliage) may be more susceptible to herbivores, the tree as a whole may have 
other defence mechanisms to tolerate such damage (Stone 2001). For example, the 
foliage of fast-growing species of Eucalyptus is highly susceptible to herbivorous 
insects, but the trees can tolerate the defoliation because of their fast growth, i.e. they 
use foliage replacement as their defence mechanism. Compare this to slow-growing 
Eucalyptus species that utilise phytochemical and physical properties within leaves 
as the main defence against herbivorous insects. 

Dispersal 

Emigration and immigration are key processes in the life history of many forest 
insects, allowing some species to move out of unsuitable habitats, and to expand, 
or contract their range. Factors affecting dispersal include pest density, host density, 
body size, lipid content, and weather conditions (e.g. temperature, wind) (Smith et al. 
2001; Evenden et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2019). Although dispersal is often short range 
within forest stands, wind-assisted long-range dispersal flights (30–100 km) of the 
mountain pine beetle are considered to be partly responsible for the beetle’s range 
expansion across the Rocky Mountains into northern Alberta (Jackson et al. 2008; 
Safranyik et al. 2010). 

Pests may also be spread by people via the inadvertent movement of infested 
material such as firewood (Jacobi et al. 2012) and solid wood packaging of goods in
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shipping containers arriving at international ports (Haack 2006; Haack et al. 2014). 
This pathway has led to the establishment of invasive bark and wood boring insects 
outside their native ranges, such as the polyphagous shot hole borer, Euwallacea 
fornicatus (Eichhoff) (Eskalen et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2019), and emerald ash borer, 
Agrilus planipennis Fairmaire (Herms and McCullough 2014), in North America, and 
Asian longhorned beetle, Anoplophora glabripennis Motschulsky, in North America 
and Europe (Haack et al. 2010). Importation of unprocessed logs from North America 
is thought to be the likely pathway that led to establishment of the red turpentine 
beetle, Dendroctonus valens LeConte, in China (Yan et al. 2005). Regulatory controls 
and phytosanitary treatment of wood packaging has reduced the risk of anthropogenic 
dispersal of pests (Haack et al. 2014). However, exotic, invasive species like spongy 
moth, Lymantria dispar (L.) (formerly gypsy moth), and emerald ash borer, spread 
by a process referred to as ‘stratified dispersal’, involving long distance movement 
of the insect by people to locations far beyond the area where the pest is established, 
combined with natural dispersal from outlier populations that establish at these new 
locations (Sharov and Liebhold 1998a, b; Herms and McCullough 2014). The better 
we understand factors that influence both natural and human-assisted dispersal of 
pests, the better we can predict rates and direction of spread and develop effective 
IPM strategies. 

Forest/Stand Structure and Susceptibility to Pests 

Tree species composition, age class distribution, stand density and host tree condition 
affect the susceptibility of forests to insect pests. By knowing stand conditions that 
favour a particular pest, or vice-versa, it is possible to develop risk and hazard rating 
models (see Sect. 17.1.4) that predict the potential impact of a pest in different 
stands. For high impact pests such as the mountain pine beetle and spruce budworm, 
this information can be used in decision-support systems to direct where and when 
management is implemented. 

Monocultures often tend to be more susceptible to insect herbivory than mixed 
species forests (Jactel and Brockerhoff 2007; Guyot et al. 2015, 2016). One mecha-
nism thought to be responsible for greater herbivory in less diverse plant communi-
ties is greater host availability and increased foraging efficiency. For example, vast 
areas of mature, even aged lodgepole pine, along with warmer than average winter 
temperatures that increase overwintering survival of mountain pine beetle, are consid-
ered important factors inciting mountain pine beetle outbreaks (Bentz et al. 2010; 
Safranyik et al. 2010). In contrast, host plants are less plentiful and also more patchy 
and more difficult for herbivores to locate in diverse stands. Diverse forests often have 
more complementary resources (pollen, nectar) and alternative hosts than monocul-
tures, and this supports a more robust assemblage of natural enemies that can exert 
greater top-down regulation of herbivores (Lawton and Strong 1981).
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17.1.2 Survey and Monitoring 

Effective techniques to survey and monitor forest insect populations are critical 
components of IPM, and when available, provide natural resource managers with 
important information on how to prioritize management actions (Edmonds et al. 
2000; Carnegie et al. 2005b). For example, decisions to harvest an area prior to an 
anticipated outbreak; to perform sanitation of infested trees to reduce pest popu-
lations; or to increase survey efforts in surrounding forests, are best made from 
predictions of tree damage or tree mortality estimated from survey data. However, 
sampling insects in forested environments presents unique challenges that may not 
be encountered in agricultural systems or urban forests where damage is more easily 
observed and quantified (Fettig et al. 2001, 2005). In addition, the cryptic nature of 
many insects and their presence in portions of trees that are difficult to sample (e.g. 
upper tree crowns) can make surveys of forest insects challenging (Ric et al. 2007). 

17.1.2.1 Pest Density-Damage Relationships 

Estimates of pest density based on regular surveillance provide managers with the 
opportunity to pre-emptively plan and implement IPM. Pest density-damage esti-
mates are much more common for defoliators than other feeding guilds. For example, 
systems have been developed for spruce budworm using light traps to predict popula-
tion trends (Simmons and Elliott 1985) and pheromone traps to predict larval densi-
ties (that can then be related to tree damage) (Sanders 1988; Rhainds et al. 2016). 
Pheromone-baited trapping systems have also been developed for the western spruce 
budworm, Choristoneura occidentalis Freeman (Niwa and Overhulser 2015), Euro-
pean sawfly, Neodiprion sertifer (Geoffroy) (Lyytikäinen-Saarenmaa et al. 2006) and 
spongy moth (Gage et al. 1990), among other species. Pheromone-baited traps are a 
preferred sampling tool in many cases as they are effective at detecting low-density 
populations, are often species-specific, especially with moth pests, and are relatively 
easy to use. 

There are very few examples of using bark beetle trap catches to successfully 
predict tree mortality. However, trap catches of spruce beetle can be used to estimate 
its population phase (i.e. endemic vs. epidemic), which is linked to tree mortality 
(Hansen et al. 2006). Damage thresholds predicted from pheromone-baited traps 
have also been developed for European spruce beetle, Ips typographus (L.), in Italy 
(Faccoli and Stergulc 2004) and Sweden (Weslien 1992b). In the southeastern U.S., 
Billings (1988) developed a practical method of forecasting population trends and 
infestation levels of southern pine beetle based on captures of southern pine beetle 
and the ratio of southern pine beetle to one of its major predators. Attempts to predict 
tree mortality in western North America from trap catches of western pine beetle, 
Dendroctonus brevicomis LeConte, have been unsuccessful (Hayes et al. 2009).
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17.1.2.2 Trap Trees 

Trap trees are tools used to survey or monitor bole-infesting insects. Trees selected 
as trap trees are either artificially stressed through chemical or mechanical means, 
or pheromones are used to initiate insect colonization. Depending on the life history 
traits of the target insect, trap trees are either left standing (Neumann et al. 1982) or  
felled (Hodgkinson 1985). Trap trees provide multiple opportunities to detect target 
insects, including the capture of insects in traps attached to trap trees, collecting adult 
insects that emerge from sections of trap trees removed from the field and placed in 
rearing containers, or through signs such as galleries, resinosis or emergence holes 
that are reliably diagnostic (McCullough et al. 2009; Zylstra et al. 2010). 

Trap trees have been used operationally to detect exotic species. Probably the 
best example of this is the use of chemically girdled pine trees as detection tools 
for S. noctilio in the Southern Hemisphere. Positive trap trees (those colonized by 
S. noctilio) are then integrated into the biological control program for managing S. 
noctilio using a parasitic nematode (Neumann et al. 1982; see Sect. 17.3.3). Trap 
trees have also been used operationally to detect emerald ash borer in North America 
(McCullough et al. 2009). In this context, ash trap trees are girdled using a chainsaw 
and a section of bark is removed at about breast height. Later in the summer, these trap 
trees are felled, and the bark is peeled to determine if larvae are present (Fig. 17.1).

A benefit of trap trees over pheromone-baited detection/monitoring traps, espe-
cially for an insect that does not utilize long-range sex pheromones, is that they 
provide a more complete suite of chemical and visual cues to attract the target insect, 
which often results in a more sensitive survey tool (Mercader et al. 2013). However, 
using trap trees is logistically more difficult than semiochemical-baited traps and 
creating dead trees in many areas can often create safety hazards if precautions are 
not undertaken. Felling, handling, and transporting tree sections into rearing facilities 
can also be challenging, expensive and time consuming. Where colonizing insects 
do not make signs of infestation that result in species determination, there can be an 
extensive lag time between when trap trees are colonized and when adults emerge 
from the wood allowing for species identification. However, using molecular tech-
niques to identify pest species from larvae or frass can reduce the lag time for some 
species (Kethidi et al. 2003; Wilson and Schiff 2010; Ide et al. 2016). 

17.1.2.3 Semiochemical-Baited Traps 

Semiochemicals, including pheromones and kairomones, are used by insects to find 
mates or to locate suitable habitats and hosts (Roelofs and Cardé 1977; Wood 1982). 
These chemicals can be strong sources of attraction for insects and provide excellent 
survey and monitoring tools. Some semiochemicals are attractive to only one or very 
few species (e.g. L. dispar moth sex pheromone) while others may attract a broad 
range of species (e.g. alpha-pinene, a host plant volatile that is emitted from many tree 
species). Pheromones, used alone or with host volatiles, have been used extensively 
to detect and monitor Lepidoptera (Elkinton and Cardé 1981; Grant 1991; Jactel
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Fig. 17.1 Ash trap trees, girdled in spring to increase their stress levels and attraction to the emerald 
ash borer, Agrilus planipennis, have been used in surveys to detect and delimit infestations of emerald 
ash borer (Photo credit: Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources)

et al. 2006; Jones et al. 2009), Coleoptera (Weslien 1992b; Brockerhoff et al. 2006; 
Sweeney et al. 2006; Billings and Upton 2010), and Hymenoptera (Lyytikäinen-
Saarenmaa et al. 1999; Dodds and de Groot 2012) (Fig. 17.2). Combining more than 
one host volatile (e.g. alpha-pinene and ethanol) or combining pheromones with 
host volatiles can synergize attraction and increase trap captures of some Coleoptera 
(Chenier and Philogene 1989; Silk et al. 2007; Allison et al. 2013).

A wide array of traps are available for use with semiochemicals (Fig. 17.3). 
Multiple-funnel traps and panel intercept traps were designed specifically for bark 
beetles (Lindgren 1983) or bark beetles and woodborers (Czokajlo et al. 2001), 
respectively (Fig. 17.3). Modifications of these traps, including enlarging funnel 
holes (Miller et al. 2013), applying lubricants (de Groot and Nott 2003; Graham 
et al. 2010; Allison et al. 2011), and extending a collar above the bottom funnel 
(Allison et al. 2014) can improve trap captures. Canopy malaise traps have also 
shown promise for sampling bark beetles and woodborers (Vance et al. 2003; Dodds 
et al. 2015). Traps commonly used to monitor lepidopteran pests include pheromone-
baited delta sticky traps or non-sticky traps that use a dry collecting cup and pesticide 
strip to kill captured insects (e.g. the Unitrap [Fig. 17.3d]). Sticky traps are efficient 
at catching moths but the sticky surface becomes saturated with moths (and moth
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Lepidoptera Sex Pheromones 

Lymantria dispar Choristoneura fumiferana Operophtera brumata 

disparlure (E)-11-tetradecenal (Z,Z,Z)-1,3,6,9-

Nonadecatetraene 

Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Scolytinae Aggregation Pheromones 

Ips typographus Dendroctonus ponderosae Dendroctonus frontalis 

2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol trans-verbenol frontalin 

Coleoptera: Cerambycidae Sex-aggregation Pheromones 

3-hydroxyhexan-2-one S,E-fuscumol monochamol 

Host Plant Volatiles (General Attractants) 

ethanol alpha-pinene 1-S-beta-pinene 

Fig. 17.2 Examples of chemical structures (El-Sayed 2022) of some insect pheromones and plant 
volatiles used in forest insect pest surveys. Lepidoptera and Scolytinae pheromones are usually 
more specific than Cerambycidae pheromones and all of these pheromones are more specific than 
host volatiles

scales) at relatively low population densities, so they are not as suitable as non-sticky 
traps for monitoring large changes in population densities (Sanders 1986).

Various factors influence trap captures and can broadly be categorized as intrinsic 
and extrinsic. Intrinsic factors include the type of trap (Flechtmann et al. 2000; 
Sweeney et al. 2006; Dodds et al. 2015), trap color (Campbell and Borden 2009; 
Francese et al. 2010; Rassati et al. 2019), trap surface treatments (de Groot and Nott
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Fig. 17.3 Examples of traps used to survey for forest insects: a multiple funnel and b intercept 
panel traps are commonly employed to survey for bark beetles and woodborers; c canopy malaise 
traps are used for bark beetles and woodborers as well as other taxa (Photo credits: K. J. Dodds); 
and d Unitraps are used to collect Lepidoptera (Photo credit: M. MacDonnell, University of New 
Brunswick, Fredericton, NB)
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2003; Graham et al. 2010; Allison et al. 2011), type of collection cup or adhesive 
(Miller and Duerr 2008), placement of traps along environmental gradients (Dodds 
2014; Schmeelk et al. 2016; Allison et al. 2019; Sweeney et al. 2020), and other 
trap modifications (Allison et al. 2014). Extrinsic factors include variables such as 
local forest disturbance history (wildfire and silvicultural treatments) (Sullivan et al. 
2003; Dodds 2011), forest stand composition and structure (Ohsawa 2004), volume 
and decay class of downed wood (Lee et al. 2014), and local insect population levels 
where traps are deployed. Meteorological variables including temperature, relative 
humidity, precipitation, and wind may also influence trapping results (Salom and 
Mclean 1991; Peng et al. 1992; Jönsson and Anderbrant 1993). 

The potential economic and ecological impacts of exotic, invasive forest insects 
have been the impetus for nationwide detection surveys using semiochemical-baited 
traps. Many countries, including Canada (Canadian Food Inspection Agency 2016), 
New Zealand (Brockerhoff et al. 2006), Australia (Wylie et al. 2008; Carnegie et al. 
2018), and the U.S. (Rabaglia et al. 2008; Jackson et al. 2014), among others, 
have well-developed annual surveys that target bark beetles, woodborers, moths, 
and other damaging insects. These surveys may focus on individual target species 
(Wylie et al. 2008; Jackson et al. 2014) or on broader target taxa, e.g. species of bark 
and wood boring insects in the families Cerambycidae, Buprestidae, Curculionidae 
(Scolytinae), and Siricidae, at risk of transcontinental movement in wood packaging. 
In both cases, the goal is to detect introduced and established pests as early as possible, 
when populations and infested areas are small and the chances of eradication are good 
(Tobin et al. 2014). If a newly detected exotic species is considered to pose a threat, 
surveys with semiochemical-baited traps are implemented to delimit the population 
in the invaded region (Liebhold et al. 2016). Examples of large-scale delimitation 
efforts include S. noctilio (Dodds and de Groot 2012) and emerald ash borer (USDA 
APHIS PPQ 2017) in North America and Uraba lugens Walker in New Zealand 
(Suckling et al. 2005). 

Semiochemical-based detection and monitoring traps are easy to deploy and 
consequently frequently used in IPM programs. Lures and traps are relatively inex-
pensive and most traps can be used for many years. However, understanding and 
interpreting what trap captures mean, and do not mean, is critical. Presence of an 
insect in a trap may or may not indicate the existence of a local population, as many 
insects can disperse long distances. Conversely, for several reasons a trap that is 
negative for a target species cannot be interpreted as evidence that the area is free 
of that species. Traps have a defined active sampling space, capture efficiencies are 
often low, and for some species, retention of individuals captured in traps is low 
(Elkinton and Childs 1983; Byers 2008; Allison and Redak 2017). For example, 
mark-release-recapture studies have shown that only 1–29% of bark beetles that are 
marked and released are recaptured in traps (Birch et al. 1982; Weslien and Lindelöw 
1989; Zolubas and Byers 1995).
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17.1.2.4 Ground-Based Surveys 

When signs and/or symptoms of infestation are obvious, ground surveys can be very 
effective, especially in small stands or other areas where trees are easily accessible. 
Signs and symptoms of infestation, such as resin or staining (Coleman and Seybold 
2008; Ryan et al. 2013), oviposition sites on tree boles (Ric et al. 2007), defoliation 
in crowns (MacLean and Lidstone 1982), tree crown fade (Billings and Pase 1979), 
bark flaking by woodpeckers (de Groot et al. 2006) or egg masses (Shepherd and 
Brown 1971; Liebhold et al. 1994) can all provide evidence of insect presence and 
in some cases, population levels. (Fig. 17.4). An advantage of ground surveys over 
pheromone-baited trap surveys is that signs or symptoms that are strongly correlated 
with a specific insect provide direct evidence that the species is established in the 
area. Further sampling of trees detected during ground surveys often yields more 
information, such as pest population estimates and identification of mortality factors. 
Although they are laborious and time consuming, ground surveys of infested trees 
are conducted on a systematic basis throughout the year in Europe during European 
spruce beetle outbreaks (Fettig and Hilszczański 2015). Once identified, infested 
trees are marked, numbered, and mapped for sanitation (see Sect. 17.1.4.2.4).

17.1.2.5 Remote Sensing and Aerial Detection Surveys 

Remote detection methods are also useful tools for assessing the effects of insects 
on forest resources (Ciesla 2000). Surveys may be conducted using manned or 
unmanned aircraft (McConnell et al. 2000; Lehmann et al. 2015) or may integrate 
detailed information related to plant growth and stress from satellite systems or 
aircraft-based sensors. Remote sensing provides opportunities to rapidly gather infor-
mation on changes in forest condition over large spatial scales (Stone and Mohammed 
2017). 

Aerial detection surveys using aircraft have been used in parts of the U.S. since 
the 1940s (Wear and Buckhorn 1955) and have occurred annually over much of 
the forested lands in the U.S. since the 1970s. Aerial surveys are also an important 
component of insect and disease monitoring in Canada (British Columbia Ministry 
of Forests 2000), New Zealand (Kershaw 1989), and Australia (Carnegie et al. 2008). 
Originally used to track tree mortality and damage, these surveys can also detect new 
pests or damage in new areas, estimate levels of damage, and provide guidance for 
further survey or management (McConnell et al. 2000; Johnson and Wittwer 2008). 
Aerial detection surveys are occasionally followed with ground-based surveys to 
more precisely delimit damage observed from the air. 

Satellite technologies, including multispectral and hyperspectral sensors (airborne 
and spaceborne) and LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging—a laser-based method 
of mapping landscape features) have been useful for survey and monitoring of forest 
insects. These approaches have also been used to identify tree species and to map 
tree distributions (Somers and Asner 2012), determine areas where tree stress is 
occurring (Hanavan et al. 2015), as well as mapping locations where insects have 
caused damage (White et al. 2006; Fassnacht et al. 2014; Stone and Mohammed 
2017).
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Fig. 17.4 Examples of signs used to survey for insects: a resin at the sites of southern pine beetle, 
Dendroctonus frontalis, attack (Photo credit: K. J. Dodds); b resin beading associated with Sirex 
noctilio oviposition sites (Photo credit: A. J. Carnegie); c bark staining resulting from goldspotted 
oak borer, Agrilus auroguttatus, attacks (Photo credit: T. W. Coleman, Forest Health Protection, 
USDA Forest Service); d woodpecker flaking on a ponderosa pine, Pinus ponderosa, colonized 
by western pine beetle, Dendroctonus brevicomis (Photo credit: C. J. Fettig); e Asian longhorned 
beetle, Anoplophora glabripennis, oviposition sites (Photo credit: K. J. Dodds); and f spongy moth, 
Lymantria dispar, egg mass (Photo credit: K. J. Dodds)
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A drawback of remote sensing is that information collected at such large scales is 
often incomplete, e.g. it may be possible to detect tree stress or tree mortality but not 
necessarily determine a specific causal agent of tree mortality. Another challenge is 
the time lag between when the information is collected and when it is processed into 
a format that is useful to managers, although this is rapidly improving. Integration 
of a number of survey and monitoring tools provides the best chances to provide 
reliable information within the context of an IPM program. 

17.1.3 Pest Impact Assessment and Cost–Benefit Analysis 

Pest impact assessment considers the ecological and economic impacts of a pest. 
Defining the ecological impacts or changes to an ecosystem associated with particular 
pests is difficult (Swank et al. 1981; Reynolds et al. 2000; Lovett et al. 2002, 2006; 
Lewis and Liken 2007). Assessment of cumulative impacts must consider effects on 
individuals (e.g. reproductive success, growth), populations (e.g. genetics, population 
dynamics), communities (e.g. species diversity, species composition), ecosystems 
(e.g. nutrient cycling), and regions (Parker et al. 1999; Ricciardi et al. 2013) and is 
often context dependent. For example, bark beetle outbreaks are often detrimental 
to many ecological goods and services, while at the same time benefiting other 
ecological goods and services (Morris et al. 2018). By opening forest canopies and 
creating large gaps, grazing habitat may be enhanced. In rural areas, real-estate 
values may also increase due to better scenic views and transition to tree species 
more appealing to landowners. 

Depending on how widespread tree damage or tree mortality is, different 
approaches to quantify ecological impacts are used. Among stands of similar type 
and conditions, comparisons can be made between infested and uninfested sites. The 
first step is often focused on plot-level vegetation assessment and establishment of 
permanent plots. Through this type of data collection, information can be gained on 
changes in forest condition, often with an emphasis on tree structure and composi-
tion. These types of assessments have been conducted for both native (Donato et al. 
2013; Zeppenfeld et al. 2015) and invasive insect species (Dodds et al. 2010; Dodds 
and Orwig 2011; Simmons et al. 2014; Haavik et al. 2015). While standard vegetation 
plots provide strong information on impacts occurring at the stand level, knowledge 
of factors acting at larger spatial scales can also be investigated by dispersing vege-
tation plots or increasing their size throughout an impacted landscape (Orwig et al. 
2008). Coarser landscape-scale assessments may be made through aerial surveys or 
remote sensing data. 

Quantifying the costs associated with ecological impacts of forest pests is difficult 
due to challenges valuating and monetizing ecological goods and services (Boyd 
and Banzhaf 2007; Holmes et al.  2009; Stenger et al. 2009). However, the market 
value of forest trees for timber and fiber can easily be estimated and compared to 
management costs to determine the net cost or benefit of actions to reduce tree losses. 
Considering treatment options for insects that do not kill trees but cause growth
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reduction is more challenging, as economic projections over the life of trees must be 
considered. Models may be used to predict the value of a stand that can then be used to 
guide pest management decision-making; these can range from simple stand growth 
models to more elaborate models that incorporate non-traditional forest products 
(Fox et al. 1997). Comparing growth over the rotation of treated and untreated stands 
can provide cost-benefits of control programs (Cameron et al. 2018b; Wardlaw et al. 
2018), but such analyses are rare. 

Although costs and benefits are underlying principles of IPM, full cost–benefit 
analysis rarely occurs in forest pest management (MacQuarrie et al. 2016; Niquidet 
et al. 2016; Cameron et al. 2018b). More frequently, cost–benefit analysis is done 
to determine the lowest cost option to achieve a specific management objective, for 
example, protecting foliage from defoliation by spruce budworm by using the lowest 
effective dose of Bacillus thuringiensis kurstaki (Btk, a soil-dwelling bacterium 
commonly used as a biological pesticide) (Morris 1984). Alternatively, cost–benefit 
analysis may be used to detect pest threshold levels that justify treatment (Niquidet 
et al. 2016). 

Estimating the benefits of management interventions is often difficult in forestry 
due to long delays (25–60 years) between management actions and harvests 
combined with volatility in forest product prices and economic parameters (Niquidet 
et al. 2016). However, there have been some thorough cost–benefit analyses of pest 
management programs against exotic, invasive forest pests (e.g. Sharov and Liebhold 
1998a; Cameron et al. 2018b). For example, the costs of protecting urban ash trees 
from the emerald ash borer have been demonstrated to be substantially lower than 
costs of tree removal and replacement following mortality due to emerald ash borer 
infestation (McCullough and Mercader 2012). Tobin (2008) showed that slowing the 
spread of spongy moth in North America is a cost-effective strategy in spite of the 
large infested area because it delays the costs associated with maintaining expanded 
quarantine zones and managing spongy moth outbreaks. 

17.1.4 Management Strategies 

There are two basic strategies to reduce the negative impacts of insects on forests. 
Prevention is designed to reduce the probability and severity of future infestations by 
manipulating stand, forest and/or landscape conditions. Suppression is designed to 
reduce current infestations by manipulating pest populations using remedial tactics. 
In some cases, risk and hazard rating systems or decision support systems are avail-
able to identify stands that should be prioritized for management (see Sect. 17.1.4.2). 
For example, the Spruce Budworm Decision Support System (SBWDSS) is used to 
quantify returns in marginal timber supply from protecting stands against spruce 
budworm infestations in Canada (MacLean et al. 2001). 

When implementing prevention or suppression, managers should be cognisant of 
opportunities to address additional objectives with little or no additional cost. For 
example, in pine-dominated forests of the southern and western U.S., fuel reduction
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treatments, such as mechanical thinning and prescribed fire, are frequently used to 
reduce forest fuels (Stephens et al. 2012). While prescriptions differ between thinning 
treatments implemented for fuels reduction and those for managing pest infestations, 
there are opportunities to alter fuel reduction treatments without reducing their effi-
cacy while increasing the effectiveness of these treatments to reduce the susceptibility 
of forests to certain pests. In the latter case, crown or selection thinning (removal 
of larger trees in the dominant and codominant crown classes) may be necessary to 
achieve suitable reductions in the abundance of preferred hosts of certain pests. In 
other situations, some resource objectives may be negatively impacted by preventive 
and suppressive tactics, and it is prudent to identify as many of these impacts as 
possible and to adjust management strategies accordingly (e.g. changing the timing, 
scale, frequency and/or intensity of treatments) (e.g. Fettig et al. 2008, 2014). 

As indicated earlier, in many cases, management strategies may not be justified 
due to ecological or social constraints. In other cases, the benefits of intervention may 
not justify the costs. Furthermore, metrics used to assess impacts caused by forest 
insects have traditionally been based on timber values yet, increasingly, emphasis 
is placed on the full range of ecological goods and services derived from forests 
(Morris et al. 2018; Fettig 2019). Unfortunately, empirical estimation of potential 
market and nonmarket values for most ecological goods and services is in its infancy 
(Stenger et al. 2009; McCollum and Lundquist 2019), and as such is a major obstacle 
in establishing credible linkages between management interventions and changes in 
economic valuations in forests. 

17.1.4.1 Prevention 

Regulatory Controls 

Regulatory controls are designed to prevent the introduction of exotic, invasive 
species and/or to reduce their spread once established. These are usually informed by 
pest risk assessments, which quantify risks associated with the introduction and/or 
spread of exotic, invasive species based on assessments of relevant factors, such 
as invasion pathways, host distributions, and impacts. Data on the ecology and life 
history of many insect species are limited even in their native environments. Conse-
quently, many pest risk assessments rely heavily on expert judgment and assessment. 
Although pest risk assessments can be useful in explaining the general causes and 
consequences of an invasion, more formalized and quantitative estimates of risk 
based on spatially explicit, multi-scale decision support systems are becoming more 
common (e.g. due to uncertainty associated with the impacts of climate change). 
Risk assessments for exotic species are now standard procedure prescribed by the 
World Trade Organization Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Procedures 
(Yemshanov et al. 2009). 

Quarantines are used to reduce the spread of exotic, invasive species once estab-
lished in a new environment, and include information on the regulated species and 
articles (e.g. host materials), the geographic scope of the quarantine, and penalties
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Fig. 17.5 Quarantines are regulatory measures designed to reduce the spread of exotic, invasive 
species once established in a new environment. The emerald ash borer, Agrilus planipennis, was 
first detected in Michigan in 2002, and by January 2021 had spread to 36 U.S. states and 5 Canadian 
provinces despite federal, provincial and state quarantines (Stone 2021) 

for noncompliance. As an example, the state of Minnesota established a quarantine 
of pine wood with bark (Minnesota Statute 18G.06, subd. 4, 2013), exclusive of 
pine mulch or chips, pine Christmas trees and pine nursery stock, from areas of the 
U.S. determined to have established mountain pine beetle populations. Any person 
violating the quarantine is subject to civil and criminal penalties. The U.S. govern-
ment, through the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), imposed a 
quarantine on emerald ash borer in the eastern U.S. from 2003 to 2020 (Fig. 17.5). 
Internationally, standards to prevent the introduction and spread of exotic species 
are established by the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC, www.ippc. 
int/en/). The International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures No. 15 (ISPM 
15), first established in 2002, provides standards for wood packing materials (e.g. 
dunnage, crates, and pallets) used in international trade, and requires that they be 
heat treated or fumigated and branded with a seal of compliance (Haack et al. 2014). 

Tree Breeding 

Forest geneticists and tree breeders have traditionally focused on polygenic traits, 
because very few important traits in trees are controlled by single genes. An important 
exception is that of some disease resistance genes. As an example, populations of 
sugar pine, Pinus lambertiana Dougl., have been heavily impacted for decades by 
Cronartium ribicola J.C. Fisch., the exotic pathogen that causes white pine blister

http://www.ippc.int/en/
http://www.ippc.int/en/
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rust. Although white pine blister rust can be fatal to all species of white pine, a 
gene occurs at low frequency in sugar pine that confers resistance to C. ribicola 
(Kinloch et al. 1970). Restoring populations of sugar pine involves, among other 
factors, identifying white pine blister rust-resistant trees in the field followed by 
selective breeding of these individuals, and eventual outplanting of white pine blister 
rust-resistant seedlings. 

In general, tree breeders have largely ignored opportunities to increase insect resis-
tance. For example, for decades it has been recognized that oleoresin flow character-
istics in some pines are predictable and heritable (Smith 1975; Hodges et al. 1979) 
and potentially could be selected for in tree breeding programs to increase resistance 
to bark beetles (Strom et al. 2002). However, little progress has been made. Perhaps 
the most successful example of harnessing natural genetic variation for forest insect 
resistance involves the white pine weevil in North America. Several seed orchards 
have been established to grow white pine weevil-resistant spruce seedlings for use 
in reforestation (Alfaro et al. 2013). 

There have been rapid advances in the application of plant biotechnology in the last 
two decades (Harfouche et al. 2011). While applications in forestry are experimental, 
there have been achievements in poplars, pines, and eucalypts, for example, involving 
insertion of Bt genes to increase resistance to insect defoliators. For genetically 
modified trees, significant study is required to evaluate the stable expression of genes 
after insertion into the tree, as biosafety concerns involving potential drift of genes 
into the environment must be considered (Vettori et al. 2016). As such, future uses 
of genetically modified trees in IPM programs will likely be limited to short-rotation 
woody cropping systems (Fig. 17.6).

Silvicultural Tactics 

Silviculture is the backbone of IPM in forests (see Chapter 20), and in some cases 
begins with the proper selection of planting stock that is pest-free and appropriate for 
site conditions. When selecting planting stock managers should not only consider 
the climate of today, but that likely to be experienced in the future. Some experts 
suggest that assisted migration, the practice of planting tree species outside of their 
current distribution due to anticipated changes in the climatic niche, is important 
and should be applied more widely than has occurred (Gray et al. 2011). Planting 
may also provide an opportunity to increase tree species diversity, which as indicated 
earlier, is often associated with reductions in insect herbivory (Jactel and Brockerhoff 
2007). 

Managing stand density through thinning is an important silvicultural tactic in 
several systems (Figs. 17.7 and 17.8). Thinning operations vary in their prescription 
(e.g. some remove many trees of a particular species or size class whereas others may 
remove few trees) resulting in different stand structures and tree species composi-
tions that influence susceptibility in different ways to different forest pests. While it is 
widely accepted that thinning is effective for reducing future levels of tree mortality 
attributed to some bark beetles (Fettig et al. 2007), there is no clear evidence that
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Fig. 17.6 A five-year old poplar, Populus spp., research plantation at the Savannah River Site, 
South Carolina, U.S. This site received irrigation and fertilization throughout the growing season. 
Future applications of genetically modified trees to increase insect resistance will likely be limited 
to short-rotation woody cropping systems (Photo credit: D. R. Coyle, Clemson University)

thinning reduces losses from forest defoliators (Muzika and Liebhold 2000). In addi-
tion, there are examples where forest insects have greater impacts in thinned than 
unthinned stands, including the balsam fir sawfly in eastern Canada (Ostaff et al. 
2006) and white pine weevil in western Canada (Alfaro and Omule 1990), but these 
tend to be the exception. In some cases, proper management of logging residues 
is important to reduce risks of future infestations by species that may breed in this 
material (Fettig et al. 2006). One unique variation to thinning is pre-emptive removal 
of certain host species in an attempt to limit the spread of a particular pest (Vannatta 
et al. 2012).

17.1.4.2 Suppression 

Pesticides 

Pesticides are an integral part of IPM, but social concerns and environmental consid-
erations restrict their use in many forests, particularly in Europe. They may be 
applied manually, with ground-based equipment (e.g. soil and tree injection systems,
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Fig. 17.7 Thinning ponderosa pine, Pinus ponderosa, in California to increase resistance to bark 
beetles, primarily western pine beetle Dendroctonus brevicomis, and mountain pine beetle, D. 
ponderosae. Among other factors, thinning reduces host availability; reduces competition among 
trees for nutrients, water, and other resources thereby increasing vigor; and affects microclimate 
decreasing the effectiveness of chemical cues used in host finding, selection and colonization by 
bark beetles (Photo credit: C. J. Fettig)

sprayers, blowers, and related equipment) or aerially with fixed-wing aircraft or heli-
copters. In forests, pesticides most commonly used for management of forest insects 
include contact and systemic insecticides, microbials (bacteria, viruses, pathogens 
and nematodes), insect growth regulators, soaps and horticultural oils. Most appli-
cations are confined to intensively managed areas, such as nurseries, seed orchards, 
short-rotation woody cropping systems and recreation sites. 

Insecticides used to protect individual trees from colonization by bark beetles, and 
to a lesser extent woodborers, usually consist of ground-based sprays applied to the 
tree bole (Fig. 17.9). Residual activity varies by active ingredient, bark beetle species, 
tree species and associated climatic conditions (Fettig et al. 2013). In the western 
U.S., ten of thousands of trees may be treated annually to protect them from bark 
beetles during large-scale outbreaks, such as observed with mountain pine beetle in 
the mid-2000s (Fettig et al. 2021).

In recent years, researchers attempting to find safer, more portable, and longer 
lasting alternatives to bole sprays have evaluated the effectiveness of injecting small 
quantities of systemic insecticides directly into the tree bole with pressurized systems. 
These systems push low volumes of product, generally less than several hundred
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Fig. 17.8 A loblolly pine, Pinus taeda, plantation thinned in Virginia as part of the Southern Pine 
Beetle Prevention Program. Since 2003, the Southern Pine Beetle Prevention Program, a joint effort 
of the USDA Forest Service and Southern Group of State Foresters, has encouraged and provided 
cost-share assistance for silvicultural treatments to reduce stand and forest susceptibility to southern 
pine beetle, Dendroctonus frontalis (Photo credit: J. T. Nowak, Forest Health Protection, USDA 
Forest Service)

Fig. 17.9 Protection of individual trees from mortality attributed to bark beetles may involve 
applications of liquid formulations of contact insecticides to the tree bole (Photo credit: C. J. 
Fettig)
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milliliters for even large trees, into the small vesicles of the sapwood. Following 
injection, the product is transported throughout the tree to the target tissue (i.e. the 
phloem where bark beetle feeding occurs) (Fettig et al. 2013). In North America, 
bole injections have been demonstrated effective for mountain pine beetle, spruce 
beetle, and western pine beetle (Fettig et al. 2020) but are used most commonly in 
urban forests for control of exotic, invasive species such as emerald ash borer (Herms 
and McCullough 2014). 

Synthetic formulations of entomopathogenic microorganisms may also be useful 
for managing bark beetles and wood borers. Research efforts have focused on the 
fungus Beauveria bassiana (Bals.-Criv.) Vuill. Tactics under development include 
contaminating beetles collected in traps and then releasing these individuals back 
into field populations to contaminate the pest population (Kreutz et al. 2000; Lyons 
et al. 2012) and applying various suspensions of spores to the surfaces of felled and 
standing trees (Davis et al. 2018). 

Most large-scale insecticide applications for defoliators involve the use of fixed-
wing aircraft (Fig. 17.10). Among the first were applications in eastern Canada in 
the late 1920s when >85,000 kg of calcium arsenate dust was applied in attempts 
to control outbreaks of spruce budworm and hemlock looper, Lambdina fiscellaria 
(Guen.) (Holmes and MacQuarrie 2016). The development of synthetic organic insec-
ticides in the early 1940s led to use of dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) for 
control of spruce budworm and other forest defoliators in North America. DDT 
remained the preferred control option for spruce budworm throughout the 1950s and 
1960s (Nigam 1975) but by the mid-1950s the negative impacts of DDT were recog-
nized (Turusov et al. 2002) and by the mid-1970s several countries banned most uses 
of DDT (Fig. 17.11). Today, microbial agents such as B. thuringiensis and insect 
growth regulators, such as diflubenzuron, have replaced the use of most synthetic 
insecticides for management of forest defoliators.

The Slow the Spread Program for management of spongy moth in the U.S. is 
a great example of the incorporation of insecticides into an IPM program. This 
combined federal and state effort involves detecting isolated populations of spongy 
moth with pheromone-baited traps (see Sect. 17.1.4.2.2) placed along the expanding 
population front from North Carolina to Wisconsin. In most cases, detected colonies 
are treated with Btk, diflubenzuron or mating-disruption pheromone. It has been 
estimated that this project has reduced the spread of L. dispar from infested areas to 
adjacent uninfested areas by >50% (Sharov et al. 2002). 

Semiochemical Tactics 

Semiochemicals are used to disrupt mating behaviors, mass trap pest insects, attract 
and kill insects, and to inhibit colonization of individual trees and forest stands. 
Semiochemicals have the benefit of being environmentally benign compared to 
insecticides, and many are species- or genera-specific. It is common practice to 
combine several semiochemical treatments, such as aggregation and anti-aggregation 
pheromones, into one IPM program targeting an insect species.
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Fig. 17.10 Applications of insecticides for management of forest defoliators usually involve the 
use of fixed-wing aircraft. This photo shows an application of DDT to control the Douglas-fir 
tussock moth, Orgyia pseudotsugata, in Idaho in 1947. Today, microbial agents such as Bacillus 
thuringiensis and insect growth regulators such as diflubenzuron have replaced DDT and other 
broad-spectrum insecticides (Photo credit: Furniss [2007])

Mating disruption has been used successfully to manage some lepidopteran pests, 
primarily in agricultural and orchard settings (Cardé and Minks 1995). Fundamental 
to mating disruption success is release of a highly attractive sex pheromone from 
multiple points throughout a treatment area that makes mate location difficult (Cardé 
and Minks 1995; Miller et al. 2006). The Slow the Spread Program for spongy 
moth management represents the most extensive example of mating disruption for 
a forest pest. Synthetic spongy moth pheromone, disparlure, is spread over targeted 
landscapes through flakes applied by airplane (Tobin and Blackburn 2007). Since 
1993, >5.5 million ha have been treated with a spongy moth mating disruption product 
(USDA 2016). Aerial applications of sex pheromone in large-scale field trials have 
suppressed spruce budworm mating (Rhainds et al. 2012) but not budworm egg or 
larval densities, likely due to immigration of mated female moths (Régnière et al. 
2019). Other large-scale mating disruption programs for forest Lepidoptera are rare 
(Rhainds et al. 2012; Svensson et al. 2018). Examples of mating disruption are less 
common in other insect orders, however promising results have been demonstrated 
for pinhole borers (Coleoptera: Platypodinae) (Funes et al. 2011), cerambycids (Maki 
et al. 2011; Sweeney et al. 2017), and sawflies (Anderbrant et al. 1995; Martini et al. 
2002).
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Fig. 17.11 Insecticides used for management of spruce budworm, Choristoneura fumiferana, in  
Canada (Figure credit: C.J.K. MacQuarrie, Natural Resources Canada; reproduced from Holmes 
and MacQuarrie [2016])
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Mass trapping of insects is a population reduction technique in which pest insects 
are lured into pheromone-baited traps or stressed trees for purposes of collection 
and removal. Most attempts to mass trap forest pests have focused on bark beetles 
(Seybold et al. 2018). Evaluating the effectiveness of these programs is difficult, 
and often hindered by the inability to accurately estimate insect populations and 
determine the impact of mass-trapping on local pest populations or their damage. 
An extensive mass trapping program was used to reduce populations of European 
spruce beetle, but it was difficult to determine whether declining populations were 
due to mass trapping or to coincidental natural abiotic and biotic factors (Bakke 1991; 
Weslien 1992a). Despite this, Schlyter et al. (2001) provided evidence that northern 
spruce bark beetle, Ips duplicatus (Sahlberg), populations were reduced by mass 
trapping using pheromone-baited traps in Mongolia. Similarly, traps and trap logs 
were used to reduce tree mortality from European spruce beetle in spruce forests of 
Italy (Faccoli and Stergulc 2008). Another case where success was documented, in 
terms of total beetle captures and reduction in log degrade, was with ambrosia beetles 
in western North America. Ambrosia beetles create small holes in the sapwood of 
logs where they also inoculate fungi that stain and degrade the wood. Pheromone-
baited traps were deployed in log yards to reduce populations of ambrosia beetles 
and to reduce log damage (McLean and Borden 1979; Lindgren and Borden 1983), 
and later developed into a larger annual mass trapping effort (Lindgren and Fraser 
1994; Borden and Stokkink 2021). In other systems, successful reduction in damage 
has been less clear (Bakke 1991; Weslien 1992a; Ross and Daterman 1997). In an 
attempt to develop a tool that may aid in the reduction of pine wood nematode, 
Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Steiner & Buhrer) Nickle, in Europe, mass trapping 
of the cerambycid, Monochamus galloprovincialis (Olivier), was tested and showed 
promise for reducing M. galloprovincialis populations at local scales as part of an 
IPM program (Sanchez-Husillos et al. 2015). 

The use of pheromone-baited traps for mass trapping of bark beetles has disadvan-
tages. First, many of these semiochemicals elicit strong responses from insects and 
can result in spillover attacks on adjacent healthy trees. Consequently, managers 
should carefully consider placement of pheromone-baited traps and select areas 
where tree loss is acceptable and where attacked trees can be removed to further 
reduce local bark beetle populations (Ross and Daterman 1997). Another issue related 
to mass trapping is the large numbers of beneficial insects, especially natural enemies, 
which are also captured, but this can be reduced by trap modifications (Ross and 
Daterman 1998). 

The use of trap trees can serve a similar function to mass trapping. Trap trees are 
baited with semiochemicals or induced (e.g. herbicide treatment) to release attractive 
semiochemicals in order to stimulate attack by target taxa. When implemented as part 
of a suppression plan, trap trees can be chemically treated with contact insecticides 
or injected with systemic insecticides to kill arriving insects (i.e. attract and kill) 
(Lister et al. 1976; Lanier and Jones 1985; Gray et al.  1990; Drumont et al. 1992; 
Hansen et al. 2016; McCullough et al. 2016) or left untreated to allow successful 
colonization by insects. Untreated trap trees are then removed and destroyed before
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the next generation of insects emerges (Bakke 1989). Trap trees have been imple-
mented in several countries for management of European spruce beetle (Bakke 
1989) and have been effective (Raty et al. 1995), but they were less effective than 
pheromone-baited traps for suppressing Douglas-fir beetle, Dendroctonus pseudot-
sugae Hopkins, populations in western North America (Dodds et al. 2000; Laidlaw 
et al. 2003). 

Push–pull systems use a combination of tools in an attempt to manipulate insect 
populations to colonize one area and ignore another. Common components of push– 
pull systems include attractants, such as aggregation pheromones, with simultaneous 
use of repellants, such as antiaggregation pheromones (Cook et al. 2007). For this 
method to be practical, the insect must have a strong response to semiochemicals used 
as attractants and repellants. Because of this, successful push–pull systems are rare 
but promising results have been demonstrated for a few bark beetle species (Lindgren 
and Borden 1993; Ross and Daterman 1994; Borden et al. 2006; Gillette et al. 2012; 
Seybold et al. 2018). However, because of concerns about spillover attacks induced 
by the use of synthetic pheromone, push only (repellent) treatments have received 
more attention. Of note, a push–pull strategy was ineffective in protecting trap trees 
(used for application of the biocontrol nematode for S. noctilio) from colonization 
by the eastern fivespined ips, Ips grandicollis (Eichoff), in Australia (Carnegie and 
Loch 2010). 

Push–pull systems have also been tested on tree pests in settings outside of forests. 
In a nursery setting, a push–pull system using ethanol-baited traps and verbenone was 
unsuccessful at protecting trees from attack by non-native ambrosia beetles (Werle 
et al. 2019). The use of attractive UV lights to pull burnt pine longicorn, Arhopalus 
ferus (Mulsant), away from log storage and processing facilities has been tested in 
New Zealand as a means of reducing infestation of logs (Pawson and Watt 2009). 

Biological Controls 

Biological control is the reduction of pests through the activity of one or more biolog-
ical control agents. We use the terminology of Eilenberg et al. (2001) who describe 
four different strategies: classical, inoculation, inundation, and conservation. Clas-
sical biological control involves “the introduction of an exotic, usually co-evolved, 
biological control agent for permanent establishment and long-term pest manage-
ment” (Eilenberg et al. 2001). The main goal of classical biological control is the 
permanent establishment of biological control agent(s) to provide long-term pest 
control. It usually involves the importation and release of insect parasitoids (or occa-
sionally predators) to control non-native insect pests. Classical biological control 
has by far been the most common method of biocontrol used in forest pest manage-
ment, and has had reasonable success, providing long-term control of tree pests in 
34% of cases (Kenis et al. 2017). In Canada, more than 150 species of biocontrol 
agents have been released against 41 different forest insects, resulting in long-term 
control of nine target species, all defoliators, such as the winter moth, Opherophtera
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brumata (L.), the larch casebearer, Coleophora laricella (Hübner), and the Euro-
pean spruce sawfly, Gilpinia hercyniae (Hartig) (MacQuarrie et al. 2016). Parasitoid 
wasps released and established in the Southern Hemisphere for control of S. noctilio, 
primarily Ibalia leucospoides Hochenw. and Megarhyssa nortoni (Cresson) (Taylor 
1976; Cameron 2012), can provide up to 50% parasitism (Carnegie et al. 2005a; 
Collett and Elms 2009). Some other examples include Diaeretus essigellae Starý 
and Zuparko for control of the Monterey pine aphid, Essigella californica (Essig.), 
in Australia (Kimber et al. 2010) (see Box 17.2), the predatory beetle Rhisophagus 
grandis Gyll. for control of the great spruce bark beetle, Dendroctonus micans Kug., 
in Great Britain (Evans and Fielding 1994), and the egg parasitoid, Avetianella longoi 
Siscaro, for control of the woodborer, Phoracantha semipunctata Fabr., in California, 
U.S. (Hanks et al. 1996). 

In contrast to these successes, the introduction of more than 700,000 individ-
uals of about 33 different predator species provided no measurable control of the 
balsam woolly adelgid, Adelges piceae (Ratzeburg), in North America (Kenis et al. 
2017). A large-scale classical biological control program underway to control the 
highly destructive and invasive emerald ash borer in North America has success-
fully established egg and larval parasitoids and measured some impact on popula-
tions (Duan et al. 2014), but its long-term success remains uncertain (Bauer et al. 
2015; Jennings et al. 2016). Non-target effects can also be significant, as the case of 
Compsilura concinnata (Meigen) illustrates. A highly generalist tachinid parasitoid 
introduced into North America in 1906 to control L. dispar and browntail moth, 
Euproctis chrysorrhoea (L.), C. concinnata had little impact on L. dispar, effec-
tively controlled browntail moth, but likely caused the decline of several species of 
silk moths (Elkinton and Boettner 2012). Analyses of cost: benefit ratios of classical 
biological control of forest pests are rare but have been estimated at 1:15 for the 
winter moth and 1:19 for the European spruce sawfly, compared to about 1:2.5 for 
most chemical control programmes (Tisdell 1990). 

Inoculation biological control is “the intentional release of a living organism 
as a biological control agent with the expectation that it will multiply and control 
the pest for an extended period, but not permanently” (Eilenberg et al. 2001). The 
distinguishing feature of this strategy is that control is not permanent, and additional 
releases of the biological control agent are necessary. An example of this strategy 
is the annual release of the nematode Deladenus siricidicola Bedding for S. noctilio 
in the Southern Hemisphere (Bedding and Akhurst 1974). The nematode is mass 
cultured and inoculated into trap trees weakened by herbicide treatment or girdling 
to increase attraction and susceptibility to colonization by the woodwasp. The nema-
todes infect the woodwasp larvae and render adult females sterile, effectively filling 
the woodwasp eggs with juvenile nematodes. Infected females then spread the infec-
tion when they lay their sterile nematode-filled eggs into other host trees (Bedding 
and Akhurst 1974) (see Sect. 17.3.3). 

Inundation biological control is “the use of living organisms to control pests when 
the control is achieved exclusively by the released organisms themselves” (Eilenberg 
et al. 2001). In this strategy, the released biological control agents must control a 
sufficiently high proportion of the pest population, or reduce damage significantly,
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before dispersing or dying. Control relies solely on the released biological control 
agent(s), not on their progeny. Examples of the use of this strategy in forestry are 
rare, but field trials in Canada showed that inundative releases of the native egg 
parasitoid, Trichogramma minutum Riley, suppressed spruce budworm populations 
and reduced defoliation (Smith et al. 1990a, b). Unfortunately, populations collapsed 
before commercial production could be made viable and the method was never used 
operationally (MacQuarrie et al. 2016). In the southeastern U.S., inundative releases 
of encapsulated Trichogramma exiguum Pinto and Platner increased rates of egg 
parasitism in the Nantucket pine tip moth, Rhyacionia frustrana (Comstock), but was 
considered impractical as a control strategy due to high predation of encapsulated T. 
exiguum by ants (Asaro et al. 2003). 

Conservation biological control is the “modification of the environment or existing 
practices to protect and enhance specific natural enemies or other organisms to 
reduce the effect of pests” (Eilenberg et al. 2001). This strategy includes activities 
that protect or enhance populations of biological control agents, such as reduced 
or more targeted use of pesticides (e.g. Cadogan et al. 1995) or providing alternate 
hosts and food sources for natural enemies. For example, supplemental feedings of 
southern pine beetle parasitoids in the laboratory and field with Eliminade™, an 
artificial diet consisting largely of sucrose, was shown to increase their longevity and 
fecundity (Stephen and Browne 2000). 

Box 17.2 Case history of classical biological control: Monterey pine 
aphid, Essigella californica 
The Monterey pine aphid is native to western North America where it feeds on 
pines (Sorensen 1994) but is not considered of economic importance (Ohmart 
1981). It was detected in Australia in 1998 (Carver and Kent 2000) and once 
established, spread quickly throughout the major pine growing regions (Anon. 
2000; Carver and Kent 2000). The Monterey pine aphid has been associated 
with severe chlorosis and defoliation across much of the Monterey pine, Pinus 
radiata D. Don, plantation estate in mainland Australia and is considered a 
significant pest, especially following years of below-average rainfall (Eyles 
et al. 2011; Stone et al. 2013a, b) (Fig. 17.12a, b, c). Defoliation tends to 
be more severe in mid-rotation (16–20-year-old) to mature (30–35-year-old) 
stands, more often in the upper crown, and can cause up to 95% crown loss. 
In some years, 30–45% of the plantation estate is impacted. Defoliation by the 
aphid has been estimated to cause losses of AU$21 million in annual wood 
production (May 2004). Investigations into management options in Australia 
determined that biological control would be the most cost-effective option, 
with an estimated net present value of around AU$15 million over 30 years 
and providing a benefit in perpetuity (May 2004). The aphid’s only known 
parasitoid, D. essigellae, was described from museum specimens but live spec-
imens had not been observed in the field (Kimber et al. 2010) (Fig. 17.12d, e). 
Diaeretus essigellae were subsequently located in California and imported to
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Fig. 17.12 The Monterey pine aphid, Essigella californica, on  Pinus radiata in Australia—(a) 
defoliation of upper crown, compared to unaffected tree, (b) chlorosis in mature stand, (c) aphids 
on branch and needles (note needle chlorosis); (d) female Diaeretus essigellae; and  (e)  D. essigellae-
parasitized E. californica (mummies) on pine needles (Photo credits: A. Carnegie [a, b, c, e], Forests 
and Wood Products Australia [d])

an approved quarantine facility where host-specificity testing was performed 
(Kimber et al. 2010). The first releases occurred in late 2009, with subsequent 
releases during the next three years in all Australian States where Monterey 
pine aphid was present. Annual monitoring for D. essigellae has occurred since 
2010. There was initial concern when no established populations were detected 
by 2012 and no further releases were planned after 2012. However, in 2013,
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a few established populations were detected, some up to 50 km from release 
points. By 2017, surveys found D. essigellae established in most pine growing 
regions in New South Wales and Victoria, and more recently in South Australia, 
but not in Tasmania, Queensland, or Western Australia. Established popula-
tions have been found over 100 km from release sites. In terms of impact, the 
area of New South Wales affected by the aphid has decreased following release 
of D. essigellae. However, in some years (e.g. 2017) there were localized areas 
with high populations of both the Monterey pine aphid and D. essigellae.

Cultural Tactics 

Sanitation is a cultural tactic that involves the identification of currently infested trees, 
and subsequent felling and removal or treatment to destroy pests within the tree in 
order to reduce pest populations. At the smallest scale, this may include pruning 
of affected portions of the tree (e.g. twigs or branches). Sanitation is commonly 
employed for management of bark beetles in Europe and North America (Fettig and 
Hilszczański 2015). Where it is economically feasible, trees may be harvested and 
transported to mills where broods are killed during processing and milling of lumber 
and some economic return may be realized (Fig. 17.13). Otherwise, felled trees are 
burned, chipped, debarked, or treated by solarization (placement of infested material 
in the direct sun, which is often sufficient to kill brood beneath the bark in warmer 
climates). In some cases, an emphasis is placed on sanitation of newly infested 
trees during the early stages of tree colonization in order to reduce the quantity 
of attractive semiochemicals (e.g. aggregation pheromones) released into the stand. 
Synthetic attractants may be used to concentrate existing infestations within small 
groups of trees prior to sanitation (see Sect. 17.1.4.2.2).

Sanitation is used to disrupt the unique attack behavior of southern pine beetle 
in the southeastern U.S., which relies on the release of aggregation pheromones 
by pioneering beetles for initial (spot) infestations to expand. By harvesting and 
processing southern pine beetle-infested trees, plus a buffer strip of uninfested trees, 
spot growth can be halted and some economic return realized. However, timely 
sanitation is often not possible due to limitations in labor, processing, milling and 
other factors. In these cases, the best alternative consists of felling all freshly attacked 
and brood-bearing trees toward the center of the spot. In addition, a horseshoe-
shaped buffer of uninfested trees at the spot’s expanding front is felled to help disrupt 
pheromone plumes and recruitment of other southern pine beetle (Fettig et al. 2007). 
Typically, the width of the buffer is equivalent to the height of the average tree in the 
stand, although actual buffer width (3–90 m) varies depending on spot size and the 
rate of spot growth (i.e. numbers of recently attacked trees). 

Salvage involves harvesting and processing dead trees usually to recover some 
economic value that would otherwise be lost or for safety concerns as dead trees
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Fig. 17.13 Sanitation is considered the most effective tactic for reducing levels of tree mortality 
attributed to European spruce beetle, Ips typographus, in Germany and many other countries. During 
outbreaks, it is common for large numbers of currently infested trees to be harvested, decked, and 
transported to local mills for processing (Photo credit: C. J. Fettig)

pose hazards to forest visitors and workers. Technically, salvage is not a suppressive 
tactic as its implementation has no immediate effect on insect populations in most 
cases. However, the term commonly appears in the literature, and in certain cases 
salvage of damaged, broken or windthrown trees may limit future increases in insect 
populations. Salvage is commonly used for management of European spruce beetle 
(Wermelinger 2004; Fettig and Hilszczański 2015) as outbreaks are often incited by 
windstorms, which provide an abundance of downed and weakened host material that 
fosters rapid increases in European spruce beetle populations (Marini et al. 2017). In 
some situations, timing of salvage operations is critical to reduce economic losses, 
e.g. pine plantations in Australia weakened by fire or windstorms are susceptible to 
infestation by eastern fivespined ips and its associated blue stain fungus—the sooner 
timber is salvaged the lower the loss in value due to blue stain (Wylie et al. 1999).
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17.1.5 Integrating IPM Within Overall Forest Ecosystem 
Management 

Ideally, pest managers should work directly with foresters and other natural resource 
managers to develop forest management plans. This ensures that tactics to prevent 
or reduce pest impacts are considered from the outset (see Sect. 17.1.4.1). Clearly, 
IPM cannot focus on solving individual pest problems to the exclusion of other 
natural processes and management actions. For example, use of fertilizers to increase 
tree growth rates must be balanced against potentially greater feeding damage by 
pests such as the cottonwood leaf beetle, Chrysomela scripta F., and the cottonwood 
leafcurl mite, Tetra lobulifera (Keifer) (Coyle et al. 2005). Society’s demand for 
multiple and sometimes conflicting values from forests, such as wildlife habitat, 
recreation, biodiversity, and forest products, requires that IPM be practiced within 
a framework of ecosystem management (Alfaro and Langor 2016). Integration of 
pest management within overall forest management planning is a start. Tools that 
can facilitate this process are models, risk analysis frameworks and decision support 
systems. 

17.1.5.1 Modeling as an IPM Tool 

Models are useful tools to synthesize what is known about processes affecting pest 
populations and pest density-damage relationships so that predictions can be made 
under different management scenarios. They are also useful for revealing gaps in 
understanding and directing future research. Many models have been developed to 
describe pest population dynamics and improve IPM of eruptive defoliators like 
the spruce budworm (Régnière and You 1991; Sturtevant et al. 2015), spongy moth 
(Liebhold et al. 1998; Sharov and Liebhold 1998a, b; Tobin et al.  2004), and forest 
tent caterpillar (Cooke et al. 2012), as well as bark beetles (Logan et al. 1998; Perez 
and Dragicevic 2010; Duncan et al. 2015). Statistical regression models quantify 
relationships between pest density and damage to determine action thresholds (Johns 
et al. 2006; Fry et al. 2008). Temperature-driven phenology models like BioSIM 
(Régnière 1996; Régnière et al. 2014) and the spongy moth life stage model (Gray 
2010) forecast the timing of events in a pest’s life cycle. Models have been used 
to improve the efficacy of sampling and control methods (Tobin et al. 2004), to 
predict changes in pest distributions under climate change scenarios (Carroll et al. 
2006; Régnière et al. 2009), and to assess the risk of invasive species establishment 
(Pitt et al. 2007; Yemshanov et al. 2009; Gray  2010, 2016, 2017). Models have also 
explored factors affecting dispersal patterns and rates of spread of native and exotic, 
invasive forest pests (Sharov and Liebhold 1998a, b; Prasad et al. 2010; Křivan et al. 
2016). Finally, outputs from models of pest population dynamics and impacts can be 
integrated with models of stand dynamics and forest inventory to develop decision 
support systems that can forecast damage and guide management actions.
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17.1.5.2 Risk Analysis Frameworks and Decision Support Systems 

Risk analysis frameworks can help determine the risks of economic losses from 
major insect pests and identify optimal management responses (Fuentealba et al. 
2013; Nealis 2015). They are particularly useful for facilitating cooperation among 
multiple landowners and jurisdictions with a common pest problem but with different 
priorities and policies (Nealis 2015) (see Sect. 17.2.1). The basic elements of risk 
analysis frameworks are risk assessment, risk response, and risk communication 
(Nealis 2015). Risk assessment and response address the questions of “what do we 
know?”, “what does it mean?” and “what should we do?” and works in an iter-
ative fashion. Risk communication establishes a back-and-forth dialogue between 
managers and multiple stakeholders to establish community-based estimates of risk 
tolerance and to make the process as transparent as possible. 

Using a risk assessment framework, Alfaro and Fuentealba (2016) outlined four 
steps when planning forest stand regeneration. First, the probability of pest damage 
is evaluated based on site variables such as climate, exposure, soil type, proximity 
to sources of potential pests, e.g. an early risk rating model for white pine weevil 
indicated low risk of damage to Sitka spruce in areas with low temperatures and high 
humidity (McMullen 1976). Secondly, models are used to forecast economic impacts 
at different infestation levels and integrated with cost and efficacy of control measures 
to determine the infestation threshold(s) where costs of pest damage exceed those of 
control actions. Third, the vulnerability of planting stock is determined and the tree 
species and provenance with least risk of pest damage are selected. For many years, 
Sitka spruce was not considered for regenerating many areas of British Columbia 
due to the impact of white pine weevil, but this has changed since the development 
of weevil-resistant Sitka spruce (Alfaro et al. 2013). The final step is to determine 
the appropriate management response, based on the previous three steps, and to 
communicate the level of risk to managers (Alfaro and Fuentealba 2016; Alfaro and 
Langor 2016). 

Decision support systems incorporate models of stand-level and forest-level 
dynamics with models of pest population dynamics and pest impact to forecast 
damage and prioritize areas for management. They are particularly useful in regions 
that experience large-scale cyclical outbreaks of pests with significant impacts on 
tree mortality or tree growth and yield, e.g. the spruce beetle in Alaska (Reynolds 
et al. 1994), mountain pine beetle in western North America (Shore and Safranyik 
2003) (see Sect. 17.3.2), spruce budworm in eastern North America (MacLean et al. 
2001; Hennigar et al. 2007) (see Sect. 17.3.1), and spruce weevil in British Columbia 
(Alfaro et al. 1997). The SBWDSS forecasts the impact of budworm outbreaks on 
tree volume growth and tree mortality and integrates stand-level impacts across the 
forest to set priorities for foliage protection and/or harvest. Management of moun-
tain pine beetle aims to keep populations in the endemic phase using direct controls 
(e.g. removal and burning of currently infested trees) to suppress beetle numbers, 
and preventive management to reduce the susceptibility of the forest to the beetle 
(Berryman 1978; Shore and Safranyik 2003) (Fig. 17.14). Parts of the mountain pine
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Fig. 17.14 Factors 
contributing to a shift from 
endemic to epidemic 
populations in mountain pine 
beetle, Dendroctonus 
ponderosae. Management of 
mountain pine beetle is 
aimed at keeping populations 
in the endemic phase using 
direct controls to suppress 
beetle populations on a 
localized basis and 
preventive controls to 
increase resistance of trees 
and stands [after Shore and 
Safranyik 2003] 

beetle decision support system have been adopted as part of the overall manage-
ment strategy to contain the spread of mountain pine beetle in Alberta and provide a 
good example of efforts to integrate IPM within overall forest management planning 
(Anon. 2007b). 

17.2 Constraints to Implementing IPM 

17.2.1 Multiple Jurisdictions and Conflicting Priorities 

Implementation of IPM within a large and diverse landscape is limited by avail-
able knowledge, tools, and budgets, and complicated by multiple landowners with 
different priorities and responsibilities (Nealis 2015). There are also legal and orga-
nizational constraints as well as differences in perspective among stakeholders that 
affects adoption of IPM in forests (Stark et al. 1985). Pest outbreaks do not recognize 
jurisdictional boundaries. In some cases, the actions of multiple agencies and juris-
dictions are coordinated through pest-specific strategic planning committees. For 
example, a “Strategic Direction Council” was formed in response to the potential 
(and eventual) spread of mountain pine beetle into central Alberta, with members 
representing the Canadian Forest Service, Alberta Sustainable Resource Develop-
ment, Alberta Community Development, Parks Canada, and forest industry. The 
council provides broad policy direction and priorities and ensures effective commu-
nication among the various agencies, while technical sub-committees develop and 
recommend specific management actions (Dalman 2003). 

Risk analysis frameworks have been used to address multi-jurisdictional imped-
iments to proactive IPM of major forest insect pests (Nealis 2015). A risk analysis 
framework was used to address the question of whether range expansion of mountain
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pine beetle to central Alberta represented a significant threat to the boreal forest. It 
was successful in providing a timely science-based response and led to increased 
communication and cooperation among jurisdictions, e.g. Saskatchewan partially 
funds mountain pine beetle monitoring and control actions in Alberta (Nealis 2015). 
One of the most important benefits of a risk analysis framework is its emphasis on 
open communication and engagement with the public on the potential risks and uncer-
tainties of pest impacts and management responses. When a risk analysis framework 
was applied to the spongy moth eradication program in British Columbia, public 
opposition to the program was reduced and some communities initiated programs to 
survey and monitor spongy moth populations (Nealis 2009). 

17.2.2 Legal, Policy, and Economic Constraints 

Most countries have laws and policies designed to protect the environment and to 
reduce the risk of negative impacts on environmental quality from human activities. 
For example, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in the U.S. and the 
Environmental Assessment Act in Canada require the completion of environmental 
impact assessments before undertaking any major management actions. Other levels 
of government have similar laws designed to protect people and the environment from 
potential harm from pest management activities, e.g. pesticide applications. While 
these laws are necessary to protect the environment and human health, the require-
ments can be complex and may constrain the implementation of IPM programs. For 
example, 60–120 m buffer zones are required around streams and other water bodies 
to protect aquatic ecosystems from aerially-applied pesticides, which can present a 
significant operational challenge. Fortunately, the efficacy and efficiency of aerial 
applications of pest control products has increased significantly in the last couple 
of decades with ultra-low volume sprays, use of process-oriented models (Cooke 
and Régnière 1996; Régnière and Cooke 1998), and on-board electronic guidance 
systems that optimize aircraft flight lines to compensate for changes in altitude and 
wind direction, and buffer zones (McLeod et al. 2012). These advances have greatly 
minimized drift of pesticides onto non-target areas and buffer zones (Thompson et al. 
2010). 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the U.S. and the Pest Manage-
ment Regulatory Agency (PMRA) in Canada have strict requirements for the regis-
tration and use of pest control products. Before approval of a new control product, 
much research and development are necessary to determine its efficacy against the 
target pest(s) and its impact on human health and the environment, and this requires 
substantial investment. For example, it costs an estimated $286 million and 11 years 
to develop and register a new pesticide; not surprisingly, <0.001% of newly discov-
ered active ingredients become registered pest control products (Anon. 2017). For 
private companies, this largely makes it cost prohibitive to develop anything other 
than broad-spectrum pesticides with large potential markets to ensure a return on
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investment. Development and registration of more environmentally benign, species-
specific products like baculoviruses or semiochemicals have usually been done with 
government assistance due to limited markets and return on investment. This is 
particularly evident in the forestry sector (Gillette and Fettig 2021). Fortunately, 
since around 2001, regulatory agencies have reduced the requirements for registra-
tion of pest control products like pheromones and microbial insecticides that, due 
to their less toxic nature and greater species-specificity, are considered lower risk 
(Anon. 2001, 2002). However, even for environmentally benign products, strict data 
requirements must be met, and costs can be substantial (Lucarotti et al. 2007). 

17.2.3 Attitudinal Constraints and Social License 

Public opposition to the application of pesticides has severely limited their use in 
most forests. To that end, it is difficult to imagine present day public acceptance 
of DDT applications in Stanley Park, Vancouver, Canada, but such applications 
were made in the 1950s for control of hemlock looper and the greenstriped forest 
looper, Melanolophia imitata (Walker) (Holmes and MacQuarrie 2016). Between 
1985 and 1990, Btk gradually replaced synthetic insecticides in spruce budworm 
control programmes in Canada (Van Frankenhuyzen et al. 2000). However, aerial 
applications of Btk in urban settings for control of exotic, invasive insects like the 
Asian spongy moth, Lymantria dispar asiatica Vnukovskij, remains contentious 
(Ginsburg 2006) in spite of studies that indicate no effects on public health (Green 
et al. 1990). Interestingly, a survey of public attitudes toward control of forest insects 
in Ontario, Canada found that acceptance of insecticide use by the public was higher 
in people that had experienced outbreaks of pest insects (MacDonald et al. 1998). 

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and similar organizations were established 
to promote sustainable forest management and environmental integrity and they 
influence many pest management practices in forestry. Many consumers and some 
companies will not purchase forest products from industries that do not follow FSC 
standards. In 2015, an estimated 181 million ha of forests in 80 countries were 
FSC certified (Zanuncio et al. 2016). Pesticides designated as highly hazardous are 
severely restricted and cannot be used in FSC-certified estates “…without specific 
derogation, regardless of prevailing national approvals system” (Anon. 2007a). FSC 
prohibition of certain insecticides has made it difficult to manage some forest insect 
pests, e.g. chrysomelid beetles in eucalyptus plantations (Carnegie et al. 2005b) and 
leaf-cutting ants, Atta and Acromyrmex spp., in Brazil (Zanuncio et al. 2016).
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17.3 IPM Programs for Major Forest Insect Pests 

17.3.1 Spruce Budworm in Eastern North America 

The spruce budworm is a major defoliating pest of balsam fir, Abies balsamea (L.) 
Mill., and spruce forests in North America. Populations erupt every 30–40 years 
and outbreaks last 1–20 years (Gray et al. 2000), causing extensive tree growth 
loss and tree mortality (MacLean 2016). Between 1975 and 2000, budworm caused 
moderate to severe defoliation on >450,000,000 ha of forests in Canada, reducing 
radial growth rates by as much as 75% and killing an average of 85% of trees in 
mature balsam fir stands and 36% of trees in mature spruce stands (MacLean 2016; 
Miller 1977). In the past few decades, spruce budworm management has consisted 
mainly of aerial applications of insecticides to protect foliage and reduce volume 
loss and tree mortality. Surveys are done by aerial sketch mapping to locate areas of 
moderate to severe defoliation, and by branch sampling of the overwintering second 
instar larvae to estimate budworm abundance and to predict subsequent levels of 
defoliation. Phenology models like BioSIM aid managers in the most effective timing 
of Btk applications (Régnière and Sharov 1998; Régnière et al. 2014). 

The SBWDSS (Erdle 1989; Hennigar et al. 2007; MacLean et al. 2001), which 
projects the effects of budworm outbreaks on stand volume growth and tree mortality, 
is built on four relationships that quantify budworm impacts: (1) forecasts of 
budworm population levels over time, based on population dynamics models and 
previous outbreak cycles; (2) the relationship between pest population level and defo-
liation level; (3) the relationship between damage level (defoliation) and tree/stand 
growth loss and mortality; and (4) effects on the forest landscape as a function of 
accumulated stand-level impacts (Erdle and MacLean 1999). For defoliators such 
as spruce budworm, the main factor influencing the impact on tree growth loss and 
mortality is cumulative defoliation (MacLean 2016). The model allows managers to 
compare the effects of various scenarios of foliage protection, harvest scheduling, and 
salvage on future wood supply. Additional software, called the Accuair Forest Protec-
tion Optimization System (ForPRO), integrates the SBWDSS with the Woodstock 
timber supply model and allows users to simulate the impacts of spruce budworm 
on stand- and forest-level growth and yield under different protection scenarios 
(Hennigar et al. 2007) (Fig. 17.15). The SBWDSS and ForPRO have been tested in 
Maine, U.S., and Quebec, Alberta, Saskatchewan, New Brunswick, and Newfound-
land, Canada, and were used to plan insecticide spray operations for several years 
during the latest budworm outbreak in Saskatchewan.

Faced with the likelihood of another spruce budworm outbreak in New Brunswick, 
the ‘Healthy Forest Partnership’ (a consortium of federal and provincial governments, 
forest industry, and universities) was formed in 2014 with the goal of testing an ‘early 
intervention strategy’ against spruce budworm (Anon. 2022).  The strategy involves  
intensive monitoring and early detection of populations in supposed “hotspots” and 
suppression of these populations with applications of Btk or tebufenozide (Mimic®) 
to prevent the outbreak from spreading via moth dispersal (MacLean 2016). The
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Fig. 17.15 Information sources required and conceptual application of the SBWDSS to 
calculate spruce-fir stand volume impacts for alternative spruce budworm, Choristoneura 
fumiferana, defoliation scenarios (From: C. H. Hennigar 2009)

most significant change in management strategy is the switch from foliage protec-
tion to that of population suppression. This has been controversial and is based on 
the notion that spruce budworm outbreaks spread from localized foci or hotspots, 
as suggested by early models of spruce budworm population dynamics (Morris 
1963; Clark et al. 1979). That early notion had been rejected in subsequent analyses 
of budworm population dynamics (Royama 1984, 2012), which instead hypothe-
sized that the oscillation in budworm populations was driven by density-dependent 
mortality from a complex of natural enemies (Eveleigh et al. 2007), and that dispersal 
of egg-carrying moths contributed only to secondary fluctuations or “noise” about 
the basic cycle. Subsequent studies supported Royama’s hypothesis that mortality 
from natural enemies is the main driver of budworm population cycles, but also 
suggested that food availability and moth dispersal may play larger roles in popula-
tion dynamics, e.g. an influx of moths might counteract mate-finding Allee effects 
observed in low-density populations (Régnière et al. 2013; Pureswaran et al. 2016). 

As part of the early intervention strategy, SBWDSS and ForPRO have been modi-
fied from the original objective of foliage protection to that of population suppres-
sion based on overwintering budworm larval populations and were used to plan 
budworm suppression treatments in New Brunswick and Newfoundland from 2015– 
2020 (Johns et al. 2019). It is too early to determine the success of the budworm early 
intervention strategy, but results from the first five years are promising (MacLean 
et al. 2019). The program has generated data on dynamics of low-density budworm
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populations, fostered communication and collaboration among government, industry, 
and academia, and is stimulating public involvement through citizen science initia-
tives to help monitor budworm dispersal events through an extensive network of 
pheromone-baited traps and smart phone applications (Carleton et al. 2020). 

17.3.2 Mountain Pine Beetle in Western North America 

In western North America, about 15 species of bark beetles are capable of causing 
large amounts of tree mortality (Bentz et al. 2020). Most notable is the mountain 
pine beetle, which colonizes several tree species, including lodgepole pine, ponderosa 
pine, Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws., sugar pine, limber pine, Pinus flexilis James, 
western white pine, Pinus monticola Dougl., and whitebark pine, Pinus albicaulis 
Engelm., among others (Negrón and Fettig 2014). Recent outbreaks of mountain 
pine beetle have been severe, long lasting, and well documented (Audley et al. 2020; 
Fettig et al. 2021). While a formal IPM program is not universally recognized for 
mountain pine beetle, many of the associated components have been developed and 
are being implemented at different scales. 

Information on the intensity and extent of mountain pine beetle infestations is 
most often accomplished by aerial detection surveys using fixed-wing aircraft and/or 
helicopters (Wulder et al. 2006) followed by ground-based surveys of areas with 
noticeable levels of tree mortality. During surveys, a common method of estimating 
when trees were colonized and killed by mountain pine beetle uses needle color and 
retention with three stages: green stage (within one year of attack; green foliage or 
foliage just beginning to fade); red stage (1–3 years since death; red foliage); and 
grey stage (>3 years since death; grey, limited or no foliage). However, it is important 
to emphasize that these are crude estimates that may vary by several years from the 
actual time since tree death. 

Several risk and hazard rating systems have also been developed to describe the 
susceptibility of a stand to infestation by mountain pine beetle. The most frequently 
used was developed by Shore and Safranyik (1992) for lodgepole pine. Stand suscep-
tibility is calculated based on four factors: (1) percentage of susceptible basal area 
(trees ≥15 cm dbh), (2) average stand age of dominant and co-dominant trees, (3) 
stand density of all trees ≥7.5 cm dbh, and (4) the geographic location of the stand 
in terms of latitude, longitude, and elevation. Insect population data, referred to as 
a “beetle pressure index”, incorporates the proximity and size of the mountain pine 
beetle population. The stand susceptibility index and the beetle pressure index are 
then used to compute an overall stand risk index (Shore and Safranyik 1992). 

The first documented use of suppressive tactics for mountain pine beetle occurred 
in the early 1900s in the Black Hills of South Dakota and Wyoming, U.S. (Hopkins 
1905). Today, strategies often aim to reduce localized populations, slow the rate of 
spread of infestations, and to provide protection of individual trees or stands. These 
focus on the use of insecticides, semiochemicals and sanitation harvests. Coggins 
et al. (2011) found that mitigation rates of >50% (sanitation harvests) coupled with
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ongoing detection and monitoring of infested trees within treated sites in British 
Columbia was sufficient to control mountain pine beetle infestations, especially with 
persistent implementation. Alternatively, other researchers have stressed that many 
large-scale, well-funded and well-coordinated sanitation efforts were largely inef-
fective, and that resources would be better allocated to prevention (e.g. Wickman 
1987). Sanitation is likely to be most effective if the following IPM principles are 
followed: (1) early detection, (2) rapid response, (3) continued monitoring, and (4) 
persistent application of suppressive treatments until populations return to endemic 
levels. 

Age-class structure and tree species composition are dominant factors influencing 
the extent and severity of mountain pine beetle infestations (Taylor and Carroll 
2003). Preventive tactics, such as thinning, that address these factors will influ-
ence the susceptibility of forests to mountain pine beetle infestations. Among other 
factors, thinning reduces host availability; reduces competition among trees for nutri-
ents, water, and other resources thereby increasing vigor; and affects microclimate, 
decreasing the effectiveness of chemical stimuli used by mountain pine beetle in host 
finding, selection and colonization (Progar et al. 2014). Thinning implemented for 
mountain pine beetle in lodgepole pine, where the species has its greatest impacts, 
include thinning from above or diameter-limit thinning, and thinning from below 
(i.e. focusing on removal of trees in the suppressed and intermediate crown classes) 
applied to reduce basal area, remove trees with thick phloem, and/or increase residual 
tree spacing (Fettig et al. 2014). Thinning from below may optimize the effects of 
microclimate, inter-tree spacing, and tree vigor even though residual trees are of 
diameter classes considered more susceptible to mountain pine beetle (Mitchell et al. 
1983). Bollenbacher and Gibson (1986) provide a list of attributes useful for assessing 
the potential effectiveness of thinning for reducing the probability of mountain pine 
beetle infestation and extent of tree mortality in lodgepole pine forests (Table 17.1). 

Cottrell et al. (2020) examined the current state of knowledge regarding insti-
tutional, social, and environmental factors that influence the ability to manage

Table 17.1 Favourable 
conditions for reducing the 
probability of mountain pine 
beetle, Dendroctonus 
ponderosae, infestation and 
extent of tree mortality by 
thinning of lodgepole pine, 
Pinus contorta, forests in the 
Intermountain West, U.S. 
(adapted from Bollenbacher 
and Gibson 1986) 

Parameter Value 

Stand composition >80% Pinus contorta 

Stand age 60–110 years 

Basal area >29.8 m2/ha 

Stand density 750–1500 trees/ha (>7.5 cm 
dbh1) 

Average diameter >20 cm dbh 

Elevation <1800 m 

Percentage of trees currently 
infested 

<10% 

1Diameter at breast height 
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mountain pine beetle (i.e. “adaptive capacity”). Three main categories were iden-
tified: (1) environment including stressor (i.e. mountain pine beetle), exposure (i.e. 
system connectivity) and sensitivity (i.e. forest health) factors; (2) society including 
impacts (i.e. metrics), public opinion (i.e. communication, perceptions, and atti-
tudes), and management (i.e. proactive and reactive); and (3) ecosystem services 
including aesthetics, air quality, carbon sink/source, timber resources and water 
quality/quantity. Their research provides a framework for managers and policy-
makers that is useful in identifying limitations in adaptive capacity in hopes of 
addressing them more effectively in the future. Public opinion, and the availability 
of human and financial capital, were identified as significant constraints. 

17.3.3 Sirex noctilio in Australia 

Sirex noctilio is native to Eurasia and northern Africa and is now a significant pest in 
exotic pine plantations in the Southern Hemisphere (Slippers et al. 2011) (Fig. 17.16a, 
b). Females lay eggs into trees along with a white rot fungus, Amylostereum areolatum 
(Chaillet ex Fries) Boidin, and a phytotoxic mucus (or toxin); the combination of 
which eventually kills the tree (Ryan and Hurley 2012). First reported in New Zealand 
in 1900, it was not until severe droughts occurred in unthinned, over-stocked stands 
that S. noctilio became a serious pest, with 33% of trees killed on 120,000 ha between 
1946 and 1951 (Morgan and Stewart 1966; Bain et al.  2012). Sirex noctilio was first 
detected in Australia in Tasmania in 1952 (Gilbert and Miller 1952), on the mainland 
in 1961 (Irvine 1962), and is now established in major pine growing regions in 
Victoria, South Australia, New South Wales, and Queensland (Neumann et al. 1987; 
Carnegie and Bashford 2012). Between 1987 and 1989 >5 million trees were killed 
in a single area in southern Australia (Haugen 1990), and a contemporary analysis 
of this outbreak calculated the value of lost wood production at AU$22.3 million 
(Cameron et al. 2018a). Sirex noctilio is also a significant pest in major pine growing 
regions in South America (Iede et al. 2012; Klasmer and Botto 2012) and South 
Africa (Hurley et al. 2012).

In response to severe losses in Australia, a Sirex Management Strategy was devel-
oped (Haugen et al. 1990), which includes biological control (Bedding et al. 1993), 
forest surveillance, quarantine and silvicultural methods (National Sirex Control 
Committee 2022). The first attempts at biological control occurred in New Zealand 
in the late 1920s and 1930s, with releases of Rhyssa persuasoria (L.) (Cameron 2012). 
Ibalia leucospoides was later introduced and established in the 1950s, followed by 
M. nortoni in the 1960s (Fig. 17.16c). In response to the establishment of S. noctilio 
on the mainland of Australia, the Sirex Biological Control Unit was established 
in the United Kingdom by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Institute (CSIRO) with the aim to collect and identify parasitoids of potential use 
in Australia (Carnegie and Bashford 2012). Over 20 parasitoids were collected and 
sent to Australia and New Zealand, including Schlettererius cinctipes (Cresson), I.  
leucospoides, M. nortoni, and R. persuasoria (Taylor 1976; Nuttall 1989; Hurley
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Fig. 17.16 Sirex noctilio: a tree mortality from an outbreak in a 13-year-old Monterey pine, Pinus 
radiata, plantation in Australia; b S. noctilio female; c Megarhyssa nortoni female; d Deladenus 
siricidicola being injected into trap tree (Photo credits: A. Carnegie [a, b, d], New South Wales 
Department of Primary Industries [c])

et al. 2007). Releases of parasitoids in South America and South Africa mostly orig-
inated from Australia and New Zealand (Hurley et al. 2007; Cameron 2012). The 
most successful parasitoids in Australia and elsewhere have been I. leucospoides 
and M. nortoni (Carnegie et al. 2005a; Hurley et al. 2007; Collett and Elms 2009). 
Ibalia leucospoides is the most abundant and effective parasitoid in Australia, with 
parasitism generally from 30–50% (Carnegie et al. 2005a; Collett and Elms 2009). 
It is possible that M. nortoni abundance is quite high in some areas in Australia, 
but current sampling techniques are not optimal for monitoring this parasitoid, due 
to asynchronous emergence times of the pest and parasitoid (Carnegie et al. 2005a; 
Collett and Elms 2009).
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The nematode D. siricidicola was first found parasitizing S. noctilio in New 
Zealand (Zondag 1969), likely introduced with S. noctilio (Hurley et al. 2007). Subse-
quent surveys revealed up to 90% parasitism of S. noctilio in some forests (Zondag 
1979). Concurrent with the CSIRO survey for S. noctilio parasitoids was a search 
for parasitic nematodes, with several hundred strains from seven species screened 
and tested for parasitism (Bedding and Akhurst 1978; Bedding and Iede 2005). A 
single strain, Sopron, grew well on A. areolatum cultures, did not parasitize the 
siricid-attacking parasitoids, and emerging wasps were larger than those parasitized 
by other strains (Bedding and Akhurst 1978; Bedding 2009). This strain resulted 
in almost 100% parasitism of S. noctilio in Australia (Bedding and Akhurst 1974) 
and was released operationally into areas where S. noctilio spread (Fig. 17.16d). In 
addition to the use of biological controls, silvicultural treatments such as thinning 
from below, to remove suppressed trees and to increase vigor of the remaining trees, 
are important IPM components, and are commonly used to reduce the impact of S. 
noctilio in commercial forests throughout the Southern Hemisphere (Dodds et al. 
2014). 

17.3.4 Eucalyptus Leaf Beetles in Australia 

The leaf beetle, Paropsisterna bimaculata (Olivier), is endemic to Tasmania, and 
has long been a significant defoliator of eucalypts in native forests (Greaves 1966; 
de Little 1979) (Fig. 17.17a, b). Early attempts to establish eucalypt plantations in 
Tasmania resulted in severe damage to trees from P. bimaculata (de Little 1989; 
Candy et al. 1992), and it was realized that an effective management strategy was 
needed (Elliott et al. 1992). A large research program ensued from the 1970s to the 
1990s that included study of the biology of P. bimaculata and its natural enemies 
(Elliott and de Little 1980; de Little 1983; de Little et al. 1990) and the impacts of 
defoliation on tree growth (Candy et al. 1992; Elliott et al. 1992; Elek  1997; Candy 
2000). From this research, an IPM program for P. bimaculata in eucalypt planta-
tions was developed (Elliott et al. 1992) and later refined (Candy 2000, 2003). This 
program includes: (1) monitoring egg and larval populations in young plantations; 
(2) predicting damage based on population estimates; and (3) determining economic 
injury thresholds to guide control decisions, (i.e. aerial application of insecticides) 
(Fig. 17.17c, d).

Forestry Tasmania (now Sustainable Timber Tasmania) implemented the IPM 
program operationally in 1998 coinciding with a rapid expansion of the eucalypt 
plantings in Tasmania (Wardlaw et al. 2018). Research into non-insecticidal control 
options was initiated during the early stages of the IPM program to avoid disrupting 
the high levels of natural predation (Elliott et al. 1992) and threats to non-target 
aquatic animals (de Little 1989), but more recently the focus has turned toward 
gaining FSC certification (Wardlaw et al. 2018). The use of Bacillus thuringiensis 
var. tenebrionis (Btt) was investigated (Beveridge and Elek 1999; Elek and Beveridge 
1999), but its efficacy was limited to first instar larvae, and it was insufficiently
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Fig. 17.17 The IPM program for leaf beetle, Paropsisterna bimaculata, in Tasmania, Australia: 
a P. bimaculata larvae feeding on a young eucalypt leaf; b severe defoliation of an 11-year old 
Eucalyptus nitens plantation; c life cycle of P. bimaculata, used to monitor population levels to 
optimize control program; and d aerial application of insecticides (Photo credits: T. Wardlaw and 
J. Elek, Forestry Tasmania)

effective when applied operationally (Wardlaw et al. 2018). Success™, one of the 
spinosyn group of biological insecticides, was shown to be effective against young 
P. bimaculata with no impact on non-target insects (Elek et al. 2004). Although used 
operationally from 2003–2011, its use progressively declined due to the higher cost 
and operational complexity compared to α-cypermethrin (Wardlaw et al. 2018). The 
IPM program for leaf beetles in Tasmania has proven to be cost beneficial over the 
long term (Cameron et al. 2018b; Wardlaw et al. 2018). 

17.4 Summary 

Insects have important roles in forest ecosystems as disturbance agents, decom-
posers, nutrient cyclers, and natural enemies, but a small fraction are considered pests 
because they compete directly with people for ecological goods and services. The 
goal of IPM in forests is to keep pest populations and their damage at acceptable levels 
using a variety of tactics that are ecologically based, cost-effective, and socially and 
environmentally acceptable. This requires effective tools and methods for survey and
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monitoring, and an understanding of the relationships between pest populations and 
their impact on forest resources to determine when and where management actions 
are necessary. Management tactics may be preventive, e.g. regulatory controls to 
reduce the risk that wood used to pack shipping containers contains live wood boring 
beetles, or remedial, e.g. the aerial application of Btk or sex pheromone to slow the 
spread of spongy moth in North America. Ideally, IPM programs should be part of 
overall ecosystem management and integrated within forest management plans from 
the outset. Though many IPM strategies and decision support tools have been devel-
oped, their operational implementation in forests is often limited by legal, attitudinal, 
organizational, and financial constraints, and complicated by multiple landowners 
with different needs, priorities, and responsibilities. However, IPM is continuously 
evolving through more research, application, and adaptive management. 
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Chapter 18 
Spatial Dynamics of Forest Insects 

Patrick C. Tobin, Kyle J. Haynes, and Allan L. Carroll 

18.1 Introduction 

The study of the spatial dynamics of forest insects has a long history, and many 
forest insect species have served as model systems for studying conceptual processes 
of population biology and ecology. Some of the earliest works by A.D Hopkins, 
considered as the founding scholar of forest entomology in North America, focused 
on forest insects and their interactions with natural enemies (Hopkins 1899a), or 
the role that forest insects play in patterns of tree mortality (Hopkins 1899b). Not 
surprisingly, the study of forest insect spatial dynamics long predates computers, 
geodatabases, and spatial statistical software, as forest insect population data were 
often collected at georeferenced locations. For example, aerial surveys of forest 
stands affected by biotic disturbance agents, including insects, date to the late 1940s 
in both Canada and the United States. 

Advances in geostatistics and computer processing power over the past several 
decades have enabled forest entomologists to consider forest insect dynamics over 
multiple spatial and temporal scales, and vast spatial and temporal extents. In this 
chapter, we first introduce the importance of scaling in studies of spatial dynamics, 
and review spatial pattern formation in forest insect populations. We conclude 
the chapter by addressing metapopulation dynamics, and the concept of spatial 
synchrony in outbreaking forest insects.
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18.2 Spatial Scales 

The concept of forest insect spatial dynamics is ultimately dependent on the scale 
at which spatial dynamics are considered. On the level of an individual woody plant 
host, herbivorous forest insect species are generally restricted to certain plant parts, 
such as the roots, subcortical regions, leaves or needles, or plant reproductive parts, 
and consequently many forest entomology courses focus on the groups (i.e. guilds) of 
insects that feed on each plant part (Berryman 1986). Several species that exploit the 
same plant concurrently may exploit different parts of the plant due to interspecific 
competition. This is a concept known as niche partitioning (Schoener 1974), and 
has been observed in competing bark beetle species, some of which attack the lower 
bole whereas others attack the middle or upper bole (Paine et al. 1981; Ayres et al. 
2001). Moreover, species that attack the same host plant may also exhibit temporal 
niche partitioning and thus avoid competition by feeding on the same host plant 
at different times. For example, lepidopteran folivores of Eurasian pines, primarily 
Pinus sylvestris, display dramatic differences in the seasonal occurrence of the larval 
feeding stage; Panolis flammea (Denis & Schiffermüller) feeds from March to July, 
Lymantria monacha (L.) from April to June, Dendrolimus pini (L.) from June to July, 
and Bupalus piniarius (L.) from July to November (Altenkirch et al. 2002). Lastly, 
different insects will feed on woody plants over the life and death of the host. For 
example, many bark beetle species, most notably Dendroctonus spp., are primary 
species that only attack live host trees, and are followed by secondary species that 
attack dying or dead trees, which are followed by saproxylic and detritivorous species 
that play important roles in nutrient cycling (Paine et al. 1997; Grove 2002; Jonsson 
et al. 2005). 

The level of a forest stand presents another scale, and is often the one most 
commonly addressed in studies of the spatial dynamics of forest insects. A stand 
is defined as a contiguous community of trees sufficiently uniform in composition, 
structure, age and size class distribution, spatial arrangement, site quality, condi-
tion or location to distinguish it from adjacent communities (e.g. Nyland 2007). 
Within a stand, forest insects interact with a number of mutualists, competitors, and 
natural enemies (Janzen 1987; Komonen 2003). For example, Safranyik et al. (2000) 
collected 30 different species of Scolytinae over two years in one mature stand of 
Pinus contorta (lodgepole pine) following an outbreak of Dendroctonus ponderosae 
Hopkins. 

Stands can be aggregated into landscapes, and landscapes into biomes in studies 
of processes that affect forest insect spatial dynamics. Depending on scale, different 
patterns of spatial structuring might be revealed. Indeed, fundamental processes 
operating at one scale may be entirely obscured when the system is considered at 
a different scale (Raffa et al. 2008). Thus, it is critically important to recognize the 
spatial scale of a study and how it can influence and limit inference with regard to 
spatial dynamics.
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18.3 Spatial Pattern Formation 

Insect populations are distributed in space. The spatial structure of insect populations 
is of paramount importance in sampling and management plans, as well as in efforts 
to quantify the underlying factors that affect insect population dynamics (Rossi et al. 
1992; Liebhold et al. 1993; Tobin 2004). Spatial patterns occur at multiple spatial 
scales. For example, the spatial arrangement of a species on a single host plant will 
have a structure, as will its arrangement within a single forest stand, or across a 
landscape consisting of a number of forest stands. 

There are three basic types of spatial distributions common to not only insect 
populations but also to life in general, regardless of taxonomic Kingdom: random, 
uniform, and clustered or aggregated (Fig. 18.1). Randomly distributed populations 
are rare in nature, and perhaps it is best to think of a random spatial arrangement 
as a null hypothesis of insect spatial structure. Uniform patterns are also rare, but 
are present in nature under certain conditions, within specific spatial scales, and at 
specific population densities. For example, sessile feeders, such as Adelges tsugae 
(Annand), might be expected to be uniformly distributed on a single hemlock shoot 
in the absence of overcrowding conditions given their feeding behavior. Each A. 
tsugae individual occupies a certain amount of space and inserts their stylet into the 
petiole of a hemlock needle, which furthermore tend to be uniformly arranged on a 
shoot. The vast majority of insect species, especially as spatial scales increase, are 
undoubtedly aggregated (Taylor 1961).

One basic explanation for spatial aggregation by most herbivorous insects is that 
they have life histories characteristic of r-strategists in which females oviposit several 
to many eggs (or other immature life stages) in one area at once. Even though neonates 
may be capable of dispersing, such dispersal is normally limited to short distances. 
Thus, each new cohort is initiated with a high degree of aggregation. Insects, regard-
less of feeding guild, are also often dependent upon resources that are spatially 
structured. For example, plants generally follow elevational and latitudinal gradi-
ents due to variation in a number of factors, such as temperature, precipitation, solar 
energy, and soil characteristics. The spatial pattern of plants spatially structures the 
insect herbivores that rely on those plants, which in turn spatially structures natural 
enemies of those herbivores, and so forth (Taylor 1984; McCoy  1990; Hodkinson 
2005). Some forest insects may also be engaged in gregarious behaviors; for example, 
semiochemicals such as aggregation pheromones in tree-killing bark beetles facili-
tate mass-attacks on host trees (Borden 1989; Raffa  2001; Gitau et al. 2013). Other 
species may use sex pheromones or engage in lekking behaviors that could result in 
the aggregation of adults for mating (Landolt 1997; Wickman and Rutowski 1999). 

Historical methods of spatial pattern analyses relied on frequency distribu-
tion models and mean-to-variance relationships (e.g. Southwood 1978). These 
approaches involved examining the ratio of the sample variance-to-the-sample mean 
of a collection of samples from a sampling quadrat or area (Taylor 1961; South-
wood 1978). If the sample variance was less than the sample mean, the population 
was considered uniformly distributed. In contrast, if the sample variance was greater
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Fig. 18.1 Spatial representation of a random (A1), uniform (B1), and clustered (C1) spatial pattern, 
and the corresponding spatial correlogram (ρh) shown  in  A2, B2, and  C2, respectively. In random 
patterns, the correlation between values from pairs of sampling locations is ~0 regardless of the 
distance that separates the sampling locations (A2). This is in contrast to clustered populations 
(C2) in which there is high correlation between pairs of sampling locations as the distances that 
separates these locations → 0, with the range of spatial dependency extending to the distance at 
which ρh ~0. In uniformly-distributed populations, high values are generally located next to low 
values, which results in a negative correlation as the distance that separates sampling locations → 
0 (B2). © Patrick Tobin

than the sample mean, the population was considered to be aggregated. If the sample 
variance was approximately the same as the sample mean, then the population was 
considered to be randomly distributed. This simple approach was certainly useful 
in the days before computers, and did shed light onto the basic spatial patterns of 
insects, but was not necessarily spatially explicit or amenable to statistical hypothesis 
testing. 

More sophisticated spatial statistical techniques have been available for some 
time (Legendre and Fortin 1989; Rossi et al. 1992; Bjørnstad and Falck 2001). These 
modern techniques rely on the estimation of the spatial correlogram, which considers 
the spatial correlation between values of pairs of samples as a function of the distance 
separating the two samples (Rossi et al. 1992; Fig.  18.1). An underlying premise is 
that the values of a given variable collected from two locations that are close in space 
are more likely to be similar in value than data collected from two locations that are 
farther away in space. The correlation of a variable with itself across space is known 
as spatial autocorrelation (Getis 2008).
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The behavior of the spatial correlogram provides information as to the degree of 
local spatial autocorrelation, which is the correlation of a variable between sample 
pairs as the distance between sample pairs approaches 0 (i.e. the y-intercept). As 
the distance between sample pairs approaches 0, the theoretical expectation of the 
spatial autocorrelation is 1, or perfect positive autocorrelation. However, in field-
collected data, the spatial autocorrelation is often <1 as the distance approaches 
0, in part due to random variation and measurement error. In the geological and 
mining literature, upon which the foundation of spatial statistics was developed, the 
difference between estimates of the local spatial autocorrelation and its theoretical 
value of 1 is known as the “nugget effect”; a term motivated by the occurrence of a 
large mineral deposit, such as a gold nugget, in a theoretically unexpected location in 
space based on nearby samples (Krige 1999). The spatial correlogram also provides 
an estimate of the spatial range, which is the distance over which sample pairs are 
correlated; thus, at this distance, the estimated spatial autocorrelation approaches 
0 (i.e. the x-intercept). The spatial range can be used to estimate the distance that 
samples need to be apart to acquire spatially independent data, and the spatial extent 
of aggregation in an insect population. 

Quantification of spatial pattern formation, and the approach used to do so, has a 
number of important ramifications for the management of forest insect populations. 
For example, there are benefits to using prior knowledge of population structure, such 
as the degree and range of spatial correlation, to design sampling protocols with the 
goal of obtaining spatially independent data. By collecting spatially independent 
data, sampling efforts can be reduced yet still allow georeferenced data to be used 
in interpolation efforts, such as through kriging (Liebhold et al. 1993; Fleischer 
et al. 1999). However, it should be noted that in cases where estimates of population 
density are readily available at scales finer than the range of spatial autocorrelation, 
such as in studies where the proportion of forest defoliated in a given area of forested 
land was used as a proxy of the local population density of Lymantria dispar (L.) 
(Haynes et al. 2018), statistical methods have been developed to account for the 
non-independence of data values from nearby sample areas. An application of the 
spatial autocorrelation based upon field-collected data of L. dispar is presented in 
Box 18.1. 

Box 18.1: The Lymantria dispar Invasion of North America 
Life stages of L. dispar were introduced to Medford, Massachusetts, USA, 
by an amateur entomologist, Étienne Léopold Trouvelot, in 1869 (Riley and 
Vasey 1870). It is believed that following a storm, life stages escaped from the 
rearing conditions maintained by Trouvelot (Forbush and Fernald 1896). It has 
subsequently spread in North America such that it now occupies an area from 
Minnesota to North Carolina to Maine in the U.S., and southern Ontario to Nova 
Scotia in Canada. Current management efforts include outbreak suppression
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in its established area, slowing it spread along its expanding population front, 
and eradication in areas outside of the established area (Tobin et al. 2012). 

Fig. 1 Lymantria dispar larvae on Betula papyrifera (paper birch), Stockton 
Island, Wisconsin, USA (Photo credit: P. Tobin) 

Lymantria dispar undergoes one generation per year. Overwintering eggs 
hatch in spring, and larval and pupal development occurs over ~8 and 2 weeks, 
respectively. Female adults are not capable of sustained flight, and produce a 
sex pheromone to attract male mates. Adults are short-lived (~2–3 days). In 
summer, females oviposit 200–500 eggs in an egg mass, which will not hatch 
until the following year. 

Larvae (Fig. 1) are highly polyphagous and are capable of consuming >300 
species of host plants, including ~80 species that are highly preferred. Highly 
preferred hosts include species within Betula, Crataegus, Larix, Populus, 
Quercus, and Salix (Liebhold et al. 1995). 

Along its expanding population front, L. dispar generally spreads through 
stratified dispersal in which short-range dispersal is coupled with long distance 
‘jumps’ in areas ahead of the leading edge. Spatial analyses of L. dispar spread 
using the spatial autocorrelation are indicative of a spatial trend as it invades 
across a region (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Spread and spatial dynamics of L. dispar in Wisconsin, 2007–2010. 
(A) Counts of male moths from deployed pheromone-baited traps. (B) Mean 
rates of spread (km/yr) from year-to-year; for example, the spread rate in 2007 
reflects the change from 2006 to 2007 (Tobin et al. 2007). (C) Estimates of the 
spatial autocorrelation (Bjørnstad and Falck 2001) in trap catch for each year. In 
each year, spatial autocorrelation was detected at distances up to ~100 km (i.e. 
the x-intercept), and the linear pattern of spatial autocorrelation is indicative 
of a spatial trend as L. dispar invades Wisconsin from the east to the west
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Accurate delimitation of the spatial extent of a population has important impli-
cations for both forest insect pest management and conservation management. For 
example, understanding the spatial extent of a pest population allows for the deploy-
ment of site-specific control interventions, and by extension, reduced non-target 
effects of control tactics (Sharov et al. 2002; Tobin et al. 2004; Blackburn et al. 
2011). In forest insects that are threatened or endangered, or in areas of conservation 
concerns, understanding their spatial dynamics helps to develop better conserva-
tion plans (Didham et al. 1996; Gering et al. 2003). Many forest insect species have 
important ecosystem roles, and some provide important ecosystem services (Noriega 
et al. 2018). Knowledge of their spatial structure can provide insight as to the spatial 
extent of these ecosystem services. Lastly, long-term and baseline knowledge of 
forest insect spatial dynamics permits the study of how species respond to climate 
change, habitat fragmentation and changes in land use, and the introduction of inva-
sive species (Harrington et al. 2001; Knops et al. 2002; Walther et al. 2002; Logan 
et al. 2003; Opdam and Wascher 2004; Turner 2010). 

It is important to recognize that the spatial patterns of insect populations are not 
static; rather, they vary both within and among generations. Consider the phenology 
(i.e. the seasonal timing of specific events in an organism’s life cycle) and spatial 
arrangement of an insect population that inhabits a stand on both a south-facing slope 
and a north-facing slope. Reproductive asynchrony, which occurs when the adults 
within a population are present at different times, owing to, for example, temperature 
variation leading to variation in developmental rate, could lead to spatial variation 
in mating success rates and hence spatial variation in population growth through 
time (Calabrese and Fagan 2004; Robinet et al. 2008; Walter et al. 2015). Thus, both 
space and time are fundamental for understanding the processes influencing insect 
population dynamics. 

18.4 Metapopulation Dynamics 

Many forest insect populations exist, especially at endemic population densities, as 
metapopulations in which spatially-separated sub-populations of a species exist over 
a large landscape (Levins 1969; Hanski 1998). Often in forest ecosystems, these 
spatially-separated subpopulations exist due to fragmented host plant resources. The 
fragmentation of host plant resources could be the result of human activities, such a 
logging, or environmental conditions, such as host trees adapted to mid-elevations 
or valleys and are thus separated by mountain peaks. Hanski (1997) proposed a set 
of conditions that define metapopulations, and one condition is that subpopulations 
are close enough to be connected by dispersal. Thus, depending on the dispersal 
ability of the insect, a metapopulation can exist over a range of distances between 
subpopulations. Another important condition of a metapopulation is that patches of 
host resources are fragmented over a larger landscape, and some of these patches 
must be of sufficient host quality and abundance to allow for population persis-
tence. Nevertheless, the subpopulations within all patches are theoretically prone
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to extinction, although extinction rates can differ from patch-to-patch. Even insects 
inhabiting a forest stand with a high abundance of high-quality host plant resources 
have some rate of extinction due to, for example, stochastic mortality factors such 
as winter conditions during which temperatures drop below supercooling points. A 
final condition of metapopulations is that local population dynamics are independent 
of each other and thus are not necessarily synchronous; consequently, densities in 
one patch could be high, which theoretically allow it to serve as a source, while 
other patches could be going extinct. These conditions comprise the classic model 
of metapopulations (Fig. 18.2). 

One key aspect of metapopulation dynamics that is applicable to the study of 
forest insect ecology is the underlying spatial heterogeneity that fragments an insect 
population (Hunter 2002). Past work has highlighted how this spatial heterogeneity 
affects natural enemy-victim interactions (Hastings 1990; Taylor 1990), which can 
play a large role in the population dynamics of forest insect species. For example, 
Roland (1993) examined outbreak duration in the forest tent caterpillar, Malacosoma 
disstria Hübner, a defoliator native to North America, and observed that an increase in 
forest fragmentation due to logging spatially decoupled M. disstria from parasitoids 
and pathogens to the benefit of the defoliator. The result was longer and more intense 
outbreaks in areas with high spatial heterogeneity. Although outbreak dynamics 
are inherently spatially synchronized (see Sect. 18.5), the underlying fragmentation 
of local populations, which are likely independent at endemic population levels, 
can provide sufficient escape from natural enemies that would otherwise provide 
population control.

Fig. 18.2 Classic 
metapopulation model. 
Subpopulations are 
fragmented in space, all 
metapopulations are 
connected by dispersal, all 
metapopulations have the 
probability of going extinct 
(i.e. empty patches), and 
metapopulations are 
asynchronous. © Patrick 
Tobin 
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18.5 Spatial Synchrony and Outbreak Dynamics 

In contrast to one of the core conditions of metapopulations, specifically the indepen-
dence of dynamics among subpopulations, spatial synchrony refers to the congru-
ence in temporal variation of abundance across geographically disjunct populations 
(Bjørnstad et al. 1999; Liebhold et al. 2004). In other words, spatial synchrony is 
the phenomenon in which the densities of populations distributed across a region 
tend to rise and fall synchronously. Spatial synchrony has been found in popula-
tions of a wide variety of taxa including many forest insect species (Peltonen et al. 
2002; Liebhold et al. 2004). Spatial synchrony in forest insect populations has been 
observed over distances of hundreds (Peltonen et al. 2002) to thousands of kilome-
ters (Royama 1984). At times, these forest insect populations can be irruptive and 
increase dramatically across a large region over short periods of time, which is often 
the case in the development of insect outbreaks (Aukema et al. 2006). 

Several mechanisms have been proposed to give rise to spatial synchrony in insect 
populations. One biotic mechanism is dispersal between and among populations of 
a species (Peltonen et al. 2002), and especially density-dependent dispersal in which 
individuals from areas with high population densities disperse to lower density popu-
lations to reduce intraspecific competition. Another biotic mechanism arises from 
trophic interactions with populations of other species that are spatially synchronous, 
thus inducing spatial synchrony in the forest insect under consideration (Ims and 
Steen 1990). 

Perhaps the most important factors affecting the spatial synchrony of poikilo-
thermic species, such as insects, are the abiotic effects of weather. Excessively harsh 
or mild winter temperatures, for example, can have dramatic region-wide effects on 
insect populations. Generally, exogenous weather factors, such as temperature or 
precipitation, are highly spatially autocorrelated in a given year and thereby affect, 
concurrently, insect populations over large spatial extents; a phenomenon known as 
the Moran effect (Moran 1953; Royama 1992; Myers 1998; Hudson and Cattadori 
1999). Moran’s theorem states that the correlation through time (spatial synchrony) 
between two populations will be approximately the same as the synchrony of the 
environment (Moran 1953). Thus, when insect populations are strongly affected by 
a spatially synchronous weather factor or factors, the Moran theorem predicts the 
densities of the affected insect populations will be strongly synchronous. 

On its simplest level, the quantification of synchrony involves the estimation of the 
correlation between two characteristics of a population measured through time (i.e. 
a time series) such as population growth rate or population density for a collection 
of spatially disjunct subpopulations. Spatial synchrony is then a measurement of the 
extent to which this synchrony exists over spatial scales. Past work has reviewed 
the basis of quantifying synchrony and spatial synchrony (Bjørnstad et al. 1999; 
Buonaccorsi et al. 2001; Liebhold et al. 2004). Briefly, the statistical techniques 
used to quantify synchrony are an extension of the tools used in estimating spatial 
autocorrelation in which the estimate of the range (i.e. the x-intercept) provides an 
estimate of the spatial extent over which synchronous fluctuations in populations 
are similar. A conceptual figure of a spatially synchronous insect outbreak and the 
resulting estimates of synchrony is presented in Fig. 18.3.
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Fig. 18.3 Hypothetical 
spatial and temporal 
progression in the severity 
of, or the area affected by, an 
insect outbreak through time 
steps t (A), t + 1 (B), and t 
+ 2 (C). Typically, the 
strength of spatial synchrony, 
measured as the correlation 
in the severity of outbreak 
severity through time, 
declines with increasing 
distance between locations 
(D). © Patrick Tobin
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An outbreak, which in entomological terms is defined as an explosive increase in 
the abundance of an insect population over a relatively short time period (Barbosa and 
Schultz 1987), is inherently spatially synchronized in that high densities are present 
over a large geographic area at roughly the same time. Forest insect outbreaks, 
much like forest fires, can be an extremely important component of forest ecosystem 
dynamics, but also like forest fires, they can have profound ecological and economic 
ramifications (Barbosa and Schultz 1987; Mattson and Haack 1987; McCullough 
et al. 1998; Raffa et al. 2008). This is especially the case in outbreaks of non-
native forest insects, or when outbreaks of native species are occurring at different 
intervals, intensities or in different habitats than the historical norm. Although all 
insect outbreaks are spatially synchronized at some spatial scale, the extent at which 
the outbreak occurs often defines a forest insect as a pest or not. Small scale outbreaks 
that affect a locally distributed forest resource can certainly have measurable impacts; 
however, it is the large and spatially synchronous outbreaks that are most damaging 
(Raffa et al. 2008; Liebhold et al. 2012). 

An important economic consequence of large-scale forest insect outbreaks is that 
they can exacerbate the economic burden on individual stake-holders and land owners 
due to the fact that a large portion of their forested area is often affected. From a 
management perspective, outbreaks that are spatially synchronized over large areas 
can overwhelm the budgetary and logistical abilities of federal, state/provincial or 
industrial agencies to implement control tactics intended to mitigate impacts and 
potentially suppress populations. The spatially synchronous behavior of outbreaks 
can also reduce, or in extreme cases eliminate, undisturbed areas that would otherwise 
serve as refuge against the effects of an outbreak. Lastly, spatially synchronous 
outbreaks can dilute the regulating effects of any natural enemy that could otherwise 
provide local control, which in itself could be a contributing factor to the development 
of high-density forest insect populations. 

Forest insect outbreaks, especially in defoliators, may be cyclical (i.e. periodic) 
and at times, populations exist at endemic levels despite the widespread availability 
of susceptible host trees. The time between outbreak peaks is referred to as an 
outbreak interval or period length. Fascinatingly, many outbreaking forest insects 
exhibit cycles at relatively fixed period lengths. For example, prior work has high-
lighted a 8–12-year or a 4–5-year cycle in L. dispar outbreaks depending on forest 
stand composition (Johnson et al. 2005, 2006a), a 7–11 year cycle in L. monacha 
outbreaks (Haynes et al. 2014), and a 35–40-year cycle in Choristoneura fumiferana 
(Clemens) outbreaks (Royama 1984; Royama et al. 2005). The periodicity of cyclic 
species can persist for a very long time, with evidence for an 8–9 year cycle in 
Zeiraphera diniana (Guenée) extending back approximately 1200 years (Esper et al. 
2007). 

Statistical techniques to quantify the periodicity of forest insect outbreaks include 
the estimation of periodograms through, for example, spectral analysis. A wavelet-
based spectral analysis (Torrence and Compo 1998; Cazelles et al. 2014) is one 
technique used in the quantification of time series that describe insect population 
dynamics including time series of insect outbreaks (Johnson et al. 2006b). An advan-
tage of this technique relative to others, such as those using Fourier transformations,
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is that the wavelet transform can be applied to non-stationary time series, where char-
acteristics such as period length and the amplitude of fluctuations vary through time 
(Torrence and Compo 1998); this is often the case in time series of the abundance of 
outbreaking insect species (Aukema et al. 2006; Liebhold et al. 2012). The process 
of a wavelet analysis is essentially akin to taking wavelet functions of known period 
lengths and sliding them across a time series, in this case a time series consisting 
of insect abundances surveyed at regular intervals. Then, at each point in time, the 
degree of overlap between the wavelet functions and the population abundance data 
is measured. In doing so, one can determine the degree to which fluctuations in abun-
dance are cyclical, the period lengths of any such cycles, and changes over time in 
the presence or period lengths of cycles (Torrence and Compo 1998). An example of 
the application of wavelet analysis to a hypothetical time series of insect outbreaks 
in presented in Fig. 18.4. 

Applications of the study of the periodicity and intensity of forest insect outbreaks 
include providing background knowledge to forest health managers, who might use 
these findings to anticipate the next forest outbreak and preemptively apply manage-
ment practices such as silvicultural strategies (Sartwell and Stevens 1975; Bergeron 
et al. 1999; Muzika and Liebhold 2000; Coyle et al. 2005). The study of the spatial 
synchrony of insect outbreaks can also shed light on the extent of the affected area. 
For example, Aukema et al. (2006) measured spatial synchrony in a D. ponderosae 
outbreak in British Columbia, Canada, that was significant beyond 900 km, which 
not only refuted popular perception that the outbreak began in a protected area but 
also provided evidence that D. ponderosae populations were erupting throughout its 
range. A case study of the D. ponderosae outbreak in western Canada is presented 
in Box 18.2.

Fig. 18.4 Hypothetical time series of an insect outbreak showing different periods of time (peri-
odicity) between outbreak peaks including a long period (A1), short period (B1), and one in which 
there is a transition from a long period to a short period (C1). The corresponding wavelet analyses 
are shown in A2, B2, and  C2, with the solid black line representing the expected periodicity in 
time, while the colored region bounded by white lines represents the confidence intervals. For A1, 
the measured periodicity is ~25 units in time (A2), and for B1, the measured periodicity is ~10 
units of time (B2). The periodicity for the time series with the transition (shown in C1) is presented  
in C2. This approach can be useful in statistically quantifying changes in the periodicity of insect 
outbreaks, or any other measured demographic trait, through time. © Patrick Tobin 
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Box 18.2: The Dendroctonus ponderosae (Mountain Pine Beetle) 
Outbreak in Western Canada 
The mountain pine beetle is native to western North America. It feeds and 
reproduces within the phloem tissues of most species of pine trees. During 
mid to late summer, beetles select host trees and initiate attacks by boring 
through the bark. Trees respond by producing sticky, toxic resin (Fig. 1). Beetles 
ingest the defensive resin and chemically convert some of its constituents into 
aggregation pheromones that attract more beetles. The result is a mass attack 
that overwhelms tree defenses and leads to rapid tree mortality. 

Fig. 1 Mountain pine beetles attacking a Pinus contorta (lodgepole pine) tree. 
Note the tree’s defensive resin (Photo credit: A. Carroll) 

Normally, mountain pine beetle populations are innocuous, infesting occa-
sional vigor-impaired trees within a forest; however, they periodically erupt 
synchronously into large-scale epidemics that cause the mortality of trees over 
large areas (Fig. 2A). This is a likely consequence of the Moran effect (Moran 
1953; Aukema et al. 2006). 

Most mountain pine beetles disperse short distances through the forest 
when seeking new hosts, but a small percentage will fly above the canopy 
(Safranyik et al. 1992). Thus, sub-outbreak populations are largely indepen-
dent across landscapes. During outbreaks, large numbers of beetles may be 
carried above the forest canopy by prevailing winds (Jackson et al. 2008), 
leading to synchronized dynamics across very large distances (Fig. 2B). 

Due to an increase in the number of susceptible trees as a result of fire 
suppression, and an expansion of climatically suitable habitats as a conse-
quence of global warming, mountain pine beetle populations erupted during 
the mid-1990s and rapidly increased to unprecedented levels, establishing 
within historically climatically unsuitable pine forests at higher latitudes and 
elevations (Carroll et al. 2004; Safranyik et al. 2010).
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Fig. 2 (A) Time series patterns of tree mortality caused by the mountain pine 
beetle within 12 × 12 km cells in British Columbia, Canada, between 1999 and 
2003, based on hierarchical cluster analysis (e.g. Swanson & Johnson 1999). 
Although the outbreak intensified earliest in the west-central portion of the 
province [cluster (i)], populations increased concurrently throughout the region 
[clusters (ii), (iii) and (iv)] indicating that many localized infestations erupted 
in geographically disjunct areas rather than originating and spreading from an 
epicenter. (B) Estimates of the spatial autocorrelation (Bjørnstad and Falck 
2001) in tree mortality caused by the mountain pine beetle during incipient 
years (1990–1996) and epidemic years (1999–2003). Note that prior to the 
extensive outbreak, populations were largely independent at scales >200 km; 
however, during epidemic years populations were synchronous at distances 
>900 km. Adapted from Aukema et al. (2006)
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More recently, quantifying forest insect outbreak dynamics has allowed studies 
of how outbreak intensity and periodicity might be changing as a consequence of 
climate change. For example, the ~1200 years of consistent outbreaks by Z. diniana 
(Esper et al. 2007) collapsed in recent decades due to climate warming (Johnson et al. 
2010). Haynes et al. (2014) used long-term data on forest defoliators to quantify both 
positive and negative changes in their respective outbreak intensity and periodicity 
in response to climate change. Lastly, spatial analyses of the D. ponderosae outbreak 
in western Canada provided evidence and a quantification of D. ponderosae range 
expansion owing to climate change (Aukema et al. 2008; Sambaraju et al. 2012). The 
use of analytical techniques such as wavelet analyses provides opportunities to better 
understand the relationship between climate change and insect outbreaks, which for 
some species could become more intense and frequent while in others, outbreaks 
could be disrupted with yet unknown ecological consequences (Weed et al. 2013; 
Tobin et al. 2014). 

18.6 Conclusion 

Certain phenomena, such as spatial autocorrelation and spatial synchrony, are perva-
sive among forest insect populations, but for any given species these and other 
spatial properties are dynamic. In recent years, quantifying how such properties shift 
through time or across space has opened new avenues for exploration of the processes 
underlying the population dynamics of forest insect species. One developing area 
of research focusses on understanding the drivers of population spatial synchrony 
by studying factors associated with geographic variation in the strength of spatial 
synchrony (Walter et al. 2017). Determining the causes of spatial synchrony in a given 
study organism is often difficult, in part, because different mechanisms can lead to 
similar spatial patterns, such as the tendency for the strength of synchrony to decline 
as the distance between populations increases. Furthermore, spatial synchrony in 
forest insect populations often extends over such large distances that field experi-
ments are impractical. By exploiting geographic variation in the strength of spatial 
synchrony, however, researchers have begun to discover relationships between spatial 
synchrony and factors considered as potential drivers (Haynes et al. 2013, 2018; 
Walter et al. 2017). 

The dynamic nature of the ranges of forest insect species reveals much about 
biotic processes underlying patterns of range expansion or contraction, as well as 
anthropogenic impacts. Temporal patterns and spatial variability in the local rate 
of spread of native and non-native invasive forest insects, for example, have under-
scored the importance of factors including forest management practices, accidental 
human transport of invasive insects, Allee effects (positive density dependent popu-
lation growth at low densities) operating at the leading edge of invasion fronts, and 
population cycles in rates of spread (Johnson et al. 2006b; Tobin et al. 2007; Walter 
et al. 2015; Cooke and Carroll 2017). But global-scale impacts of human-induced 
climate change are also changing the spatial distributions of forest insect pest species.
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The outbreaks of some forest insect pests are occurring at higher latitudes or higher 
elevations than they did historically, likely because warming temperatures have led 
to geographic shifts in the occurrence of optimal temperatures for population growth 
(Carroll et al. 2004; Battisti et al. 2005; Jepsen et al. 2008, 2011; Johnson et al. 
2010; Safranyik et al. 2010). Other aspects of climate change, such as milder winter 
temperatures and increasing summertime drought, have increased the spatial extent 
and duration of bark beetle outbreaks, leading to dramatic increases in tree mortality 
(Taylor et al. 2006; Raffa et al. 2008; Bentz et al. 2010; Cooke and Carroll 2017). The 
effects of climate change on forest insect pests and forest ecosystems also involve 
feedbacks between relatively short-term events, such as insect outbreaks, and long-
term processes including regional diebacks of tree species and the increased release 
into the atmosphere of CO2 due to increased tree mortality (Raffa et al. 2008). 
For example, the implications of the positive feedback involving climate change 
leading to increased tree mortality due to mountain pine beetle outbreaks, increasing 
flux of CO2 into the atmosphere, resulting in increased climate change and thus 
greater likelihood of further outbreaks seem relatively clear cut (Kurz et al. 2008). 
However, the ramifications of climate-pest-ecosystem feedbacks are generally diffi-
cult to predict. Given the importance of understanding such interactions, shifts in 
the spatial dynamics of forest insect species and their impacts will likely represent a 
major research area for decades to come. 
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Chapter 19 
Monitoring and Surveillance of Forest 
Insects 

Eckehard G. Brockerhoff, Juan C. Corley, Hervé Jactel, Daniel R. Miller, 
Robert J. Rabaglia, and Jon Sweeney 

19.1 Introduction and Overview 

Monitoring of insect populations is widely used in entomology in the context of 
biodiversity studies, as an aspect of pest management, and for the detection of non-
native invasive species (e.g. Prasad and Prabhakar 2012; Rabaglia et al. 2019; Seibold 
et al. 2019). Here we focus on monitoring and surveillance of forest insect ‘pests’ 
as well as the detection of non-native invasive species. In general, monitoring is 
undertaken to (i) obtain information on the presence or abundance of particular 
species; (ii) study their phenology (e.g. oviposition or flight periods); (iii) predict 
pest population size, spread and damage; or (iv) to determine if pest management 
activities such as insecticide treatments or mating disruption are required. These 
activities are critical aspects of integrated pest management (IPM) programs (Ravlin 
1991; Ehler 2006; Chapter 17, this volume).
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Insect monitoring and surveillance can be done with a variety of methods including 
physical surveys, the use of insect traps, molecular methods, as well as aerial surveys 
and remote sensing (Prasad and Prabhakar 2012; Poland and Rassati 2019). Physical 
field surveys (i.e. by direct observation) focus on insect life stages, characteristic 
damage symptoms on host plants (e.g. defoliation) or other noticeable signs. Such 
surveys usually involve a combination of observations in the field, collecting and 
counting specimens, and recording and analyzing these data. Tools that have long 
been used to facilitate and standardize insect ‘sampling’ include sweep-nets and tree-
beating sheets (e.g. Morris 1960; Harris et al. 1972). However, these methods are 
labor-intensive, time-consuming, and can only sample species and life stages that 
are present at the time when the activity is undertaken by a person in the forest. 

An alternative method that is widely used and often more efficient involves the 
use of insect traps that are based on a variety of mechanisms that draw insects to 
traps and/or intercept their flights. There is a wide range of trap types such as passive 
interception traps, light traps, colored sticky traps, and traps baited with certain 
chemical attractants (e.g. Muirhead-Thompson 1991). In recent years, molecular 
methods have become increasingly important not only for diagnostic purposes (i.e. 
species identification) but also for insect monitoring. For example, analyzing eDNA 
collected from plant surfaces can be a very effective method to detect the presence 
of target species in an area (Valentin et al. 2018). Remote sensing and aerial surveys 
are useful for monitoring insect damage across larger geographic areas and where 
forest access on the ground is limited (Hall et al. 2016; Stone and Mohammed 2017). 

Monitoring insects is a very broad and complex subject. This chapter focusses on 
some of the more important methods to provide an overview of the objectives and 
applications of monitoring and surveillance of forest insects. These are illustrated 
with several case studies on monitoring and surveillance of prominent forest insects. 

19.2 Monitoring Insect Populations and Damage 

There is no single monitoring method that is suitable for all species and purposes. 
If and how monitoring is done ultimately depends on one’s objectives and the avail-
ability and suitability of monitoring tools for the target species. Some species can be 
easily observed because their damage or other signs are highly visible by a trained 
observer and sufficiently specific. Other insects are rather cryptic and difficult to 
observe, for example because they are feeding under the bark or in the wood of trees. 
In such cases, alternative methods such as attractant-baited traps can be very helpful 
if effective attractants and traps for the target species are available. In this section we 
introduce the most common conventional monitoring methods.
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19.2.1 Ground-Based Monitoring Methods for Insect Life 
Stages, Damage Symptoms and Other Signs 

19.2.1.1 Visual Surveys for Insect Life Stages 

Field surveys for eggs, larvae, pupae or adults of target species are a common practice 
for many species. For example, in the United States, egg masses of spongy moth 
(Lymantria dispar, Erebidae) are counted to determine whether infestation levels are 
so high that treatments may be necessary to prevent defoliation (Liebhold et al. 1994) 
(Fig. 19.1). Counting egg masses on tree trunks and branches can be done from the 
ground, ideally during winter when there is no foliage to obscure egg masses and to 
provide sufficient lead time for planning management actions. Several procedures 
have been developed to obtain reliable estimates of spongy moth population density, 
such as the “fixed-radius” plot method where all trees within several 100 m2 plots are 
counted and the average density of egg masses is calculated (Liebhold et al. 1994). 
Leaf miners and gall makers are also easily identified based on their characteristic 
symptoms and surveys looking for these symptoms are feasible. Other insects and 
life stages are commonly sampled with specific tools developed for this purpose. 

Fig. 19.1 Egg masses of 
spongy moth on an oak tree 
trunk. Credit: Milan Zubrik, 
Forest Research 
Institute—Slovakia, Bugwoo 
d.org

https://bugwood.org/index.cfm
https://bugwood.org/index.cfm
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19.2.1.2 Tools for Sampling Insects 

Surveys for foliage-feeding insects are often done using ‘beat sheets’ in which a 
pole is used to beat branches and dislodge specimens onto a drop sheet where they 
can be collected and counted. The number of replicates depends on the size of the 
area of interest and the sampling accuracy required, but at least three trees should be 
sampled (Harris et al. 1972). This method has been used, for example, to sample and 
study the host range of conifer aphids in New Zealand (Redlich et al. 2019) and to 
sample predators of hemlock woolly adelgid (Adelges tsugae, Adelgidae), a severe 
pest of Eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) in eastern North America (Mayfield 
et al. 2020) (Fig. 19.2). Suction traps using air suction are often used for sampling 
insects dispersing in large numbers such as aphids and thrips (e.g. Allison and Pike 
1988) but they are used less with forest insects. Insects that are concealed inside wood 
or other plant tissues (e.g. bark beetles, wood borers) may be sampled by enclosing 
sections of tree stems, branches and twigs in emergence cages or by collecting tree 
parts and incubating them in chambers to collect the emerging adults (Ferro and 
Carlton 2011; Chapter 3, this volume). 

Fig. 19.2 Using a beat sheet to sample Laricobius beetles, predators of the hemlock woolly adelgid. 
Credit: A. Mayfield, USDA Forest Service
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19.2.1.3 Surveys for Symptoms and Signs 

The extensive mortality of pines caused by the southern pine beetle (Dendroctonus 
frontalis, Scolytinae) in the southern United States is highly visible. To monitor earlier 
signs of attack, before trees have succumbed to the beetles and when management 
interventions are still feasible to avert damage, surveys of boring dust and ‘pitch 
tubes’ created by the resin response of attacked trees are an effective method (Billings 
2011) (Fig. 19.3). 

Monitoring for the presence and relative abundance of the pine processionary 
moth (Thaumetopoea pityocampa, Thaumetopoeidae), a serious defoliator of pines 
and a public health risk in southern Europe, is done by counting the easily visible 
silken winter nests made by larvae in the crowns of pine trees (Gery and Miller 1985) 
(Fig. 19.4) (see also the case study on the pine processionary moth below).

19.2.2 Insect Monitoring Using Traps 

Ground-based visual surveys for insect life stages or symptoms of attack may be 
labour-intensive and time-consuming. Trapping can be more effective, especially 
if an effective attractant is available that increases the catch rate and specificity of 
traps. Trapping is widely used for insect monitoring and there is a variety of trap 
types and mechanisms that may be generic or optimised for particular target species 
(e.g. Muirhead-Thompson 1991; Häuser and Riede 2015).

Fig. 19.3 ‘Pitch tubes’ on a loblolly pine trunk caused by southern pine beetle attack. Credit: James 
R. Meeker, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org 

https://bugwood.org/index.cfm
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Fig. 19.4 Nests of the pine processionary moth on Scots pine in Switzerland. Credit: Beat Forster, 
Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research, Bugwood.org

19.2.2.1 Passive Traps 

Passive traps do not use any particular mode of attraction but simply intercept and 
trap insects as they are moving about. Examples include pitfall traps (cups buried 
at ground level that are filled with a liquid preservative that trap walking insects), 
Malaise traps (tent-like structures that intercept flying insects and trap them in a jar 
filled with a liquid preservative), window traps and other types of flight intercept 
traps (see Häuser and Riede (2015) and Knuff et al. (2019) for further references and 
Fig. 19.5). These trap types are commonly used for biodiversity studies but less so to 
sample forest pests, partly because they are non-specific and collect large numbers of 
insects from many species, which results in considerable sorting effort. Such passive 
traps are typically less sensitive than traps that involve some means of attraction.

19.2.2.2 Traps Involving Attraction of Insects by Light or Color 

There are many trap types that attract insects with light, specific colors or silhouettes, 
chemical attractants (odorants such as insect pheromones and host plant volatiles), 
or a combination of two or more of these (Muirhead-Thompson 1991). Historically, 
light trapping was used for monitoring populations of insect pests that fly at night 
(such as moths and certain beetles). An advantage of light traps is that they capture 
both males and females (whereas traps baited with sex pheromones typically capture 
only males). Light traps used to require access to the electricity grid (i.e. mains 
power) which prohibited their use at most field sites but this is less of a problem now

https://bugwood.org/index.cfm
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Fig. 19.5 A malaise trap for 
capturing flying insects. 
Credit: D. Miller, USDA 
Forest Service

with the wide availability of portable power sources. Still, today light trapping is 
used mainly in biodiversity studies because other methods are more species-specific 
and more effective. 

Trap color on its own is exploited, for example, in yellow traps which are used 
mainly for monitoring agricultural and greenhouse pests. However, trap color can 
also affect captures of certain forest insects by synergizing attraction of bark beetles 
to chemical attractants (e.g. Kerr et al. 2017). Several species of longhorned wood 
boring beetles (Cerambycidae) respond more to black traps than clear or white traps 
(Campbell and Borden 2009; Allison and Redak 2017) while other cerambycids and 
jewel beetles (Buprestidae) are attracted to bright green traps or purple traps (Rassati 
et al. 2019). Bright green or yellow sticky traps mimic the color of foliage and 
can be used to monitor defoliators such as the beech leaf-mining weevil (Goodwin 
et al. 2020). Certain trap colors may also reduce catches of non-target species (e.g. 
Sukovata et al. 2020).
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19.2.2.3 Traps Baited with Pheromones and Host Plant Volatiles 

The most widely used traps for forest insects are those baited with odorant lures 
such as pheromones and host plant volatiles. Pheromones are chemicals that insects 
release for communication with conspecifics (Howse et al. 1998). The best-known 
pheromones are moth ‘sex pheromones’ that are released by females to attract males. 
Many bark beetles (Scolytinae) release ‘aggregation pheromones’ that facilitate 
aggregation on host trees (Byers 1989), and many wood boring longhorned beetles 
(Cerambycidae) emit ‘sex-aggregation pheromones’ that attract both sexes, primarily 
for mating (Hanks and Millar 2016). There are several other types of pheromones 
(Howse et al. 1998) but they are less important in the context of monitoring. 

The chemical structures of pheromones have been identified for many forest 
insects, especially those of economic importance, and synthetic lures may be 
commercially available (El-Sayed 2020). Pheromones are often composed of several 
components and are more or less specific to their species or genus, especially 
in moths (Lepidoptera) (Löfstedt et al. 2016). For example, traps baited with the 
main pheromone component of spongy moth (7,8-epoxy-2-methyloctadecane, a 19-
carbon epoxide), also known as ‘disparlure’, catch mainly spongy moth and several 
congenerics and are widely used for monitoring and detection purposes. The complete 
blend of the pheromone of spongy moth contains minor components which increase 
its species specificity (Gries et al. 1996). On the other hand, longhorned wood 
boring beetles share many of the same sex-aggregation pheromone components. 
For example, traps baited with racemic 3-hydroxy-2-hexanone can attract several 
species of Cerambycidae (Millar and Hanks 2017). 

Not all insect species use pheromones, and those of many other species remain 
to be identified. However, host plant volatiles may be used as an alternative attrac-
tant for plant-feeding insects because many species use these cues when searching 
for their hosts. For example, many conifer-feeding bark beetles and woodborers are 
attracted to alpha-pinene and ethanol, two components that are commonly associated 
with conifers. Hence, alpha-pinene and ethanol are used to monitor beetles associ-
ated with conifers including species of Arhopalus (Cerambycidae), Hylastes and Ips 
(Scolytinae) (Brockerhoff et al. 2006; Miller and Rabaglia 2009). Likewise, many 
ambrosia beetles are attracted to ethanol which is an effective lure for species such 
as Xyleborus spp. and Xylosandrus crassiusculus (Scolytinae) (Miller and Rabaglia 
2009; Reding et al. 2011). Plant volatiles that assist insects with finding their host 
plants are often referred to as ‘kairomones’. While pheromones are ‘information 
chemicals’ that are involved in intraspecific communication, kairomones are used as 
cues for interspecific interactions. 

Traps used with pheromones and host plant attractants come in a variety of shapes, 
sizes, and colours. They use different mechanisms for trapping insects either on a 
sticky surface or in a collection jar that is easy to enter for an insect but very difficult to 
exit (effectively a one-way entry). Multiple-funnel traps (also called Lindgren funnel 
traps after their inventor) are used mainly for bark beetles (Lindgren 1983). They 
consist of a stack of several funnels and a collection cup at the base (Fig. 19.6a). Panel 
traps are an alternative design that involves intersecting panels with a single funnel
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and a collection jar at the base (Fig. 19.6b). These panel traps are typically used for 
longhorned beetles, weevils and bark beetles. A fluoropolymer may be applied to 
traps to make them more ‘slippery’ so that beetles can’t hold on to the panel surface 
(Graham et al. 2010). Funnel and panel traps are mainly colored black so that they 
resemble the silhouette of a tree trunk, but they are available in other colors. For 
example, for monitoring emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis, Buprestidae), green 
funnel traps (with an attractant) are preferable (Poland et al. 2019). The most common 
trap design used for bark beetle monitoring in Europe is the so-called Theysohn 
slot-trap which is based on an alternative flight interception design (Fig. 19.6c).

Neither of these traps work well for Lepidoptera, Hymenoptera and other less 
‘robust’ taxa with a comparatively soft cuticle. For these species, trap types with 
sticky surfaces are commonly chosen. Perhaps the most widely used of these is the 
Delta trap which has a roof-shaped design with a sticky substance either on the 
entire internal surface or on a removable sheet in the trap. A lure is placed inside 
the trap and insects attracted by this lure are trapped when they land on the sticky 
internal surface (Fig. 19.6d). An advantage of this design is that the captured insects 
are spread out on the sticky area which makes examining the catches easy, unless 
they need to be removed for closer inspection, which may be difficult. A potential 
disadvantage of delta traps is their propensity to become saturated with the target 
species. When that is a problem, bucket traps with a larger holding capacity can 
be used. Unwanted by-catch can be reduced by choosing traps colored green which 
attract fewer flower-visiting insects than yellow or white traps, for example (Sukovata 
et al. 2020). 

19.2.3 Important Considerations for Trap-Based Monitoring 
Programs Targeting Bark and Wood Boring Beetles 

There are many successful monitoring programs for bark and woodboring beetles in 
Europe, North America and elsewhere. For example, in Europe, trapping is widely 
used to monitor populations of the European spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus, 
Scolytinae), the most serious insect pest of spruce forests in Europe. The main 
purpose is to follow population trends, as described, for example, by Faccoli and 
Stergulc (2005). Typically, Theysohn slot-traps baited with pheromone (ipsdienol 
and methyl-butenol) dispensers are used to attract I. typographus, and the ratio of 
trap captures of the summer generation and the spring generation can be calculated 
to determine whether populations are growing or declining. However, there is some 
controversy about the extent to which trap captures reflect I. typographus population 
sizes and trends (see Sect. 19.4). 

In the southern USA, forest managers use a trap-based monitoring system as 
part of an IPM program to manage the southern pine beetle (SPB), a major pest of 
southern pines (Clarke 2012). In the spring of every year, funnel traps baited with 
pheromone (frontalin) and kairomones (alpha-pinene and beta-pinene) are deployed
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Fig. 19.6 Various traps used for insect monitoring and surveillance: a Lindgren-funnel trap. Credit: 
D. Miller, USDA Forest Service; b Panel trap with alpha-pinene and ethanol lures attached. Credit: 
J. Kerr, Scion, New Zealand; c Theysohn bark beetle trap. Credit: Gernot Hoch, BFW Institut für 
Waldschutz, Vienna, Austria; d Delta trap. Credit: Karla Salp, Washington State Department of 
Agriculture, Bugwood.org; e Sticky plate trap with pheromone lures in the center and a trapped 
pine processionary moth. Credit: Hervé Jactel, INRAe, France

at key locations in and around pine stands. Managers consider the number of SPB 
captured as well as the ratio of predators (the checkered beetle Thanasimus dubius, 
Cleridae) to SPB to determine if local epidemics are increasing, stable or collapsing. 
This information is used to determine the need for management efforts against SPB. 

Operationally, the choice of trap type, lure type and trap position is a major concern 
for managers planning a trapping program, and these parameters depend on the target 
species. The efficacy of a trapping program for a single species or broad diversity 
can be affected by numerous factors such as trap location (canopy vs ground, forest

https://bugwood.org/index.cfm
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edge vs forest interior), trap type and color, and trapping period and duration (e.g. 
Brockerhoff et al. 2012; Dodds 2014; Flaherty et al. 2019; Sweeney et al. 2020). 
Managers need to be clear about their objectives for a trapping program as there is 
no single scheme that can target all species equally. 

Relative species-specificity of lures can be achieved for some species such as 
the engraver bark beetle Ips paraconfusus (Scolytinae) that uses a combination of 
(–)-ipsenol, (+)-ipsdienol and cis-verbenol as its pheromone blend, while frontalin 
is a common pheromone for various species of Dendroctonus (Scolytinae) (Byers 
1989). Traps baited with genus-specific monochamol lures are attractive specifically 
to sawyer beetles (Monochamus spp., Cerambycidae) in North America, Europe and 
Asia, although traps baited with the bark beetle pheromone ipsenol may be equally 
attractive for Monochamus species (Ryall et al. 2015; Miller et al. 2016). 

To capture multiple species, blends of multiple attractants can be used. For 
example, blends of certain hexanediols and hydroxyketones are broadly attractive to 
numerous woodborers in the longhorn beetle subfamily Cerambycinae (Hanks and 
Millar 2016). Traps baited with the host plant volatiles alpha-pinene and ethanol are 
broadly attractive to many bark and ambrosia beetles (Miller and Rabaglia 2009). 
A combination of alpha-pinene and ethanol and bark beetle pheromones attracts 
numerous species of woodborers including Monochamus species as well as numerous 
species of bark and ambrosia beetles, and associated predators (e.g. Miller et al. 2013, 
2015; Alvarez et al. 2016; Chase et al. 2018). 

19.2.4 Monitoring the Population Dynamics of Pine 
Processionary Moth with Pheromone Trapping 

The pine processionary moth (PPM) is the main insect defoliator of pine forests 
in southern Europe and North Africa (Roques 2015). Severe defoliations by PPM 
caterpillars feeding on needles result in reduced tree growth (Jacquet et al. 2012) and 
increase the risk of mortality (Jacquet et al. 2014). The larvae have urticating hairs 
which can cause serious health problems in people and domestic animals (Vega et al. 
2011). PPM populations exhibit cyclic outbreaks (Li et al. 2015) and even though 
the year of the next peak infestation can be forecasted, the amplitude of defoliation 
remains unpredictable (Toïgo et al. 2017). It was therefore important to develop a 
reliable method for monitoring and predicting PPM infestation levels in order to 
warn forest users and implement necessary control measures such as applications of 
the toxin of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) when populations get too large. 

The conventional population monitoring of PPM is based on counts of winter 
nests made by larvae in the tree crown (Gery and Miller 1985), but this is tedious and 
inaccurate in mature or dense pine stands. Pheromone trapping has been considered 
an alternative method and has proven highly effective in the field (Einhorn et al. 
1983). To develop pheromone trapping as a reliable sampling technique, a suitable 
trap design and trap position had to be identified and it needed to be shown that
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trap captures were indicative of actual population levels. Sticky plate traps hung at 
user-friendly heights of about 1.5 m above ground (Fig. 19.6e) appeared to be the 
most efficient (Jactel et al. 2006). It was also necessary to optimise the pheromone 
dose and the density of traps to improve the statistical correlations between mean 
trap capture and other measures of population density. Four sticky plate traps baited 
with 0.2 mg of the commercial pheromone (“pityolure”) provide an accurate and 
cost-effective estimate of the total number of PPM per hectare (Jactel et al. 2006). 
This method was tested and further refined in a large operational trial in France (see 
Sect. 19.4). 

19.2.5 Monitoring Populations of the Invasive Woodwasp 
Sirex Noctilio 

Among the non-native invasive forest insects observed in commercial plantation 
forests in many southern hemisphere countries, the woodwasp Sirex noctilio F. (Siri-
cidae) is probably the best known. The species is capable of widespread damage 
on cultivated pines within the invaded range, especially during population outbreaks 
(Lantschner and Corley 2015). Sirex noctilio is a woodboring species with a soli-
tary lifestyle that infests pine trees. Following mating, females lay eggs by drilling 
holes in pine stems which they locate by following volatile cues associated with tree 
stress. During oviposition, the female introduces a symbiotic fungus (Amylostereum 
areolatum) and a phytotoxic venom which together can kill attacked trees (Slippers 
et al. 2015). 

Population monitoring is an important aspect of S. noctilio pest management 
and is often carried out within the invaded range by looking for trees with signs of 
attack, rather than the insect itself. Attacked pines typically show crown chlorosis, 
and resin droplets on their stems resulting from oviposition by S. noctilio. Sequential 
sampling protocols and/or aerial surveys support estimations of tree damage and the 
application of control measures. However, sequential sampling is somewhat flawed 
as attacks are typically highly aggregated. This approach may underestimate attack 
levels, especially when populations are low such as in recently invaded sites (Carnegie 
et al. 2005; Lantschner and Corley 2015). 

Alternatively, the trap-tree technique is used to detect early-stage populations. 
This consists of treating 4–10 trees with low doses of herbicide or careful girdling 
prior to the wasp flight season (Fig. 19.7). Foraging females are attracted to these 
artificially stressed trees which can then reveal the presence of S. noctilio. Felling of 
any attacked trees after the flight season may be necessary to avoid the build-up of 
local populations (Lantschner and Corley 2015). When billets (stem sections) from 
these trees are caged, the presence and abundance of natural enemies (especially 
parasitoids attacking the wood wasps) and their potential impact on the S. noctilio 
population can be estimated.
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Fig. 19.7 Trap trees to 
attract Sirex wood wasps in a 
Pinus contorta plantation in 
Patagonia, Argentina. Credit: 
Juan Corley 

Flight intercept traps (panel traps or funnel traps) baited with combinations of 
alpha-pinene and beta-pinene, which are also emitted by stressed trees, can be used 
to sample S. noctilio populations. However, trapping with these lures is usually not 
as effective as it is for many other insects (Batista et al. 2018). The development of 
new pheromone and kairomone lures which are based on attractive volatiles from 
conspecifics or from the wasp’s fungal symbiont, may prove important as this type of 
lure can be highly specific and works well also at low population densities (Fernández 
Ajó et al. 2015). 

The development of effective sampling methods to monitor S. noctilio populations 
within the invaded range is especially important since detecting small populations 
as early as possible during the invasion phase and understanding when and why S. 
noctilio populations increase is key to preventing regional spread and major economic 
impact in invaded areas. These should not only include effective trap and lure designs 
but also statistically valid sampling efforts, to provide quantitative data in diverse 
environmental conditions. This information is also needed to interpret the success of 
the control practices deployed.
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19.3 Surveillance to Detect Invaders 

Preventing the introduction of non-native species is the most effective and first line 
of defense, although some species may inevitably escape detection and become 
established. The greatest opportunity for eradication and cost-effective management 
is immediately after their introduction when their populations are still small and 
limited to a small area. Early detection followed by rapid assessment and response 
increases the likelihood of successful eradication or containment (Brockerhoff et al. 
2010; Liebhold et al. 2016). There are a number of other purposes of surveillance 
including to demonstrate freedom from certain pests within an area (a potential 
requirement for international trade) and to verify the effectiveness of biosecurity 
measures (Kalaris et al. 2014). 

Numerous methods and tools can be applied for surveillance and detection of 
non-native insects (e.g. Augustin et al. 2012; Kalaris et al. 2014; Poland and Rassati 
2019). Many are similar to those used for monitoring native insects (see Sect. 19.2). 
But there are several key differences: (i) the main initial goal is to detect the presence 
of a non-native species, whereas determining its population size and spatial extent 
(i.e. delimitation) is a subsequent step; (ii) there is a rather large number of potential 
invaders, and surveillance often aims at detecting any of multiple species, although 
some programs are aimed at just one specific unwanted species; and (iii) one is 
virtually looking for a needle in a hay stack as the aim is to find a small population 
that could be anywhere. Consequently, methods that are highly sensitive and can 
cover large areas are preferable. However, if the identity of the target is unknown, 
methods suitable for a wide range of species are needed. For both cases, trapping with 
suitable trap type and lure combinations is a preferred option (e.g. Quilici et al. 2012). 
Below we describe two trapping programs to detect invaders (for spongy moth and 
non-native bark- and woodboring beetles). But as trapping can only target a limited 
number of species, more generic surveillance methods that can detect a wider range 
of species are also needed. Physical searching by trained biosecurity specialists to 
detect new non-native species is being carried out in several countries, often with a 
focus on high-risk sites. Engagement of the wider public in surveillance activities 
can also be highly effective. Examples of these approaches are given below. 

19.3.1 High-Risk Site Surveillance 

Early detection of non-native species is very important for successful responses to 
detections. Because the resources for surveillance are limited, efforts need to be 
focused on locations where non-native species are most likely to arrive and become 
established. By definition, such locations can be characterized by the likelihood of 
arrival of non-native pests and by the likelihood of establishment at those sites. 

Insights about the likelihood of arrival can be gained from information about trade 
patterns, particularly regarding the volume and destinations of those types of imports
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that are known to be associated with species of concern (Colunga-Garcia et al. 2013; 
Kalaris et al. 2014). These sites tend to be concentrated around commercial and 
industrial areas, rather than in the forests that are at risk. The surroundings of air 
and sea ports are also considered high-risk sites although with today’s fast and often 
containerized trade, there is more opportunity for organisms to escape at the eventual 
destinations of shipments, rather than at ports where shipments pass through. Larger 
metropolitan areas that are the destination of a large proportion of imported goods and 
insects transported with these (Branco et al. 2019) are focus areas for surveillance. 
Therefore, human population size and density can be used as simple proxies if more 
detailed information about trade flows is not available. 

Sites that warrant particular attention are those where imported high-risk 
commodities arrive such as live plants (e.g. nurseries and garden centers) and wood 
packaging materials (e.g. recipients of large volumes of paving stones and tiles that 
are typically packed with pallets and case wood) (Liebhold et al. 2012; Haack 2006). 
Such information has been used to identify potential hotspots for invasion pres-
sure in the United States where surveillance efforts should be particularly intensive 
(Colunga-Garcia et al. 2013). Similar concepts have been developed and imple-
mented in other countries. For example, the New Zealand government operates a 
high-risk site surveillance system in the main urban areas with thousands of tran-
sect inspections every year, focusing on urban trees and parks near commercial and 
industrial areas as well as campsites in natural areas where overseas tourists may 
introduce pests inadvertently (Bulman 2008; Stevens 2008). 

19.3.2 Engaging the Public in Surveillance Activities 

Although most members of the public are not experienced in insect identification and 
detection of non-native species, they are far more numerous than trained professional 
surveillance staff. It is not uncommon for citizens to notice unusual tree damage and 
unusual insects in their neighborhood. Consequently, the public should be consid-
ered in a surveillance framework as contributing to ‘passive surveillance’ (e.g. Froud 
et al. 2008; Hester and Cacho 2017). In New Zealand, there is an established system 
by which the general public can contribute and report suspicious finds of insects 
and other species via a toll-free phone number, with about 4,000 notifications per 
year (Froud et al. 2008). Approximately 8% of all detections of new incursions were 
reported by the general public, slightly more than those reported by industry. The 
public is especially encouraged to assist with reporting particular high-risk species 
and New Zealand’s biosecurity authority runs campaigns with newspaper adver-
tisements, tv commercials and social media posts such as the “Catch it - call us” 
campaign (Fig. 19.8).

The development of a biosecurity board game targeted at both children and adults 
has proven useful as another way to increase the awareness of the public about 
biosecurity issues, including the purpose of surveillance. To enhance the ability of 
the public to identify and report potential biosecurity threats, mobile phone-based
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Fig. 19.8 Advertising used for the “Catch it - call us” campaign by New Zealand’s national biose-
curity agency MPI to encourage reporting finds of an invasive insect. Source https://twitter.com/ 
MPI_NZ/status/662489108065812480

https://twitter.com/MPI_NZ/status/662489108065812480
https://twitter.com/MPI_NZ/status/662489108065812480
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apps have been developed including ‘Wild Spotter’ in the United States (www.wil 
dspotter.org, Wild Spotter 2020), ‘Observatree’ in the UK (https://www.observatree. 
org.uk) and ‘Find-a-Pest’ in New Zealand (www.findapest.nz, Pawson et al. 2020). 
The Find-a-Pest app is effective in reducing the number of false positives (i.e. reports 
that were of no concern). False positives can be a problem because they occupy the 
attention and time of biosecurity officials. 

19.3.3 Spongy Moth Detection Trapping 

The program to detect new infestations of spongy moth along its invasion front and in 
uninfested regions of the United States is perhaps the largest trap-based pest detection 
and surveillance program in the world. Approximately 250,000 pheromone-baited 
spongy moth traps are placed annually by the Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service of the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA APHIS) to detect new 
populations (USDA 2019). In addition, the USDA Forest Service deploys more than 
100,000 traps as part of the spongy moth ‘slow the spread’ program (Sharov et al. 
2002; Bloem et al. 2014). The goal of this program is to minimize the rate of spongy 
moth spread into uninfested areas in central and southern US forests. Traps along the 
expanding population front are used to identify newly established populations. Any 
such populations are then treated to prevent them from growing and coalescing into 
larger infestations. This approach has successfully reduced the spread rate of spongy 
moth by > 70% from the historical spread rate of approximately 21 km per year to an 
average of approximately 6 km per year between 1990 and 2005 (Fig. 5.11a in Tobin 
and Blackburn 2007), and has a projected benefit-to-cost ratio of approximately 
3:1 by delaying the onset of impacts and management expenditures that occur as 
spongy moth invades new areas (Tobin and Blackburn 2007). This intensive targeted 
surveillance has enabled the very high success rate of eradications of spongy moth 
populations, close to 100%, that were detected (Kean et al. 2020). 

A similar but smaller detection program is carried out in New Zealand and in 
Australia. But intensive surveillance is costly and it would be difficult to fund similar 
programs multiple times for a large number of potential pests. However, it is possible 
to add lures for other species to spongy moth traps, and this was examined for pairs 
of spongy moth and 18 other well-known pest moths (Brockerhoff et al. 2013). Lures 
for more than half of the species could be combined without a substantial reduction 
in trap sensitivity for either species, and most of the other pairs still caught moths 
in numbers sufficient for detection purposes. Therefore, combining compatible lures 
for multiple target species could increase the number of targeted species without 
greatly increasing the cost of such surveillance programs.

http://www.wildspotter.org
http://www.wildspotter.org
https://www.observatree.org.uk
https://www.observatree.org.uk
http://www.findapest.nz
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19.3.4 Trapping Programs to Detect Non-Native Bark Beetles 
and Wood Borers 

Bark beetles (Scolytinae) have long been a focus of surveillance programs for non-
native forest insects. For example, following the detection of the European pine 
shoot beetle (Tomicus piniperda, Scolytinae) in 1992 in Ohio, a surveillance trap-
ping program was initiated in 1993 in the northeastern United States to enable early 
detection of other non-native bark beetles (Bridges 1995). Trapping with attractant-
baited traps focused on high risk sites including areas near ports, importer ware-
houses and lumberyards. In 1996, when the first established population of the Asian 
longhorned beetle (Anoplophora glabripennis, Cerambycidae) outside its native 
range was discovered in New York City (Haack et al. 2010), the threat posed by 
longhorned beetles became more obvious. There was a growing realization that the 
large-scale use of solid wood packaging material (WPM) in international trade was 
a dangerous pathway that made invasions of both wood borers and bark beetles more 
likely. Between 1985 and 2005, established populations of 25 exotic species of bark 
beetles and wood borers (Scolytinae, Cerambycidae, Buprestidae) were detected in 
the United States (Haack 2006) and most of these probably arrived with WPM. Subse-
quently, a nationwide surveillance trapping program for bark beetles and ambrosia 
beetles was initiated in the United States (see Sect. 19.3.5). 

Several other countries have developed surveillance programs for bark and wood-
boring insects, albeit on a smaller scale. For example, such a program was trialed in 
New Zealand from 2002–2005 using funnel traps baited with host plant attractants 
and/or bark beetle pheromones, targeting a range of conifer-infesting wood borers 
and bark beetles (Brockerhoff et al. 2006). Although that particular surveillance 
program did not lead to the detection of any species not already known to be present, 
it did confirm the suitability of the approach as numerous non-native Scolytinae and 
Cerambycidae were trapped near seaports, airports, cargo unloading sites, and in 
forests near such locations. The surveillance trapping program for bark beetles and 
wood borers in New Zealand was discontinued mainly because there was uncertainty 
whether expenditures for the program were justified. However, a benefit–cost anal-
ysis carried out later indicated that such a surveillance program is expected to provide 
economic net benefits even at a high trap density because the economic benefits of 
early detection, a greater likelihood of successful eradication and less pest damage, 
likely exceeded the costs of the surveillance program (Epanchin-Niell et al. 2014). 

Intercept panel traps or multiple-funnel traps (described above) are used in most 
detection programs. However, Malaise traps may be more effective in the detection 
of numerous species of bark and wood boring beetles (Dodds et al. 2015) but there 
is a trade-off because Malaise-type traps are about five times more expensive than 
intercept or funnel traps. In addition, Malaise traps tend to capture many more non-
target species and consequently require more labor for sorting samples. Given the 
apparent variability in trapping efficiency even at short distances, detection programs 
might be more cost effective by using a larger number of panel or funnel traps than 
Malaise-type traps. Another method that may be suitable for increasing the efficiency
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of detection trapping is to use a combination of lure blends so that each trap targets 
multiple species (rather than using separate traps each baited only for a particular 
species) (Chase et al. 2018; Fan et al. 2019; Rassati et al. 2019). This would either 
reduce the number of traps needed, or it would lead to an increased number of traps 
available for detecting particular species. There is a potential disadvantage of using 
lure blends in that it may reduce the number of insects caught of some species (Miller 
et al. 2017). However, for the purpose of detection, it is only necessary to trap at least 
one individual of a target species, so this disadvantage may be tolerable. 

19.3.5 Early Detection of Bark and Ambrosia Beetles 
in the US 

Bark and ambrosia beetles (Scolytinae) are some of the most important insects 
affecting forests in North America, and are the most commonly intercepted group of 
beetles at US ports of entry (Haack 2006). From 1984–2008, more than 8,000 inter-
ceptions of bark and ambrosia beetles, from 85 different countries, were reported at 
US ports (Haack and Rabaglia 2013). To increase the likelihood of early detection 
of such beetles, the USDA Forest Service began a pilot project in 2001 (Rabaglia 
et al. 2008) and then implemented in 2007 a national project for the early detection 
and rapid response (EDRR) of non-native bark and ambrosia beetles across the US 
(Rabaglia et al. 2019). The target species were selected based on their frequency 
of interception, the potential damage a species may cause in the US, and the avail-
ability of effective traps and lures for the species. The Scolytinae species selected 
were Hylurgops palliatus, Hylurgus ligniperda, Ips sexdentatus, Ips typographus, 
Orthotomicus erosus, Pityogenes chalcographus, Tomicus minor, Tomicus piniperda, 
Trypodendron domesticum, and Xyleborus species. 

Three Lindgren funnel traps were used at each survey location, and each trap was 
baited with one of the following three lures or lure combinations: (i) ultra-high release 
(UHR) ethanol lure only, a general attractant for woodboring insects in hardwood 
and some coniferous hosts, (ii) UHR alpha-pinene and UHR ethanol lures together, 
which are general attractants for woodboring insects in coniferous hosts (Miller 
and Rabaglia 2009), and (iii) a three-component exotic Ips lure of ipsdienol, cis-
verbenol and methyl-butenol, a specific combination for I. typographus and several 
other conifer-feeding exotic bark beetles (Bakke et al. 1977). Trapping began based 
on local phenology of bud break and knowledge of early emergence of bark and 
ambrosia beetles, from late February to early May, depending on the State, and 
lasted typically for 12 weeks. 

Since 2010, the project focused on five high- risk states (California, Florida, 
Georgia, New York, and Texas), based on interceptions at ports-of-entry, the number 
of established non-native species, the amount of forest land, and transportation corri-
dors. Other states were surveyed only every 3–7 years, depending on their risk and 
available funding. Within each state, trapping was carried out in wooded areas or
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parks near high-risk sites where potentially infested solid wood packing material 
(e.g. wooden crates and pallets) were imported, stored, or recycled. Taxonomists 
identified all of the bark and ambrosia beetles and the data were shared at www.bar 
kbeetles.info. 

More than 840,000 specimens of bark and ambrosia beetles had been collected 
and identified in forty-eight states (including Alaska and Hawaii), Puerto Rico, and 
Guam from 2007–2016 (Rabaglia et al. 2019). Within the continental U.S., the survey 
captured specimens of approximately 300 species out of the approximately 550 that 
occur in the U.S. Forty-three of the species collected were non-native species estab-
lished in the U.S. The three most common species in traps were Xyleborinus saxe-
senii, Xylosandrus crassiusculus, and Xylosandrus germanus, three well-established 
non-native species with strong responses to ethanol-baited traps. 

The primary goal of EDRR is the early detection of species new to North America. 
In the first few years of the pilot phase of EDRR, five species of scolytines new to 
North America were found in traps, and since 2007, three additional species new to 
North America were found: Xyleborinus octiesdentatus, Xylosandrus amputatus, and 
Xyleborinus artestriatus (Rabaglia et al. 2019). Assessments and follow up surveys 
to delimit the distribution of the new species were conducted soon after but these 
beetles were established over large areas and eradication was not feasible. Eradica-
tion of xyleborine ambrosia beetles, such as these three species, can be particularly 
challenging. Their cryptic nature, wide host range (these species breed in most hard-
wood trees), and their inbred, polygynous biology, allows them to go undetected and 
to quickly spread from just a few individuals. 

It is likely that some, if not most, of the species newly detected during the begin-
ning years of EDRR were present in the U.S. for decades. These legacy species were 
soon detected with the start of surveys such as EDRR. Since 2010, there have been 
no detections of species new to North America in EDRR traps. It is possible that all 
non-native species established in the states surveyed before 2010 have been detected 
and any new detections will be of recent introductions allowing for a more effective 
rapid response. It is also possible that the implementation of international protocols, 
such as ISPM 15, and awareness of the risk of moving wood products has reduced 
the number of wood boring insects introduced into the U.S. 

19.3.6 Development of Survey Tools for an Invasive 
Longhorn Beetle in Canada 

The brown spruce longhorn beetle (BSLB), Tetropium fuscum (Cerambycidae), 
native to Europe, was discovered in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada in 1999, infesting 
mature red spruce (Smith and Hurley 2000). About one third of trees displaying 
signs of resin flow on the trunk and spheroidal exit holes were dead but most were 
alive and appeared healthy, suggesting BSLB was successfully colonizing and killing 
trees (O’Leary et al. 2003). The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) declared

http://www.barkbeetles.info
http://www.barkbeetles.info
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BSLB a regulated quarantine pest in spring of 2000 and led a multiagency “BSLB 
task Force” in a survey and eradication program. The regulated area was delim-
ited using intensive ground surveys and the visual signs of infestation, examining > 
52,000 conifers on > 47,000 residential properties in greater Halifax in 2000. 

Lindgren funnel traps (Lindgren 1983) baited with the same three lure combina-
tions used by the EDRR program in the US (i.e. ethanol and alpha-pinene, ethanol 
alone, or a three-component exotic Ips lure) had been deployed in Halifax by CFIA 
since 1995 for exotic woodborer surveillance, but had failed to detect BSLB. Thus, 
members of the Task Force collaborated to develop survey tools to detect spread of 
BSLB and monitor the progress of the eradication program. Decks of freshly cut 
spruce logs (Post and Werner 1988) were deployed along major highways from 
Halifax in 2000–2002. Log decks detected BSLB in two new locations outside 
of the regulated area but were labor-intensive and slow. In 2003, log decks were 
replaced by intercept panel traps (Czokajlo et al. 2001; de Groot and Nott 2001) 
baited with a synthetic “spruce blend” lure, consisting of five major monoterpenes 
emitted from infested spruce (Sweeney et al. 2004). Adding an ethanol lure increased 
detection rates (Sweeney et al. 2004, 2006) and from 2004–2006, these baited traps 
detected BSLB in 25 sites outside of the regulated area, prompting CFIA to expand 
the regulated area in spring of 2007. 

In 2006, Silk et al. (2007) identified a male-produced sex-aggregation pheromone, 
(E)-6,10-dimethyl-5,9,-undecadien-2-ol (“fuscumol”), that synergized attraction of 
both sexes of BSLB when combined with spruce blend and ethanol. In 2007, oper-
ational surveys with the more sensitive pheromone-baited traps detected BSLB in 
16 sites outside of the newly expanded regulated area, and CFIA switched the goal 
from eradication to slowing the spread (CFIA 2017). By spring of 2015, BSLB had 
been detected in more than 100 sites outside of the 2007 regulated area and CFIA 
declared the entire province of Nova Scotia infested (CFIA 2017). 

This case study highlights the importance of inter-agency collaboration and rapid 
technology transfer in the development of operational survey tools. It also highlights 
the critical need for effective survey tools for early detection when containment or 
eradication of an invasive species is still feasible (Brockerhoff et al. 2010; Tobin 
et al. 2014; Liebhold and Keen 2018). 

19.4 Making Sense of Trap Catch Data, and Statistical 
Considerations 

19.4.1 Relationships Between Trap Catch and Local 
Population Size 

The relationship between trap catch and local population density of forest insects, tree 
damage or tree mortality is not always strong. For example, while pheromone-baited 
traps can be useful for determining whether I. typographus populations are growing
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or declining (Faccoli and Stergulc 2006), and low catches were indicative of low 
levels of damage occurring, high catches were not well correlated with infestation 
levels near traps (Lindelöw and Schroeder 2001). In another study, no relationship at 
all was found between trap catch of I. typographus and attacks of trees nearby (Wich-
mann and Ravn 2001). Likewise, in North America, a study of western pine beetle 
(Dendroctonus brevicomis) suggested that pheromone-baited funnel traps were not 
useful for predicting mortality of pines nearby (Hayes et al. 2009). Conversely, 
pheromone trap catch of spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) provided reliable 
estimates of Engelmann spruce mortality around the trap, albeit with large variance 
(Hansen et al. 2006; Negrón and Popp 2018). 

Relationships between pheromone trap catch and indicators of population size 
were found to be more reliable for several Lepidoptera species. For example, catches 
of eastern spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana, Tortricidae) by traps baited 
with sex pheromone showed a strong relationship with densities of spruce budworm 
larvae in the following year, which allowed prediction of outbreaks in eastern Canada 
up to six years in advance (Sanders 1988). However, at high population densities, 
trap catch was less indicative of population trends. Nevertheless, pheromone traps 
have been used for decades to monitor spruce budworm populations. Pheromone trap 
catch of the Nantucket pine tip moth (Rhyacionia frustrana, Tortricidae) in Georgia 
was moderately to highly correlated with population density and damage for the 
first adult generation but less so for subsequent generations within a year (Asaro 
and Berisford 2001). In France, pheromone trapping of the pine processionary moth 
was developed for population monitoring (Jactel et al. 2006) and tested from 2010 
to 2016 across 50 pine plantations. This showed that trap catch is highly correlated 
with the annual number of attacked trees and can be used to predict infestations in the 
following year. Pheromone trap catch of a close relative, the oak processionary moth 
(Thaumetopoea processionea, Thaumetopoeidae), was less well correlated with local 
population densities in the U.K. (Straw et al. 2019). Nevertheless, the presence of 
nests within 250 m from a trap was successfully determined in 91% of cases. 

Several important points need to be taken into consideration when evaluating rela-
tionships between trap catch and other indicators of insect presence, abundance, and 
damage: (i) traps can capture insects that have flown tens or hundreds of meters from 
where they had been feeding on a tree so that trap catch is not necessarily related 
to populations in the immediate neighborhood of a trap; (ii) insect populations can 
be highly patchy in space (Safranyik et al. 2004) and small numbers of traps may 
not provide an accurate indication of larger-scale abundance or damage, but a larger 
number of traps deployed at a site may do so (Schroeder 2013); (iii) when local 
populations are large, pheromone traps “compete” with many natural pheromone 
sources, and the same applies to traps baited with host plant volatiles when these 
are located in areas with an abundance of naturally occurring host plant volatiles 
(Wermelinger 2004; Schroeder 2013); (iv) the relationship between trap catch and 
population size may or may not be relevant depending on whether the purpose of 
trapping is for prediction of damage or just for detection of the presence of a species 
(as in pest detection and delimitation surveys) (Brockerhoff et al. 2013). Conse-
quently, the choice of trapping or an alternative method depends on the purpose of
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the activity. If prediction of population size is important, then a larger number of traps 
across a forest may be needed to obtain a better estimate and other factors such as 
the amount of host trees and the condition of sites need to be considered (Schroeder 
2013). Furthermore, conclusions or inferences from trap catch data strongly depend 
on context such as catches of the same insect species in previous years or in traps at 
other locations in the same year. 

19.4.2 Pheromone Trap Attraction Range 

Beyond the intrinsic capture efficiency of an attractant-baited trap, it is important to 
know its attraction range, the area around a trap over which the target species is drawn 
towards the trap. The attraction range is relevant for validating correlations between 
trap catch and local population level at the same spatial scale. It is important for 
making inferences about the effective sampling area, i.e. the portion of the landscape 
where the target species can be detected, especially for surveillance of alien invasive 
pests (Kriticos et al. 2007). Additionally, knowledge of when the interception zones 
of adjacent traps overlap assists with designing pheromone trap networks (Manoukis 
et al. 2014) to optimize trap density, save time and reduce costs of trapping programs. 

A common and convenient method of estimating the attraction range is based 
on analyzing interference between adjacent attractant-baited traps, considering that 
competition for insect capture would occur if two neighboring traps are sufficiently 
close to have overlapping attraction ranges (i.e. are at a distance shorter than twice 
their attraction range) (Schlyter 1992). To evaluate the distance between adjacent 
pheromone traps that would minimize competition and thus approximate the attrac-
tion range (or radius), a number of studies have been conducted with more or less 
complex grids, circles or groups of traps (Wall and Perry 1987; Schlyter et al. 1987; 
Elkinton and Cardé 1988; Oehlschlager et al. 2003; Jactel et al. 2019). Although the 
attraction range of pheromone traps for forest insects can vary greatly depending on 
trap design and the rate of release of pheromone lures, it is typically in the order of 
a few tens to hundreds of meters. 

19.5 Other Detection Techniques Including Detector Dogs, 
E-Noses, Acoustic Detection and Molecular 
Techniques 

19.5.1 Detection of Volatiles Emitted by Target Species 

Most insects have a particular smell that may be related to pheromone production, 
some other biochemical process or other organisms associated with them. This can be 
exploited for surveillance purposes either by using chemical detection devices or with
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trained dogs. In several countries, trained detector dogs (or ‘sniffer dogs’) are used 
at airports to detect imports infested with insects or to find smuggled or prohibited 
goods (USDA 2012). However, detector dogs can also be used in urban areas and in 
plant nurseries to detect trees or plants for planting that are infested by an unwanted 
insect. In Austria and other countries in Europe, dogs have been trained to detect 
Anoplophora beetles in wood packaging material, live plant imports, and in urban or 
rural areas (Hoyer-Tomiczek and Sauseng 2013). Such dogs can be very effective; 
for example, 15,000 plants imported from Asia were screened over a period of three 
days, and the dogs detected five plants that were infested by citrus longhorned beetle 
(Anoplophora chinensis, Cerambycidae) (Hoyer-Tomiczek and Sauseng 2013). In 
the US, an Anoplophora dog detection program was found to be 80–90% successful 
in detecting infested trees (Errico 2013). However, detector dogs are mainly suitable 
for particular target species; their use for generic detection of insects and fungi is 
limited due to the ubiquitous presence of these organisms. 

Conventional analytical identification of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can 
also be used for surveillance purposes. Typically, this involves headspace analysis 
by gas chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry to characterize the volatiles 
associated with a target species. Once identified, the environment can be screened 
for these volatiles using a similar procedure. For example, volatiles emitted by the 
brown marmorated stinkbug (Halyomorpha halys, Pentatomidae) in a confined space 
were identified in this way, and it was then tested whether detectable concentrations 
of these volatiles could be isolated in a larger environment (Nixon et al. 2018). 
However, the highly diluted volatiles proved difficult to detect, and the sensitivity of 
this technique may rarely be sufficient for practical application in the field. 

Another potentially suitable approach for detecting volatiles of target species is 
the use of electronic noses (e-noses). Proof-of concept studies have demonstrated 
the potential suitability of bio-electronic noses for detection purposes, but no such 
devices are ready for application on an operational basis, although considerable 
progress has been achieved (e.g. Oh et al. 2011; Du et al.  2013). It is expected that 
such devices will be available for practical use sometime in the 2020s (Glatz and 
Bailey-Hill 2011). 

19.5.2 Acoustic Detection 

Many insects produce sounds or vibrations for communication or in conjunction 
with movement or feeding (e.g. Hill 2008; Mankin et al. 2011). These acoustic and 
vibrational signals can be detected with a variety of sensors and devices, most of 
which are portable (Mankin et al. 2011). A key advantage of this technique is that 
it allows the detection of species that are hidden from sight such as wood borers 
and bark beetles inside wood, and it is non-destructive. As many species produce 
characteristic sounds, it may be possible to identify the type of organism or even the 
species by acoustic analysis (Bedoya et al. 2021). This technique has its limitations, 
though, as these signals are often very quiet and sensors need to be very close to the
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source, and background noise can be a problem (Mankin et al. 2011). For example, the 
detection of bark beetle chirps under the bark of trees or logs is only possible within 
a distance of less than one meter and preferably much closer (Bedoya et al. 2022). 
Although operational application has been limited so far, acoustic detection of the red 
palm weevil (Rhynchophorus ferrugineus, Curculionidae), an invasive pest of palms 
that feeds inside palm trees is possible with a mobile acoustic detection system with > 
80% accuracy (Herrick and Mankin 2012). Acoustic and low-frequency vibrational 
signals can also be detected with laser vibrometers. A portable laser vibrometer can 
be used to detect Asian longhorned beetles infesting trees or logs (Zorović and Čokl 
2015). 

19.5.3 Molecular Techniques and eDNA 

Molecular techniques are increasingly used in a monitoring and surveillance context 
to identify insects. Eggs, larvae and pupae, which are difficult to identify using 
morphological characters, can often be identified with DNA barcoding using the 
mitochondrial COI gene (Frewin et al. 2013; Madden et al. 2019). There are also 
a wide range of molecular tools that are suitable for the detection and diagnosis of 
potentially invasive organisms on infested imports. These commonly use polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) amplification in the laboratory but mobile PCR-based or loop-
mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) devices that can be used in the field are 
now available (Arif et al. 2013; Baldi and La Porta 2020), although these are used 
much more for pathogens than for insects. However, the use of environmental DNA 
(eDNA) has been shown to be effective in revealing the presence of small populations 
of invasive insects that may be difficult to detect with other methods (Valentin et al. 
2018). Analysis by eDNA techniques of samples of plant material or rain water run-
off on tree trunks could be a useful approach for surveillance and early detection of 
known target species. 

19.6 Aerial Surveys and Remote Sensing 

19.6.1 Aerial Surveys 

When surveys are required for very large areas and ground-based surveillance and 
trapping programs are not practical, aerial surveys are often used. In North America, 
for example, aerial overview surveys of forest lands have been one of the foun-
dations of forest pest management for decades (Hall et al. 2016). Aerial surveys 
are critical for assessing pest impacts in remote areas as well as for insects that 
impact forests at the landscape level. Yearly identification and mapping of numerous 
forest insect pests such as eastern spruce budworm, southern pine beetle, Douglas-fir
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tussock moth (Orgyia pseudotsugata, Erebidae) and mountain pine beetle (Dendroc-
tonus ponderosae, Scolytinae), provide assessments of infestations on forest lands 
(Aukema et al. 2006; Bouchard et al. 2006; Taylor and MacLean 2008; Hall et al.  
2016). Aerial surveys can be affected by weather conditions and navigation but they 
are relatively accurate. For example, a comparison of aerial sketch mapping of annual 
defoliation by eastern spruce budworm and defoliation assessments on the ground 
showed that 85% of aerial mapping correctly classified defoliation as either nil to 
light (0–30%) or moderate to severe (31–100%) (Taylor and MacLean 2008). Apart 
from assessing current impacts, these data can be analyzed together with data on 
historical outbreak patterns to predict spatiotemporal patterns of future epidemics 
(see Aukema et al. 2006 for an example on mountain pine beetle). 

Considerable effort goes into aerial forest health surveys. For example, in British 
Columbia, aerial overview surveys in 2019 were conducted for 80% of the province 
with 658 flight hours logged over 129 flight days (Westfall et al. 2019a). These 
revealed that a total of 5.9 million ha of forested lands were damaged by ≥ 46 agents 
(biotic and abiotic). Combined with directed ground inspections, these identified 
major infestations of 15 insect species and 10 diseases in coniferous forests while 
deciduous forests recorded impacts from 6 insect species and 2 diseases. Areas 
damaged by insects were greatest for the western balsam bark beetle in coniferous 
stands (3.2 million ha) and the aspen leaf miner in hardwood stands (1.3 million 
ha). Linking the incidences and expansions of tree mortality and defoliation with 
inventory databases permits accurate determinations of tree mortality and potential 
losses from such infestations, thereby broadly guiding management efforts such as 
stand thinning, sanitation and salvage logging, and insecticide applications. 

Typically, aerial surveys are conducted by trained professionals per specific guide-
lines (see Westfall et al. 2019b, for example, for British Columbia). Surveyors identify 
tree species and damage agents from small planes or helicopters, sketch mapping 
types of damage and boundaries of disturbances directly on forest cover maps. The 
use of GIS and GPS has greatly improved the accuracy of aerial surveys. The use of 
aerial photography and remote sensing (see below) adds additional overlays to maps. 
Ground truthing of infestations is an important step to verify the accuracy of aerial 
surveys. In addition to species identification of causal agents, ground truthing can 
provide important information on the stage of infestations. In pine stands attacked 
by the mountain pine beetle, forest health professionals can assess attack densities 
on trees and the ratio of trees currently under attack to those that were attacked the 
previous year, providing a measure of risk for further attacks the following year. 
Integrating such data with inventory data on susceptible volumes of trees in the area 
helps determine the likelihood of further expansion of infestations. 

Ground truthing can also help prevent over-reactions to apparent insect damage by 
forest managers. For example, sawflies can cause extensive defoliation on hemlocks 
in coastal forests of British Columbia (Nealis and Turnquist 2010). The visibility 
of red foliage over thousands of hectares can cause concern with forest managers 
resulting in initial impulses to log the area before timber is degraded by disease or 
checking. Ground truthing provides the opportunity to document that damage occurs 
on old foliage while new, current year foliage is untouched by sawflies. Moreover,
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sawfly infestations are generally short-lived due to the effects of natural enemies. 
Examinations of branches in the field can readily verify high rates of parasitism of 
sawfly pupae. The use of drones or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) with cameras 
can add significant benefits to ground truthing efforts, enabling surveyors the chance 
to examine crowns of tall trees and survey expansive regeneration stands that are 
difficult to traverse in person. Potential UAV applications are covered in the following 
section. 

19.6.2 Remote Sensing of Forest Insect Damage 

The use of remote sensing for forest health monitoring has increased substantially 
in recent years as research progress has made this an increasingly accessible and 
potentially powerful tool. Remote sensing involves high-resolution multi-spectral 
imagery acquired by satellites, aircraft or UAVs, which is processed (e.g. corrected 
for topography and atmospheric conditions) and analyzed (Hall et al. 2016; Stone 
and Mohammed 2017; Torresan et al.  2017). Satellite imagery can be of sufficient 
spatial resolution to enable identification of individual tree crowns or even individual 
branches, although there is a trade-off between resolution and the area displayed (i.e. 
the high-resolution 1.2-m pixel size of the Worldview-3 satellite sensor has an image 
width of only 13 km whereas the Landsat-8 satellite sensor has an image width of 
185 km but a pixel size of 30 m, too coarse to display individual tree crowns) (Hall 
et al. 2016). Optical remote sensing captures the reflection of sunlight from trees 
and other structures, and the more separate spectral bands are recorded by a sensor, 
the better the spectral resolution and visualization of symptoms. The detection of 
insect damage is typically done by identifying damage-specific changes in spectral 
reflectance between images recorded from the same location in successive years, 
although a single image may sometimes suffice. The detection of change can be 
automated and there are many different approaches for doing this (Hall et al. 2016). 

A review of uses of satellite imagery for detection of forest insect damage in 
North America has been compiled by Hall et al. (2016), including some 50 examples 
for mountain pine beetle, spruce beetle, eastern spruce budworm, western spruce 
budworm (Choristoneura occidentalis, Tortricidae), jack pine budworm (Choris-
toneura pinus, Tortricidae), spongy moth, and others. However, the uptake for oper-
ational use of satellite-based remote sensing data for forest health surveys has been 
limited so far. This has been attributed to several complicating factors including the 
requirement for species-specific spectral identification of insect damage, the limited 
time window when damage can be detected and atmospheric conditions/cloud cover 
need to be suitable, and difficulty with damage classification which typically occurs 
on a continuum rather than in specific classes (such as light, moderate, and severe) 
(Hall et al. 2016). 

Despite some challenges, there is rapid progress with image resolution and anal-
ysis, and it can be expected that this technology will be adopted increasingly for 
operational use. When insect damage is sufficiently severe and detectable in satellite
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images, then this methodology is already relatively powerful. For example, a study 
in Sweden investigated the onset of infestations of Norway spruce by the invading 
Hungarian spruce scale insect (Physokermes inopinatus, Coccidae) which causes 
characteristic black ‘sooty mold’ on the foliage (Olsson et al. 2012). Using SPOT 
satellite data, 78% of damage was detected successfully, and retrospective data anal-
ysis was able to identify the year when this characteristic damage first occurred 
(Olsson et al. 2012). One way in which damage symptoms can be identified with 
greater reliability is by combining data from passive light sensors with data from 
active systems like LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) and Radar sensors (Stone 
and Mohammed 2017). 

Multispectral analysis of aerial imagery taken by aircraft uses the same principles 
as that of satellite imagery but it has the advantage of user-controlled timing of 
image acquisition when symptoms and atmospheric conditions are ideal. However, 
taking images by manned aircraft can become expensive when larger areas need to be 
surveyed. Using UAVs for this purpose is increasingly feasible and may be more cost-
effective than using larger manned aircraft, especially when surveys involve smaller 
areas. Torresan et al. (2017) reviewed several studies that tested UAVs equipped with 
visible and near-infrared or hyperspectral cameras to detect and classify forest insect 
damage. The use of UAVs for this purpose was promising with a detection reliability 
of ca. 75–90%. A UAV remote sensing application for detecting bark beetle damage 
on individual urban trees was developed by Näsi et al. (2018) with similar levels of 
accuracy of identification of healthy, infested, and dead trees. 

19.7 Outlook 

The need for monitoring and surveillance of forest insects is likely to grow in impor-
tance. Insect outbreaks appear to become more frequent and more severe as multiple 
disturbance factors including climate change and other anthropogenic impacts disturb 
forest ecosystems. Likewise, international trade is expected to increase and involve 
ever more trading partners around the world, which will facilitate more arrivals and 
establishments of non-native species, despite our efforts to curb these. To keep up with 
these trends, early detection of both incursions of non-native species and outbreaks 
of native species will be critical to enable effective responses. 

There is a large pool of methods for monitoring and surveillance and more are 
becoming available with the rapid progress of science and technology. Conventional 
methods such as surveillance of forests and high-risk sites by trained experts as well 
as trapping using targeted and broad-spectrum attractants will remain important. 
Trapping programs are likely to become more effective for a wider range of species 
as new attractants are being developed. Nevertheless, many species will remain for 
which trapping is not an option. A disadvantage of these conventional methods is 
their limited spatial coverage. 

Several new technologies are being developed or refined that enable monitoring 
and surveillance over larger areas including enhanced aerial surveillance and remote
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sensing using a variety of platforms. Progress with big data analysis and modelling 
also plays a role here. New developments in acoustic, chemical, and molecular detec-
tion methods and tools are also playing an increasingly important role. For example, 
the use of eDNA is promising for a range of surveillance applications. However, 
many of these methods are costly, and large-scale implementation would require 
large budgets. Conversely, better education and raised awareness among the wider 
public would be valuable without necessarily being costly. Citizen science projects 
are emerging in many countries and this is a promising development. 
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Chapter 20 
Silviculture 

Kristen M. Waring and Ethan Bucholz 

20.1 Introduction 

Silviculture is the art and science of managing forest stands to meet landowner goals 
and objectives (see Box 20.1); traditional examples of goals and objectives include 
managing for timber production, improved wildlife habitat, fuels reduction, and 
maintenance or improvement of forest health. Within forest health, objectives often 
involve mitigating negative impacts of forest insects while recognizing the beneficial 
role of insects in provision of ecosystem services. Goals tend to be broad, encom-
passing perspective on desired conditions at large scales, such as the forest or land-
scape. Objectives are more specific, and often target specific outcomes (e.g. reduced 
levels of insect-caused mortality following treatment) and are typically focused at 
the stand-scale. In this chapter, we have focused on the stand-scale unless explicitly 
noted otherwise. Silviculture, through prescriptions and treatment implementation 
(see Box 20.1 for definitions) can be used to manipulate the species composition, 
vertical and horizontal structure of the stand, individual and stand-level tree vigor, and 
numerous other stand characteristics that might influence susceptibility to insects. 
Numerous silvicultural treatments exist (e.g. prescribed fire); however, mechanical 
removal of trees is perhaps the most common association people make with silvicul-
tural treatments to meet management objectives. The outcomes targeted by silvicul-
tural prescriptions will depend upon the site, existing stand characteristics, specific 
insect(s) of concern, and any other management objectives.
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Box 20.1: Silviculture definitions used in this chapter. From The Dictionary 
of Forestry (Helms 1998) unless otherwise indicated 

Term Definition 

Silviculture The art and science of controlling the establishment, growth, 
composition, health, and quality of forests and woodlands to 
meet the diverse needs and values of landowners and society on 
a sustainable basis 

Silviculture Prescription A planned series of treatments designed to change current stand 
structure to one that meets management goals 

Silvicultural Treatment A management intervention conducted to achieve desired goals 
(definition by authors) 

Stand A contiguous group of trees sufficiently uniform in age-class 
distribution, composition and structure and growing on a site of 
sufficiently uniform quality to be a distinguishable unit 

Even-aged stand A stand of trees composed of a single age class 

Uneven-aged stand A stand of trees of three or more distinct age classes, either 
intimately mixed or in small groupings 

Multi-aged stand A stand of trees with two or more distinct age classes 

Regeneration Seedlings or saplings existing in a stand 

Residual tree(s) A tree or snag remaining after an intermediate or partial cutting 
of a stand 

Stand density A quantitative measure of stocking expressed either absolutely 
in terms of number of trees, basal area, or volume per unit area 
or relative to some standard condition 

Stand development Changes in forest stand structure over time 

Stand structure The horizontal and vertical distribution of components of a 
forest stand including the height, diameter, crown layers, and 
stems of trees, shrubs, herbaceous understory, snags, and down 
woody debris 

Intermediate treatment Any treatment or tending designed to enhance growth, quality, 
vigor and composition of the stand after establishment or 
regeneration and prior to final harvest

(continued)
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(continued)

Term Definition

Thinning An intermediate treatment made to reduce stand density of trees 
primarily to improve growth, enhance forest health, or recover 
potential mortality. Variations on the most common types of 
thinning (defined below) are common 
• Low thinning: removal of trees in the suppressed/overtopped 
crown class in order to favor those in the upper crown classes. 
Syn thin from below 

• Mechanical thinning: thinning of trees involving removal of 
trees in rows, strips or by using fixed spacing intervals. Syn 
geometric thinning 

• Crown thinning: removal of trees from the dominant or 
co-dominant crown classes in order to favor the best trees of 
those same crown classes 

• Dominant thinning: removal of trees in the dominant crown 
class in order to favor the lower crown classes. Syn selection 
thinning; thin from above 

Sanitation cutting The removal of trees to improve stand health by stopping or 
reducing the actual or anticipated spread of insects and disease 

Salvage cutting The removal of dead trees or trees damaged or dying because of 
injurious agents other than competition, to recover economic 
value that would otherwise be lost 

Regeneration method A cutting procedure by which a new age class is created. 
Traditional methods are: 
• Clearcut: the cutting of essentially all trees, producing a fully 
exposed microclimate for the development of a new age class 

• Coppice: All trees from the previous stand are cut and the 
majority of regeneration is from sprouts or root suckers. Syn. 
clearfell 

• Seed tree: the cutting of all trees except for a small number of 
widely dispersed trees retained for seed production and to 
produce a new age class in fully exposed microenvironments 

• Shelterwood: the cutting of most trees, leaving those needed 
to produce sufficient shade to produce a new age class in a 
moderated environment. Modifications are numerous, and 
include group shelterwood with non-uniform spacing of 
residual trees post-harvest and shelterwoods with reserves, in 
which the residual trees are not removed, creating a two-aged 
stand 

• Group Selection: trees are removed and new age classes are 
established in small groups 

• Single tree selection: individual trees of all size classes are 
removed more or less uniformly throughout the stand, to 
promote growth of remaining trees and to provide space for 
regeneration
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The goals of this chapter are: 

1. To identify broad approaches and specific silvicultural strategies and tools 
managers can use to alleviate or prevent forest insect problems such as mortality 
or reduced growth and vigor; and 

2. To discuss the impact of silvicultural strategies and tools on forest structure, 
stand development, and other biotic and abiotic factors as well as forest insect 
population dynamics. 

20.2 Silvicultural Strategies for Management of Forest 
Insects 

From a silvicultural perspective, managing forest insects can be considered in two 
broad approaches: (1) those that increase resistance, and/or (2) those that increase 
resilience (DeRose and Long 2014; Table 20.1). Resistance is the ability of a system to 
withstand change; that is, a resistant forest stand will have the same condition, struc-
ture, and species composition before and after a disturbance (Walker et al. 2004). 
Resilience is the ability of a system to change but maintain its basic attributes; a 
resilient forest stand subjected to disturbance will return to conditions similar to 
those present prior to the disturbance but may have changes in structure (Walker 
et al. 2004). A more entomological perspective would place silvicultural strategies 
into the categories of reducing susceptibility or vulnerability along with increasing 
regeneration potential (Muzika and Liebhold 2000). This chapter takes the silvicul-
tural perspective in terminology, but the underlying theoretical basis for treatments 
between the two perspectives is highly compatible.

Strategies designed to increase stand resistance focus on the influence of struc-
ture and species composition on the potential severity of a given insect distur-
bance (DeRose and Long 2014). Severity is principally determined by how much 
mortality or die-back is associated with an insect outbreak. Strategies to increase 
stand resilience are longer-term and focus on how the disturbance influences stand 
structure and species composition (DeRose and Long 2014). Silviculture can be used 
in both approaches to mitigate anticipated negative impacts, with prescriptions based 
on characteristics of, and predictions for, individual stands. 

Resistance and resilience strategies can be applied separately or as complemen-
tary short- and long-term treatments to ensure that live trees remain in a stand over 
longer time horizons. For example, the spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) in  
the western United States tends to target mature overstory spruce (Picea spp.) and 
may cause extensive mortality in stands dominated by large spruce (>90%) (DeRose 
and Long 2007, and references therein). In the short-term, reducing overstory density 
may increase resistance of existing trees to spruce beetle attack, thus maintaining 
similar stand conditions by preventing extensive overstory mortality. Over a longer 
time period, resilience is necessary to maintain healthy stand conditions. Windmuller-
Campione and Long (2015) defined resilience of spruce-fir stands to spruce beetle
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outbreaks as adequate stocking of Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii) regener-
ation following an outbreak. Resilience is provided through the use of young spruce 
to replace overstory spruce trees lost during the outbreak, providing for live trees 
in the stand over a long time period. Silviculture can be used proactively (prior to 
an outbreak) to create conditions conducive to Engelmann spruce regeneration, thus 
increasing long-term resilience. 

Silvicultural treatments are also commonly categorized according to whether they 
target direct or indirect control of forest insects, primarily in bark beetle manage-
ment (Fettig et al. 2014). Direct control strategies are meant to immediately reduce 
current insect populations. Indirect strategies focus on proactive management meant 
to reduce the potential for future tree damage. Most silvicultural strategies are indi-
rect and consequently the primary focus of this chapter. However, a few common 
direct control tools are identified where appropriate. 

20.2.1 Structural Strategies 

Silvicultural strategies that adjust the vertical or horizontal stand structure can target 
both increased resistance or resilience at the stand-scale. Such strategies attempt to 
reduce the potential for large-scale insect infestations and can include a number of 
silvicultural treatments that result in a wide range of vertical and horizontal stand 
structures. Adjustments to vertical and horizontal stand structure can be effective 
because some stand structures are more susceptible to damage from forest insect 
pests. Silviculture can be used to shift stand structures from more susceptible to 
less susceptible states. Susceptible stand structures vary depending upon the insect 
pest species, corresponding tree host species characteristics and underlying site 
conditions. 

Two common guilds of forest insect pests are bark beetles (see Chapter 10, Bark  
Beetles) and foliage feeders (defoliators; see Chapter 9, Foliage Feeders). Suscep-
tible forest structures associated with damage by some of the most damaging agents 
within these guilds can be quite different, leading to trade-offs between structures: 
a structure that creates resistance or resilience to a bark beetle may lessen these 
attributes when considering a defoliator, for example. It is important to understand 
the mechanisms driving these relationships and why shifting structures can be an 
effective management strategy. 

Bark beetles need to successfully find host trees and overcome tree defenses; 
they also require bark with thick enough phloem to complete their development 
and ensure reproductive success. Some bark beetle species require relatively large 
trees as hosts (e.g. mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae) in lodgepole 
pine (Pinus contorta)) while other bark beetle species need smaller diameters to 
successfully complete their life cycle (e.g. pine engraver (Ips pini) in ponderosa 
pine (Pinus ponderosa)). Defoliators need to find appropriate host trees, but some 
species are limited to relatively short distance dispersal, often by wind and gravity 
from upper to lower crowns or trees, or by crawling between individual trees. Hence,
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complex, multilayered vertical structures are more conducive to defoliator success 
than simple, single canopy layers. Conversely, bark beetle populations are favored 
by simple structures of even-sized trees. 

Silvicultural treatments that remove trees alter stand structure immediately, and 
the indirect control of insect damage is based on changes to the microclimate within 
the stand and the ability for insects to find appropriate host trees. Microclimatic 
changes include disruption of the chemical signals used by insects to find host trees 
and mates (Progar et al. 2014) and changing individual tree microclimates enough 
to reduce the suitability of host trees (e.g. by creating warmer conditions along the 
tree bole). Microclimates within the stand may also be altered enough to affect insect 
success. For example, increased temperatures or insolation may result in increased 
mortality during the dispersal phase and/or the early larval stage. In order to reduce 
the ability of insects to find appropriate host trees, managers can reduce the number of 
host trees available, change the average tree size, and/or create a vertical or horizontal 
structure not conducive to successful host location by the insect (Fettig et al. 2014). 

Tree vigor in general refers to the overall health of trees, and can be assessed qual-
itatively, by visually rating tree crowns (Miller and Keen 1960) or quantitatively, by 
comparing growth rates of trees to each other and their potential to succumb to insect 
attack. Quantitative assessments of tree vigor require additional field measurements, 
and may be assessed along with qualitative crown ratings, typically through the 
use of tree cores to measure annual or periodic basal area growth, sapwood area 
(water conducting tissue) and density or size of defensive structures (resin ducts) 
(Kane and Kolb 2010). While early research often related sapwood area to leaf area 
(photosynthetic capacity of the tree) to define vigor (Waring and Pitman 1980), other 
researchers have found a simple measure of basal area increment adequately captures 
individual tree vigor (defined by increased resin flow) (McDowell et al. 2007). Trees 
that produce less sapwood per unit leaf area typically require fewer bark beetle 
attacks for successful colonization (Waring and Pittman 1980) and Mitchell et al. 
(1983) related this to stand density, finding that reducing tree density was an effec-
tive method for increasing relative resistance to bark beetle attack by increasing 
tree growth per unit of leaf area. Ultimately, silviculture can shift stand structure to 
increase resistance and/or resilience, with the underlying cause of the increase likely 
a combination of multiple factors working together (Fig. 20.1).

Silvicultural treatments to reduce structural complexity include thinning from 
below and traditional even-aged regeneration methods (Table 20.1). Silvicultural 
strategies to reduce defoliation and its impacts have not been researched as thor-
oughly as strategies for bark beetle management and damage mitigation. The lack of 
empirical studies documenting post-treatment reductions in defoliation and/or defo-
liation damage means treatment effects are largely hypothetical, based on expected 
stand responses (Muzika and Liebhold 2000). Additionally, increasing tree vigor 
through density reduction may not alleviate defoliation severity, but may enable 
trees to recover more quickly following defoliation (Fajvan and Gottschalk 2012). 
A wide variety of traditional and modified silvicultural treatments are used to alter 
vertical and horizontal stand structure, many of which are identified, along with the
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Fig. 20.1 Susceptibility to defoliation damage increases as structural complexity increases, from 
A through C. From Brookes et al. (1987)

anticipated impact of treatment on bark beetle and defoliator damage (Table 20.1). 
Additionally, each strategy is placed into either the resistance or resilience approach. 

Traditional thinning results in a regular spatial pattern, creating similar spacing 
between residual trees. This pattern may be more resilient to bark beetle outbreaks 
from a tree vigor perspective, than leaving trees irregularly spaced where inter-tree 
competition remains high within groups of trees. However, inter-tree distance can also 
influence microclimate and negatively affect dispersal, and mate- and host-finding 
ability; a factor to consider when designing thinning regimes and spatial patterns of 
residual (leave) trees. 

Much research has focused on the use of thinning to prevent bark beetle outbreaks 
in the United States, and the majority of research indicates that thinning can be 
effective at reducing tree mortality during outbreaks (i.e. thinned stands have less 
mortality than denser, unthinned stands) (Fettig et al. 2007). Dense, unthinned stands 
are generally considered to be at high hazard of bark beetle infestation and subsequent 
tree mortality, and hazard rating systems include metrics such as stand basal area or 
trees per unit area as an indicator variable. While thinning may reduce the probability 
of future mortality from bark beetles in most conifer species, some tree mortality 
should be expected when bark beetle populations rise to very high levels and pressure 
on the stand is high, except at low to moderate stand densities (15–20 m2 ha−1)
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(McGregor et al. 1987; Schmid and Mata 2005; Hansen et al. 2010). However, 
different bark beetle species, sites, and host species may have different thresholds. 
For example, stand susceptibility to southern pine beetle (Dendroctonus frontalis) 
decreases when stands are thinned to under 7.5 m2 ha−1 basal area (Nowak et al. 2008 
and references within, Nowak et al. 2015). Additionally, bark beetle mortality may 
create conditions more resilient to future outbreaks by increasing the proportion 
of unfavorable size classes or host species (Kashian et al. 2011). Ultimately, the 
reduction of stand density to a critical threshold that is site and species specific 
is more important than whether silviculture, bark beetles, or some other damaging 
agent causes the density reduction. In stands impacted by defoliators, thinning can 
improve the ability of defoliated trees to recover to previous rates of growth (Fajvan 
and Gottschalk 2012). 

Regeneration methods fall into both the resistance and resilience categories given 
their effects on the overstory and understory over both short- and long-term time 
frames (Table 20.1). Most even- and uneven-aged regeneration methods reduce over-
story density and stand susceptibility while providing for regeneration, which is not 
an objective of intermediate treatments, including thinning (see Box 20.1 for defini-
tions). The exceptions are clearcuts, which reduce density to zero, do not increase 
vigor because no overstory trees remain, alter the microclimate dramatically, and 
provide for regeneration when implemented correctly. Traditional seed tree and shel-
terwood regeneration methods result in the same stand structure as a clearcut, and 
all three eliminate the potential for bark beetle-caused mortality until the newly 
regenerated trees reach a susceptible size. 

Even-aged regeneration methods can be modified (e.g. group shelterwood or any 
even-aged system with reserves; Table 20.1) to provide additional structure by leaving 
residual overstory trees. These trees would have increased vigor and experience an 
altered microclimate, both factors which can influence bark beetle attacks. These 
methods result in two-aged or multi-aged stands (Table 20.1) and can also be resistant 
and resilient to bark beetle outbreaks. The large overstory trees will be at a low density 
and, depending on spatial pattern, spaced at a distance far enough from each other to 
reduce inter-tree competition and create conditions less conducive to successful insect 
mating, dispersal, and host-finding. Until the youngest age class reaches a susceptible 
size and density, extensive mortality from bark beetles is unlikely. Regeneration 
methods can also be used to enhance development of a new age class of trees, creating 
long-term resilience by providing for young trees if bark beetles kill the overstory 
(Windmuller-Campione and Long 2015). Group shelterwood methods may be useful 
in promoting such resilience in spruce stands dominated by large diameter, even-aged 
trees. These stands are highly susceptible to spruce beetle, which is a particularly 
aggressive bark beetle that may kill the entire overstory during an outbreak. Prior 
to an outbreak, implementing a group shelterwood to create conditions for a new 
spruce age class in the understory results in a stand that will have live trees, albeit 
young and small, following the outbreak (Windmuller-Campione and Long 2015). 

Other insects less common than bark beetles and defoliators can also cause stand-
scale damage. White pine weevils (Pissodes stobi) infest the leaders of seedlings,
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resulting in multiple forks and stem deformities. White pine weevils are most abun-
dant in open areas that promote higher temperatures in the understory and thicker 
leader diameters in seedlings (Ostry et al. 2010; Pitt et al. 2016). Group shelter-
wood or shelterwood with reserves methods (Table 20.1) that leave the residual 
trees intact can be used to successfully regenerate eastern white pine (Pinus strobus) 
while mitigating white pine weevil damage. The overstory cover provided through 
these systems (50–75% full sunlight or up to 26 m2 ha−1) provides enough cover to 
moderate the microclimate and reduce eastern white pine regeneration leader diam-
eters, thus reducing damage from the white pine weevil (Stiell and Berry 1985; Pitt 
et al. 2016). 

Multi-aged regeneration methods can result in structures that are both resistant 
and resilient to bark beetle outbreaks due to the vertical complexity that results 
(O’Hara 2014). However, resistance may vary across the stand, as a complex hori-
zontal structure can also result in dense groups of trees that are competing heavily 
under a similar microclimate as pre-treatment. Such pockets of trees may remain 
susceptible to bark beetle attack. However, Kollenberg and O’Hara (1999) found 
multiaged stands tended to have higher leaf area indices and basal area increment 
compared to even-aged stands. 

The benefits of structural complexity and the overall increased resistance and 
resilience are likely to outweigh the consequences of small-scale pockets of lower 
vigor trees. In uneven-aged, single-species stands, treatments that reduce density 
only marginally are not likely to alter the microclimate or tree vigor enough to reduce 
bark beetle hazard and may have the opposite effect. For example, a low thinning that 
removes only suppressed/overtopped trees increases average tree size—a factor that 
could increase bark beetle hazard. However, if the stand is being converted from a 
simple structure to a more complex structure, resistance and resilience will increase 
to bark beetles while decreasing to defoliators following harvest. The opposite would 
be expected if a stand is shifted from a more complex structure to a simplified vertical 
and / or horizontal structure. It therefore requires a careful balancing of objectives 
to arrive at a vertical and horizontal structure that is both resistant and resilient 
to bark beetles and defoliators while also meeting other objectives, such as timber 
production or fire hazard reduction. In the western United States, timber production 
is becoming less of a societal value and healthy forested landscapes resilient to 
large-scale mortality events that provide biodiversity and wildlife habitat are taking 
precedence. In these forests, reducing overall stand density to a low basal area (~35% 
of carrying capacity) has the potential to meet these new objectives without creating 
increased insect susceptibility or wildfire hazard. 

Sanitation is an intermediate treatment and direct control approach used to reduce 
insect population levels in a stand (Box 20.1). The objective of sanitation treat-
ment is to improve stand health by removing trees infested or likely to be infested 
by insects. Controlling a bark beetle population using sanitation is not considered 
a viable option, with the exception of the southern pine beetle. Spot infestations 
(Fig. 20.2) of southern pine beetle can be controlled, thus avoiding a landscape-
scale outbreak, using either cut-and-remove or cut-and-leave strategies. If trees can
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be removed and handled appropriately following removal from the site, cut-and-
remove strategies are preferred (Fig. 20.3; Fettig et al. 2007). However, cut-and-leave 
strategies, in which cut trees are left onsite, can also be effective and do not appear 
to increase the hazard of attacks in nearby trees (Fettig et al. 2007 and references 
therein). 

Southern pine beetle outbreaks have decreased in frequency since the 1950’s 
despite a concomitant increase in the acreage of pine plantations. One hypothesis 
related to the decline in outbreaks is that intensive silviculture practices have resulted 
in less susceptible stands (lower density, higher average tree vigor) than were present 
in earlier decades (Asaro et al. 2017). Widespread use of sanitation strategies may also

Fig. 20.2 Spot infestation of southern pine beetle, from above (left) and below (right). Modified 
from Asaro et al. (2017) 

Fig. 20.3 Illustration of an expanding spot infestation (A) and the cut-and-leave sanitation 
treatment implemented to control southern pine beetle (B). From Fettig et al. (2007) 
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have a role in outbreak frequency reduction, as cut-and-remove and cut-and-leave 
strategies are implemented quickly in new spot infestations (Asaro et al. 2017). 

Coniferous forests composed of a single species, size and age class will be highly 
susceptible to bark beetle outbreaks when these factors align with insect pest host 
preferences. When bark beetle populations are high, even trees in lower density stands 
may be attacked and overcome by beetles. In these situations, sanitation may be the 
best option if attacked and dead trees need to be removed. For example, dead trees 
in recreation areas are hazard trees and pose a safety threat to visitors and should be 
removed using a sanitation treatment. Numerous dead trees in more remote locations 
may not warrant removal if they do not pose a safety issue and recovering economic 
value from these trees is not an objective. 

20.2.2 Strategies to Adjust Species Composition 

Many forest insect pests are considered specialists, preferring specific tree host 
species over others. In some insects, this host preference is quite strong and attacks 
on non-preferred species are rare (e.g. spruce beetle). Other insects have a range 
of tree hosts, with one generally preferred over others but finding several species 
attacked in a stand would not be considered unusual. Bark beetles tend to have 
narrower host ranges than defoliators. Defoliators frequently infest a range of host 
species, with an order of preference. For example, western spruce budworm (Choris-
toneura freemanii) is an unfortunately named species, as it preferentially attacks true 
fir (Abies spp.). Infestation of spruce (Picea spp.) occurs, but damage and mortality 
may be less severe or occur after the true fir have been fully infested and are dead 
or declining from multiple, successive defoliation events (Polinko 2014; Vane et al. 
2017). Western spruce budworm inhabits a wide geographic range across western 
North America, and preferentially feeds on tree hosts in order of tree shade tolerance 
patterns (Brookes et al. 1978). Other defoliators vary more in their host preferences; 
Douglas-fir tussock moth (Orgyia pseudotsugata) primarily feeds on white fir (Abies 
concolor) in the southwestern US, switching to a preference for either grand fir (Abies 
grandis) or Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga mensiezii) in the northern Rocky Mountains, 
depending on site conditions, and even further north, in Canada’s Rocky Mountains, 
feeds primarily on Douglas-fir (Brookes et al. 1985). However, even with changing 
geographic host tree preference (i.e. when a species’ host tree preference differs 
throughout its range), preferred host tree species still exhibit higher shade tolerance 
than less preferred species in the same stand (e.g. pine species (Pinus spp.). Under 
certain circumstances, such as at high larval population levels or when non-preferred 
tree hosts are surrounded by more preferred tree hosts, feeding will occur on all tree 
species in the area. Defoliator damage to host trees ranges from short- and long-term 
growth reductions to widespread mortality following multiple, recurring defoliation 
events (Naidoo and Lechowicz 2001; Vane et al. 2017; Rapp 2017).
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Silvicultural strategies designed to adjust species composition are primarily used 
to mitigate defoliator damage and mortality but could also be used to prevent or miti-
gate other insect infestations, particularly if tree host preference is known. Defoliators 
disperse from upper to lower tree canopies; the most susceptible stands are dense 
with a species composition composed primarily of the most preferred host species 
in multiple vertical canopy layers. Abiotic site factors, including warmer, drier sites 
that are more prone to drought (e.g. upper ridges), can also play a pre-disposing role 
in defoliator hazard. If one or more, less preferred host tree species are present or 
planned for after treatment, silviculture can be an effective indirect control method 
of reducing the potential for future insect damage. Intermediate treatments or regen-
eration methods can be used (Box 20.1, Table 20.1); the prescription should remove 
dead and dying infested trees and live trees of the most preferred tree host species. 
Such a prescription should also adjust the vertical and horizontal stand structure in 
a complementary manner to increase both resistance and resilience. Additionally, 
other stand objectives are typically accounted for in the prescription, including fire 
hazard reduction, timber production, and wildlife habitat. 

Eastern spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana) prefers balsam fir (Abies 
balsmaea) over white spruce (Picea glauca) and black spruce (Picea mariana) in  
eastern Canada, and also tends to cause the highest levels of mortality in dense 
mature balsam fir stands. A silvicultural prescription that both reduces density and 
preferentially removes mature balsam fir will result in a stand with a lower probability 
of future damage (DeGroot et al. 2005). Similar strategies are being implemented to 
reduce western spruce budworm damage in the southwestern US; the prescription 
reduces density to increase overall tree vigor and shifts species composition towards 
less preferred host trees such as quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides) and ponderosa 
pine. White fir and defoliated Douglas-fir are preferentially removed (Fig. 20.4). 
When developing silvicultural prescriptions, it is important to understand differences 
in the ecology of insect species. For example, while eastern spruce budworm causes 
mortality in mature balsam fir first, western spruce budworm mortality tends to occur 
first in the smaller size classes (Brookes et al. 1978; DeGroot et al. 2005).

Another opportunity to shift species composition occurs during the regeneration 
phase. Silviculture can be used to encourage certain species to naturally regenerate 
over others or artificial regeneration can be used to select a specific species compo-
sition and density for the new age class. Ensuring adequate natural regeneration can 
be challenging following widespread overstory mortality if live trees are not avail-
able to provide a seed source. In the case of defoliators, heavily defoliated live trees 
will often have limited capacity for seed production following defoliation (Brookes 
et al. 1978). In these stands, natural regeneration of less preferred host tree species 
is more likely than regeneration of the most susceptible host species. A shift toward 
less preferred host tree species can be encouraged even more by removing preferred 
host trees from the overstory and leaving only less preferred host trees to regenerate 
the stand. Such a composition shift may or may not be desirable, depending upon 
the objectives of the silvicultural treatment. 

Planting is the best way to ensure regeneration by less preferred host trees. In most 
situations, complete replacement of preferred host tree species with less preferred
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Fig. 20.4 Silviculture used to reduce western spruce budworm damage and mortality on the Kaibab 
National Forest, Arizona, USA. The treatment reduced stand density, created openings to promote 
regeneration, and favored less preferred host species as residual trees. Photo by K. Waring

host tree species will not be desirable, as this represents a stand conversion. Single-
species plantations may also be vulnerable to a different suite of insect and/or disease 
problems but may be warranted to meet landowner goals and objectives, such as 
timber production. Generally, planting will entail a subtle shift from dominance 
by preferred host tree species to dominance by less preferred host tree species by 
planting a reduced density of the preferred tree host species.
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20.2.3 Potential Drawbacks to the Use of Silviculture 

It is possible to create conditions more conducive to insect damage and mortality 
through silviculture. For example, regenerating eastern white pine under full sun 
will lead to white pine weevil problems in certain regions (Ostry et al. 2010). It 
is the responsibility of the silviculturist to know and understand the silvics and 
ecology of the trees and their pests in a given stand to avoid creating these problems. 
Silviculturists frequently rely on forest health experts to provide information about 
specific, stand-level insect or disease issues that may be a concern before or after 
treatment. Pruning large live branches during bark beetle flight periods can result 
in attacks leading to mortality, thus pruning treatments should be timed to occur 
outside of these flight periods whenever possible. Generally, the objectives of pruning 
for wood quality will not create conditions conducive to bark beetle attack as the 
stands targeted for pruning treatments are young, and small live branch removal 
from conifers has not been found to increase bark beetle susceptibility. Hadfield 
and Flanagan (2000) found pruning increased susceptibility to Douglas-fir beetle 
attack in campgrounds where large live branches were pruned to meet a hazard tree 
objective (removal of dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium douglasii)-infected branches 
with large brooms). 

Prescribed burning, even at low intensity and severity that does not outright kill 
the overstory trees, can increase susceptibility to bark beetle attacks through crown 
scorch and injuries to the cambium (McHugh et al. 2003; Billings et al. 2004). 
Post-fire tree mortality due to bark beetle attack tends to be short-term (Kane et al. 
2017) but as we increase the use of prescribed fire as a management tool, caution 
is warranted (Bentz et al. 2009). Frequent use of prescribed fire also reduces stand 
resilience by removing tree regeneration. Central American forests were subject to 
management practices that reduced both resistance and resilience, resulting in a large, 
landscape-scale southern pine beetle outbreak (Billings et al. 2004). 

The interactions between tree physiology (including tree defenses), herbivory, and 
abiotic stresses are complex and a review of these is beyond the scope of this chapter 
(see Massad and Dyer (2010) and Ryan et al. (2015) and literature cited within, for 
a review and overview of these concepts). 

From a silvicultural perspective, thinning has the potential to not just increase 
tree vigor, but also increases residual tree growth, leading to thicker phloem. Very 
dense stands have small individual trees with thin phloem that limits bark beetle 
development and reproduction. Such stands may have reduced susceptibility to bark 
beetle attacks; thinning may increase susceptibility by increasing average tree size 
and phloem thickness (Anhold et al. 1996). Very low stand densities have historically 
been resistant to bark beetle attacks (as described previously in this chapter). Recent 
research indicates that individual trees in such stands may be less resilient to drought, 
possibly due to an inability to maintain large crowns when water is limiting (D’Amato 
et al. 2013). 

Drought stress has been linked to increased insect activity in multiple tree species 
(Savage 1994; Gaylord et al. 2013; Anderegg et al. 2015; Kolb et al.  2016;). Very
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low and very high stand densities may not be conducive to long-term resistance 
or resilience given this interaction. A recent study suggests that drought lowers 
tree resistance to infection by some bark beetle fungal symbionts (Klutsch et al. 
2017). During drought conditions, stress is often manifested within individual trees 
as reduced growth (Fischer et al. 2010; Thomas and Waring 2015; Sohn et al. 2016). 

The ability of individual trees within a stand to recover to pre-drought growth 
rates can be an indicator of susceptibility to bark beetles. Fischer et al. (2010) found 
that at high stand densities (~14 m2 ha−1) ponderosa pine trees that failed to return 
to pre-drought growth rates were preferentially attacked by the rounded pine beetle 
(Dendroctonus adjunctus). Douglas-fir tussock moth and western spruce budworm 
damage tends to be higher on sites more prone to drought conditions (Brookes et al. 
1978, 1985). This effect is likely linked to the preferred host species being among 
the least drought tolerant at these sites. Thinning may also change the chemical 
composition of residual tree foliage, leading to increased susceptibility. In spruce-
fir stands of northeastern North America, thinning altered the foliar monoterpene 
concentrations of both spruce and fir, making them more susceptible to defoliation 
from eastern spruce budworm (Fuentealba and Bauce 2011). Due to the complex 
interactions described above, the response to thinning is not always predictable, nor 
does it always lead to reductions in herbivory. 

Implementing silvicultural treatments can result in logging damage to residual 
trees and increases slash on the forest floor. To avoid increasing residual tree suscep-
tibility to bark beetle attack, logging operations should be timed to occur when bark 
beetle flights are low or not occurring, and care should be taken to avoid damaging live 
trees. Slash piles can serve as suitable host material for many Ips species, which may 
then ‘spill-over’ into the tops of neighboring trees (Kegley et al. 1997). Slash piles 
should be removed, chipped or burned in a timely manner to avoid this problem. 
Freshly cut logs and log decks of large trees can result in fast build-up of certain 
bark beetles as well (such as the spruce beetle), which then move on to attack live 
trees nearby (Reynolds and Holsten 1994). Logging activities may damage the soil, 
increasing compaction, erosion, and/or rutting. Soil damage can lead to increased 
tree stress, and susceptibility to insect damage, such as the Douglas-fir tussock moth 
(Brookes et al. 1978). 

20.2.4 Linkages with Integrated Pest Management 

As discussed in Chapter 17, Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is an integrated 
approach, which considers multiple strategies and tactics to manage pests efficiently 
while incorporating economic, social and ecological components. In forest ento-
mology, IPM has primarily focused on efforts to reduce or describe more targeted 
approaches for land managers using insecticides, and silviculture adds another tool to 
help reduce potentially environmentally damaging chemical agents on the landscape 
(McIntire 1988).
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It should be noted that silviculture is an IPM tactic. Generally considered cultural 
strategies, these tactics are generally defined as any treatment that involves a modi-
fication of established practices to make a host less favorable for pests or minimize 
the loss of a particular commodity. Concepts of preventative management are readily 
applicable to silvicultural strategies. In stands where pest outbreaks are a concern, 
using management tactics to foster resistance and/or resilience in the resulting stand 
is crucial (Table 20.1). Silvicultural tactics can be used in tandem with other manage-
ment activities to increase resistance and/or resilience, while also providing oppor-
tunities for other, more immediate tactics to be implemented should pest popula-
tions increase. In this section, we cover the use of silviculture in combination with 
monitoring, chemical control, biological control, and genetic selection. 

20.2.5 Silviculture and Monitoring 

As discussed previously in Chapter 19, effective monitoring of insect activity is the 
critical first step of developing an appropriate IPM response. Monitoring should 
be conducted in a way that is both regular and economically feasible, in order to 
continually update information on insect population sizes and activity. Management 
actions should be based on regular assessments of both the insect pest population 
size and their potential to inflict damage. Conducting regular stand assessments for 
insect activity, in addition to more stationary and passive approaches, i.e. insect traps, 
should be both conducted annually, and monitored frequently, to best identify areas 
where insect activity is increasing. Land managers use this information to prioritize 
stands for management and abate potential large-scale insect damage or mortality. 

Proactive management entails preparing unaffected areas such that if the problem 
occurs (i.e. non-native invasive expands its non-native range) stands are better able 
to cope with these changes (e.g. Schoettle and Sniezko 2007). Monitoring pest 
spread is a key component of proactive management facilitating the identification 
of high-risk areas (i.e. as characterized by stand conditions, species compositions, 
vertical/horizontal structure, edaphic and abiotic features of the landscape). Silvicul-
tural actions triggered through monitoring demonstrate the potential of the combina-
tion of these two strategies to better prepare forested stands for potential or imminent 
pest expansion and movement. 

In long-term forestry projects, regular monitoring is crucial to determine if silvi-
cultural approaches are warranted (i.e. the identification of emerging threats). Post-
treatment, they can be used to evaluate treatment impact on target pest populations. 
Favorable environmental conditions, or certain disturbances (wind-throw events, 
storm damage, etc.) can lead to rapid insect population growth. Regular moni-
toring facilitates the identification of both changes in insect populations and above-
threshold population levels [levels above which severe economic damage occurs (see 
Chapter 19)], both of which are critical to maintaining the health and vigor of forest 
stands.
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Monitoring is critical for effective management of non-native, invasive insects. For 
example, the sirex woodwasp (Sirex noctilio), an invasive insect of pines that recently 
established in northeastern North America (Hoebeke et al. 2005), the combined 
approach of proper silvicultural management and monitoring population expansion, 
whether through trapping or categorizing infestations aerially, helps land managers 
determine a proper course of action. Stand resistance to sirex woodwasp can be 
increased through thinning prior to insect invasion. Maintenance of both host tree 
vigor through basal area reductions (for eastern white and red (Pinus resinosa) pines 
these are reported between 9.3 and 14 m2 ha−1), creates stands that are optimal for 
tree growth and therefore production of defensive compounds (Gilmore and Palik 
2006; Dodds et al. 2007). Monitoring allows managers to prioritize treatment of 
pre-invasion stands while considering location of those stands across the landscape. 

Monitoring is also an important consideration for native insect pests. Bark beetles 
are especially damaging during epidemic population cycles. Due to their ubiquity in 
the Northern Hemisphere, methods such as aerial detection, trapping, ground surveys 
and remote sensing have been developed and implemented widely for monitoring, and 
newer technologies, such as unmanned aerial vehicles, are being considered (Wulder 
et al. 2005; Fettig and Hilszczanski 2015; Morris et al.  2017). Ultimately, proactive 
monitoring in combination with silvicultural strategies, such as direct control of 
potential infestations, can be effective preventative measures to make stands and 
landscapes less susceptible to widespread mortality from the activity of both non-
native and native pests. 

20.2.6 Silviculture and Chemical Control (Insecticides) 

As discussed previously the impetus for the development of IPM was largely gener-
ated by an over-reliance on insecticides and the subsequent development of insecti-
cide resistance. However, chemical control is still a large part of any IPM strategy, and 
proper timing of applications and insecticide selection can yield multiple benefits. 
For example, the North Carolina Department of Agriculture recommends spraying 
Fraser fir (Abies fraseri) plantations with a number of pyrethroid insecticides during 
specific times of the year to control for multiple pests such as balsam woolly adelgid 
(Adelges piceae), balsam twig aphid (Mindarus abietinus) and hemlock rust mite 
(Nalepella tsugifoliae) (Sidebottom 2009). The timing of the applications, coupled 
with adequate tree spacing in these plantation settings, highlights an effective IPM 
strategy combining silviculture (spacing, tree growth) with insecticide use. Pest popu-
lations are reduced when problematic, while minimizing the number of insecticide 
applications required to reach the management goal. 

Effective and economical use of chemicals cannot always be achieved in forest 
settings. Chemical control is expensive and difficult to apply at landscape-scales or in 
remote areas, highlighting the necessity of having multiple management strategies to 
manage pests. Imidacloprid, a neonicotinoid systemic pesticide, has been used by the 
National Park Service to protect eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) from damage
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caused by the invasive insect, hemlock woolly adelgid (Adelges tsugae) in both trunk 
and soil applications (NPS Environmental Assessment 2007). Current research is 
showing that hemlock woolly adelgid responds negatively to increased light and that 
releasing these shade-tolerant species using silviculture (e.g. crown thinning, where 
eastern hemlock are the favored residual trees, with the objective of sustaining the 
species) may be a strategy to reduce pest populations through stand manipulations. 
This strategy may be particularly useful for releasing understory hemlock, especially 
in riparian areas and other areas not feasibly sprayed with insecticides (Brantley et al. 
2017). 

Carlson et al. (1983) suggest simplifying stand vertical structure (i.e. single-
canopy or two-aged), and varying species composition are viable silvicultural 
strategies to mitigate damage and potential population increase of western spruce 
budworm in spruce-fir forests. By simplifying canopy strata/altering composition, 
land managers build natural barriers to population expansion on longer time scales, 
while using insecticides in untreated and susceptible stands. These examples high-
light how insecticide use can be minimized by the creation of less susceptible stand 
conditions through active IPM management strategies. 

Targeted insecticide use can reduce impacts on non-target species and can effec-
tively reduce pest populations during outbreaks. When coupled with regeneration 
methods (Table 20.1), chemical control can be utilized to protect the future stand. 
For example, Gottschalk (1993) recommended shelterwood regeneration methods in 
stands vulnerable to spongy moth (Lymantria dispar), followed by aerial applica-
tion of insecticides. This strategy reduces insect population numbers while building 
resilience through the regenerating trees. While chemical control may still be an 
effective management tool to reduce pest numbers during outbreaks, using silvi-
culture to maintain tree vigor and maintain or enhance understory species diversity 
and abundance [as habitat for potential biological control agents (e.g. natural preda-
tors and parasitoids)], can provide useful components of IPM programs that help to 
alleviate the need for chemical control (Elek and Wardlaw 2013). 

20.2.7 Semiochemicals 

Chemical control also includes the use of semiochemicals, organic molecules 
produced by plants or animals that mediate behavioral interactions between organ-
isms. Semiochemicals involved with intraspecific (within species) communication 
are pheromones, and those involved with interspecific (between species) communi-
cation are allelochemicals. Synthetic copies of these signals and cues can be used in 
monitoring and management programs for forest insects. For example, verbenone, 
an anti-aggregation pheromone released by both mountain pine beetle and western 
pine beetle (Dendroctonus brevicomis), has been utilized to directly protect many 
different species of western North American conifers (e.g. Gillette et al. 2012; Borden 
et al. 2006; Fettig and Munson 2020). Site factors such as lower stand densities and
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higher temperatures diminish its efficacy on a stand-scale when deployed as indi-
vidual slow-release packets (Fettig et al. 2009), while area-wide deployment on the 
forest floor in flake releasing formulations effectively reduce beetle mass-attacks on 
individuals (Gillette et al. 2014). 

These strategies, referred to as push/pull strategies, exploit bark beetle behavior 
to repel pests from the desired resource (e.g. a stand or individual tree) and pull 
them towards a resource that can then be managed to explicitly eradicate attracted 
individuals (Cook et al. 2007). Push strategies use numerous tactics including but 
not limited to semiochemicals (both host- and pest-derived) such as anti-feedants 
(host-derived chemicals that deter insect feeding activities), anti-aggregants (such as 
verbenone) and alarm pheromones (pest-derived pheromones that elicit fight-or-flight 
responses) (Cook et al. 2007). 

Push strategies emphasize keeping the pest away from resources (e.g. host trees), 
while pull strategies tend to use attractants to concentrate individuals in an area. Trap 
trees represent a common tactic used as a pull strategy in controlling endemic and 
epidemic bark beetle populations (e.g. Fettig et al. 2007). Felled trees, which mimic 
windthrown trees, are targeted by some species of bark beetle, therefore felling and 
baiting trap trees with an aggregation pheromone can be an effective pull strategy (e.g. 
Schmid and Frye 1977). Trap trees then need to be removed from the stand in a sani-
tation operation to limit population build-up in stands. Combined with silvicultural 
strategies such as harvesting infested individuals (as in sanitation treatments; Table 
20.1), trap trees (both baited and non-baited) are effective at controlling endemic 
populations of beetles (e.g. Bentz and Munson 2000). 

Generally, large diameter trees tend to be more attractive to infestation by bark 
beetles, indicating the usefulness of selecting trap trees that are most likely to become 
infested (Mezei et al. 2014) and effectively timing treatments for greatest impact. Use 
of felled or standing trap trees is a common sanitation tactic, but their effective use is 
dependent upon the environment (e.g. Fettig and Hilszczanski 2015). For example, 
during warm, dry winters with low snowpack, Holusa et al. (2017) recommend land 
managers fell trap trees just before bark beetle emergence in the spring to maximize 
efficacy, but during cooler, wetter winters with more snowpack, trap trees can be 
felled earlier in the winter, as these conditions maintain characteristics of the trap 
trees attractive to emerging beetles. Coupling push–pull strategies with silvicultural 
strategies designed to maintain vigorous trees and favoring less susceptible host trees 
for retention can aid in reducing pest population growth. 

20.2.8 Silviculture and Biological Control 

Biological control involves utilizing natural enemies (parasites, parasitoids, 
pathogens etc.) to achieve a reduction or control of pest populations. Increasing 
the size of established natural enemy populations (parasitoids, predators etc.) by 
releasing large numbers of individuals as defense against pests is referred to as 
augmentative biological control (Hoy 2004a). In contrast, classical biological control
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(Hoy 2004b) involves introducing non-native natural enemies to establish popula-
tions to reduce non-native, invasive pest populations. A third option, conservation 
biological control, involves altering the vertical or horizontal structure, including 
species composition, of a given land unit to provide more habitat for natural enemies 
and thus maintain a reserve of beneficial insects within your forested stand. 

Silviculture can actively promote conservation biological control, by manipu-
lating the overstory composition or structure to increase understory growth or shift 
species composition to increase habitat reservoirs of beneficial natural enemy species, 
illustrating the direct link between silvicultural strategies and biological control in 
pest management. Classical and augmentative biological control can be used in 
concert with silvicultural treatments designed to promote individual tree vigor or 
increase or maintain horizontal and vertical stand structural complexity, including 
the use of species mixtures. For example, Perez-Alvarez et al. (2019) found classical 
and augmentative biological control to be more effective in complex than in simple 
landscapes. This highlights the potential for creation of complex forest structures, 
and landscape heterogeneity, to potentially increase the impact of biological control 
programs. 

Traditional silviculture practice to meet timber production objectives has primarily 
utilized monocultures and even-aged regeneration methods (clearcut, seed tree and 
shelterwood methods) and thus result in reduced stand complexity. Even-aged mono-
cultures can be more susceptible to insect outbreaks and large-scale damage and 
mortality. Increasing stand structural and compositional complexity increases natural 
enemy populations and relatively low pest populations (Klapwijk et al. 2016) while 
also enhancing resilience. For example, single-tree selection in uneven-aged stands 
increases shading of cut stumps, lowering the temperature of the stump surface and 
increasing development times for the large pine weevil larvae (Hylobius abietis), 
making them more vulnerable to predation (Inward et al. 2012). Predator popula-
tion increases help to prevent the buildup of pest populations and thus can aid in 
preventing epidemic outbreaks (Klapwijk et al. 2016). 

Warzée et al. (2006) calculated predator/prey ratios for the native European 
spruce bark beetle, Ips typographus, which primarily attacks spruce species, and 
the predator, the ant beetle (Thanasimus formicarius), in stands of different species 
compositions. They found that these ratios were significantly greater in mixed species 
stands, especially those stands with a substantial pine component, as the ant beetle 
finds more favorable pupation sites on thick barked pines compared to thinner barked 
spruce (Warzée et al. 2006). In this study, pine species were present on two sites, one 
composed of 26% pine, the other 80% pine, suggesting that pine as either a minor 
or major component can positively influence predator/prey ratios for this species 
(Warzée et al. 2006). Similarly, promotion of certain flowering species in agricul-
tural settings can increase longevity of parasitoids, showing promise for similar 
use in forested stands (Russell 2015). Mixed species management can influence the 
life cycle and population levels of natural enemies thus additionally impacting pest 
species populations (Klapwijk et al. 2016). Incorporating native biodiversity into 
the silvicultural prescription allows for multiple objectives to be met in a single 
treatment.
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When considering biological control of invasive species, natural enemies from 
their native habitat are often used as biological control agents in their introduced 
ranges (e.g. Cheah 2011; Bauer et al. 2015; Kenis et al. 2017). The abundance of 
invasive species is often greater in their invaded ranges, potentially due to their release 
from predation, and as such, invasive species often do not have natural enemies in 
their new habitats (the Enemy Release Hypothesis; Williamson 1996). This gener-
ally means that within their native ranges, populations are controlled by natural 
enemies and tree host defenses, however, when freed from natural predation and host 
defenses, they become much more damaging as populations rise. Many recent insect 
invasions around the world exhibit population growth supportive of this hypothesis, 
including the recent invasion of the emerald ash borer (Agrilus planipennis) in the  
eastern United States. This invasive beetle kills overstory ash species (Fraxinus spp.), 
significantly altering forest succession, and causing economic losses. Researchers 
and managers, as part of a classical biological control program, released a parasitoid, 
Tetrastichus planipennisi, of the emerald ash borer, which effectively reduced sapling 
mortality in emerald ash borer-infested stands in Michigan (Duan et al. 2017). While 
most ash species show little to no resilience to emerald ash borer, green ash (Frax-
inus pennsylvanica) regenerates quickly after disturbance and reaches reproductive 
maturity relatively quickly (Kashian 2016). There is potential to sustain green ash 
by combining classical biological control with silviculture, creating stand conditions 
conducive to maintaining or increasing populations of the biological control agent 
and regeneration of green ash. 

The sirex woodwasp has been an established non-native invasive pest for decades, 
recently arriving in the northeastern United States. Current silvicultural strategies 
involve thinning stands and removing smaller and suppressed size classes (Dodds 
et al. 2014). Establishment of the parasitic nematode, Deladenus siricidicola, for 
biological control has been successfully utilized in Australia (and elsewhere in the 
southern hemisphere) and shows promise, albeit with serious reservations, for expan-
sion to North America (Haugen 1990; Bedding and Iede 2005; Bittner et al. 2019). 
Pines are introduced to Australia, meaning the risk to non-target organisms is minimal 
as insects in Australia did not co-evolve with pines and are rarely associated with 
the trees. In North America, there are communities of native insects associated with 
pines and, consequently, there are potential negative impacts for non-target organisms 
that warrant pause in applying this strategy. In a recent study, Bittner et al. (2019) 
evaluated strains of these nematodes within North America, and observed that native 
nematodes may both positively and negatively influence the sterilization success of 
sirex woodwasp. Other invasive insects, such as the balsam and hemlock woolly 
adelgids, have both been successfully preyed upon by a single species of beetle, 
Sasajiscymnus tsugae, in a laboratory setting, showing potential for this agent to be 
released as a classic biological control agent and further advance IPM strategies for 
both invasive species (Jetton et al. 2011). 

Elkinton et al. (1996) found evidence that increased white-footed mouse 
(Peromyscus leucopus) density resulted in reduced spongy moth population density. 
Further, they also found a strong positive association between acorn density and
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the white-footed mouse population, indicating the importance of acorns for over-
wintering populations of white-footed mice. Strategies aimed at maximizing acorn 
production (e.g. low thinning, crop-tree release), as well as species composition 
manipulation, especially in low-risk stands, may help to maintain conditions less 
conducive to high spongy moth populations. This example illustrates how silvicul-
ture can promote conditions conducive to native predators (conservation biocontrol) 
for the control of non-native invasive insects, thereby aiding in reduction of pest 
populations and maintaining forest health. 

20.2.9 Silviculture and Genetic Selection 

Genetic selection, or selecting host trees that show promise of resistance to insect 
attack, and the establishment of breeding programs to propagate these “plus” trees, 
is a widely researched topic (Kinloch and Stonecypher 1969; McKeand et al. 2003; 
Roberds et al. 2003). Outside of traditional tree breeding programs, selection of trees 
in natural settings requires managers to select trees based on their phenotype; the 
underlying genotype is usually unknown. Exploiting these pre-adapted traits through 
the utilization of existing genetic variation in breeding programs is an effective 
method of characterizing resistance mechanisms within species, and then propagating 
progeny that show increased defensive capabilities. For example, Zas et al. (2017) 
characterized existing genetic variation in Norway spruce (Picea abies) traits related 
to increased resistance to the large pine weevil. 

Land mangers currently use silvicultural strategies to minimize damage from this 
pest on artificial regeneration, including soil preparation and shelterwood treatments 
(Nordlander et al. 2011), however these may be difficult to apply or expensive. There-
fore, the decision-making process land managers use to select treatment options is 
important. Consider Fig. 20.5, which highlights a general decision model including 
both silvicultural strategies and genetic selection can be utilized to manage planta-
tions, as well as the research requirements for IPM (Alfaro et al. 1995). This demon-
strates how genetic selection of putatively resistant and susceptible individuals, and 
subsequent silvicultural interventions along with other IPM strategies (biological 
control, etc.) create a framework to help guide land managers in establishing produc-
tive plantations that demonstrate the core principles of IPM. By including both 
resistant and susceptible individuals, one can assess how alternative management 
strategies (pruning, spacing, biological control) can reduce infestation levels.

Genetic host tree resistance can be categorized as constitutive or inducible. 
Constitutive defenses are those defenses that are always expressed, whereas induced 
defenses are those defenses a plant expresses in response to herbivory (Larsson 
2002). Antibiosis indicates that some aspect of the host plant (chemical composi-
tion of tissues, defenses) has a negative impact on the pest biology (i.e. survival, 
development) (Painter 1958). For example, Bucholz et al. (2017) found that without 
direct contact, volatile organic compounds associated with the resistant Veitch fir 
(Abies veitchii) compared to a susceptible species, Fraser fir, resulted in significantly
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Fig. 20.5 Decision key for integrated pest management of Sitka spruce plantations to mitigate 
damage from the white pine weevil. Modified from Alfaro et al. (1995)

reduced eclosion success of balsam woolly adelgid eggs. This suggests an antibiotic 
effect of the constitutive chemicals released by Veitch fir on balsam woolly adelgid 
eggs. 

Antixenosis or non-preference (e.g. Painter 1958), occurs when some aspect 
of the host, either chemical or morphological, results in reduced interaction (e.g.
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feeding, oviposition) of the herbivore with the host. An example of this can be seen 
with the codling moth (Cydia pomonella) and leaf tissue metabolites from resistant 
and susceptible cultivars of apple trees (Malus spp). Significantly more oviposition 
occurred on cloth containing metabolites from susceptible than resistant cultivars, 
indicating oviposition preference based on chemical cues (Lombarkia and Derridj 
2008). 

Tolerance describes hosts that can sustain insect feeding activity without serious 
loss in productivity and is therefore subtly different from resistance (Painter 1958). 
Strauss and Agrawal (1999) defined tolerance as the degree to which plant fitness is 
impacted by herbivore damage relative to an undamaged state, whereas resistance 
was defined as any plant trait which reduced herbivore preference or performance. 
Tolerance mechanisms are therefore related to increased net photosynthetic rate after 
damage or compensatory action, high relative growth rates, root carbon storage for 
above-ground reproduction, and increased branching and resource allocations after 
damage (Strauss and Agrawal 1999 and references therein). An example of toler-
ance involves tannin concentration in quaking aspen leaves that does not serve as 
a defensive compound (i.e. resistance) but one that facilitates nutrient uptake post-
defoliation (Madritch and Lindroth 2015). This is viewed as a tolerance mecha-
nism, as the production of greater amounts of these types of secondary metabolites 
influences nutrient recoveries that may be hindered by defoliation damage. 

Other resistance mechanisms, such as oleoresin production, are quantitative 
genetic traits that can be selected for during tree breeding programs. These traits 
are complex in that they are composed of many different “small effect” loci that 
contribute to tree phenotype (e.g. Mundt 2014). Ultimately, the goal is to breed host 
varieties resistant to certain pest species. Oleoresin flow, along with number of canals 
or preformed defensive (resin) ducts, has been shown to be positively correlated with 
survival following bark beetle attack. Bark beetle feeding activity slices through these 
canals or ducts, releasing their resin, which may envelop or remove the beetles; the 
more resin ducts a tree has, the more likely it is to successfully eject the attacking 
beetles (Strom et al. 2002; Kane and Kolb 2010). 

In addition, seasonality, and its impact on physiological processes is an impor-
tant consideration. Lorio (1986) used the framework of Loomis’ (1932) growth-
differentiation balance hypothesis to examine conditions ideal for southern pine 
beetle population expansion. He concluded that this hypothesis was useful in 
explaining seasonal demand for photosynthate, ultimately driving seasonal vulner-
ability to southern pine beetle. The trade-off between spring growth and defense 
suggests that fast-growing trees can be susceptible during these periods when growth 
processes use more available photosynthate, leaving less allocated towards defense 
production. The variance in this trait among populations of loblolly pine (Pinus 
taeda) is heritable. 

Westbrook et al. (2013) developed a genomic prediction model across the range of 
loblolly pine, identifying specific genetic regions associated with increased oleoresin 
production. This work yielded a guide for making genetic selections to provide 
increased resistance to southern pine beetle. Trees with increased resistance can be 
incorporated into silviculture when regenerating stands. Planting all or part of the
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stand with more resistant trees in anticipation of future insect herbivory, coupled with 
ongoing silvicultural strategies that promote tree vigor (thinning, adequate spacing 
etc.) would be an approach to increase resilience (Table 20.1) and may be an important 
step forward for bark beetle IPM. 

Resistance within stands can be promoted by maintenance of stand density index 
[SDI; a measure of relative density using the relationship between average tree size 
and stand density (Reineke 1933)] below certain thresholds. For example, Long and 
Shaw (2005) review strategies associated with size/density relationships surrounding 
mountain pine beetle, and found that maintaining a SDI below 250 minimizes suscep-
tibility to mountain pine beetle attack. The difficult aspect of management is priori-
tizing stands for treatment and connecting treatments across landscapes to decrease 
susceptibility. Reforestation, including planting with genetically improved geno-
types where available and economically feasible, aids in contributing to decreased 
landscape-level susceptibility. 

Earlier in the chapter, we discussed using silviculture to shift vertical and hori-
zontal stand structure, with one outcome being increased vigor of residual trees. 
Individual tree response to reduced competition and increased resource availability 
is related to the genetic profile of the tree and the surrounding abiotic site conditions 
(the environment). Growth response to treatment can be optimized through appro-
priate silviculture in combination with genetic selection by retaining high vigor trees 
(those that allocate more stem wood per square meter leaf area), with the assumption 
that this trait is partially determined by genetics. Selecting trees with high growth 
rates prior to treatment can be challenging (Fischer et al. 2010) but may be possible 
through additional measurements of tree cores and crown area. Remote sensing appli-
cations can detect thinned stands with increased growth rates and therefore resistance 
to bark beetle attack, establishing a relatively easy method of monitoring overall stand 
resistance at large scales and across multiple land ownerships (Coops et al. 2009). 
Silviculturists need to consider the evolutionary adaptation occurring in the stand 
between bark beetles, host trees, and climate; for example bark beetles may be able 
to select for host trees least adapted to the changing climate (e.g. Six et al. 2018), 
resulting in a more resilient stand following bark beetle mortality. 

Abiotic site conditions also play a key role in determining phenotypes. Abiotic 
site conditions (e.g. slope, aspect, topography, soil conditions) tend to change slowly 
through time or not at all. The abiotic capacity of a site to produce vegetation is 
often used as a proxy for site quality; high (good) sites produce more vegetation 
than low (poor) sites. Vegetation production is less on low sites due to limiting 
resources for plant growth, often related to poor soil resources. The relationship 
between site conditions and resistance to insects is highly dependent upon the tree 
host species and corresponding pest species. Slow-growing individuals may be more 
susceptible to attack by certain insects (i.e. subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) by the  
western balsam bark beetle (Dryocoetes confusus), therefore considerations of site 
quality and genetics of growing stock (whether natural or artificial) are important 
for decreasing susceptibility to insect attack (Bleiker et al. 2005). For example, 
slower-growing Eucalypts (Eucalyptus spp.) are recommended for low quality sites, 
since slower growing tree foliage may be better defended against defoliation (Stone
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2001). Managers face a complexity of decisions related to the interactions between 
silviculture, genetic selection, and underlying site factors. After carefully considering 
these interactions, silviculture and genetic selection can be important components of 
successful IPM programs. 

20.3 Silviculture Over Long Temporal and Large Spatial 
Scales 

The impacts of silviculture extend over long temporal and large spatial scales. Under-
standing the role of individual stands at these large scales is an important consider-
ation when selecting the appropriate silvicultural strategy because individual stands 
are connected to form a landscape. Silvicultural treatments necessitate understanding 
and predicting patterns of tree and stand growth at large spatial and long temporal 
scales, including interactions with various disturbances and incorporating uncer-
tainty into predictive models. However, understanding these predictions and then 
designing appropriate strategies that meet multiple goals and objectives is a necessary 
component of building resistant and resilient landscapes. 

Building resistance to insect pests at smaller spatial scales highlights the difficul-
ties faced by silviculturists by both long time scales and scaling up to a landscape. For 
example, stands at risk to spruce bark beetle have common structural characteristics 
that can be manipulated through management thereby reducing risk. At the stand-
scale, this would entail reducing the relative proportion of overstory basal area in host 
spruce, reducing the average size of spruce in the stand, or reducing stand basal area 
(Schmid and Frye 1976). However, while an individual stand may be treated, building 
this resistance at landscape-scales in practice has proved unrealistic due to economic 
and political constraints (DeRose and Long 2014). Having adjacent stands that are 
left untreated provides environments capable of allowing pest insect populations 
to grow. Once populations have reached epidemic levels, resistant stands become 
susceptible. Strategically placed area treatments (SPLATs, Finney 2001) are useful 
in reducing fire severity while only treating ~ 20% of the landscape, however, the effi-
cacy of this practice for insect outbreak remains untested. Resistance is a temporally 
defined window that changes continually as stands grow and develop after treatment. 
In the case of spruce bark beetle, the maintenance of resistance at a stand-scale would 
require multiple treatments to maintain vigor of residual spruce, eventually resulting 
in structures susceptible to spruce beetle outbreak (Schmid and Frye 1976; DeRose 
and Long 2014). Therefore, focusing solely on building resistance to a pest may be 
unproductive. Instead, land managers should focus on a dual approach of targeted 
treatments in high-risk stands, as well as building resilience through maintaining 
diversity in both age class structure and species composition across the landscape. In 
many instances where public and private lands are interspersed, training and shared 
stewardship programs can help bring private landowners and other stakeholders into
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the decision-making process alongside silviculturists and other land managers (e.g. 
Neely et al. 2011). 

Building resilience across larger temporal and spatial scales adds complexity to 
assessing silvicultural strategies at smaller scales. For example, quaking aspen across 
the western and southwestern United States has experienced large-scale droughts over 
the past decade. As a result, Sudden Aspen Decline, which is a complex progression 
of physiological stress, insect infestation and disease, has degraded and caused wide-
spread mortality in many stands (Worrall et al. 2010). This decline is complex because 
it involves multiple agents of mortality, starting with abiotic stress (drought) creating 
conditions conducive to attack by mostly secondary pests. Increased numbers of 
susceptible, stressed host trees have allowed an increase in secondary mortality-
causing pest populations, and therefore their increased ability to be a major driver of 
mortality within these stands. Insects such as bronze poplar borer (Agrilus liragus) 
and aspen bark beetles (e.g. Trypophloeus populi) are viewed as contributing agents 
in this decline complex, where abiotic factors are considered inciting events (Worrall 
et al. 2010). Therefore, assessing site characteristics that predispose stands to drought 
may help managers prioritize stands for silvicultural strategies designed to increase 
the ability to recover following abiotic disturbance. Landscape-scale resilience can be 
increased by reducing the proportion of drought-susceptible stands in the landscape. 
Examples of strategies to increase drought resistance and resilience include thinning 
to increase individual tree vigor, clearfelling the overstory to regenerate the stand, 
or shifting species composition toward more drought tolerant species. 

The rate at which climate change is occurring highlights the challenge in adapting 
management. Understanding how abiotic conditions can both cause mortality and 
stress, therefore creating conditions conducive for attack by biotic agents, is an 
important concept in promoting resilience at a landscape scale. Although trees have 
the ability to cope with climate stressors (e.g. stomatal regulation, migration to new 
areas), rapid climatic change and the concomitant alteration of insect pest populations 
creates uncertainty in tree host species acclimation potential (Rehfeldt 2006). Evolu-
tionary adaptation and migration work on much slower scales in perennial woody 
species than in annual species. Generation times are slower in forested ecosystems, 
and therefore large-scale abiotic changes, along with accompanying biotic changes 
(e.g. native/invasive species ranges, increased reproductive generations) may inhibit 
their natural abilities to adapt to altered conditions. Concepts like assisted migration 
(Sensu Aitken et al. 2008) and assisted gene flow (Sensu Aitken and Whitlock 2013) 
exist to represent this human-aided transition of species to new areas currently outside 
their range, but require adequate forethought and forecasting to help determine where 
to move species and how to genetically bolster species in situ. 

20.3.1 Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change 

Studies aimed at developing ecologically-based silvicultural treatments for the future 
in different ecosystems are needed to understand the complex interactions between
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Fig. 20.6 Silvicultural 
strategies being investigated 
in the adaptive silviculture 
for climate change program. 
From Nagel et al. (2017) 

ecological components under rapid climatic change. An ongoing effort in the United 
States, referred to as the Adaptive Silviculture for Climate Change (ASCC) program, 
is one such study (Nagel et al. 2017). As a result of the continuing impact of climate 
change and the primarily unknown effects of interactions between climate change and 
both native and non-native insect pests (Weed et al. 2013), there is a need to develop 
silvicultural strategies now that can benefit forests in the future. The overarching 
goal of the ASCC is to understand different silvicultural strategies focused around 
three central approaches: Resistance, Resilience and Transition (Nagel et al. 2017). 
Figure 20.6 details how each of the above categories fits into management, and the 
level of change associated with each (Nagel et al. 2017). 

Given the uncertainty of climate change predictions, as well as the heteroge-
neous impact of various abiotic and biotic stressors at different locations, ASCC 
attempts to address how different silvicultural strategies can be used to meet land 
management goals at varying time scales and across regions and ecotypes. The three 
approaches represent an increasing scale of change. The resistance approach main-
tains the “status quo”, the resilience approach maintains overstory tree vigor while 
opening growing space for natural regeneration and the transition approach focuses 
on shifting composition toward trees considered better suited for an uncertain climatic 
future. The resistance approach increases the ability of current stands to withstand 
change, while the resilience and transition approaches attempt to accommodate a 
moderate-to-large amount of change and a shift away from the current structure 
and/or species composition. This large-scale research project will yield valuable 
information for silviculturists attempting to sustain healthy stands and forests under 
an increasingly uncertain and complex future.
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20.4 Synthesis and Conclusion 

Use of silviculture to manipulate either vertical and horizontal structure or species 
composition will also impact the trajectory of stand development and the timing 
of changes within the stand (stand dynamics) (Oliver and Larson 1996). Silvicul-
ture results in a disturbance, and depending upon the number and pattern of trees 
removed, can effectively shift stands in different directions along a stand develop-
ment continuum. For example, a dense, even-aged stand under high competition that 
has the overstory density reduced to below full site occupancy will shift from stem 
exclusion into understory re-initiation as a new age class develops in the understory. 
While this transition would occur naturally without silvicultural intervention, with 
silviculture, a stand can shift overnight from one stage to another, greatly increasing 
the rate of change and altering the process of stand development. 

Silviculturists must be able to predict changes to stand development patterns 
following treatment. This is most frequently achieved using models (e.g. the Forest 
Vegetation Simulator; Dixon 2002) and before-after monitoring data. Analysis of 
before-after data allows the silviculturist to adapt the treatment plan as necessary 
through time. Silviculturists must also understand and watch for the interactions 
between silviculture, forest insects and diseases, and other disturbances and provide 
for appropriate mitigation strategies where necessary. 

The approach of managing forest insects through increased resistance and/or 
resilience can be effectively met using silvicultural strategies. These include strate-
gies developed in conjunction with other management tools in an IPM program. 
Specific silvicultural prescriptions will vary depending upon stand conditions, site 
factors, and host tree and pest ecology. However, research and experience indicate that 
similar results can be expected under specific stand vertical and horizontal structures 
(Table 20.1) and species composition. From simple to quite complex, using silvi-
culture to manage forest insects can be challenging. Only those (e.g. forest health 
specialists, forest managers) with advanced training should attempt to resolve forest 
insect problems in multiaged, mixed species stands without aid from a more experi-
enced silviculturist. Silviculture continues to be an important addition to most forest 
insect management strategies, and approaching it from a resistance and resilience 
framework is likely to be successful under rapidly changing environmental and social 
conditions. 
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Chapter 21 
Forest Health in the Anthropocene 

Allan L. Carroll 

21.1 Introduction 

Forests cover approximately one third of Earth’s terrestrial surface (FAO and UNEP 
2020). They provide a wide range of vital environmental and socioeconomic benefits 
to all people in the form of ecosystem services. These services include fibre, fuel, non-
timber forest products, biodiversity, carbon sequestration, soil and water protection 
and socio-cultural values (Shvidenko et al. 2005; Brandt et al. 2013; Sing et al. 2017). 
As the global population rises, the demand for ecosystem services has increased while 
the capacity of forests to deliver them has declined due to high rates of deforestation 
(Carpenter et al. 2009; Seidl et al.2016; FAO and UNEP 2020), and increased rates 
of disturbance (Johnstone et al. 2016; Seidl et al. 2017). The capacity to quantify the 
health of forests and assess their ability to sustain ecosystem services into the future 
has become a fundamental challenge to resource managers in a rapidly changing 
world. 

All forests are adapted in some way to disturbance events that alter ecosystem 
processes [(White and Pickett 1985; Turner 2010;) see Box 21.1 for definitions]. 
Following disturbance, forest ecosystems will either regenerate or reorganize. If an 
ecosystem is resistant to disturbance and returns to a similar pre-disturbance state, it 
is considered resilient (Holling 1973; Gunderson 2000; Folke et al. 2004; Scheffer 
2009). If instead the disturbed ecosystem is sufficiently changed that it regenerates to 
a different state (e.g. a forest becomes a grassland; Fig. 21.1), then it has undergone 
a regime shift (Folke et al. 2004; Scheffer 2009; Allen et al. 2016; Johnstone et al. 
2016). Relationships between forms of disturbance and the probability of a regime 
shift are highly non-linear and characterized by thresholds where a relatively small
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Fig. 21.1 Conventional cup-and-ball model of ecosystem resilience (Lamothe et al. 2019). The 
ball represents the current ecosystem, the valleys indicate the possible ecosystem states [e.g. forests 
(white region) and grasslands (grey region)] and the weight of the arrows indicates the relative 
strength of interactions. a) Forests are resistant and resilient to disturbance where ecosystem 
processes (blue arrows) maintain them in or return them to their original state following pertur-
bation (pink arrows). b) Forests are less resistant and resilient to disturbance due to alteration of 
ecosystem processes by a novel stressor (red arrow) such as climate change and are therefore less 
likely to return to their original state following perturbation. c) Forests have lost resistance and 
resilience due to a novel stressor and disturbance has perturbed them beyond their original state to 
a tipping point where they undergo a regime shift and rapidly reorganize into a new ecosystem 

change may lead to a large shift in the state of an ecosystem (Scheffer et al. 2001)— 
a process known as a tipping point (Brook et al. 2013; Reyer et al. 2015). Over 
large spatial scales and long time spans, and without significant human intervention, 
disturbances tend to recur within a natural range of variability (Landres et al.1999). 
At these scales the characteristics of disturbances together with their return inter-
vals make up a disturbance regime (Turner 2010). Whereas disturbance instigates 
processes of ecosystem renewal (White and Pickett 1985; Thom et al. 2016), distur-
bance regimes generate diverse landscapes (Turner 2010; Turner and Gardner 2015; 
Thom and Seidl 2016). 

Box 21.1 Terms and definitions associated with forest ecosystem health 

Term Definition 

Disturbance Any relatively discrete event that disrupts the structure of an 
ecosystem, community, or population, and changes resource 
availability or the physical environment (White and Pickett 
1985) 

Natural range of variability The ecological conditions, and the spatial and temporal 
variation in these conditions, that are relatively unaffected by 
people, within a period of time and geographical area 
appropriate to an expressed goal (Landres et al. 1999)

(continued)
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(continued)

Term Definition

Disturbance regime The spatial and temporal dynamics of disturbances that 
include spatial distribution, frequency, return interval, 
rotation period, size, intensity, and severity (Turner 2010) 

Resistance The influence of structure and composition on the severity of 
disturbance (DeRose and Long 2014) 

Resilience The ability of an ecosystem to absorb disturbances and 
re-organize under change to maintain similar functioning 
and structure (Scheffer 2009) 

Tipping point A threshold at which a small change in conditions leads to a 
strong change in the state of a system (Brook et al. 2013) 

Regime shift A rapid modification of ecosystem organization and 
dynamics with prolonged consequences (Scheffer and 
Carpenter 2003) 

Sustainable extraction of services from forests is contingent upon ecosystems 
that are resistant and resilient to disturbance (Seidl et al. 2016; Grimm et al. 2016). 
However, forests around the world are increasingly forced to contend with anthro-
pogenic stressors that influence disturbances both directly via fragmentation, pollu-
tion and introduced alien invasive species (Vilà et al. 2010; Paoletti et al. 2010; 
FAO and UNEP 2020) and indirectly through climate change-mediated alterations to 
ecosystem processes (Raffa et al. 2009; Seidl et al. 2017; Williams et al. 2019). These 
novel stressors may reduce the resiliency of forest ecosystems (Fig. 21.1b), increase 
the probability of abrupt tipping points and regime shifts (Fig. 21.1c), and ultimately 
threaten the sustainability of ecosystem services. Quantification of the resilience of 
forest ecosystems and detection of critical changes in condition that may compromise 
ecosystem service sustainability grows more essential with ongoing global change. 
In this chapter I will review the concept of forest health, its utility as an indicator of 
forest ecosystem resistance and resilience to disturbance, and its relevance in an era 
of extensive global change known as the Anthropocene. 

21.2 A Working Definition of Forest Health 

The concept of “forest health” as an indicator of ecosystem sustainability is widely 
accepted; however, its broad adoption has been associated with applications that do 
not correspond with the term’s intent to describe the health of forest ecosystems 
(Raffa et al. 2009). Thus, a clear and concise definition of forest health is required 
before it is possible to fully consider its utility and relevance in a changing world. 
Edmonds et al. (2011) provide a list of eight definitions of forest health. Several
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refer to management objectives and human needs, and are considered “utilitarian” 
(Kolb et al. 1994; Edmonds et al. 2011; Trumbore et al. 2015), while the remainder 
are based on aspects of ecosystem function and processes. Utilitarian concepts of 
health are appropriate in agriculture or agroforestry systems that have well-defined 
management objectives such as the plantation shown in Fig. 21.2a established for the 
production of fibre. These systems provide valuable services, but they are limited in 
most aspects of ecological function and are unlikely to be very resistant or resilient 
to disturbance. Moreover, allowing such systems to behave naturally, for example 
permitting the growth of competing vegetation, would likely lead to their failure 
because their goals are to provide socioeconomic benefits often at the expense of 
ecological processes (Raffa et al. 2009). Based on a utilitarian definition of forest 
health, the success or failure of a plantation to meet the objective of fibre production 
would cause it to be deemed a healthy or unhealthy forest, respectively, regardless 
of ecological condition. 

The pitfalls of utilitarian definitions of forest health become more obvious when 
applied to natural forests. If a disturbance like the native bark beetle outbreak in 
Fig. 21.2b were to occur in a working forest, the beetle would be considered a pest 
and the forest unhealthy; however, if the forest was part of a park or protected area,

Fig. 21.2 a) A red pine (Pinus resinosa) plantation in central Wisconsin established to produce 
fibre (Source Steven Katovich, Bugwood.org). b) A lodgepole pine (P. contorta var. latifolia) forest  
in southern British Columbia affected by an outbreak of the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus 
ponderosae) 

http://Bugwood.org
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then the beetle would be considered a natural disturbance agent and part of the 
normal healthy functioning of such an ecosystem (Raffa et al. 2009). Layering of 
human expectations onto natural forest ecosystems leads to conflicts that preclude the 
general use of the term “forest health” as an indicator of forest vitality. Processes that 
make up a functioning forest ecosystem do so independent of human expectations. 
They include not only the inherent biological, geochemical and physical elements 
that form the basis of the ecosystem, but also natural disturbances such as windstorms, 
insect and disease outbreaks and wildfire that arise from interactions among them. All 
of these processes are essential to resilient ecosystems (Folke et al. 2004; Turner 2010; 
Johnstone et al. 2016) and should therefore be the basis of a healthy forest. Indeed, 
several recent studies have emphasized that processes associated with ecosystem 
resilience must be emphasized when considering forest health, and that health should 
be measured against ecosystem responses to external drivers and perturbations arising 
from global change (Raffa et al. 2009; Millar and Stephenson 2015; Trumbore et al. 
2015). 

Based on the preceding argument, I propose the following definition of forest 
health that is free from human values and expectations: 

Forests are healthy when their underlying ecological processes operate within a natural 
range of variability so that on any temporal or spatial scale they are resistant and resilient to 
disturbance. 

It is important to note that this definition is not intended to imply that management 
of forests toward objectives associated with human values should be abandoned in 
favour of natural ecological processes. Indeed, careful management of both natural 
and planted forests can deliver products and services while maintaining ecosystem 
function (Brandt et al. 2013; Gauthier et al. 2015; Trumbore et al. 2015; Wingfield 
et al. 2015; Pohjanmies et al. 2017). Instead, restricting the definition of forest health 
to ecosystem processes allows assessments of the potential of forests (natural, planted 
or combinations) to remain resilient and provide services in an era of global change. 

21.3 Forest Health:From Stands to Landscapes 

Since forest health has been defined in terms of resistance and resilience to distur-
bance, the processes of disturbance and how they interact with ecosystems must 
be considered in detail. Forest disturbances comprise discrete events that can be 
manmade (e.g. harvesting or land clearing) or natural. Natural disturbances are either 
biotic, such as insect or pathogen outbreaks, or abiotic such as wildfires, windstorms, 
floods, avalanches and volcanic eruptions. By definition, disturbances can operate 
at spatial scales ranging from individual trees to entire landscapes. However, from 
the perspective of forest health, a stand1 is the finest scale at which disturbance will

1 Defined as an area of forest or woodland whose structure or composition is different from adjacent 
areas (Lindenmayer and Franklin 2002). 
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be considered because the stand (i) is the fundamental unit of forest management 
programs, and (ii) it captures key processes associated with ecosystem resilience 
(McElhinny et al. 2005). The broadest scale of consideration will be the forest land-
scape which is simply defined as multiple sets of stands that cover an area ranging 
from hundreds to tens of thousands of hectares (Lindenmayer and Franklin 2002). 

21.3.1 Health of Forest Stands 

At the scale of a forest stand, the outcome of a disturbance event, and the potential 
for an ecosystem to either regenerate or reorganize, is a result of complex interac-
tions among disturbance type, severity, structure and composition, and topography 
of the stand in question (White and Jentsch 2001). Abiotic disturbances such as fire 
can cause the direct mortality of the majority of plants and animals in an individual 
stand depending on its severity (Turner et al. 1998). If a fire results in destruction 
of propagules from the original stand (e.g. a seed bank), then the reduced likeli-
hood of regeneration to an equivalent pre-disturbance state means that the stand was 
neither resistant to disturbance nor resilient, and therefore unhealthy prior to being 
disturbed. In contrast, biotic disturbance by an insect defoliator may not directly 
cause the mortality of any component of a stand, but simply alter the competitive 
advantage of dominant trees within the overstory leading to a change in canopy 
composition (Cooke et al. 2007). In this case the stand was largely resistant and 
resilient to the disturbance, and therefore healthy. Between these extremes, distur-
bance by both abiotic and biotic agents can be less or more severe, respectively. The 
severity continuum is further influenced by stand structure and composition. A young 
stand, or one with a low density of trees, may comprise insufficient fuels to support 
a high-severity fire (Turner et al. 1994) allowing the stand to regenerate and remain 
resilient. Similarly, stands without suitable and susceptible host-tree species would 
be completely resistant to an outbreak of a specialist pathogen or insect disturbance 
agent (Jactel et al. 2017). Lastly, topographical features of a stand, such as slope and 
aspect, may influence the severity of both abiotic and biotic disturbances (White and 
Jentsch 2001) thereby affecting the health of a given stand. 

The resilience and health of stands is also potentially influenced by biological 
legacies that persist through the disturbance event such as surviving trees, seedbanks 
and/or other below ground organs (Seidl et al. 2014; Johnstone et al. 2016). Given 
that forest ecosystems have evolved with disturbance, species within them may also 
display long-term biological legacies in the form of adaptive traits that improve their 
resistance and/or resilience (Keeley et al. 2011). For example, cone serotiny (the 
release of seeds in response to an environmental trigger) in some Pinus species facil-
itates the dissemination of seeds immediately following a stand-replacing fire, thus 
ensuring regeneration of a similar pre-disturbance ecosystem (Turner et al. 1998). 
Alternatively, many tree species resist disturbance by insect herbivores through adap-
tations that allow them tolerate tissue loss such as increased photosynthetic and
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growth rates, and reallocation of stored resources (Strauss and Agrawal 1999). Simi-
larly, following high-severity fires Eucalyptus species resprout epicormically from 
suppressed, dormant buds along their boles and replace stand canopies within a year 
of disturbance (Keeley et al. 2011). 

21.3.2 Health of Forest Landscapes 

While the same disturbances that affect stands will affect landscapes, their relevance 
to resiliency and forest health may change as spatial and temporal scales increase. 
For example, disturbance that results in the local destruction of propagules, as with 
our example of fire above, may lead to the conclusion that a stand was unhealthy prior 
to fire. But if the stand is situated among other stands (i.e. in a landscape) capable of 
dispersing seeds into the disturbed area, then regeneration is possible and resiliency is 
likely. In contrast, local eruption of an aggressive bark beetle population may cause 
the mortality of a relatively small proportion of mature trees in a mixed species 
stand, leaving it largely intact. But if surrounding stands contain susceptible host 
trees the eruption may propagate over the landscape causing extensive tree mortality 
and threatening ecological processes such as biodiversity and carbon sequestration 
(Kurz et al. 2008; Raffa et al. 2008). 

Disturbance creates gaps in vegetation and alters available light and nutrients, 
initiating secondary succession within the openings (White and Pickett 1985; White 
and Jentsch 2001; Turner and Gardner 2015). Variation in these processes will, over 
time, produce a mosaic of stands across a landscape in different states of regen-
eration or reorganization (Fig. 21.3). Although the impacts of disturbance may be 
scale dependent, some forms of disturbance to stands such as that caused by fire or 
insects can have long-term, persistent impacts on species, communities and ecosys-
tems (White and Jentsch 2001) as a consequence of the biological legacies described 
above. These forms of disturbance have been referred to as key structuring processes 
that dominate the formation of patterns over spatial scales of hundreds of metres 
to hundreds of kilometers (Holling 1992), leading to heterogeneous landscapes. 
The resultant heterogeneity will influence interactions and exchanges among stands, 
and ultimately the biotic and abiotic processes associated with forest health at the 
landscape scale (Turner 1989; Krawchuk et al. 2020).

Heterogeneity influences the resistance of forest landscapes to disturbance through 
impacts on the susceptibility of stands and the capacity for disturbances to spread 
within landscapes (Turner and Gardner 2015; Krawchuk et al. 2020). Tree species 
composition, physiological condition, age and climatic conditions are well known 
factors that influence the susceptibility of forest stands within a landscape to biotic 
disturbances by insects and pathogens (Cooke et al. 2007; Raffa et al. 2008; Jactel 
et al. 2017). The susceptibility of stands to abiotic disturbances will also vary across 
forested landscapes. For example, areas that are more exposed (edges, gaps, ridge-
lines) will suffer more windthrow, and drier regions (south-facing slopes, valley
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Fig. 21.3 Representation of multiple disturbances acting on the same landscape through time and 
cumulatively. Colour and pattern indicate different processes, darker shading in the cumulative 
landscape indicates more recent events. Modified from Parker and Pickett (1998)

bottoms) are more conducive to fire (Turner and Gardner 2015). The spread of distur-
bances through landscapes may also be impeded by heterogeneity. For example, the 
distribution of susceptible stands in a landscape will affect the ability of bark beetles 
to traverse it (Barclay et al. 2005; Raffa et al. 2008). Similarly, low- and moderate-
severity wildfires in coniferous forests may be constrained by natural fire breaks and 
young stands (Turner et al. 1994; Turner and Gardner 2015). Due to the influence 
of landscape heterogeneity on disturbance susceptibility and spread, even extensive, 
potentially homogenizing disturbances such as large wildfires will perpetuate further 
heterogeneity (Turner et al. 1994; Turner 2010; Turner and Gardner 2015). Consider 
the landscape in Fig. 21.4. The disturbed area within the fire boundary contains areas 
of varying size with fire severities ranging from none to severe. Such a landscape 
may be considered resilient and healthy due to the increased probability that areas 
of severe disturbance can recruit key species to maintain ecological processes from 
nearby intact areas (Loreau et al. 2001; Krawchuk et al. 2020). By contrast, the
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Fig. 21.4 Satellite image of a working forest in central British Columbia, Canada, and adjacent 
area that burned in a wildfire in 2017. Note the size, distribution and varying severity of the patches 
disturbed by fire as compared to the clearcuts in the unaffected forest. Source ESRI, DigitalGlobe, 
GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGrid, IGN, and the GIS 
User Community 

unburned portion of the landscape in Fig. 21.4 has been disturbed by more regular 
clear-cut harvesting and is relatively less heterogeneous. Maintenance of hetero-
geneity over landscapes provides “spatial insurance” for healthy ecosystem function 
by facilitating spatial exchanges among local systems (Loreau et al. 2003). 

Over long time-spans patterns of forest disturbance (i.e. disturbance regimes) 
become apparent with distinct distributions of type, severity, frequency and size 
(White and Jentsch 2001; Turner 2010; Turner and Gardner 2015). In the absence of 
anthropogenic alterations, disturbance regimes function within an historic or natural 
range of variability that can be used to represent the envelope of possible ecosystem 
conditions over a landscape (Landres et al. 1999). Implicit within the concept of a 
natural range of variability are the assumptions that ecosystems are dynamic and 
their responses to change are represented by past variability, and that they have a 
range of conditions within which they are self-sustaining, beyond which they are 
not (Keane et al. 2009). Thus, historical conditions can serve as a proxy for forest 
health (Swetnam et al. 1999) where the resilience of ecosystems is considered in the 
context of the type, severity, frequency, size, spatial distribution, and return intervals 
of disturbance. Deviation of disturbance processes within a forest landscape beyond 
the natural range of variability would threaten its resilience and health.
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21.4 Forest Health and Global Change 

Global change refers to the independent and interacting effects of anthropogenic 
stressors on ecosystems at a planetary scale. The primary drivers of global change 
affecting forests are climate change, land-use change and biotic invasions (Tylianakis 
et al. 2008). Impacts by these broad stressors on forests can be very complex and 
sometimes difficult to distinguish from natural variability. Given that the definition of 
a healthy forest defined above is derived from the processes of disturbance, resistance 
and resilience, I will examine the interactions of global change drivers with each 
process in turn using a range of recent examples. My emphasis will be on impacts 
by novel stressors that perturb forests beyond their natural range of variability (see 
Fig. 21.1). It is important to note that interactions seldom operate in isolation, and 
so I will also consider interdependencies for which there is documented evidence 
and acknowledge that many more interactions are likely at work. Finally, while most 
examples originate from the northern hemisphere, this is simply a byproduct of 
available data. The concepts they illustrate are relevant around the world. 

21.4.1 Climate Change 

Climate change refers to both global warming caused by human emissions of green-
house gases and the resultant large-scale shifts in weather patterns and extremes. 
Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the 
observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia (IPCC 2014). Increas-
ingly, impacts to natural and human systems have been documented on all continents 
and across the oceans. 

21.4.1.1 Disturbance Versus Climate Change 

Changing the tempo, intensity, or spatial attributes of disturbance can alter distur-
bance regimes (Turner 2010; Johnstone et al. 2016; Seidl et al. 2017). As discussed 
above, when a regime has been modified beyond its natural range of variability then 
forest landscapes may no longer be resistant and/or resilient, and their health will 
have been compromised. Perhaps the greatest impact that climate change will have on 
forest ecosystems in the coming decades will arise from altered disturbance regimes 
(Lindner et al. 2010). Indeed, many forms of disturbance have already been influ-
enced by climate change (Seidl et al. 2011, 2017). Among the most significant forms 
of disturbance affected to date are insect outbreaks and wildfire. 

Biotic disturbances, primarily caused by insects, affect almost 44 million ha 
of forests in the northern hemisphere each year (Kautz et al. 2017). Insects are 
ectothermic, and therefore highly sensitive to changing climate. Not surprisingly, 
climate change has been implicated in alterations to many aspects of the spatial and
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temporal dynamics of forest insects and their potential to cause disturbance. These 
alterations include shortened life cycle durations (Berg et al. 2006; Choi et al. 2011), 
increased thermally benign habitats (Carroll et al. 2004; Battisti et al. 2005; Jepsen 
et al. 2008), enhanced seasonal synchrony among trophic levels and/or the environ-
ment (Logan and Powell 2001; Jepsen et al. 2011) and reduced mortality from natural 
enemies (Stireman et al. 2005; Menéndez et al. 2008). The predominant outcome of 
these altered dynamics has been a general increase in the rate of biotic disturbance 
(Kautz et al. 2017; Seidl et al. 2017) potentially leading to modified disturbance 
regimes. 

Despite the general perception that wildfires are increasing in severity around 
the world, evidence suggests that there is actually less fire in the global landscape 
today than centuries ago (Doerr and Santín 2016). That said, there are regions where 
disturbance by wildfire has increased, particularly in western North America. These 
increases have been attributed to warming-induced changes in atmospheric aridity 
leading to elevated evaporative demand and reduced fuel moisture, snowpack, and 
summer precipitation frequency (Abatzoglou and Williams 2016; Williams et al. 
2019). Between 1972 and 2018, the area burned in California increased by over 400% 
(Williams et al. 2019), and virtually all projections based on climate scenarios suggest 
wildfire potential will continue to rise across western North America (Liu et al. 2010; 
Jolly et al. 2015). Increased rates of disturbance by fire beyond historic levels raise 
uncertainties regarding the capacity for forest ecosystem to remain healthy (Turner 
2010; Kelly et al. 2013; Millar and Stephenson 2015; Coop et al. 2020). 

Interactions among disturbance agents are a major component of disturbance 
regimes that create heterogeneous, resistant and resilient landscapes (see Fig. 21.3). 
However, increasing disturbance activity under climate change also means an 
increasing propensity for disturbance interactions, potentially exacerbating their 
severity (Buma 2015). In a review and synthesis of climate change effects on impor-
tant abiotic and biotic disturbances, Seidl et al. (2017) found that links between an 
initial abiotic agent and subsequent biotic disturbances, especially by bark beetles 
in conifer forests, were particularly strong and led to amplification of disturbance 
in the majority of interactions. Bark beetle outbreaks generally arise following an 
acute pulse of defensively impaired trees that facilitate rapid population increases 
(Raffa et al. 2008, 2015). This resource pulse is often a result of an initial abiotic 
disturbance such as a wind storm (Kausrud et al. 2012), wildfire (Hood and Bentz 
2007), or drought (Seidl et al. 2016a, b). These interactions can lead to the mortality 
of trees over many millions of hectares (Raffa et al. 2008). Disturbances at these 
scales are of particular concern since they are very likely to exceed natural ranges of 
variation. 

21.4.1.2 Resistance Versus Climate Change 

Rising temperatures have amplified drought-induced stress in forests around the 
world (Young et al. 2017; Stephens et al. 2018) and have affected the capacity of 
ecosystems to resist disturbance. This aspect of climate change is most evident in
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interactions of forest ecosystems with phloem-feeding insects such as the bark beetles 
whose attack and colonization success are constrained by tree defenses that are sensi-
tive to water availability (Raffa et al. 2015; Marini et al.  2017). Many conifers close 
stomata to protect xylem cells from cavitation during drought, reducing photosyn-
thesis to near zero (Koepke and Kolb 2013). However, production and deployment of 
defensive resin is reduced under conditions of limited photosynthesis, thus lowering 
tree resistance to bark beetle attacks during droughts (Raffa et al. 2015). 

Climate change-exacerbated droughts have also affected forest resistance to 
abiotic disturbances such as wildfire. Drought not only causes increased amounts 
of fuels in forests in the form of dead wood, it also reduces the moisture content 
within those fuels and alters the ratio of dead to live fuels within the canopy of living 
trees, thus reducing the resistance of some forests to fire and facilitating larger, more 
severe fires (Stephens et al. 2018; Nolan et al. 2020). 

21.4.1.3 Resilience Versus Climate Change 

The structural and functional changes in forests in response to disturbance may 
compromise their capacity to recover in a warming environment. Evidence is accumu-
lating that forest ecosystem resilience may be affected by climate change-exacerbated 
wildfires. In the western region of the North American boreal forest, drier and warmer 
weather associated with climate change has decreased the resilience of ecosystems 
by reducing the interval between wildfires leading to altered patterns of regeneration 
(Whitman et al. 2019; Coop et al. 2020). 

Similarly, in the western US, increasingly unfavorable post-fire growing condi-
tions due to a changing climate have compromised ecosystem resilience by reducing 
seedling establishment and increasing regeneration failures (Harvey et al. 2016; 
Stevens-Rumann et al. 2018; Davis et al. 2019; Coop et al. 2020). These impacts 
comprise an abrupt tipping point given that fire has killed the adult trees that could 
have persisted in the warmer conditions, but since those conditions are no longer 
suitable for seedling establishment and survival, ecosystems cannot return to similar 
pre-disturbance conditions (Davis et al. 2019). 

21.4.2 Land-Use Change 

Land-use change typically refers to the permanent conversion of forests as opposed 
to temporary losses from wildfires or harvesting. Where land-use change leads to 
loss of forest, it results in disturbance well beyond the natural range of variability and 
complete negation of forest health. This form of global change is a significant impact 
to forested landscapes. Deforestation through land-use change is responsible for over 
one-quarter of forest loss around the world (Curtis et al. 2018). By contrast, partial 
land-use changes, also known as forest degradation, may be less severe and involve 
retention of some ecological processes (Ghazoul et al. 2015; Ghazoul and Chazdon
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2017), allowing consideration of forest health. Since partial land-use changes are 
associated with diminished or constrained ecological function within forests, exam-
ples are broad and include extraction of non-timber forest products, collection of 
fuel wood, free-range livestock grazing, shifting cultivation, selective logging, urban 
encroachment and wildfire suppression (Thompson et al. 2013). These activities have 
the potential to alter all aspects of forest health. 

21.4.2.1 Disturbance Versus Land-Use Change 

Partial land-use changes can significantly alter the behaviour and characteristics of 
disturbances, especially abiotic disturbance. Wildfires depend on the coincidence 
of dry weather, available fuel and ignition sources (Jolly et al. 2015). As outlined 
above, weather conditions conducive to fire have increased due to climate change-
related drought in many regions. In western North America, land-use changes have 
also affected the remaining two requirements for severe wildfires. The legacy of 
human settlement and fire suppression has contributed to increased fuel loads in 
forests (Higuera et al. 2015; Parks et al. 2015). Moreover, growing populations and 
urban encroachment have resulted in increased frequency and type of human-caused 
ignitions (Balch et al. 2017; Radeloff et al. 2018). Thus, land-use changes have further 
exacerbated the impacts of climate change in terms of fire severity, particularly in 
the western US as evidenced by recent record-breaking fire seasons. 

21.4.2.2 Resistance Versus Land-Use Change 

In many cases, partial land-use changes have reduced the resistance of forests to 
disturbances by constraining or removing critical ecosystem functions. For example, 
widespread fire suppression in biomes adapted to frequent wildfires can severely 
compromise resistance to both abiotic and biotic disturbances. In western Canada, 
aggressive fire suppression over the past century allowed large areas of pine-
dominated forests to age to the point of becoming highly susceptible (i.e. less resis-
tant) to the mountain pine beetle (Taylor and Carroll 2004), leading to a “hyper-
epidemic” that reached an order of magnitude greater extent and severity than any 
previously recorded (Sambaraju et al. 2019). 

Wind is one of the most important abiotic forest disturbances in many parts of the 
world (Seidl et al. 2017). In tropical forests prone to cyclones and hurricanes, altered 
forest structure (increased gaps, edges) and shifts in plant species composition as 
a result of forest fragmentation reduce the resistance of forests to storm damage 
(Laurance and Curran 2008). Similarly, in the Norway spruce forests of Europe, 
resistance to wind disturbances is compromised by fragmentation (Zeng et al. 2009). 
In these forests wind disturbance is further amplified by outbreaks of the European 
spruce beetle that erupt from freshly broken or uprooted trees and spread into intact 
forests (Stadelmann et al. 2014).
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21.4.2.3 Resilience Versus Land-Use Change 

Reduced resilience of forest ecosystems associated with partial land-use change is 
common when the change interrupts biological legacies and impairs regeneration. 
For example, repeated burning of forested areas to promote livestock grazing in the 
Amazon has led to reduced seed availability and seedling recruitment and subsequent 
reorganization to shrub-dominated landscapes (Mesquita et al. 2015). Similarly, the 
resilience of some old-growth eucalypt forests in Australia have been diminished by 
clear cut logging that increases both fine fuels and the prevalence of young densely 
stocked stands that together support elevated fire severity compromising the capacity 
for systems to regenerate to equivalent pre-logging conditions (Lindenmayer et al. 
2011). 

21.4.3 Biotic Invasions 

Biological invasions have become a defining feature of the Anthropocene (Lewis and 
Maslin 2015). Dramatic increases in human transport and commerce have increased 
the rate of introductions of non-native species into virtually all habitats around the 
world. Although most species introduced into new habitats will not survive, some will 
establish and persist. A small percentage of those that persist can become invasive 
where they proliferate and spread to the detriment of the environment (Mack et al. 
2000; Aukema et al. 2010). Invasive species can affect all ecological processes within 
forests causing altered diversity, nutrient cycling, succession, and frequency and 
intensity of wildfires (Kenis et al, 2009; Liebhold et al. 2017). Non-native organisms 
from nearly every taxon have been introduced into forests; however, insects represent 
the most diverse group of invaders (Brockerhoff and Liebhold 2017; Liebhold et al. 
2017). Thus, the examples discussed below will be mostly derived from invasive 
forest insects. 

21.4.3.1 Disturbance Versus Biotic Invasions 

The most apparent impact of biotic invasions within forest ecosystems involves 
altered disturbance rates as a result of direct tree mortality caused by the invasive 
organisms. There are many examples of these types of disturbances (Gandhi and 
Herms 2009; Kenis et al. 2009; Brockerhoff and Liebhold 2017). Among the most 
severe are the hemlock woolly adelgid and the emerald ash borer. The hemlock 
woolly adelgid, a sap feeder, was accidentally introduced from Japan to the eastern 
US during the early decades of the last century (Brockerhoff and Liebhold 2017). It 
has caused extensive mortality of eastern hemlock, causing its decline as a dominant 
forest species throughout eastern North America (Morin and Liebhold 2015). More 
recently, the emerald ash borer was introduced from north-eastern Asia to both North 
America and western Russia (Herms and McCullough 2014). Since its arrival it has
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caused extensive mortality and eliminated the majority of ash trees (Fraxinus spp.) 
within the areas it has invaded (Straw et al. 2013; Herms and McCullough 2014; 
Morin et al. 2017). 

Disturbances associated with biotic invasions will potentially worsen under 
climate change. Hellman et al. (2008) discuss the potential impacts of a warming 
environment on invasive species. Three impacts in particular are relevant to forest 
disturbance; (i) altered climatic constraints on invasive species, (ii) altered distribu-
tion of existing invasive species, and (iii) altered impact of existing invasive species. 
The sum of these impacts implies a general increase in thermally benign habitats 
available to invasive species that may lead to higher rates of disturbances in forests 
as the climate continues to warm. Indeed, the number of established alien species is 
projected to continue increasing through the current century (Seebens et al. 2021). 

21.4.3.2 Resistance Versus Biotic Invasions 

The term biotic resistance is used to describe the ability of communities to resist 
invasive species. In general, forests tend to be more resistant to invasions than other 
terrestrial systems due to their inherently high diversity and the resultant interac-
tions of introduced organisms with native competitors, predators, etc. (Iannone et al. 
2016; Nunez-Mir et al. 2017). However, when invasive species cause extensive forest 
disturbances, it is most often a consequence of an insufficient or inadequate response 
on the part of trees to defend themselves from herbivores (Brockerhoff and Liebhold 
2017). This is referred to as the defense-free space hypothesis in which population 
growth and spread of an invader is facilitated by low resistance of evolutionarily 
naïve host plants (Gandhi and Herms 2009). Defense-free space has been implicated 
in the exacerbated impacts of many invasive forest insects and pathogens including 
hemlock woolly adelgid and emerald ash borer mentioned above (Showalter et al. 
2018). 

The concept of defense-free space is not confined to interactions of non-native 
organisms with forest ecosystems. Native herbivorous insects are often constrained 
by climate to a portion of the range of their host trees. As discussed above, a warming 
environment has been associated with increases in the availability of thermally benign 
habitats for several insect species, facilitating an expansion of ranges into evolution-
arily naïve populations and species of host trees (Burke et al. 2017).  Due to an insuf-
ficiently evolved defensive response, the resistance of naïve host tree populations 
and species to native climate migrants is inadequate to prevent severe disturbance 
(Cudmore et al. 2010; Raffa et al. 2013; Clark et al. 2014). This phenomenon is best 
exemplified by the recent expansion of the mountain pine beetle across the Rocky 
Mountains of North American and invasion of the transcontinental boreal forest 
(Cooke and Carroll 2017).
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21.4.3.3 Resilience Versus Biotic Invasions 

Biotic invasions that result in extensive disturbances to evolutionarily naïve forests 
are by definition beyond the range of historic variability. Hence, impacts to the 
processes associated with ecosystem resilience are often extreme and forests are 
forced to reorganize. Many examples exist of drastically altered ecosystems as a 
consequence of biotic invasion, but perhaps the best known is that associated with a 
fungal pathogen, the chestnut blight, accidentally introduced from Asia into North 
America in the early 1900s (Griffin 1986). The resultant devastation of the American 
chestnut by the fungus represents one of the greatest recorded changes to a forest 
biome caused by an introduced organism (Liebhold et al. 1995). Within a relatively 
short period of its introduction, the pathogen spread and functionally eliminated the 
American chestnut through most of its range. The loss of chestnut trees throughout 
eastern North America has had spectacular and long-term effects on forest ecosystems 
including reorganization to oak-dominated overstories, altered disturbance regimes 
and loss of wildlife habitat. 

21.5 Forest Health in Practice 

This chapter has defined forest health, outlined its constituent components across 
spatial and temporal scales, and reviewed the impacts of global change on each. How 
then are changes in forest health detected and how can forests be managed to allow 
sustainable extraction of ecosystem services? The foundation of the definition of a 
healthy forest is that its ecological processes operate within an envelope of possible 
ecosystem conditions. This concept of a natural range of variability (Landres et al. 
1999) provides a framework for understanding the ecological context of a forest and 
in evaluating changes in its health. 

Quantifying natural variability in forests requires information on the ecological 
processes and conditions of interest and their variation through time and space. This 
information is obtained from studies in the fields of dendroecology, dendroclima-
tology, palynology, landscape ecology and remote sensing that provide measure-
ments over a sufficiently long time period and spatial extent so that meaningful 
information can be gained about changes in populations, ecosystem structures, distur-
bance frequencies, process rates, trends, periodicities, and other dynamical behaviors 
(Swetnam et al. 1999). Application of the concept of natural range of variability to 
ecosystem management is based on the following premises as reviewed by Landres 
et al. (1999): 

• contemporary anthropogenic change may diminish the viability of many species 
that are adapted to past or historical conditions and processes; 

• approximating historical conditions will sustain the viability of diverse species, 
even for those for which we have limited information;
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• natural variability is a reference for evaluating the influence of anthropogenic 
change in ecological systems at local and shorter time scales; 

• natural variability encompasses the dynamic ecological processes that drive both 
spatial and temporal variation in ecological systems, as well as the influence of 
this variation on evolution and biological diversity; 

• disturbances have a strong and lasting influence on species, communities, and 
ecosystems; 

• spatial heterogeneity is an integral component of ecological systems that is 
positively related to biodiversity, and resistance and resilience to disturbance. 

Although difficult to generate, considerable information regarding the natural 
range of variability of ecological processes within many forest types has been 
amassed in recent decades (Keane et al. 2009). Indeed, it is now widely recognized 
that forest management should seek to emulate the natural range of variability of 
forests to maintain biodiversity and ecological function (Drever et al. 2006; Keane 
et al. 2009; Čada et al. 2020; Donato et al. 2020). This recognition has stimulated 
efforts to minimize differences between managed and natural forests by, for example, 
modifying harvesting practices to generate spatial and temporal patterns consis-
tent with historical disturbance regimes (Bergeron et al. 2002; Harvey et al. 2002; 
Kuuluvainen and Grenfell 2012; Leclerc et al. 2021). 

Consideration of disturbance, resistance and resilience within the context of 
natural range of variability may at first seem overly simplistic since it assumes that the 
record of historical conditions must reflect the range of possible conditions for future 
landscapes, thus ignoring the potential impacts of global change. However, determi-
nation of the natural range of variability of forest ecosystems necessarily captures 
large variations in the conditions of past centuries (Swetnam et al. 1999), and there-
fore it remains relevant even when faced with anthropogenic change. Moreover, the 
potential impacts of global change may be buffered by aspects of forest health. Land-
scape heterogeneity is directly related to species diversity (Tews et al. 2004; Fahrig 
et al. 2011) and diversity improves resistance and resilience to disturbance by virtue 
of spatial exchanges among local systems in heterogeneous landscapes (Loreau et al. 
2003; Brockerhoff et al. 2017; Krawchuk et al. 2020). Thus, a forest type with higher 
species diversity will be healthier than an otherwise equivalent, but depauperate one, 
and better able to withstand novel stressors. Species diversity can be quantified at 
each spatial scale relevant to forest health using the concept of α-, β- and γ-diversity 
(Whittaker 1972; Veech et al. 2002), where α-diversity refers to species diversity 
within stands, β-diversity refers to species diversity among stands in a landscape, 
and γ-diversity is the total species diversity of the biome (i.e. sets of landscapes 
comprising distinct biological communities that have formed in response to a shared 
physical climate). 

Indicators of forest health vary from stands to biomes and can be expressed 
in terms of each of our components of forest health—disturbance, resistance and 
resilience (Fig. 21.5). At the finest scale, a healthy stand is one where the type, severity 
and frequency of any disturbance falls within the range of natural variability. The 
capacity for a stand to respond to disturbance and remain within the historic range
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of ecosystem conditions (i.e. avoid tipping points and regime shifts) is contingent 
upon its inherent resistance and resilience. Since resistance and resilience increase 
with increasing diversity, then at any point in time, a stand will be healthier with 
greater α-diversity relative to equivalent stands at similar successional stages. And 
as discussed above, stands are further considered healthy if following disturbance, 
they successfully regenerate (naturally or by planting) along a successional trajec-
tory that will return them to a functionally equivalent pre-disturbance state. Similarly, 
indicators of forest health at the scale of landscapes comprise disturbance regimes 
(type, severity, frequency, size and return interval) that remain within the natural 
range of variability, high relative β-diversity and heterogeneous structures derived 
from diverse seral stages with high connectivity. And finally, forest biomes will be 
healthy when disturbance regimes within constituent landscapes remain within the 
natural range of variability, there is high absolute γ -diversity and all constituent 
landscapes persist through time (Trumbore et al. 2015).

21.5.1 Forest Health Monitoring 

Given that the processes of forest health vary across scales (Fig. 21.5), forest health 
monitoring programs must collect and synthesize data within and among scales 
to support managers, decision makers, and politicians in their decisions regarding 
forest management. Within stands, health conditions are often measured directly 
from individual forest inventory plots where species diversity, and the status of trees, 
vegetation, soils and other ecosystem properties are quantified. These data may be 
augmented with high-resolution remote-sensing techniques such RADAR or LiDAR 
which have the potential to reconstruct forest structures within and below the canopy 
(Lausch et al. 2017). Data at broader scales can be derived from networks of forest 
inventory plots (Woodall et al. 2011) and from a wide variety of broad-scale remote 
sensing techniques (Lausch et al. 2016). 

Despite considerable efforts by many countries to develop comprehensive forest 
health monitoring programs, there still remains some discrepancy between the infor-
mation required by forest managers and the data that are available for understanding 
and assessing the complexity of forest health processes (Lausch et al. 2018). Long-
term monitoring based on forest inventory plot networks provides valuable infor-
mation regarding trends in forest health processes (Tkacz et al. 2008; Woodall 
et al. 2011); however, short-term perturbations that may trigger abrupt nonlinear 
declines in health are not sufficiently assessed since measurement intervals are often 
multiple years (Lausch et al. 2017). More recently, integration of forest inventory 
plot networks with remote sensing tools has facilitated generalization of intensive 
and expensive ground-based measurements to temporal and spatial scales required 
by forest managers (McDowell et al. 2015).
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Fig. 21.5 Indicators and monitoring tools for forest health at the stand-, landscape- and biome-scale. 
Indicators are scale dependent, and refer to (i) disturbance (type, severity, frequency, size, return 
interval) within a natural range of variability, (ii) resistance defined by stand- (α) and landscape- (β) 
diversity relative to equivalent stands and landscapes in the biome, or total species diversity (γ) in  
the biome, and (iii) resilience to disturbance defined as the capacity for forests to return to equivalent 
pre-disturbance states at each scale. Forest health monitoring tools are also scale dependent and 
range from individual plots in stands to broad-scale remote sensing

21.6 Forest Health Versus Nonconventional Forests 

Although planted forests comprise approximately 7% of forests around the world, 
they account for roughly 70% of industrial wood products (Carle and Homgren 
2008). The demand for wood products from plantations has been growing, and so 
has the area devoted to plantations such that the area of planted forest is likely to 
double by the end of the century (Brockerhoff et al. 2013). The majority of plantation 
forests comprise non-native Pinus, Eucalyptus and Acacia species in the southern 
hemisphere and mostly native species in several northern hemisphere countries (Payn 
et al. 2015). As the emphasis on plantation forestry has grown, so has the need for 
assessments of ecosystem health. 

As discussed above, the definition of forest health derived from processes of distur-
bance, resistance and resilience does not necessarily exclude intensively managed
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plantations, so how is it applied? Since plantations are largely artificial constructs 
the concepts of natural range of variability and disturbance regimes are not appli-
cable. Indeed, disturbances are mainly restricted to biotic agents such as insects and 
pathogens (Wingfield et al. 2015). Further, issues of resilience to disturbance (and 
associated tipping points and regime shifts) are rendered largely irrelevant since 
intensive management will lead to immediate investments toward regeneration of 
any disturbed areas. In contrast, resistance processes that influence the severity of 
disturbance are vital to forest plantations (Brockerhoff et al. 2013; Wingfield et al. 
2015) and provide the basis for the assessment of their health. 

Planted forests are typically of a single, non-native species grown primarily for 
efficient wood production. They tend to be characterised by lower levels of biodiver-
sity than natural and semi-natural forests (Brockerhoff et al. 2008) and they achieve 
high productivity mainly through intensive pest control efforts or the outright exclu-
sion of pests (Liebhold et al. 2017; Wingfield et al. 2015). When pest impacts do 
occur, large amounts of damage can result. 

Mixed-species forests are more resistant than monocultures to biotic disturbance 
due to the greater abundance of trophic interactions that regulate biotic disturbance 
agents (Jactel et al. 2017). Although plantations are normally established as mono-
cultures, they afford an ideal opportunity to create diversity and increase resistance to 
disturbance given that replanting after harvesting is a frequent and recurrent process 
(Brockerhoff et al. 2017; Paquette and Messier 2010). Based on the expectation 
of increasing disturbance in a warmer world (see discussion above), greater resis-
tance to disturbance through creation of mixed-species plantations should offset any 
short-term costs associated with their establishment. 

In light of the capacity for innovative management of intensive plantations to 
promote diversity and resistance, Brockerhoff et al. (2013) recommend that clearing 
natural vegetation should be avoided prior to planting, native tree species should 
be preferred, and where possible mixed-species plantations should be established. 
Furthermore, in keeping with the expectations of a healthy forest landscape, they 
recommend the protection and enhancement of remnants of natural vegetation, the 
creation of mosaics of stand ages and tree species and the establishment of corridors 
linking habitat patches. 

21.7 Conclusions 

Increasingly forests are threatened by anthropogenic stressors arising from global 
change that compromise provisioning of vital ecosystem services. Therefore, the need 
to promote forest ecosystems that are resistant and resilient to stressors has never been 
greater. Forests are highly complex and their response to natural and anthropogenic 
stressors is difficult to quantify. Given an increasing global population, forests cannot 
and should not be viewed as independent of human influences; however, the capacity 
to identify the source and impact of natural and anthropogenic stressors is essential 
for effective forest management intended to foster forest health. A definition of
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forest health derived from ecological processes, and independent of human values, 
facilitates baseline assessments of forest function at all temporal and spatial scales 
and allows partitioning of the relative impacts of natural and anthropogenic stressors 
and their interactions. Defining forest health in terms of the processes of disturbance, 
resistance and resilience within natural ranges of variability allows quantification of 
the vitality of any forest type in any conceivable state and determine its probability 
of persistence. 

The ability of forests to be resistant and resilient to disturbance is dependent upon 
species diversity and landscape heterogeneity. Resistant and resilient forests will 
retain ecological processes and the capacity to deliver ecosystem services. Therefore, 
management toward healthy forests should seek to maximize relative biodiversity at 
all scales as much as is practicable. In so doing, we can provide spatial insurance for 
ecosystem functioning (Loreau et al. 2003) by increasing the probability of robust 
resistance and resilience in the face of global change. 
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Chapter 22 
Climate Change and Forest Insect Pests 

Andrea Battisti and Stig Larsson 

22.1 Introduction 

Climate change and the underlying causal factors have been thoroughly described 
(Field et al. 2014). Climate change, particularly increased temperature, has several 
consequences for the functioning of ecosystems. For instance, we know that the distri-
bution range of some organisms has changed (Parmesan et al. 1999), tree phenology 
altered (Walther et al. 2002), and phenological asynchrony developed, e.g. between 
tree and associated insects (Visser and Both 2006). Although these effects are well 
understood and documented, we are only beginning to understand the effects of 
climate change on insect communities. This is in large part because of the complexity 
of their interactions with the abiotic and biotic environment. 

It seems obvious that insect pest problems will be more important in a warmer 
climate because of the strong positive effect that temperature has on insect physiology 
and demography (Ayres and Lombardero 2000). However, temperature increases 
above optimal ranges may also be detrimental to insect fitness (Lehmann et al. 
2020). In addition, it must be remembered that insect distribution and abundance 
are controlled by many factors other than temperature. 

Klapwijk et al. (2012) reviewed climate-change associated factors affecting the 
outbreak potential of forest insects. They identified direct and indirect factors and 
provided a theoretical framework for assessing how changes in climate can be incor-
porated into predictive models of insect population dynamics. Similarly, Battisti and 
Larsson (2015) and Jactel et al. (2019) reviewed how climate change can affect the 
distribution range of insect pests, and provided examples of forest insect species 
whose ranges have been changed in a manner consistent with changes in climate.
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This chapter summarizes empirical evidence for climate-change induced insect 
pest problems, i.e. changed distribution range and frequency of insect outbreaks. 
Climate change can interact with non-native insect species accidently introduced into 
novel areas (Brockerhoff and Liebhold 2017). The issue of invasions is discussed 
in Chapter 23 of this volume. In this chapter we briefly discuss, in general terms, if 
and how climate change can be a factor that contributes to non-native insect species 
being established and becoming invasive, i.e. acting as novel pests in the forest. 

Throughout the chapter the focus is on how climate change affects the distribution 
and abundance of forest pests (directly and indirectly through biotic interactions). 
We acknowledge that climate change will also influence host tree vulnerability and 
tolerance, and thus potential future damage (Toïgo et al. 2020; Forzieri et al. 2021) 
(discussed in Chapter 20). 

22.2 Climatic Drivers 

There is general consensus among scientists that the global climate is changing 
at an unprecedented rate, with many regions experience warming trends, shifts in 
precipitation patterns, and more frequent extreme weather events (Field et al. 2014). 
Factors potentially affecting forest insects include temperature, precipitation, rare 
weather events such as wind storms and heat waves, and atmospheric carbon dioxide 
concentration. All these factors can act both directly and indirectly (through host 
plant or natural enemies) on insect pests. 

Temperature is the most important driver because it has steadily increased since the 
beginning of the twentieth century (0.61 °C in global mean temperature from 1850– 
1900 to 1986–2005; Field et al. 2014), and is predicted to increase further. Forests 
experience different levels of climate change depending on geographic position. 
Upper latitudes of northern and southern hemispheres, where most of the world’s 
temperate and boreal forests grow, are expected to experience a higher warming. 
Insects, being poikilothermic organisms, respond directly to temperature as described 
by their specific reaction norms. Temperature also affects insects indirectly through 
effects on the host plant (bottom-up, see Chapter 7) and natural enemies (top-down, 
see Chapter 6). 

Patterns in precipitation are due to a complex interaction between air circulation 
and temperature. Thus, an effect of temperature increase on precipitation patterns 
is expected. The result, however, is not as clear as the one depicted for temperature 
alone. Predictions on the total amount of annual precipitation vary according to 
the geographic area, with upper latitudes of both hemispheres experiencing more 
precipitation than mid latitudes, while the tropical and subtropical regions show a 
patchy effect (Field et al. 2014). Precipitation is also characterized by two more 
aspects, i.e. its distribution in the year and the intensity of the precipitation events. 
At upper latitudes of the northern hemisphere, precipitation increase will mainly 
occur in winter, while intense precipitation events will be more likely everywhere. 
Forests will thus experience different precipitation regimes according to geographic
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region. The interactions of these changes with those of temperature and solar radiation 
(through modified cloudiness) will likely modify the microclimatic niche experienced 
by forest insects. Although precipitation is known to directly affect forest insects, 
most of its action is indirect because water availability is crucial for tree growth, and 
consequently, host quality for insect herbivores. 

Extreme rare weather events, such as high/low temperature and rainfall, strong 
wind, and their combinations, will probably occur in higher frequency, and this is 
considered a potentially important component of climate change (Field et al. 2014). 
Two factors characterize the nature of these events, timing and intensity. For example, 
a heat wave may suppress all the insects active in that moment because the upper 
thermal threshold is achieved (see Chapter 4), or a wind storm may simultaneously 
fell a large number of trees that may facilitate a bark beetle outbreak (see Chapter 10). 
The periods when such events may happen are roughly predictable, because they are 
associated with the yearly variation of both temperature and precipitation, although 
it is impossible to define exactly when and where they will occur. 

Carbon dioxide, together with other greenhouse gases, is a major determinant of 
temperature increase (Field et al. 2014). Being a fundamental molecule for photosyn-
thesis, the increase in carbon dioxide in the atmosphere may affect the metabolism of 
forest trees, including molecules of importance to tree-feeding insects (Lindroth et al. 
1993), although the general effects on herbivorous insects are weak and idiosyncratic 
(Hillstrom et al. 2014). 

The climate in the future will most likely differ in all the above-mentioned aspects. 
However, with respect to effects on forest insects temperature has by far been the most 
discussed in the literature, and thus is the factor for which there exists a reasonable 
amount of data. Therefore, it will be the focus of discussion in the following sections. 

22.3 Insect Response to Increased Temperature 

In this section we deal with temperature effects at the level of the individual insect. 
Temperature has a direct effect on insect development rate and survival. Develop-
ment rate generally increases with increasing temperature to some maximum, above 
which development slows down and mortality increases (see Chapter 4). Increased 
development rate could lead to increased voltinism in facultative multivoltine species. 
Increased development rate in insect larvae could result in reduced temporal exposure 
to enemies or other mortality agents, with resulting higher survival. 

Winter mortality is likely to decrease under increasing temperatures (e.g. Ayres 
and Lombardero 2000), although decreased snow cover (and therefore decreased 
insulation of overwintering sites) can reverse that pattern (Petrucco-Toffolo and 
Battisti 2008). Warmer winters may permit some non–diapausing species to continue 
feeding and development during months that were previously too cold (Schneider 
et al. 2021). For example, larvae of the pine processionary moth Thaumetopoea pity-
ocampa have a higher probability of survival if winter temperatures do not often fall 
below specific feeding thresholds (Battisti et al. 2005, Fig.  22.1A, B).
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A 

B 

Fig. 22.1 A The same tree can be colonized in subsequent years as shown in the photo where 
the remains of an old nest are visible close to two new nests with white silk. The tree is a Scots pine 
(Pinus sylvestris) growing at high elevation (>1,400 m) in the Southern Alps (Venosta/Vinschgau 
valley) where the insect has expanded its distribution in recent decades and reached the upper limit 
of host plant range. At even higher elevations in the Alps, the pine processionary moth is massively 
colonizing the dwarf mountain pine (Pinus mugo), historically not a suitable host because of being 
covered by snow.  B The photo shows a colony that survived the winter because the limited snow 
cover, and higher temperatures, permitted suitable conditions for larval feeding across the winter. 

Several indirect effects mediated through the host tree exist. Many insect species 
match their feeding activity with certain developmental stages in the host plant; for 
example, species associated with deciduous trees, such as the autumnal moth Epirrita 
autumnata, match their feeding with nutritious immature foliage during spring and 
early summer (Haukioja 2003). 

If host trees are reasonably well matched to historically favorable climatic condi-
tions, then it is inevitable that changing climate will lead to situations where trees 
are poorly matched to the new conditions, i.e. trees can be stressed. Stress-induced 
changes in plant tissue quality and their effects on insect survival and reproduction 
are well documented in experimental studies (Koricheva et al. 1998). 

That plant stress can trigger insect outbreaks is a long-standing hypothesis in 
forest entomology. Insect outbreaks have been commonly correlated with conditions 
that induce stress in their host plants (e.g. Mattson and Haack 1987). This has led 
to speculation that there is a causal link between stress-induced changes in plant 
quality, and thus insect performance, and the start of outbreaks (e.g. White 1974). 
Experimental tests of the plant stress hypothesis, most often at the level of individual 
insects, have produced mixed results; species from some feeding guilds respond to 
experimentally stressed trees with increased performance, some are unaffected, and 
some respond negatively (Larsson 1989). Bark beetles constitute a globally important
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group of insects for which plant stress seems relevant; a long-standing paradigm is 
that healthy trees are resistant to most bark beetle species (and other boring insects), 
but that periods of stress make trees susceptible, although at high beetle density even 
non-stressed trees can be attacked and killed (Raffa et al. 2008). 

Arthropod natural enemies can exert powerful forces on the performance of 
herbivorous insects (see Chapter 6), and climate change may affect their activity as 
much as that of their prey. In addition, the phenological synchrony between natural 
enemies and their hosts/prey can also be affected. However, specialist enemies should 
be under strong selection to track phenological changes in their prey, which might 
make them less likely to become temporally uncoupled from their prey (Klapwijk 
et al. 2010). Higher temperatures can influence parasitism and predation rates by 
increasing searching activity of individual parasitoids and predators. When the prey 
are relatively immobile (e.g. many immature insect herbivores), this should generally 
increase rates of detection and attack. 

Insect pathogens, e.g. fungi, bacteria, and viruses, can also limit the performance 
of herbivorous insects (Hajek 1997). Temperature can be important for both infection 
rate and defense responses within the host. Different thermal optima for host and 
pathogen might lead to a situation where high temperatures favor the host by both 
optimizing defense responses and directly limiting pathogen growth (Blanford and 
Thomas 1999). 

Insects rarely, if ever, act independently from other organisms. Therefore, it is 
necessary to consider the position of the forest insect in the trophic web. In other 
words, not only should we consider direct effects of climate change on the target 
insect, but we need to recognize likely interactions of climatic variables with host tree, 
natural enemies, and insect diseases (indirect effects). Such an approach is necessary 
to fully understand the potential consequences that climate change can have for pests. 
For climate-change driven effects to have an impact on forest ecosystems, and thus 
be of economic concern for forest managers, effects at the level of individual insects 
need to be confirmed at the level of the population. This is not a trivial step as a 
multitude of biotic interactions, each with its inherent uncertainty, can modify the 
effects when it comes to populations, as discussed in the following section. 

22.4 Insect Population Response to Increased Temperature 

Climate warming can influence two important aspects of insect population ecology: 
distribution and abundance. Many insect species have been documented to change 
their distribution range in response to increased temperature (Battisti and Larsson 
2015). It is important to realize, however, that the dynamics of range expansion are 
rarely known in any detail. This is simply because populations in expansion areas 
are initially at very low density and thus can remain undetected for a long time. If the 
expanding population is a forest pest, then the expansion is likely to be discovered 
if the population reaches outbreak numbers.
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In general, the majority of insect populations are controlled by a number of 
different agents and thus occur at low density. Under some conditions an insect 
species may escape from the controlling agents and reach outbreak densities. 
Outbreaks are easily observed because they are generally defined by managers as 
population densities so high that they are of economic concern in forestry. Outbreaks 
can thus be seen as a proxy for high-density events, and of course as a warning signal 
of potential forest health problems. Low-density populations will also vary in size, 
but their dynamics will most of the time be unnoticed because their densities will 
not result in damage to the forest. 

In the following section, we present case studies to illustrate effects of climate 
change on insect populations. The focus is on outbreaks, which we assign to three 
main groups. The first group of case studies refer to Outbreaks at the core of historical 
range of distribution, thus evidence of climate change effects (or lack of effects) on 
populations in the historic range of the distribution. The second group deals with New 
areas of outbreaks within historic species distribution. This refers to species where no 
outbreaks were recorded for a portion of their historical distribution, typically in the 
colder areas, but where outbreaks in recent years have been observed. The third group 
includes Outbreaks in recently invaded geographic areas, in other words, species that 
have expanded their distribution range and occurred at outbreak densities that clearly 
can be related to warming. 

22.4.1 Outbreaks at the Core of Historical Range 
of Distribution 

Long-term surveillance data of European insect populations report a large variability 
in the responses of key forest pests to climate change: positive, negative, and no 
response to increased temperatures (Haynes et al. 2014; Lehmann et al. 2020). 

The European spruce beetle Ips typographus is the most aggressive bark beetle 
in Europe. Analysis of 17 time-series spanning from 1980 to 2010 shows density-
dependent factors to be the main drivers of population dynamics, although high 
temperature and summer precipitation deficit also play a role (Marini et al. 2017). In 
addition, temperature appears to be important for the voltinism of I. typographus, as  
populations may become bi- or multivoltine under favorable conditions (Wermelinger 
2004). Results suggest that greater efforts should be made to integrate temperature 
increase, drought, and storm effects into future scenarios of outbreaks under climate 
change (Marini et al. 2017). 

The larch bud moth Zeiraphera griseana is an example of a pest where climate 
warming has had negative effects on population growth. Dendrochronological anal-
yses of host trees associated with Z. griseana outbreaks over 500 years reveal peri-
odicities of 4, 8, and 16 years throughout the time series, except during the period 
1690–1790, and since 1980. The data suggest a disruption of periodicity probably
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related to changes in climate; temperature decreased in the period 1690–1790 (Little 
Ice Age) wheras it increased since 1980 (Saulnier et al. 2017). 

Responses at the species level appear idiosyncratic and no general patterns were 
observed in several species of defoliating insects associated with coniferous trees in 
southern Germany for more than 200 years (Haynes et al. 2014). A similar study 
in Hungary involving five species of defoliating insects associated with broadleaved 
tree species for a period of about 60 years also observed no clear pattern in responses 
(Klapwijk et al. 2013). It should be noted that for both these studies data refer to large 
scale events, and that changes at local scale could have gone undetected. More precise 
data are available for the pine processionary moth Thaumetopoea pityocampa from 
eight geographic zones in France (but for a shorter period, 1981–2014). Although in 
general, populations were controlled mainly by density-dependent agents, population 
growth was negatively related to precipitation in five regions and positively related to 
winter temperature in four regions; thus, these data suggest that the effects of weather-
related factors need to be considered at a local scale using appropriate measures of 
population density (Toïgo et al. 2017). 

22.4.2 New Areas of Outbreaks Within Historic Species 
Distribution 

Both the autumnal moth Epirrita autumnata and the winter moth Operophtera 
brumata have expanded their outbreak range in recent years, presumably as a result 
of improved winter survival of eggs, and maintenance of synchrony (through adap-
tive phenological plasticity) with bud burst of their main host, the mountain birch 
Betula pubescens ssp. tortuosa (Jepsen et al. 2008). Winter moth populations show 
a pronounced north-eastern expansion of outbreaks into areas previously dominated 
by the autumnal moth, which in turn has expanded historically into colder areas 
(Tenow 1996). This has been possible because eggs of the autumnal moth are more 
cold tolerant than those of the winter moth. This important direct effect of increased 
temperature can be affected by indirect effects in the trophic interactions and in the 
synchronization with the bud break of the host plants. In subarctic mountain birch 
forests, predation rates on E. autumnata and O. brumata larvae were almost twice 
as high in low versus high elevation sites, indicating that release from predation 
pressure at high elevations can favor outbreaks in these cooler habitats (Pepi et al. 
2017). 

Records of spruce budworm (Choristoneura fumiferana) defoliation and tree-ring 
analysis indicate that the outbreak range of this insect has expanded to the north. A 
regional tree-ring chronology performed by Boulanger et al. (2012) represents the 
longest and most replicated reconstruction of outbreak dynamics in North America 
(1551–1995). The authors identified nine potential outbreaks and three uncertain 
outbreaks in a 400-year period and concluded that outbreak frequency varied with 
temperature, being less frequent during the 1660–1850 period (every ~ 50 years,
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Little Ice Age) and more frequent in warmer periods like prior to 1660 (every ~ 
28 years) and during the twentieth century (every ~ 30 years). The simultaneous 
occurrence of a general increase in temperature in northern latitudes at the start of 
the last outbreak indicates a relation with climate change (Candau and Fleming 2011). 
An interesting indirect effect involving the host plant has been suggested. The main 
host of the spruce budworm is balsam fir Abies balsamea, whereas black spruce Picea 
mariana is a secondary host. Climate change is predicted to advance the phenology 
of the secondary host that is more abundant at the upper latitudinal edge, making it 
more susceptible to defoliation, and thus facilitating expansion of the outbreak area 
into higher latitudes (Pureswaran et al. 2015). This factor has been hypothesized to 
explain the occurrence of the new outbreak that started in 2006 about four degrees 
(445 km) of latitude north of the previous one (1966–1992), with a prediction for a 
more northern expansion in 2041–2070 (Régnière et al. 2012). 

In the southern hemisphere, the defoliation of Nothofagus forests by the saturnid 
moths of the genus Ormiscodes have been associated with drier and warmer seasons. 
The outbreaks have been more frequent in southern than in northern Patagonia. 
Results are consistent with recent warming in southern Patagonia and suggest that 
outbreak frequency may continue to increase with further warming (Paritsis and 
Veblen 2011). 

22.4.3 Outbreaks in Recently Invaded Geographic Areas 

In recent decades, the pine processionary moth T. pityocampa has expanded its lati-
tudinal and elevational distribution range (Battisti et al. 2005). Improved survival 
during the feeding period in winter has contributed to outbreaks in pine forests 
previously unoccupied in France, Italy, Spain, and Turkey. Rapid range expansion is 
facilitated by warm summer nights that contribute to long-distance (more than 2 km) 
dispersal of female moths (Battisti et al. 2006). In the newly occupied areas, however, 
population dynamics are driven more by density-dependent agents than by climatic 
drivers (Tamburini et al. 2013). Thus, once the expansion area is occupied popula-
tion dynamics seem to be determined by the same factors as in the historical range, 
provided that specialist enemies have tracked the host in the new areas. Interestingly, 
T. pityocampa shows prolonged diapause facilitating persistence in the newly colo-
nized areas even if the weather turns unfavorable for one or more years; diapause 
can last up to eight years with some individuals emerging every year (Salman et al. 
2016). 

In western Canada recent outbreaks of the mountain pine beetle Dendroctonus 
ponderosae have led to extensive tree mortality within at least 14 million hectares of 
lodgepole pine Pinus contorta forests. The start of the outbreak was facilitated by fire 
suppression during the last century, which created large tracts of over-mature pine 
stands, in combination with recent climatic patterns, viz. mild winters and warm 
dry summers (Raffa et al. 2008; Bentz and Jönsson 2015). However, the relative
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importance of large areas of susceptible pine forests and suitable climatic conditions 
for beetle population growth is not entirely clear (Cooke and Carroll 2017). 

In general, bark beetle species associated with weakened trees are difficult to 
detect at low-densities, whereas damage and tree mortality become obvious during 
outbreaks. Therefore, the range edge generally considered is that of the epidemic 
range, whereas the margins of the endemic range remain largely unknown. In south-
east USA, the distribution of the southern pine beetle Dendroctonus frontalis has been 
moved northwards due to milder winters that enhance beetle performance (Ungerer 
et al. 1999). Similarly, spruce bark beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) outbreaks may 
occur throughout the range of spruce in North America in the future. In its coldest 
locations, D. rufipennis is semivoltine, having a generation every two years and 
outbreaks are rare in these populations (Schebeck et al., 2017). 

22.5 Invasive Species and Climate Change 

The increasing problem with invasive species during the last decades may be linked to 
climate change although the evidence for this remain limited. Global trade and travel 
are the major drivers of the invasion process (Ramsfield et al. 2016; Brockerhoff 
and Liebhold 2017). The process of invasion is often divided into several phases 
(pre-transport, transport, arrival, establishment, and spread; see Chapter 23). Here 
we briefly discuss how changes in climate can interact with trade and travel in each 
of the invasion phases. 

Very little can be said about the pre-establishment phases (pre-transport, transport, 
arrival). It is obvious that propagule pressure in the area of origin is important in order 
to assess the probability of transportation, but it is unclear to what extent changes in 
climate affect propagule pressure. The next two phases (establishment and spread) 
are clearly linked to climate change as they depend on the matching between the area 
of origin and the area of arrival. The impact of climate change on climate matching 
between areas of origin and destination on the establishment and spread of non-native 
species is difficult to assess as data about failure to establish are rarely available for 
forest insects. The increasing number of the incursions of ambrosia beetles from 
tropical and subtropical regions in temperate forests could be an example of how 
this category of organisms is favored by climate change (Rassati et al. 2016). The 
inclusion of climatic responses of pests in the risk assessment of invasive species 
may help to predict which ones are the most likely to get established and threat newly 
colonized habitats (Grousset et al. 2020). 

The spread of invasive species in a newly colonized area depend on niche avail-
ability and dispersal traits of the insect, and in principle does not differ from that 
of native species (Pureswaran et al. 2018). The hemlock woolly adelgid Adelges 
tsugae was introduced into Virgina, eastern USA in the mid 1900s. Increase in mean 
minimum winter temperature resulted in higher survival in overwintering life stages 
and facilitated the expansion northwards in the eastern USA (Paradis et al. 2008). 
The build up of high density populations in the already colonized areas contributed
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greatly to hemlock (Tsuga canadensis, T. caroliniana) dieback (Fitzpatrick et al. 
2012). 

Once established, the response of invasive species to climatic factors may be 
similar to that of native species, as illustrated by the spongy moth Lymantria dispar. 
The population dynamics of L. dispar have been thoroughly documented in the 
USA, showing periods of cyclic outbreaks intermingled by periods with no cycles. 
The dynamics seem to be driven by trophic interactions while the role of climate 
appears to be negligible (Allstadt et al. 2013). It is not clear if a changing climate 
would cause a net increase in suitable habitat for invading insects such as spongy 
moth in North America, as there should be some areas that become more favorable 
and others that become less favorable (Tobin et al. 2014). 

22.6 Conclusions 

Climate change, in particular increased temperature, is certain to have qualitative and 
quantitative effects on insect populations, primarily because temperature ultimately 
sets the limit for most insect distribution ranges (Battisti and Larsson 2015). For 
insects on trees, however, the availability of the host tree(s) will be a critical factor 
because most insect species are associated with one or a few host tree species only. 
The expected slower range expansion by trees compared with that of the insects, 
because of the much longer generation time of trees, will likely slow down the 
successful expansion of the insects. Overall, this probably means that at a certain 
point in time host tree availability, rather than temperature, may set the limit for 
future insect range expansion. This scenario would only apply to insect species not 
able to switch to novel host tree species in the expansion area. 

Climate-change attention is mostly on insect species expanding their range into 
geographic areas that have become climatically more favorable. We have to assume, 
however, that an equally large area may become unfavorable. In contrast to expansion, 
such retraction of the range at the lower edge of the distribution will not be as 
immediate as the expansion, mainly because plants do not react as quickly to the 
warming as insects do. This is why a net increase in areal distribution is expected in 
the short-term while in a medium-long term a general shift of the range is predicted. 

A difficult task is to assess whether or not damage to forests will be more, or less, 
severe under climate change (Jactel et al. 2019; Lehmann et al. 2020). The degree 
of damage is usually positively related to the density of the insect pest population. 
Thus, we can reformulate the issue using outbreak as a proxy for damage and ask: 
are outbreaks likely to be more common under climate change? 

Ideally, in order to scientifically analyze this issue we should be able to refer to the 
frequency of outbreaks for a scenario of no climate warming. Obviously, this is not a 
straightforward matter, but the literature provides important information about insect 
populations that can be used as a simple null model of outbreak frequency (Barbosa 
and Schultz 1987). Most insect populations in forest ecosystems thrive around low 
mean densities, far below outbreak densities (Landsberg and Ohmart 1989), meaning
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that they are efficiently controlled by several, mostly unknown factors. It also indi-
cates that many insect populations often remain unnoticed for a long time (endemic) 
and are considered pests only when they build up epidemic populations (outbreak) 
(Barbosa et al. 2012). 

The categorization of forest insect populations outlined above is simplistic, but 
still useful as a basis for the following discussion of forest damage and insect pests 
under future climate change. We envisage four situations: 

1. The extent of range expansion of non-outbreak insects is virtually unknown; this 
should come as no surprise because, by definition, these insect species occur 
at low density. It is quite likely, however, that such expansion has occurred but 
should be of minor importance from a management point of view, given that the 
population ecology of these putative species in the new area is similar to that in 
their core area. 

2. A bias exists in the literature with almost all evidence of climate-change effects 
coming from outbreak species, for obvious reasons (easy to observe). In the event 
that outbreaks occur in the expanded range, an important question will then be 
whether the outbreak dynamics are similar to those in the original distribution 
range or show new characteristics (the mountain pine beetle outbreak may be an 
example of this as it has invaded new host tree species, such as Pinus banksiana 
in Alberta, creating the potential for massive range expansion into north central 
and eastern north America). 

3. Outbreaks in the historical area can be more, or less, frequent under climate 
change depending on the life history of the insect and how climate affects biotic 
interactions (with host tree, natural enemies, insect pathogens). Forest manage-
ment is changing in many parts of the world, e.g. with stands being overall more 
intensively managed than in the past. So far, there are no data to suggest that pest 
dynamics are significantly different under intensive forestry, such as nitrogen 
fertilization of natural stands (Kytö et al. 1996). If novel management practices, 
e.g. for maximizing carbon sequestration, will be introduced on a large scale, 
then there is certainly a risk that pest problems will follow. 

4. Forest health problems due to non-native insect species will most likely continue 
to increase in the future. Some non-natives will establish but with dynamics of 
the low-density type. The distribution of other non-natives will expand, perhaps 
as a consequence of climate change, and establish in natural forests where popu-
lations increase to outbreak level (thus becoming an invasive). An especially 
serious threat is the situation where non-native insects establish in plantations of 
non-native tree species. Here managers may be faced with a situation of inten-
sive control practice most often not necessary in traditional forestry, such as the 
application of biological control with a parasitic nematode against the Sirex wood 
wasp in pine plantations (Slippers et al. 2015). 

The science of outbreak dynamics includes data from economically important insect 
populations whose dynamics appear to be driven by factors that differ from those 
of non-outbreak species (e.g. Larsson et al. 1993). Thus, there is no overarching 
hypothesis based on logic (or data) that allows for specific predictions at the species
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(or population) level. Our approach has been to use information from the past in 
order to understand the future. This approach allows us to take advantage of existing 
scientific knowledge. Although we advocate this approach we emphasize that we 
also need to appreciate that the available data, and thus predictions based on these 
data, have a substantial degree of uncertainty. Very rarely, if ever, can outbreak data 
be considered replicated, due to different boundary conditions. This is a situation 
that is true for many ecological data sets meant to be used in policy, but is especially 
troublesome here because we are interested in changes over long periods of time, 
hundreds of years. 
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Chapter 23 
Forest Insect Invasions and Their 
Management 

Andrew M. Liebhold, Eckehard G. Brockerhoff, 
and Deborah G. McCullough 

23.1 Introduction 

The problem of biological invasions is largely an inadvertent result of globalization. 
Global trade and human travel have resulted in the accidental movement of organisms 
across geographic barriers such as oceans and major mountain ranges that previously 
compartmentalized the world’s flora and fauna through millions of years of evolution. 
Most non-native organisms established outside their range are inconsequential, with 
little noticeable impact on invaded ecosystems. However, a fraction of non-native 
species become extremely abundant and/or greatly alter ecosystem processes and 
properties (Lovett et al. 2006, 2016). Ever-increasing rates of international trade and 
travel are likely to provide further opportunities for transport of non-native organisms 
into new regions. 

Given that insects are the most diverse group of organisms in the world, it comes 
as no surprise that they comprise a large portion of all invading species worldwide 
(Seebens et al. 2017). Insects exhibit remarkable variation in life histories, and many 
species require plants for feeding, habitat or both. Among non-native insects that 
feed on forest trees, there are four major groups of that are particularly damaging: 
insects that bore through the outer bark of trees to feed on phloem (inner bark) and/or 
wood, defoliating insects that feed on foliage or within shoots, sap-feeding insects, 
and seed-eaters. These types of insects are common among non-native forest insects
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in all regions of the world, with many affecting native forests, tree plantations and 
urban forests. 

Fortunately, most species of non-native forest insects have little impact on trees 
in their new habitat (Aukema et al. 2010). A fraction of these insects, however, 
affect tree appearance, growth or vigor, and a small number of species have had 
catastrophic impacts on invaded forests (Table 23.1). In some cases, such as the inva-
sion of the emerald ash borer, Agrilus planipennis (Buprestidea), in North America 
(Herms and McCullough 2014), invasion can result in local extirpation of their 
hosts. Several invasive forest species have greatly altered silvicultural practices. For 
example, damage caused by the green spruce aphid, Elatiobium abietinum (Aphi-
didae), was so severe in Iceland that planting of spruce was largely abandoned in 
southern regions (Halldórsson et al. 2003).

Less destructive insect species don’t necessarily kill their host trees and their 
impacts may be more difficult to quantify. Defoliators, for example, may reduce 
growth rates, affect form of young trees, and increase vulnerability of severely 
affected trees to other, secondary pests. A few species facilitate infection by tree 
pathogens, which can result in considerable damage. For example, the beech scale, 
Cryptococcus fagisuga (Eriococcidae), which was accidentally introduced to North 
America and Europe, creates punctures in the outer bark where the tiny beech 
scales feed. These punctures, allow entry of pathogenic fungi, Nectria spp., which 
cause beech bark disease and ultimately tree death (Houston 1994). Feeding by the 
European elm bark beetle, Scolytus multistriatus, (Curculionidae) rarely damages 
trees but the beetles vector Dutch elm disease, which is typically fatal to American 
elms. Numerous invasive forest insects, either directly or indirectly, alter ecosystem 
processes such as nutrient cycling or competitive interactions among plant species 
(Lovett et al. 2016). 

Here we provide a general overview of the causes, ecology and impacts of forest 
insect invasions, including strategies for managing invasions. We limit our coverage 
to plant-feeding species, though other feeding guilds (e.g. predators, pollinators) 
can also have ecological impacts. Other reviews covering forest insect invasions 
with different areas of focus may be found elsewhere (Niemelä and Mattson 1996; 
Aukema et al. 2010, 2011; Brockerhoff and Liebhold 2017). Insect invasions are part 
of a larger problem of biological invasions in forests, and other reviews cover that 
subject (e.g. Liebhold et al. 1995, 2017a; NRC 2002; Ghelardini et al. 2017; Seebens 
et al. 2017). Our treatment of this subject is structured using the three universal 
phases of invasions: arrival, establishment and spread of invading populations. 

23.2 Arrival 

The problem of biological invasions is largely caused by people moving organisms 
from their native range into new regions. Mechanisms by which organisms are inad-
vertently moved around the world are varied and referred to as “invasion pathways”. 
There are many different invasion pathways responsible for insect introductions
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Table 23.1 Examples of damaging non-native forest insects 

Species Family Invaded 
region 

Native 
range 

Type of 
Damage 

Reference 

Emerald ash 
borer, Agrilus 
planipennis 

Coleoptera: 
Buprestidae 

N. 
America, 
European 
Russia 

East Asia Phloem-feeder, 
tree mortality 

Herms and 
McCullough 2014 

Redneck 
longhorned 
beetle, 
Aromia bungii 

Coleoptera: 
Cerambycidae 

Japan China Phloem-feeder, 
tree mortality 

Xu et al. 2017 

Sirex 
woodwasp, 
Sirex noctilio 

Hymenoptera: 
Siricidae 

New 
Zealand, 
Australia, 
Africa, S. 
America, 
N. 
America 

Europe Xylem-feeder, 
tree mortality 

Slippers et al. 2015 

Beech scale, 
Cryptococcus 
fagisuga 

Hemiptera: 
Eriococcidae 

Western 
Europe, 
N. 
America 

Caucus 
Mtn. 
regions 

Sap-feeding 
(phloem), 
facilitates 
infection by 
pathogenic 
fungi 

Houston 1994 

Eucalyptus 
snout beetle, 
Gonipterus 
scutellatus 

Coleoptera: 
Curculionidae 

New 
Zealand, 
Europe, 
N. 
America, 
S. 
America 

Australia Foliage-feeder 
causing 
defoliation 

Paine et al. 2011 

Horse 
chestnut 
leaf-miner, 
Cameraria 
ohridella 

Lepidoptera: 
Gracillariidae 

Central 
and 
northern 
Europe 

Southern 
Europe 

Leaf-miner, 
defoliation 

Straw and 
Bellett-Travers 2004

(McCullough et al. 2006; Meurisse et al. 2019). Forest insects, however, are most 
often introduced through one of four invasion pathways: international movement of 
(i) wood, (ii) plants and plant parts, (iii) hitchhiking (i.e. movement on inanimate 
or non-host objects) and (iv) intentional introductions (including biological control 
agents) (Table 23.2). Relatively few forest insect species are thought to have dispersed 
naturally (e.g. by flight or on wind or water) to new world regions.

An analysis of 62 species of invasive forest insect pests (excluding seed-feeding 
insects) established in the USA indicated that historically, imports of live plants 
was responsible for more invasions than any other pathway (Liebhold et al. 2012).
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Table 23.2 Principal pathways by which forest insects are transported outside of their native ranges 

Pathway Insect groups Mitigation methods 

Wood including round wood, 
wood packaging material 

Bark and wood-boring insects Quarantine bans, 
fumigation, heat treatment 

Plants including cuttings, 
bare-root plants, cut flowers, 
seeds 

Sap-feeding insects, 
foliage-feeding insects, 
sap-feeding insects, seed & 
cone insects 

Quarantine bans, 
fumigation 

Hitchhiking—i.e. transport on 
non-host material such as sea 
containers, machinery, 
automobiles 

Foliage-feeding insects, ants, 
wasps 

Steam-cleaning of cargo 

Intentional introductions Insect predators and 
parasitoids, weed biological 
control agents 

Regulation of biological 
control, risk analysis

Plants imported for propagation are a particularly dominant invasion pathway for sap-
feeding and foliage-feeding insects. Live plants represent the “perfect” pathway for 
many herbivorous insects since most can live and feed on their host plant throughout 
their journey and upon arrival, the insects already have a suitable host plant that is 
likely to be nurtured and tended. The importance of live plant imports as a pathway 
for insect invasions has been confirmed in many world regions (Kiritani and Yama-
mura 2003; Roques et al. 2009). There have been substantial advances in developing 
biosecurity measures designed to limit accidental insect invasions with commer-
cially imported plants (Liebhold and Griffin 2016). These policies vary among world 
regions, however, and regulation of plant imports in some regions is weak (Eschen 
et al. 2015). 

Not surprisingly, most non-native insects that feed beneath bark on phloem or 
wood are introduced with imported logs or wood. Some invasions of bark- and 
wood-borers, such as the introduction of the European elm bark beetle to North 
America, are attributed to international shipments of unprocessed logs (i.e. logs 
with bark) (May 1934). More recently, however, solid wood packaging material is 
considered the dominant invasion pathway for insects that feed beneath bark. Solid 
wood packaging material refers to crating, pallets, spools and dunnage (e.g. timbers 
used to prop up maritime cargo or containers). Increases in global movement of solid 
wood packaging material corresponds to the surge in the use of large container ships 
for cargo transport beginning in the 1980’s. Increased use of solid wood packaging 
material has resulted in a notable jump in the number of bark and wood-boring insects 
introduced to North America and elsewhere over the last few decades (Brockerhoff 
et al. 2006a; Aukema et al. 2010). Wood packaging material is typically made from 
relatively poor quality trees and low cost wood. Such wood is often infested with 
wood-boring insects. Many of these insects can survive for months, especially if 
some amount of bark remains on the wood to retain moisture. Insects in wood may 
complete development then emerge in a new habitat or region.
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A substantial number of non-native forest insect species have been introduced 
intentionally, mostly for biological control of damaging invasive pests. In classical 
biological control, natural enemies from the native range of an invasive pest are 
imported, reared and released into the new habitat, ideally to provide long-term 
control of the invasive pest. If successful, such efforts can provide long-term control 
of a pest across a broad area. Insect parasitoids and predators are most often used in 
classical biocontrol programs, although in a few instances, a specialized pathogen 
may be considered. 

Kenis et al. (2017) reported that worldwide, 6158 species of parasitoids or preda-
tors have been introduced for control of 588 forest insect pests and of those, 172 pest 
species were controlled with some success. 

Historical rates of establishment of non-native insect species in various world 
regions (Fig. 23.1) indicate that the accumulation of non-native forest insects has 
not slowed during the last century (Brockerhoff and Liebhold 2017; Seebens et al. 
2017). In fact, the rate of establishment may even be increasing in some regions, 
such as Europe. However, in other areas, numbers of new establishments per year of 
certain insect groups have declined. Such declines are sometimes a result of improved 
biosecurity practices (Liebhold and Griffin 2016). In other cases, declines may reflect 
the depletion of the supply of species capable of invading a specific new range (Levine 
and D’Antonio 2003). For example, numbers of bark beetle (Scolytinae) species 
invading N. America from Europe have declined, at least in part because centuries of 
trade between these continents have depleted the pool of European species capable 
of arriving and establishing in North America. In contrast, invasions of Asian bark 
beetle species have continued to increase. Substantial imports of commodities from 
Asia into N. America are comparatively recent and species pools have not yet been 
depleted (Liebhold et al. 2017b). 

Fig. 23.1 Numbers of new non-native forest insects discovered by decade in New Zealand, Europe 
and USA. Redrawn from Brockerhoff and Liebhold (2017)
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Economic analyses (e.g. Leung et al. 2002, 2014; NRC  2002) consistently suggest 
that the most effective strategy for mitigating the biological invasion problem is 
prevention—i.e. taking measures to prevent the transport and arrival of non-native 
species. This is generally true for forest insect pests and there are several approaches 
for preventing their arrival. Most prevention strategies focus on managing the two 
dominant invasion pathways for forest insects: live plants and wood. 

Importation of plants has historically played a crucial role in their domestication 
and genetic improvement for agricultural, forestry and ornamental purposes. Because 
imported plants obviously represent a high-risk invasion pathway for insects and 
plant pathogens, several measures have been identified to limit this risk. First, import 
of high-risk plant species can be simply banned. Some countries implement “black 
list” systems (e.g. imports of certain plant taxa are banned), while other countries use 
“white list” systems (plant taxa are banned unless they are known to be of relatively 
low risk). Although this is a somewhat simplistic representation, the latter system is 
considered more effective at preventing introductions of unknown organisms (Eschen 
et al. 2015). Second, phytosanitary treatments, such as fumigation or treatment of 
plants with pesticides, can reduce the likelihood that pests will be introduced on 
high-risk plants. Post-entry quarantines may also be applied. In this practice, imported 
plants are initially cultivated in a quarantine facility or secure location and monitored 
to ensure they are free of insects or pathogens before they are released for sale or 
cultivation. 

“Integrated measures” can also be used to reduce risks of introducing new insect 
pests with imported plants. This involves applying multiple measures, often before 
the plants are shipped and again when the plants arrive. This approach can include 
phytosanitary treatments and inspections of plants before and after shipping. This 
may also include efforts to suppress pests at overseas plant production facilities. 
Insecticides or other pest management tactics may be used to ensure plant material 
is pest-free when it is exported (International Plant Protection Convention 2012). 

Considerable variation exists among nations with regard to their regulation of 
plant imports (Eschen et al. 2015). New Zealand and Australia apply strict regu-
lations based on a white list system, which limits the plant taxa that can be 
imported without phytosanitary treatments and/or post-entry quarantine. In contrast, 
the European Union implements relatively relaxed regulations. Some plants can 
be imported to Europe without any permit and in soil, which could harbor nema-
todes, plant pathogens and other pests. Regulations in other countries such as the 
USA, Canada and Japan, fall somewhere in between these extremes (Eschen et al. 
2015). Such biosecurity measures have successfully reduced risks of pest intro-
ductions with legally imported plants (Liebhold and Griffin 2016). Illegal impor-
tation of plants, however, either by members of the public unaware of regulations 
or by importers deliberately avoiding oversight, represents a relatively uncontrolled 
invasion pathway. Many countries with developing economies lack the resources to 
implement biosecurity practices. These areas potentially can serve as “bridgeheads” 
enabling alien species to become established and eventually invade other regions 
(Hurley et al. 2017).
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Effectively regulating imports of wood to prevent insects and diseases from acci-
dentally being transported remains challenging. Several countries ban imports of logs 
with bark, since many insects are associated with bark and phloem. Other countries 
allow logs to be imported but require fumigation either before or during international 
shipment (Allen et al. 2017). In 2002, the International Plant Protection Convention 
implemented a harmonized phytosanitary standard, ISPM 15 to reduce the risk of 
introducing live pests in solid wood packing material with imported cargo. The ISPM 
15 standard requires heat treatment, fumigation or other measures be applied to solid 
wood packaging material used with cargo moving between countries. All countries 
that implemented ISPM 15 agreed to abide by these same regulations; hence the stan-
dard is “harmonized.” Data from cargo inspections at ports conducted by regulatory 
officials from 2003–2009 showed the implementation of ISPM 15 decreased rates 
of insect contamination in solid wood packaging material by 36–52% (Haack et al. 
2014). Although 100% effectiveness of these treatments would be highly desirable, 
a cost–benefit analysis showed the economic costs of ISPM 15 were substantially 
lower than the economic benefits resulting from reducing rates of insect invasions 
(Leung 2014). 

Although vast amounts of cargo arrive at many ports and border crossings, only a 
small fraction of any shipment can be inspected. Additionally, many insects and plant 
pathogens are small, cryptic and difficult to observe. Consequently, inspection may 
not be highly effective as a method of directly preventing arrival and introduction of 
unwanted organisms. It does, however, serve an important purpose as an incentive 
for producers and importers to reduce pest contamination of shipments and as a 
source of information about the species of pests associated with particular imports 
(Whattam et al. 2014). Inspections can also provide information about organisms 
that are relatively abundant in specific pathways, which may play a crucial role in 
identifying the need for new quarantine or phytosanitary measures (McCullough 
et al. 2006). 

Inspection of air passengers to detect biosecurity threats occurs to varying degrees 
in different countries. Quarantine officers inspecting the baggage of air passengers 
arriving in the US have reported 10,000—20,000 interceptions of insects each year. 
These interceptions include insects from all orders and numerous species of concern 
to biosecurity (Liebhold et al. 2006). In New Zealand, quarantine officers inspect 
baggage and question all arriving passengers about items that could be infested with 
insects or other biosecurity threats. For example, several camping tents carried by 
passengers were found to contain live insects (Gadgil and Flint 1983). 

23.3 Establishment 

Although many different species of non-native forest insects are transported across 
borders or through ports every year, only a small fraction of those species actually 
become established in the new region (NRC 2002; Blackburn et al. 2011). Generally, 
only a few “colonists” are transported to a new region on imported plants, wood or
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other materials. Upon arrival, this very small population must be able to survive the 
local climate, locate and successfully feed on a suitable host, and reproduce. Very 
low-density populations of a non-native insect face a high probability of extinction, 
much like native endangered species. When populations are at very low densities, 
they are especially vulnerable to unpredictable events that can lead to extinction. 
Such events, termed stochastic effects, can include unfavorable weather. Unusually 
cold temperatures in spring, a wildfire or a bad storm, for example, can wipe out a 
small, low-density population. 

Allee effects (see Chapter 5) can also cause a newly or recently established popu-
lation to go extinct (Lande 1998). Named after the University of Chicago professor 
Warder Allee who first described the phenomenon in 1949, the Allee effect refers 
to the phenomenon of decreasing population growth with decreasing density of an 
organism. In other words, very small populations of some species tend to become 
even smaller over time. For example, when spongy moth (Lymantria dispar) popula-
tions are at very low population densities, males may be unable to locate femalesfor 
mating. Low reproduction success causes the density to drop even further (Tobin 
et al. 2009). If the density of a population drops below a critical threshold level, the 
population will decline to extinction (Liebhold and Tobin 2008). Most populations of 
non-native insects arrive at densities below these thresholds, which helps to explain 
why so many fail to establish. 

Several mechanisms can cause Allee effects in forest insect populations. Most 
insect species reproduce sexually and if densities are very low, may be unable 
to find a mate, leading to Allee dynamics (Gascoigne et al. 2009). Some species, 
including certain bark beetles, must mass attack their host tree to successfully over-
come host defenses and reproduce within the tree. Such a phenomenon, a form of 
“group feeding,” is also capable of producing an Allee effect (Chase 2016). Addi-
tionally, attack by predators may create a weak Allee effect; predation levels are 
typically higher in small populations but with large populations there may be “safety 
in numbers” and therefore greater survival. 

Given the assorted mechanisms that may cause Allee effects, plus the variation in 
their strength in affecting different species, it is not surprising that the probability of 
establishment varies considerably among insect species. Many species of Hemiptera, 
such as scales and adelgids, for example, reproduce asexually and population growth 
is not limited by the need to find mates. This life history trait may be one reason 
why Hemiptera are generally over-represented in non-native insect assemblages and 
relatively more successful invaders (Liebhold et al. 2016a). Aggressive tree-killing 
bark beetles such as the North American species, Dendroctonus ponderosae, and the 
European species, Ips typographus (Curculionidae), reach very high densities during 
outbreaks. Although both species have repeatedly been intercepted at overseas ports 
of entry, neither has become established outside of their native range. This likely 
reflects a strong Allee effect; density of the introduced populations is not high enough 
to enable the beetles to overcome resistance of their host trees and successfully 
reproduce (Brockerhoff et al. 2006a). 

Management to prevent establishment of non-native populations plays a key role 
in biosecurity strategies. The general approach shared among all such efforts is
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a combination of surveillance, to find newly arrived reproducing populations, and 
eradication, the forced extinction of a population (Liebhold and Tobin 2008; Liebhold 
et al. 2016b). Techniques for surveillance of non-native insect populations may take 
a variety of forms, depending upon the biology and behavior of the target species 
(see Chapter 4) and the potential impacts of the species. 

Detection surveys commonly rely on traps baited with lures containing 
pheromones or compounds produced and emitted into the air by host plants. If lures 
are highly attractive to the target pest, baited traps can be very sensitive tools and 
effectively detect low-density populations. For example, traps baited with synthetic 
sex pheromones are used in many countries for detecting newly arrived and very 
low-density populations of moths, such as the spongy moth. In contrast, traps baited 
with compounds produced by host trees, such as alpha-pinene, are widely used for 
detecting an array of conifer bark beetles, as well as phloem- and wood-boring insects 
(Brockerhoff et al. 2006b; Rabaglia et al. 2019). Traps baited with host volatiles 
are typically less sensitive than pheromone-baited traps. Often the lures with host 
volatiles do not strongly attract the target pest or the lures may be overwhelmed by 
complex blends of compounds produced by nearby live trees. 

Some insects are not attracted to any type of chemical lure and other surveillance 
options, such as light traps or visual searches for evidence of infestation, may be the 
only option available (Chapter 19). Analysis of historical insect eradication programs 
indicates that the availability of a sensitive tool, such as attractant-baited traps, greatly 
increases the likelihood of early detection and successful eradication of invading 
populations (Tobin et al. 2014). Sensitive detection tools also provide an effective 
means to delimit (i.e. delineate spatial boundaries) invading populations and evaluate 
the success or failure of eradication programs. 

Although eradication may be difficult or even impossible when there are no effec-
tive options to detect low-density populations or when a non-native population has 
already spread across a large area, there are many examples of forest insect species 
that have been successfully eradicated (Brockerhoff et al. 2010). Painted apple moth, 
Orgyia anartoides (Erebidae), an Australian Lymantriinae, was eradicated from New 
Zealand between 2001 and 2003 using a combination of tactics including host plant 
removal, aerial application of a microbial insecticide (Bacillus thuringiensis) and 
sterile male releases (Suckling et al. 2007) (Fig. 23.2). A remarkable aspect of this 
program is that pheromone-baited traps were not used in the eradication. Synthetic 
pheromone was found to be unstable and could not be used in lures. Instead, traps 
used for delimitation were baited with live female moths that were reared in the 
laboratory then placed in small cages attached to traps.

In another example, an extensive population of Asian longhorned beetle 
(ALB), Anoplophora glabripennis (Cerambycidae), was successfully eradicated 
from Chicago (1998–2008) without the use of any traps or attractants for delimi-
tation. Instead, delimitation was accomplished via visual surveys for characteristic 
holes on tree boles and branches left by emerging adult beetles. Eradication was 
accomplished by a combination of host removal and injections of systemic insecti-
cides into all potential host trees within 400 m of positive finds (Haack et al. 2010). 
Other recent ALB eradication projects, such as those in Ontario and New Jersey,
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Fig. 23.2 Scenes from a spongy moth eradication program in Washington, USA. A. Arial appli-
cation of Bacillus thuriengensis; B. Fifth instar spongy moth larva; C. Public notification of aerial 
spraying; D. Checking traps to confirm eradication success [Photo credits: (A and C) James Marra, 
Washington State Department of Agriculture; (B) Jon Yuschock, Bugwood.org; (D) USDA APHIS 
PPQ, USDA APHIS PPQ, Bugwood.org]

have relied strictly on removal of potential host trees within either a 400 m or 800 m 
radius of every infested tree (Turgeon et al. 2007). The success of these and other 
ALB eradication programs can be attributed, in part, to the limited dispersal behavior 
of beetles which constrained spread of the invading populations. 

One of the challenges managers of surveillance and eradication strategies may 
face is the negative reaction to control activities that is sometimes expressed by 
residents of the treatment area. Invasions of forest insects characteristically occur in 
urban / suburban habitats (Poland and McCullough 2006) and residents may strongly 
oppose activities such as removal of apparently healthy (but possibly infested) trees 
or widespread pesticide applications (Liebhold et al. 2016b). Successful eradication 
programs, such as the painted apple moth eradication from Auckland, New Zealand 
and the ALB eradications in Chicago and Toronto, typically involve considerable 
effort in public engagement to explain the need for and value of such efforts. Other 
cases, such as the failed eradication of the light brown apple moth from California
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(Lindeman 2013; Suckling et al. 2014) demonstrate that public engagement and 
outreach efforts are essential to build support for the program. Organized opponents 
may otherwise step in and disseminate misinformation, eroding support for these 
programs. 

23.4 Spread 

Once a non-native population of a forest insect becomes established in a region, popu-
lations can build and typically begin expanding further into suitable habitats (Black-
burn et al. 2011). This spread often occurs via two mechanisms; natural dispersal of 
the insects and accidental transport of insects by people. Natural dispersal can occur 
when insects fly or are transported by wind, birds or other animals. Long distance 
spread occurs when people move insect life stages or infested plant material into unin-
fested areas. Domestic invasion pathways refer to the means by which non-native 
forest insects are accidentally introduced into new states, provinces or currently 
uninfested regions. These domestic pathways often resemble those for interconti-
nental invasions. Human movement of live plants, and infested firewood, logs or 
solid wood packaging material may inadvertently transport non-native insects. Life 
stages of certain insect species can also hitchhike on non-host goods shipped from 
an infested area. 

Rates of spread vary considerably among non-native forest insect species 
(Fig. 23.3). Spread of a non-native species represents the combination of popula-
tion growth and dispersal; factors that affect either of these components will likely 
affect rates of spread (Liebhold and Tobin 2008). Rates of historical spread of inva-
sive forest insects and diseases in the USA are positively related to human population 
density, host tree density and voltinism (Hudgins et al. 2017; Fahrner and Aukema 
2018). Similarly, human population density is positively related to historical spread 
of the horse chestnut leafminer, Cameraria ohridella (Gracillariidae), in Europe 
(Gilbert et al. 2004).

One approach to managing spread involves regulating the pest and often the tree 
species or commodity that is likely to introduce the pest. For example, transport of 
ash trees from nurseries, ash logs and firewood were regulated in North America by 
federal and parallel state quarantines imposed to limit spread of the emerald ash borer 
(Herms and McCullough 2014). States, provinces or other regional governments may 
also impose their own quarantines to prevent the introduction of an invasive pest 
established in other regions. Quarantines typically prohibit transport of potentially 
infested host material unless specific phytosanitary treatments are applied to ensure 
the trees or wood is not infested. 

Another approach to controlling spread involves using barrier zones to slow or 
stop the spread of an invading species. Perhaps the most extensive of such programs 
is the spongy moth ‘slow the spread’ program (Sharov et al. 2002) in the US. Each 
year, a grid of ca. 100,000 pheromone traps is deployed across a 100 km wide band 
along the leading edge of the spongy moth invasion in the US. When a new, isolated
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Fig. 23.3 Historical spread in the USA of a) the spongy moth, Lymantria dispar (dates are year of 
first quarantine by the US Dept. Agriculture), b) the emerald ash borer, Agrilus planipennis (dates 
are year of first detection of reproducing populations by the US Dept. Agriculture)
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colony of spongy moth is detected, it is delimited, then treated to either eradicate the 
population or to dramatically reduce the density of the population. This approach 
has substantially slowed spongy moth spread in the US, yielding economic benefits 
by delaying establishment and thus impacts of this pest species (Epanchin-Niell and 
Liebhold 2015). 

23.5 Established Populations 

Ecological and economic impacts of non-native forest insect pests vary considerably 
ranging from minor defoliation to widespread mortality of host trees. Invasive forest 
insects that can kill their hosts are obviously of great concern. Emerald ash borer, first 
discovered in N. America in 2002, has become the most destructive and costly forest 
insect to invade that continent (Herms and McCullough 2014). This beetle has already 
killed hundreds of millions of ash (Fraxinus spp) in forests and landscapes in the US 
and Canada and continues to spread (Morin et al. 2017). Impacts of other invasive 
insects, such as hemlock woolly adelgid, Adelges tsugae (Adelgidae) and beech 
scale, Cryptococcus fagisuga (Eriococcidae), have resulted in large-scale shifts in 
forest composition, altering trajectories of regional forest and tree species succession 
(Morin and Liebhold 2015; Lovett et al. 2016). 

In many parts of the world non-native tree species are planted for fiber production; 
much of the exceptional growth of such tree species can be attributed to their escape 
from insects and diseases present in their native ranges. However, these plantations 
can be particularly susceptible to invasions of insects and diseases from the native 
range of the tree species (Wingfield et al. 2015). In some cases, insect invasions have 
caused forest practices involving certain tree species to be totally abandoned (Hurley 
et al. 2016). For example, planting of Eucalyptus spp. in New Zealand was largely 
discontinued following the establishment of the eucalyptus tortoise beetle, Paropsis 
charybdis (Chrysomelidae), and other insects and pathogens from Australia (Withers 
2001). 

While invasive forest insects can have substantial impacts on market resources 
such as timber, the primary economic impacts of many of these species are largely 
in non-market economic sectors. Aukema et al. (2011) compiled a comprehensive 
analysis of economic costs associated with invasive phloem- and wood-boring, sap-
feeding and foliage feeding insects in the US. The greatest economic impacts for all 
three feeding guilds were sustained by local governments, i.e. municipalities, and 
private property owners. These costs reflect the high value of trees growing in public 
and private landscapes, along roadways, and in parks or recreation areas. Property 
owners incur costs when trees must be protected from a pest with insecticides or 
when dead, dying or severely declining trees require removal (e.g. Kovacs et al. 
2010). Dead and declining trees also reduce property values (Holmes et al. 2006). 
Additional costs are sustained because of the loss of ecological services provided by 
urban trees, such as storm water uptake and pollutant capture (Nowak et al. 2001; 
Jones 2017). Impacts of invasive forest insects on ecosystem services provided by
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forests can be complex and are not well understood (Boyd et al. 2013). Information 
to date indicates considerable variation in the impact of invasive insect pests on forest 
ecosystem processes such as nutrient cycling, and food web structure (Lovett et al. 
2006). 

What explains the often unusually high population growth rates that many intro-
duced non-native forest insects exhibit following initial invasion? The answer may 
lie with evolutionary history. Most species evolved during millions of years, with 
natural selection shaping their interactions with other insect species and with their 
host trees. But when insects establish in alien habitats, the species with which they 
co-existed in their native range are typically absent. This suggests two mechanisms 
likely contribute to the often explosive population growth. First, the complex of 
natural enemies that regulate populations in their native range are typically absent 
in invaded regions. When a non-native forest insect species becomes established in 
the absence of predators, parasitoids and pathogens, populations may quickly grow 
to high levels (Colautti et al. 2004). Several foliage-feeding Lepidoptera represent 
examples of this ‘enemy release’ phenomenon. For example, the brown tail moth, 
Euproctis chrysorrhoea (Erebidae), which was introduced to North America in the 
late 1800’s, caused major defoliation of forests in the northeastern US until a gener-
alist parasitoid, Compsilura concinnata (Tachinidae), was introduced in 1906. This 
Dipteran parasitoid is credited with causing the collapse of brown tail moth popula-
tions, including their virtual extinction over most of the invaded range (Elkinton et al. 
2006). Unfortunately, this parasitoid, which is now well established across much of 
the US, also attacks many moth species native to North America and is credited 
with dramatic reductions in populations of native saturniid moths in the northeast 
(Elkinton and Boettner 2012). 

Severe impacts by invasive forest insects in their new habitat often reflect a lack of 
host resistance. Most forest insects have co-evolved with the host trees they colonize 
in their native range for millions of years. Over time, trees usually have evolved 
at least some amount of resistance to insect herbivores, which acts to constrain 
population growth of these insect populations. When insects invade a new region, 
however, they are often able to feed and develop on tree species in the new habitat 
that are similar to their original hosts. However, without any previous evolutionary 
exposure, those tree species may lack resistance to the non-native insect, especially if 
there are no similar insect species in the invaded region. Insects that encounter such 
a “defense free space” may thus thrive at the expense of their novel host (Gandhi 
and Herms 2010). For example, emerald ash borer populations are native to China 
and other regions of Asia, where they act as secondary pests, colonizing Asian ash 
trees that are only stressed or dying. North American ash species however have no 
co-evolutionary history with emerald ash borer and healthy, as well as stressed, ash 
trees can be colonized and killed by this invader (Herms and McCullough 2014). 

Novel associations between non-native forest insects and other non-host organ-
isms, such as symbiotic fungi, can also lead to severe impacts, particularly by non-
native bark beetles (Wingfield et al. 2017). Many bark beetles (Scolytinae) have 
important associations with fungi that they introduce into trees. In some tree species, 
certain mutualistic fungi improve nutrient levels or other conditions for the bark
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beetles (Six and Wingfield 2011). These mutualistic fungi may play a key role in 
determining whether a non-native bark beetle species can colonize healthy trees 
in a new region. As an example, the red turpentine beetle, Dendroctonus valens 
(Curculionidae), is native to North America where it acts as a secondary pest, colo-
nizing stressed pine trees. Where it has invaded China, however, associations with 
novel Ophiostomatoid fungi enable the beetles to colonize healthy pines and thus act 
as a primary pest (Sun et al. 2013). 

Understanding the mechanisms that contribute to severe impacts of invasive forest 
insects can help to identify possible strategies for managing a given pest. In the case 
of enemy release, classical biological control, which involves importing, rearing and 
releasing natural enemies from the pest’s native range, may be appropriate. Many 
of these efforts are not successful, but there are cases where an imported biological 
control agent has virtually eliminated outbreaks and damage caused by an inva-
sive species (Kenis et al. 2017). For example, an egg parasitoid Anaphes nitens 
(Mymaridae), was imported and has provided effective control of the Eucalyptus 
snout beetle, Gonipterus spp. (Curculionidae), which was previously a serious defo-
liating pest of Eucalyptus in Africa, New Zealand, South America and California 
(Tribe 2005; Schröder et al. 2020). While classical biological control can reduce 
impacts of invasive forest insects over the long term, potential effects of imported 
natural enemies on native insects can create unintended problems (Hajek et al. 2016). 
Imported natural enemies may begin to prey on native non-target insects that cause 
little or no damage. They may also displace or outcompete native natural enemies that 
control native pests. Currently, biological control introductions are closely regulated 
in most countries. Ideally, potential biological control agents should be carefully 
screened to verify that they will attack the invasive target pest without adversely 
affecting native species. 

When damage by an invasive forest insect is driven primarily by a lack of host 
resistance in the new region, selection for and breeding resistant trees may help 
reduce impacts. Different strategies, such as backcrossing susceptible native species 
with resistant species or genetic editing may be used to increase resistance to a 
particular pest (Sniezko and Koch 2017; Showalter et al. 2018). While selecting for 
or breeding host resistance holds promise, there are few examples where this has been 
successfully applied to overcome impacts of a damaging invasive forest insect. A 
major challenge with this strategy is deployment—i.e. establishing resistant trees in 
forests over large regions. While resistant genotypes can be cultivated and planted in 
ornamental settings or in forest plantations relatively easily, deployment of resistant 
strains is much more difficult in forests where natural regeneration dominates and 
competition with other species may be intense. 

Today, chemical insecticides are rarely used to control invasive insect pests in 
forested settings because of an array of environmental and economic concerns. In 
urban forests, however, insecticides are frequently used to protect valuable landscape 
trees from an array of insect pests, including invasive species. Systemic products, 
which are applied by injecting the insecticide into the base of the trunk, pouring the 
insecticide around the base of the trunk, or spraying the lower portion of the trunk
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and allowing the insecticide to penetrate the outer bark, have largely replaced insec-
ticide cover sprays. Systemic products greatly reduce insecticide impacts on bene-
ficial insects and other non-target organisms, environmental residues and applicator 
exposure, and can effectively control insects feeding in phloem or in tree canopies 
(McCullough 2019). While these insecticides can obviously protect individual trees, 
in a few cases, systemic insecticides are applied to reduce the impacts of an invasive 
forest insect over large areas. In one large-scale project, a relatively small proportion 
of ash trees were treated with a systemic insecticide to successfully slow the rate of 
emerald ash borer population growth and the rate at which ash trees declined and 
died (Mercader et al. 2015, 2016). Many states in the eastern U.S. apply systemic 
insecticides to suppress hemlock woolly adelgid populations, protecting watersheds 
and riparian areas where hemlock trees are abundant (e.g. Benton et al. 2015). The 
bacterial pesticide Bacillus thuringiensis is sometimes applied aerially to suppress 
outbreak populations of foliage-feeding invasive pests such as the spongy moth, and 
thereby reduce impacts caused by defoliation (van Frankenhuyzen 2000). 

Silviculture represents another strategy for reducing the impacts of damaging 
invasive forest insects (Muzika 2017). Silvicultural practices can increase stand level 
resistance to invasive, as well as native, forest insect pests. Increasing diversity at 
genetic, species and landscape scales, for example, will generally decrease suscepti-
bility of forests to invasive, as well as native, insect pests. Diverse forests also provide 
habitat for an array of insect predators and parasitoids, which can often help control 
pest populations. Thinning and other practices to decrease competition and main-
tain healthy stands can contribute to reducing invasive pest impacts. For example, 
the invasion of Sirex noctilio (Siricidae) in New Zealand around 1900 resulted in 
high mortality in dense plantations of non-native pines. Over time, outbreaks of this 
invasive woodwasp generally subsided, probably as a result of the introduction of 
biological control agents (a nematode and two parasitoid species) plus an emphasis 
on thinning overstocked pine stands. Damage was much less severe in thinned forests 
than in dense stands, where competition reduced tree vigor (Hurley et al. 2007). While 
silvicultural practices may help to reduce damage caused by invasive forest insects 
that exploit low-vigor trees, there are often few options for pests that can colonize 
healthy trees aside from conversion of stands to favor non-host tree species. 

23.6 Conclusions 

Only a few decades ago, most of the important insect pests that forest entomol-
ogists focused on were native species. As the world has globalized, however, an 
ever-increasing proportion of the significant forest pests are invasive. Invasive forest 
insects have largely transformed the field of forest entomology and have changed 
our overall approach to forest pest problems. They have also greatly affected silvi-
cultural management of stands dominated by affected tree species. Additionally, 
plantations of non-native trees are likely to play an increasing role in fulfilling the 
world’s demand for wood products in the future. Excluding invading pest species
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will play a critical role in maintaining the high productivity of these stands; hence 
forest biosecurity is likely to increase in importance (Wingfield et al. 2015). 

There is little question that with current trends of globalization, insect species 
will continue to be introduced to new regions and some of these species will become 
established. Although the pool of species that could eventually become invasive is 
decreasing in some regions (Liebhold et al. 2017b), more invasions are inevitable, 
reflecting a combination of increased rates of imports, new trading partners and 
creation of new invasion pathways. These mechanisms, alone or collectively, can 
increase the exposure of one region to new, previously untapped species pools. 
Furthermore, there is often a considerable delay of 10–50 years between the estab-
lishment of a non-native species and its “discovery” when damage becomes extensive 
and readily apparent (Epanchin-Niell and Liebhold 2015). This means that many new 
but currently unknown species have probably already established. A portion of these 
species will inevitably emerge sometime in the future as serious problems. 

Climate change, which is covered in Chapter 22, will affect future impacts of 
forest insects, including those resulting from invasive species. Range expansion or 
shifts, altered development rates, and changes in how forest insects interact with their 
hosts and natural enemies will undoubtedly be influenced by changing temperature 
and precipitation patterns in the future (e.g. Battisti et al. 2005). 
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